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FOREWORD 

In February 1957, owing to the persistent efforts of Roman R. Birukoff of the Air 
Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC), Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, a 
general meeting on the subject of shock tubes was held at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology.   This was the first of what has become a series of shock tube symposia 
conducted under the auspices of agencies of the Department of Defense and hosted by 
university, industrial and governmental establishments on an open (unclassified) basis. 
In 1958 and 1959, the second and third symposia were held at Palo Alto, California, 
and at Fort Monroe, Virginia, respectively - locations that offered convenient access 
by way of tours to the extensive shock tube and wind tunnel facilities at Lockheed and 
Langiey Research Centers.   As in the first instance, these two meetings were initiated 
by Mr. Birukoff and sponsored by the Air Force.   Dr. T. H . Schiffman, head of the 
Air Force Shock Tube Facility at the Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, Illinois, 
was in charge of the arrangements for all three.   The fourth symposium, sponsored and 
hosted by the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratories in 1961, was initiated and 
arranged by William J . Taylor. 

These first four meetings remained congenially small, with the number of papers 
ranging from 12 to 25 and the number of attendees from about 50 to 150.   The papers 
dealt largely with engineering and applied problems of military interest, though some 
involved early efforts in fundamental areas that have had an almost explosive growth 
in recent years.   If any topics predominated among the papers of the early symposia, 
they were, quite appropriately, those concerned with shock tube facilities, techniques, 
and instrumentation.   However, to those who attended earlier meetings as well as the 
most recent one, it was clearly apparent that in scope and extent of participation the 
5th Shock Tube Symposium had taken a rather drastic turn. 

In August 1964, when plans for the 5th symposium were being formulated, it was 
quite clear that shock tube technology and research was no longer dominated by mili- 
tary blast and aerodynamics workers; rather, it was now also the tool of the chemist, 
the physical spectroscopist, and the plasma dynamicist, tc mention only a few.   These 
circumstances led to contact with the Division of Fluid Dynamics of the American 
Physical Society.   The interest and enthusiasm encountered there provided the basis 
for the broadened scope of the meeting.   This union of sponsoring society' and hosting 
laboratory proved to be an entirely happy one. 
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SYMPOSIUM NOTES 

The 5th Shock Tube Symposium was held at the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
in Silver Spring, Maryland, on 28, 29, and 30 April 1965.   The emphasis of the meet- 
ing was shock tube development, instrumentation, and technique; those aspects of 
fluid dynamics that intimately relate to shock tube theory and performance; and the 
evolution of the shock tube as a research tool in all areas of physics and chemistry. 

This meeting also commemorated an important date in the history of shock wave 
research .   For, just 25 years earlier, in March of 1940 W. Payman and W. C. F. 
Shepherd of the British Safety in Mines Research Board submitted for publication in 
the Proceedings of the Royal Society a paper which established in a quantitative sense 
the essential processes occurring in a shock tube.   Because of World War II the paper 
remained unpublished for 6 years and thus did not have the influence on American work 
that it otherwise might have.  The decade and a half of work by Payman and his group 
in the twenties and thirties presaged the current flowering of shock tube research in 
chemistry and physics and is excellently described in the first part of J. N. Bradley* s 
commemorative paper in this volume.   The rapid growth in the following decade and 
a half is dealt with In delightful detail by R. J. Emrich in his commemorative paper. 

All will recognize the intimate association of shock tube performance and the 
studies carried out using this technique.   Yet, In recent years shock tube technology 
itself has undergone rapid development as new regimes of high pressure, high tempera- 
ture, high flow velocity, and low density have been explored.   Many novel means for 
driving the shock, such as magnetic, spark, and combustion methods, and detonation 
in solids, as well as In gases, have been used successfully.   Shock tube surface problems 
have been given considerable attention as regards thermal effects, boundary layer devel- 
opment, reflections at closed and open ends, and diaphragm effects.  Measurement 
techniques also have been evolving rapidly; not only have long strides been made in 
the tradiational areas of pressure sensors and optical techniques, but new means have 
evolved for the measurement of electric, atomic and chemical properties of gases as 
well as density and temperature.   Unusual shock tube shapes and sizes have been 
developed for various flow studies and applications such as multitubes for shock-on- 
shock interactions and sector tubes for studying cylindrical and spherical shocks. 

How well this meeting succeeded in reflecting the scope and depth of current shock 
tube research activity, others must judge.  We can, however, supply a few, perhaps 
superficial, statistics.   There were approximately 425 attendees including 27 visitors 
from eight foreign countries.   Fourty-two papers were listed on the main program of 
the meeting and an additional 73 on the supplementary program.  Abstracts of all 115 
papers, including 15 from abroad, were published in the October 1965 Issue of the 
Bulletin of the American Physical Society. 

Below are listed those who shared the distinction of presenting Invited papers: 



PROFESSOR RAYMOND J. EMRICH, Lehigh University, "Early Development 
of the Shock Tube and its Role in Current Research" 

PROFESSOR JOHN N. BRADLEY, University of Essex at Colchester, "Progress 
in Shock-Tube Research in England" 

DR. HAROLD MIRELS, Aerospace Corporation, "Boundary-Layer Effects in 
Shock Tubes" 

DR. PETER H. ROSE, Avco-Everett Research Laboratory, "Applications of Shock 
Tubes to Hypersonic Flight" 

MR. WILLIAM J. TAYLOR, Ballistic Research Laboratories, "Shock-Tube 

VI 

I 
PROFESSOR DANIEL BERSHADER, Stanford University, "Atomic Properties of J 

Gases from Shock-Tube Research" < 

DR. J . GORDON HALL, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, "Some Aspects of T 
Nonequilibrium Flows in Shock Tunnels" / 

PROFESSOR IRVINE I. GLASS, University of Toronto, "Shock-Tube and Shock 
Wave Phenomena in Earth and in Space" 

PROFESSOR EDWIN L. RESLER, JR., Cornell University, "Electromagnetically 
Powered Shock Tubes" i 

I 

Applications in Defense Research and Engineering" • 

Seventy-one papers were submitted for publication in this Proceedings volume 
along with four of the nine invited papers. 

It is perhaps inappropriate here to discuss banquet proceedings, but several 
aspects of that gathering seem particularly worthy of note.   First among these was 
an address by the Honorable (Professor) Donald F. Hornig, Special Assistant to the 
President for Science and Technology, on some contemporary and vital sociopolitical 
responsibilities of scientists.   Second was an address by Professor Walker Bleakney, 
Chairman of the Department of Physics,    Princeton University, and the "granddaddy" 
of shock tube research in the U.S., whose remarks threw revealing (if also very I 
humorous) light on the earliest awkward beginnings of the alliance between Government, • 
Science and the Military in World War II.   Finally, the audience was privileged to 
hear the Honorable (Professor Ing.) Hubert Shardin (recently deceased). Director, ■ 
Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, West Germany, in one of his last talks in this * 
country and to see some of his fascinating and strikingly artistic photographic studies 
of shock wave phenomena. T 
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The technical success of the symposium was assured in advance by the untiring 
efforts of Professor R . J . Emrich, who, during the planning stages, was Secretary- 
Treasurer of the Division of Fluid Dynamics of the American Physical Society.   He 
won the support of the officers of the Division in the joint sponsorship of the sym- 
posium that, in turn led to the full cooperation of The American Physical Society. 
Out of this cooperation, and the patient prodding of Dr. Z. I. Slawsky, grew a 
broadly representative Program Committee that took on the difficult task of select- 
ing for presentation about one-third of the number of excellent papers contributed. 
The Committee consisted of Zaka I. Slawsky (Chairman), R. G. Fowler, A. Hertzberg, 
A. Kantrowitz, O. Laporte, J. F. Moulton, Jr., and A. Roshko, from whose ranks 
were drawn the Session Chairmen. 

Professor R. G. Fowler, taking over the secretaryship of the Division of Fluid 
Dynamics in January 1965, carried to successful completion the Division's responsi- 
bilities to both The American Physical Society and the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. 
Among the many other details, he arranged for the publication of the abstracts in 
the Society's "Bulletin." 

On the NOL scene to carry out the manifold chores connected with the meeting 
was an Arrangements Committee consisting of J . F. Moulton, Jr., (Chairman), P.M. 
Aronson, J . G. Connor, Jr., and LCDR R. E. Goodspeed.   The publication tasks 
were carried out by W. S. Filler.   Appreciation is due the many other people and 
groups within the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory that contributed.   However, if 
any one individual may be credited with literally bringing this meeting to life and 
and seeing to its successful conclusion, that person is James F. Moulton, Jr., whose 
peripatetic activity was excelled only by his ubiquitousness. 

Solvency of the venture was insured by monetary support received from the Bureau 
of Naval Weapons, the Office of Naval Research, and the Defense Atomic Support 
Agency, in addition to the in-house support furnished by the Laboratory.   More 
important to the success of the undertaking than money, however, was the guidance 
and encouragement generously supplied by the Commander, NOL, Captain R. E. 
Odening, the Acting Technical Director, Dr. David S. Muzzey, and every member 
of the Laboratory's Directorate . 

To the memory of W. Payman and W. C . F. Shepherd, who founded modern shock 

tube research, and to Walker Bleakney, who introduced and nurtured sr^ock tube research 
in the United States, this Proceedings volume is respectfully dedicated. 
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE SHOCK TUBE AND ITS ROLE IN CURRENT RESEARCH 

RAYMOND J. E^ICH 
Department of Physics 

Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 

1.  EVENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FIRST SHOCK TUBES AT PRINCETON 

The Committee on Passive Protection against Bombing and Division 2 
of the National Defense Research Committee vere active in Princeton during 
World War II.   After the isotope separation group left for Los Alamos in 
19^31 the blast and penetration group represented nearly the entire effort 
of the physics department.    The group was concerned with penetration of 
armor, concrete and other materials, and with structure damage by blast. 
They worried about blast from bombs exploded in the air, by direct contact 
explosions and by earth transmitted blast.    The measurement of transient 
pressures was important to much of this work, and various means of record- 
ing transient pressures and calibrating the pressure gauges vere developed. 
Walker Bleakney was the leader of the group. 

Piezoelectric (quartz and tourmaline) crystals with electrodes and 
coaxial leads to oscilloscopes vere developed by C. W. Lampson and others. 
Sometime in 19^2 George T. Reynolds built a device to which the inelegant 
name "pot" was applied.    The "pot" was about ten inches in diameter and 
10 inches deep with a cellophane cover.   The gauges to be calibrated were 
placed inside the "pot" and insulated leads brought through the brass wall 
and connected to the oscilloscope.   The "pot" was evacuated and a knife 
used to puncture the cellophane diaphragm; a piece of light aluminum foil 
on the diaphragm was contacted by the knife Just before it punctured and 
this electrical contact was used to start the oscilloscope sweep.    An 
ordinary press type camera was mounted to view the oscilloscope face. 

Now in those days one did not have a Tektronix scope in every room 
in the lab.    In fact one had to design and build his own single sweep 
chassis, and build a high voltage supply to intensify the light on the 
screen.    The single sweep with enough intensity to photograph was an 
achievement, and one made do with a sweep far from linear. 
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In discuseloni of the observed shapes of pressure pulses recorded by 
the gauges inside the "pot" A. H. Taub and others recognized that one- 
dimensional waves were being observed.    Taub proceeded to calculate the 
ideal shock tube theory which predicts the strength of the incident shock 
when a diaphragm is broken between a one-dimensional high pressure chamber 
and a one-dimensional low pressure chamber. 

The first device which can properly be called a shock tube was a brass 
cylinder of three inches diameter with a flat side of perhaps one and one- 
half inches width into which various piezoelectric gauges could be mounted 
to form part of the wall.    The tube was approximately Ik feet long overall, 
the diaphragm being two feet from one end.    The low pressure section had 
an open end so that the tube was noisy.    This tube was designed and built 
by George Reynolds severed months before it was first operated.    Reynolds 
remembers that it was only when Abe Taub "threatened" to begin experimental 
work himself that the first recordings were made.    It is an historical 
fact that, on this first occasion of a shock tube operating at Princeton, 
Taub moved the diaphragm breaking knife with his own hand and that the 
shock produced was audible.    Lost to history is whether the oscilloscope 
camera recorded the passage of that first shock.    The tube is described 
in NMC report A-192 (06RD 1519) by G. T. Reynolds,   "A Preliminary Study 
of Plane Shock Waves Formed by Bursting Diaphragms in a Tube" (1943). 

At sane time during this early period, some reports by Payman and 
Shepherd came to the attention of Bleakney, Taub, Lampson and Reynolds. 
They apparently arrived,  as did much material at that time, from England 
in photostat form as port of the exchange of information between the groups 
of scientists doing research in ordnance in Great Britain and the United 
States.    In preprint form these reports did not Include the one-dimensional 
theory and were chiefly concerned with explosions in gaseous mixtures 
initiated by a shock-wave which was produced by bursting a diaphragm.    The 
work of Vielle (1899) was known, but it is the recollection of all concerned 
that Taub worked the theory out independently.    When Payman and Shepherd 
published their famous paper in the Proceedings of the Royal Society at 
the end of the war, they included the shock strength prediction from the 
initial pressures, attributing the formula to G. I. Taylor.    None of the 
early papers refers to an article by H. Schardin in Physik.Zeits.33, 60 
(1932), which existed at the time and was brought to the attention of U.S. 
workers only sane years later by R. N. Hollyer.    Schardin"s paper refers 
to an earlier paper by a German engineer who worked out the theory as part 
of the air brake system in railroad trains.    Kbbes,  K.  "Die Durschlags- 
geschwlndichkelt bei den Luftsauge-und-Druckluftbremsen." Z. Österreicher 
Ind. Arch.-Ver. 62, 558(1910). 

For those of us who came into shock tube work later, a very useful 
paper was one Issued at Princeton by C. W.  Lampson,   "Resume of the theory 
of plane shock and adlabatic waves with applications to the theory of the 
shock tube" dated 27 April I9U5 and issued in "dittoed" form as a technical 
memorandum.    The introduction to this document states "the use of a bursting 
diaphragm in a tube as a method of producing shock waves Is covered in 
a phenomenological report by W. Payman and W. C. P. Shepherd 
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in 19^1,    They attribute its earliest conception to P. Vielle in 1899. 
A calculation of the shock wave pressures to be expected thereby was 
carried out by A. H, Taub in 1942.    Certain experimental work on the 
tube as a primary standard of blast wave pressures was done by 
G. T. Reynolds, and extended in a series of quite accurate measurements 
by W. T. Read who found that the experimental pressures varied about 
six percent from those calculated from shock tube theory." 

This document by Lampson together with the Taylor-Mac coll article 
in the Durand Aerodynamic Series of books constituted in 19^6 the most 
lucid description of one-dimensional waves and the shock tube theory. 
There was also a manual on "Shock Waves and Supersonic Flow" written by 
Courant and Friedrichs and issued by the Applied Mathematics Panel at 
New York University.    Lampson's article was later reissued eis Ballistic 
Research Laboratories Technical Note 139(1950).   The manual of Courant 
and Friedrichs became their veil known book.    The work done by 
W. Thornton Read was not written down until 19h6 and appears in an 
06RD memorandum "Final Report on Shock Tube, Piezoelectric Gauges and 
Recording Apparatus" OSRD 6321(1946), by J. C. Fletcher, W. T. Read, 
R. G. Stoner and D, K. Weimer.   So far as I can recall (I remember seeing 
a copy of this report in 19^6 but no longer have a copy) these measure- 
ments were the earliest and best ones where the velocity of the shock 
wave in the low pressure section was measured.    The measurement used 
pressure gauges and calibrated sweep times on an oscilloscope face. 
The measured velocities were compared with the predicted velocities 
given by the ideal shock tube formula.    As you know, the ideal theory 
gives formulas for all flow variables if the initial pressures in the 
two sections of the shock tube are known.    In Read's work, there were 
indications of decreasing velocity of the shock waves with distance 
traveled (attenuation) but the measurements of decreasing velocity were 
inside the experimental error.   At the end of the war, when I ceased 
shooting bullets at armor plate, and was wanting to do something with 
shock tubes, this was my starting point,  following discussions with 
Bleakney and Reynolds.    Lampson's 19^5 report contains an addendum 
describing experiments he performed to record the reflected rarefaction 
arrival at gauges placed in the low pressure chamber.   The observed 
arrival times of the rarefaction wave head were compared with the pre- 
dictions of the ideal shock tube theory.    Various lengths of high pressure 
section were arranged for by insertion of plugs.   The 19^6 Payman and 
Shepherd article devotes attention to the wave and front speeds observed 
in their tube; they studied hydrogen and carbon dioxide as well as air 
and used pressures as high as 1100 lb/in2 behind copper diaphragms. 
Their accuracy of speed measurement was not high and they were not con- 
cerned about deviations from predictions of the ideal theory.    This brings 
the shock tube as an instrument to generate shocks for gauge calibration 
up to 19^.   Th« essential behavior as described in the ideal theory had 
been demonstrated. 
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2. DEVELOPMEMT OF THE SHOCK TUBE FOR STUDY OF SHOCK WAVE REPLflCTIQNS. 

New types of Instrumentation were introduced for these shock tube 
studies. In 1942, when the first work on shock waves and bomb damage 
was going on at Princeton, John von Neumann recognized that the reflection 
of shock waves from the ground was more complicated than in acoustics 
and at the suggestion of Colonel H. Zornig of the U.S. Army he read the 
pertinent papers of Ernst Mach vhich appeared in the Vienna Academy 
"Sitzungsberichte" vol.72-92(I875-IÖÖ9). It appears that in turn Colonel 
Zornig learned of the Mach reflections from discussion with Schardin at 
the Cranz laboratory in Berlin. Zornig visited Schardin there in 1929. 
Von Neumann named the kind of reflection Mach had observed Mach reflection 
and called attention to the fact that the Mach stem would move faster 
than the incident shock and therefore be stronger than the incident 
shock. The existence of the Mach reflection in an actual blast wave 
was observed in 19^2 by G. T. Reynolds in some experiments at Princeton 
using strings of pressure gauges and a small charge set off in the open 
space behind the Princeton football stadium. The reasoning of 
von Neumann is recorded in a document "Oblique Reflection of Shocks" 
Navy Department Bureau of Ordnance Publication, Explosives Research 
Report No.12 (12 October 1943). In this document he expresses his thanks 
to those scientists who influenced and assisted him in the course of these 
investigations. He mentions that the fact that the ordinary scheme of 
quasi-acoustic reflection is inapplicable to certain shocks was first 
pointed out to him (that is, von Neumann), by E. Teller in 19^0. (Quoting 
further from von Neumann's report: "It will be seen that this breakdown 
[of acoustic type reflection] is closely connected with that [breakdown] 
of the flow through an oblique shock at a concave corner. This flow was 
first analyzed by E. Prandtl and T. H. Meyer in 1908. Its breakdown is 
equivalent to the detachment of the head wave of a wedge in a supersonic 
flow. This latter phenomenou follows also from P. Epstein's investigation 
of the headwave of a wedge, 1931« Very similar conditions exist for the 
headwave of a cone, as shown by G. I. Taylor and J, W, Macoll, 1933» 
Of course, these headwave-detachment phenomena are also observed by 
ballistic photography. Ihe aspect which we wish to stross is, however, 
the connection with the vicissitudes of shock reflection." 

In spite of the theoretical insight of von Neumann end his collabora- 
tors R. J. Seeger and P. C. Kesnan, both then at the U.S. Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory, it was apparent that there would be a dependence on experiment 
for em understanding of what processes would take place in Mach reflection. 
In view of the practical importance of this Mach reflection problem, 
basic studies were desirable, and Bleakney proposed the shock tube as 
a device for studying the problem. Earlier experimental studies, employing 
the experimental techniques of spherical spark photography and the "soot 
line" method used long before by Mach, had been carried out by E. B. Wilson, 
Jr., R. W. Wood, and P. Liebessart. Bleakney tells of interesting dis- 
cussions in these days among the theoreticians as to whether one could 
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photograph shock waves in a rectangular tube. 

Lincoln G. Smith started, In June 1943, to build the first rectan- 
gular cross-section shock tube, which was 2 In by 7 In, and undertook 
to photograph In a systematic way the angles In Mach reflection and 
regular reflection at various Incident shock strengths. This work was 
summarized In a report "Photographic Investigation of Plane Shocks In 
Air. Final Report." NIÄC A-350, November 1, I9U5 by L. G. Smith. 
Prom this report I quote: "The project .as started at the suggestions 
of J. von Neumann and R. J. Seeger of the Navy Department Bureau of 
Ordnance and has ueen aided throughout by their very helpful suggestions. " 

During those years spark photography by shadowgraph of the shocks 
in front of supersonic bullets was being carried out by A. C. Charter? 
at Aberdeen Proving Ground. The rectangular cross-section shock tube 
of Smith had large plate glass windows through which both shadow and 
schlieren photographs were taken of the shock. The photography used 
first a spark gap designed by Charters and later one "kindly supplied 
by Colonel P. Llebessart of the French army and lately of Aberdeen 
Proving Ground." Line Smith combined Information from many sources 
Into a very up-to-date design for his equipment. The spark had to be 
set off at Just the right Instant as the shock reached the window of 
th» shock tube. At about this time C. V. Curtis and I, who were using 
light screens to detect bullet arrivals for measurement of bullet velocity, 
observed that the light screens were detecting a shock. This was in 
cases where the gun was firing a subsonic bullet but the blast from the 
gun overtook the bullet and gave a velocity measurement nearly that of 
sound as it passed through the light screens. Line Smith lost no time 
in installing "light screens" in his shock tube and using a spiral 
chronograph for measuring his incident shock speeds. The spiral chrono- 
graph was a device built at Princeton during the war which measured 
time Intervals to an accuracy of one microsecond by producing a spiral 
trace on a cathode-ray tube at a known speed of rotation. The trace 
was started and stopped by the electrical signals to be timed. 

There was apparently some not-very-systsnatie study of diaphragm 
materials* I recall that George Reynolds used about 18-lnch wide Scotch 
tape with the sticky stuff still on it for his diaphragms in the "pot." 
Apparently early in the game, people observed that a laminated cellophane 
with the trade name Red Zip shattered and left little material at the 
clamp when the experiment was finished and this was the most popular 
material for a wide variety of shock tubes for quite a few years. The 
Red Zip cellophane was obtainable only from a company in Cleveland, Ohio; 
it was made to be cut into narrow strips and used underneath the trans- 
parent cellophane covering of a cigarette package, allowing the cello- 
phane cover to be stripped open easily. It was a mark of discovery in 
the early days of shock tubery away from Princeton to find out how to 
order this material. 

j iffM^wil MPWJ    I m   .11 
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3. SHOCK TUBES AFTER Igjjg AT BRINCEa?ON AMD OTHTO IABQRATQRIE5 

While most of the work done on shock tubes during 19k2-19h6 was 
not described in the open literature, the essential ideas were presented 
as contributed papers at the Cambridge, Massachusetts meeting of the 
American Physical Society on 25 April 19^*6. Probably the abstract of 
the paper by Walker Bleakney, Phys Rev 6%,  678a(1946) contains the first 
recorded use in the literature of the words "shock tube." The title of 
his paper was "Shock Waves in a Tube" but in the body of the abstract 
he used the words "shock tube". 

The first shock tubes built away from Princeton, where the interest 
can be traced to people involved in or having heard of the studies at 
Princeton, were at the Ballistic Research Laboratories (Aberdeen), Naval 
Ordnance Lsboratory (Washington) aad Langley Research Laboratory. These 
places were starting work in 1945. Then in 1946 Smith took his shock 
tube to the University of Michigan and I took to Lehigh parts of a shock 
tube built at Princeton. Donald F. Hornig, who was at Woods Hole during 
the war and interested in pressure gauges, saw possibilities in the 
shock tube as a device for producing and studying shocks. At Brown he 
and E. F. Greene were starting their studies in chemistry at about this 
time. In 19^7 Hornig told the American Physical Society in a contributed 
paper how he proposed to measure shock thickness by light reflection, 
but he did not mention the shock tube in his abstract. 

The 19^5 activities at Aberdeen and the Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
were in connection with the Operation Crossroads tests (Bikini). The 
shock tube was used for the developmant of the so-called Bikini gauge, 
or foil meter, a device for measuring blast pressures. The gauge con- 
sisted of two brass plates containing several sizes of holes with a 
piece of aluminum foil held between the two plates. This assembly was 
bolted to a pot, the purpose of which was to maintain a pressure on one 
side of the foil at one atmosphere while the other side of the foil was 
exposed to the blast wave. A strong blast wave made holes in all of 
the big diameter foils but deformed some smaller diameter foils only by 
sane characteristic amount, while a weaker blast would leave its message 
on a partly deformed larger diameter foil. All of the foils used in 
these Bikini gauges were calibrated in the shock tubes at Princeton and 
at Aberdeen. Shock tube people who carried out these tests include 
Wesley E. Curtis, Gregory K. Hartmann, Curtis W, Lampson, James P. Moulton, 
Jr. and W. Thornton Read. Out of these grew two shock tube groups which 
are still active today. The first large shock tube, 24 in in diameter, 
was built by Wesley Curtis and Lampson at Aberdeen in 1946. Moulton aad 
Hartmann started a shock tube 4 in by 8 in in cross-section in the spring 
of 1947. Both the Aberdeen and NOL groups had a continuing interest in 
gauge calibration, and the Aberdeen tube also performed studies of damage 
to small structual models, while the NOL tube carried out studies of 
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shock reflection and diffraction by spark photography and later inter- 
fercanetry. 

Gordon N. Patterson, visiting the Princeton Institute for Advanced 
Study in 19^6, attended lectures by von Neumann, Taub and Bleakney on 
shock waves and fluid dynamics in Palmer Physical Laboratory. The shock 
tube was discussed then along with other shock wave phenomena. The 
following year Patterson started shock tube research at the University 
of Toronto Institute of Aerophysics (later renamed Institute for Aerospace 
Studies). Under one of Patterson's first graduate students, I. I. Glass, 
this laboratory quickly became one of the centers of shock tube research. 
The complete compendium of shock tube design and performance by 
Irv Glass, W, A. Martin and Patterson, 'A theoretical and experimental 
study of the shock tube" Univ. of Toronto Aerophysics Report No.2 (1953) 
served to help many become acquainted with the shock tube. 

A group at Langley Research Laboratory, started by Arthur Kantrowitt, 
heard about the shock tube work at Princeton, and recognized the possi- 
bilities for studying unsteady flows. P. W, Huber carried out perform- 
ance studies with the intention of applying the results to pulse Jet 
engines and reported the work in 19^-9• C. P. Donaldson and R. L. Trimpi 
were interested in the shock tube as a device for studying flows, and 
in particular the wall effects (described 19^9) and their propagation 
(1955). 

The first studies at Lehigh were also concerned with wall effects 
and with whether the non-ideal behavior of the shock tube was attribu- 
table to wall effects or to the non-instanteous removal of the diaphragm. 

In 1946 Lincoln G. Smith left Princeton and went to the university 
of Michigan. He planned to return to his early love of infrared spectro- 
copy. He took along his shock tube because nobody at Princeton wanted 
to use it. Somehow infrared spectroscopy did not engage Line's undivided 
attention. At the January 19^7 American Physical Society Meeting in 
New York he was showing his friends some interesting pictures, taken 
by Michigan graduate students C. W. Mautz and F. W. Geiger, of the 
mechanism of diaphragm breakage. Smith was proposing to use as a wind 
tunnel the shock tube he had built in Princeton and taken to Michigan. 
Although L. G. Smith left Michigan after two years and went to Brookhaven 
to work in mass spectrometry, never again to make any bangs in shock tubes, 
Otto Laporte developed an interest in the shock tube and its possibilities 
at Michigan. In 19^9 Laporte presented an invited paper at an A,P.S. 
meeting in Seattle "Theory «uid Applications of the Shock Tube." 
Laporte's group has been one of the most productive - in ideas, in 
accomplishments, in students trained. 

It was also at the 19^7 American Physical Society meeting in New York, 
January 30, 31, February 1 that the nascent Division of Fluid Dynamics 
made Its first public appearance. TM Committee on Fluid Dynamics 
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(R. J. Seeger, chairman) arranged a session on compressible flow. 
Speakers on the programme were von Neumann, Temple and von Karman. 
V. Bargmann presented a contributed paper "On Nearly Glancing Reflection 
of Shocks" which was the first attempt to describe the whole flow field 
In Mach reflection. 

Keatrowltz left Langley in l^kS  for the Cornell Aero Department. 
One of his first graduate students at Cornell was Abraham Hertzberg. 
These two were Interested In the shock tube as a device for producing 
the elemental flow characteristic of a cyllng heat engine such as the 
Brown-Boverl Coraprex. Hertzberg visited Bleakney's laboratory In Prince- 
ton In 19^7 and learned of the various electronic Instrumentation methods 
In use there. Kantrowltz was also Interested In producing high tempera- 
ture gases. It was his Idea at the time to use converging shock waves 
to create very high temperatures so that he could do plasma studies. 
The shock tube was used In a study by Perry and Kantrowltz of cylln- 
drlcally converging shock waves where luminosity was produced. The Idea 
of using the shock tube as a wind tunnel was Introduced to the Cornell 
workers when C. W. Mautz lectured there In 19k8.    It was about then that 
Kantrowltz with E. L. Resler and S. C. Lin proceeded with experiments 
to push the performance of the shock tube to extremes In temperature; 
they recognized the advantages of high sound speed In the driver gas 
and employed hydrogen and combustion to achieve very high temperatures. 

Without demonstrating any spectacular results of either a fundamental 
or practical nature, the shock tube used as a wind tunnel spread like 
wild fire after 19^6. In a letter to the editor of Physical Review ]h, 
p. 1872(19^), Mautz, Geiger and Epstein gave the criterion for obtaining 
subsonic, sonic and supersonic flows. R. K. Lobb at Toronto, 
W. C. Griffith at Princeton and Hertzberg at Cornell Aeronautical Lab- 
oratory were authors of early work. R, N. Hollyer, the graduate student 
following Geiger and Mautz on the 2 In by 7 In Michigan tube, made 
critical studies of the shock tube as a wind tunnel and was probably 
the first to recognize the existence of boundary layers growing on the 
shock tube wall and models. Modification of the shock tube by allowing 
the shock to expand Into a diverging section was proposed by Hertzberg 
In 1950; he was by then at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory In 
Buffalo. Hertzberg's early work In Ithaca had been originally motivated 
by the desire to understand wave action In heat engines. When he went 
to Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory In Buffalo late In 19^9, he returned 
to an Interest In heat engines and was calculating a wave diagram In a 
diverging section when he realized that there was a way to circumvent 
the Mach number limitation of the straight bore shock tube which had 
been pointed out by Mautz. The first publication on the hypersonic 
shock tunnel was a technical report from Cornell Aero Lab In May 1951 
"Shock Tubes for Hypersonic Flow," Kantrowltz at Cornell and 
Henry Nagamatsu at California Institute of Technology began work on 
hypersonic shock tunnels shortly thereafter, about 19^1* Nagamatsu was 
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assisted by bis student Y. A, Yoler and Kantrowltz had S. C. Lin and 
H, ftrtschek as student associates. The further development of the 
shock tubes and shock tunnels leading up to today's proposed 120 in 
hypersonic shock tunnel is a story in itself about which we will probably 
hear much at this meeting. 

Another story which also starts about 1950, is that of chemical 
studies in the shock tube. Kistiakowski at Harvard, Kirkwood at Cornell, 
Norman Davidson at Cal Tech as well as Hornig and Greene at Brown, 
Griffith at Princeton and Hertzberg at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory 
are names which must play a big part in this story. 

Another story which begins about 1950 is that of luminous fronts 
in the shock tube. Richard G. Fowler at the University of Oklahoma was 
studying spark discharges in glass tubes filled with low pressure gas. 
A luminous front moving down the side arm of the T-shaped tube was des- 
cribed at a colloquium by Fowler at the University of Michigan in 1950 
and Otto Laporte diagnosed this as a shock front. At the same time 
Laporte was studying the luminosity produced in the Michigan 2 in by 7 in 
tube when a hydrogen driver was used to produce very strong shock waves 
in argon. Kantrowltz and Perry had produced luminosity by the converging 
cylindrical shock wave in 19kS but a way of using this had not been 
developed. Both Laporte and Kantrowltz had apparently substituted numbers 
in the ideal theory formulas and were excited to see that such high temp- 
eratures could be produced by merely choosing parameters correctly. At 
the Divisional Meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics in Salt Lake 
City In June 1952, separate papers by Fowler, by Kantrowltz and by 
Laporte all described the emission of light from high temperature gases 
produced by a shock wave in a shock tube, although Fowler's shock tube 
was rather unconventional, having no diaphragm separating high and low 
pressure sections. 

The lines of development that I have mentioned up to this period of 
1952 to 1955 have all continued during the past ten years. It is my 
impression however that no new essential changes have appeared in the 
last ten years and perhaps the shock tube has reached a certain stage 
of maturity. At this meeting we shall learn of the most recent develop- 
ments In all of these areas with the exception of the problem of Mach 
reflection. This problem which seems to have been the chief motivation 
for shock tube development at Princeton, has not yet been solved to 
the satisfaction of everyone. It eeems to have been exhausted experimen- 
tally; papers in 19^9 and 1951 in Rev.Mod.Phys. by Bleakney, Taub, 
Fletcher review the experimental results. Theorists are in various 
stages of disagreement as to whether they understand the reasons for the 
non-applicability of the triple point shock requirements. 

In our story we seem to have left Princeton and Bleakney with no 
workers following the departure in 19^6 of Lampson and Smith. Reynolds 
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was back In Princeton but had transferred his Interest to the classical 
fields of cosmic rays and high energy physics. But Bleakney continued 
to lead an active group. A succession of young Instructors and post- 
doctoral students Included W. C. Griffith, Daniel Bershader and 
Harry Petschek. A group of eight graduate students earned Ph.D. degrees 
and fanned out to various labs around the country. Most of the work was 
carried out In a 4 In by 17-3/^ In shock tube which could be evacuated 
and filled with experimental gases. Studies of shock wave Interactions 
were carried out by schlieren and shadowgraph and Interferometry. This 
was the first shock tube Instrumented with an optical Interferometer 
and considerable work was done In the study of Mach reflections, reflect- 
ions and transmissions through gaseous Interfaces, relaxation and 
boundary layer studies. This large tube was finally disassembled In 
i960 but the Interferometer Is In use at Lehlgh on another shock tube 
today. 

I should like to close by referring briefly to the last meeting of 
the Division of Fluid Dynamics which was held here at the Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory. It was a notable occasion both for the Division of Fluid 
Dynamics and for NQL. It was the third meeting of the Division of Fluid 
Dynamics; it took place on 30 June and 1 July 19^9» It was the first 
meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics separate from the parent 
society. Highlights of the meeting were: a session on aerodynamics with 
speakers Hirschfelder, Uhlenbeck, Herxfeld, Lees, Bogdonoff, and 
P. S. Epstein; a session on shock wave phenomena with speakers Kopal, 
C. C. Lin, Bleakney, Seeger, Polachek, McMlllen; and a session on turbu- 
lence with speakers Kamp^ de Ferlet, fiatchelor, Chandrasekhar, Squire 
and Frenkiel. Among the contributed papers were these on the shock tube: 
Geiger from Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory describing Mautz and Geiger*s 
use of the shock tube for supersonic and transonic flow studies; Patterson, 
Glass and Bitondo of University of Toronto, on calculation of normal shock 
wave reflection and transmission at a contact surface; Fletcher and 
Bleakney from Princeton showing the very graphic single fringe Interfero- 
grams of Mach reflection; and Richard G. Stoner from Penn State des- 
cribing shock wave refraction in soap bubbles containing helium, carbon 
dioxide and argon. 

I should like to acknowledge corrections and additions to an earlier 
version of these remarks which have been sent me by the following people: 
W. Bleakney, C. P. Donaldson, I. I. Glass, E. F. Greene, G. K. Hartmann, 
A. Hertzberg, R. ». Hollyer,D. F. Hornig, P. W. Huber, A. Kantrowitz, 
C. W. Lampson, J. F. Moulton, G. N. Patterson, £. L. Resler, 
G. T. Reynolds, A. Roshko, L. G. Smith, A. H. Taub, R. L. Trlmpl, and 
D. Velmer. I have tried to include all of their suggestions and changes, 
and I have expanded considerably on the earlier version. I must have 
Included some statements with which they might not all agree. Errors 
are therefore to be ascribed to me alone. 
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COMMEMORATIVE PAPER 

PROGRESS IN SHOCK TUBE RESEARCH IN ENGLAND: 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE SHOCK TUBE 

John N, Bradley 
University of Essex, 
Colchester, England. 

As a token of the debt which we all owe to the early workers in 
this field, I would like to devote the first part of this lecture to 
a description of the pioneer work on shock and detonation waves carried 
out by Dr. Payman in England during the pre-war years. During the post- 
war period, however, it is not really possible to distinguish English 
contributions from work performed elsewhere since, although certain 
experimental techniques, for example the use of microwave diagnostics (l), 
have originated independently in England, the research programmes as a 
whole have been integrated with concurrent developments in the States. 
I shall therefore use the second part of the lecture to review recent 
developments in shock tube technology as applied to problems in chemistry 
and physics, emphasizing the importance of the experimental techniques 
rather than the results of their applications. I hope that this approach 
will prove of particular interest to the non-chemists present. 

Dr. Payman entered Government service in 1917 at an experimental 
station which later became part of the Safety-in-Mines Research Board. 
Dr. Shepherd, who was Payman's chief colLaborator and eventually his 
successor, following Payman*s untimely death in 19^6, entered the same 
establishment only two years later. Both men died "in harness" having 
devoted the whole of their lives to mining problems, apart from a period 
during the war when their explosives expertise proved invaluable in other 
directions. Whilst today we wish to honour their contribution to shock 
tube research, we should not forget that their most substantial contri- 
bution to the welfare of the community at large lay in improving the 
safety and conditions of those working in our coalmines. 
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The investigations carried out by Dr. Payman and his collaborators on 
the properties of shock and detonation waves commenced in about 1925 and 
continued for a period of over fifteen years. The motivation behind the 
work is evident: the Safety-in-Mines Research Board was concerned with 
the dangers attendant upon the use of explosives for blasting operations 
in coal mines and, in particular, the likelihood of ignition of firedamp. 
They had previously set up the Explosives in Mines Research Committee to 
examine the problem and Payman*s work vas carried out specifically for 
this Committee. Most of his findings appeared in publications of the 
Research Board but items of more academic interest were also published in 
the Proceedings of the Royal Society and the Journal of the Chemical Society. 
It is always interesting to reflect on the quantity of important scientific 
information which has ensued from work of a strictly technological nature 
and it is to Payman*s credit that he was continually aware of the wider 
implications of his findings. 

Since Payman was concerned primarily with explosives, it is not 
surprising to learn that his interests commenced in the detonation field 
and he was later forced by the very nature of his results into studies on 
shock waves. It is interesting to record that ecme  subsequent workers have 
also followed the same progression, though for different reasons. However, 
before discussing his findings in detail, it is better first to dwell for a 
while on his most important single contribution to shock wave technology - 
the development of the wave-speed camera. 

At the time he commenced the work, two methods were available for the 
study of wave phenomena. The method introduced by Mallard and Le Chatelier 
(2) and developed further by Dixon (3) consisted of photographing the move- 
ment of luminous waves along columns of gas on to strips of film attached 
to the outside of a rotating-drum. The other method was the Schlieren 
technique which had been developed to the stage where photographs of non- 
luminous waves could be readily obtained. Both methods were, in fact, 
extensively used by Payman in his work - the latter technique being adapted 
to high speed studies by using an intense, short-duration electric spark 
to provide an instantaneous or kinematographic record of the component 
parts of the disturbance. Payman simply combined the advantages of the 
two approaches to obtain a continuous record of the time history of the 
non-luminous disturbances. (U)  ""■""'"■ 

The principle of the method is well-inown (Figure l). A diaphragm at 
F* serves to allow about one-half of the light passing through any region 
of interest actually to fall on the film. A density gradient will then 
refract the light beam so that a greater or lesser amount of light is 
involved in image formation, a pressure wave thus appearing as a dark or 
light line on the film depending on its direction of motion. The actual 
instrument illustrated (Figure 2) was constructed for use at the U.S. 
Bureau of Mines. In this model the drum had a circumference of 100 cm. and 
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Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 
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rotated at 70 revs/sec. so that the linear velocity of the film was about 
7000 cm/sec.    A falling brass plate constituted the shutter and ensured 
that light entered the camera only during a single revolution of the drum. 
The same shutter also made or broke suitable electrical contacts which 
were used to synchronise the event under observation.    The success which 
was achieved in synchronization is illustrated by the photograph of a 
moving bullet after leaving the muzzle of a rifle,   (Figure 3)    The velocity 
of the bullet was 750 metres/sec, and the shock waves A, B and C can be 
attributed to (i) gas leakage round the bullet before the rifled section 
sealed the escape of gas (ii) the piston action of the accelerating bullet, 
and (iii) the release of the main powder gases. 

The first investigations were concerned with the transition between 
"normal" flame propagation and detonation (5).    When a combustible mixture, 
such as  30% methane in oxygen,  is ignited in a long cylindrical tube the 
initial ("normal")  flame travels at about 2 metres/sec.    After a period at 
constant velocity, the flame accelerates rapidly and then settles down to 
give a detonation wave with a velocity of about 2500 metres/second.    In 
the 'hormal" flame, chemical reaction takes place because of the transfer of 
heat by conduction from the hot, burnt gases to the cold, unburnt gas.    In 
the detonation, however, shock or pressure waves initiate very rapid chemical 
reaction, the energy released serving to maintain the wave.    To a first 
approximation, both will travel at constant velocity, the    demarcation 
between the two being the sound speed of the unburnt  gas.    Using the 
techniques referred to above,  Payman demonstrated the formation in these 
flames of "compression" waves whose existence had previously only been 
postulated.    He was able to show that the shock waves responsible for the 
eventual formation of a detonation do not originate from the initial spark 
but are generated in the burnt gases due to further chemical reaction.    These 
shock waves then catch up the flame front, leading to an increased amount 
of reaction and eventually to detonation (Figure k), 

A series of publications then followed which illustrated various aspects 
of detonation wave formation (6).    It will only be possible in the time 
allotted to give a few examples. 

High explosives are nonaflly "set off" by detonators - small capsules of 
very labile materials which detonate spontaneously on heating - and an 
investigation was made of the waves and flames which they generated.    A 
considerable amount of information was obtained about the way in which such 
detonators operate as well as answering the immediate question of their 
liability to ignite firedamp.    During the course of this work, it was 
inevitable that further knowledge about the properties of shock waves should 
come to light, in particular, concerning the effect of the temperature and 
pressure of the gas on the transition, and of interactions between waves 
themselves and between waves and solid obstacles. 
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Figure U. 

From the point of view of safety in mines, a particularly interesting 
observation was that so-called "quasi-detonation" could occur (7). It 
was established that methane-air mixtures whose composition lay outside 
the expected range for detonation, due to the presence of the nitrogen 
diluent, could in fact be made to detonate if a small secondary source 
of energy were supplied. The importance of this phenomenon as a hazard 
in mining is clearly apparent and much of the work was carried out at 
the Bureau of Mines Experimental Station in Pittsburgh as part of a 
joint programme with the United Kingdom. 

Although all this work was performed under Dr. Payman's direction, 
considerable credit should also go to his co-workers: H. Robinson, 
W.C.F. Shepherd, whom I have already mentioned, H. Titman, and D.W. 
Woodhead, several of whom remained with him during the majority of the 
period. 

We now come to what is perhaps the important investigation from our 
point of view today (8). Thi describes the study of shock tube behaviour 
carried out by Payman and Shepherd, using the wave-speed camera. The 
work was submitted to the Royal Society et the beginning of the Second 
World War but was not published until 19U6, two months after Payman's death. 
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The bursting diaphragm method of generating shock waves appears to 
have been first used by Vieille in 1899 (9).    Although considerable study 
of the theory of the shock wave phenomenon was made both before and after 
that date, it appears that little effort was made to verify the results 
in the shock tube until Payman and Shepherd's time.    The reasons for this 
are probably that no application for the shock tube had been foreseen and, 
in any case, until the development of the wave-speed camera, there was no 
method of verifying with any reliability which of the processes did in 
fact occur. 

Some idea of the kind of result obtained in the work is illustrated in 
Figure 5, from which the following observations can be made.    The first 
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Figure 5. 
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shock wave is generated by the initial rupture of the diaphragm.    It 
starts off relatively slowly, then accelerates until it reaches uniform 
speed.    This initial wave is due to gas leaking round the diaphragm and 
is comparatively weak.    As the diaphragm travels down the tube it rotates 
and allows the full compressed gas column to generate the main shock, W, 
which then overtakes the initial wave.    The contact surface, G, is clearly ■ 
seen, followed by the diaphragm whose varying orientation is shown by the 
distorted trace, D, on the film.    The reflection of the shock at the end- 
wall, RW, followed by the various interactions with the other waves, is 
also visible.    Similar photographs were obtained of the expansion wave I 
propagating into the driver section. 

The authors were able not only to demonstrate the existence of the j 
predicted wave effects but also to make quantitative measurements and I 
hence to establish the validity of the one-dimensional theory.    It will 
only be possible to indicate briefly some of their results:- . 

I 
(i)      It was established that the mode of removal of the diaphragm 
affected only the initial stages of shock formation and that trapping 
the moving copper disc did not change the speed of the fully-developed 
wave, 

(ii)    Variation in length was found to have no effect on the primary waves, 
although it did have the expected effect on the time at which subsequent 
interactions occurred. 

(v)      The final, and perhaps most convincing, demonstration of the validity 
of the theory was obtained at Taylor's suggestion by comparing the 
experimental velocities with those predicted from the bursting pressure ratio. 

Over the fifteen-year period, Payman's group had thus developed 
experimental techniques for following wave phenomena and had moreover 
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(iii) Experiments in which air was replaced by hydrogen or carbon dioxide j 
in either the compression or expansion chambers led to the expected result, 
that is the shock strength, expressed as the ratio of its velocity to the 
sound velocity, increased with increased sound velocity in the compression        | 
section but was reduced by an increased sound velocity in the expansion 
section. 

(iv)    Since both shock and flow velocities could be determined with some 1 
certainty it was possible to compare their ratio with that predicted 
theoretically.    Agreement to better than 5/8 was obtained, thus providing 
convincing evidence of the validity of shock wave theory, (l should hasten | 
to assure American readers that although Payman and Shepherd assumed an 
ambient temperature of 0 C, the temperature in British laboratories 
frequently exceeds this value!)  Although they could not measure pressure I 
directly, estimates based on the length of the compressed column of gas ' 
at various times gave satisfactory agreement with the predicted values. 

I 
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succeeded in demonstrating the validity of essentially all the effects 
predicted by the one-dinensional theory of the shock tube. 

I now wish to jump forward about twenty-five years and make some 
brief comments on the present state of the art. 

The chemist or physicist is less interested in the shock front itself 
or in the movement of the gas behind it, which can be somrwhat  of a drawback, 
and is more concerned with the thermodynamic state of the shock-heated gas. 
The most interesting variable is the temperature and it is just this variable 
which has proved most difficult to measure.    Conventional thermometric 
devices are out of the question, owing to their large heat capacities, 
relative to the hot gas, and their slow response.    Measurements of the 
sound speed have been used with some success in simple gases at lower 
temperatures but are of little value in systems of chemical interest. 

Considerable progress in overcoming this problem has been achieved by 
Professor Gaydon's group at Imperial College  (10,11) using the spectral 
line reversal method originally developed for the measurement of temperatures 
in flames.    The principle of the method i& that a substance will absorb or 
emit light of characteristic frequency depending on whether its temperature 
is below or above that of the source.    The usual method is to disperse a 
sodium compound in the test gas and then determine whether it absorbs or 
emits sodium radiation from a calibrated source.    This has provided measure- 
ments accurate to within 20 K at 2500 K.    One difficulty with the method has 
been in deciding the meaning of the measured "temperature" when the gas is 
incompletely relaxed but recent work by Hurle (12) seems to have established 
beyond reasonable doubt that it is in fact the "vibrations!" temperature and 
vibrational relaxation times for nitrogen obtained on this assumption agree 
closely with other determinations. 

The technique has been used with other substances e.g. chromium, (11,13) 
from added chromium carbonyl, and C2  (l^)t and the results agree closely 
with those obtained with sodium vapour.    Although the technique still 
leaves much to be desired and new ideas would be welcome, it is outstandingly 
the most reliable method so far devised. 

Pressure is a less important variable of the gas owing to its strong 
dependence on temperature, but improvements in the measurement of density 
continue.    The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is still the most useful 
instrument for density measurement and outstanding results on vibrational 
relaxation using this technique have been produced by Millikan and White 
at the General Electric Company laboratories  (15).    Also, by suitable 
adaptation of laser techniques, the exposure time required to photograph 
the shock front density profile can now be reduced to 20 nanoseconds (16). 

The complementary X-ray densitometric technique appears to have fallen 
into disfavour, possibly due to instrumental difficulties and to the 
requirement for a high atomic weight diluent for maximum sensitivity rather 
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than to dissatisfaction with the results obtained.    On the other hand, 
electron beaai densitometry is becoming a powerful tool for density 
measurements at low initial pressures(17).    More will be said about this 
technique later.    In general, the situation regarding the measurement of 
density appears quite healthy and the limitations now are imposed rather 
by non-ideal shock tube behaviour than by inadequate instrumentation. 

If ve assume for the moment that shock tube behaviour is ideal and 
that translational and rotational relaxation occurs in the front itself, 
then subsequent relaxation processes may be studied by monitoring the 
changes which occur as a function of time  (or distance) behind the front. 
Although overall changes in density and temperature are useful, more 
information can usually be gained by employing techniques which are 
sensitive to concentrations of particular molecules or even of particular 
molecular energy states.    Thus, the most useful chemical information so far 
has been gained from measurements of the absorption of ultra-violet or 
visible light. 

A premising addition to the available techniques stems from the 
development of solid state infra-red detectors which have both the 
sensitivity and time resolution required for shock tube studies.    With 
their advent, infra-red emission spectrophotometry has become a feasible 
method of following concentration changes in shock-heated gases.    Emission 
measurements avoid difficulties over source temperatures, line broadening 
etc.    In the ultra-violet and visible regions of the spectrum, emission 
studies have tended to be less useful because the concentrations of the 
excited states do not necessarily bear a simple relation to ground state 
concentrations.    However, if one is studying vibrational relaxation, then 
the populations of the vibrationally-excited states are precisely what are 
required and, in the case of chemical reaction, vibrational relaxation is 
usually so fast that a Boltzmann distribution may be assumed in all but the 
most extreme cases e.g. high temperature dissociation of stable diatomic 
molecules.    Finally, most molecules of chemical interest show an infra-red 
emission spectrum on heating although they frequently do not possess a 
characteristic ultra-violet or visible gpectrum of appreciable intensity: 
this is particularly true of hydrocarbon molecules. 
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Perhaps the best example is provided by the work of Hooker and Millikan 

on carbon monoxide (18).   They followed the fundamental and first overtone 
frequencies and were able to show that the rate of population of the v = 2 I 
level by unit quantum jumps was ten times more efficient than the direct 
excitation.    This was essentially a repeat of a rather less conclusive 
experiment carried out by Windsor, Davidson and Taylor several years 
previously (19).    Another demonstration of the value of the technique in 
vibrational relaxation studies is provided by Camac's work on carbon 
dioxide (20).    Camac  followed concurrently the total density change by 
electron scattering and the population of the first excited state of the 
v3 mode by infra-red emission.    The fact that both profiles were identical 

shoved that all four vibrational modes relax at the same rate. 
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Under the more extreme conditions of chemical reaction, the 
decompositions of NH^, (21) N20,  (22)  and C02 (23) have all been followed 
by infra-red emission.    Of these, the work on carbon dioxide is noteworthy 
because a number of independent studies were made on the system although it 
is by no means so encouraging that the separate workers failed to agree 
about their findings.    This is not an uncommon feature of shock tube 
experiments.    Not all investigations have been concerned with decomposition 
reactions.    Since the isotopically-substituted acetylenes C^H^, C^HD and 
C2D2 show different infra-red emission spectra, Kuratani and Bauer [2k) 
were able to follow the exchange reaction of C2H2 and D2, which has 
particular kinetic significance as a four-centre reaction.    The formation 
of NO in shock-heated air at 2300    - U50O K has also been investigated by 
Camac and co-workers (25).    Because of the large number of participating 
reactions the results proved difficult to analyze but satisfactory agreement 
has been obtained by synthesizing the composition profiles from possible 
reaction schemes using rate constants which had been proposed independently. 
The use of trial mechanisms with a high-speed computer to simulate the 
experimental data is a growing feature of this type of work. 

As the most important requirement in a chemical experiment is to follow 
concentration changes of one species in the presence of several others, 
selectivity is as important as sensitivity in choosing the spectral range 
in which to operate.    The introduction of infra-red techniques merely 
extends the spectral range available and the ultra-violet region of the 
spectrum will continue to be very useful. 

The demands of the chemist are even greater in that he is desperately 
anxious to learn more about the transient species present during a complex 
reaction sequence.    The outstanding advance in this direction was made by 
Bauer and Schott  (26) with their work on absorption by OH radicals and 
advances continue in this field largely because OH is such an important 
constituent of oxidation reactions.    Some progress is now being made in the 
use of Lyman-o radiation at 1215.7 A to detect hydrogen atoms (27), which 
are probably the most important reactive intermediates in chemistry. 

Some results have also been obtained using flash discharge sources and 
photographic recording to detect transient intermediates  (28),    Experiments 
of this type are less quantitative and require considerable repetition in 
order to obtain comprehensive kinetic records even for a single set of 
starting conditions.    On the other hand, such work can prove very valuable 
for establishing the mechanisms of reactions. 

Undoubtedly, the major advances in simple chemical studies will follow 
developments in spectroscopic methods for detecting reactive intermediates. 

Much important information can be gained if the shock-heated gas is 
cooled rapidly, after a known time interval, and the products are then 
analysed in a conventional manner.    The simplest way of achieving this is 
to select the operating conditions so that the reflected shock wave interacts 
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with the contact surface to give a forward-moving expansion wave (Figure 6b). 
One investigation has employed this method (29) but it is not satisfactory 
because the rate of cooling is relatively slow and further wave phenomena 
will occur before quiescent conditions are attained, 

A much more satisfactory technique was developed by Hertzberg and 
co-workers at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Inc.  (30).    Here the rupture, 
at the correct moment, of a second diaphragm attached to a large evacuated 
tank produces a strong rarefaction wave which gives the desired cooling and 
no further wave interactions occur.   (Figure 6c),    This has been employed 
for many investigations and recent developments have minimized some of the 
difficulties associated with the method i.e. inadequate cooling rates, 
precise timing of the diaphragn rupture, variation of heating time over 
tube length (Figure 6d), etc. 
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A novel combination of these two techniques has recently been developed 
by Li fshit z, Bauer and Resler (31).    They employed the cooling wave produced 
by interaction of the reflected shock with the interface in the same way as 
Greene and also arranged this to coincide with the arrival of the reflected 
rarefaction wave.    In order to prevent subsequent waves leading to re-heating 
they placed a dump tank at one side of the shock tube just ahead of the 
driver section.    No diaphragm is needed for its operation, hence avoiding 
complex timing problems, as it quenches the returning shock without modifying 
the incident shock.  (Figure 7).    The importance of this apparatus is its 
simplicity compared with the CAL single-pulse tube.    The gas dynamic aspects 
of its operation seem satisfactory but it is unfortunate to record that even 
when the analysis was restricted to a small volume at the end of the tube, 
an appreciable portion of the gas had not attained the calculated reflected 
shock temperature. 

Yet another method for quenching a reacting gas by rapid expansion has 
been developed by Jacobs et al,(32).    A cylindrical section of the tube 
close to the end-wall is allowed to open into a vacuum (Figure 8).    No 
attempt was made to collect the expanded gas, the method having been used 
so far solely to study recombination rates. 

The most rapid quenching rates are achieved in expanding nozzle flows 
and much work is in progress to develop these for chemical studies.    Skinner 
has made considerable progress with such a system for generating molecular 
beams of high intensity - a typical beam produced in the way having an 
intensity of 2,k x 10i8 molecules cm"2 sec"1 and an energy of 1.2 ev.  (33). 
(Figure 9).    This technique is presently being examined by ourselves as 
a method of cooling ionized gases prior to their introduction into a mass- 
analyzer.    The nozzle system is under vacuum and is separated from the tube 
by a very fragile diaphragm, which ruptures on impact.    Starting times of 
such devices have been studied in the United Kingdom by Schultz and Holder 
(3U). 

The same type of device is required in the mass spectrometer detection 
system used for sampling from reflected shock waves.    The gas it> allowed to 
issue from a small orifice in the thin end-wall of the shock tube and it 
is then open to question whether the sampled gas is representative of the 
bulk material or of the thermal boundary layer adjacent to the end-wall. 
Dove and Moulton (35) have improved the method by using a conical projection 
as a support for the pinhole and claim that the sampling method may be valid 
for times of the order of 1 millisec.    It is clear that any such system must 
eventually fail as the thermal boundary layer grows with (time)2 and the 
hemisphere supplying the gas grows with (time)-}. Despite this difficulty 
the chemical evidence obtained so far supports the validity of the technique. 

Because shock tube operation is gas dynamic in nature, the mean free 
path must necessarily lie below the minimum dimensions of the vessel and 
this imposes a lower limit on the densities which can be usefully employed. 
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Figure 9. 

The 2-foot diameter tube constructed at the AVCO laboratories  (37)  is thus 
of considerable interest because it permits experiments to be conducted at 
densities an order of magnitude below those in conventional systems and 
hence extends the molecular time scale by a similar factor.    Although this 
produces difficulties with boundary layer growth and shock front curvature, 
it has enabled relaxation studies to be carried out with much greater 
resolution, in terms of collision numbers, than in the usual systems.    Shock 
front density profiles have been obtained from electron scattering measure- 
ments in this way.(17). 

It is worth mentioning that essentially the only property of the shock 
wave which has proved of interest so far is the increase in temperature and 
we are presently investigating the high flow velocities behind the shock 
front with a view to their possible use in chemistry (38),    Flow systems 
are always of value for kinetic work because they permit measurements 
requiring time resolution to be replaced by those involving distance 
resolution.    For flow velocities corresponding to the unperturbed sound 
speed, time resolution in the microsecond reuige can be replaced by distance 
separations of a millimetre which are readily attained with optical devices. 
The apparatus under investigation uses a flash-photolysis set-up to initiate 
a chemical reaction which is then followed by spectrophotometric measurements 
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downstream.    Present indications are that the method is feasible but no 
outstanding results have been obtained so far. 

In discussing instrumentation I have made very little mention of the 
limitations imposed by deviations from ideal one-dimensional behaviour. 
Of necessity, the chanist tends to be forced into a "head-in-the-sand" 
attitude over many of these, minimizing their effects whenever possible 
and, if they prove unavoidable, justifying his work by the results produced. 
However, it is worth drawing attention to the most troublesome. 

Since the reflected wave region is most convenient for kinetic studies 
it is extremely irritating to find that ideal behaviour can be relied on, 
if at all, only in a very narrow region close to the end-wall.    In the 
incident region, work on very strong shocks is being severely hampered by 
precursor effects - electrical phenomena which are propagated ahead of the 
mam shock wave.    Boundary layer growth in the incident shock region is 
better understood but the adverse effect of trace impurities is very 
frustrating.    Finally, much more searching studies on relaxation processes 
could be made at lower pressures and it is indeed unfortunate that the shock 
wave behaviour becomes so complex in this region. 

I have made no attempt to indicate the complete range of processes which 
may be investigated by shock wave techniques, the examples quoted represent- 
ing only a few of the fields of interest.    However, to conclude, I would 
like to express the opinion that the topic which has so far yielded only 
limited results yet is apparently particularly amenable to shock tube study 
is that of thermal ionization.    My own impression is that this is due, in 
part, to a lack of knowledge concerning the precise nature of the ions 
present and, I might add, my own group, among others, is hoping to assist 
in solving this problem. 
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ELBCTROMAGNETICALLY POWERED SHOCK WBES* 

E. L. Resler, Jr. 
Graduate School of Aerospace Engineering 

Cornell University,  Ithaca, New York 

ABSTRACT 

The basic factors leading one to undertake the construction of a shock 
tube in which the shock waves are driven electromagnetically are reviewed. 
The difference between the performance of the electromagnetically driven 
tubes and those of more convent!or.H"J design are discussed. Typical experi- 
mental results of phenomena occurring in these tubes are presented, 
especially those tending to document the interpretation of the operating 
principles of this type shock tube. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many and varied are the techniques explored to generate shock waves in 
order to study their properties or to use to initiate chemical changes in 
a gas sample. Most of the techniques make use in some manner of an un- 
steady wave acceleration process. The wave acceleration process Is quite 
general and within this context the ordinary pressure driven and electro- 
magnetic shock tube can be compared. Although electromagnetic drive 
mechanisms are also abundant they can all be classified in a general way 
to fit in a theoretical framework that makes their limitations evident. 

ORDINARY (PRESSURE DRIVEN) SHOCK TUBES 

The operation of this type shock tube depends on a gas piston being 
accelerated. The gas piston compressing a gas initially at rest, the test 

♦ This work was partially supported by the Mechanics Branch of the Office 
of Naval Research uncfer Contract Nonr 401(25). Reproduction In whole 
or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government. 
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gas, generates a shock wave whose strength is related to the gas piston 
velocity. For example, consider the physical case depicted in figure 1. 
The gas piston interface is denoted by the dashed line. The shock wave, 
denoted hy the heavy solid line, is moving from left to right into a gas 
at rest. The gas at rest is compressed between the shock wave and the 
piston face and also accelerated to the piston velocity U.   when the 
shock passes over it. Hopefully the region between the shock wave and the 
gas piston interface has uniform properties and is used äs a high tempera- 
ture "test slug" for many purposes. A group of waves, labeled "expansion 
waves" p/ovide the mechanism to accelerate the driver gas also initially at 
zero velocity to the gas piston velocity  U   . The expansion waves are 
moving through the driver gas from right to left and changing the velocity 
of the gas from zero to U,       . The final effect is that the thermal 
fenergy of the driver by wave processes is concentrated in the test slug 
appearing as kinetic and thermal energy of the gas processed by the shock 
wave. The concentration by wave action of momentum and energy in the test 
slug of gas is the important feature making possiole uses made thus far of 
the shock tube. 

WAVE ACCELERATION PROCESSES 

Any wave acceleration mechanism can be described in terms of a force 
acting in the wave front that accelerates the fluid supporting the wave 
in accordance with Newton's laws of momentum. Consider the wave depicted 
in figure 2, which moves relative to the fluid with wave velocity Vv/  ^ 
in this case from right to left into a fluid with a velocity u.    . Let 
the differential force acting across the face of the wave be Jjf      then 
to conserve momentum 

Exponsion Waves Shock 

TT^sT 
^Slug3^ 

u=0 u 

6as Piston Interface 

Figure 1 
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u 
w-u 

u + du 

Figure 2 

dJT *pVJda       or       dik* 
(i) 

For a pressure driven or thermal shock tube, the description to be 
clarified below, the wave speed    W      is the ordinary sound speed   <k   so 

tym ÖL3 (    yP\ and 'the accelerating force      TT 
in this case is the pressure   -/»     or     TT ar -^0      .       f*     Is the density 
of the fluid and      ^        the ratio of the specific heats.    The acceleration 
expected through a group of waves would be the integral through the group, 
the details of the integration can be complicated but approximating in a 
general way, 

U, W - -£ - a - lT)Jl 
P0- (2) 

Thus since the shock Mach number is related to the gas velocity It 
the pressure driven or thermal limited shock tube has a performance, If 
performance is measured by shock Mach nuafcer, that is determined by the 
temperature of the driver. Although there are many schemes to heat the 
driver gas of a shock tube and ihus increase its performance ultimately 
heat transfer to the tube walls, probably by radiation, is faster than 
the wave process forming the shock wave. When this condition prevails 
further increase of shock Mach number by driver heating is not possible. 
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In an electromagnetic powered ahock tube any force exerted on the gas 
by other than gas pressure forces is due to the action of currents -^ in 
a magnetic induction field ß  . The force dJT    acting in this case is 

dn» -tf&L )    i. is a typical length and 4 
is a current density so -4 &*-   is a force per unit area or has the 
dimensions of a pressure. Note that if Ampere's lav is used so that 

■^ '"* ^/uL        ^at the quantity  9/^c  has the dimensions of 
a pressure am is usually referred to as the magnetic pressure. /*- here 
is the permeability of the medium. By analogy with the definition of the 
sound speed, replacing the gas pressure by the magnetic pressure a propaga- 
tion speed of disturbances C    can be defined so that 

'/* 
This disturbance velocity is referred 

to as the Alfven speed after its discoverer Alfven. This speed is that of 
waves the fluid can sustain if its elastic properties were entirely due to 
the presence of the S field. Estimating the velocity U  across a 
group of waves of this type. 

c-(s^/.) 

u 
Note here that there seems to be no natural limit to the possible values of 

££    .    That is    U,     can be made as large as desired by increasing   -i. 
or decreasing   f>      .    Except for minor differences in actual interpretation 
of (3) this is true.    Electromagnetic drive mechanisms present the exciting 
possibility of extension without limit within the context of the equations 
used to describe them. 

To help in this discussion it is conventional and convenient to define 
the magnetic Reynolds number 

"RL     * jUrtCL     jr  Magnetic Reynolds No. 
^ w 

/*•     is again the permeability,    d"     Is the scalar conductivity of the 
medium,    XL    Is a typical velocity and     L   is a typical length.   Re- 
organizing the terms in this definition leads to various equivalent physical 
interpretations of this number.   For example, 

time for S field to diffuse a distance L 

o«\   _      ", t -typical time in wave process 

or 

m....-.-.„i  mmm 
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I 

I 

i 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

^L   wave Induced current a 

^^IAL      current a producing B^ 

D*  If the Magnetic field attributable to the Induced currents In 
the plasma and  ©^ Is the field due to currents outside the plasma. In 
general when  R^  Is large, It Is the magnetic field which controls the 
bulk modulus of the plasma and thus the wave propagation speed In the fluid. 
Also If  "Rm  Is small, -tf        can be calculated using Ohms law; other- 
wise ( HVH      large)  -Y*  must be calculated using Amperes law. 

Consider first the physical circumstances governing the shock tube when 
one attempts a drive mechanism in the small magnetic Reynolds number range. 
In these discussions it is assumed that the electromagnetic drive mechanism 
dominates.  In this case  -/— (rtC & and ■fche wave induced velocity 

U     is then       d 

U-  *~f^   - ^crlCL tf?   = T?**   sfrf (5) 
For this estimate It appears that one desires as large an  ^V*» as possible. 
This expression cannot be used, however, unless T?*^  is small compared 
with unity. 

For large magnetic Reynolds numbers the same expression for U.   applies 
but now >t        must be calculated from Amperes law or, 

This result can be Interpreted in light of our previous result as follows. 
The final gas piston velocity attainable with electromagnetic drive 
mechanisms is proportional to the Alfven velocity. For small magnetic 
Reynolds number cases (ft*</j   the limiting velocity is proportional to 
the Alfven velocity and the constant of proportionality contains the 
magnetic Reynolds number as a factor. For large Jf^     ( /ft^ 7 / ]     the 
magnetic Reynolds number dependence disappears. 

Working with the Alfven velocity alone it appears that it could be made 
any desired large value by decreasing the density and thus any desired 
shock tube performance would be possible. Actually this is not the case as 
momentum considerations then limit the performance of the tube. Consider 
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p'-0 
2/LL 

l 
l 
r 
i 

Uc 

Figure 3. 

this a.^e  as depicted in figure 3. If f*0      in the driver section 
then the force ^"8L-(%.L)BL ^" 0^-    

is Just the magnetic pressure 
acting on the gas processed by the shock wave. This is the case of an ex- 
panding magnetic field when the expansion rate is controlled by the gas in 
the tube processed by the shock wave. In this case the gas pressure behind 
the shock wave just balances the magnetic pressure or 

e\ A A \Js' ~        /*/*' where ^ is the density ahead of 
the shock wave.    The performance of the shock tube is now again determined 
by an Alfven velocity, namely      B/y/J^TT f  3ince 

U$   v^-     /y/JTfii so the sh^k velocity is finally 
limited by an Alfven velocity calculated using the density ahead of the 
shock wave.    With these general considerations in mind, one can construct a 
more rigorous "shock tube theory" and derive a shock tube "equation" which 
contains not only these limiting cases, but also covers the transitional 
phases where thermal and magnetic drives are of equal importance. 

SHOCK TUBE THEORY 

A convenient shock tube theory can be formulated for the case where the 
driver gas is infinitely conducting, or      5* s 00  , and the magnetic In- 
duction     ß       , restrained by the large conductivity to the driver gas, 
is everywhere perpendicular to the gas velocity vector   UL    .    The equations 
appropriate to this case are then, 

/> 
U. c onstant 

(7) 

3« 

a—i mwi   mamm   axr>-^r.- 
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a1 
~f+ yZ   ■i-fu.3'**   Cawt (8) 

CpT + lA U**  = (Uwt (9) 

8/A , yp ~ te~ot (10) 

t~fRr 
(11) 

Postulate a standing wave in the driver gas as shown in figure h. 
Equations (7) through (11) are steady state equations,   so inquire as to 
what velocity ahead of the wave is necessary to render the wave stationary. 
This velocity is then the propagation speed of the wave.    Differentiating 
(7)  and (0) with respect to the density    f*        and eliminating the velocity 
derivative       ***/<{(*       between the resulting equations gives for    U.      and 
thus     ^/ the disturbance speed. 

u ^u+du 
p+dp ®S 

Figure h 
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Since (9)  Implies the flow is istfntropic  (the Jcmle heating is zero 
for infinitely electrically conducting fluids)  the derivative    ^f/^*» fou 

the ordinary sound speed squared or 
^fy*l8/*) m   is J^t the 

constant entropy is Just 
Using (10) the derivative 
velocity squared or  0X» ^MA 
though somewhat common,  circumstance. 

Alfven 
Thus in this special. 

W%s CL^+C1- (13) 

From equation (8), the accelerating force in this case is obviously 
-^■f ^y^/u.   s TT or the stun of the gas and magnetic 

pressures. This set of equations now allows one to integrate the relation 

JülLrs p VJ and thus find the quantity that  is 
conserved across these waves.    In mathematical terminology,  one has found 
the Riemann invariants of the set of hyperbolic equations where the 
characteristic directions are     U,± Vs/ •     In standard fashion one can 
now derive a "shock tube equation." 

A physical circumstance described by the above equations is the 
Magnetic Annular Shock Tube first used by Patrick at the Avco-Sverett 
Research Laboratories and depicted in figure ^.    Because of the annular 

B Field 

wvw 9? \S €1/ 9j (B| 

L Shock 
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geometry and the current path, the  B  field is alvays at right angles 
to the gas motion along the tube and is circular, closing on itself. This 
particular geometrical configuration is very economical with respect to 
magnetic energy density as all the magnetic field (exclusive of that re- 
lated to the inductance of the leads) Is utilized for driving the gas 
piston generating the shock wave. The tendency of the current loop to ex- 
pand is the driving force but the gas in the.driver being highly conducting 
mass loads the loop and provides an inertia to the expansion process. 
Alternatively the loop expansion forces can also be cast into a framework 
of discussion concerning the action of the magnetic pressure. These two 
points of view are equivalent in all respects. To estimate the performance 
parameters and how they affect the final shock wave Mach number, it is 
reasonable to assume that all the energy that is to be delivered to the 
tube initially resides in the driver gas, say at time t aO    . For 
example, this optimistically would be the energy in a driving condenser 
bank, assuming the lead resistances and inductances were not important. 
Defining the shock tube regions with reference to an idealized wave diagram 
as shown on figure 6, the appropriate shock tube equation is* 

m 
fl+TT*  V3  -L 15r5 ,  „^„Vj J_l 

(14) 

i Lt 
/ 

<§\ /^ "CD     , 

Figure 6 

* Plasma Technology, Editor, J. Grey, Addlson Wesley, to be published 
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I, 

Expression Is for x-^/a 

T* 

throughout. 

This shock tube equation (1^)  can be solved for      Mi      given the 
Initial pressure ratio across the diaphragm      '&*/'4>t and the ratio 
of magnetic to gas pressure In the driver gas.    Obviously for zero magnetic 
pressure this reduces to the familiar ordinary shock tube relation.    In 
the actual operation of a shock tube, there is no diaphragm initially 
separating the  gases in region 1 and h.   However,  if the process, e.g., 
condenser discharge, of adding energy to the driver gas ls/ so fast that the 
energy addition to the gas occurs before the gas can move from the region, 
then the heating and magnetic field creation in the gas occurs essentially 
at constant density.    Initially if there were no diaphragm it is also true 
that      A* a A .    In this case the shock tube equation (14)  reduces to 

% < (h)1 r  

* 

3 
/- T 

mMi 
*  U + TKY'* ^av * (az) (15) 

This equation is also appropriate to describe the many cases where 
the shock tube currents "crow bar" themselves,  short themselves out in the 
shock tube, thus isolating the current path in the tube from the external 
circuit,  since in this case again one has an expanding current loop.    For 
a description of measurements bearing on this mode cf shock tube operation, 
Keek's* article can be referred to. 

Note that equation (14)  can be solved for the combination    ^l4     /<&*+ 
using     77¥      as a parameter.    In this case two limiting cases are easily 
discussed; for      77y sC       the equation shows    {Js =   0.599 ^-V    , for 

77^ s> o* ,     Us9   0.52 Ctf       .    In both of these limiting cases 
note that        U5    is proportional to     i/^r       and thus this dependence, 
if verified experimentally, cannot distinguish between a thermal or 
magnetic drive, 
'""keck, J., Phys. Fluids 7, 516 (196U). 
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

The phenomena actually observed in shock tubes of the types described 
are many and varied.    Thus, what is described here should be regarded as 
a summary of experience with one tube only.    One of the easiest measure- 
ments to make is to record the position of the shock front in the tube 
as a function of time with a drum camera or the like.    In most cases, 
approximating the physical situation described here, the shock speed decays 
with increasing distance along the tube.    A drum camera photograph of a 
shock front progressing down a tube is shown in figure 7. 

Since In all cases to achieve high Mach numbers one requires a large 
wave propagation speed in the driver,  it seems appropriate to estimate the 
decay rate of the shock wave making use of this fact.    A high wave propaga- 
tion speed in the driver implies that no large property differences can 
exist at any time or the expansion process approaches a simultaneous 
simple isentropic one for    he whole gas.    Consider first the case of a 
thermal drive.    Considei* t e shock position to be given by  X9X(6}     . 
Consider also that the density ratio across the shock wave is large enough 
that no distinction need be made between the shock front and the entropy 
or contact discontinuity.     Since all the mass originally in the driver 
section with these assumptions occupies at time     f;     a volume proportional 
to    Ji       and if property differences in the driver gas are not important, 
then     pji   a     constant ■■   F       .    For a thermal drive     Us   the shock 
velocity is proportional to the sound speed        ÖL        of the driver initially, 
so 

Us.<#-<a V*1 *(%) l 

Separating variables in the differential equation 

(16) 

or finally 

jt**'ä *dt 

l*t  '♦'    -  / if y«5^ 

(17) 

(18) 

So for a thermal drive the shock position should vary with    £       to the 
3/^ power. 

Consider now the case for a magnetic drive, again   PX ~ r 
but also   Bio       remains a constant    say    k 
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ß 

or 

tiC ii.*Ü. 

and thus 
Jt*jt 

VJ 
(e.g. V* 2      gas) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Note also that for a magnetic drive with     RM * ^      , the condition is 

dA B {iF   J_ 

and again 
v**^* W-ff sir 

x<t V3 

(22) 

(23) 

The drum camera picture in figure 7 was analyzed and the decay rate plotted 
and compared with the two decay laws above.    The circles in figure 8 are 
points taken from the photograph.    Note that it definitely appears that in 
this case the magnetic drive mechanism was predoÄüumt. 
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APPLICABILITy OF THEORY 

Although the theory accurately ascertains the 'possibilities Inherent 
in the electromagnetic powered shock tube, there are actually serious 
shortcomings in practice except where extreme care is taken.    For example, 
in the case of axial symmetry discussed here, the magnetic field is not 
uniform in the driver sectioii but varies Inversely with the radius from the 
center.    Thus the magnetic pressure is never uniform in the radial direction 
but is more uniform the smaller the annulus spacing compared with its mean 
radius.    Also in presenting the theory it was assumed that the electric 
current was carried in sheets so that the current density was uniform in 
the circumferential direction.    Although certainly to be desired in many 
cases, this is difficult to achieve,  the current rather choosing to 
bunch Itself into streamers.    To insure current sheets, it is common 
practide to provide an axial bias magnetic field which for radial currents 
gives a force on the current filaments such that they rotate and thus 
spread out uniformly, one hopes,  in the circuinferentlal direction.    Also 
in actual practice one hopes to study the structure of magnetohydrodynamic 
shock waves and these are possible with bias magnetic fields on the shock 
tube such that       $ * * forces are Important in the shock wave tran- 
sition itself.    Because the theory though straightforward is lengthy, this 
has not been considered here. 

Another topic of current investigation is the mechanism of Initial 
operation and electrical breakdown of the gas in the shock tube.    The 
gas evidently becomes ionized by some mechanism Initially ahead of the 
primary shock.    The mechanism of lonizatlon is different for different 
operating conditions and unfortunately these different mechanisms are all 
being labeled with the same term "precursor," since the phenomenon precedes 
the shock wave. 

By means of a Kerr cell shutter,  one can photograph the front believed 
tobe,or at least called, the shock front.    Figures 9,  10, and 11 were 
photographs taken by Dr. E. Pugh, while at Cornell University.    In figure 9 
is the shock front as it appeared when there was no axial magnetic field. 
The blunted cylinder in the photograph is a probe designed to create a 
shock wave in the "uniform plasma" behind the "plane" shock front.    The 
nearly vertical lines across the photograph are the elements of the coll. 
which, when energized, create an axial magnetic field.    Note the shock 
jumble is far from what one might describe as plane.    The shock tube used 
in these pictures was not annular but simply cylindrical so that the 
deviations from the ideal one dimensionality of the phenomena one would 
expect to be large,  as is the case.    Figure 10 shows a shock front profile 
with an axial magnetic field.    In this case, the "turbulent" nature of the 
front is gone but it is far from plane, and the shape seemingly reflects 
the magnetic pressure variation across the tube one would expect for a 
drive consisting of an expanding current loop with all the current returning 
along the axis of the tube.    It is interesting to ask oneself when viewing 
these photographs, where is the uniform test slug of plasma to be used for 
diagnostic purposes? 
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In figure 11 a photograph of the probe was taken just after the conden- 
ser discharge but well ahead of the shock wave.    There seems to be a shroud 
or glow around the probe presumably due to the "precursor."   This phenomenon 
disappeared when something mechanical Isolated the probe,  e.g. . luclte, thus 
It Is possible the glow Is a boundary layer on the probe caused by the 
motion of the gas due to the passage of the precursor wave.    If this glow 
Which had a parabolic growth is Interpreted as a boundary layer, then one 
can make estimates of electron density, etc.* that are consistent with 
other findings.    There certainly are precursors that should accelerate the 
gas and are distinct waves in their own right.    Other diffusive phenomena 
could affect the energy of the gas but would not be expected to accelerate 
the gas.    Which phenomenon dominates and when has not been sorted out to 
everyone's satisfaction.    Currently at Cornell. Mr. M. Lubin using a radar 
technique he developed** and also some microwave interferometry has indica- 
tions that definitely show there is a discrete front to the precursor so 
that it exhibits many of the aspects of a wave phenomenon. 

SUMMm 

In a brief fashion, the general operating characteristics of electro- 
magnetically powered shock tubes have been summarized.    The theoiy very 
clearly shows limitless possibilities but in practice the desired phenomenon 
is difficult to control.     The possibilities are lUch, however, that much 
could be gained by achieving control of shock tube phenomena in this new 
high Mach number, high temperature range. 

'   E. R. Pugh,  "Studies of the Phenomena Occurring in an Electromagnetic 
Shock Tube," Kept. Grad. Sch.  of Aero. Eng., Cornell Univ.   (1962). 
Plasma Technology, loc.clt. 

** M. J. Lubin,  "Nanosecond Pulse Technique for Multiple Front Studies in 
Shock Tubes," Rev. of Sei. Inst, k, ]k08 (1963). 
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SHOCK TUBE APPLICATIONS TO 

DEFENSE RESEARCH AMD ENGINEERING 

W. J. Taylor 
Ballistic Research Laboratories 

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 

With the detonation of the atonic bomb, blast effects acquired a nev 
significance.    Dtstructive overpressures were experienced at great distances 
from the detonation, and the long positive phase duration of the blast 
provided time for targets to respond to dynamic loads.   The area of blast 
damage, vhen compared to the conventional weapon, had Increased by alarming 
factors and caused the military to become keenly interested in the mech- 
anism of this distruction.    In order to understand this,however, and 
appraise its true potential we would have to conduct experiments. 

The first laboratory for these experiments was the Bikini Atoll, which 
in 19^6    played host to a task force of 42,000 men and a large number of 
experiments.    This was Operation Cross Roads, and it would provide answers 
to such questions as,%bat effect would an atomic boob have on a fleet of 
Naval vessels**, and " is an air bursi; more lethal than an underwater burst?** 
It would not, however, answer so directly the questions,**to what extent should 
accepted principles of ship design be altered in future construction**, or 
"how does one build a blast resistant structure?**   To obtain answers to the 
later would require many experiments.    Information would have to be devel- 
oped on the behavior of the blast wave and the pattern it displays Jben it 
Interacts with a structure, and we would have to understand the behavior of 
materials under dynamic loads.    We needed this information because it was 
fundamental to a host of problems that were born with the atomic weapon. 

Operation Cross Roads was the first of a long series of nuclear tests, 
and from the very first experiment we learned that the loading and target 
response information we sought would come slowly.    Making measurements in 
an environment electrified by an electromagnetic pulse and bathed in nuclear 
and thermal radiation was to be a challenge in Itself.   The complexity of 
this measuring task and the costs of full scale operations focused 
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attention on the shock tube for studying blast effects. Here was a 
convenient tool, and we could get a veil controlled, reproducible blast wave, 
without the disturbing attendant effects of a nuclear weapon. We could 
study many blast problems Inexpensively, and the rapidity with which a 
shock sequence could be produced made it quite feasible to explore newly 
uncovered areas of Interest. 

The shock tube could be used for the testing of Instrumented models. In 
much the same way as the aerodynamlcist uses the wind tunnel; or It could 
be used for the testing of certain prototypes. The first efforts, however, 
were model experiments directed toward developing definitive information on 
the diffraction process established by the interaction of a shcck wave and 
a rigid target. This type of problem interested the Navy, Air Force and 
the Army and all three now have their shock tubes and conduct research 
pertinent to their service requirements. 

For the study of shock wave diffraction, rigid, non-responding 
geometrically similar models are positioned in the shock tube. Mounting 
them on the side wall of the tube represents the prototype structure In the 
mach reflection region. The  regular reflection region is obtained by 
mounting them on an angled blind end flange. The test section of the shock 
tube is positioned at sufficient distance from the diaphragm to give the 
required length of "compressed gas" testing time and the compression chamber 
length Is varied to produce either a peaked or step shock pressure profile. 
Most often either of these profiles is suitable for diffraction studies. 
The step shock represents the infinitely large weapon and gives a maximum 
diffraction load while the peaked profile with its one dimensional decay Is 
used in the studies dealing with specific weapon yields. Figure 1 shows 
the comparison of scaled blast waves. 

In the figure the pressure profile of the shock tube produced blast wave 
is compared to the weapon blast in terms of time required for the blast wave 
to traverse their respective targets - model and prototype. For the average 
diffraction target only the first few traverse times are Important, so for 
the model in the shock tube the real time of interest is of the order of 
1 msec. The time of interest for the prototype will vary as the scale 
factor and of course during this time the applied pressure will decay. For 
the average problem in the low overpressure region produced from megaton 
weapons, this difference in pressure is less than 8$ when compared to the 
step shock wave produced in the shock tube and for larger yield weapons the 
percentages decrease. Conversely however, as the pressure level increases, 
the wave form becomes increasingly dissimilar. Another criterian of the 
time span of Interest is the Interval required to complete the diffraction 
on the front face. But for most targets this is about equal to the traverse 
time. 

Studies with the parallel-a-plped models in shock tubes equipped with 
interferometric instrumentation produced results that were applicable to 
many full scale structures. The procedures developed for the prediction of 
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overpressure loads on the roof and vails of structures is predicated primarily 
on a curve fitting technique with shock tube data providing the basis fcr 
the method. 

There were,however, the complex structures with re-entrant comers and 
multiple curved surfaces which did not lend themselves to the generalization 
of load distribution and this fostered the effort toward the three dimen- 
sional model instrumented with high response transducers.   This type of 
testing was restricted to the large diameter shock tubes because of the size 
of the Instrumented model and the necessity of getting information before 
reflections from the shock tube wall return to the model.    Full size 
structures, designed on the basis of shock tube experiments were exposed to 
the blast from nuclear weapons and the results verified the model tests. 
Blast resistant structures were then built with confidence. 

The necessity of developing loading information in the high pressure 
region, where reed gas effects become Important,Imposes new problems. 
Foremost is the task of producing high pressure shocks in test sections 
large enough to accommodate instrumented models.    The alternate technique of 
testing at reduced ambient pressure to obtain high shock strengths brings 
into play a multiplicity of problems, but because of necessity, the tech- 
nique is used.   For instance, the temperature of the gas in the strong 
reflected shock, the front face   of a model, is high enough to cause 
excitation of the inert degrees of freedom and this will cause the rarefac- 
tion wave speed to vary from its initial value to a final speed determined 
by the equilibrium temperature.   The time to reach this equilibrium tempera- 
ture is a function of the absolute density.   Extending the equilibrium 
attainment times complicates the analysis because they are on the order of 
the model clearing times.    In addition, reducing the absolute pressure in 
the test section        brings about practical experimented limitations with 
transducers.    In order to follow the pressure time history of blast diffrac- 
tion on a small model, pressure transducers require megacycle response. 
Piezoelectric gages have suitable response characteristics but exhibit a 
small signal output which is further aggravated by testing at reduced 
ambient pressure. 

Currently, shock tubes are being used to study diffraction in the 200 psi 
overpressure region.    Evacuation techniques are used when the requirement 
exceeds 200 psi and fully instrumented model are required.   Basic information 
such eis reflection factors as a function of angles of Incidence is being 
obtained in smaller test sections at pressure in excess of 1000 psi but the 
models for such tests are small and need contain only one gage. 

Other types of blast investigations that are of primary importance to 
the defense posture deed with the structure that is beneath the ground. 
Here internal loading and dlfferentled loads are important,   nils under- 
ground structure nay be a compact missile silo or a huge combat operations 
center.    If the shock wave breaks    into the structure, it has a volume to 
fill and the rate at which it fills is goverened by parameters such as: the 
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ratio of total volume to entrance area, the length of passageways and their 
geometry, the overpressure and Its time hlstoi-y. Problems of this type put 
more emphasis on obtaining scaled wave shapes in the model experiments 
because the maximum pressure within the structure may be, at least for the 
deeply buried structure, more directly a function of the pressure in the 
applied shock wave at a time many milliseconds behind the front. 

Figure 2  illustrates the problems which develop from dissimilar wave 
shapes. As shown the data obtained In the shock tube show higher maximum 
pressures at point A because a long duration step shock wave was applied to 
the model. The long route through the system caused the Initial pressure 
to be a fraction of the maximum pressure and of minor importance to the 
designer of the door at point A. nie pressure of interest is the maximum 
pressure later in the wave. Corrections must be applied to the data in 
order to relate the laboratory data to a weapon of specific yield. The 
investigations involving these filling processes aroused new problems. Kie 
testing time heul to be long compared to those required for diffraction 
studies and attention had to be given to wave shape and to Reynolds No. 
scaling. These shortcomings do not detract from the usefulness of the shock 
tube in protective structure design; they merely orient the future vork. 

In these investigations linearly scaled models are attached to the walls 
or end flanges of the shock tube to represent the traveling wave or over- 
head burst condition, and pressure-time gages imbeded in the model walls 
give the pressure-time at selected positions within the model. Very often 
models are constructed so that the position of a baffle or length of tunnel 
can be changed with ease, and the effect of these configuration changes can 
be determined within hours. The wave diagram is a useful tool for analysis 
of this type, but at late times in a deep complex the technique becomes 
inadequate. 

Small models are more easily adapted to the shock tube than large models, 
but the degree of miniaturization allowed depends upon the size and 
positioning of the imbeded transducers. For instance, in order to measure 
the pressure profile of the shock wave traveling down a circular tunnel, a 
flat surface gage must be positioned in a curved tunnel wall. This presents 
a mismatch which grows worse as the model is made smaller. If the structvu-e 
has a blind corridor, this flat surface is selected as an instrumentation 
point; and while it may not be a position of prime interest, comparative 
records at such a position can be used as an index of performance. 

It is true that a small model scale is not in the direction of adhearing 
to Reynolds No. Scaling and this becomes Increasingly important for models 
with long uninterrupted lengths of tunnel. Nonetheless, the similitude 
relationship is more nearly achieved with this technique rather than working 
with large models in large test sections and reducing the ambient pressure 
to attain equivalent shock strength. 
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In the multiple entrance structure the shock wave coming from one entrance 
will collide with the shock coming from another entrance and the high pressure 
zone of interaction will shift as the structure orientation with ground zero 
changes. Very often it is difficult or impossible to attach a multiple 
entrance structure to the side wall of a shock tube in more th-t one direc- 
tion, but by adding delay routes to the model,orientation changes can be 
simulated and the zones of interaction can be studied. The  ability to 
produce the same shock wave on either similar or dissimilar models is most 
helpful to experimenters as is the ability to produce a controlled change in 
shock pressure so that the movement of reflections within the structure can 
be traced. 

For problems related to Civil Defense, the doorless blast shelter had 
merit and early nuclear bomb tests included the exposure of instrumented 
doorless shelters. There was a concurrent shock tube study directed toward 
the entryway configuration and the positioning of baffles within the shelter 
to degrade the shock front, retard the filling process and thereby reduce 
the loads within the shelter. From shock tube experiments it was shown to 
what degree the arrangement of baffles and area changes could alter the rate 
of application of load. 

On the large military installation, with the complete button-up 
philosophy, techniques to minimize shock loading become Important. Doors, 
capable of withstanding dynamic loads and large enough to permit truck access 
must be closed rapidly, and then reopened. The arrangement of baffles and 
access routes to minimize the blast loading on such doors can mean a 
substantial financial savings. Thereagain altering access routes can mean 
additional excavation and these costs must be considered in terms of other 
techniques for obtaining protection. There are many schemes for entranceway 
configuration and access routes and the shock tube provides a convenient 
method of evaluation. 

In addition to the access routes within an underground shelter, there is 
the ventilation system which links the heart of the structure to the outside 
environment. They are necessary in most blast resistant design because they 
serve personnel or equipment with uncontaminated air for long periods of 
time. These systems are relatively simple from an engineering point of view, 
but most often they contain L and T Junctions and the shock wave induced 
flow through such Junctions defies a standard one-dimensional flow analysis. 
Again, the shock tube has been used effectively to determine the shock pres- 
sure transmission through Junctions and the results applied to ventilation 
systems and to the larger cross section access routes that have similar 
geometry. The pressure pattern in the immediate vicinity of a Junction is 
a diffraction pattern and it is quite complex. Several diameters downstream, 
the disturbances have subsided and a new peak pressure level can be discerned. 
Shock tubes have been used to establish the pressure loss through Junctions 
found in normal design end they have been used in the study of blast wave 
attenuation over streight lengths of tunnel. The combination permits the 
prediction of shock pressures throughout a system, as the blast wave 
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progresses in the system. Complicated tunnels defy a good analysis because 
of the multiplicity of shock wave interactions but results are readily 
obtained with models. 

Most ventilation systems in the underground structure contain filters 
for separating radioactivity from air, and a valve which is either blast 
actuated or preclosed on some signal warning of blast arrival. One of the 
most challenging valve designs is the self-closing or blast actuated valve, 
because its behavior is not dependent upon any other device. In the process 
of closing, however, part of the blast wave gets past the valve and into the 
filter and blower system. A plenum chamber positioned between the valve 
and filters serves to swamp this blow-by and decrease the pressure differ- 
ential across the filters to the extent that the sensitive material does not 
rupture. For the purpose of improved design monitoring instrumentation 
channels provide data on valve closure time, blow-by pressure and structural 
response. This area of work has been most rewarding« It has shown for 
Instance, that many valves fall structurally, but that the dedeslgned models 
are structurally sound. 

As the desired level of blast protection Increased, the protective 
structure was placed deeper underground. Ihls approach to protection 
emphasized the need for Information on the coupling of the air blast energy 
to the ground, the characteristics of the blast induced ground shock,, and 
the behavior of a structure burled in this region. For studies related to 
the mach reflection region ,the traveling wave,a soil box is attached to the 
underside of the shock tube and this permits the blast wave to traverse the 
earth medium. Gages imbeded in the soil monitor its behavior,and burled 
Instrumented models respond to the dynamic loads, to yield information on 
the structure and medium interaction. For studies related to the regular 
reflection region, vertical shock tubes have been vised to produce shocks into 
different types of soil, and over varying soil condition without the confine- 
ment of a soil box. The  application of shock tubes to problems of earth 
shock has Gilded understanding the soil-structure interaction problem and it 
has been most helpful in the development of ground shock Instrumentation. 

Insuring the protection of the underground structure requires giving 
consideration to many potential problem areas. One such problem is the water 
system and its behavior if the blast wave fractures a main and transmits 
its pressure to the water system. For studies of this type shock tubes have 
been attached to water systems and the system behavior observed directly for 
easily varied input load conditions. 

The shock tube application to problems of protective construction has 
not been restricted to the large structure suitable for life support. There 
is, for instance, the problem of protecting the parked aircraft from damage 
by debris, overpressure, dynamic pressure and motion. 

The simply constructed revetment offers protection from debris and.,  if 
properly designed. It can minimize blast effects. Simple changes in the 
geometry of a revetment can produce meaningful changes in the flow pattern 
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within.    ShadDWgraphy and interferometry of model revetments in shock tubes 
have been employed to good advantages in these studies.    In addition, a 
smoke stream technique of measuring gas particle velocity by creating and 
tracing a multiple stream grid within a revetment has been effectively 
employed.    Figure 5 shows the test apparatus and shock wave Interaction with 
the revetment and grids and illustrates how the effect of geometry changes 
are readily evaluated.    Observing the grid intersection displacement gives 
velocity and direction and the changes in the area of the region bounded by 
the intersecting columns yields density.    From high speed photographs of the 
shock grid interaction, aerodynamic parameters are calculated and the 
efficiency of various shaped revetments determined. 

The aircraft in fli^at as well as the missile in the outer reaches of 
the atmoshpere are blast sensitive targets and their vulnerability is of 
interest.    Fruitful experiments have been conducted with shock tubes 
attached to wind tunnels to produce an Interaction between a blast wave and 
simulated moving aircraft.    Presently the shock on shock interaction caused 
by a blast wave interacting with a hl^i speed missile or re-entry vehicle is 
drawing much attention.    This is a challenging problem and the shock tube 
offers some interesting techniques to assist in the solution. 

Consideration has also been given to better protection to the soldier 
whether he be behind tons of meted in an armored tank or in the hand dug 
foxhole.    The optimum dimensions of a foxhole have been studied in shock tube 
experiments, and the relation of the occurance in time of reflected shocks 
is being related to the physiological effects of blast.   The frequently 
asked question "What is the soldiers tolerance to a blast wave?" requires 
a long complex answer, filled with probabilities and interspecies extra- 
polations.    But the nature of the problem Justifies a complex answer, and it 
is only because of shock tube experiments with animals that we can intelli- 
gently discuss the influencial parameters relating to blast biology.    These 
experiments have allowed the development of information that is specific 
and relatively uncontaminated by Integrated effects.    For example the effect 
of rate of pressure rise on the maximum tolerance can be placed in its 
proper perspective and compared to other influencial parameters such as the 
effect of incident and reflected pressure and the timing between these loads. 
Experiments have shown that tolerance is indeed affected by these variables 
and that thought should be given to dimensions of protective enclosures from 
a standpoint of the reflections they generate.    The duration of the blast 
load is another Important parameter as is the rate at which the load is 
relieved and for experiments of this type the blast biologist modifies his 
shock tube with side chambers and sequence valves so that he can exercise 
a degree of control over the wave shape. 

Further, the stamina or lack of it displayed by a single animal specimen 
requires that the performance of the average specimen be established, and 
since the experiments relate to man the species and body weights must be 
varied to assist in the extrapolation from the animal targets to man.    It 
is clearly shown then that blast biology experiments require the repetition 
and reproduclblllty that only a shock tube can offer economically. 
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The translational effects of a blast wave have been studied by observing 
the whole body motion of anthroponetrlc dummies as they are blown from a 
large diameter shock tube. These tests show that the position of the 
soldier at shock arrival time Is important to survival. Tests have also 
been conducted to determine what pressure level renders the gas mask useless 
by rupturing Its filter and at what pressure the mask is pulled loose from 
the head. In other tests the translational velocity of typical battle field 
litter is being determined and its wounding potential assessed and related 
to other Incapacitating mechanisms. 

Concern for the foot soldier has embraced many facets of defensive mine 
warfare. The shock tube is being used to reproduced the impulsive load 
delivered by an exploding mine to the foot of the soldier. In laboratory 
experiments the shock tube produced blast wave is directed at the feet of 
cadavers so that the mechanism of the calcaneus fracture, which often requires 
the leg to be amputated, can be studies. Successful experiments here may 
result in a new boot design which may save a leg. Conversely, shock waves 
are directed at burled mines to evaluate their sensitivity to air Induced 
ground shock. 

Hie ability to easily photograph a target under a dynamic load has lead 
to many experiments, seemingly mundane but actually quite important. For 
instance, photographing the motion of small objects in a shock tube and 
evaluating the effect of closeness of space on their translational behavior 
has assisted in establishing the criteria for the storage of materials or 
equipment items in tunnels. 

It would be remiss not to mention the environmental studies within shock 
tubes and the role this instrument has played in the routine task of 
calibrating and developing instrumentation to be used in the real weapons 
test environment. Much of the weapons test data has been gathered in the 
somewhat unrealistic environs of Frenchmans Flat, Nevada where thick layers 
of surface dust are entrained by the blast wave and carried to the target 
to register high dynamic loads. Elements of such environments have been 
created in shock tubes to study their effect on blast wave transmission. 

Likewise, the water spray system used to wash down ships caught in a 
radiation fallout, interposes an air water medium between the oncoming shock 
wave and the ship superstructure and the effect of this water loaded blast 
wave on such things as antenna have been evaluated. There is a long list 
of experiments of this type where the shock tube has been us^d to give quick 
qualitative and quantitative answers. 

We have seen where the shock tube is used in the ad hoc test and the long 
range program. In the later, say blast biology or protective design It Is 
a principal tool and work is still in process because either the picture is 
incomplete or the requirements are changing or both. We still seek, for 
instance, economical blast protection and this means, among other things, 
examining the behavior of structures under dynamic loads. 
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In the past, the full scale nuclear test could be used to assess the 
progress of laboratory experiments, but now we must rely on theshock tube 
and on the large scale HE test. Each has its place. On the conveniently 
executed HE test, say 50 tons of explosive, a target can be exposed without 
the confines of a tube wall, but there is not enough land area in the region 
of interest. The area between the 200 anc! 100 psi levels can be represented 
by a sector 50 by 800 ft. The same region Trom a nominal nuclear weapon 
encompasses over 1 million sq. ft. ~ a sector 250 ft by 1 mile. 

With the HE test the land area becomes quite competitive and the number 
of experiments per shot is drastically reduced. Further, these one shot 
experiments still include scaled experiments because of the comparitively 
short positive phase duration. In the shock tube the positive phase duration 
is easily established, but we have the confines of the tube wall. 

To progress satisfactorily in the protective design endeavor we must 
introduce the responding model to the shock tube environment so th^t we can 
principally repeat a loading condition. But this brings to focus many 
problems attendant to similitude scaling. Highlighting these is the non- 
scaling gravity loads and the realistic Joining of structural members. The 
challenge of making valid scale models is being pursued as is the task of 
producing high pressure long duration shocks in large test sections. The 
large high pressure test section is not yet a reality, but any progress in 
that direction will relax the modeling requirement. It will also mean that 
the shock tube lengths will be thousands of feet instead of the present 
hundreds of feet. 

When an acceptable comprise has been arrived at here, we must attempt 
to produce a more realistic environment in the shock tube so that we can 
uncover the problem areas that develop from the interaction of separate 
phenomonological effects. The early bomb tests introduced such an effect, 
an integrated effect, the precursor. This anomolie developes as a result of 
the blast wave Interaction with a surface region heated by the thermal output 
from a nuclear bomb. The precursor was discovered in the real environment. 
It was subsequently investigated, understood and then put into its proper 
perspective as a mechanism of distruction. As we reach for a better defense 
posture, we encroach on a border that was left rather undefined when above 
ground nuclear testing was discontinued. We must move the shock tube 
experiments to this border, and test in a simulated real environment so that 
we can uncover the next problem area. 
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EXCITATION STUDIES ON THE N2(l+) AND N2
+(l-) SYSTEMS 

IN SHOCK-HEATED N-N2 MIXTURES" 

Kurt L.   Wray 
Avco-Everett Research Laboratory,   Everett,   Massachusetts 

ABSTRACT 

The rate of excitation of the N2(l + ) and N2+(l-) band systems was ob- 
served in shock-heated N-N2 mixtures in which the initial mixtures ratio 
N/N2 ranged from Ü to 0. 27.    A pulsed discharge prior to diaphragm 
rupture produced the N-atoms; their concentration was determined by 
monitoring the decay of the Lewis-Rayleigh afterglow for about 50 millisec 
subsequent to the discharge and up to the arrival of the shock.    The shock 
waves produced temperatures in the range 7000-18 600oK close to the 
shock front,   after rotational relaxation.    The radiation intensities from the 
N2(l + ) (6600 to 8000 R) and N2+(l-) (0, 1) (4272 Ä) bands were monitored as 

;; functions of time behind the shock front.    The initial slopes of the radiation 
time histories were compared with theoretical slopes.    The rate constant 
expression for exciting ground state nitrogen X^ TJ, to the A   JL state by 

I collisions with N-atoms was found to be kj^j = 1. 9 x 10"" T"^'^exp 
(-EXA/^T) cm-^/particle-sec,  where ExA = 6.168 eV.    This yields an 
effective cross section of 2. 7 x 10"^8 cm

z at 12 000oK.    The analogous 
rate constant for collisions with N2 was determined to be k]sj2 — 0. 01 kjsj. 
These rate constants were found consistent with unsuccessful attempts to 
obtain Vegard-Kaplan spectra in the discharged but unshocked gas.  Attempts 
to fit the N2+(l-) data were not completely successful.    It is most probable 
that the N2    is formed by the associative ionization of a ground state atom 
and an excited atom. 

This work was supported by Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
monitored by the Army Missile Command,   United States Army under 
Contract No.  DA-01-02l-AMC-12005(Z)   (part of Project Defender). 
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I.    INTRODUCTION 

The primary purpose for this research was to elucidate the mechanisms 
responsible for the production of the N2(l+) and N2+(l-) band systems in 
shock-heated nitrogen,  and obtain rate constants wherever possible.    Of 
particular interest in the N2(l+) case were the efficiencies of the nitrogen 
molecule and the nitrogen atom in raising the ground electronic state 
nitrogen to the excited state.    A preliminary report of this portion of the 
study has been given.'   '   In the No"1^!-) case,  the pertinent question is how 
the N2+ ion is formed. 

These radiation systems are indicated in a greatly simplified potential 
energy diagram for N2 and N2    shown in Fig.   1.    This figure was prepared 
from a more complete diagram given by Gilmore. '^'   It will be used through- 
out this paper in discussing the mechanisms responsible for populating the 
pertinent excited states. 

When nitrogen passes through a strong shock wave,   the translational 
and rotational temperatures undergo essentially a discontinuous jump (within 
a few ambient mean free paths. '3)   Then the vibrational degrees of freedom 
of the nitrogen begin to relax,  i. e.,   the vibrational temperature of the 
nitrogen climbs from room temperature toward the local translational 
temperature and simultaneously the translational temperature drops.    At 
low temperatures,  this process of vibrational relaxation occurs rapidly 
compared to the dissociation of the nitrogen molecules into atoms,  whereas 
at high temperatures the vibrational and dissociation relaxation times are 
comparable and the two processes are strongly coupled. '4'   Also occurring 
within the relaxation zone are the ionization and electronic excitation pro- 
cesses which are of interest to us in the present work. 

Among the states populated by the electronic exciation processes is 
the ^(B-^TTg),   the species which,   in undergoing a transition to the ^(A  Z^), 
gives rise to the ^(1+) band system (see Fig.  1).    This system hasHbeen 
observed by various workers as a function of time in shock-heated air and 
nitrogen.'   '    '   The general characteristic of the radiation history is that the 
light intensity rises rapidly to a peak and then slowly decays to an equilibiium 
level.    In the present experiment,   the ^(1+) system was monitored over a 
broad band of radiation from 6600 to 8000 A. 

Since the radiating state is a triplet state and the ground state is a 
singlet state (X*-T,  ),   a spin flip is necessary somewhere in the excitation 
mechanism.    It has be^n suggested that this transition might be more easily 
accomplished in an N-N2 collision rather than an N2-N2 collision.   If this 
were true,  it would be reasonable to expect that the presence of nitrogen 
atoms in the gas at the time of the shock wave arrival would significantly 
change the rate of rise of radiation immediately behind the shock front. 

The N2+ ion is formed in the shock heated gas.    The N2  (1-) radiation 
system arises from transitions between the B^Z^ state and the ground state 
X^Zg.    This system also t^s been monitored as a function of time in shock- 
heated air and nitrogen^ '   ' and it displays a time history similar to that 
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of the N2(l + ) system.   In the present experiment the N2+(l-) radiation was 
monitored over a narrow band centered at 4272 A. 

The expected mechanism for producing N2+ behind the shock waves in 
nitrogen is by associative ionization of nitrogen atoms,  i. e., N + N-*,N2+ + e. 
The reverse of this process has been observed^'and a rate constant deter- 
mined; however,   the state of the nitrogen atoms thus produced was undeter- 
mined.    In any case,  it seemed clear that nitrogen atoms play an important 
role in the production of N2+. 

It was for these reasons that the nitrogen gas in the shock tube was pre- 
dissociated by means of a pulsed electrical discharge in the present experi- 
ments.    The atom concentration at the optical station prior to the shock 
arrival was determined from a measurement of the Lewis-Rayleigh (L-R) 
afterglow intensity.    This afterglow is due to the N2(l+) system.    In this 
case,   the N2 (B^ TT ) state is populated from atom recombination via the 

Eg state,   which crosses the B^flg state at about the ll^*1 vibrational level. ''' 

Shock waves were run into mixtures having the following nominal 
compositions:   N/N2 = 0,   0. 025,   0. 070 and 0. 27.     The N/N2 = 0 case did not 
involve any discharge.    The initial pressure (before the discharge) was always 
Pi = I torr.    The shock speed was varied between Us = 3. 80 and 6. 25 mm/ 
/isec,  producing temperatures at the shock front subsequent to translational 
and rotational relaxation of 7000-18, 600oK.    The high temperature limit was 
set by inability to resolve the initial rise of radiation at temperatures above 
about 18, 600oK,  whereas the low temperature cut-off was due to the appear- 
ance of impurity radiation. 

II.    EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The shock tube used in this work had a stainless steel driver section 
about 2 ft long and 1.5 in.  in diameter and the low pressure side was a 
10 ft long Corning glass pipe 1. 5 in. in diameter (see Fig.  2).    Stainless 
steel ring electrodes whose inside diameters were also 1. 5 in. were placed 
at both ends of this 10 ft length.    At the driver end the electrode was insulated 
from the driver section with a 6 in. length of Corning pipe.   At the other end 
the electrode was insulated from the dump tank by another 6 in.  length of 

j Corning pipe.    A plastic diaphragm was placed between this pipe and the 
dump tank. 

1 
I 

Nitrogen gas was caused to flow continuously through a liquid nitrogen 
trap into the test section entering near the dump tank and leaving near the 
metal diaphragm which separated the test section from the high pressure 
section.    The pressure was monitored with an alphatron at the outlet end. 
The flow rate of the gas through the test section was approximately 5 ft/sec. 

The electronic circuits indicated in Fig.  2 are highly schematic,  but 
will serve to illustrate the sequence of events occurring in a typical run. 
After the gas flow was started through the test section,   the driver section 
was loaded with a mixture of hydrogen,  oxygen and nitrogen necessary to 
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obtain the desired shock strength.    The run was initiated by triggering high 
pressure air gap switch 1 allowing the capacitor bank across the electrodes 
on the test section of the shock tube to discharge through the nitrogen gas. 
Simultaneously,   the oscilloscope which monitored the L-R afterglow was 
triggered.    At the same instant,  a time-delay generator was activated; 
after a preset time (about 50 millisec) this fired a trigger box which 
activated air gap switch 2 thus exploding the coaxial wire in the driver 
section,   and igniting the combustion mixture.    Within a few milliseconds 
the diaphragm ruptured and a shock wave moved into the test gas.   A 
photomultiplier (PM) was used to trigger the oscilloscope which subsequently 
recorded,  on a time-based raster sweep,  the arrival of the shock wave at 
three speed-indicating P.M. 's.    Another PM was used to trigger the 
oscilloscope which monitored the ^(1+) and N2+(l-) band systems. 

The optical station was described in a previous publication. ^     '   The 
external optical system allowed a 1 mm spatial resolution.    Wavelength 
separation was accomplished with a Bausch and Lomb grating monochromator 
having a dispersion of 33 A per mm.    The monochromator was set for 
4272 A (total band pass = 66 A).    This wavelength band pass centered on 
the 0, 1 vibrational transition of the N2+(l-) system.    This spectral region 
was chosen because here the ^'''(l-) radiation is intense while impurity 
radiation,  in particular the CN violet system,  is minimized.    The radiation 
was monitored as a function of time with a calibrated 6292 Dumont PM (S-ll 
surface) mounted behind the exit slit. 

A portion of the undispersed beam was intercepted by a mirror inside 
the monochromator and reflected to an RCA 7326 PM (S-20 response). 
Three Corning filters (1-60,   2-58 and 4-77) were stacked in front of the PM. 
This combination isolated a broad band of radiation from 6600 to 8000 A 
peaked at 7100 Ä.    The ^(1+) bands (2, 0) - (6, 4) should be the main 
contributors in this wavelength range.    This wavelength region is i elatively 
free of impurity radiation.    It would have been desirable to work at 10, 420 Ä 
the N2(l+) 0, 0 band head.    Some attempts were made to measure initial 
radiation slopes at this wavelength using an 3-1 surface photomultiplier. 
However,  the relatively poor sensitivity of detectors at this wavelength made 
it impossible to measure the slopes with necessary accuracy because of the 
poor signal to noise ratio. 

The waiting period of about 50 millisec between the single pulse dis- 
charge and the initiation of the shock wave was to allow time for the 
relaxation of all the undesirable conditions produced in the discharge,  i. e. 
short-lived ionic species and unknown temperature.    The electron-ion 
recombination rates at room temperature for N2''"»   N3+ and N4+ are 
sufficiently large'"' so that the concentration of these species (and the 
electrons) must have dropped to a completely insignificant level by the time 
of shock arrival - regardless of their initial concentrations.    The computed 
relaxation time for cooling the discharged gas by conduction to -he tube 
walls was 5 millisec.    This set a lower limit to the time delay.    However, 
it is clearly desirable to wait as long as possible to allow the gas to cool 
and to allow time for the ionic species produced in the discharge to re- 
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combine with the electrons.     Of course,   during this waiting period the 
N-atoms are recombining so that the shock could not be delayed indefinitely. 
Different N/N > ratios were obtained by varying both this time delay and the 
size of the capacitor bank. 

Diffusion time from the center line of the tube to the walls was about 
Z millisec and hence the gas was uniform across the tube diameter.    On the 
other hand,   diffusion time from the optical station to the nearest electrode 
was  1.7 sec,   a time long compared to the 50 millisec waiting period; hence, 
no impurities produced at the electrode during the discharge could reach 
the optical station.    Furthermore,   although the electrodes catalyzed the 
atom recombination,   this long diffusion time ensured that there would be no 
significant N-atom axial gradient in the observed shocked gas. 

I The PM's monitoring the ^(1 + ) and NT^I-) band systems were cali- 
brated using a tungsten ribbon lamp,   with geometric conditions identical to 

. those prevailing during an actual shock tube run.    Hence,   the signal observed 
during a shock tube run could be converted directly into spectral intensity 
(watts/cm^ ster /j.) simply by dividing that signal by the calibration factor 
and the optical path length (3.81 cm). 

The L-R afterglow was monitored with an S-U surface PM in combination 
with a 3-66 Corning filter.    This combination yielded a band pass centered 
on 5900 Ä with a half width of 400 A; the region of maximum afterglow. '°' 

Noting that the signal S produced by the afterglow monitor is proportional 
to the afterglow intensity,   and that the afterglow intensity is proportional to 
the rate of recombination of atom^ via the L-R mechanism, '"' we can write 

S = GkLR[N]2[N2]( (1) 

where   G   is the proportionality constant and kjo is the rate constant for 
recombination via the L-R mechanism.    Differentiation of Eq.  (1) yields 

dS/dt = 2 G kLR [ N]   [ N2]  d[ N] /dt . (2) 

Inserting the usual atom recombination expression 

dN/dt = - kr [N]2 [N2] (3) 

into Eq.   (2),   and eliminating [ N]   by means of Eq.   (1),   we find 

1/2 d^ krtN2l 
{GkLR) 
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In deriving this equation,  it has been assumed that N and N2 have the same 
catalytic efficiency in recombining N-atoms at room temperature and the 
small effect of changes in the concentration of the catalyst have been ignored. 

Therefore,  a plot of the reciprocal square root of the afterglow signal 
(in arbitrary units) against time should be a straight line.    The room tem- 
perature three-body recombination rate, constant is relatively well deter- 
mined^11» 12) to be kr = 3. 3 x 10-32 cm /particle2 sec.    Thus,  a measure- 
ment of the slope of this line yields Gkjn which can be used in Eq.  (1) to 
calculate the atom concentration corresponding to the signal S. 

Such afterglow data curves were obtained and found to be straight lines 
at early times before wall recombination effects became non-negligible.    It 
should be noted that once GkLp. is evaluated,   the atom concentration is 
given by Eq.   (1) independent of the mechanism for atom depletion. 

A typical afterglow monitor oscillogram is shown in Fig.   3.    For this 
run,   the shock wave arrived at the afterglow monitor (and optical station) 
about 70 msec after the discharge.    At this point the signal goes off scale 
due to the increased intensity behind the shock wave. 

It is known that A  T^ nitrogen is formed during the recombination of 
nitrogen atoms.    These metastables are destroyed by collisional deactivation 
in the gas phase,  collisional deactivation on the walls and by radiating to the 
ground state.     The last of these three processes leads to the Vegard-Kaplan 
Band System.    (See Fig.   1.)   An attempt was m?de to photograph the spectrum 
of this system subsequent to the pulsed discharge.    For this purpose,   the 
dump tank was removed from the shock tube and the open end was covered 
with a metal plate fitted with a calcium fluoride window.    A single spectral 
plate was prepared by taking 35 exposures of the, L-R afterglow (each of 10 
seconds duration).    During the discharge proper,   radiation was prevented 
from entering the spectrograph.    No Vegard-Kaplan spectrum was seen on 
the spectrogram, 

III.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEORETICAL MODELS 

In what follows we will use the notation B == ^{B^ TT  ),   B+ = N2+ 

(B^rj),   etc.    At equilibrium the concentration of molecules in the various 
states are related by equations of the type 

[B]  = [A]  QAB exp (-EAB/kT) = [A] KAB   , (5) 

where QAB ^
S
 ^e rati0 0^ partition functions for the B and A states and 

I^AB is the energy separation between the ground vibrational levels of the 
two states.    Table I gives the values for Q and E required for the present 
work.    Qis actually a function of T but here we have taken the high tempera- 
ture limit to the partition functions which are good approximations in the 
temperature range of interest. 

6k 
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Table I 

Equilibrium Constant Parameters for N2 and N-, 

Process Q E(eV) 

X-^A 6.81 6.168 

A^B 1.48 1.185 

X+-A+ 2.61 1.118 

X+ - B+ 0.85 3. 169 

A.    N2(l+) System 

Typical oscillograms of the N2(l+) radiation are shown in Fig.   4, 
for the cases (a) N/N2 = 0 and (b) N/N2 = 0. 067.    The N/N2 = 0 run was 
at Us = 4. 56 mm//isec corresponding to temperatures of 10, 000oK subsequent 
to rotational relaxation,   but before vibrational and chemical equilibrium. 
The N/N2 = 0.067 run was at Us = 4. 54 mm/ßsec corresponding to T = 9850oK. 
Note that in the predissociation case a slightly higher shock speed would be 
required to obtain the same temperature as in pure N2.    The manner in which 
the initial slopes are obtained from the oscillograms is indicated in the figure. 
The small amount of curvature at the foot is instrumental rise time and is 
ignored.    It is to be noted that initial rate of rise of radiation intensity is 
about 2. 6 times larger in the case vh ere atoms are present at zero time 
even though the temperature is slightly lower. 

The data obtained in the N2(l+) case are shown in Fig.   5 with separate 
plots for each of the four nominal N/N? ratios.    In this figure the initial 
slopes are plotted in units of (watts/cm^ ster ß)/ßsec against the reciprocal 
temperature occurring at the shock front subsequent to translational and 
rotational relaxation. 

The solid lines shown in the figures are computed on the basis of the 
following simple mechanism: 

k
N 

N2(X) + N -    N2 (A) + N (Rl) 

kN 2 
N2(X) + N2 -    N2(A) + N2 (R2) 

N2(A) - N2(B)f (R3) 
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where (R3) is fast and is assumed to be in local equilibrium at the trans- 
lational temperature.   (See Section IV for a discussion of these assumptions.) 
Hence,   we can write 

d[A]/dt=|kN[N]  +kN    [X]|[X]   -d[B]/dt   . (6) 

At local equilibrium Eq,   (5) applies,  which upon differentiation at zero 
time yields 

d[B]/dt = KAB d[A]/dt. (7) 

The experimental radiation intensity   I   is the power radiated   per unit 
volume per unit solid angle per unit wavelength in the band pass of interest; 
it is given by the equation'•l^' 

I = C X'5 f <<A> T'1 [ A]  exp(-EAB/kT), 

2    3 (8) 

C = 2 T: r    hc c  /k      . o / 

Here    r  ,   h,   c and k are the classical electron radius,   Planck's constant, 
the velocity of light and Boltzmann's constant,   respectively.    The oscillator 
strength   f   is equal to 8. 3 x 10-3 for this system at X = 7100 R (lü' 14',   and 
<0> is given by(f0) 

X2        . ,        X2. , 
<(/)> = X6     / X''6   tRdX   /!.        R dx'     , (9) 

Al Al 

where   R   is the experimentally determined resolution function of the optical 
instrument, '     '   Xj and X2 are the extreme wavelengths of the instrument 
band pass,   and   </)   is a din-'ensionless factor of order unity which gives the 
details of the vibrational o^ectrum. ^   ■*'   (j)   can readily be evaluated from the 
Franck-Condon factors given the rotational and vibrational temperatures of 
the radiating molecule.    The rotational temperature is taken equal to the 
translational temperature; in the present work it has been assumed that the 
vibrational temperature appropriate to the B state is also equal to the trans- 
lational temperature.    Over the temperature range 6000-20, 000oK,   computed 
values^ ^' of <0> were adequately fitted by 

<0> = -0. 181 + 0. 53 (T/104) - 0.058 (T/104)       . (10) 

Differentiation of (8) yields 
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(dl/dt)t = 0 = C X"5f <0> T'1 exp (-EAB/kT) d [A]/dt. (11) 

Equations (6),   (7),   and (11) finally yield 

(<*r)t= 

Ci<i>       exp(-EAB/kT)    |kN[ N) + k^ [X] | [ X] (i2) 

= 0        A? T (pj/pj) (1 + KAB) 

where the factor ipi/pz) ^n ^e denominator has been introduced to effect 
the transformation from particle time to laboratory time,   tj^. 

In order to use Eq.   (12) and to provide theoretical curves for comparison 
with the data,   we have expressed the rate constants in the following form: 

-3 /Z 3 
kp, = A     T     '     exp (-E^./kT) cm  /particle-sec (13) 

and 

-1/2 3 
kN    = A T     /     exp (-E^./kT) cm  /particle-sec. (14) 

These provide good fits to the predissociation runs shown in Fig.   5a-c as 
long as Ajyj and A]\j2 are assigned numerical values such that kj^? <   0. 03 kj^ 
over the temperature range of the data.    Hence,   only an upper bound can he 
put on k]\j2 from this data alone.    The solid curves are for Aj^ = 1. 9 x 10 
and A^2 = 1. 6 x 10'   2 corresponding to kN2/kN = 0. 01 at T = 12, 000oK. 
The equivalent inelastic cross sections far ISI-N2 ancl N2-N2 collisions at 
12, 000oK are 2. 7 x lO"18 and 6. 6 x 10"^U cm2 respectively. 

The above choice of A^? is based on the data obtained without pre- 
dissociation.    These data are shown in Fig.   5d,   along with the solid curve 
based on Eq.  (12) using A]^, = 1.6 x lO"-1^.    The theoretical curve was 
fitted to the data only at the lowest temperatures,   making the assumption 
that the dominant catalyst is N2.    As the temperature is increased,   the 
experimental dl/dt increases more rapidly than predicted by the above simple 
theory.    A linear empirical fit to the data above 8700 K has been added to 
Fig.   5d as the dashed line defined by 

3 * 3 
dl/dt,   = 3.8 x 10    exp (-E /kT) (watts/cm   -ster-/i)/(|Ltsec) , (15) 

w here E    = 10. 5 eV. 
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It is obvious from the above discussion that the pre-exponential 
temperature dependence of T    /^ given for kjvj? is not at all determined. 
We leave the equation in this form only because the theoretical curves in 
!• ig.   5 (in particular Fig.   5d) were computed on this basis.    On the other 
hand,  the T'-V^ pre-exponential temperature dependence for k,. was 
determined by the best fit to the data of Fig.   5a-c, 

B.    N2
+(l-) System 

The radiation profiles for the N?  (1-) system are similar to those 
obtained for the ^(1 + ) system (see Fig.   4).    The initial slope data obtained 
for the N2  (1-) system are shown in Fig.   6.    In this case,   the theoretical 
curves are based on the mechanism outlined below. 

N + N -*1 N.,  (X) + e (R4) 

N2
+ (X) - N2

+ (A) ~ N2
+(B) (R5) 

N2
+ + N - N2 + N+ (R6) 

In (R4) we assume,   for the present,   that the nitrogen atoms are in the 
ground electronic state (4S).    Furthermore,   we assume that the excitation 
reactions indicated in (R5) and the charge exchange reaction (R6) are fast 
and in local equilibrium at the translational temperature. 

V^L ) 

Proceeding in a manner analogous to that used above,   we find 

2 Cf<(^>     exp(-Ev+ü+/kT k.(N)' 
A    JD 1 

3 
t=0      X    T Pl/Pz 1+KxV+KxV "^e^V 

(16) 

In this case, (l4' 16) f ^ 3. 4 x 10"2, X * 4272 R,   and <^> = 0. 81 and is 
independent of temperature. (^)   K    is the equilibrium constant for (R6),  it 
was computed as a function of temperat ure from the partition functions. 

The rate cor.^ant for (R4) used to produce the theoretical curves shown 
in Fig.   6a,   b and c is given by Lin and Teare. '      ' 

k. = 9 x 10"11T"1//2(1+1. 3 x 10"4T+3. 3 x 10"8T2 - 10"l2T3) exp (-67, 300/T) 

cm  /particle sec. .,_. 
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This expression is based on the room temperature measurements of Kasner, 
Rogers and Biondi'°' who studied the recombination rate for electrons and 
N2^ produced in a microwave discharge.    Equation (17) was arrived at by- 
using their results in conjunction with a T"^/^ temperature dependence 
suggested by Sayers, '18' and an equilibrium constant expression for 
reaction (R4).    For details see reference (17). 

For the N/N_ = 0 case,  the thearetical initial slope is obviously zero 
according to the above mechanism.    Hence no theoretical curve is shown 
in Fig.  6d.    The dashed line shown in this figure is an empirical fit to the 
data given by the equation 

dl/dtL= 1. 7 x 104 exp (-E'AT) (watts/cm3-ster-/i)//isec),       (18) 

where   E    = 12. 9 eV. 

IV.    DISCUSSION 

A.    N2(l-»-) System 

In Fig.   5d,   which shows the experimental and theoretical initial 
slopes for the ^(1 + ) radiation for the case N/N2 = 0,   the simple theory 
deviates from the experimental data at high temperatures.    It is postulated 
that the steeper temperature dependence of the experimental data is due to 
the fact that the N2 is dissociating and the atoms thus produced increase the 
rate of rise of radiation.    Indeed,   it is possible that even at the lowest 
temperatures the N2 plays an insignificant role,  and that the excitation 
process does not proceed until atoms are formed by dissociation behind the 
shock front.    If this were the case,  the solid line in Fig.   5d would be mean- 
ingless,   and the above value of k^- would be only an upper bound.    It should 
be pointed out,   however,  that the oata of Figs. 5a,  b and c are adequately 
fitted by Eq.   (12) with Ajvj unchanged even when k^- -* 0. 

The contribution of the time-varying atom concentration cannot be 
assessed in a simple model which does not take account of the complicated 
dissociation process.    The dissociation rate for nitrogen has been measured 
over the temperature range 6000 ^ T ^ 9000

O
KJ

19
)   Extrapolation to higher 

temperatures is dangerous as it immediately enters the regime where 
vibrational relaxation times are comparable to dissociation times,  hence 
the coupling of these two processes must become important.    There are 
dissociation measurements for the 0?-Ar system up to T = 18, 000 K, 
showing evidence of strong coupling;!^) the details,   however,   are uncertain, 
as is,   of course,   the application of these results to the N2 system. 

The assumption was made above that the A and B states are in local 
equilibrium.    Taylor^!) in a recent shock tube study d collision limiting 
of radiation in N2»   has established that the cross section for deactivating 
B molecules by collision with N2(X) is equal to or greater than 2. 6 x 10-16 
cm^.    Use of this cross section in the excitation direction yields relaxation 
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times short compared to the times of interest in the present experiment. 
Hence this important equilibrium assumption is justified.    However,  there 
is a question as to whether this equilibrium should be calculated using the 
local translational temperature as was done above or the local vibrational 
temperature of the ground state nitrogen molecules.    The only evidence 
bearing on the subject known to the author is the fact that the electronic 
temperature of sodium atoms seems to follow the vibrational temperature 
of nitrogen molecules when a small amount of sodium is observed by means 
of the sodium line reversal technique in shock-heated nitrogen.'^^'   But,   it 
is not clear from this one piece of evidence that all systems behave in a 
similar manner.     To put the A and B states in equilibrium according to the 
vibrational temperature would require a much more elaborate analysis.    Of 
course,  the mechanism based on vibrational temperature implies that the 
initial rise of radiation would be nonlinear; however,   it is difficult from the 
present data to shed much light on this question. 

The mechanism given in the previous section for production of the B 
state molecule is not unique.    It could also be postulated that B molecules 
are produced directly in N2(X) - N collisions; this mechanism is indistin- 
guishable from the one given on the basis of the present data.    On the other 
hand,  the B state cannot be populated by three body recombination of N-atoms 
as this mechanism yields a temperature dependence much smaller than 
indicated by the data. 

In summary,   this experiment has demonstrated that the nitrogen atom 
is at least 100 times more effective than N2 in causing the transition X -♦ A. 
The rate constant expression for this process has been found to be 

k     = 1. 9 x 10'6T"3/2 exp (-EXA/kT) cm3/particle-sec      , (19) 

-18? r» 
leading to an effective cross section of 2, 7 x 10        cm    at 12, 000   K. 

As was outlined in Section II,   an attempt was made to record the 
Vegard-Kaplan band system in the discharged (but unshocked) gas.    The 
results of this experiment were negative,   i. e. ,   no spectrum of this system 
was found.    However,   this negative result was used to calculate a lower 
bound to the cross  section for collisionally deactivating  the A state at room 
temperature.    This was done by comparing the energy per unit area of film 
necessary to obtain film darkening with the calculated energy per unit area. 
It was assumed that the A state molecules were deactivated by collisions 
with N-atoms and the rate constant for that process was calculated from 
Eq.   (19) and the equilibrium constant KyA.    The details of this calculation 
are given in the Appendix.    It was foundtnat kjvj (at room temperature)given 
by Eq.  (19) was consistent with the inability to record the Vegard-Kaplan 
spectrum and a lower bound of 1/20 k]\j was established. 

This (relatively) high efficiency of the N-atom in coupling the X and A 
states of nitrogen is in disagreement with estimates of the A state 
concentration in active nitrogen obtained by the ammonia reaction 
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(23) technique; (But see Ref.   (24) for a criticism of this work. ) 

B.    N + (1-) System 

In deriving Eq.  (16),   the theoretical expression for the initial 
slope of the N2+(l-) system,   the X"1",  A+ and B+ states have been assumed 
to be in local equilibrium.    The cross section for deactivating the B+ state 
by collisions with No has been measured by Brocklehurst'^',   Davidson 
and O'Neill26),   and TWLor(21) and is of the order of 1 x lO"15 cm2.   In some 
recent work Carleton       finds this cross section to be 7 x 10"^-' cm   and also 
finds the cross section for deactivating the (A+) state to be 2 x 10"^ cm2. 
These cross sections justify the above assumption.    This is identical to the 
assumption made concerning (R3) and the discussion above as to whether this 
equilibrium should be governed by the translational temperature or the 
ground state vibrational temperature applies here also.    Reaction (R6) has 
been put in local equilibrium although the alternative assumption of no 
reaction at all has but a small affect on the theoretical curves shown in 
Fig.   6a,   b and c. 

It has been assumed that the atoms responsible for the associative 
ionization reaction (R4) are in the ground electronic state (^S).    As was 
pointed out by Gilmore, '2' this is only possible if there is a potential curve 
originating at N(  S) + N(4S) and crossing the X+ state.    (See Fie.   1.)   Further- 
more,   this crossing potential curve must allow formation of X"^ and an electron 
without violating electron spin conservation; this eliminates the repulsive 
ru

+ state.    In all probability the singlet and triplet potential curves arising 
from the ground state atoms do not cross the X"*" curve.    Hence,   theoretically 
it seems unlikely that the atoms in (R4) can be (^S).    See Gilmore^2' for a 
more detailed discussion of this subject. 

(2) As was suggested by Gilmore,        (R4) probably involves one excited 
nitrogen atom,   either the 2D or 2P.   Now,   if it is assumed that these excited 
atoms are produced extremely rapidly compared to (R4) and go into local 
equilibrium,   then the theoretical curves shown in Fig.   6 would remain 
essentially unchanged except for ratios of degeneracies in the equilibrium 
constant.    To put a finite rate constant on the production of the excited 
nitrogen atoms implies (dl/dt)t=o = 0,   and once again a more involved 
analysis of the data is required.    Although some efforts along these lines 
have been made,   a meaningful treatment really awaits more experimental 
or theoretical information on the mechanisms and cross sections for 
producing excited N-atoms before such detailed calculations are warranted. 

Vacuum U. V.   radiation emanating from excited nitrogen atoms,   the 
lower term atoms being those of interest,   has been observed in shock-heated 
nitrogen, (2^) and it seems feasible to do an absorption type shock tube 
experiment to elucidate the mechanism and cross sections responsible for 
the production of the 2D and perhaps the 2P nitrogen atoms. 

(29) From the molecular beam results of Utterback and Miller^     ' for the 
single energy ionization cross sections for N--N- collisions,   Lin and 
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Teare have computed rate constants for the reaction N^ + N7 -* N-   + i 
e + Np.    Employing such a mechanism for the production dl N2    (1-) 
radiation in our shock tube experiments clearly leads to a finite initial 
radiation slope.    However,  these were found to be many orders of magnitude 
lower than the experiment indicated,   except at the highest temperatures 
where this mechanism just becomes of the same order of magnitude as the 
experimental data. 1 
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APPENDIX 

10 
E=l^f-     35    L       [A]  dt, (Al) 

r 
N + N + M   —   N2 (total) + M (RA1) 

7« 

I 
Here we wish to evaluate the Vegard-Kaplan (V-K) band system energy | 

per unit area of film integrated over the 35 exposures each of 10 seconds 
duration.    We note that 

2 I where   ß   is a geometric factor for the optical system having units ster-cm , ' 
AX is the wave length interval of the band,   P is the number of pi- otons/«ec-A 
molecule in the band of interest,   and   e   is the energy/photon. . 

(30) ' Carleton and Oldenberg measured the rate of photon emission from 
the 0, 6 V-K band to be 1. 35 x 10^ photons/ec-sec.    At the same time,  they 
measured the N2(l + ) (1| 0) band in absorption and employing an incorrect 
lifetime for that transition calculated the concentration of A state molecules 
to be 1.5 x 10     /cc.    The error in the lifetime of the NofB^.j state employed 
by Carleton and Oldenberg was pointed out by Brennen. [24)   Using the correct f 
lifetime^'*) of the N2(B)V_2 state (13 /isec) and the data of Carleton and I 
Oldenberg given above,  we find P = 9 x 10"^ photons/sec-A particle in the 
0, 6 V-K band (X = 2770 R).    This should be the strongest feature of the V-K - 
system. '^1) | 

To evaluate the integral involved in Eq, (Al) we list the pertinent 
reactions that can occur subsequent to the discharge: I 

k 

I 

i 
l 
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3 k  /4 

N + N + M  ► N2 (A) + M (RA2) 

kAX 

N2 (A) + N    N2 (X) + N (RA3) 

WALL 

N2 (A)    *     N2 (X)   . (RA4) 

Here we have neglected atom recombination on the wall and have estimated 
that 3/4 of all the gas phase recombination result in production of A state 
molecules.    We can now write 

d[A]/dt = (3/4) kr [N] 2 [M]   - kAX [ A]    [ N]     - wall term   . (A2) 

It should be noted that (RA3) is the reverse of (Rl),   hence 

kAX = kN/KXA    • (A3' 

Using kjvj as given by Eq.   (19) and evaluating Eq.   (A3) at 300  K,   we find 
k^x = 5. 4 x 10"^ crn-Vparticle-sec which corresponds approximately to 
the kinetic cross-section.    Using this value of k^^ and typical values of [ N] , 
it is readily seen that the wall term in Eq.   (A2) is completely negligible as 
the diffusion time to the wall is 2 msec. 

The loss of N atoms is given by 

d[ N] /dt = - kr [ N] 2 [ M]    . (A4) 

Integrating Eq.  (A4) to get [ N]  as a function of t,   substituting this into 
Eq.   (A2) and integrating we find 

[A]  = (3/4) [N0]   (a - 1)_1 [(qt+ I)"1  - (qt + l)"a] , 

aHH kAY/k, [M]  • (A5) AX/   r 

q^  kr[M]   [N0]   , 

where [ Nn]   is the concentration of N-atoms at t = 0. 
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The integral in Eq.   (Al) can now be found: 

/        Adt=:    (3/4) [N0]   (a-1)"1 q'^jf  n(lOq+l)+ (a-l)'1[(10q+l)(1"a)-l]l. 

(A6) 

and using [ NQ]   = 6. 4 X 1016 and [ M]   = 4. 8 x 1016,   we find q = 1. 1 x 102 and 
a = 3. 3 x 104,  hence 

iO 10 ,      1 
j        Adt = 9. 8 x 101U particles-sec/cm (A7) 

Taking AX = 10"'  cm to be the band width over which most of the 0, 6 transi- 
tion energy is radiated,   and evaluating the geometric factor   ß   to be 
2. 0 x 10"^ ster-cm2,   we find Eq.   (Al) yields E = 3. 6 x lO-3 ergs/cm2. 

Calibration of the photographic film with a standard tungsten lamp 
yielded E = 7. 3 x 10"2 ergs/crn2 necessary to obtain a density of 0. 3 at 
X = 2770 R. 

These calculations indicate that an increase in light intensity of about 
a factor of 20 would have been needed to obtain a V-K 0, 6 spectrogram. 
Considering the numerical values of   a   and   q,   it should be noted that 
Eq.  (A6),   to a very good approximation,   can be reduced to 

,io / -1 
/0     Adt = (3/4) kAX        i n lOq   . (A8) 

Thus,  these results are in accord with k^^ = 5. 4 x 10"     ,   and set a lower 
bound to k^^ of 1/20 this value. 
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Fig.   1 Simplified potential energy diagram of the N2 molecule and N2 
ion from a more complete diagram given by Gilmore.    The radi- 
ation bands of interest in the present paper are indicated by verti- 
cal lines between the potential curves. 
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Initial slopes of the N2 (1+) radiation profiles plotted against re- 
ciprocal temperature at the shock front.    The solid lines are 
theoretical curves which should be applicable only before signi- 
ficant dissociation occurs behind the shock.    The dashed line in 
(d) is a linear empirical fit to the data above 8700oK. 
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Equilibrated  Shocked  Plasma  from a  Linear 

Electric  Shock Tube with  Segmented Driver * 

S.   M.   Hamberger,  A.  W.   Johnson,  and  R.   G.   Fowler 

University  of  Oklahoma 

Abstract:     Absolute   time   resolved measurements  of continuom 

and   line  emissions   in   the   shock  generated   in H^  by a   segmented 

driver electric shock  tube has  shown that  after  a  relaxation 

time  of  the  order of  10"     sec,   the absolute magnitude  of  the 

continuum at  all wavelengths between 8000 and 3000 A,   and the 

absolute   intensity  of  the  H« line  are  in  temperature  agreement 

within  5  per cent.    Whether or not  this  temperature agrees with 

that which would be  expected  from  the shock equations  depends 

on the  extent  to which the  gas must have been dissociated by 

the   shock.     Comparison of  this   temperature with   that which 

would be  expected  from  the  Rankine-Hugoniot equations   is made 

and  discrepancies  are   found. 

'"'Supported  by AFSW Center,  Kirtland AFB. 
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EQUILIBRATED SHOCKED PLASMA 
FROM A LINEAR ELECTRIC  SHOCK TUBE WITH SEGMENTED DRIVER 

S, M. Hamberger,    A. W.  Johnson,  and R.G, Fowler 
Department of Physics, University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 

INTRODUCTION 
The electrically driven segmented shock tube has become an invaluable 

tool for the measurement of radiation phenomena of a plasma.   (1)    Not only 
does  it offer a wide operating range of the plasma parameters, but it also 
produces a shocked gas that is almost totally free of  impurities.    There- 
fore,  the electrically driven shock tube  is an ideal tool to check some of 
the theories of radiative recombination.     In particular, we used it to look 
for the attachment continuum of hydrogen,  i.e:     the recombination or near 
recombination of an atom and an electron.    Some previous measurements have 
been made on a  laboratory plasma in search of this continuum,   (2),   (3),   (4), 
(5), but none over a wide  range of wavelengths with the aid of spectro- 
scopically determined temperatures  and particle densities.    Comparison of 
these temperatures with those predicted    by the Rankineflugoniot equations 
will also be made. 

SHOCK TUBE CONSTRUCTION 
The driver section of the shock tube consisted of six ceramic cylinders 

approximately  10 cm long and 5 cm diameter separated by molybdenum electrodes 
(Figure  1).     Six capacitors,  14 ufd each, charged to approximately 10 KV were 
discharged through a low inductance circuit with alternating flow vectors 
from one  segment to the next, thus decreasing external  fields.    One end of 
the driver section was closed off and the other end was connected, with no 
change  in diameter,  to a meter long quartz tube which served as the expansion 
section of the  shock tube.    Since  the driver is almost a meter long, well de- 
fined shock fronts which developed  in front of the expanding gas only a few 
centimeters down stream continued their flow almost the  full  length of the 
tube.    Higher voltages on the capacitors produced stronger shocks further 
down the  tube. 

The down-stream end of the expansion section was connected to an oil 
diffusion pump with which a base pressure of approximately 10"^ ram Hg was 
obtained.    During the discharge of the capacitors, a constant flow of 
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hydrogen from a palladium leak was admitted into the tube to produce from 0.5 
to 8.8 mm Hg, with a calculated pressure gradient of less than 47, along the 
length of the tube. Extremely pure hydrogen was thus obtained. 

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
Time and frequency resolution of the radiation was obtained by using an 

EMI photomultiplier with a Jarrell Ash 0.5 meter Ebert monochcomator.  The 
response of the photomultiplier and associated dircuitry was checked with the 
aid of- a Kerr cell to be better than lO-8 seconds. Wavelength resolution of 
less than an angstrom was obtained from the mouochromator. With the aid of 
both a carbon arc and a tungsten lamp, absolute calibration of the radiation 
was obtained. The shock velocity was measured by two methods. The arrival 
times of the luminous front, which coincides with the shock front in the 
cases studied in this paper, were measured at two different positions by 
photomultipliers. From the spatial and temporal separation of these two 
positions, a velocity was obtained. Also, a Beckman & Whitley wave speed 
camera was used to measure the velocities for two of the conditions. 

MEASUREMENTS BASED ON RApiATION 
The processes producing the continuum were expected to be free-free (ff) 

& free-bound (fb) of hydrogen, negatively charged hydrogen, and H2 positively 
charged. Lane (6) performed the calculations of the expected radiation of 
the H & H" continua in terms of plasma parameters (particle densities and 
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temperature).     Calculations  of the   (ff)  &   (fb) of the H continuum were based 
on the  theory of Unsold  (7)  for the  reduction of  ionization potential and on 
well-known cross  sections.     The  recent work of Geltman   (8)  and Ohmura & 
Ohmura  (9) enabled the calculations  of the   (ff) &  (fb)  of the  H~ continuum. 
For the H2+ continuum,  the absorption coefficients  of Bates   (10) were used 
together with the assumption of equilibrium. 

To calculate, these continua,   the densities of electronsy KT and H atomSy 
and the temperature need to be determined.    The electron density, which is 
also the IT1" density, was determined by the Stark broadening of  the Hg line 
based on the work  of Kolb, Griem,  and Shen  (11).    Figure  2  is  a plot of one 
of our Hg Stark broadening lines.     The 
solid  line  is  taken from the cited work, 
normalized to the peak values.     The 
circles  represent  the observed values. 
In this case,  as   in all of the  following 
cases,  a number of shots at each wave- 
length setting were  averaged to get  the 
values  recorded. 

T- 

The  temperature was obtained using 
the Saha-Boltzmann relations.    For the 
conditions  of  this work, calculations 
(12) have  indicated  that the Saha- 
Boltzmann equation will give  the proper 
temperature  if N^,   the density of the 
atoms  in the  level with principal quantum 
number 4,   is used  in conjunction with 
N^,  the electron density.    N^ was  ob- 
tained from the absolute measurement  of 
the radiation of the  Hg line  together 
with the  spontaneous  transition probabil- 
ity. 
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With the  aid of the temperature,  the  Saha or the Boltzmann equation was 
used to get  the density of the hydrogen atoms, Nj.    The  assumption that  the 
ground state  atoms  are in equilibrium with the excited atoms needs consider- 
ation.    Griem  (13)  describes th detail the validity criteria for the as- 
sumption of  local  thermodynamic  equilibrium.    Applying these criteria to the 
cases measured  in this experiment, we expected the excited states of the 
atoms,   the   ions  and  the electrons  to be   in equilibrium.     Furthermore,  if the 
effect of resonance  radiation is  included  in these considerations,  the 
thermal distribution down to the  ground state atoms  is expected.    Conse- 
quently,  for  the  conditions  discussed in  this paper,  the  assumption that the 
Boltzmann equation applies to the ground  level seems  to be  reasonable.    In- 
deed,   since  the H" continuum radiation is  proportional  to  the number of neu- 
tral atoms,   (which  is very nearly equal to the number of ground state atoms 
for conditions  in  this paper),  this  assumption is consistent within the ac- 
curacy of our measurements of the continuum radiation. 
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RESULTS  OF THE CONTINUUM STUDIES 
The measured specific emission coefficients, S^,  are shown in Figures 

3 to 6,  in units of photons emitted per cnP per second per cm wavelength in- 
terval JU .    All measurements were made with a bandwidth of about 20A.    To 
exclude obvious wing emission of the highly broadened Balmer lines and weak 
impurity lines, explorat  ry photoelectric scans  and time-integrated spectro- 
graphy were  imployed.     In Figures  3 to 5 the measurement wavelengths were 
chosen to represent only the  true continuous background wherever this was 
possible.    For wavelengths between Hg and the effective Balmer series  limit 
this was not always possible,  and some data points represent the minimum in- 
tensity between lines whose wings overlap above  the continuum.    For example, 
in Figure 4,   the point at 4200A and in Figure 5  those at 42008 and 4600Ä in- 
clude  some  line emission.    Figure  6 is a more detailed scan, which shows  the 
general behavior of the emission above the unperturbed series limit, H^o , 
The  lighter dashed lines  indicate  the approximate positions of the  line 
wings. 

Each point in Fimires 3 to 6 represents the average  of from four to six 
measurements made, from the oscillograms, at the same  instant of time,  t, 
after the onset of luminosity;     t was either 1 or 2 /«sec  in the examples 
shown.    Generally the reproducibility was better at  low initial pressures 
when the fractional ionization was high  (as  in Figure  3),  then to higher 
pressures where the emission due  to the dissociation at  the shock front 
varied slightly and significantly altered the subsequent plasma conditions. 
Typical shot-to-shot variations  ranged from a few percent,   (Figure 3)  to 
about 40 per cent  (Figure  6),    The  solid lines represent  the components of 
the continua calculated from the measured and derived quantities, Ne, Nj, T, 

MEASUREMENTS BASED ON RANKINE-HUGONIOT EQUATIONS 
With the  information obtained from the previously described spectro- 

scopic measurements, a check may be made on the validity of applying the 
Rankine-Hugoniot equations  to an electrically driven shock tube.    With the 
introduction of suitable dimensions less variables,  a useful new form of these 
equations may be obtained.    Let 

kTTT v 
II Y        II 

u =        r * x = — 
MY 1 

njj e IP. 

where  the subscripts I and II refer to the regions  in front of and behind the 
shock front  respectively.    N and n refer to the densities of the heavy parti- 
cles and the electrons respectively and e (p^ is  the effective ionization 
energy,    M is  the mass of the heavy particles and v is  the velocity of the 
particles  referred to the shock front.    In the cases to be considered, vT is 
also the velocity of the shock front in the  laboratory frame of reference, 
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Solutions of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations yield   U and    x as  functions  of 
4 2» *!»  and7i»    Figur6  7  is  a graph of the equation obtained for u with a 
typical value of T,.    X,  the   inverse of the compression ratio, may similarly 
be graphed in terms of the measurable, dimenaionless quantities. 

kT 
1.0    r 

0.1     - 

0.01 

0.001 

V "^i "0.02 

0.1 IG 100 

MV,2 ^ 

Ronklrw-Hugonlo» Rclotloni for EUctrlc Shock Tub« 

Fi8. 7 

Since we were using hydrogen in the shock tube,  a modification of these 
equations  is necessary to take  into account symmetric diatomic molecules. 
The  graph  in Figure  7 may be used if the dimensionless quantities are rede- 
fined  to be 

2MV 
- MÜH 
V0i 
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where e ^ is the dissociation energy,  0    is  the density of molecules  in re- 
gion I and <* is  the  fraction of ionization,   (nii/Nii)»    It  is  interesting to 
note  that the limiting case of «^ = 0 produces  a temperature for a molecular 
gas  that is twice as  large as  that for an atomic gas. 

In the calculation of the temperatures  from the Rankine-Hugoniot equa- 
tions,   the  ionization potential was assumed to be  3.4 eV, which implies  that 
the neutral atoms  in the  shock front whdch were dissociated principally by 
molecular impact and subsequently ionized had been excited to the  level with 
principle quantum number n = 2 by photron absorption. 

COMPARISON OF RANKINE-HUGONIOT AND RADIATION TEMPERATURES 
Table I gives a comparison of the  temperatures obtained from the two 

methods described above.    As can be seen, there  are  some discrepancies.    Since 
the  temperatures  labeled Saha-Boltzmann are determined from independently 
measured plasma parameters,   they are assumed to be  correct.    No quantitative 
reason for these  temperature discrepancies may be given at this  time, but 
qualitatively they are  reasonable,  if the gain and  loss of radiation energy 
is  considered, 

CONCLUSIONS 
For the range of plasma conditions reported in this paper   (i.e.  electron 

densities 3 x 101-6 - 1017 cm-3,  temperatures  11,500-18,000°^),  the continuum 
between 3000 and 8OO0X is adequately described by the existing theories of 
the H  (ff) and  (fb)  and the H-(ff) and  (fb)  radiation.    For the conditions 
examined in this paper,   the  low intensity of the H2+ cottinuum made no mea- 
surable contribution within the accuracy of our observations.    Unless care  is 
taken to allow for the effects of the H" continuum, where this  is appropriate, 
temperature measurement  techniques based on continuum measurements may lead 
to considerable errors;     for example,  in one case   (Figure 6)  the measured 
Balmer step ratio would have  indicated 1=15,000°,  and Hg line  intensity/con- 
tinuum about 20,000öK,   inBtead of ll,500oK. 

Due  to the  loss and gain of radiation energy in the electrically driven 
shock tube,  the Rankine-Hugoniot equation may not be simply applied.     If  the 
radiation from the external region of the plasma under consideration and if 
the  time since the creation of the particular region of the plasma being ex- 
amined are determined,  there  is reason to believe that the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations could be applied. 
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TABLE I 

Pressure Shock Rankin-Hugoniot Saha-Boltzmann 
jjmjj» Velocity Temperature Temperature 

cm/    sec 103oK 103oK 

0.5 3.6 45 15 

2.5 1.9 8.2 12 

8.8  (10KV) 0.87 2.5 11.5 

8.8  (12KV) 1.1 3.9 18 
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PLASMA DENSITY AHEAD OF  PRESSURE DRIVEN SHOCK WAVES 

L. B.  Holmes and H.  D. Weymann 
University of Rochester 
Rochester 20,  New York 

BACKGROUND 

■':any  investigators have ineasured the electrical precursors ahead of 
string sh ck waves.    Hollyer (l)  was one of the first,   in 1957»    He 
investigated precursors with a variety of Langmuir probes. 

One of the most spectacular occurrences of a precursor was observed 
during re-entry of the MA-6 Mercury Capsule in 1962.     Lin,  Goldberg 
and Janney (2)  observed a plasma halo extending several "neters ahead 
of the bow shock wave.    One generally attributes the electrical pre- 
cursors occurring in shock waves to three basic causes  :   l)  diffusion 
of electrons  from the shock front,   2) photoemission from the wall, 
and 3) photoionization of the gas. 

In the  1963 Paris meeting on lonization Phenomena  in Gases, Weymann 
and Holmes (3)  presented evidence which showed conclusively that the 
electron and  ion densities occurring ahead of shock waves  in experiments 
with the  present shock tube were created by photo ionizat ion of the gas. 
The aim of the present investigation was to get detailed information on 
the plasna density profiles ahead of the  shock and the  influence of 
different parameters. 

THE SHOCK TUBE  AND  INSTRUMENTATION 

A schematic of the shock tube and light recording equipment  is 
shown in Fig.   1.    The shock tube had a uniform inside  diameter of 1 l/2 
inches.    The  low pressure section was made of glass.    Welding grade 
hydrogen and argon were used as the  driver and test gas respectively. 

The collecting probes used  in the present experiment to measure 
electron and  ion densities are a modification of the previously described 
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probe (3)«    Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the earlier probe.    It consisted 
of a grid mounted flush with the bore of the shcck tube.    An electro- 
statically shielded plate was set l/8 inch behind the grid and biased 
with a battery and resistance circuit.    Ions and electrons entered the 
probe by diffusing through the grid.    Depending on the polarity, only 
ions or electrons were attracted to the plate causing an electric current 
to flow in the circuit.    In this probe, direct radiation was incident 
upon the grid during the entire approach of the shock wave.    Photo- 
emission from the grid increased the electron density in the vicinity 
of the collecting probe.    This in turn increased the collected electron 
current. 

A schematic of the modified collecting probe  is shown in Fig. 2. 
There were two collecting plates in each probe fomed like half cyl- 
inders and set l/l6 inch behind a recessed cylindrical grid.    The 
geometry of the recess was such that the grid of the probe was pro- 
tected from direct radiation from the shock front until the front was 
25 cm from the probe.    The main disadvantage was that a region next to 
the grid was not exposed to direct radiation.    Electrons and ions in the 
shock tube had to diffuse through this region before  reaching the grid. 
Weighing the merits of the two probes,   it was decided that better ex- 
perimental results could be obtained with the  recessed grid probe. 

The probe arrangement that was used consisted of two of these 
probes in tandem at one position on the shock tube.    By using load 
resistors that were different by a factor of 100 and by sensing the 
voltage difference across each resistor with two scope sensitivities 
different by a factor of 1C,  currents varying over four orders of 
magnitude could be measured.    The collecting plate bias voltage was 
set high enough to collect all the  incoming particles of the appropriate 
polarity but low enough to not cause ionization in the probe. 

THE COLLECTED CURRENT PROFILES 

The variables used to process the data are shown in Fig. 2.    The 
laboratory coordinate is x and the shock velocity is Us.    A coordinate 
system fixed in the shock front  is related to the laboratory system by 

= x  - Ust 

where   V     is   aeasured from the  shock front, x is measured from the dia- 
phragm,  and t  is the tine.    It was found that the shock velocity varied 
less than 1.5% over the entire duration of one experiment.    It will be 
assumed constant in the following discussion. 

In general, the densitiea measured are a function of both   V    and 
t.    This :neans that the density profile in   |    develops in tüne, event- 
ually reaching a stationary state.    Because of the experimental arrange- 
ment,   it is not possible to measure the density profile at a given instant 
of tine.     In this experiment both  ^    and t vary.    One can designate the 
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instantaneous distance between the shock front and the probe by    ^     , 
where   ^    is defined by the equation 

> = x0 - Ust 
JO 

where x0 is the position of the collecting probe.    The measured current 
profiles were plotted as a function of    "t  . 

Fig. 3 shows the collected currents obtained for an experiment 
with the collecting probes located 218 era from the diaphragm.    The 
Mach number for this experiment was 10.2 in argon at 10 ram Hg. pressure. 
The accuracy with which shock front passage could be determined from the 
more sensitive probe causeda miss-match of the points from the probes. 
It was found that the amount of shifting necessary to align the over- 
lapping range of data (this is indicated by the lines through the 
points) did not exceed our predicted error in evaluating the data. 

Notice that the curves for the electron and ion profiles do not 
coincide.    This occurs because there is a drift tine involved for the 
ions to move from the grid to the plate.    Therefore the ion signal is 
delayed relative to the electron signal.    If the ion profile is shifted 
towards the electron profile by a distance corresponding to this delay 
time  it is found that the profiles are identical.    This indicates that 
the ions and electrons are diffusing to the grid ambipolarly, because 
if free diffusion were taking place, the electron current dhould be at 
least 100 times that of the  ion current. 

Curves like these were used to obtain averaged current profiles. 
The averaged current profiles are presented in Figs. 4 - 8 in five 
coiposite curves with Mach number as a parameter.    A comparison of 
the current profiles obtained with three different probe positions 
indicates that the current profiles have not reached a stationaiy 
state in the time of the experiment or 1 msec.    The current profiles 
obtained with three different initial argon pressures with the 
collecting probes located 21Ö cm Indicate that the collected currents 
increase with increasing initial argon pressure. 

THE DENSITY PROFITS 

What has actually been measured is an electrical current which 
must now be related to the plasma density created in the shock tube. 
The collecting-probe-circuit parameters were adjusted so that the 
collected current would be proportional to the plasma density next 
to the grid. 

The two regions in the probe recess which are separated by the 
ray shown in the schematic of the collecting probe. Fig. 2, are regions 
of full shadow and partial shadow.    The plasma density was calculated 
by two methods.    First it was assumed that no direct radiation penetrated 
into the probe recess.    This gives an upper limit estimate for the plasma 
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density. Second it was assumed that the ray separated regions of full 
intensity and full shadow. This gives a lower limit estimate. Becaus 
of the reflected radiation from the wall of the shock tube, the actual 
radiation condition is somewhere between these two, but closest to the 
second assumption. 

Fig.  9  indicates the density profiles obtained by these bracketing 
estimates for the plasaa density based on a particular current profile 
Curve Nß is obtained by assuiing that no direct radiation penetrates 
into the probe recess.    Curve N^ is obtained by assuming that the pene 
trating radiation is a function of the distance from the shock wave. 
The two curves approach each other at large distances from the shock 
wave.    The KF curve is obtained from ion current data from the flush 
grid probe measurements.    There is good agreement between the density 
measured with the flush grid probe and the Nj; curve. 

THE PHOTOIONIZATIOK PROCESS 

Having established experimentally that the plasma density profile 
was created by photoionization it was desired to know the mechanism of 
the photo ionizat ion process.    Assuming a one step ionization process, 
the plasma density distribution was calculated.    The theoretically pre- 
dicted distribution attenuated too rapidly with distance ahead of the 
shock wave.    The one step ionization absorption length is approximately 
1/2 cm while the corresponding experimentally determined constant  is 
>_) cm.    A two step photo ionizat ion process with the resonance state as 
the first step again leads to an absorption length which is too short. 
The process that seems most likely at present is a three step process 
with a longer absorption length for initial excitation to some state 
above the resonance state.    The resonance excitation is trapped because 
of its very short absorption length.    Further absorption of radiation 
finally ionizes the resonance atoms. 
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Figure  9 
PLASMA DENSITY 

x, = 310 cm 
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Ms= 10.2 
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RADIATIVE COOLING BEHIND STRONG SHOCKS* 

Howard Wong 
Lockheed Missiles St Space Company 

Palo Alto,  California 

Kenneth Horn 
Stanford University 

Stanford,  California 

INTRODUCTION 

This study deals with the radiation field associated with thermal 
ionization of an inert gas,  argon,   (ref. l).    The ionization is induced hy 
strong normal shock waves generated in a conventional combustion-driven 
shock tube.    The experimental technique employed to study the effect of 
radiative cooling makes use of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer which monitors 
both electron and mass densities.    This work is an extension of an earlier 
investigation (ref.  2)  on the mechanism of the relaxation phenomena behind 
strong shocks in argon.    The measurements are corrfpared with existing 
theoretical analysis. 

As a strong shock propagates into a quiescent gas,  the gas undergoes 
an extremely rapid increase in enthalpy.    As a result the statistical 
equilibrium is temporarily destroyed,  and a relaxation time period exists 
before the gas species reach a thermodynamic state, predicted by the Saha 
equation.    In the equilibration process it is only during the latter part 
of the relaxation (as equilibrium is approached) that radiation becomes 
apparent.    As a consequence, the gas cools and does not remain at the Saha 
equilibrium state (computed from knowledge of the shock speed and initial 
pressure) under these strong shock conditions for any finite length of time. 
In shock tube operations there are various processes whereby the gas can 
cool: 

(l)    Conduction losses to the wall through the boundary layer. 

Work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency at Stanford 
University. 
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This loss will also include the effect of diffusion of chareed 
particles to wall.     At present no estimate  of the effect of the boundary 
layer has been made.,  but from interferograms taken,  this effect  does not 
appear to be very large.    The density behind the shock is quite high, 
corresponding to a pressure of about two atmospheres;  the observation time 
is extremely abort for any significant boundary layer growth.     Diffusion 
losses due to the charged particles  should be minor under these relatively- 
dense plasma conditions. 

(2) Effect of shock speed attenuation. 

The accuracy of our shock speed measurements over three locations 
is within 1$.    Under these conditions there was no detectable attenuation 
of the shock speed in the 60 centimeter test section.     (The test  section 
was located about 30 feet from the combustion chamber.) 

(3) Radiation losses. 

RADIATION COOLING 

For an emission experiment involving ionized gases there are 
essentially three effects which will be simultaneously measured: 

(l)    Free-free transitions,   or Brems Strahlung radiation, which is 
emitted during encounters .of electrons with ions and atoms 

A    +e->A    +e,  +hv       (predominant) 

A + e-^A+e'  +hv 

(2) Free-bound transitions which involve radiative recombination 
resulting in quantilization of the final energy 

+ *■ 
A    + e -► A    + hv 

A + e -* A   + hv      (electron attachment) 

(3) Bound-bound transitions 

A   - A' + hv 

*■ A    +e-»A!+e + hv 
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Both processes  (l)  and (2) result in continuum radiation.     The superscript 
(*)  refers to an excited state. 

In the present analysis the gas is assumed to be optically thin and 
reabsorption of radiation is not taken into account; which in torn ignores 
optical excitation and photoionization.     Bound-bound transitions are also 
excluded,  and hence only continuum radiation is considered.     The concept of 
local quasi-equilibrium is used since  collision-induced transitions are 
predominant over the radiative processes.    Thus,  the emission of radiation 
should not lead to any appreciable deviation from equilibrium population 
among energy states  (ref.   3).    The conditions of ionization are such that 
it is reasonable to treat the electron as moving in a pure coulomb potential 
field.    Analytical derivation of the radiative absorption and emission 
properties  of the electrons  in a coulomb  field has been developed by 
Sommerfeld  (ref.   k)}  Beth and Salpeter  (ref.  5)_,  and evaluated by many 
investigators  (ref's.  6,7^8)«    A review of the theoretical aspects of the 
problem has been published by Brussard and Van de Hülst  (ref.   8).    The 
following equations will represent their results only. 

The combined free-free and free-bound continuum emission/unit time/ 
unit volume  for a Maxvrellian distribution of electron velocities  (equilib- 
rium detailed balancing is  invoked)   is  given by 

w(T,v;av = r-^L] z\r. JM r5(TjV) + f(T,v)l Ä 
LVj rn hcJ J '  'e     L -• 

where Z is the nuclear charge, IJ^ the ion number density, Ne the electron 
number density, g(T,v) the free-free Gaunt factor which is a function of 
both temperature and frequency, and f(T,v) a parameter associated with the 
free-bound Gaunt factor. The semi-classical derivation by Kramer (ref. 9) 
differs from the above equation only by the Gaunt factors.  This equation 
has been evaluated for hydrogen and hydrogenic ions, and in applying it 
to argon we find that no computed values of f(T, v) are available. Thus 
influenced by the fact that the highly excited states are closely spaced, 
these states are combined with the continuous energy spectrum (ref's 10, 
11,12). The total energy emitted per unit volume per unit time is obtained 
by changing the lower limit of integration to include these "bound" levels. 
This yields a frequency independent integrand, and the final expression 
becomes 

2 AI 

Q = G.^xlO3 — z ff S Ave      ergs/cm /sec 

Other implicit assumptions are  included in deriving this  equation.    The 
possibility of screening effects arising  from electron penetration into 
the ion electron shell is represented by Zeff.    The Gaunt factor for 
free-free transitions is assumed to be  independent of frequency over the 
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range considered.    The spectral Interval for the "bound" states and its 
corresponding cut-off frequency,  hAv,   is chosen to be 3.84 eV.    The effect 
of the lowering of the ionizatio^and charge neutrality are shown 
respectively by the factors e    '       and Ne . 

Assuming the flow behind the shock to be steady,  one-dimensional, 
constant area,   inviscid,  and non-heat conducting,  the following equations 
may be written. 

mass pu = P..IL 

momentum 

energy 

2 . 2 
p + pu    =?■!_ + P1u1 

^ (h + 2 U ^   = " p 

state p = (1 + a)  pRT      _ ^OÖO        ^ 

Saha -^ = 1.3^ (2 + e"    T     ) ^       e"l/kT (cgs) 
1-a p 

This set of five equations plus the expression for Q is solved numerically 
giving the degree of ionization as a function of time relative to the 
equilibrium region behind the shock.    Subscript 1 refers to conditions 
ahead of the shock. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES 

The feasibility of using interferometric method for quantitative study 
of electron production has been shown by Alpher and White (ref. 13). 
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the interferometer and associated 
equipment.    The light beam, produced by an exploding tungsten wire, passes 
through the interferometer and the test section,  and it is then projected 
through a vertical slit onto a rotating mirror camera (time resolution of 
0.2 microseconds).    The tests are conducted in a square aluminum shock tube 
(5 cm x 5 cm) at initial pressures of ^ = 3™ and 5 nnn Hg.    The Mach 
number ranges from 12 to 18 resulting in a maximum electron density of j 
2 x 10^ cm" 3.    Figure 3 shows the fringe shift relative to known 1 
conditions ahead of the shock versus Mach number and corresponding electron 
concentration at equilibrium conditions.    The dotted lines indicate partial 
fringe shift due to different species present in the gas - the argon atoms, 
the ions,  and the electrons;  "uhe solid line represents the total fringe 
shift. 

i 
I Figure 2 is a rotating mirror camera record of the fringe shift (the 

shock is moving from the left to the right).    At the shock front the 
fringes are shifted upward due to a sudden increase in density.    This | 
initial shift is found to agree with the predicted value where only the 
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translational modes of the gas ere taken into consideration. The subsequent 
production of electrons causes the fringes to shift rapidly downward. After 
reaching a maximum negative deflection, which agrees with the Saha equilib- 
rium value, the fringes then begin to slope upward. This indicates a 
decrease in electron density resulting from radiative cooling. The sudden 
onset of radiation (as reported by Petschek and Byron (ref. Ik))  is also 
observed. 

RESULTS MD DISCUSSIOIJ 

Figures h  and 5 show the comparison of experimental results with theory 
for a shock Mach number of 16.3 but at different initial pressures (5 mm 
and 3 nrni Hg). The degree of ionization is plotted as a function of 
laboratory time, where t = 0 represents the end of the relaxation period. 
On each figure there are two theoretical curves corresponding to different 
values of the parameter, 

5 " gZeff e    T&)     ' v  '0 

This parameter takes into account the unknown factors in the theory when 
applied to argon atoms  (Av    is normalized such that  (Av/Av0)  is unity). 
Although the experimental values  indicate a larger radiative loss than 
predicted theoretically, .| tends to remain constant with increasing distance 
from the  shock and for_different shock conditions.     Upon closer examination 
of this parameter,   if g is chosen to be unity, AI = Ü.1 eV (ref's. 15,l6), 
and (AV/AV0)  = 1, the effective nuclear charge square,  Z^    ,  is found to be 
approximately 2.72 (ref. I?).     The exclusion of radiation from bound-bound 

"ansitions probably accounts  for the lower radiative loss (ref.   18).    The 
iure? also show that the relative rate of cooling decreases appreciably 

w..th decreasing pressure.    The double arrow in the figures represents the 
-.perj mental uncertainty. 

In summary,  additional work will be required to  investigate some of the 
basic factors appearing in the radiation theory,  such as the Gaunt factor, 
the effective nuclear charge,  and the effect of the lowering of the 
ionization potential.    The addition of bound-bound transitions to the 
theory will appear in a later paper. 
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Figure 1 - Schematic diagram of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer and 
associated equipment. 
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Figure 2 - Rotating mirror camera record of fringe shift. 
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SHOCK TUBE SPEOTROSCOPY OP POWDTOSD SOLIDS 

R.W. Nicholls« and D.C. Tyte* 
Department of Physics 

University of Western Ontario 
London, Canada 

11    INTRODUCTION 

The shook tube has been used for a nucber of years in physics and 
chemistry as a means of subjecting gases and powdered solids to controllable 
thermal environments.    Three main areas of research are recognised« 

1i Chemical Physics of Hot Gases, Aerothermodynamics 
21 Spectroscopic Studies 
3i Ablation and Burning cf Powdered Solids 

Much of the conference has been concerned with aerothermodynamlc studies 
of hot gases*    Most of this paper will be concerned with a discussion of some 
aspects of shock tube spectroscopy.    Brief reference will also be made to 
some work on ablation and the burning of powdered solids. 

Prom a spectroscopic point of view the shock tube is a relatively new 
and ideal source for the thermal excitation of spectra*    Over the past few 
years the techniques of emission and absorption spectroscopy,  (both time 
resolved and tine Integrated) have been applied to shook tube research in a 
number of ways over a wide wavelength range from the vacuum ultraviolet 
through the ultraviolet and visible to the Infrared*   Most of this work has 
been within the two well recognised areas of spectroscopic research! 

a) Bxcitation (or Absorption) of Spectra, Wavelength Measurement, 
Identifications and Transition Assignment* 

b) Quantitative Spectroscopy, the main alms of which are the determin- 
ation of transition probability parameters, and physical conditions of the 
source* 

Quantitative spectroscopy requires a good knowledge of the thermal state 
of the gas, and this Involves the subsidiary, but important problem of 

* Present Addresst Department of Physics, York University, Toronto. 
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«oouratt ttrnparature MasurtMnt* Muoh quantitativ« shook tube spaotrosoop/ 
is laboratory aatrophyoics, for its motivation has been the provision of basic 
speotrosoopio data needed for ths interpretation of astronomical and specs 
observations. Temperatures easily attainable in the shock tube are compar- 
able to those of some stellar atmospheres. Ths absorption and emission 
spectral properties of these can thus be simulated in ths shook tube* A good 
example of this is the recent identification of CO Fourth Positive band 
system in the solar spectrum from a comparison with the absorption spectrum 
of shock-excited CO (reference 1). 

The general disposition of apparatus used in many of the experiments is 
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The shook tube is one of the very few spectrosoopic sources where un-        * 
usually high temperatures are easily attainable* It is thus particularly 
suited to the excitation of spectra of highly refractory materials such as 
A10, TiO, WO, ZrO which are of considerable astrophysical importance but 
which are difficult to excite in more conventional sources. ' 

The easily attainable high temperatures also allow one to study the i 
structure of molecular bands at very high levels of rotational development, I 
where little previous work has been done. Thus perturbations, predissoci- 
atlons, molecular potentials at a higher energy than has previously been , 
obtainable may be studied. High dispersion spectrographs are usually required | 
in such work. One example is the study of the high rotational development of 

certain IT bands by Mrs. Jane Gibson (reference 2) supervised by Mrs. Dorothy 
Buttrey or Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Palo Alto. 

It is the purpose of this paper to illustrate some recent spectrosoopic 
shock-tube studies in our laboratories in the general field of laboratory [ 
astrophysics. For a review of the previous work in our laboratories in this       ' 
field see (reference 3). 

21 BCPSHIMSRTAL 

2.1 Shook Tubes 

Three conventional shock tubes of one inch, two inch and three inch 
internal diameter are used in our laboratories. They are of circular cross 
section, and variable length depending on how many segments are fitted to- t 
gether.    Most of the work described below refers specifically to the work • 
with the three inoh tube.   The shock tube is conventionally driven with 
hydrogen or helium into argon, and an aluminium or mylar diaphragm is used. 
Conventional heat transfer gauges are inserted flush with the wall along the 
length of the tube for measurement of shook speeds. 

The window section, usually Installed at the end of the tube so that the f 
spectrosoopic measurements are made in the T- regime, is designed for trans- 
verse viewing*    When absorption spectres copy5 is involved, a triggered 
auxiliary flash unit is placed behind the window remote to the spectrograph. f 

I 
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shown In Pigur« 1* 

The powdered eaaples ere prepared by making finely divided powdered 
material in a Blurry (with a liquid suoh as acetone or alcohol) which ie then 
spread on a strip (3 ca x 3 mm) of kleenez or «ylar*   The liquid is allowed 
to evaporate, and the resultant sample ie suspended in the shock channel 
through a port similar to those used for heat transfer gauges* 

In quantitative work, a ooloidal suspension from which the liquid has 
evaporated may alec he used.   The action of the shock wave is to disintegrate 
the sample holder (whose spectrum is the Ka,D, and the Ca , H and K lines) 
and to transport the powder particles in the gas of the shock wave up the tube 
to the window region*    Some recent time resolved studies of the shape of the 
light pulee emitted by the incident shook have been interpreted in terms of 
burning mechanisms for some materials (see   3*3)*   The hot gas rapidly places 
the powdered material into the luminous vapour phase*    As would be expected, 
the emission spectrum of the luminous vapour depends very much on the temper- 
ature either of the incident, or of the reflected shook wave* 

2*2    ^lality of Light 

Low shock temperatures result in molecular spectra, medium temper- 
atures result in mixed atomic and molecular spectra, and high temperatures 
lead to entirely atomic spectra (reference 3)* 

Photographic and photoelectric studies have shown that the luminosity 
across the window of the shock tube is quite uniform and thus appropriate for 
quantitative epeotroscopy*    Further, with the window configuration illustrated 
in Figure 1, time integrated epeotroscopy which produces a spectrum resulting 
from the whole of the light pulee, can easily be replaced by time resolved 
spectroscopy, either in emission (with appropriate shuttering) or in absorp- 
tion (with appropriate delayed flash background oontinua with or without 
shuttering)*   The pulse of light lasts for about 2 milliseconds in the three 
inch shook tube then for about 1 millisecond in the two inch shock tube*   The 
absorption flash, which lasts for about a microsecond can be inserted, using 
time delaya at a variety of pre-choeen positions*   The flash unit most 
commonly used ie that developed by Oarton, (references 4» 5)* 

2*3   Timing Sleotronios 

Synchronisation of shook wave and absorption flash is achieved with 
respect to the output voltage pulee from a phototube viewing the integrated 
light output of the reflected ehook wave*   The pules etimulatee a calibrated 
and pre-eet time delay network which produces a voltage pulee to trigger the 
flaeh unit* 
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31    RKSÜIffS 

Airing th« past few year» many inorganic, and sons organic, aatarials 
bava baan «tudiad by shook excitation and a list of the elements involved in 
this work is given in Table 1*    (references 3, 6, 7, 8, 9,  10, 11) 

TABLE 1 

Coapounda of the following eleaenta have 
been shock-sxoitsd 

Ag Al B Ba Bs 

C Ca Cr 7e Qe 

Li Ng Mn Na Pb 

Si Sr Ta Ti Ü 

V W 2n Zr 

In recent work the choice of material studied has been dictated by astro- 
physical interest in specific molecular spectra*    Some aspects of this work 
are illustrated below. 

3.1    Excitation of New Spectra 

The obvious and most simple speotroacopic application of tho shock 
tube is in its use as a source of new spectra.   This is illustrated in 
Figure 2 where the spectral strips show respectivily band systems of WO (from 
shock excitation of ^w

40 3) and of A10 (from shock excitation of AlpO^). 
The blue-£veen, red and ultraviolet systems of A10 are recognized. 

WO 

Analysis of band systems thought to bs dus to this molecule has been 
tentative and fragmentry (reference  12).    In fact twentjr-one bands have been 
tentatively assigned to six systems.    In the original survey of shock ex- 
cited powdered solids (references 9,  10), powdered metatungstic acid was 
shock excited, and many of the  "WO" bands were observed in emission.    At 
the time no new vibrational analysis was attempted.    A provisional, and 
equally tentative vlbrational analysis has recently been made of the band 
heads observed at low dispersion in which all of the bands are all assigned 
to one system.    The provisional Deslandres array is displayed in Table 2. 

This analysis is still rather incomplete, and the origin (0,0) of the 
table has not yet been unambiguously assigned through analysis of the 
emission spectra.    It is noticed in Table 2 that the observed bands lie on 
broad nested Condon loci in the v*, v* *  plane indicative of a very large 
change, Ar ,  of equilibrium intemuclear separation (references 13,  14)* 
Provisional w  's have been suggested from the analysis.    It is hoped to 
extend the analysis more definitively by absorption studies in the near 
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A10 

In a r«oant ««rles of exparlBents (references 13, 16, 17), the shook tube 
has been used as one of the more useful methods of ercitatlon of A10 spectra* 
The energy level array of A10 Is illustrated in Figure 3. 

The veil known A-X blue-green system is easily excited   as is the 
ultraviolet B-X system* A search was made for the predicted highly complex 
B-A system, and it was found (reference 18) lying, as expected, in the infra- 
red* The dotted energy levels in the region of the 40,000 ciH of Figure 3 
are thought to be the upper states of a number of 25OO A band systems which 
are currently being studied* 

This section is illustrative of the use of the shock tube in conventional 
molecular epeotrosoopy. Strong band systems are readily photographed in 
emission using a single shook, though for some weak systems, up to a dozen 
shocks may be needed* To observe a system in absorption, the number of shocks 
required depends solely on the intensity of the background continuum* The 
absorption spectra of some refractory solids have been observed for the first 
time using shook tubes* The shock tube is particularly useful in the excit- 
ation of band system in the infra-red, which when excited in more conventional 
sourcee are often seriously obscured by black body continuum originating from 
hot eleotrodes or small solid particles* 

3*2 Intensities 

Intensity misasurements In emission and absorption can be made on 
shook sxclted spectra and recent work in our laboratories has been concerned 
with the A10 blue-green system (reference 15) HgH and BeO. 

Table 3 is an array of relative band strengths of the A10 system, 
measured. In part, from shook excited spectra (references 13, 16)* 

TABU: 3 
Smoothed Relative Band Strengths for the A10 (A^Z-X^Z) 

f* • 

v' 

0 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

Blue-Oreen Band System (reference 13) 

0 12 3 4 5 
100 24 2 

40 46 33 4 

9 51 20 34 6 

19 51 7.5 31 7-5 

28 46 

33 

2*5 

39 

36 

28 

31 

38 

9 

23 

f 
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Mr. McGregor is currently meaeuring in absorption intensities of bands of 
MgH (which occur in the solar envelope) using shook tube techniques. 

Recent intensity measurements by Mr. Drake on the BeO C-X system are of 
particular interest in view of a new technique which has been developed to 
deal with seriously overlapped band sequences whose rotational structure is 
not resolved and thus not amenable to established techniques of reduction* 
Practical reasons prevented the obtaining of high resolution spectra* In- 
tensity measurements were made using a 1*3 m spectrograph. Intensity profiles 
were obtained by photographic photometry for each (Av ■ const) sequence of 
bands. The profiles of synthetic spectra were calculated for a number of 
temperatures using well established molecular constants (reference 19) and a 
computer programme* Simultaneous matches were sought between the synthetic 
and measured profiles for both the unoverlapped head band of the sequence and 
the intensity ratio of the observable parts of the P and R branches within 
each band* This match leads to a temperature determination, and to a 
knowledge of the contribution to the total intensity in an overlapped part of 
the spectrum of the section of a band underlying the rest of the sequence* 
This is subtracted and the procedure repeated for the next band and so on* 
The results of this work will be published shortly together with a full 
description of the method* 

3*3 Temperatures 

Molecular spectra provide, in some circumstances, a very convenient 
internal temperature standard* It is well known that the intensity distri- 
bution within the lines of the band is determined by a rotational temperature 
of the gas* If one has sufficient dispersion and resolution one can made 
line by line intensity measurements In absorption or emission to determine 
the band profile and rotational temperature (reference 20)* In such work, 
particularly using hydrides, one has to be aware of the Importance of 
vibration rotation interaction* 

On the other hand if the dispersion is not large enough to resolve 
individual line components, fractional band intensity techniques can be used 
(references 21, 22),   This approach has been used very successfully on OH 
(reference 23) by Watson in another paper in this symposium. If the bands 
are rery strongly overlapped, the method of calculation of synthetic band 
profiles can be employed as discussed for BeO in section 3.2 above. 

3.4 Ablation and Burning 

Some attempts have recently been made in cur laboratory to study 
ablation in an inert atmosphere of small ( 40 p)  shock excited particles by 
sizing them before and after shook treatment* The method had some initial 
success for Pb and Fe (references 24, 23) but the recent studies on Nl and 
Al have met with difficulties in the measurement of small changes of radius* 
Attempts are now under way to extend the work to very small ( 1 jn) particles 
where the effect of ablation should be very marked* 
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The Interaction of metal particles with a shock wave through an oxidis- 
ing atmosphere has also been studied in an attempt to find the best sample 
introduction and observation stations from the standpoint of optimising the 
conditions for observing spectra behind the incident shock. 

In the case of the wavelength integrated light from the A10 Blue-Oreen 
system produced from shock excitation of Al in an A-02 mixture, at a shock 
speed of 0.18 cm/p sec, the light pulse is displayed isometrically as a 
function of insertion position and time in Figure 4*    The results are best 
explained quantitatively by a burning mechanism and full details are in pre- 
paration of publication elsewhere (reference 26). 
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IIITSRFEROMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF THE VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION TIME IN HYDROGEN- 
ARGON MIXTURES 

Emanuel V/achsler 
Graduate School of Aerospace Engineering 

Cornell University,  Ithaca,  New York 

ABSTRACT 

High resolution of the relaxation zone behind an incident shock wave 
was obtained by the use of a laser light source in conjunction with a 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer.    The experimental setup consisted of a 
square, pressure-driven shock tube,   15 feet long and 1.65^ inches across. 
The interferometer was set up in a double pass mode.    The ruby laser, 
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, produced a continuous light pulse 
of 200 microsec,  duration,    A beam splitter was inserted to provide two 
pictures of the flow field with different time resolutions.    A 0,1 
microsec. Kerr cell shutter permitted direct photography of the density 
distribution in the relaxation zone.    The image of the test section was 
also focused onto a 0.001  inch slit and then into a drum camera.    The drum 
camera picture resolved the relatively slow density changes, and permitted 
us to measure the shock velocity and to check on the presence of dis- 
turbances.    This setup was developed principally to study diatomic 
dissociation reactions.    The vibrational relaxation time in hydrogen-arg on 
mixtures was measured over the temperature range of 1300-1900 0K.    The 
values obtained for Hp-H«    collisions, assuming that argon is completely 
ineffective as a collisional partner, are in good agreement with theoreti- 
cal calculations by M, Salkoff and E, Bauer, 

I,     INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of high temperature relaxation phenomena in gases has 
been the subject of much work in recent years.    The shock tube has been 
used because the shock wave processes a gas sample in a known way.    Often, 
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer was used because it provides an absolute 
measurement of density.    However, until recently the interferometer was 
limited in its ability to resolve high speed phenomena by two conflicting 
requirements; first, that the light source be small enough so that fringe 
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contrast would be adequate; second, that the source be large enough so 
that sufficient light would reach the film to expose it.    The necessity for 
such a compromise was removed by the laser.    The laser is a source of 
parallel light of extreme brightness.    Unfortunately, the laser has 
limitations.    At room temperature the light output is neither uniform 
over the face of the ruby nor continuous in time.    The spatial distribution 
of light depends critically on the quality of the ruby crystal and the 
cavity design (refs.  1, 2, 3).   The phenomenon of "spiking," which occurs 
at frequencies of the order of 1 Mc, makes submicrosecond time resolution 
impossible.    This problem was essentially eliminated by cooling the ruby 
to liquid nitrogen temperatures.    Another problem is associated with the 
rather long delay from the triggering of the flash lamp which "pumps" the 
ruby, to the onset of laser action.    This delay, of the order of 300-500 
microsec, depends on the capacitor bank characteristics, but it is re- 
producible so that the usual synchronization techniques can be success- 
fully used. 

The density changes behind the shock wave were simultaneously photo- 
graphed by a drum camera and a Kerr cell.    The latter provided a snapshot 
of the flow field.    The former was used to measure shock velocity, rela- 
tively slow relaxation phenomena and in particular, to ensure that equili- 
brium conditions were eventually reached.    The desire to check on the 
existence of a uniform gas sample for each run prompted the selection of 
the ordinary ruby laser as the light source.    The use of the "Q" spoiled 
laser technique would have provided a light pulse of much greater power 
and very short duration.    However it would have required another light 
source to monitor attainment of equilibrium for slower reactions. 

II.    APPARATUS 

A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.   1,    The 
schematic arrangement of the optical setup is shown in Fig. 2,    The shock 
tube consisted of a driver 2.75 inches in diameter and 3 ft. long, a 
short transition section which acted as a diaphragm catcher, and a driven 
sectior.    Its internal cross-section was 1.65^ in.  square and it was 
15 ft. long overall.    The pressure of helium or hydrogen in the driver 
was slowly increased, until the scribed copper diaphragms broke.    The 
test section was located sufficiently upstream from the end wall,  so that 
the arrival of the interface limited the test time.    The test section 
consisted of two (sets of) windows 1  inch in diameter, 6.05 inches apart. 

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer components rested on a heavy metal 
plate underlaid by a sheet of foam rubber, which in turn was supported 
by a sturdy table resting on four air bags.    This system of support was 
found to have good isolation and high damping for all frequencies.    All 
other optical components were mounted on stands which were bolted to the 
floor and did not touch the shock tube or its supports.    The mirrors were 
3 inches in diameter and one inch thick, flat to l/lO wave.    The beam 
splitters were similar and parallel to 3 seconds.    The Interferometer was 
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set up in the double pass mode, that is, both the main and the compensating 
beam passed through the shock tube.    This gave us an accurate measurement 
of shock velocity and a check on the presence of disturbances (ref. h). 
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer was aligned with an auxiliary optical 
system, mounted on the same optical bench as the laser. 

The following alignment procedure was used.    The mirrors were set at 
45° to the shock tube and at the appropriate separation.    The usual 2:1 
rectangle was chosen because fringe spacing and direction may be changed 
with only minor changes in fringe focus.    The location of the mirrors 
included the correction for the light beam displacement through the thick 
beam splitters.    Price's procedure (ref. 5), but with a "naked" 6 watt 
light bulb and a 10X telescope, was used to obtain the initial alignment. 
Superposition of the multiple images of the light bulb filament could be 
achieved easily by alternatively slightly rotating one mirror and a beam 
splitter, while observing the images in the telescope. 

Monochromatic fringes now could be seen.    By repeatedly defocusing the 
telescope and rotating one mirror and one beam splitter, the fringe plane 
could be brought to the test section.    At this point the mercury arc was 
brought to full power, the beam splitter was translated and the fringes 
periodically brought back to sharp focus.    When fringe contrast seemed to 
be maximum, a pocket spectroscope was placed in the fringe image plane, 
with its slit normal to the fringe direction and looking back into the 
light source.    In addition to the usual spectral lines,  slanted lines of 
light and dark could be seen.    The beam splitter was translated till these 
lines became horizontal, which corresponded to equal path length (white 
light fringes). 

The ruby laser was 1/4 incli in diameter and 3 inches long.    It was 
90° cut and a 0.05^Cr. concentration.    It was dielectric coated for 90^ 
reflectivity at the "business" end and 99.9^ at the other.    A thin 
aluminum spider held the ruby inside a glass tube |- inch O.D.    Cooling 
of the ruby was achieved by blowing dry nitrogen, cooled to liquid Np 
temperature, through tht glass tube.    To eliminate frosting, a small 
flow of dry nitrogen was maintained in the cavity as well.    The dry 
nitrogen was cooled by passing it in a copper tubing coil in an acetone- 
dry ice bath and then through a copper tubing coil in a dewar filled 
with liquid N-.    The pumping light source was an EGG FX - 42 flash tube 
powered by a capacitor bank oi' 280 microF.(with 180 microH. ir series). 
The cavity consisted of a piece of pyrex pipe 2 inches I.D. and 3 inches 
long, which was aluminized on the inside and two brass end plates which 
were polished and aluminized.    The ruby was placed at one focus and the 
flash tube at the other of the stigmatic cavity, thus being one radius 
apart.    The laser was placed 7 feet from the test section,  so that the 
natural beam divergence filled the windows with light.    It was typically 
operated at 1850 volts, which is 40$ above threshold and gave a delay of 
375 microsec.    Light power was around 10 watts and the duration 150-200 
microsec.    These parameters depended on the matching of the external 
circuit of the flash tube to the absorption band of ruby.    The beam 
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An off axis (2.5° half angle) parabolic mirror h \/h in.in diameter 
and ^5 in. focal length, good to l/U wave, focused the image of the test 
section on the slit for the drum camera and through the Kerr cell 
directly on the film.    The beam splitter had a transmi«;sivity of Q.Ok 
and a reflectivity of 0.S3.    There was enough light for the drum camera 
picture even with this very low transmissivity. 

divergence was still small enough (less than .005 rad.)  so that the / 
limitations on spatial resolution were set by other factors.    However 
there was a noticeable fall off in intensity from the center of the 
windows. 

I 

I 

I 

The Kerr cell is an electro-optical shutter (of nanoseconds duration) 
which depends on the rotation of the plane of polarization of light by | 
the application of an electric field. It consists of a polarizer, a cell 
filled with nitrobenzene and fitted with electrodes, an analyzer and the 
electronics necessary to provide a high voltage, fast vise, short duration 
pulse. We used an Electro-Optical Co. system KSC - 51/B» the Kerr cell 
being fitted with HN - 22 polaroids. 

The Kerr constant of nitrobenzene has the usual dispersion relationship.     j 
(ref. 6) Hence to get maximum transmissibility at the laser frequency in 
the far red, the applied voltage was ^0.5 KV rather than the usual 35 KV. 
We had considerable trouble with scattered light but this was eliminated        | 
by using a cell whose internal electrodes were blackened. The polarizers       ' 
were another source of trouble; a small amount of light will "bleed 
through" even when the polaroids are crossed. The ratio of ehe light 1 
passing through the cell when it is "open" to that when it is "closed" \ 
is the figure of merit, called the rejection ratio. The rejection ratio 
for the HN - 22 polaroids is approximately 12000, which means that equal 
film density will be obtained by having the Kerr'cell open for 20 nanosec.       ' 
and the light on (bleed through) for 2^0 microsec. This obviously limits 
the minimum exposure time or maximum light source duration. 

i 
Since the light beam coming from the parabolic mirror was not quite 

parallel, accound had to be taken of the fact that the Kerr cell is 
effectively a thick plate and thus caused displacement of the imace 
plane. Kodak High Speed Infrared film was used because it was the most 
sensitive film available in the far red. A Kodak V/ratten filter //25 
eliminated the higher frequency visible radiation to which the film 
was also sensitive. The filter was mounted in the 35 ram. camera which I 
had been fitted with a large shutter (and no lenses). The overall magni- 
fication was found to be 1.02. 

I The image of the test seition was also focused by the parabolic mirror 
on the vertical slit at a magnification of unity. The slit was made by 
ruling a 0.001 in. clear line on an aluminized glass plate. A camera lens      . 
and shutter assembly {f/k.'j,  focal length 7.5 in.) focused the slit on the      | 
film which was wrapped inside the k  in. diameter drum. Again a Kodak 
Wratten filter #25 was built in and the Kodak High Speed Infrared film was 
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used. The overall macnification was 1.053. The  drum camera was driven 
"by air from a high pressure supply at approximately 300 cps., which gave 
the time resolution of 0.5 microsec. The signal from a capacitive pickup 
was amplified and fed to a 1 Mc.counter. A pulse, simultaneous to the 
one that triggered the flash lamp, activated the counter which was set 
to count the number of microseconds ±A  10 revolutions. 

It is clear that there are two images of the slit, one in the main 
beam and one in the compensating beam. The distance between these virtual 
slits was measured by placing calipers on either side of the test section 
and bringing the image of the edge of the jaws into coincidence at the 
slit plane. This distance, the distance on the film of the shock fringe 
jumps and the drum camera speed thei accurately measured the shock velocity 
in the interval between the two windows. 

Film resistance gauges were used for triggering. The long delay to 
the onset of laser radiation and the spread in shock velocity caused by 
the pressure break created problems in "catching" the shock wave on film. 
These problems were overcome by building two proportional delay generators. 
The first one triggered the flash lamp so that the laser would go on ap- 
proximately 50 microsec. before the shock wave reached the upstream window. 
The second triggered the Kerr Cell when the shock wave was in the middle 
of the upstream window. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL CAPABILITY 

Both the capabilities and limitations of the instrumentation are 
demonstrated in Fig. 3. On the right side is the drum camera picture, 
whose time scale is set by its RPM and time resolution by the slit width. 
On the left side is the Kerr cell snapshot (20 nanosec. exposure time) 
whose time scale is set by the shock velocity, and time resolution by the 
beam divergence and shock wave curvature. In the middle are shown the 
calculated positions of one fringe corresponding to the Initial, 
vibrations! frozen, vibrational equilibrium, and dissociation equilibrium 
densities for this run. The information contained in the two pictures is 
complementary. The Kerr Cell picture resolves the vibrational relaxation 
zone and the beginning of dissociation. The drum camera picture does not 
resolve these rapid changes in density, but shows the more gradual ap- 
proach and attainment of dissociation equilibrium. If we had only the 
Kerr cell picture, we could not have experimentally checked what equili- 
brium conditions were eventually reached and thus could not be certain 
that the gas had been processed in accordance with our calculations. 

These pictures also illustrate the advantages and the limitations of 
the setup. The intensity variation of fringes obtained with the Mach- 
Zehnder interferometer is sinusoidal. This makes the readings of 
fractional fringe changes difficult and limits the sensitivity of the 
instrument. However if the light intensity is sufficiently high, the 
nonlinear response of the film becomes important and useful. It is clear 
from the pictures that we have saturated the film almost everywhere except 
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where the Intensity is zero.    Thus we can read fringe position more 
accurately.    But it is also clear that the spatial non-uniformity of the 
laser light (in the Kerr cell picture) and the residual spiking (in the 
drum camera picture) limit this improvement.   Our conclusion is that a 
bigger ruby and a better cavity would result in sharper fringes in both 
pictures, i.e., greater ultimate sensitivity. 

IV.    HYDROGEN VIBRATIONAL REIAXATION - THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

At the time when the instrumentation was completed, there were no 
experimental data on hydrogen vibrational relaxation except for one in- 
ferred value (ref. 7).    The reasons for this are veiy simple; hydrogen 
vibrational relaxation is an extremely rapid process and, in addition, 
the low index of refraction of hydrogen makes standard optical techniques 
of measurement less sensitive than for other gases.    The calculation of 
the frozen and equilibrium density ratios across the shock wave for 
hydrogen vibrational relaxation brought out an interesting fact.    Usually, 
vibrationally frozen density ratios across the shock waves are calculated 
by assuming constant specific heat.    This procedure is not correct for 
hydrogen at the relatively low temperatures of interest because of the 
high rotational and. vlbrational characteristic temperatures of hydrogen. 
The neglect of the change in rotational energy Implicit in the above 
procedure results in a slight underestimate of the vibrationally frozen 
density ratio across the shock wave, but a substantial overestimate of the 
density change due to vibrational relaxation. 

A very simple computer program was carried out, using the thermodynamic 
molecular constants tabulated by Haar et al (ref. '•) to obtain the proper 
relaxation density changes.    These were discouragingly small, corresponding 
to a change of only l/lO fringe for the whole vibrational relaxation zone 
(a temperature change of 10-50 "K). 

An empirical correlation of vibrational relaxa;icn times for other 
gases has been given by Millikan and White (ref. 9), but was not expected 
to apply to systems of very low reduced mass, such as hydrogen.    A quantum 
mechanical calculation of the vibrational relaxation time for Hp-Hp 
collisions was carried out by Salkoff and Bauer (ref.   10), but Its validity 
was uncertain because of the lack of experimental data.    More recently, a 
bound on H2 vibrational relaxation times was given by White (ref.  11). 
More recently still, we became aware of the work of Kiefer and Lutz 
(ref,  12).    They have covered a somewhat wider temperature range, apparently • 
with accuracy higher than that which we could achieve, by using a laser I 
schlieren system. 

V.    HYDROGEN VIBRATIONAL REIAXATION - EXPERIMENT 

Measurements have been made of the vlbrational relaxation time in 
hydrogen-argon mixtures at temperatures from 1300 to 1900oK and initial 
pressures from 50 to 150 torr.    The gases were mixed in a stainless steel 
cylinder whose volume was l/lO that of the driven section.    To ensure 
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proper mixing, magnetic stirring in the cylinder and 15-30 minutes resi- 
dence time in the driven section were used.    T}':3 overall leak rate was 
10     torr,/minute or less.    To document the fact that we were seeing a 
relaxation zone, we show in Fig. h a Kerr Cell snapshot of a shock wave in 
pure argon.    The exposure time for this as well as all Hp-Ar runs was 
100 nanosec.    The fringes are straight before and after the shock wave 
as expected.    The drum camera pictures were used to measure shock 
velocity and to monitor the presence of "slow" waves, which indicated poor 
mixing.    A Kerr cell picture of the shock wave in H^-Jlr mixtures is shown 
in Fig.  5.    Here we notice a small,  "gradual" rise in the fringe position 
behind the shock wave, indicating that a relaxation process is going on. 

The measured fringe shifts were in agreement with the calculated 
values.    The method of analysis was the standard one given by Blackman 
(ref.  13).    Fringe position and distance behind the shock wave were mea- 
sured on a 20X optical comparator.    The slope of a plot of the log 
CA^o/AyO1,..^.)  vs. time (Fig. 6) gave the relaxation time in the labora- 
tory frame.    This was then converted to a particle relaxation time at 
1 atm. pressure.    A summary of the experimental data, as well as the 
theoretical curve of Salkoff and Bauer (ref.  10) is presented in Fig. T. 

Because the fringe shifts were so small, the accuracy was not 
sufficient to warrant deducing the relative efficiency of hydrogen and 
argon as collisional partners.    Thus the data in Fig.  6 were reduced with 
the assumption of zero efficiency for argon as the collisional partner. 
The excellent agreenrent of the data with the theoretical calculation was 
a pleasant surprise.    Incidentally, the empirical correlation of Millikan 
and White (ref. 9) was not successful, the predicted times being too long 
by a factor of 50. 

VI.    CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that a standard ruby laser makes possible subnicrosecond 
Mach-Zehnder interferometry, thus extending the usefulness of the instru- 
ment to a shorter time domain.    Under these conditions, gas dynamic effects 
such as shock curvature limit the achievable resolving time.    The fixed 
sensitivity of the Mach-Zehnder is another drawback, which can be effective, 
ly overcome by having.-amore uniform light source, or by going to the green 
and blue lasers which are now becoming available. 
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Purfe  Argon 
p,  = 8.65  cm Hg 
M = 4.S4 

Fig, h,    Kerr Cell picture of shock wave moving to the right 
in pure argon. 

0.40 H2 0.60 Ar 
p, s 15.67 cm Hg 
M = 4.19 

Fig.  5.    Kerr Cell picture of shock wave moving to the right 
in Hp-Ar mixture. 
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Fig.  6.    Log of fractional density relation vs.  time for a 
shock wave moving to the right at      M     =3.9^. 
The initial conditions were 0.60 E?, O.kO Ar and 

p.        = 103.7 torr. 
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Fig.  7.    Hydrogen vibrational relaxation time.    Experimental values 
and  theoretical curve. 
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MEASUREMENT  OF ELECTRON  DENSITY  PROFILES 

USING A MICROWAVE   TECHNIQUE 

R.   Tomboulian 
General Applied Science  Laboratories,   Inc, 

Westbury,   L.   I.,   New York 

INTRODUCTION 

Measurements of  the electron density profile behind the 
shock have been  achieved using  a microwave technique.     It may 
be noted that  for electron densities   in the range of  1010e/cc/ 

the conventional microwave  interferometer is  incapable  of 
spatial resolution better than  10 cm.     Since the total phenom- 
ena to be observed may occur  in a much  shorter distance,   a 
technique has been developed which  utilizes the  shock tube also 
as  a waveguide,   and by measuring  local   field values  at  the wall, 
a point-by-point determination of the electron density may be 
ascertained. 

The following  is  a brief  summary of the microwave equipment 
and the analytical   formulations  required for determining 
electron density. 

Microwave  System 

The basic microwave   instrumentation system consists of 
a  low power microwave generator,   a  coupling antenna  to the 
shock tube   (waveguide)   and,   electric  and magnetic  field 
detectors.     Signals  from the  detectors  together with markers 
are  recorded photographically on a   series of oscilloscopes. 

A suitable microwave generator  is  a  reflex klystron of 
about 60 mw output  power operating  in  the  2-4 kmc  range  for a 
3   inch diameter   tube.     The  frequency  stability need not be 
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exceptional but  the  short term power amplitude variations 
should be  less  than  1%.    The klystron is  coupled to the  shock 
tube through a  ferrite  isolator.     The coupling arrangement to 
the  tube is  shown  in Fig.  1.     In this coaxial to waveguide 
transition,  matching  is made by changing the penetration of the 
antenna and the position of the  short circuit piston. 

Matching 

The matching of the coaxial line to waveguide is very 
important. All the measurements are based on the fact that the 
amplitude of the microwave signal coupled into the shock tube 
is constant.  This condition is difficult to obtain because the 
plasma produces a strong reflection; standing wave ratios of 
twenty are not unusual. The reflected signal must be absorbed 
without reflection in the isolator.  If reflections take place, 
they superimpose on the incoming signal with a phase that 
changes as the plasma moves.  This effect is equivalent to a 
fluctuation of the input signal.  The standing wave pattern 
then becomes a function of the position of the plasma or 
reflecting surface which is undesired. 

A simple check on the matching condition is as follows: A 
metallic piston is displaced along the shock tube simulating a 
strongly reflecting plasma. Moving with the piston is a detector 
picking up the magnetic field near the wall, where it is maxi- 
mum.  The output from this detector gives the fluctuation pro- 
duced by the mismatch only.  Successive adjustments of the 
antenna to waveguide transition are made attempting to eliminate 
this fluctuation, thus giving a constant output when the piston 
moves. 

In order to reduce the frequency sensitivity of the antenna, 
the signal from the generator is altered slightly.  The antenna 
short circuit stub is then adjusted until a minimum change 
occurs in the output of the piston detector during this fre- 
quency change. 

The limit of this system of matching comes mainly from 
incomplete contact between piston and wall. A typical value of 
the fluctuation after the matching has been performed is 2% but 
this corresponds to a smaller value when the plasma is re- 
flecting because of the significantly better reflecting prop- 
erties of the metallic piston. 
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Detectors 

The  electromagnetic  wave  propagated  inside  the tube has 
a wavelength \q which  is  a  function of the  frequency,  mode of 
propagation and diameter of  the tube.     Some of  the  radiating 
energy is  reflected from the plasma and the  ratio of reflected 
to incident power is a  function of electron density,   collision 
frequency and profile of  the plasma.    The combination of inci- 
dent and  reflected waves  combines to form a  system of standing 
waves  along the tube.     This  pattern has a period of Ag/2.     When 
the plasma moves the pattern  also moves with  the  same speed, 
provided  the properties of  the plasma remain constant. 

Two of the  electromagnetic  field detectors   that have been 
used are  shown  in Figs.   2  and 3.     Note that the detectors are 
designed  to be  flush with the tube wall  in order to avoid per- 
turbing the aerodynamic  flow.     The electric  field detector is 
oriented  so that the major axis  is  in the plane of polarization 
of the  antenna,   thus providing the maximum  output  for the TEn 
mode of propagation.     The outer  surface of  the probe is con- 
nected  to  a coaxial resonant  circuit that provides  a match to 
the  impedance  of the crystal  and   short circuits  the  currents 
produced by the flow of charges  from the plasma to the tube 
walls.     The magnetic field detector  is a  slot excited by the 
current  flowing  in the wall.     Because of the  relation between 
magnetic  field and current,   this  slot is equivalent  to a loop 
located   in  a plane perpendicular  to the  slot.     The   signal 
induced  in  the   slot  is coupled to a  two line  resonant circuit 
and to a crystal detector.     The  required field  component is 
tangential    H.     Hence the H probe  is  located at  right angles 
to the E detector in the  same  longitudinal plane and the  slot 
oriented parallel to the tube axis. 

For both E and H crystal  detectors an output  is  obtained 
which is  related to the amplitude of the respective  field.     The 
characteristics of the crystals cannot be considered either 
linear nor quadratic and  the  required accuracy  requires that 
these  signals be processed by  a compensating network to obtain 
E    and H   . 
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ANALYTICAL FORMULATIONS FOR DETERMINING ELECTRON DENSITY 

The following is a summary of the analytical expressions 
used to determine the electron density in the combined shock 
tube-waveguide.  The polarized radiation is introduced in the 
downstream end of the tube.  Probes to detect the radial elec- 
tric field and the tangential magnetic field are upstream of 
the antenna, as described earlier.  To determine the point by 
point variations in electron density as the plasma moves past 
the detector station, expressions are required relating the 
measured field quantities to the local electron density. 

For the TEn mode of propagation, the radial electric field 
and the tangential magnetic field at the surface of the wave- 
guide are given by, 

loot. 
E = A, J(y,R) cos 9u(x) e (1) 

He " nu    u(x)  r ^ 

1.842 
where y   for  the TEn   mode   is —r—  ,   R being  the  tube radius. 

R 

The function u(x) is an undefined function which, however, 
contains the plasma properties.  It must be a solution to. 

u;2 
u + u 1-2- K - y = 0 (3) 

where primes  indicate  space derivatives,   and  OJ is  the  radiating 
frequency,   with 

.2 

K =   1  + P „ (4) 

co    and  V being the plasma   frequency and collision  frequency 
respectively.     Assuming  the  field components  are measured at 
right  angles,   with the Er   field in the direction of polarization 
of  the  radiation,   then 

iüJt 
E     = A  u(x)   e (5) r o v   ' 
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„ i_  u   (x) O      / iwt 
He " M w    u(x)   Er * ß<*   U   (X)   e (6) 

Since   the   values of  the   fields  that  are measured,   assuming  a 
square  law detection,   are  the  square of  the  real parts  of  the 
respective  field,   the measured quantities  are, 

E E    = A2   u(x)   u*(x) r  r o (7) 

HeHe = ^u'(x) u*(x)/ (8) 

where * indicates the complex conjugate. 
Eq. (3), 

Solving for K  in 

T,2   c 

K = 7~a 
U 

(9) 

The solution of K  in terms of the field values of Eqs. 
and (8) can be shown to be, 

HflHfl 

Re K    = c  M 
(ErE*r ) 

E E r  r 
2u)      E  E 

r  r 

2^2 
c y 

+    -2- 
OC 

and 

(7) 

(10) 

Im  K    = 

Re Ka- ^-s y2 KK)' . ... Mr 
E  E"1" 
r r 

2     2 +  c  H 
E  E"

1
" 

r  r 

/ .23        w    0 
4tc ^i 

E  E*   ' 
r r 

KE'r) 
E   E* 
r  r 

(ID 

The plasma properties in terms of Re K and Im K are given as, 

-^ =   (1-Re K2) -1 (12) 
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and, 

W = Re KS-1 (13) 

The values of the field in the above equations are in MKS 
units.  However, it may be noted that each field quantity 
appears in a ratio. All that is required for solution in terms 
of the nondimensional measured quantities are the appropriate 
scaling ratios. 

If the measured values of the field are designated as, E 
and H , then the distance axis scaling needed for the ratios 
(E ) /E and (E ) /E can be determined from the ratio of the 
measured wavelength Xg (in units of the elongated trace). That 
is, if the horizontal (distance axis) coordinate is measured in 
units of Z and the real coordinate in X, units, then, 

X S 

g 

where Xq is the actual waveguide wavelength (MKS units). Hence 
to scale the absolute ratios of field values to the measured 
quantities. 

E E 
r r 

= S 
(E2) 

and, 

(ErEr ) o2  (E  ) 
1— = S  * a' E E E 

r r 

To scale the combined ratios of electric and magnetic 
fields, it may be noted that in the free space region, the 
ratios of the maximum field values (occurring 180 apart) is 
given by, 

^Pmax    4tr2 

(EeE^max  ^g 
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If the ratio of the same measured quantities is designated by 
(a), i.e., 

H' 
max 

max 

= a, 

then, 

HeH9 
E E*  M w Xla E 

4ff2   H2 

Then Eqs. (10) and (11) can be put in terms of measured quan- 
tities to give, 

3A„3   „a   «2 2 /_2.« a 
OÄ „2 _ c 4ff H   S c  (E ) c 
Re K = —STS r - ~—s—*—r-*— + —; 

9 
(14) 

Re K - 2   C  , a 

wü 
s-^- 

cSS4ffa 

^X^a E7^ 
Im K = 

Xsa S - •■ [^1 
Hence, the plasma properties can be obtained through the use of 
Eqs. (12) and (13). 

I 

I 
I 

In summary, to calculate the plasma properties at any point 
behind the shock the following parameters are required. 

waveguide wavelength 

taken in the free space region 
H 
max a =i^ 
max 

S = -^ S  X 
distance scaling ratios 
(X measured wavelength on enlarged trace) 
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,   1.842   ö ■  ^ v.   ,■ A = —r—   R is tube radius 
R 

cc = 2fff     f radiating frequency 

and E2, (E2)', (E2)", H2, (H2) ', the field values and deriva- 
tives at the wall of the waveguide. 

The significant difficulty in this technique is that 
spatial derivatives of the signals must be obtained.  Obviously, 
if the original E , H functions are not extremely accurate, 
the subsequent derivatives will greatly suffer.  Indeed the 
limiting accuracy of this technique is primarily determined by 
the validity of the derivatives.  To improve these functions, 
a computer program has been employed to provide self checks 
and calibration.  Typical results of this technique are dis- 
cussed in the following paper entitled "Anomalous Electron- 
Density Profiles in Shock-Heated Air, Effects of Na and NaC^," 
by Myron S. Wecker, Theodore Baurer, and Roger Tomboulian. 
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Mahaffey,  Schoen and Ahlstrom 

PKBCURSOR lONIZATION IN AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE 

Derek W.  Mahaffey,  Richard I.   Schoen and  Harlow G.  Ahlstrom* 
Boeing Scientific  Research Laboratories 

Seattle,  Washington 

INTRODUCTION 

This paptr is an account of some experiments which were conducted 
on a six-inch diameter electrically driven shock tube to investigate 
precursor and related effects«    By precursor  effects are meant effects 
in the  gas ahead of the shock or luminous front«     The results reported 
here apply to a particular shock tube«     We do not claim that  the 
effects reported here and only these effects will be or have been ob- 
served in other tubes«     Nevertheless,  it would be reasonable  to expect 
the same effects under similar conditions« 

The stimulus for this investigation was the observation of light 
from the tube far in advance of the shock«    Observations of similar 
phenomena have been made by several others«     Voorhies and Scott  (ref. 1) 
have observed helium line radiation at 5376 if from the gas ahead of the 
electrically driven shock in a He-Dp mixture«     lonization in and radia- 
tion from the region ahead of the shock have  been reported by Kolb, 
Qriem and coworkers  (ref«  2).    Qroenig (ref«   3)  observed similar effects 
in a cylindrical shock tube«    These investigators agree that  the most 
important cause of precursor lonization is vacuum ultraviolet radiation« 
Gerardo et al (ref*  **}, however, conclude that  the precursor Ionisation 
which they observed at applied voltages above 8 kV is caused mainly by 
X-rays«     Fowler and coworkers (ref.  5)  have reported waves of luminos- 
ity propagating ahead of their shocks at speeds of the order of 10° cm/ 
sec« 

APPARATUS 

The electrically driven shock tube is shown schematically in Fig- 
ure 1« 

* Consultant, University of Washington, Seattle 
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A aeries air-gap switch was used to dump the capaciLur energy into 
the shock tube.  The discharge which drove the shock took place between 
a central copper electrode and a coaxial 6-inch diameter brass ring. 
The inner electrode was mounted through a hole in 3A-inch thick plate 
glass. 

The tube itself was made of 6-inch i.d. pyrex pipe.  When the tube 
was sealed off for 2h  hours the average leak rate was approximately 1 
to 2 x 10'^mmHg per hour.  A base pressure of less than 1 * 10~5 mm Hg 
was obtained before any shot was fired. 

At various times the following equipment, shown in Fig. 1, was used 
on the shock tube: 

1.  Photomultipliers Px - Pg were used to measure the rate of propa- 
gation of luminous fronts. 

2. 

3. 

k. 

Three standard microwave interferometers Ij-Is, two X-band 
(10 kmc) and one K-band (36 kmc) were placed along the shock 
tube to measure the electron density ahead of the shock front. 
Photomultipliers 
interferometers. 

Pj, Pa and Pg were located at the sites of the 

A Ragowski loop near the switch was used to measure the dis- 
charge current. 

A 2 m graming incidence spectrograph aligned to view light from 
the discharge was used. This instrument could be used either 
photographically or photoelectrically. 

i 
1 
I 
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MEASUREMENTS 

The initial observations which led us to believe that there were 
precursor effects In this tube were results similar to those shown In 
Figure 2*  This shows the capacitor bank voltage and a photomultlpller 

i 
1 

Fig. 2   Upper Trace — Capacitor bank voltage 
Lower Trace — Photomultlpller output 

(P - precursor radiation, S - luminous front, 
L - contact surface.)  Note difference in time 
scales and starting points of upper and lower 
traces. 

I output as a function of tls:e.    The photoiaultlplier was located 3*56 a 
from the discharge  end of the tube.     The  capacitor bank voltage is a 
heavily damped sinusoid with a period of approximately 30 ^secs*    The 
photomultlpller output shows a precursor illumination P,  the arrival of 
the luminous front  S,  and finally the contact surface L,  between the 
shock heated  gas and the driver gas.     It may be noted that  in this case 
shock separation occurred. 
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Figure 3 is a schematic of the tlae variation of the electron den- 
aity as measured by a microwave Interferometer.    For convenience In 

t DURATION RECOMBINATION 
OF AND 
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UJ SHOCK 
Q -.^_^^^. ^          — FRONT 
Z 
0 
ae »- 
U - 
UJ '^^ 
—< ^^^ 1                                                     ! 
in 

Nv y 
/      I ii III IV 

TIME 

Fig. 3   Schematic of time variation of electron den- 
sity as measured with a microwave Interfer- 
ometer. 

discussion this has been divided Into four time intervals: 

1. An Interval during which ionizatlon appeared throughout the 
shock tube. The increase in electron density continued for a 
time which appeared to be no longer than the duration of the 
first half cycle of the discharge current. 

2. An interval of decreasing electron density due to recombination 
and diffusion after the discharge ended. 

3» A transition Interval of apparently increasing electron density 
which was not always observed.  This interval may be due to 
diffusion of electrons from behind the main shock or ionizatlon 
by radiation from the shock itself (ref. 6), or heating of the 
electron gas in front of the shock (ref. 7). 

^f. The arrival of the shock or contact surface front itself. 

Similar results were obtained with each interferometer.  For an 
Interferometer closer to the electrode system the peak density at the 
end of interval 1 was higher, but it occurred at the same time.  Inter- 
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val 2 had a shorter duration due to the earlier arrival of the shock 
front. 

No changes were observed when either the polarity of the discharge 
electrodes was reversed or when all pieces of metal attached to the 
tube (with the exception of the discharge electrode system) were un- 
grounded.  This reduced the possibility o.f arcs or streamers down the 
tube. 

The precursor ionization was observed at all pressures used, 0.1 - 
3.0 mm Hg in He and A, and at all capacitor bank voltages used. 3 Kv - 
15 Kv.  The precursor electron density was of the order of lO1^ - IQI^/ 
cc at the interferometer 3*3 m from the discharge, and was higher at 
the interferometers closer to the discharge.  These figures are for 
gases with no deliberately added impurities. 

There existed no measurable time delay of the arrival of region 1 
between any of the interferometers*  In particular we observed nothing 
which could be interpreted as an ionization front of the type reported 
by Fowler and coworkers (ref. 3)  or more recently by Haberstich (ref. 
8) 1 who has reported on the presence of potential breakdown waves. A 
property of such waves is that they may propagate around corners.  To 
determine if these waves were present a curved side tube was added to 
our main shock tube* A metal probe was placed in the side tube at the 
end remote from the main tube and no signal was detected on this probe. 

DISCUSSION OF PRECURSOR IONIZATION MECHANISMS 

Four mechanisms which could cause the observed precursor ionization 
are considered: 

1. Impact ionization by fast ions from the discharge region. 

2. Impact ionization by fast electrons from the discharge region. 

3. Ionization by X-radiation from the discharge region. 

k»    Ionization by vacuum ultraviolet radiation from the discharge. 

The following discussion is an attempt to isolate one of these as 
the main cause* 

Fast Ions 

In all cases there was an interferometer at least 3*3 m from 
the discharge and precursor ionization was observed at this interfer- 
ometer*    When the gas pressure was equal to or greater than ^«7 mm Hg 
in argon,  electron densities greater than 10^0/ce were observed with a 
capacitor bank voltage of 7*3 Kv maximum*    The range of ^0 Kv protons 
is less  than 0*1 m in argon at that pressure*    Heavier nuclei have 
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shorter ranges.  Thus even if the positive ions achieved energies in 
excess of five times that available by direct acceleration of singly 
charged ions in the electric field in the discharge, they would not 
have the necessary range to cause the observed ionization. 

Fast Electrons 

Similar range arguments may be applied to electrons, and in 
addition the application of a 600 - 300 gauss magnetic field transverse 
to the tube axis between the discharge and the Interferometer had no 
apparent effect on the electron density in the precursor. Such a mag» 
netic field would sweep electrons into the shock tube wall, well short 
of the position of the observed ionization* 

X-Radiation 

The fact that precursor ionization was observed with capacitor 
bank voltages as low as 3 Kv would appear to eliminate the possibility 
of K X-ray generation in any of the electrode materials. More strik- 
ing, however, were the results obtained when small amounts of impurity 
gases were deliberately added to the inert gases*  Figure 4 shows the 
effect on the precursor electron density of introducing small amounts 

KUXlCTh 

2 4 6    r    8 10 
Microns Ar In 470 Microns He 

Fig.   ^        Variation of peak precursor electron density 
as a function of the amount of argon added to 
helium* 
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of argon into helium.  The background pressure of helium was .4? mm Hg. 
The addition of 1 X 10~3 mm Hg of argon more than doubled the electron 
density.  The addition of 10 X 10'3 mm Hg of argon reduced the density 
to close to that observed with no deliberately added argon.  Similar 
results were obtained by adding nitrogen to helium.  The ionization 
potentials of nitrogen and argon are less than that of helium. 

This rise and subsequent decrease in electron density may be ex- 
plained if one assumes that the minority constituent was ionized by 
some radiation which it absorbed in the ionizing proce  .  Thus a large 
increase in the minority constituent may cause the radx«. tion to be 
severely attenuated.  Absorption cross sections in the r ^.nge of 10*1' 
cm^ are required to explain the results described.  Th X-ray cross 
sections are not large enough to explain this effect.  oreover, it was 
possible to cause a similar increase in the precureor  ectron density 
by adding H2 into neon.  Since the X-ray cross sec:ionr are expected to 
be much larger for neon than for H2 in all parts of the X-ray spectrum, 
one cannot explain these results on the basis of X-rays. 

Vacuum Ultraviolet 

The remaining prospective cause of the precursor ionization is 
vacuum ultraviolet radiation in the wavelength range longer than the 
ionization threshold of the majority constituent of the shock tube gas. 
Radiation with wavelengths shorter than the ionization threshold of the 
main gas in the tube would be absorbed close to the discharge.  The 
ionization observed with no deliberately added impurities is probably 
due to ionization of impurities included in the tank gases and intro- 
duced by leakage and wall outgassing. 

The preceding arguments point strongly to vacuum ultraviolet radia- 
tion as the cause of the precursor ionization.  Some experiments were 
performed to detect such radiation.  Figure 3  shows a grazing incidence 
vacuum ultraviolet spectrograph which was used for this purpose.  The 
spectrograph was aligned to detect radiation from the discharge and 
could be used either photographically or photoelectrically. 

Photographic detection showed some lines and an apparent continuum 
in the wavelength range of interest, 500 A - 800 Ä.  The time of emis- 
sion was not defined with photographic detection and it is possible 
that radiation may have been emitted as hot gas struck the entrance 
slit to the spectrograph. 

The results of photoelectric detection are shown in Figure 6* Th« 
upper trace shows the time variation of the discharge current as mea- 
sured by the Ragowski loop and the lower trace, the vacuum ultraviolet 
induced photocurrent.  The appearance of the ultraviolet during the 
first half cycle of the current trace may be seen.  An indication of 
some further radiation during the second half cycle could sometimes be 
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Fig.  5        Vacuum ultraviolet spectrograph attached  to 
shock tube» 

seen.    The deliberate introduction of impurity gaeeft reduced  the radia- 
tion as expected. 

The possibility that the photomultiplier was responding to scatter- 
ed radiation with wavelength longer than 1100 A was eliminated by re- 
peating the experiment with a lithium fluoride window, which transmits 
only above 1100 A.    No response was obtained under these conditions. 

Estimates of the vacuum ultraviolet photon flux were made on the 
basis of vacuum ultraviolet photomultiplier response and on the basis 
of iir^urity ionization.    These estimates indicated a flux of more than 
3  ^ lO1^ photons per discharge in the spectral range 300-300 i from 
the 30 capacitors charged to 7.3 kV. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions which we draw are similar to those of McLean, et al 
(ref. 2) and others,  namely: 

Vacuum ultraviolet radiation, produced in the discharge region, 
acts on impurities,  causing precursor ionization.    Therefore,  there 
exists a reservoir of electrons ahead of the shock front which could 
speed the ionization process as the front passes. 

Estimates of the ultraviolet photon flux indicate that ther    is 
sufficient energy to  raise significantly the enthalpy of the gas close 
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Discharge Current 

Photomultiplier Current 
i      i      i 

Fig.  6 Upper Tr*ce - 

Lower Trace - 

- Time variation of discharge 
current 

- Time variation of vacuum ultra« 
violet induced photo current 

to  the discharge, by perhaps as much as 50$ within 50 cm of the dis- 
charge.    Thus calculations based on the Itankine-Hugoniot relations 
should  take  this into account. 
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OPTIMIZED GEOMETRY FOR COUPLING A MASS SPECTROMETER 
TO A SHOCK TUBE 

G. F. Marsters*, S. H. Bauer** and E. L. Resler, Jr.*** 
Cornell University 

i Ithaca, New York 

ABSTRACT 

The problem of coupling a  transient high density source to the 
lonization section of a mass spectrometer has been attacked recently 
at many laboratories.    Although pin-hole  leaks allow  the mass 
spectrometric detection of  free  radicals generated by shock heating, 
it would be useful  to have a method which might retain  the sample 
integrity more effectively.    The ^n situ composition of  the sample 
could be changed by mixing with boundary layer gas»  since  the length 
of molecular diffusion time,   from the shock region  to  the ionizing 
electron beam, allows  the  sample   to experience many collisions.     If 
it were possible  to expand  rapidly and thus  to cool and quench a portion 
of  the axially located gas  to sufficiently-low density,   fidelity of 
sampling would be achieved.    The  coupling section now under construction 
was designed to generate a high  flux but not a well  collimated molecular 
beam for  injection into  the mass  spectrometer  ion source.    The shock 
tube  is operated in an open ended-mode and defining nozzles are 
introduced  for successively draining off boundary layer gas. 
Optimization of expansion is achieved by inserting axial sleeves in 
the end of  the shock tube,  of diameters appropriate  for  several 
regimes of operation.    Calculations of sample  residence  tines and 
total  average collision numbers  are presented. 

* Research Assistant, Graduate School of Aerospace Engineering 
** Professor, Department of Chemistry 
*** Director, Graduate School of Aerospace Engineering 
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INTRODUCTION 

There  is ample evidence   indicating  the usefulness of a constant area 
shock  tube as a tool  for chemical kinetics  investigations.    Using  the 
shock  tube,  one is able  to  transfer relatively  large  amounts of energy 
to  the  gas,  quickly and cleanly.    The passage of a  shock wave  through  a 
gas  results  in a very  rapid  increase  in  its   translational  temperature. 
This   is accomplished in  less   than  ten molecular  collisions.    However, 
comparatively longer periods  are required  for  the other degrees of 
freedom of  the gas  to adjust  to  the new equilibrium  levels of energy. 
In   the event  that  the energy  input  is  sufficiently  large,  electronic 
excitation and/or molecular dissociation will be  initiated,  and  the 
gas will  absorb energy while  tending toward  an equilibrium conePItration 
of reactant and product  species.     Still  larger amounts of energy  input 
will  result  in ionization of  the gas. 

Various methods have been devised  for studying  the processes 
outlined  above,   in which  the  shock tube plays  the  role of a pressure 
wave  guide with which one may  impart  to  the  gas  controlled quantities 
of energy under reproducible  conditions.    Many of  these methods are 
discussed elsewhere  in  these proceedings.    Often   the  technique  involves 
an optical exploration of  the  conditions existing  in  the gas after  the 
shock  front has passed,    A different approach   to   the diagnostic problem 
is   to extract a sample of gas   from the relaxation  region behind  the 
shock  front, and  to measure  its  chemical  composition subsequent  to  its 
removal  from the shock  tube.     It   is the purpose  of  this paper  to 
describe  such a method currently under development  at Cornell University, 

The good mass  resolution,  high repetition rate and  the possibility 
of multiple concurrent m/e recording of  the  time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer qualify it as  a promising instrument   for coupling to a 
shock  tube  for  the purpose  of  chemical kinetic  studies.    Such a union 
would enable one  to detect   transient species which appear in  the 
reacting gas.    It  should be possible  to record  accurately the relative 
number densities of the species present,  and  to observe  the time 
variation of the concentrations  of the species of  interest.    One of 
the  significant prob     as  is  the detail of recording  the enormous 
amount  of  information which  is  generated  in very short  times.     Indeed, 
one  optimistically may design  for a test  time  in  the order of one ^ 
millisecond per run, during which 100 "readings" are taken for each 
mass present. The more immediate problem, for this paper, however, 
is   that of coupling the shock  tube to the mass  spectrometer.    One 4 
attempts   thereby to connect  a  characteristically high density source, 
of a  highly transient nature,   to a detector which  requires  that  the - 
sample be present at a density  10"'  to 10"9 of  that existing in  the I 
region behind a shock  front.     It   is essential  therefore,   to devise 
an adequate  transition which  expands  the gas   from conditions existing 
within  the shock  tube behind   the shock front,   to  those compatible 
with   the  ion source of  the mass  spectrometer.     In addition,  one must 
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retain  the chemical  integrity of the sample,   that  is,  the  transition 
ideally should  result  in  quenching of all  chemical processes. 

In other experimental  arrangements  in which  such a union has been 
made   (1)(2) a pinhole  leak or a very small   throat-diameter Laval nozzle 
was used  to provide  the  required transition  in density.     In  this 
configuration the shock wave  is reflected  from  the end wall of  the  tube, 
and  the sample effuses  from the stagnant hot  gas which was processed 
by both  the incident and reflected waves.     The diffusion of the cold 
end wal;. boundary layer  into  the gas sample,  and   the catalytic  effects 
of   the cold surface,  pose questions  for which  the answers are not 
clear.    The possibility  that  integrity of the sample is lost  in  this 
particular extraction process warrants a search  for alternative methods. 
The configuration proposed  in  this work has  as one of its chief alms 
the elimination of  the  end wall boundary layer problem.    The shock  tube 
is used in an 'open  end mode" which permits   the  shock front and  the 
relaxation region following  it  to expand  into a  dump tank.    A slit 
system within the dump   tank and coaxial with   the  shock tube defines 
a molecular beam which   illuminates  the  ion source of the  time-of-flight 
mass  spectrometer.     The  rapid expansion  into  the dump  tank effectively 
quenches  the sample,   by quickly reducing  the  temperature  (random 
energy is converted  into directed energy)   thereby reducing  the  frequency 
and "hardness" of molecular collisions,   and by quickly reducing  the 
density, which  further  reduces  the collision  frequency. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

As pointed out earlier, we were motivated  in  this work by the 
difficulties  involved  in assessing the effects of the cold end wall 
in  the  reflected-shock pinhole-leak method of sampling.    To illustrate 
the problem,  an order of magnitude  type analysis  is displayed  in Figure 
1,  where we  indicate  the  growth of the boundary layer and  the "sample 
hemisphere."    We assume   that  the pressure ratio across the orifice  is 
large.    The sample which   leaks  through  the orifice  in time  t^ must have 
occupied, at  t = 0,  a hemispherical volume,   centered on  Lhe orifice. 
If  the orifice  is sufficiently small   to produce molecular effusive 
flow,   the mass  flux  through  the hole is given by  the well known 
equation 

m - -  ^JV A 

where /O  is  the density  in  the source region,   and v is  the mean 
thermal velocity calculated at  the  temperature of the particles which 
are within  the neighborhood of the orifice,   and A is its area.     If  the 
flow is hydrodynamic,   rather  than free molecular, the mass  flux is 
given by 

m* = k ^ c    A o 
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where the asterisk denotes hydrodynamic flow conditions, JO    is the 
density after the reflected shock, c0 is the sound speed af?er the 
reflected wave, and A is the area of the orifice. Assuming that the 
hole is sufficiently small so that it does not disturb the overall 
conditions in the hot gas region, one finds that the volume which 
"feeds" the hole grows linearly with time, regardless of whether free 
molecular or hydrodynamic flow obtains.  Hence the radius grows as 

r oc t 1/3 

The constant of proportionality is of course dependent upon the  type of 
flow,  and  its determination may be very complicated.    Again,  assuming 
that the overall  conditions in the stagnant gas region are not disturbed 
by  the hole,  one  finds  the rate at which   the  thermal boundary layer 
diffuses into  the stagnation region is 

6oc t ^ 

where  O   is  the  thermal boundary  layer  thickness.    A characteristic   time 
is  quickly reached where   the thermal boundary  layer thickness  exceeds 
the hemisphere radius.    These arguments were previously presented 
elsewhere  (references 3 and 4).    The effects of  these growth  rates  are 
shown in Figure  1.     For  illustrative purposes, we have assumed  the 
condition    r0 ■ 1.560    for t ■ t0.     In addition,  to illustrate the 
comparative  growth of  the boundary layer and  sample radius we  Included, 
in Figure  1(b)  a  qualitative plot of  the change with time of  the  fraction 
of sample region which is within  the boundary  layer gas.     It  appears   that 
only the very early portion of the  flow is  free  from effects  of  the 
boundary layer.    Furthermore,  it  is evident  that  the time available 
for sampling which  is  free  from end wall  effects  is dependent upon  the 
size of the orifice.    For  effusive  flow,   the  sample must come  from 
within a few mean  free paths of the wall,   and   the  time available  is  at 
best  the order of a   few tens of mean collision  times. 

As an alternative  to pinhole  leak sampling we concluded  that  the 
most promising approach was  to use  the  free expansion from an open 
ended  tube and  thus   to generate a source  for a molecular beam. 
Molecular beams  driven by  shock tubes have been  studied and developed 
recently by Skinner   (3)(5),  Oman    and Calia(6)  and Jones   (7).     The 
work of Milne and his collaborators  (8)  also  supported the applicability 
of molecular beams   for mass spectroroetric  sampling of high pressure 
sources. 

INITIAL FREE EXPANSION 

The sequence of  events  in starting  the   free expansion from the open 
end of the shock  tube  is  shown in Figure  2.    The flow is  initially 
allowed to expand  freely,   and thence  into a supersonic nozzle,  which 
is  shown at  the right of   the figure  in each step of the sequence.     Of 
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course this mode of operation applies only to those cases in which the 
ffow behind the shock front is supersonic. Prior to the run, the entrance 
of the supersonic nozzle is closed with a very thin collodion diaphragm. 
On the low pressure side (to the right in the figure) ihe pressure before 
the run is about 5 x 10"6 torr, while the pressure upstream of the nozzle 
is at the initial driven pressure of the shock tube. 

For the greatest part of the operating range of this study, the flow 
behind the shock front will be supersonic. Shock wave Mach numbers of 
about 2 to 6 are required, and considering a low concentration of sample 
diluted in argon, one obtains flow Mach numbers in the relaxation region 
through transonic to about 1.30.  In view of these rather low flow Mach 
numbers, ^.he gas sample is allowed to expand freely until the flow 
reaches a sufficiently high Mach number to permit the supersonic nozzle 
to operate satisfactorily. The latter must operate with an attached 
shock wave, since a shock wave standing in front of the nozzle would 
represent an undesired additional processing of the sample.  The 
approximate positions of the bounding characteristics are also shown 
in the figure.  The dotted lines represent the locations of the 
characteristics for the case of steady flow. The initial portion of 
the expansion, that is, from the open end of the tube to the entrance of 
the supersonic nozzle, has been investigated using simplified methods 
described by Lord (9). Since we are interested mainly in the earliest 
part of the expansion and in the region close to the axis, the following 
simplifying approximations apply.  Essentially, one expands the center 
line Mach number in a series in x, a dimensionless (with respect to 
the exit radius) axial distance.  Now, retain only the first term of 
the expansion, so that the Mach number depends linearly upon x. The 
coefficient of this term varies with the geometry, the Mach number in 
the exit plane, and the gas properties.  To obtain the residence time 
in this initial portion of the free expansion, the Mach number-distance 
relations were rearranged to show a velocity in terms of distance, 
assuming the entropy of any portion of the sample remains constant in 
the expansion.  The following expression results 
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parameters; Mp is  the Mach number of the flow behind the shock front, 
and r is  the radius of the exit.    The  integral is easily evaluated,  and 
the ratio of the  time in the expansion to radius of exit reduces  to an 
expression in  terms of the flow stagnation  temperature and  the 
temperature ratio across the shock front,     (Note that these calculations 
are suitable only for the flow region near  the exit, and near the axis 
of the flow,)    The gas expands into a region of finite back pressure, 
but the portion of interest here is well within the confines of  the 
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"shock bottle," and well upstream of the 'Mach disc," and thus is not 
affected by the external ambient pressure. 

The computations as outlined above lead to some interesting 
observations and conclusions.  In particular, one notes the requirements 
for small expansion residence time,  TeXp. The only readily controlled 
variable is the exit radius; all others are either fixed by the gas or 
by the flow conditions behind the shock front.  In Figure 3 we show the 
curves representing the residence times in the free expansion. Two 
additional curves, one for Mach number 1.75,the other for Mach number 
2.0, are superposed on these curves.  The Mach number plots were 
included since they embrace the region in which the prototype supersonic 
nozzle has given satisfactory operation. The basic curves represent the 
variation of residence time in the free expansion with temperature behind 
the shock front.  The dependence of the expansion time upon the radius 
is readily seen.  On the basis of this figure, and the conditions behind 
the shock front, one can estimate an upper bound to the number of 
collisions in the free expansion (between the end of the tube and the 
entrance of the nozzle) and also obtain cooling rates directly by 
measuring the slopes of the curves. As one might expect, the cooling 
rates are in general slower for the lower temperature flows, and the 
time spent in the expansion is correspondingly longer.  The cooling 
rates obtained, (while indicating that in most cases freezing of the 
sample can be achieved) are sufficiently critical so that one s.?eks ways 
of increasing the cooling rate a.d decreasing the time for free expansion. 
Since the exit radius is the only parameter which may be adjusted, we 
propose to introduce a sleeve, mounted coaxially in the dump tank end of 
the shock tube.  This device will be used in the operating regimes where 
the freezing problem is critical.  Flow is established only within the 
sleeve, since the annular area between the sleeve and the shock tube 
wall is closed.  Such a device carries with it the added advantage of 
reducing the quantity of the gas which must be handled by the dump tank 
during the test time. A further advantage is that the sleeve boundary 
layer is thinner, in all cases, than that which exists in the shock tube 
itself.  However, since the flow cross sectional area is reduced, one 
must investigate the boundary layer effects carefully.  The results of 
such a study are discussed in the next section. 

SLEEVE OPERATION 

The operation of the sleeve is shown schematically in a wave diagram, 
Figure 4.  The incident shock wave is reflected from the closed annular 
area between the shock tube and the sleeve. However, the sample comes 
from the flow established within ihe sleeve, so that it is unaffected by 
the reflected shock. The wave reflected in the annular section traverses 
the length of the sleeve, and when it reaches the open upstream end of 
the sleeve, a signal is propagated along the interior of the sleeve. 
The arrival of this signal at the open end of the sleeve terminates 
the test, for the gas processed by this wave action from the reflected 
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shock wave  is,   for our purposes,  an unfit sample.     Thus,   the sleeve 
length determines  the  test   time,   as  shown in Figure  4,  where  the  traject- 
ories of  the  incident  and  reflected waves are   indicated.     The  test  time 
shown represents a conservative estimate.    Note,  however,   that one is 
at  liberty  to select sleeve  lengths and diameters  to match conditions of 
temperature ?nd pressure  for desired experimental ranges.    The sizes  and 
configurations  for such matching will be summarized   later. 

The boundary layer within  the   sleeve could  result  in choking of  the 
flow,  since  the  flow Mach numbers  are only slightly  greater  than unity. 
Only a small reduction in  flow cross sectional  area  can be  tolerated. 
The problem was  investigated assuming the least  favorable  case,   that of 
the  steady  flow,  after  the  shock wave has passed out   the open end of 
the  tube.     The main results are shown in Figure 5,     The  fraction of cross 
sectional  area which remains  "available'   to  the   flow  is plotted against 
temperature ratio across  the  shock  front.    The curve  labelled "Allowable 
Area Reduction'   represents  the area  reduction which would  result  in Mach 
number equal  to unity,  and   therefore choking of  the  flow.    This line 
serves as   the  choking criterion.    As  the  temperature  ratio  (and 
therefore   the Mach number of  the  flow behind  the shock wave)  increases, 
the  fraction of original  flow area decreases.    Curves  for various 
combinations of  initial pressure,   pi,  sleeve  length,    ^3,   and sleeve 
diameter,  d,  are plotted.     Satisfactory operation is   to be expected  for 
all points above and  to  the right  of  the ' allowable''curve.    Points below 
and   to  the  left of  the "allowable''   curve represent conditions for choking. 
Some portion of the range  of  interest may be made accessible by using 
slightly conical sleeves.     The  curves plotted  in Figure 5  are based 
on  the assumption of ideal monatomic gases.    The presence  of endothermic 
processes  in  the  flow behind   the  shock front,  such as dissociation,   in 
general will  lead to lower  temperatures,  and ultimately to higher flow 
Mach numbers. 

The  information in Figure  5 underscores  the need  to match experimental 
configurations  to the  flow conditions of the experiment.     Indeed,  the 
case  of  subsonic  flow (temperature  ratios  less   than about  3.5)  is not 
included  in Figure 5.    The estimates of test  times appearing in Figure 
5 are conservative,  based on sleeve dimensions and  shock Mach numbers 
in  the range of interest.     Effects  of attenuation due  to boundary layer 
are  included.    The  Lest  times  are  somewhat short,  but  the detection 
device used has  the capability of producing a significant number of 
readings  over  these  test periods. 

From Figure 5,  it can be  seen   that,  in general,   one should avoid 
using a  sleeve at low initial  pressures and  low shock Mach numbers. 
At high   temperatures  (high shock Mach numbers)  and high  initial pressures, 
the  sleeve method should prove  satisfactory.     The  regimes  of operation 
are  summarized  in Figure 6.     Since   the conditions which  result in 
subsonic   flow behind  the  shock  front  represent only  a very small portion 
of  the whole range of  interest,   this  case has not  yet been  treated in 
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detail.     The experiment  is designed  for studies  in  the  range of 
temperatures from 800OK to 3000oK, and over the pressure range from 2 to 
20 cm Hg.    Temperatures in excess of about  1050oK result  in supersonic 
flow in the relaxation region.    Included in Figure 6 are estimates of 
test times and mean numbers of collisions suffered by a particle in 
traversing the distance from the end of the sleeve  to the nozzle 
entrance.    Since no collisions with cold surfaces are permitted,  there 
are no heterogeneous contributions  to the reactions.    In view of these 
numbers  (which correspond  to the case of highest initial pressure and 
temperature)  it appears that  the sample will be essentially unaffected by 
additional dissociation,  and   three-body recombination is even less  likely. 

Once  the sample passes  into the supersonic nozzle,  it continues  to 
expand,  but now in a region of very low back pressure.    Precisely where 
the flow passes from hydrodynamic  to free molecular is not well defined. 
This will occur som«where within the second nozzle.    Thereafter it is 
collisionless so that no further energy transfer or essential chemical 
transformations can be effected.    Even though the time required for the 
sample to tra- .rse the distance from the nozzle to ion source is of the 
order of tens of microseconds,  no significant changes in composition 
take place.    Hence the assembly of particles which arrives at the 
detector should accurately represent the number densities of species in 
the gas *        '■ious stations  in  the relaxation region.    Also shown in 
Figure ible configurations of the extraction device.    These 
remain t ev    uated. 

In summary,  the events during a test are as follows.    The relaxation 
region behind  the shock front expands from the open end of the sleeve. 
The sample is subjected  to a rapid cooling.    When  the pressure wave 
reaches  the supersonic nozzle the diaphragm covering it ruptures.    The 
flow then expands into a region of very low pressure.    These pressure 
ratios ensure "perfect starting.'   (10)    A second nozzle skims and 
collimates  the flow;  this nozzle operates in the continuum regime at 
hypersonic flow velocities.    At some point just beyond the entrance to 
the second nozzle the flow becomes free molecular.    The beam is further 
defined by the last collimator;   the  third slit acts merely as a "skimmer." 

DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS 

The essential units which comprise the shock tube and coupling 
section are displayed in Figures  7,  8, 9 and 10. 

Figure 7 is a section through the dump tank which shows the 
arrangement of the colllmators.    The dump tank consists of 'nested" 
coaxial cylindrical tanks.    As a design criterion,  the volume required 
for each section of the system was estimated using the upper level of 
background density which could be tolerated.    The mass flow into the 
tanks was assumed to be distributed uniformly in  the volume, during a 
nominal  test time of one millisecond.    For the design of the collimatin» 
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system we  leaned heavily on the work of Skinner et al  (3)(5)(11) at 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory.    For general discussions of high flux 
molecular beams, reference  is made to the work of Deckers and Fenn (12), 
Hagena and Bier (13), and Scott and Drewcy    (14). 

Figure 8 is an isometric view of the external dump  tank showing the 
connections to the pumping system.    Continuous pumping during a run would 
not be effective.    However,   in Figure 9 we Indicate a feature which should 
minimize the problem of rapidly disposing of large quantities of gas. 
The walls  of the intermediate tank and the nozzle baffles are cryopumping 
panels.    Studies at Cornell University by Bauer and Jeffers (15)  indicate 
that cryosorption pumps are effective for removing large quantities of 
gas in times of the order of milliseconds.    Figure 9 also shows 
schematically the details of the pumping system,  and the locations of 
the main vacuum components. 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this program Is to devise a method for coupling a 
transient high density source to the ionization section of a time-of- 
flight mass spectrometer so that the fidelity of the sample is retained. 
A free expansion from the open end of the shock cube is used as the 
source of a molecular beam. The boundary layer gas is drained off, and 
a beam formed by a series of nozzles and colllmators. The sample 
arrives at the ion source free from effects of cold surfaces, so that its 
thermal history is known. Quenching of the chemical processes occurs 
during the initial expansion. In this design, expansion conditions are 
optimized by matching the details of the expansion and extraction 
geometry to the conditions of the experiment. 

There remain many problems for which we do not pretend to have 
solutions. Among these are radial mass separation (ref. 16 and 17), 
and the "freezing in' of excited vibrational states. The latter will 
produce a fragmentation pattern in the mass spectrometer which may be 
quantitatively different from that of the calibrating gas. We are 
cognizant of these and other problems, and hopefully, solutions will be 
worked out as the study progresses. 
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SHOCKED GAS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS BY INFRARED 

MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION PYROMETRY 

by M.  R.   Lauver,  J.  H.  Hall,  and F. E.  Belles 
Levis Research Center 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Cleveland,  Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

Gas temperature histories in a shock tube were measured by an infrared 
monochromatic radiation pyrometer technique. A 10 percent carbon dioxide- 
argon mixture was studied with both incident and reflected shocks. Measured 
temperatures of 1100° to 3300° K immediately behind the incident shock were 
in good agreement with the temperatures calculated by one-dimensional wave 
theory from the shock velocity. Measured temperatures of 1900° to 3550° K 
behind reflected shocks were in good agreement for short reflection dis- 
tances with those calculated by one-dimensional wave theory from the in- 
cident shock velocity. The relationship between the velocity attenuation 
and the temperature and pressure rises behind incident shocks was in 
general agreement with strong shock theory. The change in gas temperature 
with time behind a reflected shock was adequately calculated from the dis- 
sociation rate of carbon dioxide and the measured pressure history of the 
gas mixture. 

INTRODUCTION 

The shock tube has found one of its prime applications in the study 
of high-temperature rate processes in gases.  Commonly, these processes 
have a strong temperature dependence, and it is therefore necessary to 
know the temperature of the experiment quite accurately. This need can be 
met nicely so long as incident shock waves are used to heat the gas, 
because one-dimensional theory, plus the thermodynamic properties of the 
gas, can be used to calculate the shocked gas temperature from the 
measured velocity of the wave. Very often, however, it is convenient or 
even necessary to study processes behind reflected shocks, taking advan- 
tage of the higher temperatures and pressures that can be produced without 
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unduly straining the capacities  of ccnventicnal shcck  tubes.     In that event, 
it is n^  linger  sc  clear  that the temperature can be calculated accurately; 
interactions cf the  reflected shock with  the boundary layer    ref.   l) and 
with the pressure  gradient created by attenuation cf the  incident shuck 
(ref.   2)  introduce complications. 

This problem has been widely recognized,  and measurements  of reflected 
gas temperature have recently begun to appear in the literature.    For the 
most part they were made by the line-reversal method  .refs.  3 and 4), 
although in one case the rate of a chemical reaction was used as an indi- 
cation of temperature  (ref.  5).    The purpose of the present work was to 
study reflected shock temperatures by a more direct method based on simul- 
taneous measurements  of infrared spectral radiance and eraissivity.    Among 
the advantages   of the infrared method are the following:     (1)   there is 
n^ need to introduce sodium salts or other sources of emission;   (2) good 
time resolution is possible; and  (3) a very wide temperature range can be 
covered,  not limited by the available brightneso temperature of a light 
source,  as in the reversal method. 

This paper reports temperatures measured behind reflected shocks in 
a gas  that is  typical of mixtures likely to be used in chemical studies, 
10 percent carbon dioxide  -  90 percent arg^n.    The temperature  range benind 
reflectei shocks was  1900° to 3550° K.    A series of temperatures measured 
at 50 to 200 microseconds after the reflected wave passed the observation 
station were  extrapolated tc   zero time and compared with values  calculated 
from the velocity of tiie incident wave.     Two detailed temperature-time 
reccrds are als^- presented;  these show the effects of shock attenuation on 
both the incident and the reflected shock temperature. 

APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Basis of Emission-Absorption Pyrometry 

The  infrared mcnochromatic radiation    MBA)  method of gas  tempera- 
ture measurement has been described elsewhere  'refs.   6 and 7).     It is based 

■n the fact that  the  radiance cf a hot gas  depends  .,n  the gas  temperature 
and ^n the number  :f gaseous entities  (molecules,  free radicals,   or atoms) 
emitting radiaticn.     Consequently,  by measuring the absolute intensity of 
radiation  .spectral radiance) and the relative number density cf emitters 
.spectral emissivity),   the temperature of a gas can be calculated.    Fig- 
ure 1 shows schematically the information recorded in a shock-tube experi- 
ment and the way in which it is reduced to a temperature measurement. 

The measurement of spectral emission is straightforward.    The infrared 
detection system response to the hot gas emission    Vg (fig.   l)  is compared 
with its  response t:  a calibrated standard infrared source    Vs    and con- 
verted t: absolute units by means of calibration factory.     The result is a 
spectral  radiance    IK   „    in terms of watts  steradian"-'- centimeter"^ micron"^- A,g 
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at a specific wavelength.    The effect  of the number cf emitters is ac- 
counted for by absorption spectrcscopy at the  same wavelength.    The reduc- 
tion in signal strength of a chopped transmitted light beam,   from    VQ    to 
V    volts  determines the spectral absorptivity (l - V/VQ),   which is  equal 
to the spectral emissivity    e.    Kirchoff's radiation law relates the 
spectral radiance of a hot gas  to  that of an ideal blackb-dy radiator. 
Planck's  law relates  the spectral radiance of an ideal blackbody radiator 
to its  temperature and emissivity.     Combining these  laws results  in the 
following relation between the spectral radiance of a gas    N;\ g,  its  temper- 
ature    T„,  and  its spectral emissivity    e: 

S —    ! 

Thus,   inasmuch as    C]_    and    Cg    are  the known Planck radiation constants 
and    N^ g    and    e    are measured at wavelength    A,  the gas  temperature    Tg 
may be calculated. 

Apparatus  for Emission-Absorption Pyrometry 

A schematic diagram of the shock tube and associated equipment  is 
given in figure 2.    A constant intensity of infrared radiation from a 
glower source  is mechanically chopped at 80 kilocycles  per  second and sent 
through the sapphire windows of the shock tube into a prism monochrcmatcr 
and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled indium antimcnide detector.     The shocked 
gases emit radiation, which passes  out cf the  shcck tube  into the same 
radiation detection system.    Its output is amplified by a directly coupled 
circuit providing a measure of the radiance of the gas   .the glower radi- 
ance  is negligible in comparison to  that cf the gas).   The glower signal is 
selected by a capacitor-coupled,  SO-kilocycle tuned amp]ifier of high 
gain.    With these amplifiers,  the detection system uses frequency separa- 
tion to distinguish between the emitted and transmitted light,  although 
both are presented simultaneously to  the one detector,  and sends the re- 
sulting signals  to different oscilloscope beams  for recording. 

The principle of temperature measurement used in the IMRA technique 
corresponds  to that of the  "Two-Path Method with Comparison Source" 
(ref.   3).    An error analysis by Warshawsky    ref.   9)  shows  large errors 
for the  latter as  the gas  temperature rises above  the glower  temperature. 
The crucial feature of the IMRA apparatus, which minimizes  these errors, 
consists  of chopping the glower radiation before it  passes  through the 
test gas.     This  permits  the emitted and transmitted components of the 
radiation to be separated so  that  each may be amplified   independently by 
the amount required to obtain easily measurable oscillograras      Without 
chopping,   the  light from a source  that  is emitting more weakly than the 
gas would be  swamped by the gas  emission. 
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Calibration of Pyrometer 

The IMRA apparatus was calibrated by determining the transmittance 
of the shock-tube window and the absolute radiance of the  internal 
secondary-standard source (B    in fig.  2), which was a tungsten-ribbon lamp. 

The window was found to pass 82  percent of 4.5-micron radiation falling 
on it.    This was  the wavelength used for the temperature measurements. 
Although the center of the asymmetric  stretching band of carbon dioxide  is 
at 4.3 microns,   the longer wavelength is much more desirable.    At 4.5 
microns,  only the hot gas in the shock tube absorbs light,  while the cool 
carbon dioxide in the room and in the shock-tube boundary layer is almost 
completely transparent. 

The internal standard was compared with a source that had been cali- 
brated at the Bureau of Standards.     It was found to emit 2.47 watts 
steradian"! centimeter"^ micron'! at 2.2 microns.    The relative .sensitivity 
of the optical system and detector at 4.5 and 2,2 microns  was  then deter- 
mined by measuring the radiation from a blackbody source  of known tempera- 
ture at the 2 wavelengths. 

With the foregoing calibration factors at hand,   the absolute spectral 
radiance    N;\ g,  of the hot gas at 4.5 microns is readily determined from 
the following formula: 

N.       = XS I i N. (2) 
■^S      Vs R t^    A^s 

where 

Vg     amplitude of emission signal at 4.5M., V 

Vs      amplitude of signal from internal standard source at 2.2^, V 

R        sensitivity of the system at 4.5u relative to that at 2.2u 

ty      transmittance of shock-tube window at 4.5M 

Ns      absolute spectral radiance of internal standard at 2.2u 

This formula  is valid provided the amplification and the slit width 
are the same when both   Vg   and   Vs are recorded.    If they are not the 
same,  the appropriate correction terms must be applied. 

Shock Tube 

The shock tube was of rectangular cross section, 37 by 74 milli- 
meters. Two circular sapphire windows, 28 millimeters in diameter, were 

1 
I 
I 
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flush mounted opposite one another across the longer dimension. The mid- 
point of the windows was 3.94 meters from the polyester plastic diaphragm 
that separatea this driven section of the shock tube from the driver section. 
The midpoint of the windows was 179 millimeters from the downstream end wall 
of the driven section. This distance to the end wall could be reduced to 
27 or 78 millimeters by means of close-fitting plugs. The diaphragms were 
pressure-burst with helium. 

Timing, Pressure, and Recording Instrumentation 

Four thin-film resistance gauges were mounted upstream of the 
windows, while one was mounted at the same axial position as the centerline 
of the windows. These gauges marked the time of incident ;and in some 
cases, reflected) shock arrival at the five positions, relative to the 
first, or trigger, position.  The signals were displayed on one beam of a 
dual beam oscilloscope. The other beam displayed the output of a quartz 
pressure transducer. This transducer was also located at a position corre- 
sponding to the centerline of the windows. A second dual-beam oscilloscope 
was triggere". to display absorption and emission levels from the gas as 
measured by the IMRA apparatus. Timing pulses from a crystal-controlled 
secondary frequency standard were recorded on all four oscilloscope beams 
for each run. A calibration signal for the emission level interrupted 
about 1100 times per second for identification and a calibration signal 
for the pressure were also recorded each time. 

Figure 3 shows the oscillograph records of infrared absorption and 
emission for a single experiment. The important features of this typical 
record are: (l) The large changes of transmitted and emitted light upon 
passage of the shock waves, (2) the relatively noise-free signals; and 
(3) the quick recovery of the tuned amplifier in the absorption channel 
from the ringing induced by step changes, which permits meaningful read- 
ings to be made starting at about 50 microseconds after passage of the 

)Ck. 

It will be noted in figure 3 that the gas behind the reflected shock 
-n this particular run absorbed almost all of the radiation from the 
glower source. In many runs of this sort^ the portion of the absorption 
trace after the reflected shock was simultaneously displayed on another 
oscilloscope at much higher gain, so that the absorptivity could be 
accurately determined. 

Test Gas 

A commercially prepared argon-carbon dioxide mixture was used 
without further treatment.  It analyzed 9-9 percent carbon dioxide by 
volume; the rest was argon. A few tests were made with this gas diluted 
to 6.7 percent carbon dioxide in argon and with a commercially prepared 
argon-carbon dioxide mixture that analyzed at 1 1 percent carbon dioxide 
and the balance, argon. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of determinations of gas temperatures behind incident shocks 
are presented in figure 4, where they are compared with temperatures calcu- 
lated by simple shock theory from measured shock velocities. The IMRA tem- 
peratures were actually measured at several 10-microsecond intervals for 
each experiment, starting at about 50-microsecond laboratory time when the 
signals first became readable. Each point in figure 4 was obtained by 
extrapolating such data back to time zero, the instant when the shock passed 
the center of the windows. This was done to eliminate effects of shock 
velocity attenuation on the temperature. 

The agreement is good, and as expected, does not seem to be affected by 
the carbon dioxide concentration over the range studied. Despite this 
general agreement between measured and calculated incident temperatures, 
there is nevertheless a good deal of scatter evident in figure 4. Part of 
this scatter is traceable to contamination of the shock-tube windows, but 
most of it is due to a drifting type of instability of the infrared detector. 
From  run to run, this instability produced uncertainties as large as 
10 percent in N;\ g. Equation (l) shows that this error results in an 
uncertainty of only about 30° K at temperatures near 1000° K, but the error 
grows to nearly 300° K at temperatures near 4000° K. 

Inasmuch as the main purpose of the work was to measure reflected shock 
temperatures at levels above 2000° K, it was desirable to reduce the ex- 
pected scatter in the results as much as possible. This was done by using 
the incident shock wave as an internal standard for each run. The tempera- 
ture calculated from the measured shock velocity at the window position, 
and the measured emissivity of the gas behind the incident wave, were both 
assumed to be correct. The value of spectral emission N;\ g required to 
satisfy equation (l) was then calculated. This value, and the measured 
voltages Vg (incident shock) and Vs, were inserted in equation (2) and 
used to calculate a lumped instrument factor, (l/R)(l/tw)N;\ s. 

In each run, then, this individually determined factor was used to 
convert measured voltages into a series of reflected shock temperatures, 
starting at about 50 microseconds behind the shock and determined at 
approximately 10-microsecond intervals. These data were extrapolated to 
time zero, the instant the reflected shock passed the center of the 
windows. The resulting measured temperatures are plotted as ordinates in 
figure 5; the abscissas are the corresponding reflected temperatures 
graphically (ref. 10) calculated from the velocity of the incident shock 
as it passed the windows. 

Clearly, this means of obtaining calculated reflected shock tempera- 
tures for comparison with measured values is rather arbitrary. Its most 
obvious shortcoming is that it does not allow for the attenuation of the 
incident wave. However, it is important to see how well the temperatures 
calculated in this simple way agree with the measured values.  Figure 5 
shows that they agree surprisingly well.  The points obtained with the 
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end vail at its most remote position, 179 millimeters from the windows, 
tend to he high, and those obtained with the end wall 75 millimeters away 
tend to be low. This behavior is not inconsistent with that noted in 
reference 11, which reported that the reflected shock pressure behaved as 
if the shock decelerated and then accelerated as it receded from the end 
wall. But in a grosser sense, the agreement, between measured and simply 
calculated temperatures is very gratifying. Of the 2 7 measurements shown 
in figure 5, 14 are within 100° K of the line, and only 4 miss it by more 
than 200° K. It is, however, believed that deviations larger than 100c K 
are real and that they reflect actual departures of the shocks from ideal 
one-dimensional behavior. The two extreme points in figure 5 represent 
data of which the reflected portions could be accurately measured but of 
which the incident portions could net. These two points were therefore 
calculated with the original calibration factors rather than an individ-
ually determined factor such as was used for eacin other point. They are 
included to extend the temperature range of the reflected data and to 
indicate that the individual calibration corrections were usually small 

An example of the detail, which it is possible to obtain by the IMPA 
method, is given in figure 6, where the temperature history of a shock 
is followed at 10- to 20-microsecond intervals for 700 microseconds after 
its passage. Measurement of the incident shock wave velocity U at 
four successive places just before arrival at the test window showed the 
velocity to be attenuating at the rate of l.SxlC"4 (millimeters per 
microsecond) per millimeter. Therefore, dU/U •= 1.5x10"4 for a 
1-microsecond interval. Strong shock theory predicts the relation 
2 dU/U = dT/T = dP/P. Therefore, in the first 200 microseconds after the 
passage of the incident shock, the temperature would be expected to rise 
from 1310° K (calculated from shock velocity) to about 1388c K and the 
pressure P from 1.76 to about 1.87 atmospheres. The IMRA measurements 
showed this rise approximately, as indicated cy their conformity to the 
incident theory line in figure 6. The pressure rose to 1.90 atmospheres, 
or (dP/P) = 3.8X10"4, also showing good agreement with the prediction. 

Other observers (ref. 2) have noted a rise in pressure behind re-
flected shocks. This pressure rise, converted into an isentrcpic temper-

ature change by the equation T=(P/P0)V"** T0, corresponds very well 
with the infrared pyrometer results of figure 6 where y is the ratio of 
specific heats and T0 is the reflected shock temperature calculated 
from incident shock velocity. 

A second example of detailed analysis is presented in figure 7. Here 
the temperature following the passage of the reflected shock tends to rise, 
because of isentropic compression, and tends to decrease because of dis-
sociation according to the equation 

COg -» CO + — Og, AH = 65.8 kilocalories 
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(The rate of oxygen atom recombination is sufficiently high so that the 
concentration of   O2    is much greater than that of   0   at this tempera- 
ture.)    The following were used to make theoretical temperature calcula- 
tions:    (l) 2.9X107 cubic centimeters mole"-1- second"1 0K'1    for the dis- 
sociation rate of carbon dioxide,  calculated for 5220° K from the expression 
given in reference 12,  and for the subsequent temperatures after the re- 
flected shock-wave passage,  (2) the isentropic  temperature corrections from 
the measured pressures, and (3)   ■'egligible back reaction of the carbon mon- 
oxide and oxygen to form carbon dioxide.    As with the simpler case of fig- 
ure 6, the agreement of theory and results is gratifying.    In this case, 
figure 7,  the attenuation comparisons behind the incident shock are 

dU/U = i;.6XlO"4, dP/P = 4.3X10"4,  and    dT/T = 3.4X10"4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Infrared pyrometry of a carbon dioxide-argon gas mixture yielded 
incident shock temperatures in agreement with those calculated from ■ehe 
incident shock speed by common shock theory,  from 1100° to 3300° K. 

2. A comparison of reflected shock temperatures measured 27,   78,  and 
179 millimeters after reflection with temperatures calculated from one- 
dimensional shock theory shows  the latter are generally good for short 
distances after reflection. 

3. Attenuation of the speed of an incident shock wave was accompanied 
by changes in the gas pressure and temperature in the period following 
the passage of the shock.    The relations between these changes were in 
general agreement with strong shock theory. 

4. The change in gas temperature with time after a reflected shock 
was adequately calculated from the dissociation rate of carbon dioxide 
and the pressure history of the gas mixture. 
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Figure 2.  - Schematic diagram of Infrared monochromatic radiation pyrometer. 
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NEW VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET AND INFRARED INSTRUMENTS 
FOR TIME-RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY« 

John C.   Camm and Raymond L.   Taylor 
Avco-Everett Research Laboratory 

Everett,   Massachusetts 

ABSTRACT 

An Ebert infrared spectrometer has been built which scans a wave- 
length region ol 0.6 fx at a constant scanning rate of . 02 ^ per ß-sec.    The 
scanning is accomplished by spinning a rotatable aluminum mirror,   placed 
2 inches before the exit slit,   by discharging a capacitor through a coil 
placed around the mirror.     The mirror attains constant angular velocity 
in  15 /Lt-sec.    Simultaneously with the spectral data,   a wavelength scale is 
obtained from photoelectrically generated signals which indicate the posi- 
tion of the rotating mirror during scanning.     The instrument is useful 
from 1. 5 to 5.5 microns using an indium antimomde detector.    A vacuum 
ultraviolet drum camera spectrograph using a concave diffraction grating 
has also been built.    The film is carried on the outside of a drum driven 
by an electric motor and can attain a maximum speed of .07 mm per micro- 
second.    The  12.7   mm wide film provides a wavelength range of 0 to 4400 A. 
The designs,   performance,   and use of these instruments for shock tube 
radiation measurements is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The shock tube has become a powerful tool for the study of the  radia- 
tion properties of high temperature gases.    In such measurements it is 
usually desireable,  if not necessary,  to obtain spectra of the shock heated 
gas in order to identify the radiating species.    For identification purposes 
spectra that are continuous in wavelength are superior to discontinuous 
spectra such as those produced with a multichannel spectrometer.    Further- 
more,   since test times in high performance shock tubes are often as short 

^This work has been supported jointly by Advanced Research Projects 
Agency monitored by the Army Missile Command and the Air Force Weapons 
Laboratory. 
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as 5 /usec,  the spectra must be time resolved in order to clearly separate 
the radiation from the gas under study from the radiation from the driver 
gas.     To provide time resolution spectrographs are equipped either with 
rotating drum cameras or synchronized high speed shutters.    Drum camera 
spectrographs are usually preferred because they provide spectra con- 
tinuous in time and need not be synchronized.    The advantages of shutters 
are that they permit multiple exposures for weak sources,   and comparison 
spectra may be placed alongside the shock tube spectrum for qualitative or 
quantitative purposes. 

At the Avco-Everett Research Laboratory spectral radiant intensity 
measurements in air and its component gases,  oxygen and nitrogen,  have 
been made from 0,3 to 7.0 ß using a variety of conventional single or multi- 
ple channel spectrometers for quantitative work.    For qualitative studies 
and identification purposes,   spectrographs equipped with drum cameras or 
high speed shutters have been used. ^"5) 

In the present paper,   two new instruments are described which 
extend the capability of obtaining time resolved spectra both into the vacuum 
ultraviolet region and into the infrared beyond the range of current photo- 
graphic emulsions.    These instruments are described,   and sample data 
obtained using these instruments to measure the radiation from shock 
heated gases are presented. 

VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET DRUM CAMERA SPECTROGRAPH 

As the interest in re-entry phenomenology has moved to constantly 
higher flight velocities to provide data for satellite,   lunar,   and planatary 
re-entries,  the interesting spectral region for air radiation studies has in 
turn shifted to shorter wavelengths.    An instrument to provide such measure- 
ments compatible with the appropriate shock tube facility is the drum 
camera spectrograph shown schematically in Fig.   1.     The spectrograph 
employs a concave grating ruled with 75 lines per mm and blazed at 1000 A. 
Mounted on a shock tube as shown in Fig.   1 using a lithium fluoride window, 
the instrument is useful down to about 1100 A,  being limited by the trans- 
missivity of Li F.    The effective speed is f/14,   and the plate factor is 
about 300 A/mm.    With an entrance slit of 10 micron width the spectral 
resolution of the instrument is about 3 A. 4 

The film is carried on the outer circumference of a drum by using i» 
adhesive transfer tape.    This technique has been used successfully at drum 
speeds up to 200 rps,   giving linear film speeds of 0.07 mm/ßsec.    With a 
nominal slit height of 0. 5 mm time  resolution of about 7 ßsec has been 
possible,   which is somewhat shorter than the test time expected in the I 
experiments for which the instrument was designed.     The drum and its * 
electric motor are both contained within the instrument housing which is 
purged with a non-absorbing gas such as nitrogen or helium. 
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As can be  seen in Fig.   1,   the distance from the focal plane to the 
grating was made less than the distance from the entrance slit to the grating. 
The angle of incidence and the angle of diffraction are thereby minimized, 
reducing the astigmatism.     Also seen in Fig.   1  is the shock tube  test section 
used for observation behind the reflected shock.     This "cookie cutter" 
technique has been described elsewhere. (6) 

Typical spectrograms obtained using this spectrograph to record 
the radiation from reflected shocks in a 6-inch diameter electrically driven 
shock tube are shown in Fig.   2.    The initial pressure was  1 torr and the 
incident shock speed 8 mm/^sec for all the spectrograms.    The first three 
spectra were obtained using a nitrogen purge and the last using a helium 
purge.     The first spectrum is of shock-heated oxygen at an equilibrium 
temperature of 18,000oK.    Several of the radiating species are identified 
including emission lines from nitrogen impurity.    In the last three spectra, 
which are of shock-heated nitrogen and air,   the nitrogen lines appear quite 
strongly.    The Lyman-Birge-Hopfield system appearing in absorption in the 
first three spectrograms is due to the absorption from the purging nitrogen 
in the spectrograph.     The last air spectrum was obtained using a helium 
purge;   therefore it does not show the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield absorption 
spectrum common to the other three.    In its place we find a continuum and 
more nitrogen emission lines.    On the left edge of the third spectrogram a 
time scale,  which is the same for all spectra,  is presented showing time 
after the first detectable radiation appears.    Since the clean test time for 
these  shock conditions is about 10 ßsec,   the desired spectrum is  recorded 
before the highly luminous driver gas arrives at the window. 

This drum camera spectrograph is currently being used to survey 
the radiation from shock heated air and its component gases in the wave- 
length region of 1100 - 3000 R at temperatures of about 12, 000 to 20, 000oK 
to identify and evaluate radiating sources. (7) 

SYNCHRONIZED HIGH SPEED INFRARED SCANNING SPECTROMETER 

Infrared spectra of high temperature gases may be obtained in 
continuous test facilities,   such as arcs,   by using simple scanning spectro- 
meters.    However,  with shock tube sources the short test time available 
makes it necessary to scan rapidly and to synchronize the scan with the 
arrival of the shock at the test section.    A high speed scanning spectro- 
meter that attains a constant scanning rate  15 ^sec after triggering has 
been built.    Used with modern,  fast-response infrared detectors and a 
rather coarse grating,   it is possible to scan appreciable portions of the 
infrared spectral region in times compatible with shock tuoe experiments. 

The synchronized high-speed scanning infrared spectrometer 
consists of an Ebert-type monochromator with a scanning mirror placed 
2 inches before the exit slit,   as is shown schematically in Fig.   3.     The 
aluminum scanning mirror is spun by the magnetic field created when a 
charged capacitor is discharged through a coil surrounding the mirror. 
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The mirror axis is pre-set at an angle of 45    with the coil axis before the 
capacitor is discharged.    Using a 5.8-cm- square,   plane grating ruled 
with 10 lines per mm and blazed at 3. 5 /u,   a constant scanning rate of . 02. ß 
per ^isec is reached 15 ßsec after triggering.    The exit slit is defined by the 
detector element which consists of a Philco indium antimonide detector 
0. 3 mm wide by 5. 0 mm high.    The combination of linear dispersion and 
detector width provide an optical resolution of about 0.07 /u.    To provide an 
optimum signal to noise ratio,   the response time of the detector and its 
associated electronics have been set at about 2. 5 /u-sec,  consistent with 
the optical resolution and scanning rate.    With the In Sb detector the spectral 
sensitivity of the instrument extends from about 1. 9 - 5. 5 ^. 

A wavelength calibration during each scan is provided by a wave- 
length calibration signal generator shown schematically in Fig.  4.    A line 
radiation source is focused onto a grid after being reflected twice from the 
back side of the scanning mirror,    AS the scanning mirror rotates the 
image of the line source moves across the grid producing a train of pulse ^ 
from a photomultiplier positioned behind the grid.     The signal from the 
wavelength calibration signal generator is recorded simultaneously with 
the spectrometer signal on a dual beam oscilloscope.    A typical wavelength 
calibration osciliogram is shown in Fig.   5 on the middle two traces.     The 
wavelength corresponding to the central peak of the wavelength calibration 
signal is the nominal wavelength set by positioning the grating,   and the 
wavelength interval between the small peaks is . 0224 /u.    With this informa- 
tion,   we may construct a wavelength scale such as that shown in the figure. 

Figure 5 also shows the data obtained in measuring the radiation 
from a reflected shock in air where the temperature was 7800 K.    The 
lower trace shows the signal from a monitor infrared-sensitive photo- 
multiplier which viewed the reflected shock 2 cm from the end of the shock 
tube.     The monitor trace was triggered 80 /L/sec before the incident shock 
struck the end of the tube so as to present a long radiation history.     The 
other three traces were triggered just as the monitor trace brightened and 
the spectrometer was triggered 3 jusec later.    The monitor trace shows 
that the reflected shock arrived at the test station 32 yusec after the shock 
struck the end plate.    Therefore,   we see that the abrupt rise in the scanning 
signal is due to the arrival of the shock and is not a spectral feature.    The 
remainder of the trace may be reduced to a spectral intensity curve by 
applying an absolute calibration curve and a correction factor to account 
for the vignetting caused by the rotation of the scanning mirror. 

The absolute spectral sensitivity curve,   shown in Fig.  6,   was 
determined using a 1000   K blackbody and a 1. 9 M and a. Z.8 ß cut-on filter 
to eliminate higher orders.     The linearity of the detector and electronics 
were  also checked by varying the source temperature.     The vignette correc- 
tion.   Fig.   7,   was determined in two ways.    First,   an absolute spectral 
sensitivity curve was determined with the mirror held fixed at its 45    posi- 
tion,   using the blackbody source.    This static calibration curve could then 
be compared with scans of the same source.     rhe ratio of the two signals at 
the same wavelength is just the vignetting correction.     The correction 
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factor can also be obtained from purely dynamic data by making scans of the 
same  source at slightly different nominal wavelengths.    The ratio of the 
signals at the 45    position of each scan,   the  central peak of the wavelength 
calibration signal,   to the  signal at the same wavelength on another scan 
where the central peak has been shifted to a new wavelength is again the 
vignetting correction.     As seen on Fig.   7,   both of these methods have yielded 
similar results.    The vignetting factor was also observed to be symmetric 
about the 45    position of the mirror. 

In actual experiments using this scanning spectrometer on a shock 
tube the test time is generally about 30 /usec.    It has been possible to syn- 
chronize the spectrometer with the shock wave so as to utilize that portion 
of the  scan with the minimum vignetting correction.    In actual practice the 
vignetting correction need not be more than 25-30%,  although the correction 
curve  shown in Fig.   7 has been determined out to larger scanning angles. 

Results of using this instrument to measure the spectral intensity of 
air shock heated to 7900  K behind reflected shocks is shown in Fig.   8.   Each 
segment of the broken line was determined from a single scan during a shock 
tube  run.    The data have not been normalized and therefore illustrate the 
scatter caused by the small variation of shock velocity from run to run. 
The circles are data obtained on a different shock tube with a Perkin Elmer 
single channel spectrometer where each data point is an individual run.   Note 
that the scanning spectrometer data remove much of the uncertainty of the 
spectral distribution of the radiation. 

The data shown in Fig.  8 were taken with rather course spectral 
resolution,   since the source of the radiation is primarily a continuum. 
However,  better spectral information can be obtained by improving the 
resolution of the instrument with a resulting loss of spectral coverage dur- 
ing any one scan. 

An example of the use of the scanning spectrometer to obtain spectra 
is clearly shown by the data in Fig, () .    This data was obtained using an 
Abney-type synchronized scanning spectrometer/°'A photomultiplier was 
used as the detector and the entrance slit was 150 microns giving a resolu- 
tion of 75 A.    The test gas is air shock heated to a temperature of 7600   K. 
Atomic nitrogen multiplets are easily identified on the trace  and furnish 
excellent reference points for determining the wavelengths of unidentified 
prominences. 

SUMMARY 
Spectrographic instruments of simple design have been used to 

extend the capability of obtaining time-resolved spectra in shock tubes to 
1100 A in,the vacuum ultraviolet and to 5. 5 microns in the infrared.     By 
suitable  selection of the elements of the instruments the spectral range, 
scanning speed,   and resolution can all be controlled,  consistent with the 
source  intensity,   available test time,   and information required.     These 
instruments are currently being used to extend our knowledge of the high 
temperature radiative properties of air and its component gases. 
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TEST SECTION 
6-INCH DIAMETER SHOCK TUBE 
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Fig.   1        Schematic Diagram of the Vacuum Ultraviolet Drum 
Camera Spectrograph Mounted in a Reflected Shock 
Test Section in a 6-inch Diameter Shock Tube 
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PRESSURE GAUGE FOR SHOCK REFLECTION STUDIES 

D. Baganoff 
California Institute of Technology- 

Pasadena,   California 

INTRODUCTION 

An accurate measurement of the pressure history on the end wall of a 
shock tube during and immediately- following the reflection of the incident 
shock wave is a useful source of information for the study- of the structure of 
shock waves and its relationship to gas properties.    This paper describes 
a new pressure gauge which was developed for the purpose of studying the 
pressure history on the end wall of a shock tube in sufficient detail to permit 
the observation of the reflection of the shock front itself* 

As is well-known at standard conditions the thickness of a shock wave 
is extremely thin.    However,  with a large diameter low density shock tube, 
such as the GALCIT 17-in, -diam shock tube at Caltech (ref,  1),   relatively 
thick shock waves ( * 6 mm) can be produced at an initial pressure of about 
50 pk Kg;   and this profile passes a fixed observer in several microseconds. 
Nevertheless,  even a pressure signal on a time scale of several micro- 
seconds is somewhat beyond the recording capability of available pressure 
gauges and known techniques.   As a result a development program was 
initiated to try to find a superior method for measuring a weak pressure 
signal on a microsecond time scale.    The degree to which the investigation 
proved successful is demonstrated in Figure 1 where the response of the 
present gauge (to a pressure step) is compared with the response of a 
conventional pressure bar (one of the better of the known methods for 
measuring fast pressure signals). 

The conventional pressure bar consists of an elastic rod and a sensing 
element, located at a suitable axial station,  which gives a voltage output 
proportional to the average axial strain on the rod cross section;   the 
pressure function to be recorded is applied to one end of the rod.    The 
response of a conventional pressure bar depends on the axial location of the 
sensing element,  the diameter of the rod,  and the sound speed and Poisson 
ratio for the rod material.    The pressure bar of Figure 1 consists of a 
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5 mm diameter brass rod with a 0,13 mm thick ceramic piezoelectric 
sensing element.    For a sensing element located at x/D = 0. 3,  the figure 
shows a risetime of about 1 \x sec;   and for a sensing element located on the 
front face of the rod,   the risetime is considerably shorter.    However,   in 
both cases the response exhibits considerable oscillation. 

In contrast to this the response of the present pressure gauge is very- 
flat which allows one to make measurements of absolute pressure levels 
with a high degree of accuracy.    The nearly ideal response of the present 
gauge was achieved by uaing a modified pressure bar.    A discussion of the 
modified pressure bar and its use as a pressure gauge is given below. 

This paper is divided into two parts; the first part discusses the 
concept and construction of the gauge,  and the second part presents several 
examples of experimental data obtained with the gauge,   to give some idea 
of the type of work for which the gauge has proven to be useful. 

PRESSURE GAUGE 

Modified Pressure Bar 

Consider a two-dimensional elastic region with coordinates x,   z 
(Fig.  2a).    If the face x =  0 were subjected to a pressure step then a plane 
wave front would propagate into the region with the dilatational speed   c.. 
The region behind the wave front would be in a state of uniform stress 
provided we restrain the boundaries z  = + b frcm expanding outward by 
the application of the lateral stress a    ,  "With the application of the lateral 
stress o    ,   the stress field would rei^&in one-dimensional for all time; 

Z ZL however,   it would be necessary for the lateral stress a      to spread with 
the dilatational speed c, and furthermore,  in the general case,  to possess 
the same profile as p(t).    Since it would be rather difficult to conceive of 
providing this boundary condition in practice,   let us consider the case of a 
stress-free boundary.    Figure 2b presents a schematic  representation of 
the state of the stress field for a very short time after the application of the 
negative of the lateral stress considered above.    The f^nalytic solution to 
this problem is very difficult;   however,   for present purposes,   the only 
information needed is that the wave front also propagates with the dilata- 
tional speed c,  (ref,  2), 

The superposition of the two stress fields yields the case of a stress- 
free lateral surface;   and this is depicted in Figure 2c for the case of a 
circular rod of diameter D.    The region near the axis of the rod is in a 
state of one-dimensional stress up to the time the initial disturbance arrives 
from the boundary.    Therefore,   if a small axial strain sensing element were 
placed on the axis within,   say,   the indicated cylinder of diameter   d   then 
the sensing element would lie in a region of one-dimensional wave propaga- 
tion until the arrival of the initial waves from the surface of '.he rod. 
During this dwell time T,   the output from the sensing element would be a 
close representation of the applied pressure signal p(t),   since the sensing 
element would be sampling the local axial strain of a one-dimensional 
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non-dispersive strain wave. 

This is in contrast to the conventional pressure bar where the sensing 
element is placed across the entire cross section of the rod and the waves 
from the rod surface also contribute to the output signal.   In the one- 
dimensional model for the conventional pressure bar,   these waves are 
responsible for the dispersive term that appears in the equation of motion 
representing the wave process in the rod. 

The optimum position of the sensing element for the modified pressure 
bar is near the front surface of the rod.    This position maximizes the dwell 
time for given rod and sensing element diameters.    This configuration is 
presented schematically in Figure 3a,     The response of the modified 
pressure bar (to a pressure step) is shown in Figure 3b.    The risetime   T 
is determined by the transit time of the strain wave through the sensing 
element,   i.e. 

T =    h / c1 , 

and the dwell time T is given by 

T =    (D-d)/2c1  . 

The onset of oscillation is due to the arrived of the initial wave front from 
the corner of the rod.    The modified pressure bar possesses a nearly ideal 
response for the time    T   and can be used during this time to obtain 
extremely detailed information on the initial portion of a pressure signal. 
The imporant characteristics of this configuration are that the risetime can 
be made very short,  fraction of a microsecond,  and that the response is 
very flat.    Of course,   Lhe gauge is only useful as a pulse device since the 
output becomes meaningless once the oscillation sets in.    However the 
value of the gauge as a device for accurately recording a pressure signal 
more than offsets the disadvantage of its limited duration. 

Sensing Element 

The required characteristics of a sensing element are that the 
element be elastically indistinguishable from the remainder of the rod and 
that the element produces a change in some electrical quantity proportional 
to the instantaneous average axial strain in the element.    There are a 
number of physical principles that could be used:   piezoelectric property, 
strain gauge elfect,   capacitance change,  the reluctance change.   However, 
for the application envisioned in the present work,  it was decided to use 
the effect of the capacitance change;   this selection permitted the sensing 
element to be composed of the same material as the rod and,  furthermore, 
made it possible to minimize the element thickness (a small value of   h   is 
desirable for a short risetime). 

Figure 3c presents a schematic drawing of the essential elements of 
the present version of the gauge.    Polycarbonate plastic (Lexan) was 
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selected for the rod material (good electrical and mechanical properties) 
and electrical conducting epoxy (Eccobond 57c) was used for the internal 
electrode and center conductor;   the external electrode consisted of a 
sprayed coating of electrical grade silver paint. 

During the operation of the gauge,  the capacitance change was deter- 
mined by first charging the sensing element capacitor to several kilovolts 
and then recording the voltage drop (across a series resistor) produced by 
the current induced in the circuit by the capacitance change of the sensing 
element.    The maximum voltage applied to the gauge in the present work 
was about 5 kv;   this gave a maximum gauge sensitivity of about 5 mv/psi. 
The gauge calibration exhibits a linear behavior over a change in pressure 
of two orders of magnitude (0. 2 to 20 psi);   consequently,  a single calibra- 
tion constant was sufficient to convert the gauge output to an equivalent 
pressure. 

Discussion 

Two different sizes of gauges have been constructed:   a 1 3/8 in. 
diameter gauge having a dwell time of 5 n sec,  and a 5 3/8 in. diameter 
gauge having a dwell time of 23 ijisec,    (Information on the small gauge has 
been reported in a previous paper and additional details can be found in 
reference (3). )   Figure 4 presents the response of these two gauges to a 
pressure step.    The lower trace for the small gauge shows the character- 
istic behavior of the modified pressure bar.    The trace undergoes a sudden 
step,  follows with a flat response, and then oscillates after the stress waves 
arrive from the surface of the rod.    The upper trace of the same oscillo- 
gram gives a detailed picture of the step.    The trace shows the dwell time 
to be about 5 M> sec and the risetime to be something like 0,1 u. sec,  with a 
slight rounding of the upper comer of the step.    The oscillogram for the 
large gauge (lower trace) shows a similar behavior but over a somewhat 
longer time scale.    The risetime for the large gauge is a little longer than 
for the small gauge,   however this is due to a thicker sensing element 
(three times greater).    The large gauge is a more recent construction and 
incorporates somewhat more sophisticated ideas in the design of the gauge 
circuit than were used in the small gauge circuit,   one of these being a 
sensing element consisting of three electrodes (thus the reason for the 
greater element thickness). 

Figure 5 is a photograph of the two gauges and indicates their relative 
size with respect to a 6 inch scale and to each other.    The photograph gives 
a vivid impression of what is required to achieve a dwell time in excess of 
20 ti sei.    At this point it should be emphasized that the requirement that 
the pressure signal to be recorded be uniform over the active surface of 
the gauge is essential to the operation of the gauge.   One glance at Figure 5 
shows that the gauge cannot be used on the side wall of a shock tube and 
must be restricted to an end wall application,  as was done in the present 
work.    Even on the end wall the active surface of the gauge does not 
experience a perfectly uniform pressure due to a slight curvature in the 
incident shock front (ref. 4),    However,  the curvature of the incident shock 
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front decreases with increasing initial pressure and it has been found that 
for initial pressures greater than about 2 mm Hg the full dwell time of the 
large diameter gauge can be utilized.    For low initial pressures (pj^SO^Hg) 
where the curvature is quite large,   experience has shown that a gauge with 
a dwell time of about 10 ^ sec (or less) seems appropriate for a large 
diameter shock tube such as the GALCIT 17-in, -diam shock tube. 

GAUGE APPLICATION 

The following discussion is a short summary of material reported in 
reference (5) and is presented here to give an idea of the type of wall- 
pressure data that can be obtained with the gauge.    Also,  in the interest of 
brevity,   only data collected with the small gauge will be discussed. 

Figure 6 presents several examples of wall-pressure profiles for a 
reflecting shock front.     The initial pressure is common (50n Hg) for the 
three oscillograms;   shock thickness varies inversely with initial pressure 
but is a weak function of incident Mach number,   etc.    The traces show that 
the profiles are about one microsecond in width.    From the initial pressure 
and the incident shock Mach numbe .,  one can show that the pressure jump 
across each profile is roughly one psl.    The requirement that a pressure 
signal,  on the order of a psi,  be resolved within several microseconds has 
always been an extremely severe performance criterion for a pressure 
gauge;   consequently,   only with the development of the present gauge has 
observation of shock fronts for reflection shock waves become possible. 

The wall-pressure is quite sensitive to changes in the ratio of specific 
heats Y»    This permits one to determine how rapidly a diatomic molecule 
relaxes rotationally by comparing the experimental wall-pressure jump 
across the shock with theoretical values for y  -  5/3 and y  =  7/5.    This 
comparison is presented in the figure for nitrogen and carbon dioxide.    The 
results show that both molecules are fully relaxed rotationally within the 
shock front. 

A detailed inspection of the traces shows that all of the profiles 
continue to rise behind the shock front, even for a monatomic gas like argon. 
This effect can be seen more vividly in Figure 7 where the initial pressure 
has been increased an order of magnitude to increase the relative amount of 
the trace that can be seen.    The rounding of the upper part of the "pressure 
step" is due to the thermal layer that develops between the cold end wall and 
the hot gas behind the reflected shock;   this thermal boundary layer depress- 
es the pressure behind the reflected shock momentarily by decreasing the 
strength of the reflected shock (the thermal layer induces a mass flux 
towards the cold wall).    The small triangle on each oacillogram locates the 
point in time where boundary layer theory predicts the pressure perturba- 
tion to be five per cent of the total pressure jump. 

Figure 8 presents several wall-pressure traces for reflected shocks in 
carbon dioxide and shows the behavior of the wall-pressure history for 
vibrational relaxation in the test gas.    The traces show a "sudden jump" 
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which corresponds to the frozen jump across the viscous shock front and 
then a relaxation to a higher pressure level which corresponds to the 
equilibrium (vibrational) jump across the shock.    Quantities of interest 
from each of these traces are the values of the frozen and equilibrium 
jumps,   the duration of the relaxation process,  and the initial slope.   Also 
of interest is the extreme sensitivity of the wall-pressure to a relaxation 
process in the driven gas. i 

I 
Figure 9 gives a comparison of the theoretical pressure jump across 

the reflected shock with the experimental values obtained from the oscillo- 
grams;   the most striking observation from the figure is the precision with 
which wall-pressure can be measured. 

The last figure.   Figure 10,  presents some measurements of the I 
vibrational relaxation time for carbon dioxide,  as inferred from the wall- * 
pressure traces.    (A simple theory can be devised to relate the relaxation 
time in the flow to the relaxation time exhibited by the wall-pressure i 
history,)   The important observation from the figure is that the pressure j 
gauge permits one to obtain relaxation times for carbon dioxide for tempera- 
tures higher than those obtainable with a conventional optical interferometer. 
Using appropriate scaling laws,  one can show that this is also true for other | 
gases besides carbon dioxide. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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gauge presents the opportunity to study the state of the gas in the reflected i 
region by combining the pressure data with data on density and temperature ) 
from other measurements. 

I 
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Figure 1.    Comparison between the response of the present gauge and 
a conventional pressure bar. 
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F igu re 5. Photograph of two models of the p r e s s u r e gauge. Small 
gaurje: 1 3 / 8 in. d i a m e t e r . La rge gauge: 5 3 /8 in. d i a m e t e r . 
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Figure 6, Wall-pressure profiles for a reflecting shock front, p = öO^Kj. 
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(a)   p, = l mm Hg 
Ms=5.64 

(b)   p,=0.5mmHg 
Ms=3.25 

gurp 7,    Effect of a coid end wall on the wall-pressure history for a 
reflected shock in argon.    Both oscillograms: upper,  In sec/div; 
lower,   5 ^sec/civ. 
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(a)   p^ 3.5 mm Hg 
Ms=4.66 

(b)   p^O.SmmHg 
Ms=6.42 

(c)   p^O.lmmHg 
Ms=7.80 

Figure 8,    Wall-presüure history showing the effect of vibrational relaxation 
in carbon dioxide.    Each oscillogram:   upper,  1 p, sec/div; lower, 
5 M- sec/div;   M    based on y = 7/5; horizontal mark,  frozen jump. 
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GLOW DISCHARGE SHOCK TUBE FOR STUDYING SURFACE CATALYSIS, 
GAS PHASE,  AND CHEMILUMINESCENT REACTIONS 

R.  A. Hartunian and W.  P. Thompson 
Aerospace Corporation 
El Segundo, California 

ABSTRACT 

The ordinary glow discharge tube has been used extensively to study both 
surface and gas phase recombination rates;  typically at room temperature. 
The combination of a glow discharge flow tube with a shock tube driver to 
provide a considerable extension of atom fluxes,  temperatures, and densities 
for the study of these kinetic processes is described.    In operation,  a slow 
flow is first established,  then the RF energy is applied at an upstream point 
to produce a step function of dissociated  (ionized) gas by a driver upstream 
of the RF region.    Typically, the strength is less than that which causes 
further dissociation.    Under these conditions,  the effect of the shock is to 
compress, heat, and accelerate to high speed the pre-dissociated gas.    Use of 
the step increase in atom flux to study the response of a catalytic probe, as 
well as more generalized application to the study of heterogeneous reactions, 
is described.    Also,  the application of this technique to establish the 
temperature dependence of both chemiluminescent and atom recombination rates 
is discussed.    For the former, results for the NO ♦ 0 ->• NO2 + hv reaction 
are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

In reference (1) we reported on our measurements of heat transfer to a 
differential catalytic heat gauge in shock tube dissociated flows.    The 
gauge is comprised of two rapid response thin film thermometers mounted 
adjacent to one another in the stagnation region of a sphere or cylinder; one 
coated with a material which catalyzes atom recombination and the other a 
noncatalyst.    The differential heat transfer between the two gauges is pro- 
portional to the atom concentration in the  flow.    Although most of the 
results followed generally expected trends, a new disturbing feature appeared 
in some of the measurements.    Specifically, at the lower initial pressures in 
the shock tube,  the differential heat transfer was found to vary with time 
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instead of achieving a constant value immediately.    At that time we could 
envisage this effect as being due to either of two possibilities;  first, slow 
dissociation relaxation in the shock layer of our probe or secondly, a slow 
surface reaction rate at these lower pressures.    We had pointed out at other 
times, and there has been some experimental evidence to the effect,  that this 
latter possibility could be ascribed to submechanisms in the phenomenon of 
surface catalyzed atom recombination.    For example, an atom must be adsorbed 
onto a surface, it must diffuse to an active site where it awaits another 
atom to recombine with and then the molecule desorbs.    If the time scale for 
all of these events to occur is of the same order as the delivery rate of 
atoms in an experiment,  it is conceivable that the observed time dependence 
of the differential catalytic heat transfer measurements could be reconciled. 
That is, it is conceivable that the catalytic efficiency of a surface-might 
depend on the atom flux. 

In our glow discharge experiments (ref.  2), which are used to determine 
the catalytic efficiency of surfaces of interest, atoms are delivered to the 
surface at a relatively slow rate (1017/sec), whereas in our shock tube 
experiments they are delivered on the order of 1020/sec.    Shock tunnel flows 
will deliver atoms to the surface at a rate of about 5 x 1019/sec.    Since one 
of the major intended applications for our catalytic probe is to measure atom 
concentrations in hypersonic shock tunnel  test sections (ref.  3),  in order to 
establish the nonequilibrium state of the gas flow, it was imperative that we 
identify the source of the time dependence of our shock tube measurements. 
It was clear that we needed an experiment in which a known step function of 
atoms be delivered to our catalytic surface at a rate of the order 1019/sec 
with a rise time of order 1/2 msec or less (since the shock tube test time 
was about 1.5 msec).    Further, it was essential that no gas phase kinetics be 
present so as to remove that possibility from causing a time dependent read- 
ing of our catalytic probe in these new experiments.    To solve this problem 
we conceived the idea of the Glow Discharge Shock Tube (GDST).    This facility 
was also quickly seen to extend considerably present experimental capabili- 
ties in studying both gas phase recombination rates and chomiluminescent 
reactions.    In both of these latter applications,  the GDST affords a simple 
way to measure the temperature dependence of both types of reactions under 
essentially isothermal conditions.    In the following sections, the COST will 
be described, the results of experiments related to catalysis of oxygen atoms 
by a silver oxide surface and the temperature dependence of the air afterglow 
reaction will be indicated, and a brief discussion of future applications of 
this technique will be given.    It should be pointed out that, unknown to the 
authors, concepts similar to the GDST had been developed independently by 
Wray (ref. 4) at Avco and Caruthers at the University of Illinois (as yet 
unpublished).    iVray used the technique to study the excitation mechanism of 
Njf+l)  radiation, while Caruthers is reported to have used it to study gas 
phase recombination. 

GLOW DISCHARGE SHOCK TUBE 

This facility is a combination of the ordinary glow discharge tube and 
shock tube*    In the ordinary glow discharge tube,  the gas is flowed steadily 
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(10-30 ft/sec)  down a lon^ glass tube and RF  (or microwave)  energy is applied 
at an upstream position, which partially dissociates the gas.    The rate at 
which the atoms  recombine in the gas phase as they convect down the tube may 
be studied or,  the atoms may be permitted to impinge upon a probe coated with 
a catalytic surface to establish the catalytic efficiency of the surface. 
We have developed,  and used extensively, a transient glow discharge technique 
(refs.  2 and 5)   in which we expose catalytic spheres and cylinders to a near 
step function of atoms convecting down the flow tube.    In this method, the 
steady flow of gas is first established and then the RF energy is suddenly 
applied at an upstream position to produce a step function of dissociated 
gas.    As this gas convects downstream,   the atoms at the front diffuse forward 
such that upon reaching the probe it takes about 100 milliseconds for the 
front to cross our probe.    The rapid response characteristics of our probe 
detector made it possible to study surface catalytic reactions on this short 
time scale.    However,  as indicated in the Introduction,  it was necessary for 
us to obtain a one-half millisecond rise time of the atom step function in 
order to  identify the difficulty in our shock tube experiments.    The GDST 
concept achieved this purpose.    The way this facility works  is shown in 
Figure 1:    First,  gas is flowed continuously along the ordinary glow discharge 
tube (4 in. diameter,  17 ft long double tough pyrex)  and, at a given time, 
RF energy is suddenly applied to the gas.    When the discharged gas  is con- 
vected to within a foot or so of the probe,  the diaphragm of the driver sec- 
tion is made to burst by a solenoid driven plunger, causing a shock to 
propagate into the predissociated gas.    The strength of the shock employed 
depends upon the phenomenon under study;  for our investigation of surface 
recombination, weak shocks (Ms ^ 2) were employed»    Under these conditions, 
the shock wave serves only to compress and accelerate to high speed the RF 
dissociated gas present in the tube.    That is, the density increase is not 
sufficient to cause atom recombination in the gas phase, nor is the tempera- 
ture high enough to cause thermal dissociation.    To determine the extent to 
which the atom front is sharpened, consider the trajectory of two particles 
on either end of the diffused front.    When run as" an ordinary glow discharge, 
these particles are about two feet apart,  i.e., 20 fps * 100 msec.    After 
they are shocked,  these two particles cross our probe in about one-half 
millisecond.    This can be seen in the x-t diagram, where the expression 
for the ratio of transit times in the shock tube and ordinary glow discharge 
tube is also presented.    Although the major reduction of this ratio is due 
to the increased convective velocity of the particles, the compressibility 
factor contributes as well.    The various time sequences of the RF pulsing and 
shock generation as well as their significance to the experiment will be 
discussed in the following section.    Specific results for the oxygen atom- 
silver surface system will also be given. 

In order to follow the oxygen atom concentration as a function of time in 
this experiment,  a trace of M0 was added continuously just downstream of the 
RF coil (Fig,  1),    The NO reacts with the oxygen atoms to produce the 
familiar light green emission of the air afterglow, NO ♦ 0 -»• NO2 ♦ hv.    The 
addition of NO, followed by monitoring of the luminous intensity with a 
photomultiplier,  is a well-known technique for establishing the oxygen atom 
concentration  (ref,  6)  in the ordinary glow discharge experiment.    The 
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intensity of the luminosity is proportional  to the product of the \'0 and 0 
concentrations.    The \0 concentration remains constant due to its rapid 
replenishment from the reaction MO + 0 -»■ N'O * Oj  (ref.  6).    Accordingly,  in 
the ordinary case,  any changes of the luminosity with time during the experi- 
ment is attributable to changes  in the oxygen atom concentration.    However, 
when the shock wave crosses the photomultiplier, the emitted intensity would 
be expected to increase as the square of the density (due to the compression 
of both the MO and 0)  times a factor due to the temperature dependence of the 
chemiluminescent reaction.    Thus, one would expect a constant output with 
tine from a phototube at any given axial position along the flow tube prior 
to the arrival  of the shock wave,  followed by a sudden change across the 
shock, and finally a new constant output  (assuming no gas phase recombination 
along the tube ahead of or behind the shock wave).    In our catalytic probe 
experiments, we used this technique to establish the atom concentration 
history.    As an immediate product we obtained the temperature dependence for 
the air afterglow reaction.    The results of our measurements with a photo- 
multiplier placed 10 ft from the diaphragm will be given in the following 
section. 

It should be pointed out that the driver section for these experiments 
was one inch in diameter and five feet  lon<*.    A conical transition section 
joins  the small  driver to the larger glow  tube.    This  area ratio allows weak 
shocks  to be generated with air as a driver gas.    The driven section in these 
first tests was only 10 ft in length.    The initial pressure in the flow tube 
was about 0.6 mm Mg, which, combined with the 4 inch driven tube diameter 
gave adequate test time.    Driver pressures of the order of one atmosphere 
were used to generate our weak shocks.    Shock speed was measured by thin film 
thermometers placed on the inside of glass spacers mounted between sections 
of the pyrex flow tube,    A considerable amount of attenuation was measured, 
and is most  likely due to boundary layer effects and the shortness of the 
driven section.    The attenuation was of no particular consequence to the 
objectives of the experiments described in this report.    The model, comprised 
of a silver oxide catalytic gauge mounted immediately adjacent to a silicon 
monoxide noncatalytic gauge on a small pyrex disc, was placed on the end of a 
three foot sting mounted on an endplate.    The exit to the pump is near the 
endplate,  so that no disturbances due to shock passage over this hole could 
be fed back upstream to the probe during the useful test time.     Finally,  the 
time delay between application of RF energy and diaphragm bursting was 
achieved by simple relays, whose delayed opening or closing was controlled 
by variable RC constants. 

RESULTS 

Typical records from the photomul tiplier as well as the catalytic and 
noncatalytic heat gauges for an ordinary glow discharge tube run are shown in 
Figures 2a and 2b,  respectively.    Notice the long time scale of the sweep; 
0.2 sec/cm.    The photomultiplier records,  at the two positions along the tube 
noted in the previous section,  are seen to rise to a peak in about 100 msec. 
This is due to  the diffusion of the atom front (which wc have used to inde- 
pendently measure the atom-molecule diffusion coefficient, ref.  2).    The 
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pcakinn of these records is due to a surjie of the RF power supply when it is 
suddenly turned on.    This factor is of no consequence to the present experi- 
ments,  except  to explain one point about phototube records presented below 
for the GDST runs,    ".'hen required,   in previous experiments, we have elimin- 
ated this  sur^inß by employing an external pulsing circuit  in such a way as 
to keep the power output tubes  in a continuously ready state.    The heat 
transfer records  show the characteristic parabolic trace  (implying constant 
heat transfer}  for the catalytic Rau^e and essentially no rise for the non- 
catalytic  silicon monoxide coated ^auge,  as expected.    The early phase of the 
rise of the catalytic saucJe record  is due to the diffused atom front, which, 
of course,  results in a time varying atom concentration.    This effect corre- 
lates directly with the phototube  indication of the diffuse front.    Now for 
the GDST runs, we shall present the results in two parts,  one dealing with 
the catalytic probe response and the other with the phototube measurements. 

Catalytic Probe Response to High Atom Flux 

We have conducted three types of tests usinp an initial pressure of 
600 microns oxygen and a shock Mach number of 2.    In the first, we estab- 
lished the gas flow and shocked it,  but did not turn the RF discharge on. 
The resultant heat transfer records  to the catalytic and noncatalytic gauges 
are shown in Figure 3a.    Since no atoms were formed, we expect identical 
records; which is what happened.    The slight difference between the two 
records is due to somewhat different gauge sensitivities.    The rise with time 
of the heat transfer during the useful test time is due to the attenuation of 
the shock.    As mentioned earlier,  this attenuation is of no direct conse- 
quence to our experiment.    In the second experiment, we turned the discharge 
on and permitted the front of atoms  to pass our probe position before firing 
the shock.     In this way, many of the available sites of the silver oxide 
catalytic surface could be occupied prior to being exposed to the rapid in- 
crease in flux of atoms behind the shock wave.    If the surface kinetics 
follows the change in atom concentration instantaneously,  on the time scale 
of this experiment,  the heat transfer to the catalytic surface should rise 
immediately to a higher value than indicated in Figure 3a (when no RF wa.; 
applied).    This is exactly what happened.    The catalytic gauge heat transfer 
jump across  the shock with RF is 50* higher than the no RF case (Fig, 3b), 
while the noncatalytic gauge gives a record identical to that of Figure 3a. 
The differential heat transfer implies an atom mass fraction of about S'o, 
which is very close to that which we determine by titration with MO2  (ref,  6), 

Finally,  the third experiment times events such that the shock wave 
arrived at the probe well in advance of the discharged step function gas.     In 
this way we would establish that the rapid response    of the surface kinetics 
was not due to the intentional  filling of active sites.    For this case,  imme- 
diately behind the shock, undissociated gas follows so that the initial heat 
transfer rises should correspond to those indicated in Figure 3a.   When the 
front of atoms is convected across the probe, the catalytic heat transfer 
should rise rapidly.    This is precisely what happened,  as indicated in 
Figure 3c.    Again,  the noncatalytic gauge in this run remained identical to 
that in the case with no RF discharge, 
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As a result of these experiments, we conclude that the surface reactions 
are rapid enough to follow the sudden changes in atom flux, so that the time 
dependence of differential catalytic heat transfer observed in our shock tube 
experiments  is not due to slow surface kinetics.    With this fact established, 
and due to the similarity of the atom flux to which the probe has been ex- 
posed in these GDST experiments and those to be found in the shock tunnel, we 
can state that the catalytic probe should behave well as an atom concentra- 
tion detector in hypersonic shock tunnels. 

Temperature Dependence of the Air Afterglow; NO + 0 -»• NO2 + hv 

The original intent of our procedure of adding a trace of NO and 
following the resultant glow intensity with the phototubes was to verify the 
sharpening of the diffused atom front from 100 msec to about 0.5 msec and to 
generally establish the absence of atom recombination due to shock compres- 
sion.    The records from the two time sequenced GDST runs described immediate- 
ly above are shown in Figures 4a and 4b.    In the case where the discharged 
gas has passed the phototube before the shock arrives   (Fi{%  4a) the record is 
interpreted as follows.    First, notice the zero output baseline at the 
extreme right of the record, which is due to the arrival of the high pressure 
air driver gas which extinguished the discharge (hence no glow).    Now direct- 
ing attention to the beginning of the trace at the left,  it is seen that some 
initial glow intensity has been recorded; about 1 cm in amplitude.    Then, 
when the shock arrives, the intensity jumps sharply,as expected, and contin- 
ues to rise with time until the contact surface arrives and causes a sharp 
temporary reduction to end the useful part of the test.    This contact surface 
arrival  time correlates perfectly with the catalytic gauge L dication of its 
arrival.    The ri^e with time during the test is due to the gradient of atom 
concentration along the flow tube initially and in some part to shock attenu- 
ation.    In the latter case, as time increases gas which has been processed 
by a stronger shock arrives so that the glow intensity, which is proportional 
to the square of the density ratio, rises accordingly.     It might be noted 
that the second rise is most probably due to the increased density of the 
mixture of driver and driven gas at the interface.    In fact,  the extent of 
the mixing of the gases at the interface can be followed by this method.    At 
still later time,  the glow decreases in intensity because the air pressure 
gets high enough that the discharge extinguishes.    All of this later time 
data (after passage of the contact surface) is of no interest to the present 
experiments. 

With respect to the magnitude of the jump in intensity across the shock, 
it is clear that the difference between the value expected due to the density 
ratio squared and the observed value is due to the temperature dependence of 
the light emitting reaction (assuming the new temperature behind the shock 
is not high enough to cause dissociation of diatomic or triatomic species). 
The results of six runs (agreeing within 10% of each other)  reduced in this 
manner gives the extension of Clyne and Thrush's (ref.   7)  points to higher 
temperature indicated in Figure 5,    Our data is seen to generally follow the 
extension of their curve«    The simplicity of the present method for 
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studying chemiluminescent reactions at high temperature is clearly seen. 

With respect to the verification of the sharpening of the diffused atom 
front,  this is evident from the glow intensity record of Figure 4h,     In this 
record, which corresponds to the heat transfer record of Figure 3c for the 
same run,   the time sequence of events was such that the shock wave reached 
the phototube before the atom front.    The intensity (hence, atom concentra- 
tion)   is seen to rise to its peak in about 0.75 msec,  at which time the 
contact surface also arrives.    The time at which the intensity starts to rise, 
as well as the rate of rise, correlates directly with the heat transfer 
record.    Further, this rapid rise is to be compared with the 100 msec rise 
seen in Figure 2a.    By these comparisons, we support the conclusion that the 
catalyti; reaction follows changes in atom concentration instantaneously on 
the time  scale of these experiments.    It might be noted that the larger peak 
signal in this run compared to the time sequence of Figure 4a is due to the 
power supply surge discussed in reference to Figure 2a.    That is,  in the case 
when the shock arrives first, the atom front is measured by the phototube 
with the attendant high amplitude in intensity, while in the other sequence 
the pre-shock glow intensity has tailed off to the low value seen at the 
extreme right of Figure 2a. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FIFTURF APPLICATIONS OF GDST 

The feasibility of using the glow discharge shock tube for studies of 
both heterogeneous and gas phase reactions has been established.    Specifical- 
ly,  for heterogeneous reactions,  the effects of high atom flux on the process 
of surface catalysis have been studied on a tine scale of a fraction of a 
millisecond.    The GDST thus furnishes the surface kineticist with a new short 
time scale to study the submechanisms of surface catalysis.    For the particu- 
lar system employed in our experiments, it has been verified that a silver 
oxide surface; that is, a pure silver surface which has been exposed to a 
dissociated oxygen flow,  responds on a time scale less than that of the 
experiments time resolution   (20 wsec)  to a rapid change of atom flux.    This 
information gives us confidence that our differential catalytic probe will 
perform well in measuring free stream atom concentrations in high enthalpy, 
hypersonic facilities. 

To obtain an independent measurement of the oxygen atom history during a 
run in the GDST, a trace of NO was added to the flow and the resultant glow 
intensity observed with phototubes.    The atom histories so determined corrob- 
orate the sharpening of the diffused atom front by the shocked flow, as well 
as the detailed histories of the catalytic heat transfer measurements. 
Further,  it has been demonstrated that the GDST provides a relatively simple 
method of establishing the temperature dependence of chemiluminescent reac- 
tions.    The present data for the NO ♦ 0 -»■ NO2 + hv reaction at a temperature 
of 530oK agrees with an extrapolation of Clyne and Thrush's lower tempera- 
ture measurements« 

As for future applications of the GDST,  these will follow threw paths. 
First,  additional measurements of the air afterglow reaction will be made 
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over a wiue range of temperatures.    Similar measurements will be made for the 
oxygen atom-carbon monoxide system.    In general,  any chemiluminescent reac- 
tions may be studied by this technique.    The second general application of 
the tube will be the study of the temperature dependence of gas phase recom- 
bination of atoms.    To accomplish this, one would establish the steady 
discharged flow under conditions that recombination along the tube is small, 
shock this dissociated gas,  and then follow the recombination of atoms behind 
the reflected shock wave.    To provide a plane surface for the end wall of the 
tube,  an automatically actuated gate valve coated with a noncatalytic materi- 
al would be placed upstream of the pump outlet.    This technique will  allow 
the important temperature range between ordinary glow discharge experiments 
(room temperature, mostly)  and the high temperatures of shock tube dissocia- 
tion experiments to be achieved.    The advantages of the COST approach are 
that recombination is measured directly, instead of measuring dissociation 
rates and inferring recombination rates as in most shock tube experiments, 
and that the recombination takes place nearly isothermally.    The latter fact 
is due to the typically small degree of dissociation in the discharged flowf 
so that the energy of recombination will not significantly alter the tempera- 
ture behind the reflected shock.    Other techniques by which the recombination 
rate may be determined directly (refs.  8 and 9)  do so with large temperature 
changes during the recombination, which makes  the temperature dependence 
determination considerably more complicated.    The method employed by Wray 
(ref.   10) to study oxygen atom recombination is an exception.    Further,   in 
the GDST situation the third body need not be a diluent as is often the case 
to simplify data analysis in shock tube and nozzle expansion experiments. 
Care must be exercised in the GDST experiments to  identify any excited states 
of the molecules or metastables that are characteristic of discharged flows 
and evaluate the effect they may have on the recombination process. 

Finally,  the third application relates to -studies of surface catalysis on 
a time scale of a fraction of a millisecond.    In these experiments an appro- 
priate pulsing circuit applied to the RF power supply would produce a single 
square pulse of any time duration which would cross the catalytic surface on 
the cited time scale.    In this way,  the surface kineticist is provided with 
a microscope,  so to speak, which allows studies of the mechanisms o^ cataly- 
sis on  this  time scale.     Immediate application of this  technique to  the 
studies  of the oxidation of pure silver when exposed to oxygen atoms   (ref. 
11)  and the effect of this oxidation on the subsequent catalytic efficiency » 
of the surface is seen.    This particular problem will receive attention  in 
our future experiments. 
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IONIZING SHOCK STUDIES 
IN AN ELECTROMAGNETICALLY DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE« 

B. Miller, L. Levine, R. A. Gross 
Columbia University 
New York, New York 

At Columbia University we have built a one-meter long coaxial electromag- 
netic shock tube.  It has a mean diameter of 7 centimeters and a one-centime- 
ter annulus. Construction was motivated by our desire to study the formation 
and the properties of ionizing shock waves propagating through hydrogen. The 
shock tube described in this paper represents the evolution, through four 
years, of our understanding of coaxial electromagnetic shock tube technology 
and of the "normal" ionizing shocks that can be produced by such a device. 
By an ionizing shock we mean a shock wave propagating into a gas whose elec- 
trical conductivity is essentially zero while the gas behind the shock has an 
appreciable conductivity.  "Normal" refers to the situation where the exter- 
nal magnetic field is impressed solely along the direction of propagation. 
Detailed theoretical studies of such ionizing shock waves, carried out by 
Robert Taussig at Columbia University/!'^) have shown that for a pre-shock 
pressure of approximately 200 microns, shock velocities in the range 2 to 7 
cm/^s represent the transition from unionized hydrogen to completely ionized 
hydrogen. 

In keeping with the spirit of the symposium the main body of this paper 
will be devoted to the technology of the electromagnetic shock tube. How- 
ever, at the end some of our most interesting experimental results will be 
presented and examined. Fig. 1 shows the shock tube, which for photographic 
purposes has been removed from the solenoidal coils used to establish the 
normal magnetic field. The figure shows the quartz windows for visual and 
microwaves studies, and various probes coupled both electrically and optical- 
ly to monitoring stations. Also evident are the magnetic field coils. The 
capacitor bank which provides the energy for the device is also clearly vis- 
ible. Fig. 2 is a schematic cross section of the shock tube, (not drawn to 
scale).  The most important features to note are the coaxial geometry; the 

» This research is supported by AFOSR U9(638)-1251*. 
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instrumentation ports along the annulus for magnetic and electric field 
probes, and for photomultipliers; and the knife-edge assembly consisting of: 

1) the knife-edge at which the electrical discharge is initiated, 

2) the glass backup plate positioned Just behind the knife-edge to insure 
a well-defined boundary condition for the launching of plane shocks, and 

3) a coaxial pre-ionizing ring around which a local, 30 Mc/s rf breakdown 
is established before firing to insure uniform radial breakdown of the gas at 
the knife-edge. We have found this pre-ionization important in the launching 
of flat shock waves. 

Also note that the knife-edge is about 10 inches away from the main shock 
tube end wall. This is done so that the knife-edge is located in a region of 
uniform longitudinal magnetic field. 

We will now discuss the shock tube, associated components, instrumentation, 
and some typical experimental results. 

The capacitor bank is a 50-kilovolt, 1*0,000 joule, shaped-pulse bank con- 
sisting of four parallel impedance meshes designed to deliver a maximum of 
300,000 amperes into the shock tube. A parallel plate transmission line con- 
nects the bank to an air gap switch shown in Fig. 3. The air gap switch is 
used to hold the bank voltage from the copper feed-through connected to the 
knife-edge. The figure shows: 

1. the parallel plate transmission line from the capacitor bank, 

2. the brass anode, 

3. the stainless steel cathode, and 

k.    the teaser electrode insulated from the cathode and used to fire the 
switch. 

Firing is accomplished by initiating a breakdown from teaser to cathode using 
a .125uf, 10 kv capacitor and a 10 kv, 5 ma power supply. In addition, the 
figure shows some of the equipment associated with the operation and use of 
the shock tube, e.g. the magnetic field coils and the shock tube current mon- 
itor. The current monitor consists of a carefully shielded rectangular loop 
that picks up the ££ produced by the changing drive current. The output of 

the probe drives 50-ohm terminated cable which, in turn, is connected to an 
operational amplifier used in an integrating mode. The output of the opera- 
tional integrator gives I(t) directly. The advantage of using the opera- 
tional integrator is twofold. The frequency response is significantly in- 
creased compared with the usual RC network and, further, one obtains an in- 
crease in sensitivity of at least a factor of 10 over the passive integrator. 
The next figure (M shows a detail of the main feed-through and the knife- 
edge assembly mentioned above. Here we see a close-up of: 
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1. the knife-edge and the inner conductor, 

2. the glass back-up plate that gives the well-defined boundary condition 
at the launching area, and 

3. the approximately 10 inches that the knife-edge is separated from the 
shock tube end wall. 

As mentioned above, the 10 inch separation insures that shocks are launched 
in a region of uniform longitudinal magnetic field. The magnetic field is a 
dc field established by using a 600 kw rectifier supplying up to 2200 amperes. 
All instrumentation ports as well as the knife-edge are within the uniform 
field region and there is virtually no radial field component throughout the 
working area. The magnet is capable of providing 500 gauss to lU,000 gauss. 
Therefore, for a given wave speed we can propagate sub-Alfvenic, trans-Alfven- 
ic, and super-Alfvenic shocks with no difficulty. The Alfven speed is an im- 
portant parameter since, in the normal shock case, it is the fastest of the 
three small disturbance speeds. 

Diagnostic systems used in ionizing shock studies consist of: 

1. photoraultipliers for wave speed measurements, 

2. magnetic field probes for mapping the self-induced magnetic field in 
the bo direction, and 

3. electric field probes for determining the magnitude of the electric 
field ahead of the shock. 

Photomultiplier assemblies are used to measure the propagation velocity of 
the luminous front associated with the shock. The setup consists of a l/l6th 
inch hole drilled through'the outer conductor wall and viewing the annulus at 
a particular position. A reflector assembly consisting of a main body and a 
front silvered mirror is positioned above the l/l6th inch hole. A fiber-op- 
tic light pipe is positioned in the reflector assembly and views the port. 
It is connected to a photomultiplier outside tue  shock tube. This assembly 
permits viewing any number of ports along the length of the tube without 
making any breaks in the magnet. 

Fig. 5 shows a magnetic field pickup probe used to monitor the switch-on 
field behind the ionizing shock. It consists of ten turns of Formvar wire 
wound into a rectangular form and coated with a layer of clear epoxy to give 
some structural integrity to the coil. The probe is situated in the annulus 
and monitors the magnetic field in the 6  direction. The output of the coll 
is carried via the twisted pair to a Cannon connector which mates to a pulse 
transformer. The output of the pulse transformer is viewed directly on the 
scope without any prior time integration of the signal. This is an impor- 
tant point and will be discussed later on. Note, also, the large size of the 
probe. It is roughly 12 millimeters long by 1-1/2 millimeters high. This 
was done purposely and is intimately related to the reason for eliminating 
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time-integration of the probe output. 

The radial electric field probe is designed to detect a difference of 
plasma potential between two points in the hot ^as by sampling some of the 
current in the shock and the plasma.  The probe is identical in construction 
to the magnetic field probe except for the bare wires obviously needed to 
draw current. 

In addition to the diagnostic systems Just spoken of, three other diagnos- 
tic systems, all in the first stages of development, are being brought to 
bear on the problem.  These consist of: 

1. a U-millimeter microwave interferometer for precursor studies, and 
doppler-shift velocity studies, 

2. a laser interferometer for interferometric studies in the main ioniz- 
ing shock region, and 

3. a spectrograph and image converter camera for time-resolved studies of 
electron temperatures and number densities. 

Fig. 6 shows the U-millimeter microwave interferometer set to monitor the 
precursor electron density.  Here we make use of the quartz windows in the 
shock tube wall mentioned earlier. 

Fig. 7 shows the laser interferometer.  The interferometer consists of a 
cw laser for number density measurements in the range ne > 10

1 /cc. The 
method of measurement is, in theory, quite simple.  The laser beam is direct- 
ed through the shock tube, reflects off a mirror and returns.  A standing 
wave pattern is set up along the beam path.  A photomultiplier behind the 
laser views the standing wave pattern.  As the shock wave interupts the beam 
the standing wave pattern shifts and the shift, related to n-, is monitor- 
ed directly on a scope. 

Fig. 8 shows the time-resolved spectroscopy unit.  It consists of a one- 
meter McPherson spectrograpn coupled to an STL iraage converter camera so that 
we can study the appearance, time history and the structure of plasma line 
and continuum radiation and of impurity lines.  Preliminary results indicate 
that even with crude optics the light intensity from the shock tube is suf- 
ficient for fast, time-resolved spectroscopy. 

This concludes the survey of the experimental apparatus and the equipment. 
We will now take a brief look at some of the experimental results. 

Fig. 9 is an x-t diagram for a shock propagating at an Alfven Mach num- 
ber of 1.2, i.e. in the middle of the trans-Alfvenic region where we expect 
to see switch-on shocks. The shock tube was run 10 times at these conditions 
and photomultiplier outputs monitored at the 25 cm, 35 cm, 50 cm, and 75 cm 
positions. Note the steady propagation and the very reproducible nature of 
the several runs.  The dashed line represents the acceleration phase of the 
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shock's propagation. In this region the shock is forming.  We will say more 
about this later. 

We new turn our attention to the magnetic field probes.  For the condi- 
tions specified in Fig. 9, theory^1' predicts a switch-on shock. Fig. 10 is 
a profile of the magnetic field at the ^5 centimeter point for the experi- 
mental conditions shown in Fig. 9. Before discussing it, however, it is 
necessary to make a few preliminary remarks relating to the B^ probe.  In 
all these experiments we are dealing with shocX phenomena and, hence, across 
the shock we have large gradients in all the measurable variables. One can- 
not assume that the magnetic field is constant across the probe. For this 
reason, time integration by electronic means of the EMF produced by the probe 
may be in serious error. We purposely made our pickup loops large so that B 
is definitely not constant across the probe width and we did not time-'inte- 
grate the EMF to yield B^. Rather, we used an exact analysis(3) to recover 
Bf from the directly observed EMF. The beauty of the analysis we use is 
that, in principle, its frequency band width is infinite and the only errors 
introduced are due to the mechanical and electrical characteristics of the 
probe system. Returning to Fig. 10, the heavy line is the EMF observed by 
the probe. From the exact analysis B^ is recovered and consists of the 
heavy line and the dashed line. To be noted are the shock region, the region 
of the homogeneous gas sample in which we have a uniform magnetic field, and 
the expansion fan. The shock thickness and the homogeneous gas sample are 
both of the order of a centimeter. The expansion fan is of the order of k 
centimeters. This is a real switch-on shock wave. 

In all these studies, the importance and the effect of the electric field 
ahead of the shock must not be minimized. It is responsible for switch-on 
waves being extended to all slow shocks, to the existence of a limit field 
beyond which no steady waves can be propagated, and for the fact that there 
are restricted regimes of steady propagation.(1)(2) 

The radial electric field at the 35 centimeter point picked up by the 
electric field probe at Ma - l.i* gives additional evidence that there is a 
region behind the shock wave and before the expansion fan in which there is 
little or no current flowing. This is further oonfirnation of the switch-on 
shock discussed above. 

Fig. 11 shows a study made of shock formation in em electromagnetic shock 
tube for varying shock strengths. This is done to bring attention to the 
fact that ionizing shock strength plays an important role in electromagnetic 
shock tube technology. As in ordinary gas dynamics, the stronger the shock 
(i.e. higher ratio of wave to signal speed) the faster it forms. This car- 
ries over to iorizing shocks as is evident from the figure. For the strong 
shock, Alfven Mach number M^ = 2.3, the shock is well formed at the 20- 
centimeter point. For the weak shocks, Ma = .5 and Ma >  .2, the shock 
is not formed at the 20- or 25-centimeter points, but steepens later on, as 
would be expected. 

In conclusion, the electromagnetically driven shock tube described here 
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has been found to be a reliable means of generating strong ionizing shock 
waves and hot dense plasmas. 
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PERF0R1.IANCE OF DOUBLE-DRIVER SHOCK TUBE 

Bo Lemcke ** 
Consultant, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Ilassachusetts 

INTRODUCTION 

Blast effects on moving vehicles are currently of great interest. Such 
problems can arise, for instance, at the interception of a re-entry vehicle 
by a blast wave from a nuclear explosion, of an airplane by a blast wave 
from an exploding shell, or the interception of an airplane by the shock 
wave from a passing supersonic vehicle. For true simulation in the labora-
tory of the considered problem a method must be found for producing both 
the ambient flow around the vehicle, or model, and the intercepting blast 
wave. In reference (1) a method was proposed for producing two consecutive 
shock waves by employing a double-driver shock tube. The ambient flow 
around the model would be established behind the first shock wave and then 
the blast effects could be studied at the arrival of the second shock. 

The advantage of a double-driver shock tube is that a well definded flow 
can be produced and investigated on a fixed model in a facility where the 
measurement technique is well developed. On the other hand it should be 
pointed out that the I.iach number of the flow around the model is limited to 
about 3 and that only head-on shock interactions can be achieved. Thus 
only supersonic (or subsonic) ambient flows can be simulated together with 
the stagnation region of a blunt body in hypersonic flow. The latter case 
arises from the fact that the shock layer at the nose of a hypersonic blunt 
body is virtually established already at a luach number of about 2.5, see 
for instance reference (2)„ 

A project under DASA support has been initiated at L;.I.T.**to study 

* Present address: The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden (FFA), 
Bromma 11, Sweden. FFA Contract No. AK—513s1• 

*• * Contract No. DA-49-146-XZ-297 
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.blast effects on a re-entering RV in a shock tube at Cornell Aero. Lab,, 
modified for double-driver operation.    While waiting for the presarations 
at CAL to be completed an in-house program was initiated at the Aeronauti- 
cal Research Institute of Sweden,   to study the basic flow problems in a 
double-driver shock tube when operated to produce two consecutive shock 
waves. This program is not yet completed but some significant results of 
the work done so far will be presented in this paper. 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The principle for the flow in a double-driver shock tube (DDST) when 
used for producing two consecutive shock waves is illustrated in Fig.  1. 
The driver and the intemediate driver are separated from each other by 
diaphragm 2 and the intermediate driver from the expansion chamber by 
diaphragm 1.    The run is initiated by bursting diaphragm 1.    A shock wave 
is propagated into the expansion chamber followed by the contact surface 
separating the intermediate driver gas from the driven gas. Simultaneously, 
an expansion wave propagates upstream into the intermediate driver and 
reflects from diaphragm 2,    The pressure drop on the downstream side of 
diaphragm 2,  caused by the reflection of the expansion wave,  eventually 
makes  this diaphragm burst and a second shock wave is generated and swept 
into the intermediate driver and expansion chamber.    The second shock 
overtakes the expansion wave and the contact surface and continues into 
the driven gas.    At the test  station,  the flow is initiated by the first 
shock wave,  after which the second shock wave follows and interacts with 
the established flow around the model. 

THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE AND SIMULATION CAPABILITIES 

To evaluate the performance of a DDST and study the importance of 
various parajneters,  a finite-difference solution of the conservation 
equations for a non-viscous,  perfect gas, with the appropriate boundary 
conditions was programmed for an IBM 7094 digital computer,  see reference 
(5),    The output from the computer runs consisted of the location of the 
second shock wave with time together with thermodynamic and flow proper- 
ties of the gas at a series of points along the tube.    Thus, the strength 
of the  second shock wave was also found at different locations, along the 
tube,  for example, by evaluating the ratio between the pressure on either 
side of the shock. 

There are three questions of obvious importance  that could influence 
the performance of a DDST.    First,  what is the opening time of diaphragm 
2,  see Fig,  1,  compared with typical  times in the wave histories?    Second, 
what is the influence on the interaction between the second shock wave and 
the contact surface from the fact that the contact surface is not a mathe- 
matical  surface but rather a highly turbulent mixing zone between the 
driver gas and the test gas?    Third,  what is the effect on the second shock 
wave of the interaction between the second shock and the boundary layer 
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formed on the shock tube walls behind the first shock wave? 

In the first question a typical time will be defined as the time for a 
sound wave to travel through the entire intermediate driver,  t^  m L/r/a/, 
where    L4    is the length of the intermediate driver,  and    a^   is the speed 
of sound in the intermediate driver.    Simple theoretical calculations show 
that the diaphragm opening time in all practical cases is less than, and in 
many cases much less than,   this typical time,    It was felt that no appre- 
ciable deviations from the theoretical wave histories would generally occur 
from the finite opening time of diaphragm 2, 

The interaction at the contact surface, or mixing region, depends on 
the ratio of acoustical  impedances across the contact surface and Dossibly 
on the variations in flow properties through the contact region. To evaluate 
the importance of the latter question a simple numerical example was worked 
out where the contact surface had been replaced by three interfaces separa- 
ting gases at four different conditions.    Asöuming   -oerfect gases with the 
same ratio of specific heats in all the layers,  the ratio of acoustical 
impedances will be equal to  the square root of the inverse ratio of the 
specific volumes.    The specific volumes were given numbers in the ratios 
2/11/6/15»  to simulate a mixing region, as compared to the ratio 2/15 for 
one interface,    A shock wave with a pressure ratio of 15 was then allowed 
to interact with these interfaces and the transmitted -hock strength calcu- 
lated.    With one interface the pressure ratio of the transmitted shock was 
5,61 while for three interfaces the ratio was 5»48,    Thus a 2,4 jS reduc- 
tion in shock strength was observed in a case where the irregularities 
through the contact region were made quite large.    Based on this result it 
was concluded that the density variations in the contact region would not 
produce any additional problems in the perfomance of a DD3T which was 
confirmed later on by experiments. 

Finally there was some concern about the influence of the interaction 
between the second shock and the wall boundary layer on the pressure 
history at the shock tube walls as well as the wave histories.    To study 
whether the second shock was essentially plane at the wall through the 
boundary layer or if it was curved, shock tube runs were prepared for 
measuring pressure at the wall and at the axis of the tube at the same 
axial station simultaneously and for making Schlieren measurements.    The 
results of these measurements together with some theoretical evaluations of 
the observed results will be given below in the section on EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS, 

When the DDST is used for simulation of the shock-on-shock interaction 
at the stagnation region of a hypersonic vehicle a similarity problem has 
to be solved.    In the DDST the conditions in the shock layer can be dupli- 
cated but not the strength of the bow shock wave.    Thus the following ques- 
tion should be answered:    What is the required pressure ratio, pc'/pQ1 of 
an impacting shock wave on a model in a flow at Mach-number   ?<I0

I  to produce 
the same strength of the shock wave transmitted into the shock layer of the 
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n)odel as would result if the flow was at the hypersonic Mach number   M 
and the pressure ratio of the impacting wave was    V^/VQ ?   This problem was 
looked into in reference (4) and the basic result was that for   MQ' 

<M0, 
then   p^/Po'<P5/Po* 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The experiments were run in an existing shock tube at The Research 
Institute of the National Swedish Defense,  modified for double-driver opera- 
tion employing air both as driver and test gas.    The shock tube consists of 
a series of interchangeable sections, Fig.2,  bolted together.    This results 
in a very flexible system that is well suited for the present test program 
where the relative length of the different parts has to be changed in 
accordance with the running conditions.    All  the  sections are mounted on 
wheeled frames that run on tracks which extend along the full length of the 
laboratory.    Diaphragm station 1  consists of a double-diaphragm system 
where the pressure between the diaphragms is initially set equal to 0.5 P/. 
The  run is initiated by releasing this pressure.    Thus it is possible to pre- 
set all the pressures to the desired values and to initiate the run at will, 

■t 
The inner diameter of the circular shock tube is 5o94 •    The test 

section, however, has a rectangular cross-section,  2,56" by 5.16",  having 
the same cross-sectional area as the circular tube,    A constant area transi- 
tion section followed by an 84    long rectangular tube connects the test sec- 
tion to the circular tube at both ends.    This length should be sufficient 
to damp out most non-uniformities that are created in the transition sec- 
tion.    Detailed study of the flow quality in the  test section has not been 
made as yet but is part of the later phase of the test program. 

The driving pressure is limited to 860 psi  and the best vacuum that has 
been obtained so far in the expansion chamber is 4 mm Hg.    The main source 
of leakage is the test section, which was built entirely of plexiglass.    A 
new test section is being constructed, however, which should decrease the 
leakage and also improve the optical quality of the windows which is pre- 
sently rather poor. 

The instrumentation used in the tests consisted of pressure transducers, 
thin film gages for wall  temperature measurements,  and a Schlieren system 
with a spark generator and a drum camera.    The spark generator could 
deliver a series of up to 64 sparks at least 0025 milliseconds apart with 
a duration of about 1 u sec each.    The size of the windows was    5.2    x 5*2 
and thus a shock wave with a velocity of not greater than 1700 ft/sec could 
be recorded with 100$^ probability of success (provided that the spark 
train was correctly triggered).    The window in the new test section will 
be  10    long and will  thus allow shock waves of twice the velocity to be 
recorded.    This will  considerably simplify the operation, 

A number of pressure transducers and wall temperature gages, but only 
three oscilloscope channels,  were available during the tests.    Generally 
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one pressure transducer was used for triggering and one wall temperature 
and two pressure histories were recorded.    Two different kinds of pressure 
transducers were used.    One was a high frequency response, Kistler 601F, 
quartz gage,  with a rise time of about 2\J-    sec and with a heavy ringing at 
the natural frequency when sub.iacted to a step pressure.    The other one was 
a high sensitivity,   barium-titanate gage with some overshoot and ringing 
from a step pressure.    The rise-time was measured to be about 8M. sec.    To 
the Kistler gage was made an electric filter to damp the natural frequency 
of the gage.    The filter had a rise-time of 4«5^ see.and an overshoot of 3%» 

A special adapter was made for one of the barium-titanate gages to 
measure the pressure history on the axis of the shock tube,    A pitot tube 
transmitted the pressure to  the transducer which was mounted in the shock 
tube wall,  see Fig,5«    Another gage was mounted at the same axial location 
as the entrance to the pitot tube for measuring the wall pressure.    Thus 
comparisons could be made in terms of pressure history at the axis and at 
the wall of the shock tube respectively.    Due  to the difficulties in damping 
the acoustical ringing in the pitot tube plus  the cavity adjacent to the 
transducer,  reliable records were never obtained of the pressure at the 
shock tube axis.    The arrival  time of the shock waves could still be 
accurately determined,  however. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Reflected Expansion Wave 

One of the most impc rtant factors in the self-timing of the DDST 
is  the pressure drop due tc the reflection of the expansion wave from 
diaphragm 2,    A few tests were performed to determine to what extent the 
observed pressure drop agreed with that theoretically predicted.    From 
equations and graphs in reference (5) it is seen that the reflected pressur? 
can be written as 

p t a 
— = fn    (~—)        for       P   > Pr 
p4 L4 r 

where    pr    is the terminal pressure after the  reflection.    The relative 
pressure drop is thus,  at the beginning,  only dependent on a dimensionless 
time and independent of the pressure ratio    P4/P1.    The terminal pressure, 
Pr ,   is a function of    P4/PI,  however.    The equation above is plotted in 
Fig.4 together with some experimental values.    The experiments were run with 
different values of    L^    and    p^/p^    During these tests diaphragm 2 was 
replaced by a flange containing a pressure transducer mounted flush at the 
end wal1. 

From the pressure traces several points were plotted on Fig,  4 and in 
some cases dashed curves were drawn between the points to show,  approximately 
the pressure history in more detail.    Diaphragm 1  consisted of one or two 
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diaphragms.   For the case of one diaphragm the pressure was increased until 
a natural burst occurred.    With two diaphragms the pressures were pre-set 
and the run initiated by evacuating between the diaphragms, 

Pig,4 shows several important facts.    If the diaphragm opened properly 
the pressure drop followed the theoretical curve for a considerable time. i 
For a poor diaphragm opening, that is to say, when the diaphragm did not I 
open to the full tube area, the pressure would level off at far too high a 
value.   When two diaphragms were used there was one initial drop followed 
by a pressure recovery, corresponding to the burst of the upstream one of 
the two diaphragms, and then the proper pressure drop followed the burst of 
the second one of the two diaphragms.    Thus the early pressure drop from the 
reflected expansion wave which is the most important part in these experi- 
ments is well predicted by perfect gas theory. 

Wave Diagrams 

During most of the runs only pressure histories have been measured 
at two different locations of the tube.    Both the thin film gages and the 
Schlieren system only bacame available towards the end of the test period. 
The pressure records serve several puipoees, however:    wave diagrams can 
be constructed, repeatability of the runs checked, boundary layer effects 
interpreted to some extent, non-uniformities in the flow established, etc. , 
After several hundred runs, made under sets of different conditions, it 
can be stated that repeatability has generally been very good.   Exceptions 
have occurred now and then, however, that is to say, some runs have pro- 
duced results quite different from the normal ones under the present 
conditions.    These anomalies have been attributed to un-even properties 
of diaphragm 2,    More about this will be said later on. 

Due to some diffuculties with diaphragm 2 it became apparent at an early 
stage of the tests that it would simplify the program considerably if only 
one type of diaphragm was used at station 2,    Thus all runs, where results 
were obtained, have been performed with 1 mm aluminum diaphragms at station 
2. 

In a number of experimental runs the main objective was to check the . 
theoretical wave histories and to measure the strength of the second shock, | 
Two pressure transducers were located at stations about 7.5 feet and 41 
feet respectively from diaphragm 1,   The length of the intewnediate driver 
was selected to fit the driving conditions in such a way that the second 
shock would generally have reached the test gas at the down-stream trans- 
ducer.    Results from these measurements are given in Figs, 5, 6 and 7, for 
pressure ratios     P4/P1    of 25, 100 and 1000 respectively.   The curves for « 
the shock waves and the contact surfaces were obtained from the computer f 
program, where   p^   - 2 p^ and p8 - 0,8 p^,    ps    being the pressure in the 
intermediate driver at diaphragm 2 at its rupture.    The experiments were 
all run with   P4 « 370 psi    and   pc    ranging from 440 to 720 psi.    For I 
P4/PI " 1000,    ptj   was always larger than 660 psi. 
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Only a few test runs were plotted, and, as was said earlier, repeat- 
ability was generally quite good and very little difference, if any,  could 
be seen in the result from several runs, made at the same conditions.    In 
Pig,7» however, irregularities can be observed in the arrival time of the 
second shock wave.    Again, the explanation can possibly be found in the 
quality of diaphragm <;, 

The locations of the two pressure transducers are indicated with arrows 
on the x-axis of Figs.  5-7 and labeled   Pi    and   Pg.    Along the history of 
the second shock wave theoretically obtained values of the pressure ratio 
across the second shock, o , are given.    In the legend the experimentally 
measured values are given together with the driving pressure pc. 

It can be noticed that the second shock is stronger if it is generated 
later.    This is because the pressure ratio as well as the speed of sound 
ratio across diaphragm 2 increases with time due to the pressure drop from 
the reflected expansion wave. In Figs. 5 and 6 the strength of the second 
shock, for the appropriate runs, is seen to come very close to the predicted 
value.    Again, in Fig,7,  the discrepancy between theory and experiment is 
larger.    It is believed that the discrepancy at this high pressure ratio is 
not due only to the problems with diaphragm 2. 

As was said earlier the interaction between the second shock wave and 
the contact surface depends on the ratio of the acoustical impedances 
across the contact surface,  (pa)2/(Pa)5.    This ratio ranges between about 
0.1  and 1,0 for most practical purposes.    In the presented tests values 
down to 0.35 of this ratio have been obtained at    P4/P1 - 1000.    Referring 
to Fig.7 and the corresponding pressure records there is no evidence of an 
unfavorable influence of the contact surface on the second shock wave as 
compared to theory. 

Diaphragm Burst 

The requirements on the diaphragms at the two diaphragm stations 
are significantly different.    At station 1, where a double-diaphragm syrtem 
is used, the bursting pressure difference of the diaphragm does not hove to 
be accurately known.    The load on each diaphragm is increased by a factor 
of two when the run is initiated, and it is enough to ensure that failure 
occurs in that pressure region.    At station 2, however, the situation is 
quite different.    Here the accuracy of the burst will dictate the history 
of the second shock wave and thus the success of the run.    In many cases 
it can be necessary that the burst of diaphragm 2 occurs with an accuracy 
of a few per cent. 

From static pressure tests of a sample of diaphragms (l ram,  soft 
aluminum), very non-repeatable bursting pressures were obtained. Tbs prsssuxes 
ranged within ±30^ around «an average value.    Interpretation of the wave 
diagrams, see for instance Figs. 5-7» indicate, however,  that in almost all 
of the runs diaphragm 2 burst at a pressure difference at least equal to 
the highest one observed during the sample tests.    This leads to the 
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suggestion that the strength of the diaphragms is different under static 
and dynamic loading conditions.    This is a well known property of all 
materials, but it seems as if in this case it is not a property of the 
material as such as much as of the product,  the diaphragm sheet. Otherwise 
there should be a fixed ratio between the dynamic and static bursting 
pressure difference, while here the dynamic strength seems more or less 
fixed while the static one varies considerably from case to -case.    It was 
suggested by Dr. Walter Herrmann, Sandia Corp. (private communication), that 
"there may not be enough time (like milliseconds) for plastic flow around 
weak points to develop to the point of instability".    This would explain why 
the material could have basically the same failure load under dynamic con- 
ditions and still show irregularities under static testing.    Since this 
problem is of very great importance it is to be studied in greater detail in 
the future to get a better understanding of the processes involved. 

Throughout the test program the problems with diaphragm 2 have,  to some 
extent, directed the course of the experiments.    One delivery of 100 very 
uniform and "well-behaving" diaphragms was received.    The runs shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6 were performed with diaphragms from this delivery.    When runs 
at a pressure ratio of   Pz/p-j ■ 1000 were being prepared the "well-behaving" 
diaphragms had all been used, however,  and diaphragms with the same high 
quality were not received again.    This explains why repeatability was 
rather poor in Fig.7 and why only a limited number of conditions was used 
^    P4/PI  ■ 1000.    Efforts will be made to obtain more diaphragms of the 
same high uniform quality as previously for extending the wave plots to 
higher pressure ratios, P4/P1. 

At the very end of the present test program 10 diaphragms were heat- 
treated after scoring was completed.    The results from the tests of these 
diaphragms look very promising and this method will be further investigated 
in the future. 

Shock-Wave Boundary-Layer Interaction 

It would be desirable to make all measurements of the wave histories 
at the shock tube wall.    This would be allowable if the second shock wave 
was plane across the tube, always moving with the same velocity at the wall 
as at the axis of the tube.    Since the second shock wave is swept down the 
tube by the established flow behind the first shock wave,  except at the 
shock tube walls where the gas adhers to the walls, it is not obvious that 
the second shock is plane.    It even seems likely that the shock is curved, 
traveling at a lower absolute velocity at the walls. 

To investigate this question the probe shown in Fig. 5 was used.    Many 
runs at different driving conditions were performed and the time difference 
between the first and the second shock waves was measured.    The result was 
that in all cases the time difference at the wail and at the axis of the 
tube was the same within the accuracy of  the measurement.    Since the first 
shock wave is known to be plane the same should also be true for the 
second one. 
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There is still a question   about the delay time for the pi tot pressure 
due to the time for a pressure disturbance to travel  through the pitot tube 
up to the transducer.    If it is assumed that the pressure disturbances from 
the two shocks in the pitot tube travel with the same shock Mach-numbers 
as the shocks in the shock tube,  and that the speed of sound of the air in 
the pitot tube after the passage of the first shock wave is equal to that 
of the air in the shock tube behind the first shock wave it is found that 

T1 " M '•  ~    '*;raveün5 "t^1116 in pitot tube for first shock wave 
'si      a1 

2 " Ma2  .  a2 
■    traveling time for second shock wave 

and thus 

Mg1   •  a1        ^       Mg2 a2 

where J, ■ length of pitot tube,    Ms ■ shock Mach number,    a » speed of sound, 
index (1)  refers to first shock,  or conditions ahead of the first shock, 
and index (2) similarly to the second shock.    It is further assumed that the 
second shock has reached the test gas.    Typical numbers for a test are   £ - 
70 nun,    ai  . 547 m/sec,    M^ ■ 2,3,    Ms2 = 1,3    and    vil^  - 1.4 j    then 
I&T| ~   25M. sec.    In no case was the time difference between the two shocks 
less than one millisecond.    Thus the fractional error in determining the 
time difference between the shocks at the pitot tube was always less than 
2,5 i* which is about equal to the accuracy of the measurement.    An assumed 
difference in arrival time at the wall and at the axis of 25P1 sec would, 
furthermore,  correspond to a distance lag of about one inch for the case 
above of the part of the second shock that is traveling at the shock tube 
wall.    Thus it seems safe from most points of view to treat the second 
shock as a perfectly plane shock wave within the running conditions that 
have been used in this test program. 

One immediate consequence of this is that all wave diagrams could be 
constructed based on measurements done at the shock tube walls.    This was 
done in Figs.  5-7«    Another consequence of this flow situation becomes 
evident when velocity profiles through the boundary layer are plotted with 
reference to the second shock. 

In Fig.,6 a) and b)    the velocity distribution in the neighbourhood of 
the wall is shown schematically for co-ordinate systems fixed in the s>ock 
tube aud on the second shock wave,   respectively.    For a shock fixed co- 
ordinate system the velocity entering the shock is seen to increase when 
the wall is approached.    Since the temperature and,  thusfthe speed of 
sound is decreasing towards the wall,  the shock Mach number increases 
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towards the wall even more rapidly than does the velocity.   From the 
Rankine-Hugoniot relations, it then follows that the pressure immediately 
behind the second shock must increase towards the wall.    Since the pressure 
tends to equalize over the cross-section this pressure rise will quickly 
disappear further behind the shock.    Thus, on a wall pressure measurement, 
a peak should appear at the arrival of the second shock wave. 

Examining the pressure records more closely, such peaks also show up 
quite clearly in many cases.    In Figs. 9 and 10, data-sheets are shown from 
runs at two different running conditions.   Wall temperature measurements, 
as well as pressure measurements, are shown and both display the same spike 
at the second shock, which is ,iust what could be expected.    In Fig, 10, at 
the higher pressure ratio   p^/pj» it looks as if the pressure spike is 
followed by several strong pressure oscillations before a steady level is 
reached.    This seems to be confirmed by the wall temperature record. 

That the spike behind the second shock is not a dynamic phenomena of 
the pressure transducer is more clearly shown in Figs. 11 and 12,    In Fig. 11 
is shown two runs performed at identical conditions except that the 
oscilloscope trace is delayed by 5»5 milliseconds in test no.  326.   The 
presence of the spike is quite obvious.    In Fig, 12 both of the shock waves 
are present and again the spike is clearly visible.    Fig. 12 also includes 
a determination of the strength of the second shock and its velocity. It is 
shown, furthermore, that the second shock has overtaken the contact surface. 

Fig.8 also showed a calculated pressure variation immediately behind 
the second shock along the shock surface.    The boundary layer was assumed 
turbulent and approximate distributions of velocity and temperature, as 
obtained from reference (6), were used.    The flow Mach-number ahead of the 
second shock was assumed to be 1.30 and the temperature 720oK.    The pressure 
ratio across the second shock wave at the axis of the shock tube was 1,80. 
An impressive peak pressure ratio of 17.2 was obtained at the wall.    In the 
Table below,  some peak pressure ratios are worked out for different initial 
shock Mach numbers and strength of the second shock, in all cases assuming 
cold shock tube walls and a plane second shock.    With these assumptions it 
follows that    (Ms:?)„a11 - (MS2 + M2) |2  . as2'wall 

Table 
of calculated peak pressure ratios at the wall 

Ma, P7/P2 (p7/p2)wall (p7)wall/P7 
2 2 10.3 5.15 

5 18,0 3.60 
10 30.0 3.00 

6 2 100 50 
5 150 30 

10 220 22 
10 2 235 118 

5 355 67 
10 570 57 
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This simple approach to the problem of computing the peak pressure 
ratio obviously fails when the second shock wave becomes very weak.    In 
the limit, when   P7/P2 ♦1.0,    (p7/p2)wall   would still huve to be > 1.0 
to fulfill the requirement of a plane disturbance.    For the case of   Ms^  ■ 
6»    P7/P2 - 1.0    the value of    (P7/P2)wall   would be 75.    This, of course, 
is rather speculative and attempts will be made to measure the peak pressiuBS 
more accurately in the later parts of this investigation to verify to what 
extent the above calculation of the peak is applicable.    Since, in the 
pressure measurements,  the size of the trandsducer was comparable with the 
boundary layer thickness the hight of the pressure peak can not be expected 
to show up.    The acutal peak value can thus be assumed to be considerably 
greater than what is seen in Figs,   11  and 12,  for instance. 

Finally several efforts have been made to take Schlieren pictures of 
the second shock wave. Since the Schlieren system did not become aMcailable 
until the end of this part of the prograjn and the experimental difficulties 
were quite large at this time due to the lack of reliable diaphragms, the 
success has not been very great so far. Only one picture has been obtained 
ftnd it is hardly worth printing. Since it still illustrates the amount of 
curvature of the shock it is shown in Fig. 13 anyhow.    As is seen the shock 

' is almost plane across the tube.    It should be pointed out,  though, that 
the boundary layer ahead of the second shock has grown to fill the whole 

, tube in this case.    Another feature that is clearly visible on the original 
picture is the strong density gradients, opposite to those through the 
shock wave,  that are present at the  top and the bottom,   immediately behind 
the shock.    These regions thus represent areas of strong pressure drop, 
looking away from the shock, which confiims the other measurements of the 
peak pressure.    Further attempts to take Schlieren pictures are under way. 

It is evident that the interaction between the second shock wave and 
the boundary layer on the shock tube wall is identical  to the interaction 
between a blast wave and the boundary layer on a vehicle.    Thus this inter- 
action could be studied in detail in the chock tube. 

CONCLUSIONS 

JThe double-driver shock tube has proved to be a useful experimental 
tool for producing a moving shock wave in a stationary flow field.    The 
performance in terms of wave histories and shock strengths has agreed 
reasonably well with theoretical predictions, at least under moderate 

I operating conditions.    For more extreme conditions no data has yet been 

I 
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I 

I 

obtained. 

During the experimental program,  the diaphragm separating the two 
drivers presented a problem.    Many times, a large variation between 
static and dynamic bursting pressure difference caused some unrepeat- 
ability,  and also difficulties in obtaining the desired starting condi- 
tions.    Careful selection of these diaphragms seems to eliminate this 
problem. 
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The second shock wave was found to have the important feature of being 
almost plane across the tube through the wall boundary layer.    This implies 
that a pressure peak should occur at the wall immediately behind the second 
shock.    Such a peak has also been noticed on pressure records as well as 
wall temperature records. 

At NOLf reference 7fa method based on the sudden rise of the stagnation 
pressure of a conventional hypersonic vdnd tunnelf to produce a blast wave 
in the test section, showed considerable promise for shock-on-shock studies. 
A double-driver shock tunnel would thus be a promising extension of both 
methods to make studies of blast effects at high Mach numbers as v/ell as 
high enthalpy levels. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past twenty years, the shock tube has developed into a versatile 
instrument applicable to many classes of problems. In most cases it has been 
used to heat, compress, and accelerate a gas sample, the properties of which 
are to be investigated. Relatively little use has been made of the shock 
tube to generate pressure waves or flows for other purposes. This paper will 
describe a class of shock tubes driven by high explosives which are intended 
to provide high pressure gas flows of relatively long duration which are 
suitable for loading structures placed in the flow. The object is not an 
investigation of the performance of the shock tube itself or the conditions 
of the gas in the shock tube; rather the shock tube is used as a blast simu- 
lation facility to test structural characteristics of objects. Preliminary 
discussions of the characteristics of explosive driven shock tubes have been 
presented before (refs. 1 and 2). 

One might well ask why the interest in such a facility. Two answers 
suggest themselves: First, it is well known that high pressure pulses are 
generated by large explosions. Military considerations demand that certain 
structures survive this blast loading. A related problem is the development 
of components capable of withstanding very large accelerations for durations 
of the order of milliseconds. These accelerations may have nothing to do 
with blast conditions. Existing facilities for the simulation of a given 
blast or for the testing of such components are often limited in the mass 
which can be accommodated, or in the pulse duration which can be supplied. 
Explosive-driven shock tubes have application in both of these areas. 

Condensed high explosive is used to drive the facility, and in every case 
the detonation products themselves are used as the primary aerodynamic work- 
ing fluid. It is, of course, recognized that several investigations in the 
past have shown that the expanded cold flow of a shock tube is not particu- 
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larly uniform.    These nonuniformltles are Important If one Is  interested in 
the aerodynamics of the flow itself.    However, they are relatively unimpor- 
tant if one is  interested in the hydrodynamic loads which the flows will 
induce on objects immersed in them. 

A common feature of the shock tubes to be discussed in this paper is that 
part or all of the facility is expendable.    No effort is made to build struc- 
tures strong enough to survive explosive pressures.    As a result, the facil- 
ity costs are quite modltst,  and little, if any,  capitalized investment must be 
made in their construction.    Shock tubes will be described which can be ori- 
ented at any angle from the vertical to the horizontal.    Dynamic pressures 
from a few hundred psl to tens of thousands of psi  can be generated.    Flow 
durations may range from a few hundred microseconds to tens of milliseconds. 
Accelerations experienced by objects placed in the flow depend upon the bal- 
listic coefficient of the object, but accelerations between a few hundred and 
tens^of thousands of  g can be produced on representative shapes.    Shock tubes 
have been built ranging in diameter  from two to six feet and in length from 
ten to fifty feet.    The explosive masses involved in a given experiment have 
varied from a few pounds to almost a thousand pounds. 

DESIGN PROCEDURES 

Predictions of shock tube performance are made numerically by one-dlmen- 
slonal, Lagranglan calculations of the flow of detonation products and 
shocked air.    The Layout of a representative calculation is shown in Figure 
1.    It will be noted that about two hundred individual zones are used in a 
calculation.    Usually the sizes of the zones used to describe one or more of 
the materials are geometrically scaled, i.e., each zone is made a given per- 
centage larger than its neighbor.    This geometric zoning minimizes the sys- 
tematic errors made   in numerical   calculations of this sort when the zone 
sizes measured in terms of mass or signal transit time change at an inter- 
face. 

A major problem in calculations of this sort is. an adequate description 
of the equation of state of the several materials involved.    In this case, 
the high explosive is the most difficult material to describe.    The explo- 
sives of interest in these calculations are bulk density TNT, p «   1.0 g/cc, 
and cast Composition B, p  = 1.715'   .Different equation-of-state forms were 
used for the two materials.    The low density TNT was described as suggested i 
by Jones and Miller (ref. 3)-    They calculated the Chapman-Jouguet isehtrope 
extending from normal detonation conditions down to very low pressures. Tneir . 
prediction is in excellent qualitative agreement with recent equation-of- I 
state measurements on high density, high performance explosives.    The area 
under this isentrope was integrated to give values of pressure, volume, and 
energy which were then related by a pseudo-ideal gas equation of state. 

12 
P =  (y -  l) E/V mbars,    for E in units of 10     ergs/g. 

I 
f 
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where       7    = 2.U39 - O.655 V, V < 1.5 cc/g, 

7   -1-20^,bV-\.^    v>1-5 • 

Additional constants needed to describe the explosive  include the explosive 
energy E    = 0.04682 X lO-^ ergs/g,  the  Chapman-Jouguet  compression ratio 
PQJ/PQ - 1.^21,  and the initial loading density p0 =  1.0 g/cc.    It should be 
stressed that the gamma which appears  in this equation of state is not a 
ratio of specific heats.     It  is only a parameter chosen to correctly describe 
the pressure,  volume, and energy relationship for this material.    It should 
also be mentioned that this equation of state describes only the principal 
isentrope of the material. 

A more elaborate equation of state which describes  the performance of 
Comp    B under more general conditions was prepared for another purpose; 

0 k 3 «.5 
P = 0.01355r] '    +3.646 (l -  0.110^) e   ^    + 0.4r7embars  , 

where rj = p/p    and e is the internal energy in units of 10      ergs/initial cc. 
The additional constants required are p    = I.865 g/cc and e     = 0.088o4 X 10 
ergs/initial cc.     It will be noted that the density I.865 used with this 
equation of state does not correspond to that of Comp B.    However, the equa- 
tion is properly calibrated to describe  Comp B on an equal mass basis.    The 
results presented later have been appropriately adjusted for this discrepancy 
in initial density. 

The air which is sometimes  included in a configuration was described as 
an ideal-gas, gamma-law material.    Values of gamma between 1.2 and 1.3 were 
used, depending upon the shock strength to be expected in the particular con- 
figuration.    This  simple form of the equation of state was used primarily to 
save computing time.    It is justified because the primary working fluid in 
each shock tube configuration is the detonation products.    The shocked air 
provides a relatively small part of the total impulse.     In addition, one of 
the calculations was repeated with a more elaborate equation of state which 
reproduced the  known, non-ideal character of air at high temperatures and 
pressures.     No significant differences were observed in the  results of the 
two calculations. 

In some of the configurations the high explosive was tamped by a layer of 
dirt.    This dirt was approximated by a simple equation of state based on 
shock wave measurements of the properties of Nevada alluvium (ref.  k), 

o 
P = G.OU/u + 0.1/u   mbars, 

where JU = (p/p0) - 1 andP0 = 1«8 g/cm    . 

The numerical code provided values of the static and dynamic pressures. 
Mach number,  density, and flow velocity for each of the zones at many se- 
lected times.    Profiles of these quantities could be constructed from this 
information as desired.    Such profiles will be presented during the dis- 
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cussion of several particular explosive-driven shock tubes.    The results 
presented here are only representative of many more  calculations which have 
been or could easily be run. 

SIMPLE SHOCK TUBES 

The most elementary explosive-driven shock tube  is  shown in Figure 2.     It 
consists of a layer of high explosive at the bottom of an air-filled pipe. 
Bulk density TNT pressing powder was used as the high explosive for this 
shock tube for several reasons.     First,  since the explosive density is low, 
its pressure is  low, and therefore the departure from the assumed one-dimen- 
sional flow condition is minimized.     In addition,  the expense and trouble of 
explosive  casting or pressing are avoided, and finally,  the use of a bulk ma- 
terial adds to the ease with which various different configurations  can be 
put together.     Obviously, one disadvantage of the use of the unconsolidated 
explosive powder is the requirement that the  shock tube be operated verti- 
cally. 

Calculated profiles of dynamic pressure,   static pressure,  and Mach number 
for this  simple  configuration are  shown in Figures  3 through 5-    For conve- 
nience,   the zero of the time  scale has been taken as  the  instant of passage 
of the  contact surface at a given station, and the  instant of shock passage 
is indicated below each profile.     The parameter which labels each curve is 
the ratio of shock tube  length to explosive thickness, where the explosive 
thickness  is assumed to be 1 cm.     Several points should be noted.    The dy- 
namic pressure in the detonation products  is  calculated to be several times 
the peak air shock pressure for small values of ? .     This difference,  of 
course,  arises because of the relatively more dense nature of the explosive 
products than the high temperature  shocked air.    It  is well known that the 
contact  surface  in a shock tube  is  not a mathematical discontinuity.    Turbu- 
lent mixing is almost always observed.    Such mixing in this  case should tend 
to smooth out the dynamic pressure profile and generate a more uniform pres- 
sure pulse.     The static pressure  is  high in the shocked air and in the explo- 
sive products near the contact  surface.     It is quite  low in the remainder of 
the flow.     Finally, the Mach number of the explosive products  is calculated 
to be about 3«    However, the mixing of cold explosive products and hot 
shocked air and the ensuing reaction between the two mentioned above would 
tend to reduce  the anticipated Mach number.     It is unlikely,  however,  that 
such mixing would make the flow  subsonic. 

Several experiments have been performed to measure to what extent the 
predictions of the one-dimensional calculation are verified.    These experi- 
ments were made in tubes 6 feet in diameter and from 10 to 50 feet long. The 
explosive  layer consisted of 10 g/cm2 of bulk density explosive.    This made 
a layer about 10 cm thick.    The explosive layer was  initiated at a triangular 
array of points at 8-inch intervals.    Both branched primacord and individual 
detonator ignitions systems were used with equal success.     In some instances, 
hard wire  instrumentation was used in objects exposed to the flew.    Signal 
cables  from these instruments were protected by a heavy,  hollow metal pipe as 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Shck velocity was measured by an array of  foil switches mounted along 
the outer edge of the tube.  The results of several measurements are summa- 
rized in Figure 6.  It is clear that the shock velocity is about 10^ belov 
that calculated. 

Arrays of these foil switchps have aiso been arranged perpendicular to 
the tube axis to measure wave planarity.  The switches were supplemented by 
high-speed cameras for the same purpose.  On one shot, l6 switches were dis- 
tributed uniformily across the mouth of a tube.  The shock wave was found to 
be within ±1 inch of plane and perpendicular to the axis- Actually, the indi- 
cated departure from the ideal came from a slight wave tilt.  In other experi- 
ments where less care was taken in explosive preparation, larger wave asym- 
metries and even local jetting were observed. 

One important measure of the shock tube flow is the total impulse impart- 
ed to an object. This impulse was measured in one experiment by an array of 
six 172-pound steel spheres located in a plane at the mouth of the tube. 
Each sphere carried a smoke flare so that its trajectory could be observed 
photographically.  Figure 7 is a photograph of these trajectories; the six 
spheres can be seen near the horizon. The minimum apogee was 390 feet; the 
maximum was h'(n  feet; the average was ky'}  feet.  The predicted height was 
565 feet.  The average observed value was 35^ below that predicted, indica- 
ting a measured impulse l6 ±5yj less than that calculated.  This indicates 
that two-dimensional effects are not a major consideration in such a high- 
explosive-driven shock tube.  This experiment also proved that the impulse is 
primarily axial and quite uniform across the tube.  It is interesting to note 
that two of the objects that flew highest came from near the outer tube wall. 

Flow dynamic pressures have been estimateu from surface pressure measure- 
ments made on cones and cylinders exposed to the flow and also from stagna- 
tion pressure measured by an array of detectors located in a massive steel 
beam placed across a tube diameter. The bean was 2 inches thick and 2k inches 
deep.  About 2-1/2  tons of lead bricks were piled on each end of the beam to 
hold it down. Figure 6 shows a dynamic pressure profile calculated from one 
of the stagnation pressure measurements made in the beam at a distance of 35 
feet from the explosive layer. Unfortunately, the stagnation pressure was 
recorded on magnetic tape, with relatively poor frequency response. Neverthe- 
less, it is clear that the qualitative features of the predicted flow are ob- 
served.  The dynamic pressure associated with the detonation products is 
higher than that from the air shock. However, this record, and many others, 
also indicate that the expected mixing phenomenon did decrease the magnitude 
of the dynamic pressure associated with the detonation products. 

An axial variation in the dynamic pressure associated with the contact 
surface was observed in the beam experiments.  In particular, no second peak 
was observed from stagnation gages located within a few inches of the tube 
wall.  This means that gages mounted as shown in Figure 2 will record only 
the air shock dynami^ pressure peak. However, the total impulse experiments 
should be recalled.  Objects located at least a foot from the wall of a tube 
6 feet in diameter received as much impulse as spheres located near the center. 
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Reliable static pressure measurements have been difficult to obtain under 
the rather trying field conditions associated with these experiments.    How- 
ever,  the measurements which have been made  indicate a pressure somewhat 
higher than that predicted in the detonation products.     Since flow Mach num- 
ber can be determined from the  ratio of static to stagnation pressure,   it has 
been possible to show that the Mach number in the stream is supersonic but 
significantly below that predicted in the detonation products. 

A shock tube test similar to the one described is relatively inexpensive 
and easy to perform. A rough cost breakdown of the mechanical aspects of an 
experiment includes the following items: 

Site preparation  (hole,   liner,  labor) $2000 
Explosive assembly (container, TNT,  detonators, 

cable,   labor) 1500 
Engineering and technician labor 1200 
Miscellaneous parts and services 500 

Total cost $5200 

In every case the metal tube  liner was ruptured near the explosive and 
expanded somewhat.    Usually only the upper part of the tube was salvaged for 
use in another experiment. 

MODIFICATIONS OF THE SIMPLE SHOCK TUBE 

The dynamic pressure profile shown in Figures  3 and 8 does not provide a 
good simulation of a blast wave.    A profile with a relatively smaller second 
spike would be more satisfying.     Two relatively simple modifications to the 
shock tube  configuration can improve the pressure profile.    The easiest of 
these  is  simply to space the explosive layer some distance from the bottom of 
the tube.     This  leads to a strong rarefaction wave  from below which atten- 
uates the explosive product pulse relatively more than it does the air shock. 
An example of the predicted dynamic pressure for a configuration with an in- 
finite  space below the explosive  layer is shown in Figure  9«    A comparison of 
this  figure with profiles of Figure 3 shows that the amplitude of the second 
spike has been reduced roughly by a factor of 2.    Dynamic pressure measure- 
ments made with the beeim-carrying stagnation pressure gagef , as described 
above,  have verified that indeed the dynamic pressure is  reduced as  expected. 

Instead of attempting to attenuate the dynamic pressure of the detonation 
products,  one  could improve the profile by increasing the dynamic pressure of 
the gas  shock.    This can most easily be done by substituting a heavy organic 
vapor for air above the high explosive.    Calcu] „tions have predicted that 
Freon gas  substituted for air should give a more nearly idealized,  single- 
peaked,  blast-wave pressure profile.     No experimental verification of this 
shock tube version has been obtained so far. 

I 
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VACUUM  CONFIGURATION 

A particularly interesting variation of the  standard shock tube produces 
a simple triangular dynamic pressure profile by removing the air from the 
vicinity of the explosive and relying on the detonation products as  the sole 
working fluid.    In this  configuration one  is using a  rarefaction flow for 
aerodynamic purposes.     Calculations of the flow expected were made under 
several sets of assumptions.     Both solid Corap B and  low density TNT were used 
as explosives, and both tamped and untamped charges were assumed,   i.e.,  in 
some of the  calculations a thick-layer of dirt was placed behind the explo- 
sive  to provide hydrodynamic  confinement.     The  results were qualitatively 
similar in all cases.     The  solid explosive has  the obvious advantage of per- 
mitting the shock tube to be built at any inclination, and it also makes  leak 
checking relatively straightforward.    Eynamic pressure and Mach number pro- 
files  for an untamped,   solid Corap B explosive  charge are shown in Figures   10 
and 11.    Note that the time scale for the several profiles in now related to 
the  instant of initiation.     The  dynamic pressure profile in now an almost 
ideal  shape.    The only shortcoming is the relatively slow initial rate of 
rise of pressure,  which is  obtained because the  flow  is not initiated by a 
shock wave.    However,  the  calculated rate  is  still comparable to or less than 
the engulfment time of many objects of interest.    A point of greater interest 
is the engulftnent  rate  itself.     It is well known that the velocity of escape 
of detonation products  is  comparable to or greater than the detonation ve- 
locity.     In this case,   the engulfment velocity was  calculated to be 31^000 
ft/sec,  a value in excess of orbital speeds. 

Peak dynamic pressure and pressure pulse half-width, as a function of 
tube  length for an untamped Corap B explosive,  are shown in Figure 12.     If 
hydrodynamic tamping is provided by a thick layer of dirt behind the explo- 
sive,   the peak pressure  is unchanged, but the  flow duration is  increased by 
a factor of about 2.    This  follows from simple,   conservation of momentum con- 
siderations.    These curves   should be useful  in  choosing dimensions to meet 
particular requirements. 

The performance of this  shock tube was verified by an experiment designed 
to produce a flow dynamic pressure of 6000 psi  for a half-time duration of 1 
msec.     Figure 12 indicates and the actual calculations  show that these  con- 
ditions  can be produced by a tamped Comp B layer h era thick at the end of a 
tube about  15 feet long.    The configuration tested is  sketched in Figure  13- 
The explosive pad was  fastened to the end plate of the tube and it was  ini- 
tiated simultaneously at 5^0 places.    The explosive products expanded  into a 
vacuum chamber 30 inches  in inside diameter and 17 feet long.    The downstream 
end of the tube was covered with a 25-mil aluminum diaphragm which was ade- 
quate to support atmospheric pressure and light enough to be blown away rap- 
idly.    At the time of the experiment, the pressure  in the tube was  500 mi- 
crons.     Several feet of dirt were piled over the explosive end of the tube  to 
provide  inertial tamping to the detonation products . 

Flow characteristics were observed in several ways.    One static and two 
stagnation pressure gages were mounted in each of two heavy,   lead-filled 
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pipes bolted to the tube wall as  shown.    Kistler 605 and 601 transducers were 
used.     Expansion front velocity was to be measured by several kinds of detec- 
tors  set  in the tube wall at various stations along the  length of the tube. 
Finally,   flash x-ray pictures of the motion of four spherical objects were 
taken to permit unambiguous determination of the dynamic pressure of the 
stream. 

The experiment was successful. Flow-front velocity information was ob- 
tained from flush-mounted contact switches. The observed front velocity of 
9-5 rara/usec is higher than the detonation velocity as expected, And is very 
close to the predicted value of 9-2 mm/jusec. 

Two  stagnation pressure gages  located side by side in the pipe 6 inches 
from the tube wall gave nearly identical results.    The mounting for the other 
two gages  failed after several hundred jusec.     The peak pressure recorded by 
all four gages was  11,800 ± 300 psi- 

The ratio of stagnation pressure to dynamic pressure is 

Pst {^A 7-1 

'   IT 
+ 1 7+1/ 

i_ 
7-1 

The  greatly expanded detonation products were assumed to have 7 = 1.4   .    For 
such a 7 and at expected Mach numbers this pressure  ratio is very close to 2. 
Therefore,   the stagnation pressure measurements were divided by 2 to deter- 
mine the dynamic: pressure.     A comparison of the measured and the  calculated 
dynamic  pressure  is  shown  in Figure  "lA.    The agreement   is good,  especially so 
when one  realizes that the empirical equation of state used for this  decid- 
edly non-ideal gas had to describe  conditions  over a pressure ratio of 10,000 
and a density ratio of more  than  1000.    The  rise time of the experimental 
pulse  is a bit slower than that  calculated,  and the pulse width at high pres- 
sure  is a  little  larger than expected.    Nevertheless,  the amplitude,  dur- 
ation,  and the integral under the   curves agree nicely. 

The  static pressure transducers did not  give good records.    Both gages 
failed during the run,  but they both indicated a static  pressure at early 
times of about 500 psi.     Therefore,  the ratio of stagnation to static pres- 
sure was 2h.    Such a ratio corresponds to a flow Mach number of 4.2 for a 
specific heat  ratio of 1.4   .     Theoretically,  the initial flow Mach number is 
infinite,  but the calculations  summarized in Figure  11  show that the values 
should decrease to about  10 with a time constant  roughly one-half of that 
which governs  the de^ay of the dynamic pressure pulse.     The observed value is 
lower than predicted,   but   it   is  still comfortably supersonic. 
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Integral and relatively uncontroversial  indications of dynamic  pressure 
were obtained  from the  flight of four solid brass and aluminum spheres rang- 
ing in diameter from 1-1/2 to h inches.     Spheres were chosen because of their 
obvious symmetry and because the drag coefficient has been found to be inde- 
pendent of Mach number and equal to  x.O by several investigators.     The bal- 
listic coefficient of these spheres varied between 0.82 and 0.12  Ib/in^.  The 
exposures were made by an electron Linac  working    as a flash x ray machine. 
The machine gave  five pulses of high-eneigy x  rays separated by 500 /usec. One 
of these x-ray pictures  is  shown  in Figure  15 . 

The displacements  of the spheres were measured.    The results were  then 
multiplied by the appropriate ballistic  coefficients to facilitate  comparison 
of the trajectories with predictions  from the  doubly integrated dynamic pres- 
sure profiles,  both calculated and measured.     This  comparison is shown in 
Figure  16.    The excellent agreement between the  several sets of data  is im- 
pressive.     (It should be mentioned that the  calculated curve has been dis- 
placed 60jusec to  the  right to compensate  for the difference  in effective 
zero time indicated  in Figure  1^.) 

The agreement between the trajectories of the several objects and that 
calculated from the measured pressure profile demonstrates  that the  flow is 
uniform across  the area of the tube within experimental error. 

SUMMARY 

This investigation has shown  that high explosive-driven shock tubes can 
make useful blast simulation or  acceleration-producing devices.     The use of 
detonation products as  the only or, at  least,  major hydrodynamic working 
fluid keeps the dimensions  of the  facility relatively small and the  cost 
modest.    The performance of such shock tubes has been shown to be quite close 
to  that predicted by one-dimensional hydrodynamic  calculations.     The  shock 
front  in an air-filled tube  can be made plane and perpendicular to the tube 
axis by careful explosive preparation.    The impulse has been found to be uni- 
form across most of the tube diameter,   and close to the calculated value. 
The  dynamic pressure  in the air-filled case shows a two-peaked profile as 
calculated,  but the magnitude of the second peak has been reduced by turbu- 
lent mixing at the  contact surface.    Similarly,  the dynamic pressure profile 
in the vacuum modification is very close to the predicted triangular shape. 

An explosive-driven shock tube similar to those described here can be 
designed to use any explosive, and the  inclination of the tube axis  can be 
varied at will.    A facility can be easily tailored to meet specific require- 
ments of diameter and,  within limits,  peak dynamic pressure and flow dura- 
tion.     It can be constructed quickly and relatively cheaply without the ne- 
cessity for any investment in a capitalized installation. 

One should not  conclude that these shock tubes make obsolete all other 
simulation facilities  —  they don't.     In particular, the calculated dynarnic 
pressure profiles  show than a very large ratio of tube length to explosive 
thickness must be used  if low pressure flows are desired.     It is also clear 
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that absolute dimensions must be large to obtain flow durations of many 
milliseconds.    The only apparent way to make the first of these problems less 
burdensome for short test times is to segment an otherwise very thin explo- 
sive  layer into a number of compact masses which can be simultaneously deto- 
nated.    We have not tested this approach.     The second problem may not be as 
restrictive as  it might appear at first glance because only the end of the 
shock tube near the explosive need be destroyed.     If a horizontal configura- 
tion is used,  provision  can be made to replace the damaged tube section and 
reuse the major length of the shock tube for a series of experiments . 

Explosive-driven shock tubes as described here are one of very few  facil- 
ities  capable of testing hardened structures,  and they have proved to be 
powerful tools  in the development of such structures.    Hardwire  instrumen- 
tation can be used to measure dynamic strains,  accelerations,  and pressures. 
Finally,  exposed objects  can be recovered for post-test inspection. 
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Fig.   12.    Peak dynamic pressure and pressure pulse half duration vs  ratio of tube length to 
explosive thickness  for an untamped charge (1 cm Comp B, p = 1.715 g/cc). 
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HIGH-PRESSURE SHOCK V,TAVE EXPERIMENTS IN ARGON AND XENON 

R. Norris Keeler, Berni J. Alder and Mathias van Thiel 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California 

Livermore, California 

INTRODUCTION 

A significant but little-known area of shock tube physics is the investi- 
gation of the properties of dense fluids by means of shock waves generated in 
expendable cryogenic shock tubes. The same physical ideas are used in shock 
wave studies of gases and condensed phasee; a high pressure and high compres- 
sion are produced in a material under investigation for a short period of 
time.  The desired measurements are then carried out during chis time inter- 
val. Although details of construction of these two types of experiment are 
different, the basic physics is the same in both cases. 

In the conventional gas-driven shock tube, the driven gas and driver gas 
are completely contained at all times, and shock conditions can be sustained 
for times on the order of milliseconds.  On the other hand, the expendable 
shock tube cannot contain the pressures produced by high-explosive-driven 
shock waves and the sample and container are destroyed as soon as the shock 
wave passes. In this system shock wave conditions persist for times on the 
order of microseconds. 

Another feature of shock tube work with gases as compared to work with 
dense fluids is that almost all the energy expended in compressing the gas 
goes into raising its temperature; on the other hand, in dense fluids most of 
the shock energy goes into compression.  It should be noted that in our ex- 
oeriments. the initial density of the argon and xenon is of an order of mag- 
nitude 10' times grei ter than the initial density of the argon gas in some 
of the experiments reported in these proceedings. 

The working areas in the pressure-volume plane normally covered in shock 
wave work on gases or condensed materials are shown in Figure 1.  Pressures 
as high as ten megabars, over one hundred million pounds per square inch, 
have been attained in the Soviet Union (ref. l) with solid samples.  The 
practical lower pressure limit of this work is ten kilobars. In shock tube 
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work the initial and final specific volumes are much higher, as is shown in 
Figure 1. 

Because of the density of the media studied and the problem of contain-
ment, it is extremely difficult to make accurate measurements of physical 
properties in shocked dense media. Gas phase measurements have been carried 
out in shock tubes with great precision and ingenuity. Some of the measure-
ments which have been made, many of them reported in these proceedinjs, are 
shown in Figure 2. 

Very few sophisticated measurements have been carried out in shock wave 
experiments in dense media. On many systems the customary volumetric mea-
surements have been made. This involves the measurement of shock and parti-
cle velocities, a relatively straightforward procedure. 

In the 1950's attempts were made to use flash x-ray densitometry tech-
niques in conjunction with shock wave work (ref. 2). These early results 
were, in general, suspect because of edge rarefactions. 

Several attempts have been made to measure electrical conductivity behind 
shock waves in dense media. Only one set of even semiquantitatively reliable 
measurements exist; these are the measurements made in France on sulphur by 
Joigneau and Thouvenin (ref. 3). The energy gap calculated from these con-
ductivity measurements has been compared with statically obtained energy gaps 
and the agreement is good. Some of the high temperature conductivity mea-
surements in iodine (ref. U) appear to be in good agreement with static re-
sults. Conductivities have also been measured in the alkali halites (refs. 
5, 6, 7). The situation here is most uncertain. Individual investigators 
cite results which are different by three to four orders of magnitude, for 
the same materials unaer the same conditions, and even longitudinal and 
transverse measurements in these salts have been found to differ by as much 
as three orders of magnitude. An additional difficulty is that existing cir-
cuitry limits the range over which measurements may be taken to resistances 
between about 0.1 ohm to about 105 ohms. Work is currently underway at the 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, to extend this range. 

Direct-pressure measurements have been made at several high-pressure 
laboratories (ref. 8) using various types of transducers. The most commonly 
used is a quartz transducer which is accurate up to about one hundred kilo-
bars. Other investigators have used sulphur transducers which depend on the 
variation of conductivity with pressure (ref. 9). 

A series of advanced solid-state measurements are currently underway at 
this Laboratory. These are measurements of the shock demagnetization of 
nickel ferrite, the measurements of the microwave dielectric properties of 
alkali halides, ultraviolet spectroscopy of the alkali metals, and optical 
absorption and emission spectroscopy in alkali halides and solid argon. These 
experiments are in their initial stages, and preliminary results should be 
forthcoming in a year or two. 
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The equations used by workers in the shock tube I'ield to calculate state 
conditions in the driven gas are the one-dimensional, Rankine-Hugoniot equa-
tions incorporating an equation of state and a gamma. Since the equation of 
state of the dense medium under investigation in shock wave experiments is 
generally not known, the original Rankine-Hugoniot relationships are used to 
obtain pressure, volume, and energy behind a shock front. These equations 
are shown in Figure 3> They are simply the equations for mass, momentum, 
and energy conservation across a one-dimensional shock front and require 
absolutely no other assumptions in their derivation. In shock wave work in 
expendable shock tubes the shock velocity is measured directly and the parti-
cle velocity is measured indirectly; from these two measured quantities it is 
possible to calculate the pressure, volume, and energy behind the shock front 
by use of these relationships. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

A schematic of an experiment is shown in Figure b, with all its essential 
parts. The explosive shock is initiated by the detonator and passes into the 
explosive lens. The lens generates a one-dimensional detonation front which 
passes into the high explosive and in turn into the aluminum casing and 
sample. Details of an unassembled casing are shown in Figure 5• 

From the one-dimensional Rankine-Hugoniot relationships and three mea-
surements — shock velocity in liquid xenon, shock velocity in aluminum, and 
free surface velocity in aluminum — the pressure and volume of the xenon 
behind the shock front are calculated. 

The complete apparatus is shown in Figure 6. This stand supports about 
^0 or 50 pounds of high explosive and the experimental assembly. The high 
explosive is separated from the cold casing by an insulating board. When the 
firing switch is depressed, a compressed-air-operated piston forces the in-
sulating board out from between the high explosive and the casing and lifts 
the explosive into contact with the casing. At this point, two microswitches 
are closed and the detonator is automatically fired, demolishing the entire 
experiment in a matter of a very few microseconds. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Some prominent features of the pressure volume plane are shown in Figure 
7. As pressure and volume are the state variables which are calculated from 
experimental measurements, it is customary to plot data in the pressure-
volume, or Hugoniot plane. The curve A-B in the dense fluid region is a 
shock adiabat or Hugoniot, and is defined as the locus of all points which 
can be reached by shocking a material from a given initial state. The phase 
diagram of a typical substance is also shown. The solid, liquid, and gas 
phase are separated by two-phase regions; the liquid gas two-phase region 
terminating in the gas-liquid critical point. At very high pressures there 
is a possibility of the existence of a solid-fluid critical point, and in 
this region pressure and temperature ionization become increasingly important, 
making it necessary to treat materials shocked to these extreme conditions 
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from the plasma standpoint. The initial conditions for the experiments in 
liquid argon and xenon were in the liquid region close to the boundary 
(liquidus) bet-ween the liquid and two-phase region. The Hugoniots for these 
two substances pass through, out of, and very close to the solid-liquid two-
phase region. 

The rare gases, argon and xenon, have always been considered interesting 
subjects for research by physical chemists because they are one-component 
systems consisting of a single closed-shell atom, and hence are easier to 
treat theoretically. Because of their simplicity, it is possible to treat 
these materials by use of the theorem of corresponding states as outlined by 
Pitzer (ref. 10). Sufficient conditions for two substances to obey the 
theorem of corresponding states are (l) the substances must exhibit no quan-
tum effects (in the sense that as we confine the molecules to smaller regions 
the uncertainty in the momentum must increase and the average kinetic energy 
rises, creating an increase in pressure or volume over their classical value); 
(2) the intermolecular potential for each substance must be a function of 
intermolecular separation only and not be angle-dependent; (3) the molecules 
must be spherical and freely rotating; and (U) the intermolecular potential 
must have the same functional form for both substances and contain only two 
characteristic constants, and be written in the form U(r) = U $(r /r) where 
i is a universal function. If two substances obey corresponding states then 
their properties, when reduced by the critical properties, fall on the same 
curve. For example, isotherms plotted in the reduced pressure -- reduced 
volume plane fall on the same line. Now argon and xenon fulfill the first 
three conditions for obeying corresponding states; therefore, if their volu-
metric properties when reduced by the critical constants fall on the same 
curve, the principle of corresponding states is obeyed and the intermolecular 
potentials of the two substances are of the same functional form. On the 
basis of this theorem, experiments were carried out on liquid argon and xenon 
to determine whether tneir Hugoniots, when reduced by the critical properties, 
fell on the same reduced curve. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The lower part of Figure 8 illustrates that the corresponding states 
principle is obeyed over a wide range of intermolecular distances. The pair-
potential, which fits quite well the equation-of-state data in the gas phase, 
in the solid phase obtained by static means, in the liquid phase obtained 
through shocks, as well as the energy of the normal solid, is given by the 
modified Buckingham potential (ref. 11). 

The parameters are listed in Table 1. This pair-potential has been intro-
duced in the exact Monte Carlo (ref. 12) method to generate the theoretical 
.lugoniot given in Figure 8. However, to save calculating machine time, the 
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Leonard-Jones  Devonshire  cell theory was used to relate Monte  "arlo results 
for different   interaction potentials. 

Table   1.   Parameters  for the Modified Buckingham Potential 
o 

ry rm.A €/ k,0K 

Argon 13.5 3. cO 125 

Xenon 13.5 I1.45 236 

Figure 9  is  a  comparison of the   intermolecu.ar potential obtained  in our 
experiments with the potential obtained  in beam scattering experiments and 
the theoretical  Thomas-Fermi  potential.     Turve I  is  the  intermolecular po- 
tential   derived  from our -lugoniot data,   curve II is the   intermolecular poten- 
tial  calculated  from TFD theory  (ref.   13),   curve III  is  the potential obtained 
from the molecular beam experiments   (refs.   ik,   V;.,   16) and  curve IV is  the 
Leonard-Jones  12-6 potential, which is  seen to be totally inadequate.    Thus 
we have an excellent  comparison of our own derived  interatomic potential with 
a potential obtained from a completely independent and different experiment 
as well as with theoretical calculations.. 

At the  highest  pressures,  the  lack of correspondence observable  in Figure 
6 can be ascribed  reasonably to electronic excitations   in xenon.    Under the 
conditions  reached in these experiments,  these  cannot significantly affect 
the properties  of argon, because  its  energy gap is  larger and its temperature 
is about half that of xenon.    The effect of such electronic excitations  is to 
absorb part of the energy imparted to  the system by the  shock wave so that 
the temperature,  and hence the pressure,  do not rise as  rapidly as in the 
absence of such an energy sink. 

Very crude  conductivity experiments   in argon have shown that at the 
highest pressures  the energy gap  is  close to that of the  first excitation 
level in gaseous  argon or the  lowest  transition found in normal  crystalline 
argon.     From the  ratio of resistivities  the application of simple semicon- 
ductor theory leads to a calculated energy gap of 12 eV,   somewhat narrowed 
from the estimated 1^.3 eV conduction gap in the normal solid  (ref.   17).  Even 
if that  ratio were off by a factor oi   ten,  the minimum possible  gap  of 6 eV 
would still not affect the argon Hugoniot  significantly.     In xenon however, 
temperatures  in excess of 2 eV are  reached, and the  first excitation energies 
in the gas and solid phase are S.h eV  (ref.   Ij).    Modifying the Hugoniot  con- 
ditions only by inserting this energy gap  into the internal energy leads to 
deviation from corresponding states at the experimentally found pressure, as 
diown by the dotted line in Figure 6.     Beyond this  initial deviation from 
corresponding states, as more electrons become excited and the gap narrows 
further,  the system probably must be treated from the metallic point of view. 
Further conductivity and optical measurements are planned to determine the 
dependence of the energy gap on density. 

It has been found experimentally that there   is a  linear relationship 
between shock and particle velocity for Hugoniots which lie within a single 
phase  (ref.   l8),    Us  = a + blip.     Therefore,  it is  customary to search for 
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phase transitions by plotting the  experimental data directly  in the Us   (shock 
velocity) versus Up  (particle velocity) plane.    Breaks   in the  linear rela- 
tionship are  then  interpreted as phase  transitions.    Trie  result  for such a 
plot for argon and xenon is  shovn  in Figure  10.     The  shock and particle ve- 
locities of argon and xenon are  reduced by the appropriate  combination of the 
critical  constants.     The results  lOr argon shcv a definite   creak.    This  is 
most  conveniently interpreted as a phase transition.    The argon initially in 
the  liquid state   crosses over into the  two-phase  region at pressures too low 
to be easily reached by shock techniques.     It remains  in the two-phase  region 
up to about U5 kilobars and then emerges   into tne dense  fluid  region.     This 
crossing of the  liquidus  corresponds  to the break  in the  reduced shock-par- 
ticle velocity  curve. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In  conclusion,   the following have been shown from work  in expendable 
shock tubes:   (l) pairwise additivity 1'or argon and xenon holds at close in- 
teratomic  separations;   (?) the  repulsive potential for argon and xenon  is a 
universal function;   (3) an accurate  intemolecular potential  for argon and 
xenon has been derived;   (U) deviations  from  :lassical behavior due to elec- 
tronic effects are  significant at the  highest pressures  for xenon;  and  (;,") we 
have observed what  is most  conveniently interpreted as the melting transition 
in argon. 
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EQUATIONS FOR STATE CONDITIONS BEHIND 

A SHOCK FRONT 

Volume; v = v0(i-y 

Pressure P = P0+P0UsUp 

Energy e -eo4(pi tPo)(Vo    V 

U    = velocity of shock front 
s ' 

U    = velocity of particles behind snock front 
P 

Fig.  2.    The one-dimensional Rankine-Hugoniot relationships. 
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Fig. U, Schematic of shock wave experiment. 
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Assembled experiment at test site 
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E. V, Gallagher and F. L, Schuyler 

METHODS USED IN CONDUCTING EXPERIMENTS  IN 
A WATER-TO-AIR SHOCK TUBE 

E. V.  Gal]af;her and F.  L. Schuyler 
I.  '!• T,   Research  Institute 

Chicago,  Illinois 

INTROD'JCTION 

The purpose of the paper is  to present a brief description of the ex- 
perimental work done and results obtained,  using a water-driven shock tube« 

»Vork with  the water-to-air shock tube at IITRI was first performed by 
E. A.  Brown  (Ref,   1),     Brown used water as the driver fluid, at temperatures 
up to about 2120F and at pressures up to about 25 psia.    He used air in the 
driven section of the  shock tube under a oartial vacuum at pressures of about 
),5 to 6,0 nsia.    After Brown, others at  IITRI studied water harmer effects in 
the water-driven shock tube,    Terner  (Ref,2)  and Lieberman(Ref,J) worked with 
driver water temperatures up to }00of,  and oreüsnres up tc  1000 psi.    They 
used air iL atmospheric pressure in an open-ended driven section» 

Fnllnwin,--  ihis earlier work, experiments were conducted by the authors 
of this paner,  usint: a newly designed shock tube with water  in the driver sec- 
tion, at tenneratures  in the range of 300 to  6o0oF, and at pressures up to 
2000 psi.    Results obtained are qualitatively very similar to those of Brown, 
Terner, and Lieberman,    The main differences are quantitative, and result from 
the higher temperatures of the driver fluid. 

The experimental work reported in this paper has been performed at IIT 
Besearch Institute under the sponsorship of the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission,  Research and Development Branch, Division of Reactor Development 
and Technology.     Results obtained have been applied to Reactor Containment 
Analyses, 

COffPARISON TO AIR DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE 

It is convenient to  begin the discussion of the water-to-air shock tube 
experiments by comparing a simple water-driven shock tube to the familiar 
air-to-air shock tube.    This comparison can be made in terms of wave dia- 
grams,  i.e,,  distance-time plots, and profiles of pressure-versus-distance 
at some fixed  time.    These are shown in Fig«  1,    The left column of this figure 
reoresents the diagrams for the  conventional air-to-air shock tube, while the 
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right column represents the corresponding diagrams for the water-to-air shock 
tube»   These diagrams are only schematic in nature, but illustrate relative 
magnitudes of velocity and pressure in approximate proportions.    In each dia- 
gram, the horizontal axis represents distance.    The nosition of the diaphragm 
separating the driver and the driven sections from one another is arbitrarily 
selected as^"O.    Distance to the right of the diaphragm, i,e#, toward the 
driven section, is taken as positive (♦•X),    Distance to the left of the dia- 
phragm, i,e,, back into  the driver section,  is taken as negative  (-X)« 

When the diaphragm is ruptured flow is from left to ri^vt.    Four significant 
regions are indicated as follows, for the air-to-air shock tube.    Region 1 
represents undisturbed air«    Region 2 represents air between the shock front 
and the contact surface,    Hegion 3 represents decompressed air between the 
contact surface and the tail of the expansion    wave moving back into the driver 
air,     .legion h represents undifturbed high pressure driver air,    A decompression 
fan separates Region 3 from   legion It,   The associated pressure-distance curve 
is shown below the time-distance sketch, and the distribution of these four 
regions in the shock tube  is shown at the bottom. 

In the right-column of Fig, 1,  the corresponding features are illustrated 
for  the case of a water-to-air shock tube.     In this simple case it is as- 
sumed that the driver water is cold, i.e.,  its temperature is below the 
saturation temperature which corresponds to a pressure of magnitude, p, • 

Thus, when the diaphragm is ruptured, an elastic expansion of the liquid takes 
place which causes the contact S'lrface to move rightward.    This acts as a 
piston moving against the left end of the air column in the driven section 
and drives a relatively weak shock into the air. 

The strength of the air shock is determined by the motion of the contact 
surface.    Since in the case of no vaporization of the driver water,  the 
contact surface moves very slowly, the shock moving into the undisturbed air 
in  Region 1 is very weak.    Thus, the pressure in  legion 2, which is between 
the air shock and the contact surface, is only slightly greater than the 
pressure in  legion 1,    As in the air-to-air case,  the pressure and particle 
velocity are continuous  through the contact surface.    Therefore,   Region 3 
has  the  same pressure as   iegion 2,    The decompression wave  traveling hack 
into   legion h of the water travels at a much higher velocity than the  shock 
wave traveling into the air of Region 1,  i,e,, W,,   is much greater than V/,?, 

Actually there is a very narrow expansion fan between Regions 3 and 1; and 
this may be approximated by a discontinuity a^ shown in the pressure-distance 
curve  in the right-hand column.    Both the air shock, between Regions 1 and 2, 
and  the decompression wave,  between Regions 3 and I4, are acoustic wav-ja. 
Only a small change in density occurs from Regions 3  to li when there is no 
vaporization of the liquid.    This yields a small value of the velocity at the 
con^^act surface, and Mds in turn, combined with the low value of acoustic 
i-.pedance ratio for air-to-water, results in a very low pressure between 
Regions 1 and 2, 

All important features of the .vave motion can be readily calculated for 
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the case of cold water.    The pressure change between regions h and 3   (or 
between h and 2)  can be taken as approximately equal to the difference in 
pressure initially between regions U and 1,    In equation form this is ex- 
pressed as follows: 

where   ^^L^   is the pressure drop in the wat«r during the decompression. 

The change in velocity of the water at the contact surface, ^t^, can then 
be calculated from the momentum equation as follows: 

ur 

where fV and-c^ a re the density and sound speed of the water.    From this, 
the press-ire change in the air, A^k-a.* across the shock wave separating 
regions 1 and 2 can be calculated from the -nomentum equation as follows: 

where A-k^repre sent s the pressure change in the airjAU.,,,,  is the velocity 
of  the contact surface, and ^/L and ^^ are the density and sound speed in 
the air of region 1 ahead of the wave separating regions 1 and 2.    For water 
at 750F and 1000 psi, the contact surface velocity is about 15 ft/sec, which 
results in an air shock overpressure of only about 0,25 psi.    The use of the 
acoustic approximation is therefore,  justified. 

For the simple case of the water-driven shock tube,  in which no vanor- 
ization occurs, as depicted in the right-hand column of Fig, 1, the wave 
motion can be calculated for a given set of initial conditions.    Unlike the 
cold water case, when vaporization of  the liquid occurs following sudden 
rupture of the diaphragm,  the resulting wave motion is not easily calculated, 
since the velocity of the contact surface is not known. 

In general,   for rapid decompression of a liquid at a high temperature, 
i, e,, when vaporization occurs,  the time rate of expansion in flashing to 
vapor is presently undeterminable.    Therefore, the motion of the contact 
surface is  not known and the resulting wave motion,  both  in  the water and 
in the air,  is not know.i, and can not be calculated without resorting to 
experiments. 

Based upon the above considerations, a series of experiments were planned 
to study the wave motion which results when high-temperature, pressurized 
water is suddenly allowed to expand into an air chamber, 

TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES TREATED 

In the authors1  experiments  the  initial temperature of  the water,  i, e.,- 
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the  temperature prior to rupture of  the diaphragm was   in the range of J^O to 
600oF,    The  initial pressures of  the water were kept high enough to prevent 
formatic   of vapor in the driver prior to diaphragm rupture,     Ir. Fig. 2 a 
plot of saturation press-.ire-versus-sat'jrati^n temnerature,  for water, is 
represenLed by the solid curve.     For any giver value of  temperature   ir   the 
ran. c  shown,   the -water was entirely in the Hq'-'id phase,  as long as  the 
pressure was kept at a r.agnitude higher than the solid enrve. 

From a practical point of view,  it was di'Ticult to  conti-ol the  heating 
of the water so  that temperature at all points   in the  tube would be perfectly 
uniform.     Unfortunately, when temperature non-uniformities would develop 
during the  heating process,   local hot spots existed, at which the temperature 
was as  much  as 100F, or more,   than  that at the  nearest thermocouple used to 
monitor the fluid temperature during heat-up.    Under these conditions, vaoor 
could form,  unless the driver section was over-press'irized well above the 
solid curve.    The dashed curve of this fighre.  obtained by translating the 
solid c^rve  1C0F to the left,  therefore represents a lower limit of the 
pressure required to avoid vapor formation (if temperatures of the water can 
be controlled within around 10o7).    In many of the experiments the actual 
degree of over-pressurization was several hundred psi higher  than that shown 
by the dashed curve. 

The very earliest shots had studied intensively the possible effects of 
over prossurization, with the resulting conclusion that over pressurization 
had no  significant effect upon the resulting wave motion.    The initial 
pressurization of the liquid appeared to affect only the elastic expansion, 
of the water,  i, e,.   that corresponding to the cold water  shock tube dis- 
cursed  in connection with Fig.  1,    Thus, 1000 psi water pressure yields about 
^,25 psi for the air shock;  2000 psi yields about 0.^ psi, etc, whereas the 
rate of vaporization and motion of the water-to-air contact surface depends 
almost exclusively upon the temperature of the water at the time of rupture. 
In any case the initial pressure? up to 2000 psi were used in the experiments 
near the high en': of the  te-perature rar :e  (u00oF),    At all lower temperature: 
about 200 to 500 psi overpressurization was used, 

DoSCRIPriCii OF THC E.'PERI'^NTAL APPARATUS 

The driver section [i, e«,   the water-filled portion of the shock tube) 
consisted of a two-inch  inside diameter by 6-foot long,  stainless steel tube. 
This was  clamped  to a ü-fnot long by 2-irich inside diameter driven section 
(i, e., air-filled portion).    Driven section lengths of j feet, and I4 feet 
were also used on many shots.    Although experiments have been conducted using 
a larger diameter section for the air-filled portion and with diaphragm 
openings as  small as l/2-inch  diameter,  in this paper attention is restricted 
to equal driver and driven cross-sectional areas having a 2-inch diameter, 
and the  same as  the diaphragm opening,   (i, e,, one-dimensional flow). 

The shock tube had ei ht instrumentation stations located at various 
positions along its length.    Five of those were  in the driver section and 
three were in the driven section,    Hach ga.;e station had three separate gage 
sockets which could be utilized simultaneously.    For most experiments a 
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single presb ire gage and a single thermocouple were operated at any one gage 
location, while on a few shots an independent check was made of either the 
temperature or the pressure  to determine consistency of the measurements. 
Not all locations were operated on each shot.    At  least  two locations  in the 
water,  and two in the air were used on each shot. 

The driver water was heated using electric  coils mounte-i in insulated 
olocks  located on the outside of the tube.    About two to  three hours was 
generally required for the heat-up. 

The pressure transducers used were all Kistler, model 601 quartz-crystal 
gages.     Since  the output of  these gages is affected by temperature above 300?F 
each  transducer was mounted  in a water-cooled  jacket and  cool water was con- 
tinuously circulated around the transducer during the heat-up period and dur- 
ing the  experiment. 

Two types of thermocouples were used.    One  type has  the junction of 
dissimilar metals incased  in a stainless steel sheath and,  therefore,  does 
not have a very high response time  hut yields  useful information for control 
of initial temperatures during the heat-up.    The  second type has the junction 
of dissimilar metals exposed to the flow.    This type is made by IJANMAC and 
has a very fast response time.    Both the driver section and the driven section 
were operated with their distal ends closed with steel blind flanges. 

The driver section had two l-l/U" diameter portholes  located about an 
inch upstream of the diaphragm.    These permitted visual observation of the 
flow field using high speed photography, to observe bubble formation.    The 
diaphragm material consisted of tempered glass, ranging in thickness from 
l/U"  to 3/^".    The diaphragm was  clamped in place between the driven and 
driver sections.    The glass diaphragm was ruptured at a controlled instant, 
when all initial conditions  in the driver  (water-filled)  section were as 
desired.     Rupture of the glass was initiated by impacting a small lead pellet 
with a ball bearing soldered to its front edge.    The pellet was fired from a 
gas gun mounted at the closed end of the air-filled section.   The gun was 
actuated by a solenoid and was designed so that only about one cubic centi- 
meter of gas from the  gun entered the air-filled section with the pellet. 
This prevented any extraneous disturbances in air-filled section which would 
interfere with, or in any way obscure, the effects of the shock driven by the 
vaporizing water. 

The signal which triggered the oscilloscopes to provide the automatic 
recordin , of transient pressures and temper at1 ires  was   obtained by use of 
a  conductive paint placed on the air side of the glass diaphragm.    Other 
methods of triggering were also used as checks on the method.    These con- 
sisted  of:     (1)   scr.sinr  the  stress wave in the  steel bolts holding the driver 
and driven sections together, and  (2)triggering from the first drop in pressure 
on the gage located  in  the water-filled section nearest to the diaphragm. 

In addition to  the experiments with all v/ater   in the driver section at 
the time of rupture, some shots, not included in the scope of this paper, were 
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run with varying amounts of vapor initially present.    In Fig. 3» condensing 
coils are shown which were used to measure the amount of liquid extracted in 
generating the vapor.    The driver section was filled by a hand pump and sub- 
jected to a partial vacuum before heating began,  to remove dissolved air from 
the water, 

A close-up view of the test section is shown in Fig. ü.    The method of 
mounting the glass diaphragms and the glass porthole windows to prevent leakage, 
or breakage from clamping pressures, which was critical in these experiments, 
is depicted in this figure, 

RESUUS OBTAINED 

Having described the essential features of the experimental apparatus, 
a brief discussion is now given of some of the results obtained. 

First,  typical data, representing the type of features observed on the 
records of pressure in the water-filled section, are given.    These are 
followed by similar information for the air-filled section. 

Tracings of the pressure-time history at the closed end of the water- 
filled  section are shown in Fig. 5.    These represent data from different shots 
at the same gage location, where different temperatures  (as noted) were used 
on each shot.    In each case the plateau on the left represents the initial 
value of water pressure prior  to runture of the diaphragm,  or more specifically 
in the case of these records,  the plateau at the left represents the pressure 
level in the water prior to arrival of the decompression wave at the pertinent 
gage location.    At the extreme right of each record there is another pressure 
plateau which represents the magnitude of the equilibrium saturated pressure 
value.    This saturation pressure level of course,  increases with temperature 
as indicated in Fig. 2.    Between the two pressure plateaus there is a very 
sudden drop in pressure from the initial value to approximately zero pressure 
for a very short period of time.    The pressure then rises toward the level 
of equilibrium saturation pressure, with some overshoot, before leveling-off 
at the saturation level of pressure. 

Apparently the fluid passes through non-equilibrium, or metastable,  states 
in beinf:; decompressed from the  initial pressure value  to the  final equilibrium- 
saturation value.    The duration of this metastable period decreases with elev- 
ated temperature for the  two records displayed in Fig, 5»,    The time scale is 
l/2 miltLsecond per division yielding a total time-of-observation of 5 milli- 
seconds for each trace.    The pressure scales are respectively 220 psi per cm, 
division  (or b80 psi total for the left trace) and 250 psi per cm. division 
(or 1000 psi total) for the right trace.    The existance of the metastable 
period indicates that some time is required for the vaporization process to 
take place.    The data indicated that this time can be as high as one milli- 
second at ii00oF and is generally lesr than 1/2 millisecond at temperatures 
of 500oF or higher.    The decrease in the time required for vaporization to 
occur is probably associated with  the decrease in surface film energy of 
water with increased teiiperature,  or what is probably equivalent, to the de- 
crea.^ed heat-of-vaporization at higher  temperatures. 
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AIR P^SuURE RECORDS 

As pointed out earlier,  one of the  key items of information sought in 
connection with the experimental program conducted at IITRI, and covered 
by this paper,  is the  type of air shock which can be generated by  the motion 
of the  water  (or vapor)-to-air contact surface.    The records obtained from 
the pressure gnges which were mounted in the air-filled section furnished 
excellent information regarding the air shock development and the motion of 
the vapor-to-air contact surface. 

All of the pressure histories tended  to have the same general features. 
This consisted oft   (1)   an initial jump in pressure cause-1 by the arrival 
of the  first air shock  followed by,   (2)  a second jump in pressure  caused 
by the passage of the reflected wave returning to the gage position from the 
closed end of the driver tube.    After arrival of this reflected shock the 
pressure would rise gradually to the equilibrium value. 

The manner in which pressure increased to the equilibrium level was 
influenced by the very comolex flov; and multi-reflections of various wave 
fronts,  as well as arrival of the vapor itself at the gage location.    Primary 
interest in these records was limited to the time at which the  first reflection 
of the   shock arrived at the gage location.    Thus,  the details of the build-up 
of pressure to the equilibrium value was not of interest here. 

The records from the various gage    locations in the air-filled  section 
were quite similar to each other and showed very little qualitative  difference 
from shot to shot,  as both temperature and pressure of the driver  fluid were 
varied.    As was expected,  the time-of-arrival of the wavefront at any given 
gage location    depended on the distance of the  gage  from the diaphragm and 
yielded wave velocity information consistent with the magnitudes of the over- 
pressures observed.    Typical pressure records obtained from the  gage  located 
one foot from the closed end of the air-filled section are shown in Fig, 6. 
The arrival of the initial shock, the (first)  reflected shock, and the begin- 
ning of the buildup toward equilibriun pressure are evident on these records. 

The magnitudes of the  pressure, both initial and reflected, were plotted 
as ordinates with initial driver water temperature as the abscissa.     Simple 
empirical variations of the shock pressure magnitudes, as functions of temp- 
erature were derived.    These are shown in Fig.  7.    Initial shock pressures 
ranged from a low of around 7 psi at a temperature of about 3^0oF,  to a 
value in excess of 60 psi at the high end of the temperature range   (i, e., 

I at about 600oF).    The reflected pressures varied from around 15 psi for 300oF 
driver water to over 200 psi for 6000F driver water.    The relationship between 

. the measured reflected pressures and the initial shock pressures checked very 
[ well with the calculated values of reflected pressure based upon the equation: 

| 
■ where, J7  is the ratio of absolute pressures across the initial shock front. 
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Those results are for a ono-'i-nonsional flow.    They therefore,  reoresent 
upper limits of the shock pros.n'.res  that can be expected  if the air-filled 
section is of larger diameter  than the water-filled section, where the  initial 
air shock must expard after being formed,  avi\ the  contact s irr3co must also 
expand as it advances.    Fi; .  6 and  7 v.'ere ured   to construct a -.vave diagram 
which represents the over-all wave  'notion as a  function of time along the 
entire length of the shock tube.    The wave diagra '  is  illustrated in Fig. 6. 

The schematic wave diagram of Fig. £ was constructed using time-of- 
arrival data, ard observing the magnitudes to which pressure rose, or fell. 
The main waves to be considered  in the air are:   (1)  that caused by the 
liquid expansion  (which  is a very weak shock),   (2)   the  stronger magnitude 
shock front caused by the vaporization of the water,  and  (j)   the first re- 
flection of this vaporization shock fmm the closed end of the   tube.    The first 
of these waves  (that due   to the liquid expansion) was usually less than 0,^ 
psi.    The magnitudes of the second two waves in the air,   i, e,,  the vapor- 
ization shock, p., and the first reflected air shock,  nr, are much higher. 
These magnitudes are, as already stated,  displayed ir Fig .  7 as functions 
of the  initial temperature of the driver water. 

In the water,  the main waves of interest are;     (1)  the firsl expansion 
wave which consists of a  sudden drop in pressure, and   (2)   the vaporization 
wave which is a rise in pressure  to the saturation value.    After this,  no 
other clearly identifiable or  important waves  can be observed  in the water. 
Once the  fluid has vaporized throughout the lenrth of the driver tube,   it 
is filled with a mixture of liquid and vanor which attenuates waves very 
effectively.    This   tends  to reduce the da'na,;e potential of any water banner 
effect  (which would be observable  ir. cold water). 

HJiTH SPEED PHOTO'lHAPHY 

Now, a brief discussion cf some of the high speed film results can be 
^iven. The aim of the high speed photography was to provide insirht into 
visualization of the flow regimes present, A major problem in describing 
the nature of two-phase flow, where there can be a mass transfer between the 
liquid and vapor state, is that of determining both the relative amounts of 
liquid and vaoor present and the manrer in which "hey are mixed with each 
other. 

The layout of the camera and light source,  relative  to  the test .section 
porthole windows,   is shown Ir. Fig.   9,    The orientation of the  camera relative 
to  the shock tube  illustrated  ir  this  figure  is  useful in connection with 
Fig.  1C, which shows three individual frames of the high .speed  film obtained. 

In Fig.  10,  in the  first cf the three frames  (which is at the top of the 
figure)   no vapor can be  seen in  the flow  field.    The  absence of vapor is not 
Immediately obvious from iusnection of this  frame alone but when it was com- 
pared to the several frames preceding  it,   it was evident that all frames 
are  identical,  and therefore  it is  concluded that no vapor }as yet been 
formed.     In the top frame,  the  variations  in the li;ht intensity are due to 
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reflection o:' the light   (which er-.tered  the   lute at, the top of the  test secticn) 
fror, the wall of the  circnlar lube.    The fr.ee of the  flusr-mo'ii'.ted thermo- 
couple  set in the wall o"" the  shock tube  is  in clear viow of the  carera. 

In  the  cecond  fra,:.c o{' Vic,   '-'"■) ^} ich   is  ti.e  first i'r .MO or,  the rola  of 
".'ilm differing in appearar ce  fror, all thoöe preceding it,  a region of vapor 
appears  in the  center of the frame and three or four much smaller regions 
appear on  the face of the thermocouple.     In the  third  frame of Fig.  10,  the 
vapor region is seen  to  ne larger than the previous  frame,  and a cloud of 
vaoor appears to  be moving: very slowly to  the right toward the fresh y broken 
diaphragm.    On subsequent frames of this  film a motion 'o  the right continued 
as  more  vapor was  formed in the  field of view and  fina.lly a frothy mixture 
of  liquid and vapor  filed  t,ho entire field of view. 

One  important conclusion concerning the formation of vaonr near the 
orifice can be drawn from films of the type illustrated  in Fig.  10,    In at- 
uemptir.g to predict the mass-rate-of-flow through an orifice   mder transient 
circumstances similar to  those considered  in our experiments,  it is  important 
to det. rmine whether there  is   (l)  pure liquid flowing through the orifice,  or 
(?) whether a mixture of vapor and liquid flows with partial choking of the 
flow.     The  possibility of nure  liq äd flow to  the orifice with all vapor 
formation    occurring further lack in the driven sectiun,  and no vapor being 
emitted until all liquid  is exhausted from the vessel, must be consideredJ 
this  case would yield a hi her mass-rate-of-floir;  than the mixed vapor-liquid 
condition. 

The  film showr.  ;■     ig.  10 was run av 3000 feet per second.    Therefore, 
the  time of observ.v.on representeo   ir^ Fig.  10  is approximately 1 millisecond. 
The initial temperature-pressure conditions for this experiment were j50oF 
and 1000 psL,    O-1. other shots at higher temperatures vapor formed more rapid- 
ly and the field of view became filled with a frothy mixture very quickly. 
Although the onset of vaporization was observable at higher temperatures,   the 
frames presented in ^ig,  10 portra.v    the orocess  somewhat better. 

The tl *ing of the photography required that the camera be started and 
allowed   to get up to  speed by the time that the diaphragm be broken by the 
pellet.    Since the travel time of the pellet from the firing of the gun 
until rupture of the glass diaphragm varied somewhat from shot to shot,  the 
camera had tc be at the proper speeds for a period of time somewhat longer 
in duration than that actually desired for observation.    There was alEo some 
variation in the curve of intensity versus time for the photc lamp used. 
However,   the photo lamps had a rated duration of 1.7^ seconds, while only a 
few milliseconds were actually required for observation of the vaporization 
process.    With this amount of overlap the flood lamps could be safely turned 
on a short time (of the order of about 100 milliseconds) earlier than the 
diaphragm was expected   to  break.    The time  line describing  the synchroni- 
zation of  the various event:;   is shown in Fig.  11. 
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SUMMAHY AND r.OMCL'JSIONS 

The experiments described in this paper have provided useful information 
on the behavior of a water-to-air shock tube in the range of temperatures up 
to about 600oF. The magnitude and shape of the air shock generated in a one- 
dimensional expansion of the water has been determined and the over-all wave 
diagram which represents the process, both in the decompressing water and in 
the compressed air. has been obtained, 

•    The overpressure of the air shock has been observed to depend primarily 
on the  initial temperature of the water, and be almost completely independent 
of the initial water pressure • The only relation to  initial pressure in the 
water stems from the initial pressure required to keep the driver fluid in 
the liquid state.    This of course is related to the initial temperature of 
t:.e water and so a certain minim mi pressure of the driver water is indirectly 
associated with any ^iven level of air shock overpressure.    But overpressuri- 
zation of the driver water above this minimum required level does not affect 
the magnitude of the air shock pressure. 

Although not included in this paper, additional experiments have been con- 
ducted using a driver section which was filled with a mixture of liquid water 
and water vapor, stratified so that either tv     /spor or the liquid was ad- 
jacent to the glass diaphragm on a given shot.    Other tests have been run 
using larger-diameter air-filled sections with a smaller-diameter water-filled 
section.    Experiments of this type are still in progress and all results have 
not yet been fully analysed.     In the future when the analysis of these ot^.e^ 
tests is completed, it will represent an interesting and important extension 
of the results reported in this paper, 
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PRODUCTION OF CARBON PIASMAS* 

R. W. Rutowski, D. Weimer,** and W. J. Marlow 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company 

Palo Alto, California 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental techniques for producing dense plasmas utilizing capaci- 
tively stored energy have heen under investigation at the Lockheed Research 
Laboratories for some time.  The most recent technique to evolve from this 
program is a method for the production of a aense carbon plasma in a shock- 
tube -like configuration. Earlier techniques involved a jet-like flow of 
electrode material ejected from an arc chamber into a large evacuated test 
chamber.  In the shock-tube-like configuration the discharge is directed into 
a confined geometry, similar in nature to the driven section of a shock tube. 
The arc chamber itself has undergone a continued development in search of 
materials and of a design which could endure the extreme temperatures and 
stress levels generated by the discharge.  In the present design the elect- 
rode material is carbon.  The carbon vaporizes during the discharge and flows 
into the test section as a dense carbon plasma.  This flow is reflected from 
the end wall of the test chamber producing a reflected shock and a stagnation 
region behind the reflected shock.  It is the carbon plasma in this reflected 
stagnation region which is of principal interest.  The experimental technique, 
facility, and method of obtaining the plasma properties are described in the 
following two sections. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

The present facility consists of an arc chamber analogous to a shock tube 
driver and a test chamber analogous to a shock tube driven section. Both 
sections are of the same diameter (2.5 cm) and without the usual separating 
diaphragm.  This configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 

*Work supported by Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
**Present address: Ohio Northern University, Ada, Ohio 
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The electrode material is carbon, the inner insulating material is alu- 
minum oxide (Al2Ö^) with an outer sleeve of teflon.  A discharge is produced 
between the carbon electrodes from a capacitor tank storing 120.000 joules 
at 7000 volts.  The discharge is initiated by introducing a low-pressure 
inert trigger gas into the arc chamber, typically argon at 100 microns.  The 
discharge produces a shock wave in the trigger gas followed by a flow of 
material from the carbon electrodes.  The initial flow problem in the low- 
density trigger gas is ignored and the high-density carbon plasma flow is 
treated as if it were the flow behind a shock front.  The carbon plasma flows 
through a pyrex glass observation section into a stainless steel test chamber, 
impinging on the end wall to produce a reflected shock and a stagnation re- 
gion behind the reflected shock. 

END 
PLATE 
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STEE.LTEST 

SECTION 

SSS2SÄM 

PYREX SECTION ARC  CHAMBER 

tiitiitii*tiiiiM 

••••••••••••••1 

• •••■•■••••••I • «a _ 
>•#•«••«••••••• til • 

SSSSSSMSS^ 

_^ 
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JIVIV- 

25.6 cm 8.6cm 

CARBON 
ELECTRODES 

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the shock-tube-like facility for the 
production of a carbon plasma 

Of the original energy stored in the capacitor bank, approximately ^5% 
or 5^,000 joules is delivered to the arc chamber.  This is determined by 
measuring the current to and the voltage across the arc.  The total energy 
delivered is then obtained from the integral/* e'i-dt.  The remaining energy 
(55%) is dissipated in the bus bars leading to (and from) the arc chamber. 
Of the energy delivered to the arc chamber approximately ^6r-W25,000 joules) 
is associated with the flowing plasma. This is obtained from the expression 
p 1^2  ■f 1^1. (u2^)]( ^ r^u2 ^^^'  ■^ie ^i1'3^ 'two factors represent the energy 
density of_the slug of plasma ejected from the arc chamber while the last 
factor is its volume, where, r is the radius of the shock tube and At the half 
width of the power pulse delivered to the arc chamber.  The remaining 5h% of 

I 
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the pover delivered to the arc chamber is presumably lost in leadin and con- 
tact resistance. A consistency check can be made by using the measured 
properties of the flowing plasma and calculating the Joule heating in the 
arc chamber.  Ihis results in an energy of ^,000 Joules vhich compares 
favorably with the 2b,000 joules associated with the flowing plasma.  Ihis 
calculation was made assuming electron-ion collisions dominate the conduct- 
ivity of the plasma. 

The current and voltage characteristics of the arc are shown in rig. 2. 
The initial voltage is about one half of the capacitor bank voltage, indicat- 
ing that the arc inductance and the bus bar inductance are approximately 
equal.  The current scale is calibrated by integrating the current over time 
to give the total charge initially stored in the capacitor tank' f°Z  i'dt = 
c: 

o 
O' 

At 
The half width of the power curve is noted to be of the order of 
75 [isec. 

^2 voLTA&e (rtu ■v 3soo «it) 

POWER 

Fig. 2 Voltage, current and power traces for determining the energy 
del: vered to the arc chamber 

Fig. 5 shows a streak photograph of the flow from the arc chamber into 
the pyrex glass section. A nylon plug has been inserted into the pyrex tube 
so that the reflection of the incident plasma could be observed.  This 
particular test was carried out at a much lower than usual initial energy 
(~5ü00 joules) so that the incident shock in the trigger gas would be 
visible and so the glass tube would not burst.  At higher initial energies 
the radiation from the plasma is so intense that the relatively weak radiation 
from the initial shock can not expose the film. The reason for the double 
shock appearance of the shock wave has not yet been determined.  The main 
portion of the flowing plasma seems to last some 50 to 60 [asec, in agreement 
with the half width of the power trace (Fig. 2).  After the main pulse of 
energy has ended and there is no more material vaporized from the carbon 
electrodes, the reflected shock accelerates until it is finally reflected 
from the rear surface of the arc chamber. 
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rig. 3 Streak photograph of the flow of a carbon plasma from the 
arc chamber into the pyrex observation section 

In Fig. k  a streak photograph of a more typical higher energy experiment 
is shown. There first appears a relatively cold region behind the reflected 
shock in the argon trigger gas. This is followed by some nonradiating 
material from the electrodes which, upon striking the end wall, caused 
appreciable radiati'on. Next the hot carbon plasma flows into the reflected 
shock.  At approximately 75 M.sec the pyrex glass tube bursts.  This relieves 
the pressure behind the reflected shock and tenrinates the experiment. 

As will be shown in greater detail in tna next section, the plasma 
properties can be estimated from a measurement of the initial flow velocity 
Uo? the reflected shock velocity u^, and the reflected shock pressure P5. 
A typical bar-gage pressure record is shown in Fig. 5. The pressure pulse as 
measured with a bar gauge located at the end wall of the stainless steel test 
chamber (Fig. l) lasts for 50 to 100 M.sec at a level of 700 to 1000 atm.  A 
rarefaction wave, originating when the pyrex glass tube bursts, eventually 
reaches the end wall and terminates the high-pressure plasma. 
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Fig.   k    Streak photograph of the flow for an initial energy of 
#CV2 = 12^,000 joule,  T5 = 26,000° K,  ne5 = 0.8 x 10 
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Independent temperature measurements of the plasma have been attempted 
with a radiometer at 5017A calibrated with a tungsten lamp.    The measured 
temperatures are, however,  appreciably below the temperature calculated from 
measurements of Uo^  Up,   and Pg.    Fig.  6 displays such a temperature measure- 
ment for the streak photograph of Fig.  h.    The radiometer was focused at a 
point about 5 mm from the end wall.    A peak temperature of approximately 
l6,0000K was obtained.     This was followed by a plateau at about 10,000oK 
lasting approximately 75 |asec.    A number of attempts were made to measure 
the plasma temperature using various observation points and geometries. 
None of these attempts produced temperature much over 15,0009K.    Presumably 
these low temperature measurements are due to a cold, absorbing layer between 
the plasma and the probe which substantially reduces the emissivity of the 
plasma and subsequently the measured brightness temperature. 

.■   , 

:     '      ■        • .     ■ 

• 

. 

TCK) 

. /*eoo 

»    i .. i—•—i     i     i 

«foo    IM     tfi*     m 9o o 
t (/isec) 

Fig. 6 Brightness temperature measurements with a radiometer at 
5017A focussed 5 mm from the end wall in Fig. ^ 

PLASMA CONDITIONS 

In the conventional shock tube three measured parameters are sufficient 
to determine all incident and reflected shock conditions. These are usually 
taken as the shock speed, the initial pressure, and the initial temperature. 
The situation is similar in the present facility. The three measured param- 
eters are the incident plasma velocity ug, the reflected velocity u^, and the 
reflected pressure P5.  Unfortunately, the reflected shock conditions are 
relatively insensitive to the incident flow conditions, so that errors in the 
measured reflected shock parameters can produce fairly large errors in the 
incident flow conditions. However, since it is the reflected shock plasma 
which is of primary interest, this drawback is not of paramount importance. 

As mentioned earlier, approximate values of the temperature and electron 
density of the carbon plasma behind the reflected shock can be obtained by 
neglecting the incident shock phenomena in the tenuous trigger gas and 
treating the carbon plasma from the arc chamber as a gas behind a shock 
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with velocity ^2«     This approximation becomes more realistic as   the energy 
in the carbon plasma is  Increased.     Then,   from a measurement of the three 
appropriate parameters mentioned above,   the  temperature  15,   and electron 
density ne5 as well as  all other conditions  can be calculated.     The calcu- 
lation must further assume that the end wall material does not enter into 
the flow problem.     This latter assumption is not true for highly ablative end 
wall materials.    Radiative properties of the plasma are also neglected. 

In order to readily understand this  calculation it is instructive to 
calculate the reflected shock temperature and the temperature and pressure of 
the incident carbon plasma as a function of the measured parameters ugj UP. 
and P5 for the  case of an ideal gas with no ionization.     Then, 

T. = u,,  (hu    + 3up)/5R (1) 

T2 =  (u2 + uR)   (31^  - u2)/5R 

p 
u2) 

^ 

(2) 

(3) 

Note that,   for fixed u^,  Tr  is a linear function of u2.     It is,   of course, 
independent of Pc   since ionization has been neglected. From the equation for 
T2 and P2 it follows that there is a restriction on the reflected shock 
velocities which are physically realizable.     That is, 

^ > 3 U2 (M 

Now, if ionization is allowed for, but the neutral carbon gas, ion gas, 
and the electron gas are each treated as a perfect gas, the condition on u^ 
becomes 

UR>5U2 1  - 
2(a5 - a2)R0 

u. 
is) 

I 

where Q^ and Q2 are the degrees 
plasmas, respectively, and B  is 
The latter restriction admits a 
the neighborhood of u2 ~ 1 cm/fis 
to the ideal gas restriction, as 
Ob "* 0. The critical reflected 
ideal gas with and without ioniz 
values uj^ ~ 0.2 cm/Vsec U2 ~1 
ionization is considered. 

0 

of ionization for the reflected and incident 
the ionization temperature for carbon vapor, 
larger range of reflected velocity values in 
ec. For very large values of u2 it reverts 
it does for small values of u2, since 

shock velocity is plotted in Fig. 7 for an 
ation.  Clearly, the typical experiment..1 
cm/(isec for P^ ~ 300 atm are allowed when 
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Fig. 7 Critical reflected shock velocities for an ideal gas with 
and without ionization 

A code was developed for more accurate determinations of the plasma 
conditions from the measured parameters.  The code considers real gas effects 
for the neutral carbon gas and the ion gas. Preliminary estimates of the 
plasma conditions indicated that second ionization would not be important at 
the pressures obtained in the reflected plasma. I'.ost  probably due to the 
restriction on the reflected shock velocity as mentioned above, there was 
only a limited range of values of u2 where the code was able to find solu- 
tions.  The most satisfying results from the code were the more realistic 
values of the incident plasma temperatures, which are very difficult to 
calculate by hand and, when done without real gas effects, are too low to 
account for the observed radiation from the flowing plasma.  The results of 
the code for typical measured parameters are given in Table 1. 

The Tosseland optical mean free paths given in Table 1 were estimated 
by a formula due to Taizer. The small values of these optical mean fr^e 
paths provide the basis for the conclusion reached earlier that the plasma 
has difficulty in communicating with its surroundings because of an absorb- 
ing thermal or velocity boundary layer. 
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Table 1 

TYPICAL PLASMA. C0:roiTI0I,TS 

u    ~ 1.2  cm/sec 

Calculated Parameters 

IV = 25,500°?: 

up ~ 0.2 cm/sec   P ~ 800 atm 

(X- = 0.^3 n  = 0.7 x 1020 cm"5 

p, = 3.5 x 10'J gm/ 

T2 = 9^00°?: 

7 PC   ^ 
cm^    n   = 0.9 x 10  cm ^ 

Ll5 

a   = 0.01 n 

A„ = 0.034 cm 
R5 

17  -3 
2 x 10 ' cm ^ 

p = 0.5 x lO--5 gm/ 19  -3 
cm'    n   = 2.5 x 10 ^ cm ^ 

C12 
Xn = 0.84 cm 

P = 30 atm 

SUIwIAHY 

A device has been described which provides an inexpensive means of pro- 
ducing a relatively high temperature plasma at a high density level and with 
a life time amenable to study with present day techniques. Although the 
means used to generate the plasma leads to fairly nonuniform flow and a 
relatively high contamination level, a plasma with useful properties for 
many applications is generated.  Work is continuing in the study of the 
properties of the plasma, with particular emphasis on its radiative proper- 
ties, and in the investigation of plasma flow about, and ablation from, 
bodies placed in the flow. 
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SHOCK TUBE TECHNIQUES FOR STUDIES OF HIGH TEMPERATURE GAS RADIANCE 

J.S.Gruszczynskl, W.R.Warren, Jr. and D.A.Rogers 
General Electric Company 

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

The problem of radiative heat transfer to the surface of a space 
vehicle during the entry Into a planetary atmosphere gained In Importance 
with the establishment of national programs for  lunar exploration and 
missions  to the near planets.    The entry velocities  for some of these 
missions will be higher than the earth orbital speed and may reach levels 
as high as 50,000 ft/sec.    At  these velocities  the flow in the stagnation 
region of a blunt entry vehicle behind the detached bow shock wave will 
reach high pressure and temperature  levels.    Such gas can be expected to 
emit large amounts of radiant energy characteristic of the chemical species 
present in the flow.    As an example we show in Fig.   1 an altitude-velocity 
map for earth re-entry on which lines of constant stagnation density, 
temperature and Ion mole fraction (assuming equilibrium thermochemistry) 
are drawn.    Two typical trajectories, one for re-entry after a lunar 
mission and a second for re-entry from a flight to the planet Mars,  are 
also shown.    Stagnation temperatures of more than ll,000oK for the former 
and more  than 14,000oK for the  latter will be observed.    Higher entry 
velocities will of course produce more severe stagnation conditions. 

The radiance of high temperature gases Is a complex phenomena and, 
although the basic fundamentals have been studied theoretically in some 
depth,   its  prediction depends  to a considerable degree on approximating 
assumptions.    In considering  the contribution of radiative  transport 
processes  to the heat transfer  experienced by a space vehicle,  a 
distinction can be made between the equilibrium radiation originating in 
the shock-processed gas, which after passing through the bow wave has 
relaxed  to  its  thermochemical  equilibrium,  and the non-equilibrium 
radiation,  which is emitted from the shock front  in which the imparted 
energy has not been distributed among the various  degrees of freedom. 
Non-equilibrium radiation is relatively more pronounced at high altitudes 
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where, because of the low collision rate, long flow times are necessary 
for the gas to reach its equilibrium state. Under these circumstances 
gas molecules will acquire high translatlonal energies and can become 
thermally excited at effective temperatures higher than the equilibrium 
value. The emission from such a shock layer is even less well understood 
than the emission from high temperature gas in thermal equilibrium. It 
is natural, therefore, to seek experimental techniques for determining 
the actual radiance from which the radiant heat transfer to the surface of 
the vehicle can be deduced. 

For these purposes the shock tube provides a means for obtaining a 
sample of high temperature gas representing in composition the atmosphere 
of interest and simulating the thermodynamic state corresponding to 
important entry conditions. 

Simulation of the conditions corresponding to the hypervelocity 
environment requires incident shock velocities as shown in Fig. 1. For 
instance, the thermodynamic state of the gas at the stagnation point of 
a blunt model in the shock tube flow behind an incident shock wave moving 
at 29,000 ft/sec is equivalent to flight stagnation conditions at a speed 
of 40,000 ft/sec. 

Producing such high shock velocities Is not in itself sufficient since 
it must be demonstrated that the properties of the gas sample are uniform 
and that the flow is of sufficient duration to allow the formation of 
quasi-steady flow around the model and to be compatible with the response 
time of the Instrumentation. 

The purpose of this paper is to outline experimental techniques 
used for studies of equilibrium and non-equilibrium radiative properties 
of high temperature gases produced in a shock tube. Because of the 
relatively high temperatures of interest, the UV contribution, extending 
into the vacuum UV region of the spectrum, will constitute a large portion 
of the total radiation. For this reason a new technique of measuring 
this radiation has been developed and will be described in detail. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

I In the study of radiative  properties of high temperature gases 
representing anticipated planetary atmospheres one is confronted with the 
problem of producing uniform samples of the gas  at  the appropriate 
temperature and pressure  for  a sufficient duration consistent with the I 
response characteristics of the radiation sensors.     In the case of model 
measurements  this must be  long enough to allow the  formation of steady 
flow around  the model.    The simulation of conditions  corresponding  to 
hypervelocity entry has  become possible with  the development of the 
arc-heated shock tube  (1) .    Such an experimental  facility,  employed at 
the GE Space Sciences Laboratory,   is shown in Fig.   2.     It  is essentially > 
a conventional shock tube  in which the driver gas remains  isolated by | 
means of a metal diaphragm from the test gas  in the  low pressure driven 

I 
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section until the heating process of the  light gas  in the driver -  an 
ele trical discharge of capacitor stored energy -  is completed.    Tie 
design features and mode of operation has been discussed in Aef.   (2; . 
The driver section has  a 6-inch  internal diameter and  is 31.5 ft.   long. 
A capacitor bank rated at 304,000 joules supplies   the energy to the 
driver.    A second capacitor bank with a total  stored energy of 768,000 
joules can be used when it  is desired to obtain high shock velocities at 
a relatively high initial pressure of the test gas  in the driven tube. 

With the  larger capacitor bank a driver energy density of 550 
joules/cm-* produced  incident shock wave velocities  in excess of 44,000 
ft/sec.    In this case  the state of the gas  in the  stagnation region of a 
blunt model corresponds approximately to stagnation conditions at 60,000 
ft/sec.   flight velocity.    The achievement of such high shock velocities  Is 
by Itself of little use unless  it is  followed by a reasonable time of 
uniform flow of the test gas.    Using several auxiliary measurements  the 
duration of the uniform flow behind the incident  shock wave moving with 
44,000  ft/sec velocity was   found to be about  10 yusec, with the end of 
the test time sharply defined.    At lower shock velocities the test  time  is 
correspondingly longer. 

To assure full validity of the data during each experimental run,   the 
test  time  is precisely determined by the methods  described in Ref.   (3). 
Fig.   3 shows a photograph of the  test section of  the driven tube  together 
with some of the  instrumentation used in the radiation studies;also 
shown are several instrumentation techniques  employed  in the determination 
of shock tube performance and test gas  flow quality. 

3.     SHOCK TUBE PERFORMANCE 

Signals  from a series of photomultipliers   located at various stations 
along  the shock tube,  as shown in Fig.  4,  are used to measure the shock 
wave velocity as a function of distance from the diaphragm.    From the 
knowledge of the shock wave velocity and the initial conditions of the 
gas  in the driven tube  (initial  shock tube pressure is measured with a 
McLeod gage)  all other  equilibrium properties  such as densities and 
temperatures behind  the  incident shock wave and at the stagnation point 
of the blunt model can be deduced. 

The most useful  techniques  for measuring  test  time and assessing the 
quality of  the test  flow are dependent on observing the radiant emission 
from the gas behind  the  incident shock wave and  from the flow in the 
stagnation region of the model.    Several techniques of  this type are 
indicated in Fig. 4.    Since  the emission is a strong function of temper- 
ature,  the temporal quality of the flow and its duration can be deduced 
from the steadiness of the  emitted radiation and  the spatial quality from 
the  image converter photographs. 
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4. TOTAL RADIATION MEASUREMENTS 

The study of high temperature gas radiation requires a measuring 
technique which Is able to measure total radiance, integrated over the 
whole wavelength spectrum. All photo-emissive devices, such as 
photomultlpllers and phototubes, are sensitive only over a limited range 
of wavelength. A thin film resistance thermometer gage (4) of the type 
widely used In shock tubes and shock tunnels for measuring convectlve 
heat transfer offers suitable sensitivity and fast response. However, 
a difficulty arises in the determination of its surface reflectivity 
which Is a function of the surface conditions, the wavelength of the 
incident radiation and the incident angle. 

The gage selected (3) draws on the black body principle for its 
geometric shape as is shown schematically In Fig. 5. The gage is made 
in the form of a cylindrical body with the entrance slit set off-axis. 
The Interior of the gage Is coated with a thin film of platinum which 
serves as a fast response resistance thermometer. The radiant energy 
which enters through the slit is partially absorbed by the platinum film 
and partially reflected. Because of the chosen geometry the photons will 
undergo several reflections before they escape back through the entrance 
slit. However, due to a finite absorption on each incidence, less than 3% 
of the energy entering the cavity gage will escape if the absorptivity of 
the platinum film is above 30%.  The fast thermal response of the gage is 
dependent on the film thickness which should be made small relative to the 
characteristic thermal diffusion depth of the film material. At the same 
time the film must be made opaque to the incident radiation since its 
function Is to absorb the energy. 

The thin film resistance thermometer, the sensor of the cavity gage, 
Is operated at essentially constant current in a circuit also shown in 
Fig. 3. Each lead is connected through a 1300 ohm resistor to a dry 
cell battery pack. The gage leads are connected to the Inputs of a 
differential amplifier In order to reject noise pick-up In the gage circuit. 

A photograph of the complete gage is shown in Fig. 6. The gage Is 
composed of four quartz cylindrical elements and circular end pieces. All 
Internal surfaces are coated with the thin film, and each section of the 
gage Is connected in a series circuit. 

The temperature and density level of the gas under study can cause a 
wide variation In the spectral concentration of the emitted radiation. 
In Fig. 7 are shown two theoretical spectral distributions of air radiance, 
one for air at 7000oK and 1 atm (6) and the other at 14000OK and the same 
pressure (7) . The spectrum at the lower temperature contains mostly 
contributions from molecular bands in the UV, visible and IR range. Very 
little emission is expected below 1800Ä due to the limitations of the 
black body radiation. At the higher temperature, however, free-bound, 
free-free and bound-bound transitions dominate the emission.  It can 
also be noticed that most of the radiation comes from the vacuum UV 
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part of the spectrum. 

All materials normally used for windows in shock tubes have a 
distinct short wavelength transmission cut-off. This cut-off, as shown 
in Fig. 7 occurs at wavelengths longer than much of the line and 
continuum radiation of interest in high temperature gas radiance studies. 

Two experimental configurations of the cavity gage system with windows 
were employed. In the first configuration, the measurements are made of 
radiation emitted from gas processed by the incident shock wave. This 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 8. The gage was located behind a set of 
collimatlng slits viewing only a narrow layer of the gas across the shock 
tube. In all recent investigations a fused silica quartz window separated 
the gage from the radiating gas. Because of the limited temperatures and 
densities which can be produced in the incident shock flow at a given 
initial shock tube pressure with the available energy of the driver, the 
gas radiance at temperatures in the range of 12,000 - 16,000oK was. 
measured using the stagnation region gas ahead of a hemispherical model 
as the test gas sample. This arrangement of the total radiation cavity 
gage inside the model is also shown in Fig. 8. A rectangular shaped 
window 0.1 in. by 0.5 in. and 1 mm thick was used at the stagnation point 
of the model. The gage itself is located away from the window with its 
entrance slit parallel to the window aperture. Thus, the gage senses 
only radiation from a region of the shock layer close to the axis of the 
model. 

During initial operation of the gage, evidence of pbotoemission from 
the platinum film was observed. During tests In which the gage was 
evacuated to a pressure of approximately 3 microns, the photoelectric 
effect was strong enough to produce partial short-circuiting of the gage. 
A few runs were made with a glass window under the same flow conditions 
with no evidence of the photoelectric effect, indicating that the photons 
with energy corresponding to a wavelength smaller than 3500 Ä are 
required to cause the pbotoemission. To eliminate this effect, the gage 
was filled with pure nitrogen at 1 attn. pressure. The presence of 
nitrogen gas reduced the mean free path of the electrons, causing a 
space charge to develop close to the surface of the gage which inhibited 
any further electron emission within a fraction of a microsecond. 
Nitrogen gas was chosen because of its large cross-section for collision 
with electrons. A typical trace obtained with a LiF window is shown In 
Fig. 9. 

Use of pure N2 is satisfactory behind sapphire and quartz windows. 
However, for studies of vacuum UV radiation, N2 is not suitable, because 
of its photo-absorption characteristics.  In this case the choice is 
limited to rare gases, with helium displaying the most desirable optical 
properties (see Fig. 7). The ability of the model gas to suppress the 
photoelectric effect was evaluated using a hemispherical model with a 
LiF window. As a first choice, argon at 2 atm pressure was used. A 
cavity gage signal obtained from this run is shown in the lower trace of 
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Flg. 9. The presence of a photoelectric effect which causes the signal 
to become negative for the duration of the test flow is evident. For 
comparison a trace of the cavity gage output with the model filled with 
pure nitrogen found previously to suppress the photoelectric effect Is 
shown In the upper trace. The Inability of argon to adequately reduce 
the electron emission can be explained by referring to Fig. 10 where 
electron collision cross-section of several gases is plotted as a function 
of electron velocity. Although argon and krypton display cross-sections 
for electrons comparable to nitrogen, with electron energy above 4 ev, 
both noble gases are practically transparent to electrons with energies 
in the vicinity of about 1 ev. This transparency, known as the 
Ramsauer-Townsend effect is typical of the heavier rare gases. A gas 
mixture with equal proportions of Kr, having large cross-sections for 
energetic electrons, and He, with a reasonable effectiveness for 
scattering slow electrons, was tried next in the model. A typical trace 
of the cavity gage response with the LiF window model is shown in Fig. 11. 
It can be seen that the photoelectric effect is absent and the signal trace 
is typical of a thin film thermometer response/ . •  ■ 

As previously mentioned, a wlndowless gage system is required for 
sensing vacuum UV radiation.  Since a gas mixture within the model is 
necessary to counteract the photoelectric effect, a problem arises of how 
to contain this gas Inside the model prior to the arrival of the Incident 
shock wave and prevent it from mixing with the test gas. The results 
obtained earlier indicated that the gas density Inside the model must be 
considerably higher than the shock tube Initial pressure for an effective 
restriction of the movement of photoelectrons. A wlndowless model as shown 
in Fig. 12 was therefore developed in which a stretched latex membrane 
separates the inside gas from the outside. The membrane bursts and 
uncovers the entrance slit when a pulse of current is passed through a 
.002 in. wire located along the rectangular entrance slit and In contact 
with the latex membrane. No combustion of the membrane takes place but 
the rapid heating weakens the latex to a point where It tears under its 
own Internal stress. The process of the uncovering of the entrance slit 
of the model takes approximately 15 // sec.  Depending on the gage gas 
pressure, a delay of about 140  //sec. between the current pulse and 
full opening of the slit was observed. This delay was found to be 
repeatable within + 10 /^ sec.    By using a delayed trigger signal from 
an upstream station the full opening process can be scheduled to be 
completed approximately 10 ^ sec. prior to the arrival of the incident 
shock wave at the model station. Analysis of the inflow process in the 
case when the Internal pressure is very much lower than the stagnation 
pressure showed that an appreciable difficulty will exist in accounting 
properly for the absorption characteristics of the inflowing gas.  If 
the Internal pressure is set equal to the stagnation pressure this effect 
will Ideally be eliminated. 

At the instant when the latex membrane breaks, the gage gas Issues 
through the entrance slit into the stationary gas in the shock tube. 
Since the breaking point of the membrane is timed to occur approximately 
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10 /jaec.  before the incident shock arrives at the model only a small 
amount of the gage gas is able to escape and its penetration is limited to 
only a few centimeters upstream of the model.  This gas is subsequently 
swept downstream during the first 1-2 jt sec. after the incident shock 
arrives at the model which coincides with the time taken by the blunt body 
flow formation.  Assuming that the interface between the test gas and 
the gage gas is stationary, the diffusion of the gases across it was 
estimated to be negligible during the time corresponding to the test gas 
flow (20-30  Z^sec) . A typical oscilloscope trace of the gage signal 
obtained from the window!ess model is shown in Fig. 12.  In this case the 
interior of the model was filled with a mixture of equal parts of He and 
Kr. 

Photographs of the shock layer ahead of the blunt model were obtained 
by means of an image converter camera. These are shown in Fig. 13, with 
the three consecutive frames taken 5 Z( sec. apart. The lower traces 
in the  same figure show the camera monitor and photomultiplier signals. 
The photomultiplier looks through a window in the sidewall of the shock 
tube and is focused just ahead of the model stagnation point. The first 
image converter camera frame was obtained during the flow formation as 
indicated by the camera monitor. The next two frames were taken during the 
steady flow corresponding to a uniform shock layer radiance and constant 
stand off distance.  These photographs also indicate that a uniform flow 
was achieved within the expected time with the end of test gas flow clearly 
visible, and that the shape of the bow shock wave was not perturbed by 
the presence of the windowless slit at the stagnation point of the model. 

Experimental data obtained with the total radiation cavity gage behind 
LiF and quartz windows in a hemispherical model is shown in Fig. 14.  A 
few data obtained with the windowless model are also included. These 
results indicate an important contribution to the total radiation from 
the vacuum UV region of the spectrum below the LiF window cut-off. 

5.  MEASUREMENTS OF NGN-EQUILIBRIUM GAS RADIANCE 

The non-equilibrium radiation can be measured by observing the 
passage of the incident shock.  Since the extent of the non-equilibrium 
layer is extremely short, the required high spatial resolution of the 
radiation sensor precludes the use of the total radiation cavity gage. 
It was found that photomultipliers with their high sensitivity together 
with an appropriate dispersing optical system can satisfactorily be used 
in such a study, producing not only the non-equilibrium radiation data 
but also the spectral distribution of the equilibrium radiance. 

Fig. 15 shows the general arrangement of the shock tube, the 
spectrophotometer and the optical system associated with the incident 
shock radiation studies.  The measurements were made through a 
quartz window mounted in the sidewall of the tube at a station 
located at a distance of L/D ■ 51.5 from the diaphragm. A light 
trap in the form of a blackened cylindrical cavity was placed 
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directly opposite the observation window In order  to eliminate the effects 
of internal shock  tube reflections. 

To measure spectral radiance, a Jarrell-Ash Co.   f/6.3 plane grating 
spectrograph with a dispersion of approximately 40A/mm was equipped with 
six photomultlpliers mounted  in the exit focal plane.    Because of  the 
size of  the individual detectors,  an arrangement  as  shown in Fig.   15 was 
necessary so that  the radiation in adjacent spectral  intervals could be 
measured simultaneously.    A fibre optics package,  with each bundle 
entrance aperture giving 200A of spectral coverage or a total of lOOOA 
for the  five channels, was used at wavelengths above 4000A.    Five 1P28 
photomultlpliers were located at the other end of  the  fibre bundles. 
For  the ultraviolet region of  the spectrum a quartz  lens reimaged a 255A 
wide section of the spectrum from the  focal plane of  the spectrophotometer 
directly on the photocathode of a 1P28 photomultiplier.    The calibration 
of the complete optical  system above 3200A was made using a standard 
tungsten ribbon lamp which was calibrated by the Bureau of Standards. 
The calibration of the spectrophotometer at wavelengths below 3200A 
was made with the use of a pyrometrlc  carbon arc.    The arc was assumed 
to emit as a grey body at a  true temperature of 3800°,  with an emissivity 
of 0.97   (8).    A check of calibration at a wavelength at which the ribbon 
filament  tungsten  lamp could also be used showed good agreement between 
the two methods. 

Typical traces obtained  from two of  the channels of the spectrophoto- 
meter  are shown in Fig.   16.    The spectral distribution of the  integrated 
non-equilibrium radiation is  shown in Fig.   17.    In order to obtain the 
magnitude of the total non-equilibrium radiation it is necessary to 
integrate over the whole wavelength region. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A method for measuring total emission from a high temperature gas 
that includes contributions in the vacuum UV region of the wavelength 
spectrum has been developed and is being employed in the study of air 
radiance. The total radiation cavity gage, which has been previously 
used behind windows in the model and shock tube sidewall, was found to 
be adaptable to a windowless model. 

A technique for spectral measurements of equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
radiation from Incident shock waves in the shock tube was described and 
its application demonstrated. 
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Figure 4 
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RADIANCE 

IMAGE CONVERTER CAMERA 
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INCIDENT SHOCK WAVE 
TOTAL RADIANCE 

INCIDENT SHOCK WAVE 
LUMINOUS PROFILE 

Schematic Diagram of Instrumentation for Study of Gas 
Radiance.    Also Shown Instrumentation Used in 
Obtaining Shock Tube Performance. 

THIN PLATINUM FILM 

QUARTZ 

RADIANT 
FLUX — 

TEMP SENSING PLATINUM 
FILM IN THE CAVITY GAGE 

Figure 5       Total Radiation Cavity Gage.    Geometry of Cylindrical 
Section and Schematic of Gage Electric Circuit. 
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PLATINUM THIN FILM 
CAVITY GAGE 

SHOCK 
TUBE WALL 

QUARTZ 
WINDOW 

COLIMATING 
SLIT 

GAGE HOLDER 

SIDEWALL CONFIGURATION 

CAVITY GAGE 

BOW 
SHOCK  WAVE 

W.ATINUM i-HM FILM RESISTANCE THERMOMETER 

SAPPHIRE  WINDOW 
I mm   THICK 
12.7mm LONG 

 2O"0IA 

GAGE    HOLDER 

MODEL WITH WINDOW 

Figure 8 Total Radiation Cavity Gage System Used for Radiation 
Measurements.    Upper Drawing Indicates Side Wall 
Arrangement.    Lower Drawing Shows Stagnation Flow 
Model Configuration. 
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Figure 9 

ARRIVAL OF 
SHOCK WAVE 

P^O^Smm Hg Us = 31,000 ft/sec. 

CAVITY GAGE WITH  LiF   WINDOW 

MODEL  GAS - A  AT 2ATM PRESSURE 

Oscilloscope Traces of Cavity Gage Response with LiF 
Window.    Upper Photograph Shows Model Filled with Pure 
N 
when Model Was Filled with Argon. 

-,.    Lower Photograph Shows Strong Photoelectric Effect 
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ELECTRON VELOCITY /vOLT 
Figure 10     Total Collision Cross-Sections ol Several Gases for 

Electrons with Various Energies. 

TIME ARRIVAL OF 
SHOCK WAVE 

P. «0.33mmHg 

5 Msec. 

U8« 30^500 ft/sec 

CAVITY GAGE  WITH LIF WINDOW 

MODEL GAS 50% He - 50% Kr 
PRESSURE   3 ATM 

Figure 11     Oscilloscope  Traces of Cavity Gage  Response with  LiF 
Window.    Model Filled with 50% Kr - 50% He   Gas 
Mixture. 
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MODEL 

ENTRANCE SLIT 
1.77x6.35 mm 

LATEX MEMBRANE 
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WINDOWLESS CAVITY GAGE WITH He-Kr GAS 

Figure 11     Window-Less Model System and Cavity Gage Response. 
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Figure 13     Image Converter Camera Photograph of Stagnation Region 

Shock Layer.    Lower Photograph Shows Trace from Camera 
Monitor and Photometer Response Viewing Stagnation 
Region Flow. 
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Figure  14     Results of Air Radiation Measurements with Cavity Gage. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FREE PISTON SHOCK TUBE 

R. J. Stalker 
Australian National University 

INTRODDCTIQN 

The search for a means of increasing the shock speeds attainable in 
diaphragm-type shock tubes has been mostly a search for means of controlled 
and reasonably uniform heating of driver gas of low molecular weight. 
Considerable effort has been devoted to shock tubes with arc heated Helium 
driver gas, and these have been developed to the point where a useful test 
flow is obtained (ref.  1,  2).      Heating may also be effected by placing the 
Helium in a large volume,  and using a free piston to compress it into a much 
smaller volume immediately prior to initiation of the shock tube flow.    This 
method has been studied by the author (ref. 3, 4) and independently by 
Greif (ref. 3)*     Present indications are that whilst shock speeds exceeding 
10 mm/M'sec can be fairly easily achieved, somewhat higher speeds may as 
readily be obtained with an arc heated driver gas.      However, the method does 
yield a consistently reproducible flow, with very little attenuation in shock 
speed along the tube, and avoids the problems sometimes associated with use 
of instrumentation adjacent to high energy electrical discharges.    These may 
constitute reasons commending its use when the stress on highest shock speeds 
is somewhat relaxed. 

Theory of Operation 

The method is illustrated by the sketch in fig.  1.     The shock tube 
driver gas is initially contained in the compression tube, at low pressure, 
when the piston is at i.      Upon release, the piston travels down the tube 
under the action of the reservoir gas, until compression of the driver gas 
brings it momentarily to rest at m.      At this moment, the shock tube 
diaphragm bursts, and the shock tube flow is initiated. 

Compression Process 
The use of a free piston to adiabatically compress gas to a high 
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pressure and temperature is not a new technique, and has been employed in 
fundamental physical studies of hot, high pressure gases (ref. 6).  Its 
effectiveness stems from the fact that if the initial pressure in the 
reservoir is a few times larger than that in the driver gas then the piston 
traverses most of the length of the compression tube before the pressure at 
its forward face equals the pressure at its rear face.  It then has a very 
considerable kinetic energy, which must be transferred to the compressed gas 
within the short remaining part of the compression stroke, and this can only 
be done if high pressures are developed in the compressed gas.  Thus, as 
well as raising the temperature of the compressed gas, there is a large gain 
in pressure, as the pressure at m is many times that which initially existed 
anywhere in the apparatus. 

For analysis, it is assumed that the compression takes place sufficiently 
slowly that the pressure is uniform throughout the driver gas at any instant. 
Also, for convenience, the reservoir is taken to be infinite in volume, and 
the pressure at the rear face of the piston to be always equal to the 
reservoir pressure.  Then, neglecting heat losses from the driver gas, the 
compression is isentropic and, when the piston is at m with zero kinetic 
energy, an energy balance may be written:- 

PR M -SCä - 0 (i) 

where P« is the reservoir pressure, P. and P are the initial and peak values 
respectively of the driver gas pressure, V. and V are the corresponding 
driver gas volumes; and Y  is the driver gas ratio of specific heats.  For 
V <^: V. and P V ^ - P.V. y, equation (l) may be recast as 
m ^ 'i ~"~ mm    i i 

Mi Hr^M-^r   - 
where a.  and a   are respectively the initial and peak values of the driver 
gas speed of sound. 

I 
I 

Shock Tube Process 

The piston is made sufficiently massive that it remains effect-      | 
ively stationary as the head of the expansion wave generated in the driver 
gas by the bursting diaphragm travels back to the upstream end of the shock 
tube driver section.  Thus, a conventional shock tube flow takes place, 
as shown in the x - t diagram in fig. 1.  A shock is propagated with uni- 
form velocity down the tube, until such time as it is overtaken by the head 

I 
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of the expansion wave moving downstream after reflection from the end of the 
driver section.  For a particular combination of driver gas and test gas» 
the shock speed is determined by the diaphragm pressure ratio, P/P-i (where 
P. is the initial pressure in the shock tube)i and the speed of sound in the 
driver gas.  As may be seen from equation (2), this latter is determined by 
V./v , whence a series of curves may be drawn linking the variation of P/P« 
with v./v for constant shock speed, U . Such curves are shown in fig.^2 
for Helium as driver and Argon as test gas. Fig. 2(a) is for a constant 
area shock tube, fig. 2(b) for a shock tube witli an increase in cross- 
sectional area in passing from the driver section to the shock tube. 

High driver gas compression ratios must lead to a relatively small shock 
tube driver section, and this limits the downstream distance, X, at which the 
head of the reflected expansion wave overtakes the contact surface.  For 
most test purposes this point represents the end of useful flow, and is 
therefore worthy of special attention.  Referring to fig. 1, the ratio of 
X to L, the length of the driver section, is determined by the contact sur- 
face velocity and the path in the x - t plane of the head of the reflected 
expansion.  An analytic expression for this path can be obtained (ref. ?)» 
and leads to an expression for X/L in terms of the ratio of the contact 
surface velocity to a .  Since this is determined by the pressure ratio 
across the expansion, which is in turn fixed, for a particular test gas, by 
P/p, and U , it fellows that curves of constant X/L may be drawn, as shown 
i^flg. 2(aJ. 

Limiting Boundaries 

The curves of X/L make it possible to define a boundary of 
operation imposed by the ratio of the volumes of the compression tube ana the 
shock tube in which tests are to be conducted.  Specification of the length, 
X, and the diameter, D, of the shock tube, together with the value of V./XD, 
and the ratio of driver section and shock tube diameters, implies that for 
any value of X/L, there is a maximum value of V./V . A line representing 
the variation with X/L of this maximum value, for v./XD « 10, is shown on 
fig. 2(a).  Operation to the right of this line is, of course, impossible. 

Another such limiting boundary arises from the ratio of the maximum value 
permitted for the reservoir pressure to the initial pressure in the shock 
tube.  It is clear from equation (2) that IL/P., is fixed by choice of PR/P1 
and V./V , whence a line can be drawn relating values of V./V and F/FV 
associated with a constant value of Fri/P.. •  Such a line is shown on 
fig. 2(a) for PR/P1 - 104 .  Operation to the left of this line is al 
impossible. 

is also 

Thus these two limiting boundaries,  together with an upper limit set by 
the maximum value of the ratio, F /P.   ,  of the peak pressure and the initial 
pressure in the shock tube,  define an area on fig. 2(a) within which the 
shock tube may be operated.      This area should be kept in mind when consider- 
ing experiments with a free piston shock tube. 
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EXPERIMENT 

Description of Free Piston Shock Tube Assemblies 

A free piston shock tube assembly is regarded here as consisting of 
the reservoir and compression tube.  Two such assemblies in operation at 
the Australian National University are shown in fig. 3« 

To the left of the photograph is a small version, with a compression 
tube 3 ft long and 2" in diameter, which has been used in magneto gas 
dynamic studies, and for investigation of shock tunnel operation with the 
free piston technique.  The compression tube is a section of drawn stain- 
less steel tubing, used without any supplementary finishing of the internal 
surface, surrounded by a closely fitting larger diameter mild steel sleeve 
at the high pressure end.  This^has been operated consistently at peak 
driver pressures of 9»000 lb in" , with driver gas volumetric compression 
ratios up to 100.  For shock tube operation the pistons used have been 
about 2M in length, machined from a nylon compound.  Operation of the shock 
tube is Initiated by bursting diaphragms, which allow the reservoir gas to 
pass into the compression tube and accelerate the piston. 

On the right of the photograph is a larger version, with a compression 
tube 10 ft long, having an Internal diameter bored and honed to 3.000". 
The reservoir, seen to the left of the large coupling at the left hand end 
of the compression tube, is 4.2 ft long, 3•3" In diameter, and is designed 
for use up to 1500 p.s.i.  No diaphragms are used between the reservoir 
and the compression tube.  Instead, the coupling Incorporates a method 
suggested by Greif (ref. 5) for restraining the piston prior to firing, in 
which the piston Itself effectively acts as the moving element in a pneumatic 
valve which can be actuated as required.  The high pressure end of the 
compression tube is enclosed by a close fitting mild steel sleeve with an 
outside diameter of S",  and in compression tests on Helium, has been operated 
up to 23,000 p.s.i. with a closed end. 

To avoid transmission of large transient forces to the supporting frame, 
both assemblies are mounted on wooden blocks, and are free to move axially. 
Thus, in principle, the forward net movement of the piston during operation 
is balanced by a slight rearward movement of the relatively many times more 
massive reservoir and compression tube.  In fact, this movement tends to be 
damped by friction. 

Results 

The success of the method depends on the extent to which the 
driver gas temperatures theoretically associated with a given volumetric 
compression ratio are actually realized in the compression process. Studies 
of the peak conditions produced in this process have therefore been conducted 
with Helium driver gas in the two assemblies described here, and previously 
in an assembly involving a compression tube 5 ft long and 3" in diameter at 
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the National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada (ref. 4)«  The high pressure 
'     end was closed for these studies, and the variation of pressure with time in 

passing through the peak pressure was recorded.  This time variation can be 
u^ed to obtain the mini: Aim distance of the piston face from the closed end 
(ref. 4)» and thus the peak value of the volumetric compression ratio.  The 
peak temperature was obtained from the initial Helium temperature by assuming 

.     isentropic compression of a central core of the gas, and using the ratio of 
j     peak pressure to initial pressure.  This yielded values which satisfactorily 

predicted the shock speeds measured subsequently. 

The temperatures fell below the values expected from the measured volu- 
'     metric compression ratios, varying from 55^ to 90$ of those expected. 

Closest agreement was obtained with lightweight pistons, when the compression 
was most rapid.  With a given apparatus and piston, and fixed reservoir 

1     conditions, there was in general no detectable variation with volumetric 
compression ratio of the ratio of achieved and expected temperatures.  The 
highest volumetric compression ratio tested was 370, obtained in the 10 ft x 

j     3" compression tube, when the temperature reached 73$^ of its expected vt.lue. 

The flow in the shock tube has been investigated in all three of the free 
I     piston shock tubes mentioned by taking streak photographs of the luminous, 
1     shock heated test gas as it moved down the tube.  The reproducibility of the 

results obtained has been in accordance with that expected in conventional 
1     shock tubes.  Shock speeds obtained under similar driver and test gas 
I     conditions have been the same, within the 2-3^ accuracy to which velocity 

can be measured from streak photographs, and the length of the test dample of 
shock heated gas has been the same at the sane distance from the diaphragm. 
Results of shock speed measurements in air, with a 2.5^cPiameter shock tube 
attached to the 10 ft x 3" compression tube, are presented in fig. 4*2 These 
were obtained with a high pressure diaphragm bursting at 8,600 lb in" , a 
volumetric compression ratio of 280, and a peak driver gas temperature, 
calculated in the above manner, of 8,800 K.  Measurements were made between 
1 and 1.3 metres from the diaphragm.  Shock speeds up to 11 mm^tt sec are 
obtained and, aa mentioned above, agree satisfactorily with those predicted 
from the calculated temperature. 

i 
I 
I 

Photographs obtained during these tests are shown in fig. 3*  These were 
taken with an  S.T.L. image converter camera, recording on Polaroid Land Type 
47 film (A.S.A. 3000).  Pig. 5(a) shows a streak photograph, and displays a 
uniformity of the shock velocity with distance down the tube which is com- 
parable with that expected in a conventional shock tube.  Luminosity 
apparent in the flow following the shock heated gas may be due to traces of 
oil in the driver gas.  Pig. 5(b) shows two groups of framing photographs 
taken at a distance approximately 1.5 metres from the diaphragm, with 
identical shock conditions.  These were taken at different camera apertures, 
to demonstrate different features of the flow, but between the two they 
illustrate the fact, noted above, that the length of the test sample of 
shock heated gas is reproducible.  The group (i) shows that a plane shock is 
formed, but there are inhomogeneities evident in the test gas between the 
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shock and the contact zone.      These inhomogeneities do not represent contam- 
ination of the test gas by the driver gas, as this would be expected to lead 
to a consistent gradation of luminosity from the contact zone to the shock, 
and this is not apparent.      Also, group (ii) shows similar photographs, 
taken with a larger camera aperture, in which the less luminous regions of 
the contact zone are displayed in more detail,      (The distortion of the 
image which then appears in regions of higji light intensity is a character- 
istic of the camera, and has been evident in other applications.)     The 
irregular nature of the contact zone is apparent,  but it is also clear that 
the length of the zone is much smaller than the length of the sample of 
shock heated gas. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis shows that the free piston technique should produce shock tube 
flow at velocities exceeding 10 mm^usec, and this has been confirmed by 
experiment. 

For shock speeds up to 10 ram/^-sec,  the technique yielded reproducible 
shock velocities, with low attenuation along the tube, which were accompan- 
ied by a reproducible volume of shock heated test gas.      In view of the 
uniformity preserved in the driver gas by the nature of the compression 
process,  this is not surprising.      In a 2.5 cm diameter shock tube,  inhomo- 
geneities were evident in the shock heated gas.      Although they are not 
associated with contamination by the driver gas, there is a need to ascer- 
tain the existence of these inhomogeneities with shock tubes of larger 
diameter,  and to invastigcite their nature and causes. 
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A FAST INVERSE PINCH SHOCK TUBE FOR PLASMA 
SHOCK WAVE STUDIES 

George C. Vlases 
Aerospace Engineering Sciences Department 

and 
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics 

University of Colorado 
Boulder, Colorado 

INTRODUCTION 

An experiment has been designed to study two types of shock waves 
in a plasma, the ionizing mhd shock and the collisionless shock. 

Ionising mhd shocks are those which propagate into a non-conducting 
gas containing a magnetic field with sufficient strength to render the 
post-shock gas conducting.   These shock waves, which have no analogy 
in ordinary fluid mechanics, were first discussed rather briefly by Lyubimov 
and Kulikovskii (ref.  l) and Zhilin (ref. 2) and have been studied in detail 
more recently by Chu (ref. 3), Taussig (ref. 4), Kunkel and Gross (ref. 5), 
and Gross (ref. 6).    To date, experimental work on the subject has been 
sparse.   Vlases (ref. 7-9) has reported preliminary work along this line, 
while Patrick and Pugh (ref,  1(3) and Miller(ref. 11) have discussed closely 
related problems. 

Ionizing mhd shocks are of interest not only from an academic view- 
point, but also because of their occurrence in electromagnetic shock tubes, 
pulsed plasma devices, and certain hypersonic mhd flow problems. 

Collisionless shocks are those whose thickness is on the order of an 
ion Larmor radius and is much less than a mean free path for collisions. 
Possibly the best known example of such a wave is the bow shock associated 
with the earth's magnetospheie.   The theory of such waves, while still 
incomplete, has been greatly advanced in the last three years.    Laboratory 
experiments in this area are very difficult, however, and to date no clean 
experiments have been reported. 
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DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 

Required Experimental Conditions. 

The ionizing mhd shocks to be studied are limited to the case 
where the magnetic field ahead of the shock is uniform and parallel to the 
shock plane.   It can be shown theoretically that below speeds of about 
4 cm/asec these shocks will behave as ordinary gas dynamic shocks. 
Above this speed the wave becomes a "hybrid" displaying features of both 
gas dynamic and mhd shocks.   At very high speeds (above 15 cm/asec) 
the wave probably behaves as a pure mhd shock, although this has not yet 
been firmly established.    The range in between these limits is not completely 
understood.    From a mathematical viewpoint the set of jump conditions 
becomes incomplete when the pre-shock conductivity vanishes.   Attempts to 
pin down the missing condition have concentrated on examining the internal 
structure of the wave.   When this is done, an upstream electromagnetic 
field is required (ref. 2) which may or may not be compatible with the 
boundary conditions imposed by the experimental geometry.   This dilemna 
has not yet been resolved either theoretically or experimentally. 

The experimental requirements for studying ionizing mhd shocks are 
straightforward to define, but not trivial to satisfy.    One must produce a 
clean stable shock wave travelling into a non-conducting gas containing a 
transverse magnetic field at speeds ranging from 5 to 1 5 cm/asec, and one 
must develop instrumentation capable of measuring the quantities of interest. 

In order to study collisionless shocks in the laboratory not only these 
conditions, but some additional ones, must be satisfied.    The additional 
requirements are more conveniently discussed after the section of the paper 
dealing with the design of the shock tube proper and will be deferred until 
that point. 

The Inverse Pinch Shock Tube. 

The high shock speeds required for these studies preclude the 
use of conventional shock tubes and lead one to the adoption of an electro- 
magnetically driven shock tube.   In such a tube a large current is passed 
through a narrow layer in the ras.    The geometry is arranged such that the 
Lorentz force resulting from the interaction of this current with its self 
magnetic field accelerates the gas rapidly, acting as a solid piston if the 
conductivity is sufficiently high.    Since there is no inertia-limited driver gas 
there is in principle no limit (excluding relativistic considerations'.) to the 
shock speeds attainable. 

Electromagnetic shock tubes, as a class, have failed to achieve their 
performance expectations for three principal reasons:    (a) the flow is unstable, 
(b) the flow is not reproducible, and (c) the shock wave is not cleanly 
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separated from the magnetic piston.   One type of tube, however, has been 
shown by the present author (ref. 7-9) and other experimenters to be very 
stable and reproducible.    This device is shown schematically in figure (l) 
and has become known as an "inverse pinch".    Current from a capacitor 
bank is fed through a switch (spark gap or ignitrons) to the center rod and 
up to the top electrode.    It returns in a cylindrical arc, which forms 
initially in the gas adjacent to the center insulator, to the bottom electrode. 
The Lorentz force is radially outward and produces a f'-ock wave travelling 
at high speeds.   The addition of an axial magnetic fiei^ makeb possible the 
study of mhd shock waves. 

In addition to its great stability and reproducibi     y, the inverse 
pinch possesses several other advantages.   Among tl.    ^ are: (a) a constant 
shock speed for a linearly rising drive current,   (b) gre -t accessibility of the 
advancing front for measurements,  (c) reduced wall effects,  (d) constant 
magnetic pressure over the "piston" face, and (e) orthogonality between the 
shock-compressed field and the field of the magnetic piston, which makes 
it possible to distinguish between shock and piston on the basis of simple 
magnetic probe measurements. 

It was noted above that electromagnetic tubes have failed for three 
reasons:   lack of stability, reproducibility, and separation of shock and 
piston.   The first two of these drawbacks are not present in an inverse pinch 
tube operating at reasonably high shock speeds.   However, in order to 
separate shock and piston, great care in the design of the machine must be 
taken. 

The diffusion depth   6  of the magnetic field into the plasma, or 
equivalently the thickness of the magnetic piston is given by (ref. 12) 

5 ^ ./l/aa (1) 

where   t   is the time,   a is permeability and   a   is the conductivity of the 
shocked gas.   The ideal separation distance between shock and piston, A , 
is found from conservation of mass to be given by 

A « -J^- (2) 

where   r is the shock location and   ^  is the compression ratio across the 
shock.   Since   r «   u^, where u0 is the characteristic snowplow velocity, 

rV* u        I/4 

uo= iir  T^~; ^ (3) 
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the ratio of piston thickness to ideal separation at a radius   R  is 

f*   C5^R)1/2   • <4) 

The requirement for separation of piston and shock is   6/A < 1.   Thus one 
should use a large radius machine operating at high shock speeds (u ) and 
using a gas in which the highest conductivity is achieved.    The compression 
ratio,   rj, is bounded and decreases in the presence of an axial field which 
enhances separation of piston and shock. 

If   6/A   is not less than one it is very difficult to do really quantitative 
shock studies.    This point is fundamental and has guided the entire design 
of the present machine. 

The present machine is 18" in diameter and is shown in figure (2). 
It operates at high voltage (30 kv) and was designed for minimum inductance 
so as to maximize   u  .      An axial magnetic field of up to 4500 gauss and 
uniform to within 5% is provided by a four element corrected coil system of 
the type suggested by Barker (ref.  13).   These coils are powered by a 30 
kilojoule capacitor bank.   The inside of the chamber consists entirely of 
Pyrex, alumina, metal, and Teflon so that outgassing is not a problem.   The 
system base pressure is less than 10"^ Torr and the leak rate, with a cold 
trap, is on the order of one micron per hour or less. 

The working gas is usually Hydrogen, which was chosen to minimize 
the ratio   5/A.    For a given capacitor bank voltage and initial pressure, the 
use of H2 leads to the highest shock speed, u0.   More importantly, however, 
the highest conductivity is also achieved in Hydrogen for this particular 
device when operated at high shock speeds.   This is a result of the fact 
that a Hydrogen molecule requires less energy for aissociation and complete 
ionization than any other element.   At the initial pressures used in these 
experiments, the ionization process is complete at a shock speed of about 
7 cm/ijsec, and above that speed all the energy behind the shock is invested 
in translational energy.   At the speeds theoretically available in this device 
( up to 12 cm/usec without an axial field ); Helium will not yet be completely 
ionized {2nd. ionization) and the temperatures will be substantially lower 
than those attained in Hydrogen.   In intermediate speed ranges, however, 
Helium will give somewhat higher temperatures.   The results of sample 
calculations are shown in figure (3). 

Calculations show that with the speeds attainable in this machine, the 
necessary conditions for obtaining separation should be obtained.   Moreover, 
the range of shock speeds available should be sufficiently wide to explore 
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the entire "transition region" for ionizing - mhd shocks referred to above. 

In order for a collisionless shock to exist, the mean free path must be 
smaller than the ion Larmor radius throughout substantially all of the wave. 
This requires 

M.   ii J^f  B ,, 1 (5) 
V3       e3      nml/L 

This implies one should use a low molecular weight gas at low 
initial densities.   The logical choice is again Hydrogen; these requirements 
are fortunately compatible with those required to produce separation and to 
study ionizing-mhd shocks. 

It is clear that the pre-shock gas must be ionized for the collisionless 
shock study.   As has been recently pointed out by Gerry, et. al.  (ref.  14), 
this is so in order that all cross sections become small rapidly as the 
temperature increases through the wave.   In particular this requires the 
absence of neutrals so that charge exchange and atom-atom cross sections, 
which do not have a Coulombic energy dependence, are not important.   It 
is quite difficult to create a uniform pre-shock state in which the temperature 
is high enough that the inequality (5) is satisfied; however, it is not difficult 
to obtain a plasma with a temperature of two or three e.v. in which no 
neutrals are present.   The plasma would then be further heated in the front 
of the wave to the point where collisions are unimportant.   In the present 
device a second capacitor bank firing through the same electrodes is used 
for preionization.   Experience with this technique has been gained previously 
with a smaller machine using -.^rgon as the working gas (ref. 9). 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Several diagnostic techniques are oeing used in these experiments. 
They include the following: 

(a) Detection of pressure pulse arrival by fast-rise piezoelectric 
transducers (ref.  15). 

(b) Magnetic field and current density mapping by magnetic search 
coils. 

(c) Time integrated spectroscopy for impurity analysis. 

(d) A six channel photomultiplier readout head fitted to a commerrial 
1-5 m. grating spectrograph for time resolved line-line and line- 
continuum relative intensity measurements. 

(e) Single-frame image-converter photography for determination of 
luminous front configuration. 
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(f) Electric field measurements using probes of the type described 
by Lovberg (ref.  16) and improved upon by Sorrell (ref.  17). 

(g) Measurement of plasma velocity using a sensitive Doppler 
shift technique similar to the one developed by Hirschberg 
(ref. 18). 

(h)      Measurement of time resolved electron density using a 
modification of a recently developed gas laser interferometry 
technique (ref.  19-21). 

(i)       Measurement of shift to width ratio of a linear Stark broadened 
line via a technique reported by Cooper (ref. 22) which gives 
the temperature of the free electrons without requiring 
assumptions of Saha or Boltzmann equilibrium. 

(j)       Determination of electron density by using a rapid scanning 
Fabry-Perot interferometer coupled to a monochromator for 
measuring the line profile (ref. 23). 

The first five of these techniques are already in operation.    The next 
three are under development and are essentially ready to be used.   Work 
is just beginning on the last two. 

With most of these techniques only one region or point of the test 
chamber can be observed on each run.   Thus the excellent shot-to-shot 
reproducibility of the inverse pinch is essential for making meaningful 
measurements. 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

The machine has been in operation in the form shown in figure (l) for 
about six months.   During this period a great deal of data has been gathered 
on the operation of the device in general and on the ionizing-mhd shock 
problem.   No preionization bank has been used; thus no data on the 
collisionless shock has been collected. 

General Operation 

The diameter of the center insulator is presently 1".   The 
resulting inductance is such that the rise to peak current occurs in 3.0 as, 
which is greater than or equal to the time required for a wave to traverse the 
chamber.   Shock waves travelling at the speeds predicted by snowplow 
theory are observed for initial pressures of 200 microns and greater.   The 
shot-to-shot reproducibility of the experiment is shown by the r-t diagram 
in figure (4) where each data point was obtained on a different run.   The 
overall features of the flow are shown in the image converter photographs of 
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figures (5) and (6), which were taken through the side and top respectively. 
It can been seen from these photographs that the symmetry of the discharge, 
which is quite good without an axial magnetic field, is enhanced by the 
presence of such a field.    The side photographs show further that the light 
front becomes extremely straight and well defined when the field is present. 
At initial pressures below 200 a, the shock speed is somewhat less than 
that predicted by theory.    These pressures are well below the minimum in 
the Paschen breakdown curve and breakdown becomes more difficult.    It is 
believed that this difficulty in breaking down the gas affects the entire 
starting process of the flow in such a way as to lower the shock speeds 
achieved.   Support for this viewpoint comes from the fact that more break- 
down difficulties were encountered with a larger center insulator (2" diameter) 
and that shock speeds in this case were no higher than with the 1" diameter 
rod although the current rise was considerably faster.   This difficulty can 
probably be alleviated by installing a very small preionization bank with 
sufficient energy to break down the gas in the vicinity of the center electrode 
without affecting the main body of the gas.    Similar techniques have been 
successfully employed by other experimenters in magnetic shock tubes. 

Separation of Shock and Piston 

Early results on achieving separation of shock and  piston have 
been encouraging.   The fastest shocks in Hydrogen so far studied in any 
detail have a relatively low speed of 7.2 cm/asec (Ms   =   55) in the 
absence of a magnetic field.   At this speed ionization has just been 
completed and from figure (3) the equilibrium temperature is about 25,000 K. 
It can be shown that under these conditions   5/A ml,   i.e. clean separation 
is not to be expected (without a magnetic field). 

Simultaneous pressure probe and magnetic probe data shows that in this 
case the pressure discontinuity is located at the front of the piston, but is 
not separated from it.   The addition of an axial field    should decrease 6/A. 
The lowest photograph in figure (7) shows traces obtained from magnetic 
search coils, at a radius of 19.2 cm, in Hydrogen with an axial field of 
1200 gauss.   In this case magnetic compression   (B2)   occurs through the 
shock so that a positive   B2   corresponds to the shock wave.    The magnetic 
piston corresponds to a positive   B..  deflection, indicated in the upper trace. 
The negative   Bz   signal following the shock is caused by the piston 
"sweeping out" the axial field which is trapped in the shock heated plasma 
(ref. 7   ).   This oscillogram shows that magnetic compression is nearly 
complete before the piston arrives or that separation is to a large extent 
observed. 
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The middle photograph shows a run made in Helium at the same voltage 
and initial pressure.   Although the shock speed is lower the Mach number 
has increased to 65 and from figure (3) it can be seen that the equilibrium 
temperature is around SO^OC^K, with a resulting increase in conductivity of 
a factor of 2.8.   Separation should therefore be enhanced over the correspond- 
ing case in H2.   It can be seen from the photograph that this is actually the 
case; magnetic field compression is essentially complete before the magnetic 
piston arrives.   From these early results it appears probable that clean 
separation will be obtained for higher shock speeds and magnetic field 
strengths.   (The electrical noise on the traces at about the time of piston 
arrival is characteristic of the machine when operated with a magnetic 
field and corresponds to the time of maximum drive current.   It has been 
suggested that this results from arcing or an instability in the spark gap, 
but to date we have not been able to trace the cause.   Our photographs show 
no evidence of instability in the chamber itself occurring at current maximum). 

Ionizing MHD Shocks 

Preliminary studies have been carried out on ionizing mhd shocks 
in the "transition" range of sh^ck speeds referred to earlier.   Theory predicts 
no magnetic field compression Delow about 5 cm/asec.   Figure (8) shows 
some typical results.   In each case an axial field of 1200 gauss was used. 

At an initial voltage of 11 kv, with a resulting shock speed of roughly 
4 cm/asec, no magnetic field compression (B2 positive) is observed.   At 
15 kv, compression is just beginning to occur and at 2 5 kv, with a shock 
speed of 7.2 cm/usec, significant field compression is evident.   These 
results are in accord with the theory. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A device for studying mhd shock waves has been designed and built. 
At initial pressures above 200 ^ the performance of the machine is essentially 
that predicted by theory.   Below this pressure, the shock speeds have been 
less than those predicted for reasons believed to be associated with poor 
breakdown characteristics. 

Evidence has been obtained that separation of shock and piston, a 
primary goal of the experiment, has been achieved for moderate axial 
magnetic field strengths. 

Early experiments on ionizing mhd waves have verified the change in 
character from ordinary (aas dynamic) behavior to mhd behavior of the wave 
as evidenced by magnetic field compression beginning at 5 (as/cm.   With the 
achievement of separation and of the transition in ionizing shocks, the 
prospect for quantitative studies of such waves using the full complement of 
diagnostic equipment described above appears very bright. 
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Work is now under way to reduce the inductance of the device and to 
promote smooth breakdown at low pressures by using a small preionizing 
discharge in the region of the center insulator.   The development of a large 
preionization bank for the ccilisionless shock study has also been initiated 
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FIG. 2 INVERSE PINCH MACHINE 
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H2  AT   250/xHg,  20 kv 

CALIBRATION   PHOTO 

B, = 0 

Bzo=0 

B7 = 1600 q 

EXPOSURE  TIME : 10 NANOSECONDS 
SHOCK SPEEDRäScm/^sec 

FIG. 5 
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H2    AT 250yLl Hg    AND  25 kv 

Bzo = 0, rs =14.3 cm 

BZo= 1600 g., rs=i3.9 cm 

EXPOSURE   TIME   10 NANOSECONDS 

FIG. 6 
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Vn^ATIONAL P^LAXATIC:  or  DTTUTI^TUM* 

John  H.  Kiefer  irrl  Robert  W.   Lutz 
University of CillfomLi 

Los  Alines  ^cienti?"ic  L^bor^tcry 
Los  Al.imoi,  :!ew Mexico 

ABSTRACT 

A quantitative schlieren method is described which uses photormlti- 

plier detection of the deflection of a narrow gas  laser beam to obtain a 

close approximation to a point measure of density gradient.    This method 

is very sensitive to rapid density changes  (a gradient of S x 10      c:m/liter-nm 

can be detected in argon)  and laboratory "elaxatlon times as short as 

0,2  wsec can be measured  in the shock  tube.    The application of this tech- 

nique to studies of vibrational relaxation is discussed In  detail, and the 

method is compared with the  integrated schlieren of Resler and Scheibe  for 

this application. 

This technique has been applied to a shock tube study of the vibra- 

tional relaxation of mixtures of D    in Ar with the results,   in atm.sec: 

1/3 
PT  »  (2.7 * 0.3)  x ID'10 e^10,5  * 1'5)/T        (noo - 3000oK)  for pure 

1/3 
D? and PT » (1.0  * 0.7) x 10      e^ ' (I'S^O - 3000oK) for 

D9 dilute  in Ar.    The experimental results are in serious disagreement 

with both the correlation scheme of White and Millikan and the S?H theory. 

*Work performed under the auspices or the U.  ",.  Atomic ^ner^y Commission. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Experiments vising the shock tub»»  in coniunction with  infrared «mis- 

sion and intarferonsetric maauuraments hava produced vibrational relaxa- 

tion tiraas of good accuracy over a much Rreater range of temperatures 

than is available from other methods       ,    The high tamperaturo'?  attainable 

in tha shock tube also suggest the possibility of measurino, relaxation 

times dansitometrically for Infrared  Inactive species such as hydrotren 

or deuterium, whose vibrational heat capacities are too snail at  lower 

temperatures for detection by ultrasonic or Impact tube methods.     The 

results of such an investigation on deuterium in particular should be 

of chemical interest  for their possible relevance to the mechanism or 

(2) 
isotopic exchange      , 

(3) -*■• White        has recently reported a relaxation tine r,f (u  t ?)  x if) 

•tn'Sec for D    at 1U000K from a shock tube  interfero-netry experiment. 

The rapidity of the relaxation, tha small density changes in the relax- 

ation sons which result from the low vibrational heat capacity, ^nd the 

low molar refractivity of D- make this measurement very difficult—thia 

estimate of relaxation time was derived from a fringe shift of 0,? 

fringes.    Accurate measurement of relaxation times for D    evidently re- 

quires a densitometry technique of greater sensitivity than conventional 

interferometry. 

The authors have described a very sensitive quantitative schlieren 

(U) 
method       which uses knife-ed^e—-photomultlplier detection of tha deflec- 

tion of a narrow gas  laser beam to obtain a close approximation to a 

point measure of density gradient for one-dimensional flow.    The method 
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Is similar to the integrated schlieren of Peeler and Scheibe  , but 

differs in its vise of a laser light source and a narrow beam configur- 

ation. The hisjh sensitivity of the present technique is a consequence 

of the extreme brightness of the laser, and the narrow beam arranRerwnt 

is advantageous with the laser since it avoids the problems of nonlinear 

response of schlieren systems with highly parallel light (this behavior 

(6) 
has i>een called saturation by de 3oer  ) without significant loss of 

sensitivity. 

This paper presents an extended discussion of a considerably  improved 
(14) 

version of the original narrow beam schlieren method        and an investi- 

gation of the vibrational relaxation of normal D    In shock waves usint: 

this method. 

EXPERI^NTAL 

The Shock Tube 

The 3 in.  shock tube and its associated equipment have been described 

previously .    However, some changes appropriate to the present  in- 

vestigation have been made, and these require description. 

An entirely new pumping and gaa handline facility was installed with 

all connection to the shock tube now made in the vicinity of the end plate. 

A Consolidated Vacuum Corp. type PMC 720 diffusion pump with Dow-Coming 

705 ailicone fluid and a larger forepump allowed more rapid attainment o^ 

higher vacua.    In the experiments the tube was pumped to below 0.05 u 

before introducing the  test qaa.    The leak or outgasslng rate was about 

0.1 u/min and the time between ^lllin? the tube and Initiating the  shock 

wave was kept below 1 minute in all cases. 
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For th« schlieren experiments the section of shock tube containing 

the x-ray slits was replaced with  a new section fitted with  11" x 1/2" 

glass windows.     The windows were  Installed in the  3"  diameter cylindri- 

cal tuba by milling two opposite parallel flat areas until a slot 11" 

long by slightly less than 1/2" wide appeared.    The slot was opened to 

1/2" leaving eds^es of .010" thickness.    Two pieces of optical plate 

glass  11" x 2"  x 3/3" were then  cemented to the exposed  flat  areas with 

a  flexible epoxy adhesive.    With  this  arrangement the upstream edge of 

the glass plates protrudes  less than  .010"  into the tube.    Observation 

by the laser beam was made 9"  from this upstresm edge. 

Commercial gases were us-i with some purification.     Before puri- 

fication the gases were sublected to mass-spectral analysis with the 

result  for d^t     98.58%  D?l  0.31%  H   ,  0.9?% HD,  and less than  0.1% Ar 

and K  ,    The  argon showed less than O.ll  impurities,  primarily H , 

Mixtures of these jnaes were prepared Tianometrlcally in a glass-lined 

hot water tank which had been baked out at ,vl00oC for several days and 

the mixtures were allowed to stand in this tank for more than 15 hours 

before use  for -nixing.    The D    was  admitted to the tank through alumina 

at liquid t    temperature and the arson admitted directly.    The shock' 

tube was  filled from this tank through the end plate and the  initial 

pressure read with a mercury manometer.    Initial temperature was taken 

to be the tube temperature measured  for each experiment.    Shock waves 

were produced by bursting scribed brass diaphragms with hydrogen and 

helium.    All measurements were made on the incident shock.    The range 

of initial conditions employed in the experiments   is  shown   in Table  1. 
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Th« Schlittr«n System 

A schematic of the apparatus  is shown in Fig.   1.    A 6328 A helium- 

neon gas laser is the light source.    The beam from the laser is reflected 

by the 25% transmitting, front surface mirror M.   into a 6/1 deraegnifying 

telescope T    before traversing the shock tube through the windows W 

and W  .    The beam diameter is then about 0.8 mm (distance between e 

points of the Gaussian power distribution)  inside the tube.    After 

leaving the shock tube the beam is  focused by the 1/1 telescope T,, onto 

the knife edge K placed 7 m from T  .    The light passing this knife edge 

is detected by a photomultiplier and the resulting signal amplified and 

displayed on an oscilloscope.    The change in signal observed by the oscil- 

loscope is then a record of the deflection of the beam and consequently 

a measure of the density gradient in the shock tube.    The ener/ry trans- 

mitted by the mirror M    bypassed the shock tube and was  detected by a 

second photomultiplier and oscilloscope.    This monitor record was then 

used to correct the base line of the schlieren record for slight variations 

(V).25^)  in beam intensity.    A more detailed description of the entire 
I 

system follows. 

I The Laser and Optical System 

The laser was a Spectra-Physics Model 115 supplying a diffraction- 

limited uniphase beanr c^ 5 mW total power.    The beam dianeter at the I 

I 
_2 

laser is  3.6 mm,  (distance between e      points) and the divergence is 

-U about 2.7 x  10      radians  full angle. 

I The beam  from a uniphase gas  laser has a nearly Gaussian power 

distribution across  Its wave   front.    That  is,   IF the z axis  is taken 
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to b« th« direction of propagation, than tha power distribution in tha 

x,y plana la 

P    / 2   2w-2 
P(x,y) . o  .-(x + y )/0 (1) 

»o 

vhara P    is tha total baam powar, and a is tha standard davlation of o 

tha Gaussian function. 

As tha baam travarsas tha optical syatm ? variaa with z.    For 

axampla, it ia a ralnimum at tha intamal foci of tha talascopas and a 

maxinun at tha knifa adga whara a - a.   ^2.8 mm.    Tha 6/1 reduction in 

diamatar accomplished by T.  increases the bean divergence by the same 

factor, ao that the fractional change in bean diameter across the 10 en 

path from T. to W   is significant.    In tha present case, further tele- 

scopic reduction will actually broaden the beam and the beam used here 

with o » o    < 0.30 mm in the shock tube is essentially the smallest 

that can be obtained. 

Accurate alignment of the beam normal to the ahock tube axia  Is 

important  for good apace resolution.    The beam was aligned normal to 

the ahock tuba windows by superimposing reflections  from the windows 

with the tranamltted beam at a diatance of several meters.    With this 

procedure alignment in the horizontal plana (the plane of Fig, 1) was 

kept within 50 seconds of arc of normal, but the beam was slightly mis- 

aligned in the vertical plane to avoid detection of the window reflec- 

tions.  For this alignment, the mirror M and the telescope T    were pro- 

vided with finely adjustable kinematic mounts. 
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The Beam Deflection Detector 

The deflection detector is taken to include the knife edge, photo- 

tube, and associated electronics  including the oscilloscope. 

The knife edge  is a sinple straight edge (razor blade) aligned per- 

pendicular to the shock tube axis,  initially positioned  at the center of 

the focused beam, and oriented to produce a reduction  in transnitted 

intensity for the deflection generated by an Increasing post-shock 

density.    The 7 m path frora telescope T    to the knife ed^e produces 

a large diameter focus on the edge.    This  facilitates positioning the 

knife edge at the beam center, and makes a high quality edge unneces- 

sary.    The  long path also helps eliminate detection of emission  frora 

the heated gas in the shock tube and RF pickup fron the laser power supply. 

The photomultiplier and associated circuitry must respond linearly 

to high light  intensities, have a rapid transient response, and recover 

accurately fro« large transients.    The following system was constructed 

to meet these requirements!    The photoroultiplier was an RCA model 7265, 

with S-20 spectral response, protected frow extrareous light with a 6328 K 

interference filter.    This photomultiplier was employed In a circuit 

modified for linear response to high light intensity.    In this modifi- 

cation, the signal was taken from the sixth dynode—dynodes seven through 

fourteen, the accelerating electrode, and the anode were grounded.    Cir- 

cuit potentials were:    200 V between cathode and focusing electrode, 

2U0 V between cathode and the first dynode, and 110 V between succeeding 

dynodes.    All stages were protected with Q yF capacitors.    With this 

circuit the tube current was 0.7 mA through a 1500 ohm output resistor 
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for O.S mW incident pow«r.    The phototube circuit was followed by a 

cathode follower etage with a gain of 0.85 and a transistorized pre- 

amplifier having a gain of ten.    The amplified signals were then dis- 

played on a Tektronix 5U5 oscilloscope with type Z plug-in, and photo- 

graphed.    The preamplifier, designed by Richard Hiebart of this 

laboratory, has a rise time of 50 nsec and is  linear to 1%  for output 

voltages up to 10 V.    A maximum output of 7 V is obtained with the 

addition of a 0.3 neutral density filter in  front of the photomultiplier 

as used here.    The overall system rise time is that of the preamplifier. 

An  identical photomultiplier-cathode follower combination was  used 

to monitor the beam intensity, but in this case the amplifier had a time 

constant of 1 usec and the signal was recorded on a Tektronix 515 oscill- 

oscope.     In an experiment the two oscilloscopes were triggered simultan- 

eously.    Accurate timing correlation was obtained through the use of an 

earlier, simultaneously triggered display of timing markers. 

Component linearity was determined as better than ?% by measuring 

relative oscilloscope deflections for 1 Kc input square waves of vary- 

ing amplitude. Photomultiplier linearity was tested by Interrupting the 

beam with a two-slot 3500 rpm chopper wheel which had one slot covered 

with a 0.3 neutral density filter. The ratio of the signals generated 

by the two slots was observed and the beam intensity reduced until linear 

response was obtained.    For the present apparatus the full beam intensity I 

at the phototube (0.7 mW with the knife edge  inserted) caused saturation, 

and a 0.3 neutral density filter was placed before the phototube surface 

to bring the response into a linear region,    with this arrangement the 
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syatera is  linear to within 2*   for furthtr reduction  in  signal.    This 

chopper was  also used to determine the inafjnitude of the unmodulated  dc 

signal. 

A separata experiment confirmed that the power distribution at th*» 

knife edge was  indeed the expected Gaussian   function.    A rot^tin?: mirror 

was inserted into the beam near the shock tube and the response of the 

detector observed as the beam swept across the knife edi^e.    The exoected 

Integral of the Gaussian power distribution was  traced on the oscilloscope 

within the 7% accuracy of the measurement. 

The ranpe of linearity of the bean deflection detector can then be 

defined in the following way. For a deflection D of the beam Initially 

centered at the knife edge, 

^   «    -  1/2 erf(D/o. ) (2) 
V k o 

AV where    n~   is the fractional change in signal (percentage modulation 
o 

I 100AV I ■ '\J  I ) and o.   is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution, 
o 

Eq.   (1), at the knife edfre.    Expanding (2)  for small D gives 

f • --TTH1-^ > 

If it  is assumed for the moment without proof that in an actual shock wave 

experiment the beam is essentially deflected as a unit so that this equation 

may also be applied to that situation, then  for a 151 modulation the non- 

linear term is 2.2 x 10      and as long as the modulation is less than 15%, 

as  In all the present experiments, the deflection detector is linear to 

about 2%. 
•--   - —1    ».  ~   ■•»      -A 
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Spatial Resolution 

Tha question of spatial rasolution with tha narrow bean system in- 

volves two separate considerations in the present application:  (i) the 

spatial resolution near the shock front, indicated by the distance inter- 

val between the front and the first quantitative gradient measurement, 

and (li) the resolution of subsequent density variations.    It is conven- 

ient to discuss (ii)  first. 

Since the laser beam is of finite width in the shock tube, after 

the shock  front has left the beam the observed change  in signal at the 

knife edge is proportional to an  averace of the density gradient over 

the width  of the beam.    N'ow the deflection or a single ray of the beam 

is given by 

D(x,t)  » RLW |£.    (x.t) (U) 

where R is the specific refractivlty of the test ptas (Gladstone-Dale 

constant),  L is the distance  fror the focusing optics  (Tn) to the knife 

edge,  W is  the internal diameter of the shock  tube and  do/dr. is the den- 

sity gradient function,    x is an axial coordinate *txed  In the shock tube, 

increasing  towards the diaphragm,  and with  i's origin  at the center of 

the beam.     Using Cq.   («O  and the  linear formi of Cq.   (3), a general ex- 

pression for the post-shock modulation is then 

AV RLV f *" «/   x dp    ,    ^   . 
v *  ' T/r-      — P(K) 37 (Xtt) dx 

An 
(5) 

_, t    *—• on 
O » O, k 

where  P(x)   is a normalized  function describing the power distribution 

across  the bean wavefront   In the  shock tube.     P(x)   Is as yet unspecified 

and need not be the Gaussian   function of Fq.   (1). 
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The  Important question Is to what «xtant tha prasant apparatus gives 

a point measure of density gradient.    To answer this  It is necessary to 

specify further the density gradient function and to sons extent P(x). 

For a vlbrational relaxation process in a shock tube,  the density is known 

to follow closely an exponential variation with tine,  and an estimate of 

the deviation from a point measure appropriate to the present investiga- 

tion can be obtained by assuming an exponential gradient. 

Let 

*fi.   (H.t) « 4L   e-(t + X/U)/T (6) dx    vx*  ;      UT v   ; 

in the relaxation zone.    Here Ap  is tha total change  in density, U is 

the shock velocity, and T  is the apparent relaxation time in laboratory 

coordinates.    Then from F.q.   (5) 

RLWAp        -t/t  f ** B/   x -JC/UT. RLW        de (r. (       _.       ,_. ■-J75—^e J_P(x)e dx-.-jj^     ^(O.t-At)      (7) Al.. 
V 

"k- '       "k 

and the only distortion of the proportionality to density gradient is 

a shift At  in tha origin of time.    This result is Independent of P(x) 

and, of course, the time shift  is of no significance  if the gradient  is 

truly exponential.    The magnitude oc At depends on the width of 0(x) and 

the valuea of t and U.    Using the inte^rel over y of the ^.»us^i^n  function, 

Eq.  (1),  for P(x) and Tqs.  (5)  and (6), At » O^/UITT  and the lar^eat At 

encountered in the present experiments can then be estimated from this 

expression as 0.008 usec.    Thus the deviation  from a point rteasure is 

insignificant for an exponential gradient and this small size also indicates 
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that th« modulation will bm closely proportional to tha density rradlent 

when the gradient deviates slightly fron an exponential.    A study of 

Eq.  (5>  for nonexponantlal dp/dx bears out this conclusion but shows that 

extreme cases must be carefully considered.     It  must be emphasized that 

»'(x") need not be exactly Gaussian for the above considerations to apply. 

The small sine of the   ieviatloti  fror, a point measure also implies that 

the beam is de^lecte^ easentiallv as a unit during the observation of the 

relaxation zone  in !3  , which was assumed in the earlier discussion of the 

linearity of the beam deflection detector. 

The above analysis assumes  a thin shock with  time measured  from the 

coincidence of this shock and the center of fie beam.     In actuality the 

shock  is not thin and this   fact must now be considered,    Daen and d« Poer 

have suggested that the effective shock thickness   in a schlieren experiment 

is caused by curvature near the wall; and,  in arp:on and helium, with 

initial pressures and Mach numbers  in the rantre  of the present rixoerlnents 

they  found this thickness  to vary  ^ro-n 0,15 - o.u mm  in a 1  in.   tube.     By 

assuming that *i element of the beam equal to the shock thickness  is displaced 

off the phototube as the shock traverses the beam, this thickness can also 

be derived by the present technique.    Let A be the shock thickness, then 

the change In signal as the shock traverses the beam is 

AV7 rUt , 2, ? ^v    . ! 1 -x /a      . ... 
V-    «  -     j 1/2 - t  dX (8) 

where t ■ 0 Is now taken as the coincidence of the leading edqe of the 

shock with the beam center. The result of Tq. (8) will be a sharp spike 
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In    AV/V  I with a distinct maxiraum at Ut » 6/2.    Thus 

1 

I 

f 

AV 
V 

■  1/2 erf («/2ot) (9) 
max. o 

Figur« 2 shows an axaiapla of this schlisran spike for a shock  in argon. 

The values of 6  derived from experiments of this kind and Eq.  (9)  are 

in agreement with the results of Daen and de Boer when the  latter are 

increased by the square root of the tube diameter ratio        . 

The question of the effective shock thickness in the D    experiments 

is complicated by the presence of rotational and vibrational relaxation. 

However, a number of experiments in the D    - Ar mixtures exhibit the 

entire schlieren spike (see, for example,  Fip,.   H), and an estimate of 6 

fron Eq.  (9) and these pictures shows that 6  probably lies between 0.25 

and 0.80 mm in the relaxation experiments. 

Oe Boer has noted that the shock curvature places a  fundamental 

limitation on the spatial resolution of density variations  in a relaxation 

cone. The above discussion shows that for the present experiments this 

limitation is far more significant than any consequence of the finite bean. 

It is convenient and reasonably accurate to take the maximum of 

the initial schlieren spike as the time origin  for the relaxation.    This 

implies that the time  in Eq. (6)  is probably underestimated by about  6/2U. 

As will be seen later, this error has no significant effect on the derived 

J relaxation times; however,  it can have an  important effect on an evaluation 

of the total change  in density.    This  last point is demonstrated  in the 

subsequent analysis section. 
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Co. ■ Iderat Ion (1), abov«, derives from the necessity for waiting 

until the shock front has effectively left the bea*a before quantitative 

gradient measurements can be made.    In a relaxation «xperinent, the  first 

■easuremsnt would be made at that point where the modulation caused by 

the shock, Eq.  (8), has become negligible with respect to the modulation 

from the relaxation.    The distance loat to observation, X., is then a 

function of the effective shock thickness and the modulation produced by 

the relaxation.    Thus X.   is different. In general, for each experiment. 

Without discussing individual experiments, Eq.  (8) with the previous 

estimates of & and the observed relaxation modulations shows that a max- 

imum estimate of X.  varies bstween 0.5 and 0.8 mm.    These values then 

represent an approximate description of the spatial resolution near the 

shock front.    With the present shock velocities the time loat to obser- 

vation lies between 0.15 and 0.5 usec. 

Discussion 

In the configuration describtd above the method is very sensitive to 

rapid changes in density.    The minimum gradient detectable over the 

statistical noise is lass than 5 x 10*    gm/liter-mm in argon (Uv/V  |< 0.001) 

and this corresponds to a fringe shift of less than 0.003 fringe/mm from 

an interferometer observing the tame shock tube.    The maximum gradient 

which can be observed before the nonlinearity exceeds 21 is 1 x 10      gm/liter-rom, 

again in argon.    Thus the method will respond linearly to a range of more 

than two decades in density gradient.    The upper end of the range can be 

extended aomewhat by numerically solving Eq.  (2)  for D, but this procedure 

was unnecessary in the present case, where the modulation always remained 

leas than 15%. 
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An alteration In th« magnification of telaacopa T    or of the specific 

refractlvlty of the test gas, for example, will change both the lower and 

upper limits of the linear range In the same manner.    As long as the beam 

remains sufficiently narrow for the system to respond to density gradient, 

the factor of 200 between the two limits will be maintained.    This ratio 

of maximum to minimum gradient. In fact,  depends only on the detector 

efficiency and bandwidth, and the useful power at the detector. 

A comparison of the narrow beam approach with the Integrated schlieren 

of Resler and Scheibe       will serve to define the useful sensitivity of 

the two methods and explain the choice of the narrow beam technique for 

the present Investigation.    The simplest method for making this comparison 

In an appropriate manner Is to consider the signal obtainable from the two 

methods when both are responding to the sane exponential density variation, 

and when the maximum gradient appearing during this density variation la 

also the maximum gradient to which both methods will respond linearly. 

That Is, the optics are adjusted so that both techniques have the same 

upper limit to their linear range.    In order to make this comparison 

meaningful the following additional assumptions are required!   (1) R, L, W, 

and V   are the same for both (unmodulated signal limited by photomultlpller o 

saturation)} (11) the same laser Is used as light source for both which 

Implies Identical o. alnce both systems are assumed to become nonlinear 

for the same gradient. 

Eq.  (5) still applies to the Integrated approach, but P(x) must now 

be made constant by beam confining slits.    This Implies 

P(x) • 1/b    from x ■ 0 to b, 
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and ;(x) a 0 outside this ran^«.    Thus (5)  can b« used to give 

(~) « -   y™        [p(0,t) - D(b,t)l (10) 
o Ints^ratsd »     o. b 

If the measurement  la to be a complete Integration, the bean must be 

sufficiently wide for point b to be essentially in the region of equi- 

librium flow throughout the observation.    For the exponential variation 

p(b(t) ■ p      luw  f       to 2S (a reasonable requirement)  for b >  MUT (see equilibrium ^ 

Eq.   (6)).    Let b ■  UUx;  then using the  integral of Eq.  (6), Fq,   (10) 

becooes 

(7-) • YT?   * (11) 

o Integrated     «*t  a.Ut 

FPOJI Eqs, (6) and (7) 

,4V, . . "W»£i  .-t/' (12) 
o narrow bea»    w a, UT 

k 

Thus 

(AV) narrow beam 
(AV)Integrated 

(13) 

or the narrow beam system affords at least a factor of u larger signal 

for the observation of this exponential gradient. This also l^pll-s that 

the narrow bea» system will respond linearly to a factor of u larger pradUnt 

when both methods are set for the same sensitivity. This result (s the 

principal advantage of the narrow beam, and reason for its use In the 

present Investigation. 
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Phyaicully,   the  factor of four In Eq,   (13) arises  froai the confinement 

of the ener«^y  of  rhe bca'' to the ration of highest gradient with the narrow 

beam.     If the  unnodulat'2'i signal were llnite'i by beam energy rather than 

photomultlpller saturation,  this  factor would be considerably  larger since 

the necessity  for bean: confining' slits  greatly reduces the transmitted 

energy with the  integrated svster. 

Because of the greater parallelism and correspondingly smaller o. 

possible with a broad bew,  the  integrated system  is  caoabla of greater 

sensitivity than the narrow beam system.     However, the previous discussion 

•hows that the  integrated system will then be nonlinear even  for extremely 

snail gradients.     For example,  if the  integrated systen should be con- 

structed to have a factor of five greater sensitivity than  the narrow beam 

' system for the observation of a relaxation process,  it will also necessarily 

have at least a factor of 20 smaller uj-per liilt to its region of linear 

response.    Certainly the method would  then be or ver/   iHlted applicability 

since, even  for the rather small density changes encountered  in the D. ex- 

periments,  the maximum graiients  are  often near tho  upper limit  of the 

linear range of the narrow beam system. 

A more serioua  llnltation  on the usefulness of ^reiter sensitivity  is 

indicated by the observation of shocks  in pure argon with hig1   anplifi- 

| cation.    An oecillogram of such  an experiment is shown  In  Pig,   3.    Sub- 

sequent to the shock spike an  Irregular modulation on  the  order of 0,?% 

or less cau be seen on this record.     These schlieren measurements neces- 

sarily  Include  the boundary layer,  and the above phenomenon  is  perhaps a 

result of boundary  layer near the shock  front.    However,  regardless of its 
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origin, in the presence of such an effect it is evident that any increase 

in the sensitivity of a technique which can already detect a modulation 

of 0.1% would be useless.    The implications of this observation for the D 

experiments are discussed later. 

ANALYSIS AMD RESULTS 

Figures U, 5, and 6 show example schlieren records of shocks in 

D. ' Ar mixtures.    In Fig.  U the entire spike is clearly vinibls.    In this 

oase the origin of the time axis is taken as the maximum of this spike. 

In the other two figures this maximum is off scale and the time origin 

is then estimated as the midpoint of the truncated remnant of the spike 

that shows on the osclllogram.    After the shock  front has  left the beam 

(this point can be seen as a distinct break in the slope on the rleht-hani 

side of the spiks) the subsequent modulation amplitude h ■  IAV/V  I  Is 

proportional to the density gradient  in the vlbrational relaxation zone 

and the slow fall after the initial spike In sll three  figures Is due to 

relaxation. 

A plot of log10(h), corrected for monitor variation,  is shown for 

the example of Fig,  S in Fig. 7.    This plot is linear, as expected for 

a vlbrational relaxation process in which the temperature changes are 

small.    In none of the present experiments was any significant deviation 

from exponential behavior observed and there is thus no distortion of 

the relaxation data either by limited space resolution or difficulty In 

placing the time origin. 
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I 

rrom th« slip« (S) of such logarithmic plots an apparent relaxation 

tl»« can be derived from  T S  1/2.303UL    TO specify condltfjns apparent ' 

in the relaxation zone, state variables were obtained fron a computer 

solution of the Hu?oniot equations for each experi^nt at two pclnts: 

(a) rotational and translational equlllbrluT but no vibratlonal excitation, 

and (b)  complete equilibrium.     For the equilibrlun calculations{ enthalpy 

(12) data for D    were obtained   fron» ND^ Monograph No.   ?0 .     Functions  ^or 

the frozen or unrelaxed condition (a) were derived   from thfl equilibrium 

values by subtracting from these the vlbrational enthalpy derived  frow 

the partition function, 

3vib ■(1 - •"U)"1 " ♦ -r-V <l ♦ TT^rF1 
e    -  1 (e    - 1) 

where u ■  4311.1/?,  $ « 0.0350, and Ä = 92.26/T (see  pg.  3 of reference  (12)). 

Table 2 shows  the ranr.e of post-shock conditions employed in these «xperi- 

aents derived by the above procedures. 

To confirm that this exponential variation is indeed caused by 

vibratlonal relaxation of D ,  a comparison was made of the measured total 

change in density with the change derived from the Hugonlot computations. 

The equation 

I       42.   dx - AD (lu) 

where 60  la ^he experimental change  In density, can be transformed, usinp. 

Cqs.   (6)  and (7) with At »  0,  to 

"> '- - T    <U^pparent) ^^-o <15) 
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Th« right-hand «id« of this aquation can ba ava^.uatad fron an axtrapolatlon 

of plots lika Fig. 7 to saro tlma, and tha vAluaa of W, L,  a ( and R.    Th« 

darivad to can than ba coaparad with o.-p , th« changa in danaity obtainad 

froa tha Hugonlot calculations. 

In Tabla 3 tha rasulta of auch an analysis ara axhibitad for six «x- 

parimanta in a 60% Ar - UOl D. aixtura.    Thaa« «xparireants war« dona 

apaciflcally for thia purpoaa; careful attention was paid to tha valu« of 

V   and o. . and tha amplification was such that tha oacilloRram showad th« 
O K 

antlra apika, as in Fig. <4.  For tha computation of Ao by aquation (15/ 

tha ▼slues of tf, Lf and o. ware as stated earlier, and the refractIvltles 

(13) 
were taken fro» Wright   . Tha second column in this table shows the 

ratio of Ap calculated from the experimental data and Eq. (IS) to tha Ap 

computed from tha Hugonlot aquationc. Tha third column ahows the values 

of 6, tha axial axtent of the shock, estimsted fron th« magnitude of 

the initial apika, and tha fourth column showa tha ratio of the two 

▼aluas for Ap corrected for a saro time error of A/2U as prevloualy 

auggeatad. 

Tha ratio in tha laat column ia consistently less thsn one. However, 

considering tha uncertainties in the time origin and tha lone extrapolatior. 

from tha actual observations to this origin, ths two dataminations of Ap 

would aeem to be in sufficiently good agreement to confirm the Interpretation 

of tha observed density change aa vlbrational ralaxation. 

An approximate valu« of PT (tha relaxation time at one atmoaphare 

total pressure) wss obtslned from T      .by S process similar to apparent 

Blackman's method of analyzing intarferogrsns These values 
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wer« th«n used as trial data for an iterative determination of the re- 

laxation time as defined by the energy equation 

-J! . i (E^ - r ) (16) 
dt      T    V     \» 

Here E Is the Instantaneous ▼Ibratlonal energy of the «as, and E ^ Is 
v v 

ths Instantaneous equilibrium vlbrational energy which Is a function of 

the translatlonal temperature. This equation or ly applies strictly to a 

two-level vibrator or a harmonic oscillator In the weak collision model   , 

however, except at the highest temperatures, the contribution to £    from 

levels in D with v > 1 Is small, and the relaxation time defined by this 

equation can be considered to give an approximation to the relaxation time 

of the first vlbratlonal level. 

For the above iteration the input data were amplitude readings fro« 

the osclllograms h. at t., trial Pt values, state variables at ooodltion 

(a), and theraodynamlo data for the gases. The first requirement was a 

solution of Eq. (16) fort, given density gradient data. A breakdown of 

the right»hand side of (16) can be written 

gi     iitigi 

where t is molecule time and t. is observer or oscilloscope tloe. Mow 
g I 

(■f~)      ■ h./c where c Is a constant, (-rr )   ■ U the shock velocity, and 
'dx 1   i dtl  1 

dtt po 
(•rr-)      ■    (—)        where p     is the density of the wnshocked gss.    Thus 
dtg    1 p      1 0 
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<3r' 
r.     i 

M    (drv) 
CO/P      dp o 

(18) 

Fron« (16), 

dt v v 
.1(1.-1-, 

T dr (in) 

and corabInin»:  (19)  and (19) 

(PT)1 « 
p.d - dx-^/d1: ). 

1 V V    1 

dr 
In 

do      o 

(70) 

Th« quantities P.,  p., (dH /dp)..  (dE*q/dr  ), and also Tlt  the translatlonai "» 1'     i1 v l* vvi l* 

taaparatur«, w«r« obtained  ''ron a Punga-Kutta Integration of fq,  (IG) with 

the trial PTCT),  the  Integration being started  from condition (a).    The 

denominator of Eq.   (20) was evaluated   from a least  squares   fit of the quantity 

In brackets to § polynomial In tT.     In the D^ experiments A  linear function 

was adequate.    The results  of Hq.   (2T) were then compared with the trial 

values  for PT,  and the process  repeated until ^reement was  obtained.    This 

procedure converges  rapidlv--iri  the  present study the trial  data were  suffi- 

ciently close to require only one   iteration  for ap;reement to   1%, 

As  is evident  fron Table ? the  translational temperature is not con- 

stant during the relaxation--it can,   in fact, vary by almost   10*>.    This 

variation  In temperature  implies  a variation  in  ?T during a single experi- 

ment.    However,  this  vartatlor.  is smaller than the experiniental error, 

so that only one value of PT was  selected  for plottin»  from each experiment. 
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This valua and tha corraapondin^ gas ttmparatura wera taken from measura- 

•anta naar tha front where tha modulation amplitudes are larp.e. 

Landau-Taller plota of tha PT values obtained from the above calcu- 

lations «re ehown in rips.  8 and 9.    In both of these the ordinate ia tha 

relaxation time reduced to 1 atm total pressure.    Tha two linea drawn on 

Tig,  8 are least square fits  of tha usual expressioni 

PT ■    Ae    ' (?1) 

That this functional form is quite successful in correlating the d.ita 

is evident fro« the graphs.    The only significant deviation from Tq,   (71) 

is in tha highest temperature 80« Ar points where dissociation of the D 

ia involved.    The question of the effect of dissociation on the observed 

relaxation tine is outside the scope of this paper, and the four points 

with T >  3?00oK have been  ignored in the least aquarea  fit. 

The fits shown in Fig.   8 have the following .analytic expressions: 

1/3 
PT30% Ap •  (3.5 • 0.U) x  10"10 t

(111-2 *  1-5)/T        (1100-3000OK) and 

1/3 
PT80% Ar ' (6,6 * 2,1) M 10"10 •(UU,?  *  5,1)/T        (l'i00-3000oK)  in atm-sec. 

Pron these two expressions relaxation times for pure D. (PTn    _  ) and D 

infinitely dilute in Ar (Pt.     .   ) were obtained by solution of the equation 

1 ■ \ ♦ 
XAr 

FT" 
\.*, 

NI.,-Ar 
(2?) 
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wh«r« X    Is th« mol« fraction of constituent G.     Th«  results of this 

analysis are: 

1/3 
PTn    n      '    (2-7 * 0'3) x lf)"10 eai0,5  * 1,5)/T (1100-3000oK)  and 

1/3 
PT-     ä       ■     (1.0 *   0.7)  x  ID*9 e(119 *  10)/T (1600-3000oK)   in at-i-sec. 

Th« Una In Pig.  9 shows the relaxation tiaes   for the 60%  Ar mixture 

derived froa the above expressions.    The agreeraent is sufficiently close 

to confirm the essential validity of Eq.   (77),    Here again the hiRhest 

teaperature points are affected by dissociation. 

Th« few experiments with  added H    shown in  Pi*.   9   indicate that the 

•ffect of small amounts of H    on the deuterium relaxation Is slight, show- 

ing that the presence of th« very small H    Impurity in the D? used for 

these experiment! can be ignored. 

Th« error figures quoted  in the above expressions are standard 

deviations derived from the least squares procedure.    The cause of the 

scatter in these data is apparently not limited sensitivity or spatial 

resolution but rath«r uncertainties In the temperature caused by in- 

accuracies in the shock velocity measurements, and/or the presence of 

the irregular modulations noted in th« previous discussion of Pig.  3. 

These irregularities evidently  Increat« in magnitude with the post-shock 

pressure, and the lower temperature limit of the relaxation measurements 

is enforced by this magnitude becoming comparable to the relaxation effect. 

Depending on the aixture, the high temperature limit  is ispossd by either 

ilssociation or excessively fast relaxation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Th« present D^   investigation demonstrates tha utility of the narrow 

beam laser schlieren technique  for the detection of rapid vlbrational re- 

laxation.    The results for pure D    In particular show a greater self- 

consistency than is usually obtained from shock tube relaxation studies. 

The results agree with the single determination of vhite      ,  the 

only previous investigation of this process. 

The experimental relaxation tines are a factor of 7 shorter th^n 

would be predicted bv the correlation scheme of '/hlte and Mi 111kv»      , 

although the temperature dependence given by the scheme Is close  for oure 

D  .    The results  for pure D    hsve also been compared with the theory of 

(17) 
Schwartz, Slawsky, and Herifeld (^v!)  as  elven  In  Hertf»ld and Lltovltz 

With the values  for the D?-09 potential parameters taken to be:  i « ?,f)78$ 

and e/k    ■  370K, this  theory  predicts  relaxation  times almost  two orders  o*7 

magnitude smaller than the experimental values. 
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Penzias,  Dolln,   and Kruegle 

DETERMINATION OF SHOCK TEMPERATURES FROM SIMULTANEOUS 
INFRARED EMISSION AND ADSORPTION MEASUREMENTS» 

G.  J.  Penzias,  S.  A.  Dolln,  and H.  A.  Kruegle 
The Warner & Sv/asey Company 
Control Instrument Division 
Flushing,   New York    11354 

ABSTRACT 

Gas  temperatures In shock-heated C02-N2 mixtures were 
determined by simultaneously measuring the Infrared  spectral 
emission and absorption of hot C02  at 4,40-^.    By Klrchhoff's 
law,  the  ratio  (emission/absorption)   equals the  Planck blackbody 
emission,   from which the temperature Is easily found.    The 
Instrument consists of a source and receiver placed  on either 
side of the shock tube at a viewing port,    A high speed chopper 
(to 165,000  cps)  modulates  the source emission;   the emission of 
the shock-heated  gases Is unmodulated.    This permits  discrimina- 
tion between source emission and gas emission,  and yields 
simultaneous outputs of gas emission and gas absorption.    The 
measured incident  shock temperatures agreed with values calcu- 
lated from the measured shock velocities.    The infrared tech- 
nique can also be used where it is difficult to accurately 
calculate the gas  temperature,  as  in reflected shocks or where 
exothermic reactions occur, 

INTRODUCTION 

The shock tube provides a useful  tool for studying gaseous 
systems at high temperatures and pressures,  under uniform 
conditions.    The usual procedure is to calculate the temperature 
and pressure from a knowledge of the initial conditions in the 
tube and  the readily measurable shock velocity.    Under certain 
shock tube operating conditions,   these calculations are not 
straightforward,   and it may be desirable to obtain the tempera- 
ture from a direct measurement, 

*   Supported in part by the NASA Lewis Research Center. 
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Penzlas, Dolln, and Kruegle 

We have employed the infrared emission-absorption method 
(ref, 1) to obtain direct measurements of gas temperatures in 
incident shock waves. In this method, the spectral emittance 
and spectral absorptance of the hot gas are measured in a 
selected narrow Infrared band. Gas temperature is then deter- 
mined by means of Kirchhoff's law 

NXW  = Nx
b(T) (1) 

ax(T) 

and the Planck radiation law, 

Nx
b(T)    =    C^  (e  *'  ' - l)"x (2) b^ . .-5  t.

C2AT    ^-1 

where N.(T),  ax(T),  and N.   (T) are respectively the spectral 
radiance of the gas at an infrared wavelength X,  the spectral 
absorptance of the gas at the same wavelength,  and the spectral 
radiance of a blackbody at that wavelength; T is the absolute 
temperature;  C,   and Cp are constants.    Measurements of N. (T) and 
OL(T) determine N    (T) and T is  then easily obtained from Eq.  (2). 

To use the infrared optical method to determine  the tempera- 
ture of the hot gases generated in the shock tube,   the spectral 
radiance and spectral absorptance must be measured simultaneously 
and through the same optical path,  because of the short time 
duration.    This is accomplished by modulating only the source 
emission at sufficiently high speed as compared to the duration 
of the transient shock phenomena. 

The instrument used to simultaneously measure the Infrared 
emission and absorption Is described in detail and results of 
measurements of gas  temperatures in shock heated C02-nitrogen 
mixtures are presented, 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Infrared Instrument 

General Description 

The Warner & Swasey M301 high-speed spectroradiometer 
capable of simultaneously measuring the infrared  spectral emis- 
sion and absorption,  consists of a source unit and a receiver 
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unit located at the shock tube viewing section.    A schematic 
diagram of the Instrument Is  shown In Fig. 1.    The source unit 
generates a beam of Infrared  radiant energy modulated at fre- 
quencies up to 165,000 cps,  which Is directed through the 
viewing windows of the shock tube to the receiver unit.    When the 
shock wave passes by the viewing section,   the heated gases absorb 
some of this modulated radiation.    This reduction of Intensity of 
the modulated Infrared beam from the source unit Is a measure of 
the gas absorption ^(T)  of Eq.   (1). 

The modulated radiation beam from the source and the 
unmodulated radiant emission of the shock heated gases are 
collected by the .ecelver unit,  which contains a grating mono- 
chromator set at a particular wavelength where the gas absorbs. 
The radiant energy within the Infrared beam passed by the mono- 
chromator Is focused on an Infrared detector.    The detector 
converts  the radiation signal  to an electrical  signal which Is 
amplified and displayed on an oscilloscope.    Since the source 
emission is modulated and  the emission of the shock heated gases 
Is unmodulated. It Is possible to discriminate between them and 
separate them electrically,  thereby yielding simultaneous outputs 
of gas emission and gas absorption.    The optical and electronic 
systems are described in detail below. 

In order that the temperature values obtained from the 
measurement will correspond to the International Practical 
Temperature Scale,  the measuring system must be calibrated.    This 
Is accomplished by calibrating the Instrument with a primary 
radiation standard (blackbody;.    For convenience a tungsten strip 
lamp is incorporated In the monochromator unit as a secondary 
standard.    The radiation emitted by the tungsten strip lamp,  at a 
measured voltage, Is also calibrated against a blackbody. 

Optical System 

To measure temperature by the Infrared emission- 
absorption method,  the emission and absorption measurements must 
be made through Identical optical paths  (ref,  2).    This requires 
that the optical path be carefully matched throughout the entire 
optical train,  from the radiating source in the source unit to 
the detector In the receiver unit, so that the optical throughput 
Is constant,     (For a given throughput,  the ratio f number/magni- 
flcatlon must remain constant.)    The optical design was 
restricted to the use of first  surface mirrors since we wanted 
to cover a broad wavelength region In the infrared and also be 
able to accurately align the system with visible light. 
Another instrument requirement was that the optical beam from 
the source unit be modulated at high frequency. 
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To produce a high frequency modulated beam, the source 
radiation was mechanically Interrupted by a slotted disk driven 
by an air turbine. Mechanical stress considerations dictated 
that the chopper wheel be small in diameter. Accordingly, a 
cassegralnlan optical system, mirrors M, and Mp shown in Fig. 1, 

was used to image the source on the chopper slot. The size of 
the chopper blades dictated a 3^1 demagniflcation of the globar 
and to maintain the throughput, an f/1,8 optical system was usec 
to Illuminate the chopper blade. The f number of this system is 
based on the requirement of an f/5 beam from the source unit to 
fill the receiver field stop (12 x 2 mm entrance slit). Plane 
mirror R-, mounted on the air turbine, directs the energy to the 

chopper blade. The air turbine can be operated at a maximum 
speed of 110,000 rpm. The chopper has 90 slots, yielding a 
maximum chopping rate of 163,000 cps. The chopping frequency 
can be varied by varying the air flow to the turbine. 

Cassegralnlan optical system mirrors M^ and Mr restore the 

source image to proper size and relay this image to the measure- 
ment region between the source and receiver units. To avoid 
vignetting, which would result from such an optical arrangement, 
a field lens was placed close to the Intermediate focal plane at 
the chopper, which, in combination with mirror M,, imaged the 

surface of N^ through mirror M^. onto M^. With M^ and M^. 

optically conjugate and fL made large enough to receive the full 

beam diameter from the source, all the energy falling on Mp from 

the source is imaged in the sample area, minus the transmission 
and obscuration losses of the cassegralnlan systems. 

To insure that the optical paths for both emission and 
absorption are matched, an aperture stop was placed at the image 
of Mc formed by the cassegralnlan optical system mirrors M^ and 

My in the receiver unit.  All the energy entering the monochrom- 

ator section of the receiver unit is limited by this common stop. 
It should be noted that in cassegralnlan optical systems there 
is both an inner and outer stop. The inner stop, corresponding 
to the central obscuration, was also optically matched In the 
same manner as the outer stop, describrl above, 

Cassegralnlan optical system mirrors M^ and M- in the ■ 
receiver unit collect the modulated source radiation and the 
unmodilated radiant emission of the shock heated gases and 
focus the energy on the entrance slit S, , The monochromator I 

section of the receiver unit utilizes a conventional grating 
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Llttrow arrangement. The radiant energy within the infrared 
band passed by the monochromator is focused on an infrared 
detector by plane mirror M,0 and a combination of a plane mirror 

and an ellipsoid, schematically represented as M,, in Fig. 1. 

Details of the detector optical system are shown in Pig. 2. The 
diagonal plane mirror intercepts the diverging beam from the 
exit slits and illuminates the ellipsoidal mirror. The image 
size is reduced by six to one and the energy focused on the 
sensitive area of the detector by the ellipsoid. The obscura- 
tion of the detector collecting optics does not entail an 
additional loss of energy as this obscuration coincides with the 
obscurations of the cassegrainian optics in the source and 
receiver. 

Electronic System 

A schematic diagram of the electronic system is 
shown in Pig. 3. The infrared detector in the receiver unit 
converts the radiation signal to an electrical signal, propor- 
tional to the sum of the modulated radiation from the source 
unit and the unmodulated radiation from the shock heated gases. 
Instead of amplifying the combined electronic signal from the 
detector with a single amplifier, two transistor amplifiers, 
connected in parallel, are used because there is generally a 
lar^e amplitude disparity between the modulated source emission 
and the unmodulated gas emission. Processing the electrical 
signals in this manner Improves the data presentation by 
permitting separate amplification of the two signals and also 
simplifies the reduction of the data. 

The modulated information from the source unit is amplified 
by a narrow band amplifier, capacitively coupled, and tuned to 
the chopping frequency of the source unit. This AC amplifier 
has a gain of 1000 at the modulation frequency and selectively 
amplifies the globar signal. The use of a narrow band amplifier 
for the absorption channel results In an improved signal to 
noise ratio. Following the AC amplifier is a differentiating 
circuit. The RC differentiator shifts the modulated signal from 
a varying emission base line, to a zero base line. This allows 
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the modulated signal to be 
measured more conveniently. After the differentiator, the 
output is connected to one of the input terminals of a dual beam 
oscilloscope. 

Since the unmodulated radiation from the phenomena contains 
cor.ponents from DC to several hundred kilocycles, this informa- 
tlcn is amplified by a wide band amplifier having a response 
from DC to one n.-^acycle and a gain of 100. The output of this 
amplifier is connected to the second trace of the dual beam 
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oscilloscope. The oscilloscope was equipped with a Polaroid 
Land camera for recording the osclllograms, A typical osclllo- 
gram Is shown in Pig. 4. The upper modulated trace represents 
the absorption and the lower trace represents the spectral 
radiance of the gas. 

The Indium antimonlde Infrared detector used in the system 
is unique in that it is used in the DC mode and has been 
designed for long terrr. stability. The photovoltaic Indium 
antimonlde flake is mounted in a special vacuum dewar with a 
two-hour liquid nitrogen holding time. The Indium antimonlde 
cell is back-biased to a few tenths of a volt using low noise 
mercury batteries. This biasing technique, along with the 
stable DC amplifier, results in very small drift at the output 
of the DC amplifier. To prevent any electrical interference 
from surrounding equipment from contaminating the detector 
signal, mercui'y battery power supplies are used for the AC and 
DC amplifiers. 

Data Reduction 

Referring to Fig. 4, tbe dual beam oscilloscope used 
to record the phenomena is triggered shortly before the arrival 
of the shock wave at the viewing section. This provides a 
measure of the initial modulated source emission (upper trace) 
and establishes a zero level (lower trace), from which the gas 
emission is measured. When the shock wave passes the windows, 
the hot gases radiate resulting In the signal Increase of the 
lower trace.  Simultaneously, tne modulated signal on the upper 
trace is diminished as the heated gases absorb some of the 
source radiation. With the arrival of the contact surface, the 
ga^es are cooled and the signal on the lower trace gradually 
decreases to the zero emission level and the upper modulated 
signal increases toward Its initial value. 

The absorptance is obtained by measuring the peak-to-peak 
amplitude of the modulated source emission before the arrival 
of the wave (IQ) and the peak-to-pcak amplitude of the 
decreased modulated signal during the steady hot flow portion 
(I). The ratio of I/I0 equals the gas transmittance. One 
minus the transmittance equals the absorptance «>(T) of Eq. (l). 
The Increase in voltage in the lower trace corresponds to the 
gas emission which is converted to absolute units, N-(T), using 
the blackbody calibration. The gas temperature is then readily 
determined from Eq. (2), 
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Shock Tube and Related Systems 

A conventional, single-pulse, shock tube system was 
employed. The shock tube and Instrument are shown In Fig. 5, 
The v^hock tube low-pressure section, consisting of several 
flanged lengths of 2*25" l.d. stainless steel tubing, had a com- 
pletely assembled length of lö  feet. The driver section was a 
4.3" l.d. stainless steel tube, 4 feet long. The driver and 
driven sections were connected by a converging transition 
section containing a 2" valve to permit rapid evacuation of the 
shock tube.  Aluminum or mylar diaphragms, held at the transi- 
tion section, were ruptured by Increasing the driver gas 
pressure. The shock tube viewing section, which contained two 
sapphire windows mounted in line, was located 13.3 feet from 
the diaphragm. 

Platinum thin film resistance probes (ref. 3), flush mounted 
along the shock tube, were used to measure the shock velocity. 
The probe outputs were displayed on an oscilloscope modified for 
raster sweep operation. The raster sweep was timed using a 
time-mark generator with pulses every 10 microseconds. The 
shock velocity measurements were accurate to within + 0,5^. The 
signal generated by one of the thin-film resistance probes was 
also used to trigger the dual beam oscilloscope used to record 
the emission-absorption measurement, 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Gas temperatures in shock heated C02 and C02-nitrogen 
mixtures were determined by simultaneously measuring the infra- 
red spectral emission and absorption of hot C02 at 5.40-M., The 
C02-nitrogen mixtures were prepared by the method of partial 
pressures in a mixing chamber and were allowed to stand for 24 
hours before use. The shock tube was evacuated to a pressure 
of a few microns before filling, and the shock tube system had 
an overall leak rate of less than 1-^ Hg per minute. Initial 
pressures in the low pressure section were measured with a 
mercury monometer using a double reduction technique (ref. 4), 
which permitted the initial pressure to be measured with an 
experimental error of less than 0.23$. The Infrared emission- 
absorption temperature measurements were made in the Incident 
shock and were compared w^th values calculated from the measured 
shock velocities using the method suggested by Gaydon and Hurle 
(ref. 3), assuming a chemically frozen and vibratlonally 
equilibrated state behind the incident shock. The results are 
shown in Table I, The error in the calculated temperature due 
to the accuracy of the velocity measurement corresponds to 130K 
under the conditions measured. 
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The agreement between the measured temperature and the 
temperature calculated from the measured velocity Is good. The 
maximum difference was 100oK, approximately 4$.  This Is within 
the experimental error. 

Table I 

Comparison of Incident Shock Temperatures 

TEMPERATURE 0K 

Measureda' Calculated ' 

2129 2038 

2122 2091 

2118 2207 

2248 2325 

2284 2390 

a) From Infrared emission-absorption of hot C02 at 4.40-u. 

b) From shock velocity by method of Gaydon & Hurle (ref. 3). 

The comparison made above between measured and calculated 
values were for Incident shocks In the absence of chemical 
reaction. Under these conditions, the calculated velocity may 
appear to give more accurate results than the Infrared spectral 
measurements. However, this may not be true for all conditions. 
Under circumstances where the gas temperature cannot be calcu- 
lated accurately, as in reflected shocks or where exothermic 
reactions may be occurring, the Infrared technique should prove 
useful. 
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SHOCK TUBE 

CHOPPER 
INFRARED 
WINDOWS 

SOURCE UNIT REGE IVER 
UNIT 

FIG. 1   SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE WARNER & SWASEY M301 HIGH SPEED 
SPECTRORADIOMETER. 

FIG. 2 inSb DETECTOR OPTICS. 
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FIG. 4 TYPICAL OSCILLOGRAM OBTAINED WITH HIGH SPEED SPECTRORADIOMETER. 
UPPER MODULATED TRACE REPRESENTS ABSORPTANCE. LOWER TRACE 
CORRESPONDS TO SPECTRAL RADIANCE . 

FIG. 5  SHOCK TUBE WITH HIGH SPEED SPECTRORADIOMETER AT VIEWING SECTION. 
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SPECTRÜSCOPIC   TcMPtRATUKE  MEASUREMENTS   IN  SHOCK   TUBES 
UTILIZING   EMISSION  FROM   THE   OH  VIOLET   BANDS* 

Ronald  Wat son:? 

Engineering  Center 
Arizona   State   University 

Tetnpe,   Arizona 

Abstract--The   technique   for  utilizing  wide-band  emission   frnm  a   large   number 
of   spectral   lines   in   the   OH      ,s    >- electronic  band   svstem  to  obtain 
spectrosconic   temperature measurements   in  a   shock   tube   is described.     Appli- 
cation of   tue method   to   the  experimental   determination of   temperatures   in 
trie   reflected wave   region  in  the   range  near   3500oK is discussed,   and  a  com- 
parison  is made  of   the  measured  spectroscopic   temperature   to  tne  calculated 
^asdynamic)   temperature   based  on  shock wave   speed.     The effects  of  vibra- 
tion-rotation   interaction are calculated using  Learner's data   (1)   for  the 
aoproorlate  Franck-Condon  factors  and   the   results  show  that   interaction  is 
not   important   for  the  v'^v vibration  bands at   3500oK. 

T.      INTRODUCTION 

Tne extensive use  of  shock  tubes  for chemical  kinetics  investigations, 
absolute  emission measurements,   and various  high enthalpy  flow  studies   (see 
for  example  Refs.   2-6)   is primarily due   to  the   fact   that   the  kinetic   energy 
of   the   shock  wave  adds   thermal  energy  to  the   test  gas  and  raises  its   temper- 
ature  uniformly  and  almost   instantaneously   to  a  thermodynamic   state   that   is 
in  principle  readily  determined   from  the  conservation   relations  of   fluid 
mecnanics   (7,8).     Thus,   the   shock  wave  compression produces  a   sample  of  test 
/as   in a   homogeneous condition whose   temperature  can  greatly exceed   the 
iinrust  attainable   in   steady-state devices  such as  furnaces,   etc.     Many 

ooservers   have  utilized   the   region behind   the   reflected  shock  wave   to obtain 
very  high   gas  temperatures,   without   being  forced   to use   heated  hydrogen 
driver gas  or excessively high driver  pressures. 

*Part   of   tne work  discussed  here  was   supported  under Air  Force  Grant   No. 
AF0SK-17PJ at   the  California   Institute  of  Technology. 

*'Present   address:   Heliodyne Corporat. ion,   Los Angeles,   California 
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Although conditions in the shocked gas may be calculated from one- 
dimensional gasdynamic relationships, questions concerning equilibrium (9> 
10), boundary layer effects  (ll), wave interaction (12),  etc. persist in all 
shock tube work; this is particularly true in experiments performed at 
relatively low pressures where the gas particle collision frequency is low. 
Direct measurements of the properties of the shocked gas are therefore 
desirable. 

It is relatively straightforward to measure the pressure,  the usual 
technique involving the use of a piezoelectric transducer with time responses 
of the order of microseconds or better (13).    Density measurements may be 
performed with devices such as X-ray densitometers o** electron beams (ih). 
The measurement of temperature presents a more difficult problem however, 
with present technology appearing to preclude «my approach other than optical 
determinations. 

It is the purpose of the present paper to describe the theoretical basis 
for a method of obtaining test gas temperatures by a spectroscopic tech- 
nique; experimental results are given in later sections.    The procedure 
described here is based on wide-band emission fron a large r mber of spectral 
lines in twc separate wavelength regions of the OH ^ 2. -♦-2 fj   electronic 
band system.    The emission is measured photoelectrically, the signals being 
generated by a narrow core of hot gas in the shock tube.    The ratio of the 
intensity per unit optical depth in the two spectral regions is a unique 
function of the temperature for the case of an equilibrium, optically thin 
gas.    If measurements are performed with an optical system looking axially 
up the tube behind the reflected wave, the linearity of the detector signal 
can provide a verification of the equilibration and transparency of the test 
gas.   A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.  1. 

By employing an admixture of small amounts of water vapor to the princi- 
pal test gases,  the method described here may be used as a "standard" 
technique in shock tube work in the 2500-60000K range.    The procedure is 
sanewhat analogous to the two-color technique for obtaining the brightness 
temperature of a grey body (e.g., metal partis in a heated furnace) by a 
canparison of the spectral intensity emitted from the body at two wave- 
lengths (Ref.   15, Chap. 16). 

Other optical techniques for measuring gas temperatures in shock tubes, 
e.g., the line reversal method, plasma spectroscopy, etc., are discussed 
elsewhere in the literature,  see for example Ref's.  l6-l8. 

II.    THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In this section,  the contribution to the flux incident on a detector 
(in the exit focal plane of a monochromator) emitted by individual spectral 
lines from the hot gas is obtained;  sunning over all of the lines passed by 
the monochromator yields the total flux and hence the voltage signal pro- 
ujced by the detector system observing radiation from the shock tube. 
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A. Theoretical Calculation of Line Intensities 

The "intensity" (the energy emitted per unit tine per unit volume) 
of a spectral emission line of vavenumber "Vv'JJ1 ^^i11 a molecular band 
system is given by   (see Ref.  19) 

I    lTT,  »   N  T hcu) A    ,__, (l) w'JJ' vj        w'JJ'      w'JJ' x   ' 

where Kyj is the population of the upper state and Ayyijji  the Einstein 
transition probability for spontaneous emission from the state vj to the 
state v'J*.    In terms of     I^Vv^jj«!^»  ,the sQuare of the matrix element for 
the dipole moment of the particular transition, equation (l) nay be written 
as 

where Nt is the total number of emitting molecules, Qint ls the partition 
function for the internal degrees of freedom,  and Byj is the energy of the 
upper state.    Note that equation  (2) assumes a Boltzmann distribution. 

At any temperature, the right hand side of equation (2) determlnea the 
total intensity emitted (in all directions) from the particular spectral 
line If the value of iRw'JJ'l2 i8 Known.    Conversely, equation (2)  implic- 
itly defines the temperature if the absolute Intensity is measured and 
iRyyijjip is known.   The temperature-intensity relationship thus depends on 
the evaluation of the matrix element term, which will be referred to here as 
the total transition probability.    While absolute values of   iRw'Jj'l^ ftre 

seldom well known for molecular systems,  it will be shown later that a 
knowledge of the relative values  is sufficient for temperature determina- 
tions, essentially by using the intensity ratios of various bands. 

B. Detector Response to Optical Radiation 

In the shock tube experiments,  a monochromator (see Fig. l) allows 
the photomultipller detector to respond to radiation from only the desired 
region of the OH violet spectrum.    If the opt leal-detect ion system heu an 
overall sensitivity of K*   (volts/watt of light input;  assumed to be constant 
over a narrow spectral Interval),  then the resulting detector signal output 
from the hot gas emission is 

V    = K'F 
g 

where    F    Is  the  light flux  Incident  on the detector.    Since each ,1th spec- 
tral   line emits  a flux F     ,  the detert^r signal  nay also be written as 

.1 
v»  = K'F        • (3) g .j ^ 
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The nonochromator serves as an optical filter and has a non-uniform 
response to Incident light of different wavelengths because of the slit 
function."*"    In terras of the total intensity emitted by the Jth line, 
equation  (3) becomes 

V,_  =K'  LA.    ^l   \      g^    , CO g C      krr 

i      J      J 

where    LA^ is the volume of the hot gas radiating into the exit optics  (L is 
the length of the narrow core of hot gas within the shock tube and Ae Is the 
exit window effective area), dCl/kv is the fractional solid angle subtended 
by the optical system, and g^.  Is the normalized slit function response at 
the wavenumber UJI   .    Equation (U) assumes self absorption is negligible,  so 
that the signal voltage increases linearly as the length    L    grows with time. 

The detector signal voltage resulting from the flux  of all  the lines 
within the slit function base 2äu* is 

V = KL 
K*   O 

\/here the  factor K nov includes the effect of the solid an^le and the 
effective  size of the er.ltting window area obeerved by the  optical  detection 
system.    The subscript 2^* in equation  (5) signiflcr; that the suranation 
extends over all   rotational   lines   (i), in all branches  (b), ^n all bands 
(vjv'), where  the  slit function zx.   Is non-zero;  hence,   in a given experiment 

V(7 j.0 depends  on the rr.onochrornator i^avenurber setting üU0 and the slit 
opening. 

Equation  (5)  forms the basis  for quantitative emission measurements and 
may be used to obtain spcctroscopic  temperatures  if the   iRw'jj'l     values 
arc known  (the  temperature being defined  implicitly in equation 5).    Alter- 
natively,   lr the gas temperature   is known, values of emission oscil ator 
strengths   (which depend upon the   IfV^jj«!     values) may be  obtained from 
equation  (5)- 

C.    Spectroscoplc Temperature  Determination 

Because  of unce^tp^nlies   in the total  transition probabilities and 
the  difficulty  in  obtaining an accurate  determination of the absolute 
sensitivity  factor K,  the  direct  application of enuation (5) would generally 
result  in  low accuracy.    These problems  may, however, be circumvented by 

'The  slit   function  response represents  the  spectral   transmission charac- 
teristics  of  the monochrorator and   is  triangular  in shape  with a total  band 
nass     n .0.ii*  for a wel"!  adjusted prism  instrument  (see Fig.  2).    With the 
"onochro-ator  set   at <JJ0,  a1!   spectral  ■> ines  outside the  range w^tbd* are cut 

■,:' by  the   instrument. 
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rr.easuring the  ratio of the voltage  canals fror, tvo spectral regionc 
identified by the subscripts  1  and 2,  respectively,  belonging to the sane 
band syster..    The resulting signal voltage ratio is 

V 

w 

-•   e^'Eyj/W\ 

.w' b    i 
w' JJ ' 11 "UJ 

2lii/ 

\  e^(-Evj/kT)i   |RWJJ'|     S| 
JUJ 

(6) 

The  IRW'TJ'       terns  in enuation  {") need only be dcterr.in-d on a relative 
basis,  and the ratio of K]/Kg "ay be dctcnr.ined by a relative  intensity 
calibration  (which  is experlnentally r.uch easier to ■nerfcrr than is an 
absolute   calibration).    On this basis,  equation  (6)  ray be '..Titten as 

vx 
V2K1 

<MT) r) 

'..'"nero   ^ (T) represents  the calculable ratio cf the  summations appearing in 
equation   (6).    Note  that equation  (6) does not depend on  the nunber density 
of the omitting r.olccules,  so that an accurate knowledge  of the CH concen- 
tration   is not  required as  long as   it is  optically thin  (further discussion 
of this   is given in Section V on Experimental  Results). 

In order to obtain reasonable detector signal  outputs   (V-,/V0) with the 
OH radical,   it  is  required that  the nonochromator band pass    2JuJ* cover an 
interval   of the order of 10CA.    This means that the  summations  in   ^ (m) ui11 
inc'ude  many rctational  lines   (i)  fror different vibration bands  in the 
'^ 2? -J^-^JJ violet system.    Hence the temperature defined  Irplicltly by 
equation  (7)  is a combined vibratlonal-rotational  tenperd ure.  and  it is 
assured here that equilibration  of all internal energy states  Is achieved. 

D.     Relative Transition Probabilities  for OH;    No Vibration-Rotation 
Interaction 

2 
VAC calculation of    ^(T) depends on the evaluation of the   JR    ,_   , 

terns.     In  the  case of negligible  Interaction among  the  internal energy 
states,   +he total   transition probability Is  separable   into Independent terms 
in the  form 

w' JJ' Rei|        PjJ'   V' (p) 
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In equation (8),   jReil    is an average value for the electronic transition 
moment  (see for example Chap.  7 of Ref.   15).    The data of Nicholls  (20), 
shov that I Re]l     may ^c taken as a constant for all of the v^ v bands with 
which the present calculations are concerned (since these bands have much 
stronger emission than the v^ v±l bands).    The pjji  term is the rotational 
transition probability and q^i is the Franck-Condon factor or the sauare 
of the overlap integral. 

For this case,  the iReil    terms cancel in the numerator and denominator 
of equation  (6) and the expression for the (calculable)  temperature function 

T) becomes H 

^(T) =Lw' b    1  J 

T 

2^*1 . (9) 
k 

.^ b    i J2^'2 

Data for the relative values of    PTTI,   and n    ,  for OH are available in 
the literature   (21,22). ' 

E.    Relative    transition Probabilities for OH;    With Vibration-Rotation 
Interactiont 

Learner (l) has calculated relative transition probabilities for 
the main branches  of 01 by applying Pekerls'  {2h) wave equation solutions 
using a'Morse (25) potential.    In this case, the'total transirion proba- 
bility may be written as 

Rw'JJ'|        =    |Rel| PJJ'    Vr'JJ' (10) 

Here,   JR'-JI     has a weak temperature dependence (an increase of about 1^ 
from 200ü-60000K), but has the same value  for the v's v bands  at a given 
temperature  (see Ref. 23).    The rotational transition probability terms are 
again as given in Ref. 21.    The Franck-Condon factors qwtjj»  are not cal- 
culated on the basis of the rotationless  case (as are the  q^i   in enuatlon 
8) since they now include the vibration-rotation interaction. 

Ion 'A more extensive discussion of the effect of vibration-rotation Interactic. 
on both spectroscopic temperature measurements and absolute emission strengths 
of OH is given  in Ref. 23. 
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As for the previous case,  the   JR^ij    terms cancel  In equation (6) and 
the temperature function vlth vibration-rotation Interaction becomes 

f(T)    = .w' b 1 
*1  e^'\j/^\ PjJ^  Snr'JJ'j \ 

112^*1     .     (11) 

)       )  /    uu.   exp(-E  T/kT).  pTT,     a     ,__,    a 
L     :-. L      i      *K    vj/    'i ^JJ,'      •w'JJI    ^ 
w' b i 1 : 2<2uu*. 

III.    NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS FOR OH 

Detailed calculations for the temperature function vere performed on 
computing machines using the data of Dieke and Crosswhite (21)  for the 
relative  rotational transition probabilities,   line  ^locations,  and energy 
levels,  and the data of Nicholls  (22) and Learner (l)  for the Franck-Condon 
factors.    The slit function was taken to be an isosceles triangle centered 
at JU0 and normalized to a peak value of 1.0 as shown in Fig. 2.    The wave- 
number interval 2<V* was chosen to be 10^9 cm'1 which  corresponds to 100A 
at 3100A near the band head of the OH violet system for the Perkin-Elmer 
Model 98 monochromators used in the experiments. 

Fron Ref.  21,  it  is  seen that only the  (0,0)-,   (l,l)-,   (2,2)-,  and 
(3,3)- bands contribute appreciable radiation in the wavenumber interval 
from 29,000 to 33,000 cm-1.    The  calculations  and experiments were therefore 
restricted to this interval and these bands. 

J 
I 

The effect of wave:, imber netting on the relative light flux passed by the 
nonochromators nay be seen in Fig.   3, which shows the variation of the 
relative  intensity term 

r -  h 

qvv,    '.T "i exr(-Evj/kT'i Pjj;, %, re 
[_w' b i 

(12) 

-*2bi) 

with wavenumber at t:-pical shock tube operating temperatures. 

Consideration of the data shown in Fig.  3 leads to some conclusions 
regarding the choice of wavenurbers that should be  used for the two mono- 
chromator settings to obtai.i    ^(T).    Since the maximum Intensity occurs 
near    ^0  =  32,250 cm      at all   .e.rperatures and is  relatively  insensltlv? to 
snail  errors  in monochromator sr'ti:;?,  this value  is an  obvious choice for 

u)0^.    In order to obtain high sensitivity in the  temperature measurements, 
the aj02 setting for the other channel should be as  far removed from 
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32,250 cm'    as possible.    The lower limit on UüO2 is governed by the signal- 
to-noise ratio available at low wavenumbers;  also,   it  is seen that for a 
given error in monochromator setting  (e.g., 14A),  a greater percentage 
variation occurs  in the signal at lower wavenur.bers,  thus leading to a 
greater uncertainty in the temperature. 

In view of these factors,  a choice of wavenumbers was made vhich allowed 
reasonable signal  strengths to be attained (based on previous experimental 
experience),  and    ^(T) was then calculated as a function of temperature for 
various values of (i)02 (see Fig. h, which is calculated from transition 
probabilities  assuming no vibration-rotation Interaction). 

From Fig.  ^ an estimate may be obtained of the error In the spectro- 
scopic temperatures produced by errors in monochromator settings alone."'" 
The maximum error occurs for ^ p = 31 »000 cm"l and low temperatures 
(^3000^0;  errors due to uncertainties in w0i are essentially zero since 
this setting corresponds to the peak of the curves in Fig.  3-    If ^QO can 
be set within 5 cm-1 (which corresponds to an experimental accuracy of about 
U),  the temperature uncertainty contributed by this factor  is  AT = 25-30TC. 

In order to minimize the uncertainty in temperature produced by in- 
accuracies in the monochromator setting while maintaining a reasonably 
sensitive indication of the temperature near 3500oK,  the experiments were 
conducted with uu02 = 31,000 cr-1 (this  choice corresponds to the top curve 
in Fig. h). 

Uncertainties  in the monochromator slit width openings do not affect the 
accuracy appreciably since the Intensity term In equation  Ol)  is relatively 
insensitive to small changes  In 2ixu*  for the silt widths  considered here. 

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the teripcrature functions (p(T) and 
^'(T)  calculated respectively without  and with vibration-rotation inter- 
action.    Fron these curves, differences  in measured spectroscopic temperatures 
vhich would result  from the use of total  transition probabilities with and 
without vibration-rotation interaction may be obtained.    These differences 
are also shown on Fig.  S 

Although appreciable differences  exist for temperatures  greater than 
ibout  5000°^,  near 3500oK vher^ experimental data were gathered, the 
difference  (about TO*^) Is within the  total experimental   uncertainty of 
1750K.    Over the  range of 3500-6000oK,   the effect of vibration-rotation 
interaction would be to raise the observed spectroscopic temperatures from 

'Note that the total error in the experimental measurements  is  greater than 
this because of additional errors  in measuring the signal  ratio VT/Y^ nnd 
the relative sensitivity ratio, KpAi •     See Section V for an estimate of the 
total experimental  error- 
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about 2-3-^ over those that would be obtained by reducing experimental data 
on the assumption that vibration-rotation interaction did not exist. It 
should be noted that this relatively small correction is a consequence of 
utilizing emission from vide spectral regions covering all branches of the 
main v'= v vibration bands. By observing all branches simultaneously, the 
interaction effects are minimized since increases in intensity in some 
branches tend to be offset by decreases in others as shown in Table I for 
the (0,0)-band. 

The effect of interaction would be much stronger if observations were 
made in the v'= v±l bands (Ref.'s 26 and 27). These bands lie outside the 
wavelength region considered in this study however, and in addition have 
very weak emission compared to the v'= v bands. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROCEDURES 

Detailed descriptions of the experimental apparatus have been reported 
previously (28-30), h^"ever, some features of the equipment that are 
especiall;. pertinent to the temperature measurements are described in this 
section oi the present paper. A schematic diagram of the essential compo-
nents of the equipment is given in Fig. 1 and a photograph of the dual 
monochromator arrangement is shown in Fig. 6. 

A. Optical System 

Apertures in front of the quartz lenses limit the exit optics systems 
to observations in a narrow core of gas in the center of the shock tube about 
1 cm in diameter and essentially cylindrical in shape with an included 
divergence angle of less than tan"1 (0.0^). Thus, side wall boundary layer 
effects and light reflections from the inside of the shock tube walls are 
avoided, and the volume of gas emitting radiation into the optical system 
grows linearly with time as the reflected shock wave moves up the tube. 
Viewing emission axially behind the reflected shock allows an experimental 
check to be made on the assumptions that the gas is transparent and in 
eouilibrium if the increase in the axial emission is linear with time (see 
Fig. 7). 

B. Gas-handling System 

The OH was generated by the dissociation of small amounts of water 
vapor diluted with argon in the shock tube, the initial test gas total 
pressures all being near 50 mm Hg. In order to achieve the optical trans-
parency required in the theoretical analysis, it was necessary to use very 
low initial water vapor concentrations; namely about per cent by mole 
fraction. 

The dilution was attained by a continuous flushing operation with dry 
argon being bubbled through a series of bulbs containing degassed water. 
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The  resulting partial pressure of water vapor vas that of saturated vapor 
at  the terrperature of the  flushing system,  vhich was controlled in the 
range of 2-10oC  (29). 

While it is not necessary to know the precice concentrations  for the 
spectroscopic tenrperatures  (see equation 6).  the calculated equilibrium 
temperature based on shock wave speed is  sensitive to the amount of initial 
water vapor since H2C has a relatively high heat of dissociation.    Thus,   in 
order to obtain a proper conparicon of the measured tenperatures with cal- 
culated values,  an accurate knowledge of the Initial  concentration was 
required. 

C.    Deteminatlon of the Relative Sensitivity Ratio, Kp/K1 

The ratio of relative sensitivities of the two optica1   systems was 
obtained directly from shock tube cxper'ments with both ronochromators 
monitoring emission from the sa^e wavelength  interval.    The resulting 
signal ratio was the desired factor, KJD/KT .    The  calibration records were 
similar to Fig.   7,  except with JUQ^ set at uu0, . 

V.    EXHIRIMENTAL RESULTS 

A typical osoil1cscoDe trace  ^ erission from the two wavelengths, 
3c,250 cm'1 and yißOO cm-^.   is show  in Fig.  7.    The initial   slopes  of these 
records  represent  the emission per unit   length of test gar. and together with 
the KO/KT   factor permit determination of the  spectroscopic temperature  of 
the OR by utilizing the  calculated values of   ^(T).    In Table II.   the  results 
derived  fror a number of experiments are compared  to the temperatures  calcu- 
lated  from the measured  shock velocities and enuilibrium gasdynamicc 
considerations. 

The comparison between the measured spectroscopic temperatures and  the 
calculated equilibrium temperatures  in Table II  is based on a transition 
probability assuming no vibration-rotation interaction.    This  assumption was 
used  since the calculated  corrections based on the  interaction are nomally 
within the estimated  accuracy of the exüerlments   (see the  following section). 
The  excellent agreement between the  spectroscopic  and gasdynaric  temperatures 
in Table II 'ends support  to the neglect   -^ the   interaction effects. 

A.    Estimate of Accuracy 

The estimated accuracy of the spectroscopic temperature measurements 
was  about .lr75c^C.    Contributions to this t^tal   error come from  (a) errors   In 
monochromator settings,   (b) errors In the Kp/K-,   calibration,  and  (c) errors 
In  determining Vj/Vo fro-  oscilloscope  records.'     As d'scussed previously  in 
Section III, the error due  to 'mccrtaintiec   in  the  -onochromator settings  is 
about 25-30OK.    Errors  In both KjA^ and V-^/Vj are associated with errors  in 
determining the slopes of oscl1 ""oscope records.    This error was about  3 per 
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cent  so that  contri"butionG of IJC K arise  fror, uncertainties  in both Kg/Ki 
and VT/Vg. 

The difference betvreen the spcctrcscopic  and equilibriurr; terperatures 
shown in Table II varies by rore than ^"5^ in none caser.  presur.ab",y be- 
cause of sor.e uncertainty in the shock tube performance data  (e.g., 
r.easured shock velocities,  initia".   r-.ixture  terperature,  etc.). 

B. Terperature Measureraents  in Other Laboratories 

A nur.ber of terrperature neasurenents   "in the incident  sr""k  vave 
region have been r.ade by Gaydon and his  covorkc^-.  using  line-reversal 
techniques  (30;   the  results agree  vithin about 130°^ of the  calculated 
equllibrlur. values  in the range of 200? to 2P00oK. 

The  line-reversal   technique vas  also used by Lapvcrth   (:2)  to get 
—50^ agreement behind  reflected chock vaves  up to about 2500oK,   and by 
Charatis  (33) with  3  per cent agreement  up to ^POC^ behind reflected 
shocks.    Wurster and Treanor'c  results   (3^)  using oxygen ultraviolet  absorp- 
tion in the  reflected wave region agreed vrlth the calculated values within 
-TOO0!? fron 1500 to UOOO^.    Lauver, Hall,   and Bellos  (35) neasured sinu1- 
taneous absorption and enicsion fron CO^-Ar mixtures to obtain  reflected 
shock region temperatures near 2500oK in good agreement with calculated 
values,  and Camevale,   Carey,  and Marshall  (36) obtained agreement with 
calculated reflected shock \^ve temperatures   in the 3000-9000oK range using 
ultrasonic measurements  in argon . 

C. Relaxation Effects 

It should be noted that the  spectroscoplc tenperatures described in 
the present study are based on the assumption that equilibriun exists among 
the states from which the emission  is observed.-   I" a region of non-enulli- 
briun exists  in n test  gas,  the signal   fr^m axia1  observations behind the 
reflected shock wave will  initially exhibit either an undcr-or-overshoot 
depending on whether the radiating states  are  undcr-or-over populated.    How- 
ever,  if an equilibrium zone exists,  the  slope  of the observed signal will 
reach the proper va'ue  required to define  the equilibrium tenperature,   i.e.. 
as  in equation  (6).     This effect was demonstrated in the OH experiments 
where an apparent  relaxation tine  (-^25 microseconds) was  required for the 
emission of the   (2,2)-  and (3»3)- bends  to become equilibrated with the 
emission from the   (0,0)-  and (l,l)-bands   (see Pig. T). 

VI.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The experimental  records indicate that th^»—''''  eaulllbrium in  the 
OH ^ ^_ -»-^T^ system was achieved behind the  reflected shock wave.     The 
spectroscoplc temperatures obtained by the procedures described here were in 
good agreement with  calculated equilibriun tenperatures based on measured 
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shock velocities;   this  indicates that the wide-band, dual wavelength 
emission r.ethod may be adapted to measure hot gas temperatures  in shock 
tubes,  If conditions correspond approximately to those presented in this 
paper. 

The advantages of the method described here are that no external, 
calibrated light sources are required,   and by using wide wavelength  regions 
for the observations,  high spectra-   resolution  is not necessary.    In addition 
the technique as adapted to the reflected shock wave studies  allows experi- 
mental verification of the equllibrlun state  of the gas. 

Some limitations on the method are that  it  requires the addition of 
small traces of water vapor (which depresses the gas temperature),   and since 
the technique depends on emission from molecules it Is useful  only from a 
lover temperature  of about 25C0oK to an upper limit of perhaps 6n000K 
depending on the  available signal;  no attempts have been made to check the 
upper limit experimentally, however. 

In all cases,   due care should be exercised to establish that an equili- 
brium situation exists  in order that the method be valid. 

Although many questions remain concerning conditions behind the  reflected 
shock wave, a number of experimental temperature measurements  of this region 
have been reported  (see Section V-B) with results in agreement with the 
calculated gasdynanic value.    From these measurements,   it would appear that 
some of the criticism of the suitability of the reflected wave region for 
quantitative experiments  is unwarranted;   this  is particularly true  if the 
test gas is primarily a raonatomic gas,  so that bifurcation effects  are 
not important. 
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Table 1.     THE EFFECT OF VIBRATION-ROTATION INTERACTION ON BRANCH 

INTENSITIES IN TKE  (0,0)-BAND OF OR AT 30O0OK     (from Ref.  23) 

Branch 
Relative Branch 
Intensity with 
No Interaction 

5.31013 

Relative Branch 
Intensity with 
Interaction 

5.369?2 

^Change in Branch 
Intensity due  to 
Interaction 

+1.11 

8.U3656 8.U2902 ■0.09 

2 

So 

3.38225 

4.10792 

'7.2T93T 

3.13703 

3.3^509 

".28114 

3.11097 

■1.10 

+ 1.1 ' 

-0.0? 

-O.83 

all satellite 
branches 

Total for all 
branches 

3.00420 

34.72874 

3.00420 

34.69401 •0.10 

r     4 
Branch Intensity = )    UJ,  exp(-E  ,/kT).     |R    |TT, /.     1      KV    vj/    'i        vv'JJ1 

where    R^ =   1-013     Rel I at 3000"K. 

(arbitrary units) 

branch 
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Table II. TABULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Initial HO 

concentration 

Incident shock Measured Calculated AT=T 
velocity spectro- equilibrium 

spec 

(per cent) (nim//<s) 
scopic 

temperature 
temperature 

equil 

0.50 1.31U 3520 3583 -63 

0.50 1.299 3550 3510 +U0 

0.30 1.329 3710 3775 -65 

0.30 1.292 3710 3580 +1:0 

0.30 1.299 3680 3620 +60 

0.30 1.306 3685 3650 +35 

0.29 1.303 3510 3630 -120 

0.30 1.337 3800 38U0 -uO 

0.30 1.281 3530 3510 +20 

0.30 1.326 3740 3750 -10 

0.30 1.299 3600 3615 -15 

0.31 I.303 3580 3625 -45 

0.29 1.299 3595 3625 -30 

0.33 1.232 3385 3280 +105 

0.33 1.246 34Q0 3350 +140 

0.33 I.U16 4250 U270 -20 

0.33 1.31^ 3o20 3690 -70 
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Dual Beam 
Oscilloscope 

Pig. 1.    Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. 

Fig. 2.    The monochromator silt 
function as determined 
by scanning ehe 33^1.U8 
Kg line vlth a thermo- 
couple;  the monochromator 
silt vldth setting is 
1.0 mm. 
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Fig. 3. Relative intensity vs. wavenumber setting for a monochromator 
with 2ÜJU* = 10^9 cm"1 and a triangular slit function. 
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Fig.  5.    A comparison of   (j)^T) without vibration-rotation Interaction and 
§ (T) vith interaction, as a function of temperature and the 

temperature difference «JT due to vibration-rotation Interaction. 
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Fig. 6. Dual monochromator system showing the optical system 
for viewing emission from the shock tube in the axial 
direction. 

Fig. 7. A typical oscilloscope record from a shock tube test with 
observation of the OH emission in the axial direction 
behind the reflected shock wave. Sweep speed = 50 micro-
seconds/cm. The upper trace is for 32,350 cm"1 at 10 mV/cm; 
the lower trace is for 31,000 cm"1 at 5 mV/cm. The initial 
H^O concentration was 0.30 per cent. 
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SHOCK FRONT CURVATURE AT INITIAL PRESSURES UP TO TOO ran Hg.* 

A.  T. Mazzella 
Institute for Fluid Dynamics and Applied Mathematics 

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 

and 

P. C. T. de Boer 
Graduate School of Aerospace Engineering 

Cornell University, Ithaca,  New York 

ABSTRACT 

Ajcial extents of curved shock fronts in argon were measured using thin 
film heat transfer gauges mounted on a plate perpendicular to the axis of 
a 1•" diameter shock tube.    In interpreting the data, use was made of the 
theoretical shock shape.    This shape was determined fron previously de- 
rived formulas which apply when the boundary layer behind the shock is 
either laminar or turbulent, and which account in an approximate way for 
tne iafluence of the flow at the foot of the shock.    At low initial 
pressures the experimental data obtained agree well with theory and with 
results of other investigators.    For initial pressures above 100 mm Hg 
the data showed appreciable scatter, which is taken to indicate that the 
shock is oscillating in curvature.    The scatter has the order of magnitude 
which follows from Freeman's theory for the riaraplng of perturbations  in 
shock shape, with the assumption that somewhere near the diaphragm the 
shock is strongly curved.    Variations in shock tilt were generally less 
than 0,003 radian, 

I,     INTRODUCTION 

For shock tube measurements of high resolution it is of importance to 
know the curvature and shape of the shock front.    Previous experimer .s on 

*    Work supported by the U,S, Air Force Office  of Scientific Research and 
the Office of Naval Research.    Reproduction in whole or in part is 
permitted for any purpose of the United States Government. 
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shock curvature have been reported by various investigators, Lin and 
Fyfe (ref. 1) measured the transit time of the shock through a narrow beam 
of ultraviolet light traversing the shock tube. Duff and Young (ref. 2) 
and Johnson (ref. 3) mounted piezo-electric pressure detectors at the end 
wall of their shock tube and measured the differences in arrival time. 
Liepmann and Bowman (ref. i|) and Grua+. and Rieutord (ref. 5) did similar 
measurements with thin film heat transfer gauges instead of pressure 
detectors. Indirect measurements of shock curvature based on the deflection 
of light by the shock were reported by de Boer (ref. 6). A theory for shock 
front curvature near a wall arising from the influence of the boundary layer 
along the wall was given by R. A. Hartunian (ref. 7). This theory was ex-
tended to flow in rectangular and circular tubes by de Boer (ref. 8), who 
also considered modifications arising from the finite length of the 
boundary layers, and from the special character of the flow at the foot of 
the shock. 

At low initial pressures, theory and experiment appear to be in good 
agreement. The present investigation was undertaken in order to see if 
this agreement also exists at higher pressures. As in the work of refs. 
5-5, thin film heat transfer gauges were mounted on a plate perpendicular 
to the axis of the shock tube. The differences in arrival time of the 
shock at these gauges provided information about the axial extent of the 
curved shock. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A stainless steel shock tube with circular cross section of 3.757 cm 
inside diameter was used. The inside of the tube had been honed to a 
20 micro-inch finish. The distance between the diaphragm and the shock 
curvature detector was 516 cm (= 138 tube diameters), and the length of 
the driver section was 137 cm. The driver gas was helium, the test gas 
argon. The diaphragms consisted of Alcoa Co. number 1100 - 0 aluminum, 
with thicknesses of 0.016, 0.032, 0.0^0, 0.050, and 0.060 inches. Two 
perpendicular grooves of 1V" length were cut into the diaphragms with a 
milling machine. The depth of these grooves varied from 0.006" for the 
0.016" thick diaphragm, to 0.010" for the 0.060" diaphragm. More than 

of the diaphragms were found to open up to at least 80$ of the shock 
tube cross section. The possible influence of the breaking of the 
diaphragm on shock curvature is discussed in Section III. 

The shock curvature detector consisted of a rectangular quartz bar 
of V x V', the ends of which were ground to fit the inside diameter of 
the shock tube (Fig. 1). There were three films applied across the width 
of the bar. The two outer films had a radius of curvature of 1.66 cm, 
which was equal to the distance from their centers to the axis of the 
shock tube. The inner film was straight, and at the center of the plate. 
The films had a width of 0.6 mm. They were painted on using Hanovia 
liquid bright platinum paint 05, and baked for about 20 minutes at 660°C. 
The resulting film resistances were 180, k20, and 280 f \ , respectively. 
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With the aid of an optical flat giving rise to interference fringes, the 
film thicknesses were found to be approximately c20A before baking. After 
baking the thicknesses had decreased still further, while the quartz was 
found to be flat to better than 0.0025 mm from measurements using a surface 
indicator. A total number of 253 runs could be made with the detector, 
after wklofc a piece containing the connection to one of the thin films 
broke off the cicc of the quartz plate. The thin films themselves were 
still in excellent condition. 

The electronic circuit connected to each of the films consisted of 
a 22.5 Volt transistor battery and a 2200 resistance in series with 
the film in order to obtain approximately constant current (see Fig. 2). 
Two double beam Tektronix oscilloscopes were used to compare the signal 
from the center film with that from each of the outer films. The time 
needed for each signal to achieve 63$ of its approximate final value was 
about O.O.: microsec. An optical comparator was used to measure the time 
difference between the signals of the upper and lower traces. The base 
line and a line along the steepest part of the trace were used to define 
a starting point of the signal, in analogy with the procedure described 
in ref. 2 (see Fig. 3). A time difference of about 0.00k microsec could 
be resolved with this technique. By applying a voltage pulse taken from 
a square wave generator across the three films, the recording circuits 
were tested for differences in delay time. These differences were found 
to be at most O.OOo microsec, and were taken into account in the inter-
pretation of the data obtained. 

The velocity of the shock could be measured with two additional thin 
film gauges at the side wall of the shock tube. These films were baked 
onto glass rods, the ends of which were ground to a radius of 3 A " in 
order to make them flush with the shock tube wall. The glass rods were 
tightly fitted into lucite holders with copper strips serving as the 
electrical contacts. The films were at distaices of 172 and 350 cm from 
the diaphragm, respectively. 

Measurements were made of the times which the shock needed to travel 
from Lhe first to the second film, and from the second film to the shock 
curvature detector at 516 cm. The average velocity over the second 
distance was smaller than over the first one. The difference amounted 
to less than 31° at the lower pressures and to less than 10^ at the higher 
pressures, and was taken into account by linear interpolation in deter-
mining the shock Mach number of each experiment. 

Further details on tne experimental work may be found in ref. 9. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Experiments were carried out with shocks of Mach number 1.8 to 7.3 
moving into argon at initial pressures from 5 to TOO mm Hg. At the higher 
pressures the largest shock Mach number obtained was 3-3> while at the 
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lowest pressures the Mach numbers were above ^.6,    For given diaphragm 
thickness and initial pressure, shock Mach numbers were reproducible within 

The two differences in arrival time measured in each experiment 
at the curvature detector were averaged in order to find the axial extent 
of the shock between the outer films.    The results are plotted in Fig. h. 
It is seen that on the average   xsh    decreases as the initial pressure 
increases.    There is appreciable scatter in the data.    The dependence of 
on shock Mach number       ].'.s     is not indicated in Fig. h, but is discussed 
below.    A measure of the shock tilt was obtained from the difference in 
arrival time at the two outer films.     In general, the shock tilt amounted 
to less than 0,003 radian, although in a very few cases a tilt as large as 
0.006 radian (0.3^°)  was observed. 

The outer films of the curvature detector were located along a radius 
r    ■   0,89 h , where     h        is the shock tube radius.    Actually, 

the quantity of greatest interest in specifying shock front curvature is 
the total axial extent    0      of the curved shock.    In order to conv ;rt the 
data obtained into values for     G     , use was made of the results for the 
theoretical shock profile given in the appendix.    For a laminar boundary- 
layer behind the  shock the appropriate equation is (A5).    For the conditions 
of the experiments the correction factor given in square brackets in (Ap) 
was always close to one, and     Q / xSh    3    1«72 ^ 0.03 .    The results 
for   G are shown in. Fig.  5.    In view of the large scatter f^und especially 
at the higher pressures average values have been plotted,  together with 
bars indicating standard deviations.    The number of points used to obtain 
an average value in general was about 10.    In some cases this number 
was only three,   so that not all of the averages and  standard deviations are 
very meaningful.    Also shown in Fig.  5 are theoretical results based on 
the work of Ref.  rt for fully laminar and fully turbulent boundary layers 
behind the shock front.    Furthermore, approximate theoretical results are 
indicated for a partially laminar, partially turbulent boundary layer.    In 
calculating these results use was made of the following expression for the 
transition distance       x^,       : 

Xj - — (-i-   - 1 )      Re 

$   =1   ^ fi 0) 
where    Y)        is the coefficient of viscosity,    P     the density, and   a 
the velocity of sound;  subscripts   1   and   2   denote conditions in front 
of the shock and in the free stream behind the shock,  respectively. 
Re^   s is the transition Reynolds number, which was taken to 
be 10 .    From a comparison with published data (ref.   10)  it appears that 
this value is a lower limit and that the actual transition Reynolds 
number in a tube with smooth walls may be a few tim^s larger.    The minimum 
value of    Xf   found from (l) for the conditions of interest is about 
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0.9 cm (for p^   = TOO mm Hg and !,:s   = 3.3).    Since the shock front 
curvature is essentially determined by the part of the boundary layer 
within half a tube radius  (   -     0.9^ cm)  from the shock  front  (compare 
ref.  c and Fig.   6),  we conclude that for the present experiments the 
turbulent part of the boundary layer cannot be expected to exert a 
significant influence on the curvature. 

It is seen from Fig.  5 that at low initial pressures     p^     there is 
reasonably good agreement between theory and experiment.    While the theory 
predicts that    0     should be practically independent of the shock Mach 
number at these pressures, the experimental data indicate that    Ö is 
somewhat larger for the higher Mach numbers.    At high initial pressures, 
the average curvature found experimentally is much larger than predicted, 
and there is a large amount of scatter.    The major part of this scatter did 
not arise from measurement errors.    Similar scatter has been reported by 
other investigators (refs.  2 and h),    It appears as if the shock wave is 
influenced by phenomena connected with the breaking of the diaphragm,  and 
is oscillating about an equilibrium shape.    The damping of such oscillations 
has been investigated by Freeman  (ref.  9).    He .'ound that the amplitude of 
oscillation decays as        x"11       r where    x     is the distance from the 
diaphragm.    The exponent takes on the value 3/2 for weak shock waves,  and 
the value 1/2 for strong shocks.    Assuming that at a distance    x     from 
the diaphragm equal to the tube diameter of 3.75 cm the axial extent of 
the shock is 1  cm, we find that at the shock curvature detector this per- 
turbation has reduced to 0.06 mm for weak shocks, and to 0.55 mm for strong 
shocks.    Although these calculations are quite approximate.  It is of inter- 
est to note that the scatter in the data falls within these limits.    The 
influence of the diaphragm breaking on the shape of the shock at a distance 
equal to 60 tube diameters from the diaphragm has recently been demonstrated 
convincingly by Liepmann and Bowman (ref. k), 

In conclusion we note that at low initial pressures the theory of 
ref. 6 predicts the shock front curvature with satisfactory accuracy. 
At high initial pressures the curvature is much larger than predicted by 
this theory, and apparently is determined by phenomena connected with the 
shock formtion process.    The resulting perturbations will be damped out 
only at very large distances from the diaphragm. 

APPENDIX-A.    SHAPE OF THE CURVED SHOCK 

| In this appendix we give formulas and numerical results for the 
shape of the curved shock, applicable when the boundary layer behind the 
shock is either fully laminar or fully turbulent, and when the shock 
travels in a gas between t«o parallel plates or in a circular tube.    The 
formulas given are based on the work of refs. 6 and 8.    In the same 
reference it is shown that the curvature of the shock front In a 
rectangular tube simply is the superposition of the curvatures obtained 

I for the corresponding two cases of two parallel walls. 
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a) Two parallel walls. 

It follows from equations (10), (15), (9) and (IT) of ref. 
that the shape of the shock front between two parallel walls, as determined 
by the displacement thickness of the boundary layers on these walls is 
given by 

oo 

OH 
coshiO y/h) - 1 

6    2 .2s'1 - l)((-s) (-s-1)! / os+1 sinli O ? 
(Al) 

Here  :•:   is the distance measured in the direction of the flow in the 
frame of reference in which the shock is stationär}',  0    the total 
ex-cent of the curved shock in the    x - direction,  y  the distance 
from the cer.terplane, and  h  half the distance between the walls. ^ 
is the Riemann   C -  function. The boundary layer displacement thicknesi 
is give., by 

% - M XS 

(A2) 

For small    y/h    it is useful to expand (Al) as follows 

x .1: 

e   (--2^i)C(-^ 
f[-Ql.2^(2k. 
;--iL   ^K 

) (y/h) 
2k 

(A3) 

while for y  near  h , setting  h - y - yc , 

e r   ;i -2-*:L)((-r.)[\h 

OO 

n > r^Y 
•1  \2VJ 

|C(2:: 
.   /  ■'o 

2v: 

m 
For a laminar boundary layer we have      s 
becomes 

,  and  (A3) 
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-~j      -    0.rr?2  (y'h)2    ♦   C.IJ-6  (y/h)^    +    O.OShl  (y/h)6    + 
b1 /■ 

t-     J.03--1-  (y n)      ♦   ^     a-,   (y/h) 

CO 

21: 

1: - 1.2 c 

wi^n        a,, i^ a-. -, , 

(A3L) 

while   (A^)  ^oes over into 

(x,.,'e)T  -   1   -   1.3l5i:(y0/h)2"   ♦    ).3037 (y0^) 
o 

+ 

♦   u.0102  (yo/iO1    ♦    0.0012   :;0/h)ü ....        (Ahh) 

The last  two formulas give  results identical  to better than O.lyj over a 
wide  range of values of     y 'h .     I.'unerical values for      (xs^/0 )T 
for various        y/h are given in Talle I. 

For a turbulent boundary layer       s    -    0.S ,  and we obtain 

(x_.h/0),.    -    L. 3^0 (y/h)2    *    L.06oa  (y/h)14    *    0.0261 (y/h)6    * 

OO 

+     ;.01-0 (y'h)8    +   X   ak  (y/h)2k      , 
k-5 

i: - 0.>      k - 1.5 
where        a'    ^j   ak-l   '         

1: I: - 0.5 

(A3T) 

or 
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(x
Sh/ö )T    "    !    '    1-6512  (y0/h)0*8    +    0.6h30 (yJh)2    t 

O.OO'i.'i  {y0/h)h    +    0.0007   (y0/h)6 

(A^T) 

Tl^ese two formulas again give results identical to a fraction of a percent 
over a wide range of values of  y/h    . Table I also lists numerical 
values for   (^sh/ Q )" 

(*sh/§h 
(xc/e)L 
(xc/e)r 

0.1 
.005^ 
.oof: 3 
.0057 
.0081^ 

P.2 
.022i+ 
.0335 
.0231 
.0338 

p. 3 b.V 
.0503 .092 
.0753 .135 
.0525 .095 
.076a .136 

irr 
0.5 

.1 

.213 

.151 

.21k 

b."S _lq.j 
.'2171 "".307 
.3101  .428-i  .570 
.223!  .31^    .^32 
.312|  .430|  .573 

0.8     0.89   0.90 

.725 

.576-; 

.723 

3^ 
.745 
.596 
.747 

0.9^ 
.707 
.851 
.71^ 
.853 

Table I.    Shape of the curved shock for fully laminar and fully turbu- 
lent boundary layers along 2 parallel walls and in a circular 
tube. 

As discussed in Ref. 8, the results just given are invalid close to 
the wall,   since the theory breaks down in that region.    In order to 
account for this breakdown an approximate correction was proposed, which 
is of some importance at very low initial pressures.    After some calcula- 
tions the corrected shock shape is found to be 

Qy « -g -   1-315 (y0/h)2 [l   -   1.16 (a/^S y0)^   +   0.5 (a//S y0)] 

(A5) 

where      £7      is the corrected total extent of the shock in the   x- direction 
given by 

0»0[l   -   1.52 (a//3 h)2    +   0.8 U/ß h)]     . 

(A6) 

*   As was already noted in ref h, the corresponding number given in 
footnote 10 of ref. 8 is in error. 
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The quantity  a/fi is of the order of the mean free path in front of the 
shock. A detailed expression for  a/^i  is given in Ref, 6. For argon 
at the shock Mach nujabers of 1.5-6 the resultö are fitted with sufficient 
accuracy by the empirical relation  a/|3 - 0.07 (jh  in rrr. ;iK)"1(l.',-l)"2r.ari 
Equation (A5) is applicable when  h ^ y0 ^ aM   , and essentially 
consists of the first two terms of (A-'iL) with appropriate correction 
factors. 

b) Circular Tube. 

The formula for the shock shape in a circular tube corresponding 
to (Al) is (see ref. 6) 

oo 
Ül   /Io(?r/h) - 1       _^ 

(AT) 

where      r     is the distance from the axis, and     1{Q)  the modified Bessel 
function.    No series developments equivalent to (ASA and {kh) are available 
for this case.    Equation (AT) was therefore evaluated for various values 
of       y/h with the aid of a computer.    The results are included in 
Table I. and are s^en to be quite close to the corresponding results for 
xsh /0 

Near the walls, the same breakdown of the theory occurs as for the 
case of two parallel walls.    With some confidence we can apply (A5) and 
(A6) also to the present case. 

Fig. T shows a comparison of the present theoretical results with the 
experimented data of ref.  2.    The agreement is seen to be satisfactory. 
The measurements were not sufficiently accurate to distinguish between the 
uncorrected theoretical curve and the corrected curve obtained with the 
aid of (A5) and (A6).    Higher accuracy of measurement was achieved by 
Llepmann and Bowman (ref.  4), who found good agreement with the theoretical 
uncorrected curve for initial pressures between 30 and 1T0  micron Hg   . 
Their measurements at initial pressures of 5 and 10  micron Hg   show 
deviations from the uncorrected curve, which are qualitatively analogous 
to the corrected shape given by (A5).    Equation (A5) can be made to agree 
with their measurements by taking    a//3   - 0.09  (p]_ in mm Hg)"1 mm 
Finally, Gruat and Rieutord (ref. 5) report good agreement with the 
uncorrected theoretical durve for initial pressures of 0.196 - 3.T mm Hg 
in a shock tube with a diameter of 16.U2 cm. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of curvature detector, with dimensions in mm. 
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Fig. 3»    Representative photopraph of records obtained (pi = 700 mm Hg, 
''-s = 3.3)«  horizontal scale  is O.Oii microsec/division, vertical 
scale 5 mV/division. The sketch illustrates how the difference 
in arrival time of the shock at the center and outer film was 
determined. 
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'ig. ii,    Measured axial   iisplacernent    xsh    of curved shock at    r/'r0 » 0.89 
as a function of initial pressure   p^.    C'ot all d=ta could be shown). 

Argon 
a M »79-5.5 
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Tig, 5. 

P, (mmHg) i 

Total axial extent ot curved shcck calculated from the data also shown in 
Fig. U, as a function of initial pressure    pi.    Lines are theoretl.r  . 
results for fully laminar boundary layer    (©.),   for fully turbuxc.t 
boundary layer    (ÖJy   and for partially TanVnar, partially turbulent 
boundary   layer (curred lines). Vertical bars indicate standard devlationa. 
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Fig.  6.      Reduced axial extont      C7(L)  / ö ( Oo )    of curved shod: between 
parallel plates for boundary layer of effective lenfth    L,    as a 
function of    t/ß h    for laninar and turbulent boundary layers. 
Results are bas^d on equations  (2Ja) and (2i'h) of rcf.  8. 
(/3 • (1 - ;.'.2^)2>    where    '.'.2    is the 'lach number of the flcr.v behind 
the shock in the fra.T» of reference of the shock. 

UNCORRECTED 

?ig. 7.    Comparison of theoretical profile of curved shock with Duff and Young's 
data for shocks of Mach nuinber 1,83 to 6.33 going into argon at an 
initial pressure of 0,335 mm Hg,  in a circular tube of 18.6 mm inner 
diameter. 
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I 

TURBULENT SPOTS AND WALL ROUGHNESS EFFECTS IN 
SHOCK TUBE  BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION* 

iv?.  P. Thompson and R, J. Emrich 
Lehigh University 

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 

INTRODUCTION 

There have been many recent experimental  studies   (ref. 1-6)  of the 
laminar to turbulent  transition in shock tube boundary layer flow.    Detailed 
investigations of boundary layer density profiles  (ref.  2) and heat transfer 
rates   (refs. 4,b) have amply supported Mirels*  theoretical solution of the 
laminar boundary layer development behind the shock  (ref. 7).    Based on this 
.solution of the boundary layer structure, Ostrach and Thornton (ref. 8)  have 
devcJoped a theoretical  solution for the stability of the boundary layer in 
tiic presence of infinitesimal disturbances.    The existing transition data are 
in serious disagreement with the current stability theory, and one aim of the 
investigation reported here was to relate transition phenomena more closely 
tu the presumed mechanism of flow breakdown and instability. 

■ve snail employ the following nomenclature to characterize the shock and 
transition parameters:  uw/ut,  wall-to-free-stream velocity ratio in shock- 
fixed coordinates; U2 or ü ,   free stream velocity in laboratory coordinates; 
ve,   free stream kinematic viscosity; Rex, Reynolds number based on the dis- 
tance a particle has moved since started in motion by the shock (ref, 7);  and 
Ke--,  based on boundary layer thickness at u =  .99 U2. 

In previous investigations,  conveniently summarized in reference  (6), 
transition was seen to occur quite abruptly and reproducibly at a character- 
istic time behind the shock.    This implies that the transition point moves 
over the wall at shock v-locity.     In the present experiments, however,  the 
transition is observed to be much more random  in time,  and turbulent gas  is 

*.(ork supported in part by National Science Foundation 

tPresent address:    Aerospace Corporation,  El  Segundo, California 
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seen always to move over the wall at the free stream velocity behind the 
shock.    Our current results can be shown to agree with the earlier work in an 
average sense, however.    Further, a study of the influences of finite pertur- 
bations on transition has yielded an empirical correlation between the ob- 
served transition phenomena and theories of boundary layer stability.    A more 
detailed discussion of these current studies appears  in reference  (1), 

EXPERIMENT 

The experiments covered a shock Mach number range from 1,06 to  2.34, at 
initial pressures from 39 to 5760 mm llg in air.    The shock tube has 3/8 x 4 
inch internal dimensions, with a 50 u inch wall  finish.    At the test section, 
2,5 meters from the diaphragm, polished glass plates 12x4 inch were  inset 
flush with the walls.    Thin film heat transfer gages were painted and baked 
on these plates as shown in Figure 1.    By suitably distributing the gages, 
both axial and transverse propagation of transition phenomena could be 
followed. 

In Figure 2 we show a typical record of wall  temperature and heat trans- 
fer during transition.    At shock arrival,  tne wall temperature jumps to a 
steady value characteristic  of laminar flow.    At  the time of boundary layer 
transition,  the wall temperature rises suddenly,   in an approximately para- 
bolic shape,  indicative of the arrival at the gage of fully turbulent 
boundary layer gas.    The heat transfer, obtained by integration of the wall 
temperature signal, also shows the expected laminar and turbulent behavior. 
This sort of experimental record  is typical of those seen by other investiga- 
tors,  with one significant difference,    »v'hereas others'  measurements give a 
transition time of about 200  usec at this flow condition, our boundary layer 
remained laminar for more than 500 usec.    Moreover,  the transition shown is 
not a "natural" transition,  but can be attributed to the arrival at the gage 
of gas which was tripped into turbulence by the wall discontinuity at the 
upstream edge of the glass plate.    Hence the "natural" transition time is 
even longer than the measured time. 

The most significant new feature appearing in our studies is shown in the 
wall temperature record of Figure 3.    The wall temperature is seen to rise 
linearly,  to peak, and to decay back to the laminar value.    At a later time, 
the arrival of fully turbulent,  tripped gas from the plate leading edge is 
seen.    We interpret this transient phenomenon as the passage of a turbulent 
spot over the gage,  preceded and  followed by laminar flow.    The spot  leading 
edge arrives at the  first deviation from the laminar temperature plateau, 
and the trailing edge passes  at the peak of the wall  temperature bump. 
(The subsequent decay is a result of the thermal  lag at the surface of the 
wall after removal of the higher turbulent spot heat transfer rate.) 

In general, the appearance of turbulence in the boundary layer occurs in 
successive steps as Ms is increased.    1) At the lowest Ms, no distinct 
turbulent spots were seen, and laminar flow was limited by the arrival of 
leading edge tripped gas.    2)  As Ms is increased,  turbulent spots appear on 
an increasing fraction of the runs.    The spots may be detached (preceded and 
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followed by laminar flow) or may havo merged with other sputs or with the 
tripped turbulent front. Raising either Ms or pi serves to increase the fre- 
quency of spot occurrence, at Ms % 1.4, Maximum observed laminar flow time 
is still determined by leading edge tripping on some portion of the runs at a 
given flow condition. 3) At higher Ms, no detached spots are seen, and the 
tripped gas arrival is obscured by merged spots. Transition is still char- 
acterized by a linear wall temperature rise appropriate to the leading edge 
of a turbulent spot. 4) At Ms > 2,  no turbulent spot phenomena can be distin- 
guished, and the transition occurs with the abrupt, parabolic wall tempera- 
ture rise seen by other investigators. We shall first consider the tripping 
process induced by wall roughness elements, and the propagation of the 
turbulent front. Then we shall discuss the origin an* growth of turbulent 
spots. 

Wall Roughness Effects 

The motion of the tripped turbulent front, gas could be followed along 
the wail, as shown in Figure 4, Two features should be noted.  First, the 
fully turbulent front is always observed to move over the wall at free stream 
velocity. Second, the first gas particles to become turbulent are not those 
immediately behind the shock, but rather those which have flowed for a char- 
acteristic time Tj^ behind the shock before passing over the roughness element. 
This delay time, T^ is defined graphically as shown in Figure 4, by the 
intersection of the turbulent front path with the wall discontinuity at the 
plate leading edge. Many experiments with gages as close as .25 inch behind 
the leading edge showed this behavior always to be the case. 

The line discontinuity at the plate leading edge is a step down in the 
wall surface, of about .001 inch height. A further experiment was tried 
using 1 mm wide strips of scotch tape .0025 inch high, forming flat ridge 
roughness elements. Typical resuJ ts are shown in Figure 5. Again the char- 
acteristic delay time T^ is seen. Surprisingly, the delay time is the same 
for tripping by the leading edge or the tape strip, despite their considera- 
ably different nature. We conclude that it is the stability of the boundary 
layer, and not the nature of the 2-dimensional roughness element, which 
controls the tripping process. If the times TK are used to derive a transi- 
tion Reynolds number Re/;, then this Reynolds number has a characteristic 
value of about 1700 for all our tripping experiments. The boundary layer 
appears to be stable in the presence of finite disturbances until it has 
achieved this Reynolds number. 

Turbulent Spots 

We turn now to the turbulent spots.  In a large number of subsonic 
and supersonic flow environments, the generation and growth of turbulent 
spots has been established as the mcchanis:r of boundary layer transition. 
Infinitesimal perturbations are amplified in the boundary layer above a 
minimum critical Reynolds number. When these waves have grown sufficiently 
laige, they cause a point generation of turbulence in the flow. Turbulent 
spots then grow and propagate downstream from these randomly occurring point 
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sources.    A determination of turbulent spot shape and propagation geometry 
made in incompressible flat plate flow (ref. 91  is shown in Figure 6,    In the 
shock tube, we have established the following spot characteristics:    the 
leading edge and trailing edge move   over the wall at velocities 112 and 1/2 
U2, respectively.    The spot shape is approximately triangular as shown,witn a 
vertex angle    between 11 and 18 degrees,  in fair agreement with Schubauer's 
(ref. 9) value of 15.3°.    The wake-spreading angle a could not be determined 
in the shock tube.    Note that by extrapolation backward of the growth enve- 
lope, the origin of the spot may be located. 

Naturally occurring turbulent spots were found to arise at quite random 
times and positions behind the shock, on successive shock tube runs.    At two 
flow conditions where spot occurrence was most frequent, a statistical analy- 
sis of the transition times was performed  (ref.  1).    An example appears in 
Figure 7.    The function P(T) is the probability that the first deviation 
from laminar flow will occur at time t.    The function r(T)  is the probability 
that the first deviation (i.e., transition) will have occurred prior to time 
T.    For comparison,  the range of transition times found by Chabai (ref. 3) 
is shown as TC.    Several conclusions are suggested by these curves.    Compari- 
son of the interraittency function r(T) with the similar curves of Narasimha 
(ref.  1Q) provides strong evidence that shock tube transition does occur by 
amplification of small disturbances, leading to turbulent spots.    Further, 
P(T)  shows a clearly preferred transition time,  in fair agreement with others' 
measurements as typified by TC.    A possibly more meaningful comparison, 
specifically with Chabai's work, can be arrived at in the following way:    Our 
present gages are 1/2 inch long,  whereas Chabai's gages were 4 inches long, 
spanning the entire tube.    If we assume Chabai's gage to be made up of 8 
independent 1/2 inch segments, then we can compute the probability T^ that 
transition will have occurred somewhere across the tube width by time T  .    It 
is seen from Figure 7 that when the transition probability TQ averaged across 
the tube reaches a value 0.3-0.6,   it agrees very closely with the transition 
time measured by Chabai.    Hence it appears that in this range of flow condi- 
tions, where transition occurs by random, point breakdown of the flow,  it 
makes a considerable difference whether measurements are made with localized 
detectors or by averaging across the tube as was done in references (2-4). 

In order to study more carefully the propagation of turbulent spots from 
a known point source in space and time,  it was decided to introduce sparks . 
into the boundary layer.    The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 8. | 
Sparks could be generated at any desired time after the shock passed the thin 
film spark gap, and the propagation of turbulent spots from this disturbance 
could be followed by gages downstream. I 

A schematic x-t plot of the growth of such artificially generated spots 
is shown in Figure 9.    At time TS after the shock has passed the spark gap, 1 
the spark is fired.    The disturbance convects downstream, eventually causing > 
flow breakdown at x0,  T0.    The turbulent spot can be seen to grow from this 
origin, with leading and trailing edges moving at U2 and 1/2 U2 , followed 
eventually by the fully turbulent front from leading edge tripping.   The | 
positions x0,  T0 of spot origin, as a function of the introduction time of the 
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spark TS, were determined for a large range of TS at several flow conditions. 
Results at Ms = 1.24, pi = 760 mm are shown in Figure 10. The spark distur- 
bance moves downstream at 1/2 U2, but will not cause flow breakdown or initi- 
ation of turbulent spot growth until it has reached a local Reynolds number 
in the boundary layer given by tCRIT« Regardless of the strength of the 
disturbance or its time of introduction, it will not generate a spot until 
this critical time or Reynolds number is reached. When TS > TQPJT, breakdown 
occurs immediately at the spark gap. At lower Ms, for very short T

s, it was 
found that spark disturbances would damp out completely, never causing flow 
breakdown. This is entirely in accord with the presumed Tollmein-Schlichting 
mechanism of amplification of small disturbances which has been so well veri- 
field in other boundary layer flows, 

DISCUSSION 

The transition data are summarized in Figure II and Table I. In Figure 
11, the customary transition Reynolds number Rex is plotted vs the shock 
strength parameter uw/ue. The range of earlier measurements, as summarized 
in reference (6), is shown by the dotted lines. The range of transitions 
at each flow condition from the present work is superimposed for comparison. 
Our earliest transitions, occurring by the random turbulent spot mechanism, 
fall within the range of others' observations. The maximum observed duration 
of laminar flow, limited by leading edge tripping, is far in excess of the 
values seen by others, however. Also shown in the upper left is the theo- 
retical limit of shock tube boundary layer stability (ref. 8), below which 
disturbances should not be amplified. As "as apparent from previous measure- 
ments, all the observed transitions fall in the supposedly stable region. 

In Table I are shown the critical Reynolds numbers, below which the 
boundary layer will not become turbulent in the presence of finite distur- 
bances, as determined from wall roughness and spark perturbations. Both 
disturbance sources give a best correlation in terms of Re^ = 1.7 or 1.8 x 103. 
This number then empirically defines the critical Reynolds number for stability 
of the shock tube boundary layer. Also included in Table I is the minimum 
transition Reynolds number observed at each flow condition for naturally 
occurring turbulent spots. As might be expected, ReMTN > RCCRIJ, since 
presumably some disturbance amplification must occur in the natural transition 
case. 

SUMMARY 

We draw three major conclusions from these studies. 

1) For weak shocks at initial pressures near one atmosphere, transi- 
tion occurs by an intermettent turbulent spot mechanism quite similar to that 
familiar in steady flat plate flows. 

2) The duration of laminar boundary layer flow can considerably 
exceed that observed in earlier studies. 
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3) There exists a minimum critical Reynolds number for the shock 
tube boundary layer« below which the boundary layer is stable even in the 
presence of finite disturbances. 
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TABLE   I 

SUMMARY OF TRANSITION DATA 

Roufth ness Natural Spark 

Flow 
Cond. 

u /u 
w' e 

cm~ 

Re 
X 

atTk atTk 

Re 
X 

Min. 

ReB 
Min. 

Re 
X 

crit 

Re5 
crit 

xlO5 xlO6 xlO3 xlO6 xlO3 xlO6 xlO3 

1 1.10 I.85 •733 3.02 
2 1.15 .305 .12 1.21 2.22 1.64 
3 1.18 3.56 .747 3.0 
k 1.23 1.59 4.15 2.20 
5 1.24 .679 .271 I.78 2.85 I.83 
6 i.ko 3-22 
7 l.ho 1.07 

3.17 
.185 1.41 1.41 3.9 3.7 2.00 

8 1.57 .496 2.2 
9 i.6o 1.68 .495 2.22 • 964 3.1 3.5 1.97 
10 1.86 .770 .26 1.60 
11 1.86 . .770 •23 1.49 I.63 4.0 
12 1.86 •953 .236 1.52 1.72 1.30 
13 1.86 1.17 .56 2.33 
Ik 1.86 1.17 • 56 2.33 
15 1.86 2.53 .23 1.51 .911 2.8 2.86 1.68 
16 1.97 2.90 .38 1.81 .906 2.7 
17 2.24 1.11 •45 1.86 
18 2.27 1.15 .54 2.03 1.57 3.45 
19 2.32 4.15 .870 2.54 
20 2.57 5.17 I.63 3.32 
21 3.00 •337 .46 1.57 
22 3.14 .366 .50 I.63 
23 1.82 2.33 .16 1.19 1 Mean « 1.7 Mean - 3.1  Me ian ■ 1.8 

Ref ^ 1.1 - 3.0 .16 - l.i } 0.6 - 1.8 

xlO6 
2.1 - 4.4 

xlO3 
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Kyracou 

ELECTRON BEAM GAS DENSITOMETER FOR SHOCK HEATED GASES 

R.   Kyracou,  E.H.   Carnevale and CA.   Ziegler 
Parametrics Inc. ,   Waltham,  Massachusetts 

and 
G. W.   Wares 

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 
Bedford,   Massachusetts 

INTRODUCTION 

The electron beam technique of density measurement in the shock tube 
has been used for some time by such investigators as  /enable and Kaplan 
(ref.   1),   Ballard and Venable (ref.   2),  Duff (ref.   3),   and Camac (ref.   4). 
The measurements here were performed basically to obtain quantitative 
information on shock front thicknesses.    So far,   the electron beam tech- 
nique has been relegated to low initial shock tube pressure ranges,  below 
one Torr.     The objective of this work was to extend the experimental range 
so that density determinations could be obtained under the more severe 
conditions usually encountered in shock tube research.    In order to achieve 
the greater density measurement range,  an electron beam attenuation ex- 
periment was decided upon rather than observing  the scattered electrons. 

The sensitivity of optical methods for gas density measurement (e. g. 
interferometry) becomes unsuitable for use below about 10'    gm/cm   . 
The scattering of electrons from an electron beam by gas atoms at these 
densities can,  however,  be an extremely sensitive process provided that 
electrons of the proper energy are used.    An electron beam can be made 
to pass through an aperture in a shock tube wall with minimum perturba- 
tion to the inner wall of the test section.    Separation of the electron gun 
from the test section by a thin metallic window allows exotic and/or 
corrosive gases at a variety of pressures to be used in the shock tube 
without affecting the performance or stability of the gun.    In the experi- 
ment described here the density of gas behind a reflected shock wave was 
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measured by observing the attenuation of an electron beam caused by 
scattering. 

The scattering process is primarily Rutherford scattering.    Aw elec- 
tron is scattered by a gas atom because of the mutual electrostatic repul- 
sion.     The number of electrons scattered from a beam,  Ns, depends on 
the initial number of electrons,  N0,  incident on a volume element of target 
atoms; on the number of atoms encountered (px; density and distance); and 
on the cross section of the electron-atom encounter (a function of atomic 
charge,  mass,  geometry,   and electron energy).    For simple s< attering, 
the relationship between density and the number of electrons scattered 
may be written: 

N    =N    (1   .e-apX) s o 

where a is proportional to the scattering cross section.     The experimental 
procedure is to measure the ratio of the electron beam intensity before and 
after the arrival of the shock wave and to relate this ratio to the density 
ratio by means of a calibration curve. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND APPARATUS 

The apparatus consists basically of an electron gun with independent 
vacuum system,  the shock tube test section,  and a scintillation detector 
to measure the electron beam intensity.    The basic system is shown in 
Figure la.     The electron gun is a type SE7N tetrode of the television pro- 
jection type which is operated in this experiment at 50 kilovolts.    The gun 
has an independent vacuum system which maintains the pressure at 10" 
mm Hg,     The shock tube test section is separated from the electron gun 
system by a thin (. 05 mil) nickel window stretched over the . 031 colli- 
mating aperture.    This thin nickel window is strong enough to survive the 
pressure pulse of the shock wave yet attenuates the electron beam by only 
40 percent. 

In operation when  the shock wave arrives,   the beam is swept once 
across the collimating aperture and nickel window (as in Fig.   lb) by the 
action of the magnetic deflection coil.    This is to eliminate the possibility 
of burning a hole through the window which might occur if the beam were 
continuously incident on it.     The result of this sweeping is a square wave 
pulse of electrons (Fig.   4a).     During calibration the beam is swept repet- 
itively across the aperture so that continuous readings inay be made. 

The electron beam is   letected by a scintillation detected which fits 
flush with the shock tube wall.    A detailed drawing of this detector is 
shown in Figure 1c.    The thin aluminum foil (. 3 mil) over the scintillator 
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pJastic is used to prevent light from the shock heated gases from entering 
the photomultiplier.    The foil attenuates the electron beam about 40 per- 
cent.     The scintillator is a thin (10 mil) sheet of Pilot "B. "   It is thin 
enough to alljw any X-ra/s produced by electron interactions with the gas 
or parts of the apparatus to pass through with minimal excitation of the 
scintillator yet thick enough to stop the electrons.     The light from the 
scintillator is sent through a light pipe to a multiplier phototube which is 
terminated by a resistor-capacitor load into an oscilloscope. 

DETERMINATION OF GAS DENSITY - RESULTS 

The electron beam densitometer may be calibrated merely by filling 
the shock tube with the test gas at various pressures and observing the 
height of the calibrating signal (Fig.   4a).    A p^ot of signal height versus 
density is obtained (Fig.   2) which in turn can be normalized to a plot of 
voltage ratio versus density ratio (Fig.   3) by dividing by the density and 
signal height for the initial conditions being used. 

In the experimental determination of density,   the shock wave proceeds 
down the tube and is reflected in the test section close to the electron beam 
exit.     The resultant scattering of the electrons gives rise to the oscillo- 
scope trace of Figure 4b.    The large negative signal represents the un- 
shocked gas condition; the small signal represents the higher density in 
the reflected shock wave region.    The ratio of the two signals may be 
converted to a density ratio by using the curve of Figure 3. 

A number of shock tube runs were made with an initial pressure of 
10 mm Hg of neon and an average Mach number of 4. 70.    The theoretical 
density ratio for the reflection of a Mach 4. 70 incident shock is 8. 32. 
The average of five data points obtained with the Electron Beam Densitom- 
eter is 8. 84 with a standard deviation of 1. 5.    This represents a difference 
from theoretical of 6. 5 percent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Measurements have shown that density variation of gases in the shock 
tube may accurately be obtained with an electron beam attenuation tech- 
nique.    It is planned to further increase the experimental sensitivity and 
range by optimizing the electron beam energy.    Time response has already 
been improved over the data presented in this report to within 5 H-s with 
promise of still further improvement by increasing the beam current.   In- 
creasing the electron beam current has an additional advantage of improv- 
ing the experimental accuracy through the electronic signal to noise ratio. 
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Fig.  4a.    Calibration Pulse 
Sweep Speed L-R 500 Microsec/cm 

Fig.   4b.    A Photomultiplier Record of Electron Beam 
Attenuation by Shock and Reflected Shock. 
Sweep Speed L-R 200 Microsec/cm 
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TEMPERATURE AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
IN A SHOCK TUBE" 

E.   H.   Carnevale,   C.   Carey and T.   Marshall 
Parametrics,   Inc.,   Waltham,   Massachusetts 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the largest uncertainties encountered in hypersonic flight is the 
prediction of heat transfer rates to re-entry vehicles.     This is primarily 
due to uncertainties in the theoretical predictions of transport properties 
of gases at high temperatures.     Relatively little experimental data has been 
obtained so far on the transport properties of high temperature gases.     The 
techniques which have been utilized include spectroscopic (ref.   1),   optical 
flow line (ref.   2),   molecular beam scattering (ref.   3),   heat transfer (refs. 
4, 5, 6) and ultrasonic,    (refs.   7, 8). 

The present paper discusses the application of the ultrasoni : and the 
heat transfer methods iri shock tubes for the determination of transport 
properties of gases at elevated temperature.    It further describes the use 
of the ultrasonic method in the determination of the temperature of a gas 
(ref.   9).     The high temperature  source consists of a  shock tube which is 
ideally suited for both ultrasonic and heat transfer requirements.    Ultra- 
sonic temperature measurements have been obtained in the reflected region 
of shock heated argon in the temperature range from 4000-9000  K.    Heat 
transfer measurements have been obtained from oxygen,   nitrogen,   carbon 
dioxide and argon.    Specifically thermal conductivity determinations of 
oxygen from the heat transfer measurements are reported. 

This research was supported by the Air Force Materials Laboratory, 
Research and Technology Division,   Air Force Systems Command,   United 
States Air Force. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The principles of shock tube operation and characteristics are to be 
found in numerous references,   for example,   Bradley (ref.   10),    The shock 
tube used for these studies is a  square cross section seamless stainless 
steel tube eighteen feet long with 5/16 inch wall thickness.     The driver 
section is from the same stock tubing,   six feet long.     Pressure burst dia- 
phrams used throughout the present work were of 0. 008 to 0. 026 inch thick 
aluminurr and were cross scribed for uniform petaling and burst strength. 
Helium and air were used for the driver gas depending upon the driven gas 
pressure and shock wave velocity sought for a particular experiment. 

The shock tube has proven to be an ideal source for the production of 
high temperature gases for short periods of time.    In this work the re- 
flected shock wave region has been used as a high temperature stationary 
gas reservoir for ultrasonic and end wall heat transfer measurements. 
Concurrent stagnation point and side wall heat transfer studies are also in 
progress at this laboratory for obtaining further transport property data. 
The stagnation point and side wall heat transfer are of interest because of 
the dominance of convective processes and hence viscosity dependence. 
The end wall,   reflected shock zone,   heat transfer measurement in contra- 
distinction is dominated by thermal conduction. 

ULTRASONICS 

The temperature of an ideal gas can be determined from its sound 
speed by the well-known relationship (ref.   11). 

1/2 
v   =    (7RT/M) 

where v is the sound velocity,   7   is the ratio of specific heats,   R is the gas 
constant,   T is the temperature and M is the molecular weight.    In the case 
of monatorriic gases for temperatuies up to about 8000   K,   7R/M is con- 
stant and known. 

Although the use of sound velocity for temperature determinations has 
been suggested over 100 years ago (ref.   11) and successfully demonstrated 
over many years,   it has not been until recent times that the use of sound 
absorption for transport property determinations has been suggested''" and 
demonstrated (refs.   7, 8). 

'Suggestion of E.   Bauer private communication. 
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In a monatomic gas,   an expression for the sound absorption is given by 
(ref.   11) 

2Tr2f2     [  4 h   - 1) k 
7 Pv       I   3   ^ c 

P 

where      a     is the   sound      absorption coefficient,   P is the pressure,   f is 
the sound frequency,   c     is the specific heat at constant pressure,   \x   is the 
viscosity and k is the thermal conductivity which is equal to 2. 5 cn\iy~  . 
Hence a measurement of the  sound absorption and sound velocity at a given 
sound frequency and pressure will provide a determination of either the 
viscosity or the thermal conductivity since y  and  c    are known.    It  should 
be noted that in polyatomic gases the above expression does not completely 
account for the sound absorption.    As a result,   relaxation mechanisms have 
been postulated to account for this difference (ref.   12). 

A block diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. 
Shock  speed measurements are obtained from thin film heat transfer gages. 
One of the heat transfer gages is also used to simultaneously trigger an r-f 
pulse (~1 mc/sec) generator and an oscilloscope.     The pulse wave train is 
converted to an ultrasonic pulse by a lead-zirconate-titanate transducer. 
The sound is transmitted across the shock tube and is received by an 
identical lead-zirconate-titanate transducer which converts the sound wave 
back into an electrical  signal.     The signal is amplified and displayed on an 
oscilloscope. 

Sound velocity and hence temperature are  simply determined from a 
measure of the transit time required for the sound wave to traverse the 
two inch gas path across the  shock tube. 

Sound absorption and thus transport properties can be determined from 
a measurement of the sound amplitude attenuations across two different 
known path lengths,   preferably obtained simultaneously.    Hence a rectan- 
gular test section or shock tube is required. 

It  should be noted that considerable effort is  required in order to 
minimize   the     difficulties associated with the acoustic transducer probe. 
There are in general three problem areas.    Noise is continuously coupled 
into the walls of the shock tube.     The impulsive pressure jump across the 
shock wave causes the acoustic transducers to resonate.    Finally,   there 
are high levels of acoustic pressure variations riding on the homogeneous 
pressure rise behind the shock wave.    The acoustic probe shown in Figure 
2 was designed to eliminate each of these problems.    The side wall noise 
is eliminated by using a teflon holder (teflon has high acoustic attenuation) 
which has minimum contact with the test section walls.    Isolation is im- 
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proved by screwing the transducer into the teflon holder on a threaded 
nylon rod so that there is no physical contact between the transducer and 
the teflon holder.    The ringing due to the passage of shock waves is  re- 
duced by putting a short circuited crystal behind the active crystal to trap 
and damp large oscillations.     The acoustic noise level  behind the shock 
must be overcome by introducing sufficient acoustic power to give a use- 
able signal to noise ratio.     Flush mounting of th • active transducer and 
quarter wave epoxy matching layers provide sufficient signal to make meas 
urements with the lead-zirconate-titanate transducers used in this experi- 
ment. 

Figure 3 shows a reference ultrasonic pulse which has been trans- 
mitted across helium at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. 
Also shown in Figure 3   is an ultrasonic pulse which has been transmitted 
through argon during the time the gas is in equilibrium in the reflected 
region of the shock tube.    It should be noted that this signal is obtained 
after the initial noise disturbances which have been discussed above have 
subsided.    A measurement of the transit time,   the time from the start of 
the trace to the first received signal is obtained from the trace and a de- 
termination of sound velocity and thus temperature is readily obtained. 
The ineasurement of the amplitude of the received signal across two dif- 
ferent paths would provide the sound absorption measurement.    Sound ab- 
sorption measurements have been successfully obtained across a two inch 
and one and one-half inch gas path for shock heated argon.    The measure- 
ments are still in process. 

Ultrasonic temperature determinations which have been obtained in 
argon in the temperature range  from 4000   -9000   K are  shown in Figure 4. 
The solid line is the temperature calculated from measured Mach numbers. 
The points are experimental determinations of temperature from the ultra- 
sonic measurements and are within Z% of the calculated values.    It appears 
that for the particular shock tube utilized in this program that a measure 
of the shock speed will provide an accurate determination of the tempera- 
ture of the  shock heated gas in the reflected region of the shock tube.     Fur- 
thermore it has been demonstrated that sound propagation measurements 
can be obtained across two different paths and th.'t these measurements 
provide a sound absorption value which in turn will determine transport 
properties. 

HEAT TRANSFER 

Heat transfer studies are being performed to obtain high temperature 
transport properties in laminar boundary layers. The basic procedure is 
diagrammatically shown in the flow chart of Figure 5. Given the thermo- 
dynamic properties of the test gas as a function of temperature and the 
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fluid dynamic equations which govern the boundary layer,   the transport 
properties determine the heat transfer through the boundary layer.     Thus, 
assuming a set of transport properties and comparing measured heat flux 
rates from the shock tube with theoretically predicted heat flux rates,   the 
real transport properties of the gas may be found. 

Since the heat flux through a laminar boundary layer depends on the 
integral of the transport properties over the entire temperature  range of 
the boundary layer,   significant information demands two consideratic ns. 
First,   in order to obtain a unique determination of transport property 
variation versus temperature,   the initial experiments are performed under 
free-stream conditions where the transport properties are already well- 
known.     The comparison between theory and experiment must then be car- 
ried out in a piecewise manner as successively higher free-stream tem- 
perature experiments are performed.    Second,   the heat flux rate is more 
sensitive to the temperature behavior in the boundary layer than to that at 
the boundaries.     Thus,   for example,   to obtain significant information about 
the transport properties at 8000   K,   measurements and theory at free- 
stream temperatures up to 10,000  K must be used. 

End wall heat transfer measurements in oxygen,   nitrogen,   argon and 
carbon dioxide have been made.     The oxygen data are compared to the 
theoretical heat flux computations in the temperature range 400   -6000   K. 
The energy equation for the end wall boundary layer is 

P 
Ö"   r?   ~-    0'    =    0 

for 

g (o)    =    1 and g (oc)    -    0. (1) 

The independent variable in Equation (1) is the parameter 

1/2 

whore y is the distance from the end wall,   pw the gas density at the wall 
and fj. w   is the gas viscosity at the wall.     The heat flux potential p   is de- 
fined in terms of the viscosity parameter C and Prandtl number Pr as 
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0    =     ^       £-      dg (3) 

where g is the ratio of local enthalpy to wall enthalpy. 

The end wall temperature jump may be written in terms of the gage 
calibration (TT /p    c    R    )       ,   the derivative of the heat flux potential at the 
wall <l>\v,   and the gas properties at the wall (h   , p    , \i    ) as: 

^T   =   hw/ 
Pw Kw     \     /       E       \     0'... (4) 

where h     is the enthalpy at the wall, w 
Using an analysis due to Kemp,   (ref.   12),   the derivative of the heat 

flux potential at the wall becomes proportional to the integral of a function 
of the transport properties over the enthalpy range in the boundary layer. 
The expression is: 

1/2 
0' *f    \ \        ^-    dg» dg   >,, (5) w 

'g 

1 P 
r 

; 

where c is 1. 13. 

The wall  surface temperature was measured using a thin film plati- 
num (Hanovia  -  05.x) heat transfer gage on a pyrex substrate.     The gage 
was calibrated using Equations (4) and (5) with low Mach number,   end wall, 
heat transfer experiments.    At higher Mach numbers p'      was obtained 
from Equation (4) and compared to predictions using Equation (5) and theo- 
retically computed transport properties. 

The oxygen heat transfer data is plotted in Figure 7.     The data points 
are Ö'... versus free-stream enthalpy ratio.    The  solid line is the theoreti- v o 
cal prediction for free-stream temperature.    Below 1500   K an extrapola- 
ticn based on Hilsenrath's tabulation of gas properties (ref.   13) is used, 

k   =    1.40 HL    eg''       forT<1500OK   (Ref.   14). 
w P 
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Above 1500   K the solid line was  constructed using the transport properties 
of Yun,   Weismann and Mason (ref.   14), 

k   =    1.67a     c   u0' 598 for T> 1500OK   (Ref.   15). 
w   p 

Tlu> measurements aru in reasonable agreement with the thermal conduc- 
tivity versus enthalpy function,   thus showing that thermal conductivity data 
as a function of temperature can be extended through the 6000  K range by 
shock tube methods. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An ultrasonic probe which is operating in the environment of the re- 
flected region of the shock tube has been developed.     Ultrasonic tempera- 
ture measurements in reflected  shock heated argon have been made in the 

o o 
temperature range of 4000    to 9000  K.     The measured temperature ratios 
agree with constant 7   shock jump computations to within Z^o (rms). 

End wall heat transfer measurements in oxygen are presented which 
corroborate the theoretical calculations of Yun,   Weismann and Mason. 
Doth ultrasonic and heat transfer experiments in the  shock tube are cap- 
able of yielding transport property information of high temperature gases. 
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AN ALKALI METAL VAPOR SHOCK TUBE AND THE 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE CONDUCTIVITY AND 

ELECTRON CONCENTRATION OF CESIUM IN ARGON 

Jean F,   Louis 
Avco-Everett Research Laboratory 

Everett,   Massachusetts 

A.    INTRODUCTION 

The kinetics of alkali metal is of interest in re-entry physics,   therm- 
ionics and MHD devices.    At the present time,   most of the work has been 
done in apparatus of small size where the walls and ionization plates often 
plan an important role,  as shown by von Goeler. *■   Experiments in a large 
diameter (6 inches) shock tube can offer substantial advantages by making 
wall effects negligible and providing great flexibility in the choice of operat- 
ing pressure and temperature. 

There are two different methods of seeding a shock tube with an alkali 
metal.    The ideal way is to introduce the seed in a vapor phase in the tube. 
This necessitates uniform heating of the driven section up to the tempera- 
ture required by the vapor pressure and an oven has to be constructed 
around the tube.    Optical measurements are made difficult by the alkali 
liquid phase existing on the walls.     The hot shock tube technique also raises 
problems concerning purity and materials since the alkali metal is highly 
reactive and corrosive.    Haught^ has described the difficulties associated 
with this type of shock tube and its lack of flexibility.    Despite these efforts 
and those of others,  the hot shock tube has not become a useful and flexible 
research tool. 

The alternative is to introduce a cloud of very small solid alkali 
particles into the shock tube.    The present work applies this method to 
pure alkali and examines the problems of uniform suspension,   evaporation 
of particles in the shock front,   and the use of such a shock tube to study 
kinetics of alkali metal.    Experiments show that a uniform slug of gas can 
be obtained at a  short distance behind the shock.    The electron concentra- 
tion in cesium-argon mixtures at various Mach numbers is measured by 
different methods.    A discrepancy between edge and volume measurements 
is found which can be explained by the existence of an electron temperature 
profile due to the escape of radiation in the collision broadened resonance 
line. 
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B.  SHOCK TUBE SEEDING WITH SMALL PARTICLES 

1. Solid Particles and Their Suspension in a Carrier Gas 

Powder of various substances have been introduced on the walls 
of shock tubes or on thin secondary diaphragms (Nichols-^) to study the 
spectra of these selected materials.    Gaydon1* introduced Na Cl as a sus- 
pension of solid particles in a theoretical gas to determine the temperature 
of the gas by the sodium D-line reversal technique.    A similar seeding 
technique was also used by Lau.      a jet of gas,   directed onto the surface of 
a liquid compound,   carries a given amount of smoke into a chamber sepa- 
rated from the shock tube by a valve.    After the required amount has been 
fed into the chamber,  the valve is opened and the smoke fills the shock 
tube to the required pressure.     The conductivity measurements were found 
to be dependent on the delay between the opening of the valve and the break 
of the diaphragm.     This phenomenon is most likely to result from settling 
of the particles on the wall.    Settling is the critical problem associated 
with Lau's method.    In the present study,   pure alkali metals,   as opposed 
to Na Cl and C«2 Cl are to be used.     The use of alkali metal eliminates the 
problem of the nature of the dissociation of the ionic molecules and of the 
electron affinity of the chlorine. 

2. Particle Settling 

The uniformity of the test slug will depend on the uniformity 
of the suspension of particles prior to being shocked,   which in turn depends 
on the importance of the settling.     The velocity of settling is determined 
by the balance between the gravitational force (which is a volume effect) and 
the drag on the particle in its motion relative to the gas (which is a surface 
effect).    Therefore,   by making the surfact to colume ratio very large and 
the total suspension time very small,   the influence of the settling can be 
made negligible.     Since the particle size is of the order of,   or smaller 
than the mean free path,  Stokes' law has to be corrected for slip.    The 
settling velocity can be written^ 

2 
2    ^L r    8 Vs   =  | ■±J—   (1 +Ai/r) 

where pr   is the density of the particle,   r its radius,  ß the viscosity,  A is 
Millikan s constant,   and t  the mean free path. 

Figure 1 shows the settling velocity as a function of radius for 
spherical cesium particles in argon gas at 5 cm Hg of pressure.    From 
this figure,   one sees that settling is negligible for particles a few tenths 
of a micron in size in a flow system where the carrier gas moves at a 
velocity of the order of 1 m/s.    Other effects such as thermophoresis can 
influence the settling,   and as a rule gas temperature has been kept 5° C 
cooler than the walls.    Such a flow would be laminar and the diffusion of 
aerosols to the walls,   using Leveque's' formula,   would be 10"   .    Further, 
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if one uses the expression of Nolan0 for sedimentation in a horizontal 
channel under conditions of laminar flow to the specific tube under con- 
sideration (6 inches in dia 
2 ft/s),   the total f 
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ies in diameter and 25 feet long with a pumping  speed of 
- --, -,, ...~. fraction lost to the wall is found to be less than 1% for 
particles less than 0. 3 /i radius; a uniform two-phase flow could be obtained 
for the conditions chosen of 5 mm Hg or for any higher pressure. ^    Lower 
pressures would require particles of smaller controlled size. 

3.    Aerosol Production 

Sodium chlorides have been prepared by several investigators 
using aspiration techniques,   the hotwire generator,   evaporation,   sub- 
limation,   and cathode discharge.     These homogeneous nucleation tech- 
niques produce rather uniform size smokes,   but the size distribution is not 
as narrow as those obtained by heterogeneous nucleation.    In the latter 
method,   the material condenses on very small nuclei of foreign matter and 
the size of the particles is determined by the ratio of condensable matter 
divided by the number of nuclei. 

The preparation of alkali metal aerosols is not described in the 
literature and to eliminate any impurity effect,   homogeneous nucleation 
was chosen.     The aerosols were prepared in the following way (Fig.   2): 
cooled inert test gas is blown over a pool of liquid alkali metal,   the 
quenching of the alkali fog results in the formation of small particles or 
aerosols which are convected by the test gas.     The vapor pressure at the 
surface of the pool or its temperature determines the concentration of 
alkali metal convected.    The evaporating surface is  10 cm^ which allows 
concentrations up to a few percent by weight to be achieved. 

From the oven,   the two phase flow enters a cyclone separator which 
serves two purposes:    1.    mixing to obtain the required gas mixture at 
room temperature,   and 2.    centrif uging of particles larger than 1 /j. 

Using the formulas developed by Smoluchowski" and knowing the 
total flow time,   one finds that the particles will grow from 4 x 10-7 cm to 
around 10-5 crru 

To determine the particle  size distribution,   the particles were de- 
positeu on a carbon grid and electron micrographs were taken by Dr.   Duff 
of AVCO/RAD (Fig.   3).     The micrographs (Fig.   4) indicate that the particles 
were < 0. 3 /i in size and therefore  should have very small settling velocity. 
Unfortunately,   the sample had to be exposed to air in its introduction in the 
electron microscope.     This most likely resulted in a  surface reaction 
which probably changed the particle shape and size. 

To verify the uniformity of the suspension,   pencil beams of light 
have been shone vertically and horizontally through the shock tube.    As 
shown in Fig.   5,   the 90° scattering from this vertical beam is found to 
be of uniform intensity.     Not shown on this black and white photograph is 
the color of light which varies uniformly from blue to white to gold as the 
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concentration of the suspension is increased. 

This view also indicates that indeed the particles are small for the 
increased concentration of 1% by weight; were the particles 1 ji,   the fog 
would be opaque and the beam would be occluded, 

4.     Particle Evaporation Time 

Because of its inertia,   the particle will take a finite time to 
acquire speed behind the shock while it is evaporating.    Therefore,  to 
determine the total evaporation time,  the equations of momentum and energy 
have to be solved simultaneously,   noting that the flow is free molecular n r 
the particle size is smaller than the mean free path.    The conservative 
assumption is made that the particle is spherical.     The drag coefficient is 
given by Schaaf and Chambre^ or Holt,^ the heat transfer coefficient by Sauer}^ 

The following equations are derived neglecting the radiation energy 
and the energy stored which are small relative to the sublimation energy. 
The following equations wäre used: 

Momentum: r     dv 
^7   dt 

= 1 JL 
8  p U^   G (v) 

J tr dr a and Energy: —-    =   - - 
dt o    T—   U     V F (v) 8   n    h "o v   ' 

where r is the particle radius,   Uoc free stream velocity,  p gas density, 
Pp particle density,  p^ free stream pressure,  a accomodation coefficient 

U   -U 00 p 
and V = —TT      *   ,  where U    is the particle velocity,   T     and T    free stream 

particle temperature h    the latent heat of sublimation with Z = M     Vsl y/Z. 

F(v)   =   (2 Zd + 5) 
ZSTTT 
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Zsl7 

erf (Z) 
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These relations determine an evaporation time roughly linear with the 
initial radius (Fig.   6),   Mach number,   and the size of the particles in argon. 
The evaporation time can be seen to be extremely small compared to the 
test time.    Further,   the ambipolar diffusion time for a separation distance 
of 100 microns is about one microsecond.     Consequently,   a uniform test 
slug can be obtained at a short distance behind the shock.    However,   if 
chemical kinetics measurements are to be performed behind the incident 
shock,   the particle evaporation kinetics should be taken into account.    As 
mentioned above,  it will take a finite time for the    \rticles to reach the 
translational velocity of gas; and during this time i.oms aad molecules 
evaporating from the surface can,  through collision  ,   reach a temperature 
higher than the translational temperature of the g: Further,  the con- 
centration of alkali close to the evaporating partic     s is extremely high 
compared to its diluted partial pressure.    For th     J two reasons,   the 
particle evaporation kinetics may be a source of r  nequilibrium.     There- 
fore,   it would seem more desireable to make kinetic studies behind the 
reflected shock using the uniform gas sample prepared by the incident shock. 

C.    STEADY STATE MEASUREMENTS - 
CONDUCTIVITY AND ELECTRONS CONCENTRATION 

Steady state measurements were performed behind the incident shock 
for the following reasons: 

1. to calibrate the seeded shock tube, 

2. to determine the best measurement methods for the study of the 
ionization kinetics, 

3. to determine the influence of the radiation loss (broadened reso- 
nance line). 

Since the alkali metals have a low ionization potential,  the studies 
have to be done at relatively low Mach numbers and temperatures between 
1500-30C0oK.    Because the seed is a small fraction of the gas atomic con- 
centration (lO--^),  the total electron concentration is small. 

1,    Methods of Measurement of Electron Concentration 
and Conductivity 

Different methods can be used to measure the electron concen- 
tration:   Langmuir probes,   continuum radiation,   interferometry,   line 
broadening due to Stark effects,   Q coil,  microwave transmission,   and 
reflection. 

The cesium concentration being small (C. 1%-1%),  and the tempera- 
ture relatively low (1 500-3000oK),  the electron concentration io small. 
Therefore,   optical interferometry and the line broadening method would be 
marginal in determining the rate of ionization.    The interpretation of 
Langmuir probe potential measurement has been found to be ambiguous in 
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shock tube experiments. 

The cross section given by Mohler, *•■* and the calculations of Lutz, ^ 
indicate th.it a measurement of the free bound continuum near the 6 P limit 
(5000 /P) could be performed for densities of 10~2 particles/cm^ and larger, 
using a narrow bandwidth (50 J9) interference filter and a photomultiplier 
with a S^j surface.    The intensity of the radiative recombination is pro- 
portional to the product of electron and ion densities and T'^/%  where Te 
is the electron temperature.    This variation with temperature is small 
compared with the experimental variation of the electron density with 
temperature.    This measurement is a volume measurement of the electron 
density. 

Since the work of Haught^ indicates a long ionization time,  the 
microwave reflection technique at frequencies of 16. 0 and 35 k MC,   should 
have enough time resolution and be applicable to a range of electron density 
from 5 x 10*^ - 2 x 10^ electrons/cm^.    The Q coil method developed by 
Koritz and Keck^° can be used for equilibrium measurements,  but lacks 
resolution for rate measurements.    The latter two methods measure the 
electron density at the edge of the gas sample.    The Q coil response is 
proportional to a r^ and the microwave interacts with the plasma within a 
wave length.     Therefore,   volume and edge determination of electron density 
could differ if a radial electron temperature profile existed. 

The microwave probe technique has been described by Lin. *■'    The 
edge of the probe is inserted 0. 5 cm into the shock tube to reduce the effects 
of the aerodynamic boundary layer.    To minimize the aerodynamic disturb- 
ance due to the probe,  a flat rectangular end plate with knife edges is 
introduced at the end of the probe. 

The measurement of the continuum is done at 4950 A*; the optic uses 
a 4 inch focal length lens focused on the center of the tube,  plus collimators 
and baffles.     The photomultiplier used is a Dumont 6292.    The system is 
calibrated against a black body source at 1000oC. 

2.    Measurements 

For each run,  prior to the gas being shocked a sample of the gas 
is taken at the end of the shock tube and the amount of cesium therein is 
d' termined by both flame photometry and gravimetric methods. 

The shock tube uses a pressure break to maintain a high level of 
purity.    The shock velocity is measured from the response to the shock 
front of thin film gauges equally spaced ahead of the test section.    Figure 7 
shows the traces obtained from tne continuum and the line intensity.     They 
show good indication of axial uniformity.    The response from the Q coil is 
shown on Fig.   8 which also shows uniformity behind the shock. 

Lutz^ has applied the formulation of Aller^ for hydrogen to cesium 
to calculate the continuum absorption.    He determines the effective quantum 
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number of the lowest contributing level for each frequency and then sums 
over-all higher levels.     Using these results,   the emissivity of the gas in 
the continuum at a given frequency for a given concentration of neutral 
cesium can be calculated.     The frequency corresponding to 4950 £ was 
chosen for maximum intensity or sensitivity which occurs near the 6 P 
limit at 5000 i). 

Figure 9 compares the results of these calculations with experimental 
results and good agreement is found.     This indicates that the electron den- 
sity in the volume of the gas follows the concentration as determined from 
the Saha equation using an electron temperature equal to the argon tem- 
perature as determined from the shock velocity. 

Figure 10 compares the  results of the electron density as measured' 
from the microwave reflection at 365 kmc/s with the expected concentra- 
tion as determined from the Saha equation.    It can be seen that an increas- 
ing discrepancy with decreasing temperature exists.     This would indicate 
that the electron temperature close to the probe (one wavelength or  1 cm) 
is lower than the argon temperature.     Line reversal techniques applied to 
sodium and potassium   ' in argon have indicated similar discrepancies. 

The same discrepancy is  found in the measurements of conductivity 
(Fig.   11) which also measures the edge of the plasma. 

The electron density being low,   around lO^*- electrons/cm-^,   and the 
argon gas being almost transparent to the electrons,   a radi irion loss could 
depress the electron temperature (i.ne energy gained by elastic collisions is 
sniaii).     The existence of an important radiation loss can be determined 
from the  spectrum (Fig.    12) which si.ows that the resonance line is black, 
well broadened (300 /P),   and  self absorbed in its center,   indicating a colder 
electron temperature close to the wall. 

Lutz has calculated the  radiation incident to ♦lie wall for a cesium- 
argon mixture by calculating the contribution from thr- different lines.    A 
fraction of this radiation is absorbed by the wall and is an energy loss for 
the electrons.    If this energy loss is balanced against the energy gained by 
the electrons through elastic collisions with the argon atoms,   or 

m 
—   v     n    (T    - T   )   =   a Q  , m c     e      a e r a 

the discrepancy between electron and atom temperature can be explained 
(Ö is the energy loss parameter,   me and ma the electron and atom mass, 
Te and T,(  the electron and atom temperature,   v c the collision frequency, 
ne the electron concentration,   n nd a Or the fraction of the radiation in- 
cident on the wall which is absorbed). 

For a - 0. 25 and Qr the value determined by Lutz,   the results of 
both the mocrowave and the Q coil agree with the results obtained from the 
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above equation in the range of Mach numbers investigated.     Therefore it 
appears that the radiation loss to the wall for cesium in argon is important 
enough to produce a radial electron temperature profile and depress the 
electron temperature markedly at the wall surface. 

D.    CONCLUSION 

This work indicates that the  seeding of a shock tube with aerosols is 
feasible if a flow system is used.     The control of the  settling of the particles 
is the initial problem which can successfully be managed by suitable par- 
ticle size control.    Up to now,   a very simple method of seeding has been 
used and is very adequate for pressure above  1 cm Hg.     For lower pressure, 
a better control of the size  should be achieved by control of the nuclei 
such as heterogeneous condensation.    The experimental results indicate 
that uniform conditions can be obtained at a short distance behind the shock 
with alkali metals.    The measurements also indicate that for cesium in 
argou,   a radial electron temperature profile exists which results from 
radiation loss in the pressure broadened resonance lines. 
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Fig.   1 Settling Velocity as a Function of Particle Radius. 
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Fig.   3 Electron Micrograph of Particles - Magnification  15000. 
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Fig.   5 90     Light Scattering from Vertical Pencil Beam. 
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Fig.    9 Comparison of theoretical and experimental free-bound 
continuum radiation ratio as a function of temperature 
where e/N is the gas emissivity divided by the number 
of atoms in the optical pa*h. 
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HEAT BALANCE FOR ELECTRONS 

MACH NUMBER 
4 . 5 

11 

TEMPERATURE (*K) 

F i g . 10 M e a s u r e m e n t of e l e c t r o n c o n c e n t r a t i o n a t t a i n e d by m i c r o w a v e 
p r o b i n g c o m p a r e d w i t h r e s u l t s of S a h a e q u a t i o n w i t h o u t (a = 0) 
a n d w i t h r a d i a t i o n l o s s (a = 0. 25) . 

F i g . 11 M e a s u r e m e n t s of c o n d u c t i v i t y c o m p a r e d w i t h t h e o r e t i c a l 
r e s u l t s w i t h o u t (a = 0) a n d w i t h r a d i a t i o n l o s s (a = 0. 25) . 
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ON CYLINDRICAL IMPLODING SHOCK WAVES 

» « 
Jo Ho Lee and BoH0Ko Lee 

McGlll University 
Canada 

INTRODUCTION 

lu a cylindrical or spherical imploding detonation wave, the com- 
bustion products flow in the direction of decreasing radius. As a 
result of the decrease in the flow area, the reaction products are 
compressed adiabatically and the pressure behind the detonation wave is 
increased to a value above its normal Chapman-Jouguet value..  An im- 
ploding detonation '.•,.•  ill therefore be increasingly overdriven as it 
converges towards L   ^nter of symmetry.  In the limit, a strongly 
overdriven detonation wave approaches a strong shock wave when the 
energy released at the wave front due to chemical reactions becomes 
negligible as compared to the pressure energy in driving the wave.  This 
self-amplification nature of the imploding detonation waves was first 
pointed out by Zeidovich (ref. l).  As indicated by the similarity 
solution of Guderley (ref. '.-),   the final stages of the propagation of 
imploding shock wave are independent of its initial conditions.  Hence, 
it appears that imploding shock waves can be achieved near the center 
of symmetry through an imploding detonation wave. 

According to the classical Chapman-Jouguet theory, the propagation 
of a C-J detonation wave is independent of the conditions in its wake. 
Hence, the diffraction problem for detonation wave is less severe than 
that for shock waves and the initiation of imploding detonation waves 
experimentally should present less difficulties.  In this paper the 
results of an experimental study of cylindrical imploding detonation 
waves in acetylene-oxygen mixtures are presented. 

» 
Present address:  Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University 

Canada. 
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METHOD OF   INITIATION 

The  present method  used  In  the  initiation  of cylindrical   imploding 
detonations  is  essentially  similar to  that used  by Perry and  Kantrowitz 
(ref.   ?).     A cylindrical   exploding detonation wave  is  used  to  initiate 
the   imploding wave.    A schematic  of  the apparatus   is  shown  in Fig.   1. 
The bomb  consists  of a  steel  cylindrical vessel   of r0.     cm inside diameter 
and   ' cm wide.      It  is   separated  into  two chambers,   the explosion chamber 
A and  the  Implosion chamber  B,   by a  steel  center  plate r0 cm in diameter 
and   1  cm thick.     The center  plate  is  held  in position concentric with 
the  cylindrical  bomb wall  by 6 bolts  onto the  back wall  of  the bomb. 
The bolts  are enclosed  in double-wedged airfoils   to minimize  the  flow 
disturbances as  the exploding detonation wave propagates by.    The steel 
front plate of  the bomb can be replaced by a  1-1/?" thick plexiglas 
plate  for  photographic  observations  of  the  implosion processes. 

To prepare  for an experiment,   the bomb  is  first  evacuated and  filled 
with  the  explosive mi\ture at  the desired  initial   pressure.     A cylindri- 
cal   diverging detonation wave  is  initiated  in the  explosion chamber A 
by an exploding wire or  spark discharge.      " e  center plate  prevents   the 
ignition of the mixture  in  the  implosion cnamber  B until   the diverging 
wave reaches the annular opening connecting the explosion and  implosion 
chambers.     A detonation wave  is  then  initiated   in chamber  B which  then 
implodes  towards  the center. 

Equi-molar mixtures of commercial acetylene and oxygen were used 
throughout the present studies and all the experiments were performed 
at  sub-atmospheric  initial  pressures ranging from r0inm Hg to 200 mm Hg. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using  the method of  initiation described,   symmetrical   imploding 
detonation waves  are obtained  in equi-molar acetylene-oxygen mixtures  at 
initial  pressures above  lrOmm Hg.    A typical  streak record  taken across 
a   1mm horizontal  diametral   slit  of a  stable cylindrical   Imploding 
detonation wave   is  shown  in Fig.   2.     Detonation velocities  measured 
from these streak records  are found to be similar  to the corresponding 
Chapman-Jouguet velocities  of that particular mixture.    A slight  accel- 
eration of  the detonation wave can be  observed  near  the center of 
convergence.    However,   the changes  in the wave velocity are  too small 
to enable meaningful quantitative results to be obtained.    An indication 
of the high  temperatures attained at the center of convergence can be 
observed  from the   luminosity pattern on  the  streak  record  shown in 
Fig.   2. 
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To show the symmetry of the Imploding wave, streak photographs 
are taken of three diametral slits simultaneously.  The three slits 
are arranged as follows; one horizontal diametral slit and the re- 
maining two at lc degrees to it.  Using this method of streak photo- 
graphy, the imploding wave can be observed through six radial slits. 
With the wave velocity determined from the horizontal diametral slit, 
the instantaneous position of the imploding wave can be calculated. 
A typical three slit streak record of an imploding wave is shown in 
Fig. ■7.  Within the accuracy of this method, the imploding detonation 
wave was found to be symmetrical about the center. 

Since relatively large changes in the location of the Chapman- 
Jouguet point on the equilibrium Hugonlot curve make only second 
order changes in the detonation velocity, a more sensitive parameter 
such as the pressure was measured to study the propagation of the 
imploding detonation wave.  Quartz transducers ^Kistler model ' 03) 
were spaced at different radii to determine the imploding detonation 
pressure.  The transducers are calibrated and are linear within the 
pressure range of the experiment. Typical pressure profiles taken at 
different radii are shown In Fig. h.     The variation of the peak detona- 
tion pressure with radius determined experimentally is shown in Fig. 5« 
The pressure of a planar C.J. detonation wave at the same initial 
pressure as the imploding detonation is used as the reference pressure. 
Also plotted in Flg. S are the pressure variation with radius for a 
strong imploding shock wave based on Guderley's similarity solution, 
and for an imploding detonation wave based on the Chester-Chisnell- 
Whitham method.  Details of the analysis oi imploding detonation waves 
using this method are given in the Appendix. As shown in Fig. 5 
extremely good agreement between theory and experiments Is obtained. 
Near the center of convergence, the imploding detonation wave approaches 
a strong shock wave and the detonation pressure measured is  about 18 
times that of a planar detonation wave under similar initial conditions. 

Below an initial pressure of lc0mm Hg, symmetrical Imploding de- 
tonation waves cannot be obtained using the present method of initiation. 
Possible reasons for this are; l) Non-symmetry and instability of the 
exploding detonation wave at low initial pressures, il) Distortion of 
the diverging detonation wave by the wedge-shaped airfoils in its path, 
ill) Diffraction of the detonation wave as it propagates around the 
annular gap to the imploding chamber. 

In a previous investigation (ref. k)f   symmetrical diverging cy- 
lindrical detonations in equi-molar acetylene-oxygen mixtures were 
obtained for Initial pressures as low as ^Onrm Hp by exploding wire 
discharge. The critical ignition energy required for direct initiation 
was increased significantly at low Initial pressures. A regular stable 
multi-head spin structure was observed.  However, the spinning wave 
was found to be symmetrical about the ignition point. 
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To  investigate  the distortion and the diffraction of detonation waves 
at   low initial  pressures,   the real multi-head  structure must be  taken 
into  consideration.     Perhaps   the most direct method  to study  the diffraction 
problem  is by  observing  the changes   in the  regular multi-head  struc   ure  of 
the detonation wave as  it diffracts  around  the airfoils and the annular 
gap between the  two chambers.     The open-shutter  technique was  used to 
observe the diffraction processes of the multi-head detonation wave.     This 
technique consists of focusing the detonation apparatus  through a  trans- 
parent window onto a  stationary photographic  film.    The aperture of  the 
camera   is  adjusted  so  that   the  extremely  luminous  ignition heads  are  recor- 
ded.     A typical  open-shutter record of the  Interaction of a multi-head 
diverging detonation wave with a double-wedged airfoil  is  shown  in Fig.   • . 
As  can be observed,   the  detonation wave regains   its  regular multi-head 
structure  in a  distance  about  half the  total   length  of  the  airfoil.     For 
higher  Initial  pressures,   the effect  of the wedge on the detonation struc- 
ture becomes  insignificant.     Six radial  slits  streak records have also 
been taken of a cylindrical diverging detonation wave propagating past 
the wedge-shaped airfoils.     No  changes   in  the  symmetry of  the cylindrical 
detonation wave were  observed. 

Typical open-shutter  records of  a detonation wave turning around  a 
bend  are  shown  in Fig.      .     As   shown  in Fig.     a,   the regular multi-head 
detonation structure  is  appreciably distorted as   the wave propagates 
around  a   sharp bend.     The decay of the detonation wave  is  indicated  by 
the  reduction in  the  number  of  ignition heads  per  unit   length  of  the 
detonation front.     The  regular  structure  appears   again further downstream. 
The decay of the detonation wave as  it  propagates   round  the bend   is  perhaps 
the  nominal  factor  in  the  failure  to  initiate  symmetrical   imploding deto- 
nations  at   low  initial  pressures.    As   the  initial   pressure  increases   the 
attenuation of  the detonation wave becomes   less   severe    Fig.     b^.     An 
indication of the  effect  of  the attenuation of  Lht  detonation wave by  the 
bends   on  the generation  of  symmetrical   imploding detonations   is  shown   in 
Fig.      .     The experiments  were  performed  in a  flat   channel  simulating a 
diametral   section of  the   imploding apparatus.     The   location  of  the   line 
of  collision of  the  two detonation waves   indicates whether or not   symme- 
trical   implosions  can  be  achieved.     In Fig.     a,   the   line of  collision  is 
displaced  from the center  of  symmetry.     At  higher   initial  pressures 
^Fig.     b)   the collision occurs  at  the  center  of  symmetry  indicating  that 
the attenuation  of  the  detonation wave by  the bends did  not  affect   the 
Initiation of a   symmetrical   imploding  detonation wave. 

The  diffraction of  the  detonation wave  can be  greatly reduced   if  the 
bends  are  provided with  a  radius  of curvature.      In Fig.    'a,   a  smooth 
turning   is  achieved with  very  small changes   in  the  detonation wave 
structure.     The  Initial  conditions for  Fig.   "*b are   similar  to Fig.   r>a, 
and  the  attenuation due  to a  sharp corner  is  clearly  illustrated. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

With the present method of initiation, symmetrical cylindrical implo- 
ding detonation waves can be produced in equi-molar acetylene-oxygen 
mixtures at initial pressures above l^Omm Hg.  Pressure measurements 
indicate the self-amplification characteristics of imploding detonation 
waves. Good agreement between the Chester-Chisnel1-Whitham method and 
experiments is obtained.  With careful design of the channel leading 
from the explosion to the implosion chamber, symmetrical Imploding 
detonation waves can undoubtedly be produced at even lower initial 
pressures. 
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APPENDIX 

Symbols: A - area 
c - speed of sound 
D - C-J detonation velocity 
M - detoaatlon Mach number 
p - pressure 
Q - chemical heat release per unit mass 
R - Instantaneous detonation radius 

m 
r - space co-ordinate 
t  - time 
u - particle velocity 
0 » density 
y - ratio of specific heats 

Following the analysis of Whltham (ref. 5), equations for C 
characteristics are: 

jbr  « u.+c (i) 

(2) 

Instead of expressing u, p, and p as functions of the two Independent 
variables r and t, It Is more convenient to express them as functions of ic 
and M_. where 

' - i 
In the transformed co-ordinates,  u,  p,  and p can be expressed as: 

f    "  ?. ^ id.M.) (5) 

where y , j   f  end jr  ,  «re functions of ^    and Mg. 
Along the detonation front, f « 1,  and equation  (2) can be expressed 

as: "' , 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied at the detonation front are 
those determined from the Ranklne-Hugonlot equations across an exothermic 
wave. Using equations (k)  to (6), and neglecting terms containing 1/Mg2, 
they can be written as: 
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to-0*) (8) 

(9) 

where 

For frozen equilibrium, the C-J detonation velocity la 

<*   =   4 J 1-^-0  2§.XX do) 

y Co1 

Therefore « can be written as: 

a     = 

At  the detonation front. <f i {   »   *nd    ^    depend on M    alone. Making 
use of equations   (8) to   (11),   equation  (7) can be written as: 

^0   (-) 

If at any radius Rj,  a C-J detonation Is Initiated,   the term dA/A Is 

4A ^   :   A^VRi) (13) 

where j » 1 for cylindrical waves 
j ■ 2 for spherical waves 

R /R  varies from 0 to 1, and 
S - 0 when R /R - 1 
a-W/r when8R /R.-^O 

8  1 

When R " R4> the C-J conditions can be applied and they are 

ii - +1 •   xVi t^) 
For any values of a    different  from zero,  the particle velocity,   preaa- 

ure,  and density with reference to those at R    can be expressed as: 

u (\ -MoO 

f^V 
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In the numerical solution,   the area  Is varied and  the  corresponding 
Is  determined  from equation   (1?),   Once 0  Is known,   then  the  non-dlmenslonal 
particle velocity,   pressure,   and density can be determined   from equations 
(!■ )  to   (1   ). 
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FIG. 1   SCHEMATIC OF THE CYLINDRICAL BOMB. 
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FIG, 2 TYPICAL. STREAK PHOTOGRAPH OF A CYLINDRICAL IMPLODING 
DETONATION IN EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE-OXYGEN MIXTURE 
AT AN INITIAL PRESSURE OF 190 mm Hg. 
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FIG. 3  TYPICAL THREE-SLIT STREAK PHOTOGRAPH OF A CYLINDRICAL 
IMPLODING DETONATION IN EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE-OXYGEN 
MIXTURE AT AN INITIAL PRESSURE OF 190 mm Hg. 
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I 
FIG. 4  PRESSURE-TIME PROFILES BEHIND A CYLINDRICAL IMPLODING DETONATION; 

MIXTURE: EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE-OXYGEN AT AN INITIAL PRESSURE OF 
190 mm Hg . 
TRACES: (A) AT r = 25cm, (B) AT r - 12cm, (C) AT r = 8cm, (D) AT r = 4cm 
HORIZONTAL SCALE: 10 (jSEC./cm 
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FIG. 5 VARIATION OF DETONATION PRESSURE WITH RADIUS FOR A CYLINDRICAL 
IMPLODING DETONATION IN EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE-OXYGEN 
MIXTURE AT AN INITIAL PRfSSURE OF 190 mm Hg. 
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FIG. 6  OPEN-SHUTTER RECORD OF THE INTERACTION OF A MULTI-HEAD 
DIVERGING DETONATION WAVE WITH A DOUBLE-WEDGED AIRFOIL. 
THE CYLINDRICAL BOMB IS 2mm THICK. EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE- 
OXYGEN MIXTURE AT AN INITIAL PRESSURE OF 50 mm Hg IS USED. 
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FIG . 7a  OPEN-SHUTTER RECORD OF A DETONATION WAVE TURNING AROUND 
A SHARP BEND. EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE -OXYGEN MIXTURE AT AN 
INITIAL PRESSURE OF 60mm Hg IS USED. 
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FIG . 7b  OPEN-SHUTTER RECORD OF A DETONATION WAVE TURNING AROUND 
A SHARP BEND; EQUI-MOLAR   ACETLENE -OXYGEN MIXTURE AT AN 
INITIAL PRESSURE OF SOmmHg IS USED. 
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FIG. 8a   PROPAGATION OF A DETONATION WAVE IN A FLAT CHANNEL 
SIMULATING A DIAMETRAL SECTION OF THE CYLINDRICAL BOMBi 

EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE-OXYGEN MIXTURE AT AN INITIAL 
PRESSURE OF 80mm Hg IS USED. 
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FIG. 8b  PROPAGATION OF A DETONATION WAVE IN A FLAT CHANNEL 
SIMULATING A DIAMETRAL SECTION OF THE CYLINDRICAL BOMB 
EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE-OXYGEN MIXTURE AT AN INITIAL 
PRESSURE OF 100mm Hg IS USED. 
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FIG. 9a  PROPAGATION OF A DETONATION WAVE AROUND A BEND WITH A 
RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF 1-1/2 INCHES.  EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE- 
OXYGEN MIXTURE AT AN INITIAL PRESSURE OF 60mm Hg IS USED. 
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FIG. 9b PROPAGATION OF A DETONATION WAVE AROUND A SHARP CORNER 
EQUI-MOLAR ACETYLENE-OXYGEN MIXTURE AT AN INITIAL PRESSURE 
OF 60mmHg IS USED. 
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A CONICAL SHOCK TUBE NUCLEAB-B1AST SIMUIA1DR 

W. S. Filler 
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 

Y.  Park 
Bureau of Ships 

Washington, D.  C. 

R. E. Pages 
General American Transportation Corporation 

i ABSTRACT 

A conical shock tube with a maximum diameter of 24 ft and driven by 
a contained detonation of up to 1000 lb of high explosive has been 
designed.    Based on studies with shock tubes of l/lOOO, l/lOO, and 
l/lO scale, it is expected that, with the maximum charge, blast-wave 
parameters along much of the nearly half-mile of tube length will closely 
simulate those for a fr'ie-air nuclear explosion equivalent in energy to 
20 kton of TNT.    The driver chamber consists of four l6-in.  naval gun 
barrels in tandem, within which the high explosive in the form of a 
long thin cylinder will be fired.    The portion of the tube fron the 
firing chamber to th-a 12-ft-diam section may be closed off by diaphragms 
and evacuated to 8 mm Hg.    Supports for structures tests are integral 
with and located at the 10-, 15-, and 22-ft-diam sections.    The tube is 
segmented in lengths of 100 ft or less that are free at one end to 
expand or contract under thermal and elastic Influences.    Except for 
em axial force component resulting from the blast wave in the cone 
itself, the tube is free from firing recoil. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In April I965 the Department of Defense awarded a contract for the 
construction of the Defense Atomic Support Agency Conical Shock Tube 
Facility, which, for short, is to be called DASACON.     This sector-type 
shock tube was developed to simulate, and thereby make more convenient, 
the study of the blast effects of nuclear explosions with iramediate applica- 
tion to the relatively low 10 to 100 psi pressure region. 

Compressed-gas-driven sector shock tubes have been described in the 
literature by Campbell1 and Cole.2    If, in place of compressed gas, a high 
explosive is used in a contained manner as the driving means in a conical 
tube, a spherical sector blast wave will propagate down the tube. 

A series of experiments conducted at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory3'* 
indicated that in a conical tube with a small spherical angle a relatively 
small quantity of explosive is required to generate a blast wave typical 
of an enormous amount of high explosive.    This  is a direct result of the 
geometry, since, in effect, a small conical sector of a full spherical 
explosion is isolated within the cone, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

These experiments led to interest on the part of the Bureau of Ships 
in the possibility of nuclear-blast simulation by this means, and a pilot 
facility l80 feet long and approximately l/lOth full scale was constructed 
to evaluate the technique.5    This device, built at the Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory, proved highly successful and led finally to the design of a 
full-scale  facility to be built at the Naval Weapons Laboratory,  Dahlgen, 
Virginia. 

The cone of this full-scale facility has oeen designed with a taper of 
1 foot per 100 feet of length (plane angle of O.57I0).    The solid angle 
of a sphere, Jfn steradians, is 160,000 times the solid angle of this cone 
and this is what we call its amplification  factor.    Two hundred and fifty 
pounds of high explosive multiplied oy such an amplifying factor equals 
20 kilotons.    Since about three quarters of the energy is lost in the 
early phase of the expansion, 1000 pounds of high explosive will actually 
be required to produce such a blast wave. 

It has been well established that over much of its propagation history 
the blast wave from a chemical high explosive does not differ substantially 
from that generated by a nuclear explosion where ^he energy contributed to 
the blast is equal in both cases.     (Although there is some difference in 
the space-time coordinates with respect to the start of the explosion for 
the two waves.)    AS a consequence, the ex plosive-driven conical shock tube 
is expected to provide excellent simulation of nuclear blasts in the kilo- 
ton range.* 
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HIGH EXPLOSIVE DRIVER 

One of the principal problems  in  the developraent of this shock tube 
was   the containment of the explosion  in the driver section.    A pressvre 
of several millions of pounds per square inch exists,  for short times, 
at the detonation front  in solid high explosives.    In order to avoid 
plastic* deformation, direct contact between the explosive and the walls 
of the chamber must  be avoided.    Yet,  for explosives spaced reasonably- 
close to the chamber walls, only limited information was available on 
which to base an efficient design.    A number of investigations, empirical 
as  well as theoretical, were made to improve this situation.    It would be 
useful at this point to outline the processes that are involved. 

The sequence of events  in the firing chamber begins with the detona- 
tion wave that moves down the cylinder of high explosive from the closed 
end of the chamoer.    The expanding gas behind the detonation front shocks 
the  air in the adjacent space.    This shock reflects at the wall and subse- 
quently undergoes successive reflection.    The time scale is  on the order 
of tens of microseconds. 

A few milliseconds  after the start of this  process a reasonably uniform 
distribution of explosion energy has occurred within the chamber space. 
This may be observed as a pressure that is hydrostatic in character, and 
is maintained for the time it takes the gases to leave the open end of 
the  firing chamber.7    This time is on the order of tens of milliseconds 
and is approximately a linear function of the length of the charge, other 
variables beinß constant   (Figure 2,  columns tj   and t^). 

The hydrostatic pressure for the proposed firing chamber configuration 
has been calculated9  and measured,7 with good consistency between the two 
results.    For a l6-inch gun with a U-inch diameter charge, a value in the 
range of 10,000 psi was determined.    This value  is only about one third 
the maximum operating pressure for normal shell firing usage.    While this 
pressure determines the recoil force and the load requirement for recoil 
absorption (to be discussed later in this report)  it does not control the 
maximum weight of charge that may be used in the gun.    It is, rather, the 
early shock wave processes that play the dominant role in that regard. 

A computer calculation of the early shock wave pressure on the inner 
surface of the gun barrel was made, using an available hydrodynamics code 
for detonation in solids and shock waves in gas.    It was found that with 
a one to six charge-to-hole diameter ratio the initial peak reflected shock 
wave pressure loads on the wall were Just about at the yield value for the 
gun barrel, but lasted for only a few microseconds.    However, an actual 
determination of the conditions for yielding under intense shock loading 
involves the interplay of the elastic and plastic behavior of steel. 
Unfortunately, means for combining these regimes in a computer code were 
not available.    While the computation pinpointed the early shock wave 
phase as the chief loading problem, it could not provide specific informa- 
tion on response. 
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As a result, In the main, empirical tests were relied on to provide 
actual operating criteria.    These tests were Intended to determine the 
critical ratio of charge-to-hole size for plastic deformation of a thick- 
walled cylinder with a wall thickness approximately equal to the hole size. 
A systematic investigation using progressively larger explosive charges 
in expendable naval gun barrels was conducted.    Charges supported on rigid 
foam and varying in weight from «p'am quantities in brass blocks, through 
5-pound charges in 6-lnch gun barrels to 240-pound charges in 16-inch gun 
barrels were used.    The results with the l6-inch gun were in surprisingly 
good agreement with results on the snallest scale and the critical charge- 
to-hole size ratio for plastic deformation was determined to be about one 
to four. 

A guide to the durability of gun barrels under repeated high explosive 
firing has also been obtained.   A World War I 6-lnch gun has been operated 
at charge-to-hole diameter ratios up to about one to five aß the driver 
of the 180-foot conical shock tube for many hundreds of shots over a period 
of several years without apparent deterioration except for an occasional 
need to replace the seal in the breech block. 

Although it did not come to our attention until after our testing 
program was completed, it is a matter of practical interest that around 
the turn of this century C. E. Bickel developed, for certain test purposes,9 

a technique that Involved detonation of a high explosive in a completely 
closed, thick-walled cylinder.    For the maximum quantity of explosive used, 
a cylindrical configuration would have required a 1-lnch diameter charge 
in a 5'inch hole.    Such devices were used for many thousands of firings. 

PBOFERTIES OF TOE BUST WAVE IM THE COMICAL SHOCK TUBE 

Blast wave properties in three small-scale experimental cones have been 
examined by recording pressure-time histories at various points along the 
tube, for various charge weights.    Some of the physical characteristics of 
these shock tubes are given in Table 1 along with the projected data on the 
DASACOM.   In each of the successive cone designs the charge weight fired was 
increased (Coluan 2) as well as amplification (Columns 3» *0i through the 
use of smaller cone angles (Column 5)*    The combined effects was to increase 
the quantity of charge simulated by three orders of magnitude from one cone 
to the next (Column 6). 

For conical shock tubes covering the earns range of peak pressure the 
weight sealing lew for high explosives implies that the shock tube length 
must increase by an order of magnitude for each three orders of magnitude 
increase in the simulated quantity of high explosive.   The shock tubes in 
these experiments did have In common a shock peak pressure of 40-30 pel at 
the end of the cone (with maxim« charge load) and did Increase in length 
by approximate order of magnitude steps (Column 7)*    Also, since positive 
phase duration of the blast Is, to a rough approximation, a linear function 
of distance from the explosion, this also increased in approximately decade 
steps from one cone to the next (Column 8).    The experimental cones are 
illustrated in Figures 3> 4, and 5.    Figure 6 shows related pressure-time 
histories. 
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Experiments vlth Cone III have Included a study of wave characteristics 
and explosive efficiency at pressure simulated altitude.    The shock tube 
has been evacuated and operated at ambient pressures corresponding to 
altitudes as high as 100 kft.xa    It was found that good pressure-time 
histories are obtainable, as may be seen by the two records displayed at 
the bottom of Figure 6.    However, the cone efficiency was found to drop. 

From these measurements of the peak shock overpressures and positive 
phase durations it has been established that within the conical shock tube 
(1) the wave decays in a manner typical of free-air spherical explosions, 
(2) once an efficiency factor is established, the weight scaling law for 
high explosives is applicable for varying weights of charge used to drive 
the cone.    The duration of the blast wave, however, although consistent 
from cone to cone, has been found to be somewhat longer than is to be 
expected. 

From these results it was established that the design of a fall-scale 
nuclear blast simulator could be soundly based on a direct scaleup of one- 
pound, TNT, peak-press \ire distance data,x0    An efficiency factor of 2556 
(nearly that of Cone III) was assumed.    Figure 7 shows the side-on shock 
pressure loads, calculated on this basis, that the DASACON wall would have 
to withstand.    It is necessary, however,  to apply a correction to the small 
end of the cone, due to the practical requirements of the charge arrangement 
in the firing chamber.    The muzzle end of the real charge will be 68 feet 
closer (for a maximum load) to the gun-cone Junction than an ideal spherical 
sector.    For conservative design purposes blast pressures were determined 
using distances that are reduced by 68 feet. 

Although boundary layer effects as such are not expected to be a dis- 
turbing factor for structures tests, secondary reflections from the shock 
tube wall surface adjacent to a target will need to be considered.    This 
will require careful attention to tube diameter in relation to the target 
size, shape,  location, and the response information that is being sought 
on each test.xx 

STRUCTURAL AHD OPERATIONAL FEATURES OF THE FACILITY 

The essential eleme ts of the DASACON facility are illustrated ir. 
Figure 8 They consist of a recoil mass, a recoil transfer column, a 
detonation chamber, a conical expa-sion chamber, and a control center 
In addition, w.thin the expat.sion chamber, are three areas for mounting 
and observing large-scale models and a 1,069-foot section which can be 
evacuated to simulate high-altitude pressure conditions. A rail spur 
a:,d access  road provide easy access to the facility ar;d the test areas 

The detonation chamber is composed of four "retired" l6-inch naval 
guns forming a 186-foot 5-l/2-lnch long chamber      The muzzles and breeches 
of the guns have been modified with filler plugs and sleeves to provide a 
continuous  l6-inch diameter tube sealed against  internal pressure. 
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The driving charge consists of a cylindrical HE charge which could be 
up to l6o feet long.    To load the charge, a trough Is mounted at the breech 
end of the chamber and the muzzle Is plugged vlth an Inflatable bladder 
(Figure 9)*    The chamber Is then flooded vlth water to a level slightly 
belov the center of the bore.    Rods of HE set on styrofoam trays are then 
pushed into the breech end and connected together to form a continuous 
charge.    The water is then drained out and the trays settle slowly into 
position with the charge centered in the bore. 

After the bladder and trough are removed, a recoil transfer coluan Is 
brought into position.    Its end Is tapered so that it can be aligned and 
moved into the breech of the chamber using hydraulic Jacks.    It is moved 
far enough into the chamber to allow installation of a "foot pad" between 
it and the bearing plate on the recoil mass.    Then the Jacks are used to 
press It against the bearing plate to avoid "slap" when the charge is 
detonated.    The free position of the recoil transfer column in the tube 
allows for the force of the explosion to be transferred directly into the 
recoil mass without placing any axial stress in the gun tube.    An estimated 
2,600,000-pound force acts for a total tine of 58 milliseconds.    The recoil 
mass is designed to resist this force with sliding friction and to have 
less than l/k inch of elastic soil deformation. 

To avoid separation of the guns due to forces developed between seals 
and tenperature effects, three 3-1/2-lnch diameter pretensioned cables, 
connected to collars on each end of the chamber draw the guns together. 
The forward end of the chamber is held in a fixed position by a steel 
pedestal. 

The expansion chamber is a conical-shaped steel tube 2,266 feet long. 
The diameter increases 1 foot per 100 feet.    It Is constructed in sections 
varying in length from 37 feet to 100 feet and. In diameter, from l6 inches 
to 2k feet.    The sectlcaal construction was adopted so that narrow, rela- 
tively easily sealed temperature expansion gaps could be used between sec- 
tions, and to allow the use of any number of "fixed" positions for test 
models without having to provide for temperature expansion between the model 
mount and the wall of the tube.    Sectional construction will also simplify 
possible future alterations for new test areas since only the individual 
section Involved need be modified rather than the entire tube. 

The walls of the expansion chamber were designed (Figure 10) for the 
hoop tension due to the Internal pressure, the longitudinal bending due 
to the moving wave and the axial thrust due to the rearward unbalanced 
cosqponent of the internal pressure.    Each section was designed to be sup- 
ported on a ring stiffener at each end.    The smaller end is supported on 
a moveable Joint and the larger fixed to either a cantilever beam embedded 
in the foundation or an embedded anchor. 

Three areas are provided for mounting and observing models.    They are 
located at the 10, 1^, and 22 foot diameter points along the cone. 
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Each test area was designed to withstand the anticipated pressures on 
a aodel  mounted at the centerline of the section with a frontal area 1/3 
that of the tube cross section.    The forces on the foundation were 
assumed to be generated by two sources:    a) a reflected pressure on a 
flat circular plate decaying linearly, and b) the OTtrpressure plus the 
drag forces for a long cylindrical body.    The force history used to 
design the foundations and base plate are shown in Figures 11 ^ 12, and 13. 

Each test area contains a heavy, 2-lnch thick, curved, model mounting 
plate which forme the bottom of the section, several 6-inch ports for 
lighting and observation, a personnel access hatch, instrumentation conduit 
and a section that can be removed to provide access to the area for a 
fully assembled test object.    The test area foundations are massive con- 
crete structures designed to resist all forces by friction with the soil 
below. 

■A portion of the cone was designed to have a capability for simulating 
high altitude blast effects.    Provisions were made for the Introduction of 
two expendable mylar diaphragms mounted on removable cone sections.    One 
diaphragm is freely suspended at the smallest part of the cone near the 
detonation chamber.   The other, more than 1000 feet away down the cone at 
the 12-foot diameter section, is hemispherical and supported by a permanent 
steel grill.    The expansion Joints in the part of the cone between the 
diaphragms are fitted on the outside with inflatable seals.    The resulting 
closed space, corprislng a volume of 45,000 cubic feet, can be evacuated 
to a pressure of 8 mm of mercury or a pressure-simulated altitude of 100,000 
feet in 3 hours by means of three large mechanical vacuum pumps.   The test 
area at the 10-foot diameter section is within the evacuated region and 
will be used for structure studies at the simulated altitudes. 

Central control for the facility will be maintained from an explosion- 
proof building near the 10-foot diameter section.    Instrumentation can be 
permaneitly located in this building or in portable trailers located in 
shelter areas adjacent to each test area and monitored from the central 
control building.    The Naval Weapons Laboratory at Dahlgren also has com- 
plete facilities for instrumenting and mounting models and for recording 
and reducing data. 

This facility, when completed, will provide a wide variety of observa- 
tions of reproducible tests, never before practical except in difficult and 
costly field tests using actual weapons or huge quantities of chemical 
high explosives. 
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FIG. 3 PHOTOS OF EXPERIMENTAL CONES (FOR CHARACTERISTICS SEE TABLE I . ) 
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THE EQUAL PRESSURE SHDCK TUBE 

H.  Reichenbach 
Ernst-Mach-Insti tut der Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft 

Freiburg/ßr., Germany 

When test objects are exposed to blast waves of long duration, numerous 
new problems arise.    For experimental investigation of these problems one 
often uses blast wave simulators.    Of particular interest are those 
simulators for which the duration of the pressure load on the test object 
can be adjusted independent of the generated peak pressure because the 
dynamic load not only depends on the peak pressure but also on the duration 
of the pressure pulse.    Therefore, practical as well as scientific considera- 
tions require the development of simulators which could be used under 
various conditions. 

To Investigate especially the stability of slab-shaped test objects 
In  our laboratory two blast wave simulators have been developed.    We call 
these  "shock pressure chamber" and "equal pressure shock tube," respectively. 
In the following I want to explain the principle of the equal pressure shock 
tube and to give some examples of its application. 

Essentially the blast-wave simulator consists of a well known conven- 
tional diaphragm shock tube.    In Figure 1 such a shock tube is shown 
schematically and the development of the wave fronts is represented in an 
x - t diagram.    At the endplate of the expansion section the pressure 
profile is such as Indicated in a simplified manner at the right side 
of the diagram.    If the test object is placed at the location of the 
endplate, it Is exposed to a pressure load with an infinitely steep wave 
front.    The pressure load stays constant for a certain time which depends 
on the dimensions of the shock tube.    But it is obvious that the various 
waves are reflected several times.    At the location of the test object 
the pressure profile, as shown in Figure 1, is therefore repeated more 
or less periodically until the waves are died away by friction effects. 
After that a cons tant pressure is established throughout the whole length 
of the shock tube.    This pressure is designated by P , the equalizing 
pressure. 
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A shock tube i.uich works  in the above described manner is by no means 
suitable as a shock wave simulator.    Instead, we want to get a pressure- 
time profile in ' xrm of a step function with an infinitely steep pressure 
rise and a constant peak pressure of unlimited duration.    This can be 
realized indeed in a good approximation by two modifications: 

1) by observing the so-called equal pressure condition, after which 
the shock wave simulator was denominated 

2) by inserting a mechanical device into the shock tube in order to 
damp the wave reflections. 

The equal pressure condition is explained in the lower part of Figure 1. 
We postulate that the pressure after reflection, p^ , and the static 
equalizing pressure, Pe^ are equal.    What conclusions can be drawn from 
this? 

The relations developed from ideal shock tube theory are given in 
Figure 2.    The pressure ratio P8X  of the reflected wave depends on the 
initial pressure ratio P41   only.    The formula given here is that for 
the normal reflection of a shock wave with the shock strength P2X .    If, 
initially, both sections of the shock tube are filled with the same gas 
of equal temperature, P31  depends on the pressure ratio p^Pj  in the 
implicit way given here. 

Neglecting the energy exchange with the walls of the shock tube the 
energy equation states that the static equalizing pressure Pei  depends 
not only on the pressure ratio P41 but also on the volume ratio V^/Vj 
of the pressure section to the expansion section.    For a shock tube with 
constant cross-section the ratio of the volumes  can be replaced by the 
ratio of the length of the two sections, l^/t^- 

From this it follows that the pressure after reflection Pgl  is 
determined only by P4l and therefore can be chosen at will.    Tne condi- 
tion of equal pressure can always be realized by an appropriate choice 
of the ratio l^/l^',  therefore, for a given pressure p^ a particular 
ratio t^/l^   is necessary. 

When applying the above described procedure,  the end-pressure p5 
at the test object can be kept constant for an unlimited time.    The 
variation of pressure, however, caused by the repeatedly reflected waves 
is still present.    Damping of these reflections will be the next task. 

By inserting baffles into the pressure section an efficient attenua- 
tion takes place.    The principle of this device is  illustrated in Figure 
3 where only one baffle is shown.    When arriving at the location of the 
baffle, each wave is partly reflected and partly transmitted.    It is 
obvious  that several baffles, spaced along the tube, increase the number 
of reflections considerably.    This means  that the pressure is equalized 
very rapidly throughout the whole length of the shock tube.    An example 
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is given in Figure 4 where two original registration curves of the pres- 
sure profiles taken at the endplate of the expansion section are 
represented.    In both cases the condition of equal pressure was realized. 
One curve describes  the case where no baffles are inserted into the tube; 
tne other curve shows the results for an arrangement of five baffles which 
reduce the cross-sect ion of the tube 30^ to 50^* respectively.    It can be 
seen that, by the insertion of the baffles, the almost periodic variation 
of pressure can be suppressed to a large extent.    Furthermore, the pressure 
profile of the wave has nearly the ideal form of a step function.    A plane 
test object located at the endplate of the simulator is exposed therefore 
to a qua«i-static pressure load of unlimited duration. 

If a pressure decay behind the shock front is desired,  this can be 
realized by providing openings of variable cross-section in the walls of 
the expansion section.    An example is given in Figure 5 where a closed 
tube is compared with a tube which is equipped with openings.    The upper 
registration curve represents an ideal step function, whereas the lower 
curve shows an exponential decrease. 

The prototype of such a shock tube, with a length of 5 ni and a 
diameter of 15 cm, has been replaced now by a tube with a diameter of 
1 m and a length of 30 m.    Figure 6 shows the experimental set-up.    The 
shock tube consists of several sections of 1 m and 2 ra length, respectively. 
This construction makes it possible to set the diaphragm - mostly a deep 
drawing sheet - at any desired location of the shock tube; thus keeping 
the condition of equal pressure for various peak pressures.    Figure 7 shows 
the working range of the blast wave simulator.    The ordinates represent 
the length of the various sections.    Since the admissible overpressure of 
the compression section is 25 atra.  (about 3^0 psi) the maximum overpressure 
after reflection at the location of the test object is 12 atm.  (about 170 
psi), as computed from shock wave theory.    To fulfill the condition of 
equal pressure this maximum pressure after reflection has to be related to 
a particular ratio of the length of the compression and the expansion 
section.    Therefore, the line for a pressure at 12 atra. represents the 
limit of the working range of the simulator.    A second limit is given by 
the condition that the blast wave has to travel about 10 times the diameter 
of the shock tube in order t'  develop a sufficiently steep shock front. 
As shown in the diagram a minimum length of 7-5 times the tube diameter 
has been chosen.    The third limit is determined by the total length of 
the shock tube which at the present time is 28 m. 

The working range then lies within the triangle which is marked by 
thick lines.    From this one notes that the condition of equal pressure 
can be realized for a reflection overpressure ranging between k and 12 
atm.   (about 60-170 psi).    Lower pressures require a greater total length 
of the shock tube; higher pressures are attainable only through a higher 
initial pressure in the compression section. 

A few remarks about the current and planned experiments may be added. 
First of all, it may be said that the shock wave simulator has a broad 
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field of application.    The equal-pressure shock tube can be used for the 
investigation of slab-shaped test objects exposed to a quasi-static wave 
load.    As test objects slabs of various structure, doors, etc., can 
be vised in full size or on a reduced scale. 

Of course, other test objects can be investigated too. Several big 
valves, as installed in shelters, have been tested already. 

Another problem to be investigated is the behavior of filters with 
coarse-grained sand as filter material which are going to be installed 
in German shelters.    Such a filter is shown in Figure 8.    At the bottom 
the test section of the shock tube has a rectangular opening where the 
filter to be investigated is attached. 

To avoid the disturbance of the flow field a smooth transition has 
been made between the circular cross-section of the shock tube and the 
rectangular cross-section of the filter. 

For the investigation of the effect of shock waves on various soil 
specimen a similar experimental set-up is in preparation (Fig.  9)-    For 
this purpose an iron case can be attached to the shock tube in the same 
way as it was described for the filter.    The cause is lifted to the 
rectangular opening at the bottom of the shock tube, thus providing 
an air-tight seal between the case and the shock tube. 

Furthermore an optical test section with a field of view of 80 cm x 
60 cm (about 32 ft by 24 ft) can be attached to the shock tube as shown 
in Figure 10. 

A short tube section of rectangular cross-section is inserted into the 
shock tube.    This tube is provided with very sharp edges, thus cutting 
out a part of the incident shock wave which propagates into the test 
section where the observation windows are mounted parallel to the walls. 

The scope of optical observations can be the same as in shock tubes 
of smaller diameter.    The advantage of a big optical test section is that 
test objects of very different model scale can be investigated. 

This information should give an idea about the diversity of the 
operating conditions of the equal-pressure shock tube and about the 
variety of its applications. 
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Palmer,  McHale,   and Starkey 

NOTE ON REFLECTED SHOCK CONDITIONS  IN A SINGLE-PULSE TUBE* 

H.   B.   Palmer,  E.  T.  McHale   ,   and  G.  P.  Starkey 
Department  of Fuel Technology,   The Pennsy vania  State 

University,  University Park, 

INTRODUCTION 

The  single-pulse   (or  "chemical")   shock  tube  has become  a   rather com- 
monly used  tool   for measuring the  rates  of  chemical  reactions   that may be 
difficult  to  study by other methods.     With   the  exception of  comparative  rate 
studies of  the   type  performed by Tsang   (1),   it   is necessary  for   the analysis 
of experimental  data  to have either a  direct measure of  the  temperature- 
time  history of   the  gas   in  the  reflected   shock,   or else  to  have  a  means  of 
calculating  it  accurately  from measurements  of other properties  of  the   snock, 

Because of the  difficulty of measuring  temperatures,  the usual practice 
has   been  to  assume   that  shock reflection   is   ideal.     One-dimensional  ideal 
relations  are  then  used  to  calculate  the   reflected  shock properties  from the 
initial  conditions  plus   the measured  velocity of   the  incident   shock.     The 
pressure-time  history   is  also measured   and   employed   to determine   the effec- 
tive   reaction  time.     When  the pressure   in  the  reflected  shock   is   found   to 
rise  with  time   (as   frequently happens)   before quenching,   it   is  possible  to 
complete  the  corresponding  temperature  history  if one assumes   that  the  com- 
pression  is   isentropic   (2). 

The main  uncertainty   in  this procedure,   at   least  for purposes  of chemi- 
cal   kinetics,   has  been  the  assumption  of   ideal  reflection,   and   this  has  been 
the   subject  of  extensive  discussions  as  well  as   a  number of  experiments.     We 
attempt  a  summary  of   these  at  a   later  point,   after presenting our  measure- 
ments  and calculations.     The data  to be  presented were  taken during and 
after  a  study of   the   thermal  decomposition  of hydrazine   (3)   at   temperatures 
between about  950oK and   1120°K and pressures  between about  2  atm and  9  atm. 
The  hydrazine was  diluted  about  100-fold  with argon. 

*Work  supported  by   the Army Research Office-Durham 
"•"Present  address:     Atlantic  Research Corp.,   Alexandria,   Va. 
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This particular kinetic study illustrates rather well the importance of 
understanding the behavior of reflected shocks, especially with respect to 
the non-ideality of temperature.  In Reference (3), we have analyzed the 
probable deconiposition mechanism by comparing our kinetic data with other 
shock tube results (4) obtained at somewhat higher temperatures.  If the 
temperatures in either or both of these studies were in systematic error by, 
say, 30oK, the mechanistic arguments might have to be discarded.  Therefore 
we have carried out measurements on reflected shocks, both in pure Ar and in 
dilute N2H4-Ar mixtures, in an effort to assess the accuracy of our reported 
temperatures. The work is similar to some reported several years ago by 
Skinner (5).  The data consist primarily of velocities and pressure-time 
histories . 

EXPERIMENTS, OBSERVATIONS, AND CALCULATIONS 

The shock tube was of conventional single-pulse design (6), having a 6- 
foot driver and a 12-foot low-pressure section, both of 3 inch i.d. stain- 
less steel.  The dump tank had a volume of about 300 liters. Diaphragms 
were of Ethocel sheet. The endplate was 1/4-inch steel, pulled down hard 
against the end of the tube and sealed either with 0-rings or with a bonded 
Al gasket. 

Oscilloscope triggering and recording of arrival times of shocks at four 
stations along the tube were achieved by means of BD-23 piezoelectric trans- 
ducers (A-.lantic Research Corp.). The detailed pressure record of the 
reflected shock was provided by a Kistler PZ-6S piezoelectric transducer 
(later replaced with a Kistler 601A) that, together with the PT-6 amplifier- 
calibrator , had been calibrated at the factory and checked in the laboratory. 
Mounting positions for the transducer were available in the endplate and at 
positions 10.5 cm and 20.5 cm from the endplate.  The data reported here 
were all obtained from the endplate and 10.5-cm positions. A few records 
from the 20.5-cm position were obtained merely to see if they were broadly 
consistent with the observations at the other two positions (they were). 
Sample records from these positions appear in.Fig. 1. On these, smoothing 
of the noise and/or ringing permits measurement of pressures with an esti- 
mated uncertainty of ±0.5 psi. 

Incident shock velocities were measurable with a precision of about ±0.5 
per cent.  Comparisons of pressure records with ideal reflection behavior 
vere basrd upon velocities at the endplate, obtained by extrapolation.  The 
incident s'.iock typically attenuated at about 1 per cent per meter. 

41 measurements were made of the pressure history at the 10.5-cm position 
for shocks in ca. 1:100 NgH^Ar mixtures.  These were obtained as part of 
the data in decomposition studies.  The contact surface was tailored, or 
nearly so, in all of these runs.  He-Ar mixtures (7) were used in the driver 
section.  Initial pressures of the Ns^-Ar mixture ranged from about 125 
torr to 425 torr; pressures and temperatures in the reflected shock ranged 
respectively from about 2.5 atm to 9 atm and from about 970CK to il20oK 
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More recently, we have run 17 shocks in pure Ar using He as a driver. 
The initial pressure was ca. 175 torr and the bursting conditions were 
such as to give reflected shocks at about 4.5 atm pressure and 1180C'K. 
These shocks were not tailored, at least in theory (7), but the latter 
portion of the pressure profile revealed no peculiarities.  This corresponds 
to our previous experience with these weak shocks, which is that one must 
be very far from ideal tailoring conditions before dips or humps beg.;n to 
appear in pressure records.  In any event, interest in these shocks centered 
mainly upon the pressure step from incident shock to reflected shock and 
upon the rate of pressure increase close behind the step, so tailoring was 
not vital. 

Examination of records from the 58 runs showed: 
A. Incident shock conditions.  To within the available accuracy of measure- 
ment (about ±0.5 psi), there was no indication of a pressure rise behind 
the incident shock.  However, it was found in some exploratory runs to test 
the eifect of transducer mounting that the recorded pressure profile was a 
good square wave (aside from noise) only when the transducer face was accu- 
rately flush with the tube wall.  If slightly protruding, the result was a 
pressure step below the final value, followed by a rise toward the correct 
level.  If recessed, the result was an overshoot and subsequent decay. 

B. Reflected shock conditions. 
1.  Pressures.  ^9 records were obtained from the 10.5-cm position and 9 
from the endplate.  An obvious expcrimc"*-, viz., to record both positions 
from the same shock, was not performed because of instrumental limitations. 

No effect of transducer mounting of a type comparable to that in inci- 
dent shocks was found.  In order to make sure that the observed pressure 
rise was not a specious effect uf the mounting, a special mounting was 
constructed in which the probe adapter was completely isolated in Teflon 
on the theory that, beciuse of the very different mechanical properties of 
Teflon (relative to steel), the pressure records should then appear quite 
different (presumably square) if there were actually no rise in pressure in 
the reflected legion.  The Teflon mounting had no observable effect.  Further 
confirmation of the realitv of the rise in pressure was contained in a 
comparison of records from the endplate and from the lateral wall (Fig. 1). 
The average rate of rise in the l\o  positions was the same. 

Two special difficulties did arise in the endplate mounting.  One was 
ringing, easily observed in Fig. 1.  Fortunately, in reading photographs it 
was possible to average this out quite well.  The other was an acoustic 
oscillation of the endplate that was eliminated by changing its gasketing 

from an 0-ring to aluminum. 

At the 10.5-cm position, the ratio of the reflected shock pressure at 
the top of the pressure step (P^) to that calculated for ideal reflection 
(pid) i;as i#02 ± 0.02 for 49 shocks.  The stated uncertainty represents the 

average absolute deviation,  Since we estimate the pressure measurements to 
be accurate to within about 1 per cent, and since the combination of 
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measurements and calculations may produce a comparable uncertaint) in P^ , 
the average deviation in (Pc/Pr ) is reasonable.  However, a few shocks gave 
unexpectedly large deviations (e.r. Pr/P^ = 0.94).  We think that these 
represent real discrepancies in behavior, but they are not discernible 
either from a velocity record or from qualitative examination of the pres- 
sure record.  Such anomalous shocks may be responsible for some of the 
scatter in kinetic data from single-pulse experiments. 

The 9 shocks for which endplate pressures were obtained yielded (Pr/Pr ) 
= 0.99 ± 0.01.  Thus the experimental difference determined between the 
properties at the endplate and those 10.5 cm away is just on the borderline 
of statistical significance. The difference is undoubtedly real, however. 
The rate of rise of pressure, measured in either position, averaged 6%/msec. 
Since the reflected shock in these experiments moved at auout 4 x 10^ cm/sec, 
approximately 0.25 msec were required to move out from the endplate to the 
10.5-cm position.  During this time, the pressure rose 1.5%, on the average. 
The pressure rise would be expected to be essentially uniform throughout the 
growing column of gas because the reflected shock moved at only about 2/3 of 
the velocity of sound in the gas behind it.  Therefore if (P^/P;^1) = 0.99 at 
the endplate, it should have been 1.005, rather than 1.02, at the 10.5-cm 
position.  This is about as close a check as one could expect  Actually, it 
probably means that the best ratios to select are i.^-re like (Pr/Pr ) = 0.995 
at the endplate and 1.01 at the 10.5-cm position. 

2. Temperatures 

Assuming that the reflected shock is one-dimensional even though it 
is not quite ideal, one can calculate the temperature at the front using the 
experimentally determined pressure.  For the shocks in argon (or slightly 
impure argon) under consideration here (T, ^ 1180CK), the 0.5% deficiency in 
Pr at the endplate corresponds to a temperature 30K below ideal and the 17. 
excess Pr at the 10.5-cm position gives a temperature 60K above ideal.  This 
change is slightly larger (2 K) than one calculates on the assumption that 
the change in pressure corresponds to an isentropic compression, which may 
support the idea that finite waves are responsible for the pressure rise. 
However, for purposes of making temperature corrections with the aid of the 
experimental pressure profile, the isentropic approximation appears to be 
adequate . 

We have also tested the model suggested by Skinner (5), in which it is 
assumed that the experimentally determined velocity of the reflected shock 
represents the true one-dimens'.onal change in gas properties, with a 
secondary compression as weak pressure waves traverse the gas in the 
reflected shock and bring it to rest.  This is discussed in the next section. 

3. Velocities 

A number of rather rough measurements of reflected shock velocities 
have been made during this study.  The measurements yielded an average 
velocity over a 27.5-cm interval starting at the endplate.  All of the 
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results were several per tent below the ideal values, averaging 4% low. 
This is broadly consistent with the observations of others (8, 9).  It is 
interesting to find that the discrepancy agrees adequately with the atten- 
uation-parameter correlation presented by Greene and Toennies (10) although 
their plot" was for incident shocks of Mach No. = 5.5 while ours were about 
Mach 2. 

For ideal temperatures in the vicinity of 1180oK, temperatures calcu- 
lated from the observed velocities, assuming an ideal incident shock and 
one-dimensional but non-iQ?al reflection, gave results some 40oK below ideal 
values.  Thus there is an apparent incompatibility between the velocities 
and the pressures.  Skinner's model (outlined above) can reconcile the dif- 
ference if the gas is brought to rest within a time of the order of 10 [isec 
after the front.  That is, while our records from the endplate have too much 
ringing to permit this conclusion, the records from the 10.5-cm position are 
sufficiently free from noise and ringing to make it quite clear that the 
"thickness" of the pressure step does not exceed 10 to 20 usec.  Therefore 
if Skinner's model is to reconcile the apparent pressure step and the 
velocity, it cannot also account for the slow rise (ca. 6%/msec) in pressure 
behind the front.  Actually, it seems that at or adjacent to the endplate, 
if there is any deviation from ideality at all, it almost has to be explain- 
ed by something close to Skinner's model.  Any residual velocity toward the 
endplate must become zero at the endplate itself, and the time required for 
this to occur must approach zero at the endplate. 

Application of this model to reconcile the pressure step and reflected 
velocity goes as follows, for a shock of Mach No. = 2.15 in Ar: 

a. The reflected shock velocity is taken to be 96% of ideal.  This 
brings the temperature up to some 40oK below ideal and the pressure 
to about 967o of ideal. 

b. Rapid stagnation of the residual flow is taken to be equivalent to 
isentropic compression, which brings the gas pressure up to 99.5% 
of ideal, taken as the observed ratio.  The resultant final tempera- 
ture is about 10oK below ideal.  This compares to a temperature 30K 
below ideal calculated previously by assuming the observed pressure 
step to represent entirely a shock compression, ignoring the velocity 
discrepancy. 

It is incidentally our impression that Skinner intended his argument as a 
case for taking Tro to be about 10°K below ideal (as in the calculation 
here), and not 30 K below, as has frequently been cited.  The latter figure 
represented his estimate of the uncertainty in T  , in the neighborhood of 
Trs = 1800

oK. 

4.  Relationship of reflected shock properties to incident shock attenuation 

Attenuation in the velocity of the incident shock is experimentally 

"The numbers on the abscissa appear to be too large by a factor of 2. 
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associated with an increase in temperature (11) and pressure (12) behind 
the shock front.  The behavior of the density does not yet appear to be well 
established. A number of theories have been put forth to explain and cor- 
relate attenuation phenomena by Hollyer, Mirels, Trimpi and Cohen, Spence 
and Woods, and others.  We are not competent to discuss these (summary 
discussions may be found in refs. 10 and 13), but rather we simply intend 
to see whether the pressure rise in the reflected shock may be compatible 
with reasonable changes in the gas behind the incident shock. Specifically, 
we ask what changes in properties of the gas prior to stagnation are neces- 
sary in order to account for the change in stagnation pressure, using a one- 
dimensional model. 

Previously an increase of 1.5% in the stagnation pressure was adopted 
as best representing the change between the endplate and the 10.5-cm 
position.  This corresponds to 67o/msec. For an increase of 6% in P5, the 
conservation equations require a 4% increase in P2, for reflected shock 
temperatures around 1200oK. For our shocks, to discern a 4% change in Py 
would have required that we detect a change of about 0.3 to 0.4 psi in P2 
during the observation time (ca. 400 |J.sec) at the 10.5-cm position; un- 
fortunately, the pickup noise rendered this impossible.  The change in Po 
is of the order of that observed by Trimpi and Cohen (12). 

From the one-dimensional equations it then follows that the temperature 
and density behind the incident shock should both rise at about 2%/msec, 
and one calculates that the incident shock Mach number M^ decreases at about 
2%/msec, corresponding to an attenuation of about 2.8%/meter.  In this same 
model the velocity of the reflected shock (relative to the laboratory) 
should increase at about 1.27o/msec.  Incident-shock attenuation of up to 
1.8%/meter was found, but the average was closer to 1,0%/meter.  Thus the 
one-dimensional treatment yields results that are not quantitative, but 
neither are they altogether unreasonable. 

One serious deficiency of the treatment is that it does not offer any 
insight into the increase with time of the pressure at a fixed point, e.g. 
at the endplate.  That is, the treatment would say that there should be 
spatial gradients of pressure, temperature, and density in the reflected 
region that would not change significantly with time.  The experimental 
measurements of pressure indicate that such gradients, at least in the 
pressure, must be slight, if they are indeed appreciable at all; further- 
more, there is direct evidence that the properties at a fixed point do 
change with time. 

CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISONS WITH OTHER WORK 

Shock tubes are almost biological in their variety, so one must be 
cautious in describing their behavior.  We shall first summarize and state 
some conclusions regarding our own observations and then briefly examine 
some results obtained by others in the hope that some generalization may 
be possible. 
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We  have   studied   shocks   in Ar,   driven  by He or  He-Ar mixtures,   covering 
a  range  of   incident   shock Mach numbers   from about   1.95   to  2.2,   giving 
reflected  shock  temperatures   from about  970oK to   1200oK.     The   tube was  3 
inch   i.d.   steel  with  a   12-foot  channel   and  a  1/4-inch  steel   endplate 
rigidly  attached   to   the  end.     Initial   pressures  were   typically   about   175 
torr.     Incident   shock attenuation was  observed  to  range   from 0  to   1.870/meter 
over   the   last  1.5  m of  travel.     The  reflected  shock pressure   at  the   front, 
Pc,  was measured  with  calibrated  Kistler   transducers  and   found   to  average 
99.27c ±   17„ of  ideal   at  the  endplate and   102% + 27, of  ideal  at  a position 
10.5   cm away.     The  pressure   in  the  reflected  shock,   Pc,   was   found  to  in- 
crease with   time  at   rates  ranging   from 0   to   13.37o/msec,   averaging 6.27o ± 
2.07o/msec.     From  the  average  rate  of rise   it was  concluded  that   the best 
values  of  the  ratios,   (P^/P^),   were  0.995  at  the  endplate  and   1.01  at   the 
10.5-cm position.     Temperatures  calculated  from these   ratios  on one-dimen- 
sional   theory,   assuming uniform properties   in the  incident   shock,   were 
respectively  3CK below and  60K above  the  value calculated   from  the  incident 
shock velocity at  the  endplate,   assuming  ideal  reflection. 

Measurements  of   reflected  shock.velocities,   (averaged  over   a  27-cm 
interval)   though  crude,   indicated  clearly  that velocities were  below 
(averaging  47 below)   the values   for  ideal   reflection.     Since  on one-dimen- 
sional   shock  theory   such velocity  discrepancies were   incompatible with  the 
observed pressures,   a model   related  to  Skinner's   (5)  was  examined  and  found 
to predict  a  temperature  10oK below ideal  at the endplate  for  these shocks. 
The model  which  combines  shock compression and  a   final,   rapid,   isentropic 
stagnation,  predicts  that  the  temperature discrepancy will be   the  larger, 
the hotter  the  shock or the more  strongly attenuated  the  shock.     The 
prediction may  find   some  support   in experience. 

The  slow rise   in pressure  in the reflected region was  shown to be 
essentially  uniform  throughout  the  gas,   though small  gradients   are not 
excluded.    A temperature rise is  assumed  to accompany  the pressure rise by 
what may approximate an isentropic  relationship.     However,  a   second possi- 
bility was  explored   in which the pressure  rise is  attributed  to a pressure 
rise  behind   the   incident  shock,   resulting  from attenuation.     In  this  treat- 
ment,   a  simple one-dimensional model of  the attenuating  incident  shock was 
adopted  in which attenuation is  taken as  an empirical   fact and  the gas    . 
properties  at any point behind the  front  are assumed to be those initially 
attained when that  element passed  through  the  front.    This model  can account 
for about half of  the observed   (dP^/dt),   using the average attenuation of 
about   ITi/meter.     The  temperature-pressure  relationship  given by  this model 
is close to  an isentropic one.    We  think  that the model has  some virtues  in 
helping one  to envision the  reflected-shock region and also,   possibly,   the 
incident  shock;  but  it  is not quantitative and therefore  is of  limited 
usefulness. 

On those points  that concern chemical  kinetic measurements,   our con- 
clusions concerning  the shocks  studied  are: 

(a)    the Skinner-type model  seems  quite appealing as  a way  to reconcile 
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the   reflected-shock pressures   and velocities.     It   probably  sets  a 
lower   limit on  the  temperature,  while  application  of one-dimen- 
sional   shock theory to   the  pressure  alone  may  set   an  upper   limit. 
Thus   the   temperature  at  the  endplate   is   in  all   probability  between 
10°   and   30K below ideal,   while  that  at  the   10.5-cm position   is 
about   the  ideal  value  or  a   few degrees  above   it. 

(b)    Without  being unduly concerned  about  a  theory  that   can account  for 
the  pressure ri^e  in  the  reflected region,   one  can probably  adopt 
an  isentropic  relation  to  calculate  the  temperature  profile   from 
the  pressure profile. 

In  thinking  about  this  problem,   we  have  attempted   to  gather  together  all 
the  pertinent   experimental  work of  others.     Not  all  of   it   seems  reconcilable, 
particularly  some   involving quite   strong  shocks.     However,   we   suspect   that   a 
combination of  the  Greene-Toennies  attenuation-parameter correlation  for 
reflected  velocity   (10)   and  the  Skinner-type model  presented here could go 
a  long way  toward  unifying  the  various   observations.     An  effort  to  summarize 
them is presented below. 

Velocities 

Strehlow and  Cohen   (8)  observed   reflected-shock velocities  in Ar 
averaging 4% below ideal  at  the  endplate  and a   few cm away.     The   incident 
shock Mach numbers  were  2.75 < Ms  < 3.60 and  the   tube  was   1.5  x  3  inches. 

Toennies and Greene (14) found reflected velocities from 5% to 35% below 
ideal, and successfully correlated them with an attenuation parameter depen- 
dent  upon   i.abe  dimensions  and  initial   pressure. 

Strehlow and  Case   (15)   reported  reflected velocities  below theoretical. 

Brabbs et al. (9), in a tube very similar (2.5 inch i.d.) to ours but 
in a slightly higher range of Mach numbers, measured reflected velocities 
that were  several   per cent  below  ideal   for Ar.     Acceleration was   found. 

Tschuikow-Roux  and Marte   (16)  measured  reflected  velocities in Ar   in a 
tube  much   like  ours,   under   similar  conditions.     Values  were  not specifically 
reported,   but   from other   information  in   their paper we  estimate them  to 
have  been  about   5% below  ideal. 

Densities 

Gardiner  and Kistiakowsky   (17)   used X-ray  absorption by  xenon  and 
found  reflected   shock densities  close   to  the  ideal.     The  density  increased 
with  time. 

Knight  and  Rink   (18)   found  reflected   shock densities   in  krypton,   again 
using X-ray absorption,   that  agreed with   ideal  calculations   to  within  their 
uncertainty of measurement   (ca.   ±  2%), 
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I Strehlow and Case (15), by an interferometric method, found reflected 
I       densities in argon that agreed with ideal calculations at Ms ^ 2 but exceeded 

them at Ms ^ 5.  The density increased with time.  Accuracy of the density 
measurements was estimated to be en. i 3%. 

/ 
Pressures 

Skinner (5), using an experimental arrangement much like ours, found 
'       for M ^ 2.75 that the incident-shock pressure was within about 1% of ideal, 

while Pi? was slightly below ideal (1.3% ±   1.6%) at a position 3 inches from 
the endplate.  Pressure rose with time. 

Rudinger (19, 20) found pressure rising with time in the reflected 
,       region and attributed the rise to the effects of weak waves generated by the 
j       growing boundary layer behind the incident shock.  The waves cross the re- 

flected shock front and ire brought to rest.  The effect should be very like 
isentropic compression. 

Brabbs, Zlatarich, and Belles (9), in the study mentioned above, mea- 
sured reflected pressures Pr as well as velocities.  The values of Pr, at a 
(position 15 cm from the endplate, averaged l%-270 below ideal for M between 
about 2.5 and 3.4.  Pressure increased with time. 

ITsuchiya and Kuratani (21), using a 10-cm i.d. tube with a 4.2-m channel 
at initial Ar pressures of 45 torr, reported no absolute values of Pr but 
stated that pressure in the reflected region increased at 11% ± 3%/msec for 
Ms = 3.3. 

Trimpi and Cohen (12) found a gradient in the pressure behind incident 
shocks of Ms = 2 in air initially at room conditions, amounting to an 
increase of about 3%-5%/insec.  The shock channel was 2 x 1.5 inches and 

J       pressure was measured 8 feet from the diaphragm. 

Holbeche and Spence (22) observed an increase of pressure with time 
behind reflected shocks of about M = 6.5 in nitrogen. 

I 

I 

s 

Lauver, Hall, and Belles (23) have reported reflected shock front pres- 
sures of approximately ideal magnitudes in Ar containing some CO2, and find 
that at a fixed point, pressures increase with time. 

IBaganoff (24), using a newly devised pressure transducer, has shown 
that the pressure step in reflected shocks at the endplate is essentially 
ideal in shape (we are not sure about magnitude).  Characteristics of his 
transducer at present limit useful observation times to less than about 

I       20 ^isec. 

Essentially flat pressure-time profiles in the reflected region have 
been found by Tsang (25), using a single-pulse tube with a modified dump 
chamber arrangement, and by Napier e_t a_l. (26), who commented that the form 
of their pressure records was largely determined by the method of mounting 
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of the transducer. 

Temperatures 

Napier and Simonson (27) used sodium line reversal methods for 
determining temperatures of reflected shocks in 90% Ar-10% CH4. Within the 
rather large uncertainty (±ca. 50oK), temperatures appeared to match the 
ideal values below about 1800oK, falling off markedly above that.  Later, 
Napier e_t a_l. (26) explored Cg band reversal and found agreement with tempera- 
tures from Na reversal.  In a recent note, Kinber and Napier (28) have 
reported that reversal of Cr lines yields shock temperatures 30° to 80oK 
higher than Cg reversal (and, presumably than Na) in the 1900o-2500oK range. 
It is not clear which measurement is to be regarded as the more accurate 
(presumably the one giving the higher result). 

Johnson and Britton (29), using light absorption, compared rates of 
dissociation of Brg in Ar behind incident and reflected shocks in a 10 cm 
i.d. tube and concluded that, in the temperature range 1500o-1900oK, their 
reflected shock temperatures averaged 35° ± 5°K below ideal, roughly indepen- 
dent of distance from the endplate (over a 16-cm range).  Their results also 
appear to imply near-ideal behavior at temperatures above about 2000o-2200oK, 
in direct contradiction to the results of Napier and Simonson. The smallest 
temperature discrepancy found by Johnson and Britton was at the observation 
point nearest the endplate.  This suggests the possibility that the apparent 
rate of disappearance of Br2 may have been affected by the opposing effect 
of a growing boundary layer, which might be less significant near the end- 
plate.  This gains some support in their finding of the largest discrepancies 
at the lowest temperatures where, because of the slow rate of dissociation, 
the countereffeet of boundary layer growth would be most important.  We do 
not mean to dismiss their results by these remarks, but it does seem probable 
that the temperature discrepancy is substantially less than their estimate. 

Other kinetic evidence concerning temperatures in reflected shock waves 
is less direct, consisting mainly of those few cases for which shock tube 
data can be compared with data obtained by other methods.  In two such cases, 
the decomposition of CH4 (30) and of C2H2 (31), the indications are that the 
temperatures assigned to reflected shocks using ideal theory (modified in 
some cases to include isentropic compression behind the front) contain a 
possible error not exceeding about 20°-250K at temperatures above 1600oK. 
Tsang (1) concluded from comparison of results in a single-pulse study of 
four compounds in the range, 750o-1300oK, that his reflected shock tempera- 
tures were 10o-25oK below ideal.  His published pressure record shows what 
seems to be a weak rarefaction wave behind the reflected shock front, and we 
are inclined to agree with his remark that the unconventional position of 
his dump tank may, somehow, have caused a lowering of the reflected shock 
temperature.  A second possibility may lie in the proximity of his sampling 
valve to his endplate (one quarter inch away).  The effective reaction 
temperature of the sampled gas may have been appreciably affected by the 
cool endplate. 
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Holbeche and  Spence   (22),   in  the previously-mentioned  study  of  nitrogen, 
measured   temperatures  by   line  reversal   and   found  an  almost   incredibly  high 
rate  of   increase  behind   the  reflected   front,   amounting  to around   100oK  in 
50 ij.sec.     They  found  this   to  be   compatible with  attenuation  theory  and   their 
measurements  of  attenuation of   the  incident  shock. 

Tsuchiya  and  Kuratani   (21),   in  their  previously-mentioned  study,   deter- 
mined  reflected   shock  temperature  profiles  by measuring  the  vibrational 
temperature of CO  in Ar.     They  reported   temperature  discrepancies   (Tc     - 
TfxP)  of   70°  ±  30oK and  30°  ±   300K in  the   front   at   1-cm and  5-cm positions 
for  shocks  at Tc  = 2500°K.     Because of  slow relaxation of CO,   shock  front 
temperatures were  determined  by  extrapolation.     The   rate of  rise  of   tempera- 
ture  behind  the   front  was   found   to be  approximately  in  an  isentropic 
relationship with  the  rise   in  pressure. 

A  similar pressure-temperature  relationship  was   reported  by Lauver  et  al. 
(23),   who  used   infrared  pyrometry on CO^-containing Ar   to measure   tempera- 
tures.     They reported  good  agreement between measured  and  ideally  calculated 
values  of  Tc.     Reasonable   agreement was   also  reported  by Watson   (32)   ir   a 
study  in  the  range,   3000°-4500oK,   utilizing emission  from OH as  a  thermo- 
meter. 

An often-considered  thermometric device,  viz.,   a  technique  for measuring 
the  velocity of  sound,   seems  to have been perfected by Carnevale,  Carey,   and 
Marshall   (33), who reported excellent agreement with  ideal calculations   for 
reflected  shocks  in Ar over  the  range,   3000o-9000oK. 

Final  Remarks 

Although variable  in character  and no doubt  also  in reliability, 
reports   in  the  literature—plus  our own  results--seem broadly  consistent, 
with  a  few exceptions.     For  argon shocks   in typical   tubes at  initial  pres- 
sures  higher  than  about  50  torr,   the  following  consensus  seems  to  emerge: 

(a) Attenuation of  the   incident shock produces  a  gradual   increase   in 
temperature  and pressure   (and,   perhaps,   density) behind  the   incident 
front. 

(b) Reflected   shock  front   temperatures  at  the  endplate  are only very 
slightly below  ideal  values;  not more   than   10oK at   1000oK,   perhaps 
as much  as  250K at   1750oK and  50oK at  2500oK.     The  details  can 
probably be  correlated  with an  attenuation  parameter. 

(c) Reflected  shock velocities are  not  good   indicators of  the  reflected 
shock temperatures  and  are  incompatible  with measured  pressures. 
They may be  reconcilable   in a  simple model   that assumes  shock  com- 
pression  followed  by  rapid,   isentropic   stagnation of   the  residual 
f 1 ow. 

(d) Pressure, density, and temperature all rise slowly behind the 
reflected shock.  Pressure and temperature are adequately related 
by an isentropic compression law.  Fart of the slow rise may be 
attributed, on a one-dimensional basis, to changes in the incident 
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gas propertiss;   but   it   is also necessary   to  imagine  additional 
perturbations,   probably of  the  type   that  Rudinger   (20) has  discus- 
sed . 
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THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY .OF THE INTERACTION OF A 
PROJECTILE WITH A PLANE SHOCK WAVE 

J. E.  Uppardt R.- Burch, R. Allen 
Atonic Weapons Research Establishment, 

Foulnes8'l England 

INTRODUCTION 

The work which ia the subject of this paper concerns the problem of a 
tody of supersonic speed when struck by a plane shock wave.    The basic 
situation is shown in  (Fig.   1), 

This shows f>e  ^lane shock moving from left to right and about  to meet 
the projectile   -.    ?.•_, in the opposite direction.    The Mach number of the 
projectile is 

i W M      s     - , and it has,  because of its supersonic speed, a bow wave 
o 

moving with it. 

The shock Mach number is given by 

o 

and the flow Mach number by 

The experiments to be described consisted of firing a projectile into 
the shock ana photographing the shock and flow fields.    A sphere was 
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ckosea as the missile to obviate any problems of the model "yawing" in 
night»    To produce the shock wave use was made of the A.^.S.E. 8" x 2" 
hock tube, and the sphere,  a £" dia. ball bearing, was fired into it.    The 

jun used was an engineers "stud" or rivetting gun,  the barrel is 6" long, 
smooth-bored, and projected the £" sphere at a velocity of 2,500 ft, sec. 
using 0,22 blank ammunition.    The missile Mach nursber was therefore about 
2,2, 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMiWTS 

(Fig, 2) shows the schematic diagram of the first experimental arrange- 
ment.    The shock tube compression chamber is 2'6" Ions, and the expansion 
chamber y'ö", and this has an observation section,  fitted with 6" dia.  glass 
windows, at the end.    At the back of the compression chamber was another 
2*6" length of tube fitted with a wooden block to act as a "catchar" for the 
spheres fired into the tube. 

For most of the experiments a shock strength of 2,k (20 p.s.i. over- 
pressure) was used, with a shock velocity of 1,650 ft./sec.    The shock tube 
diaphragm was ruptured by means of a small electric detonator.    The firing 
sequence was as follows:    The gun was fired mechanically, and the sphere, 
emerging from the end of the barrel, passed over a small piezo-electric 
transducer.    The pressure from the bow ■, ,      caused a pulse from the trans- 
ducer to operate the firing pack which fired the detonator and ruptured 
the diaphragm.    Taking into account the relative velocities of the shock 
wave and the sphere, together with delays in the firing circuit, the jun 
had to be placed about 13ft.   from the point of shock/missile impact at   ehe 
observation section of the tube.    The argon-jet, sub-microsecond spark 
source at the observation section was triggered by means of a piezo- 
electric transducer operated by the shock wave.    The probability therefore 
of getting a picture of the impact depended upon the constancy of the 
shock wave and sphere velocities from shot to shot - literally a "hit or 
miss" method.    The percentage of misses to hits was fairly high and 
became higher as the gun barrel became worn and the sphere velocity varied. 
However, a fairly good series of pictures of the penetration phase was 
obtained, one of which is shown in (Fig. 3)» 

These photographs will be discussed at greater length later on but the 
plane shock S, the newly forming bow wave B,, the unaffected bow wave B, 
and the bridging shock BS are of immediate interest.    The new missile Mach 
number is now given by 

i W M        «T?   assuming no change in actual sphere velocity, jiving a s        c, 

value of about 2.5• 
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To overcome the difficulties of the hit said miss method and to obtain 
a continuous history of the missile shock penetration phase from a single 
shot a system was devised to compute the time of impact of the sphere and 
the shock by means of a voltage ramp technique.    This, used in conjunction 
with a Cranz-Schardin Optical system, enabled a series of five shadowgraphs 
to be obtained separated by accurately known time-intervals of a few micro- 
seconds.    The complete experimental arrangement is shown in (Fif. M» 

The full operating sequence is as follows: 

The gun is fired and gives a pulse to the firing pack rupturing the 
shock tube diaphragm as before.    The bow wave from the sjphere, on reaching 
the piezo-electric transducer Tß placed at one end of the observation 
section, triggers a voltage ramp generator B.    Similarly the shock wave 
triggers the voltage ramp generator A by means of the transducer T^ at the 
other end of the observation section.    The voltage ramps A and 3 are 
adjusted so as to reach a value Bj in the time taken for the shock wave or 
the sphere to cross the observation section.    The outputs from the two 
generators are summed by the operational adder unit C, which produces a 
voltage which is fed to the thyratron trigger unit, biased from firing by 
the voltage B^» 

The operation of the thyratron trigger unit provides a pulse which in 
turn provides accurately timed delay pulses to trigger the five element 
Cranz-Schardin spark light source.    Small "search" coils were wound around 
the discharge condensers of this unit and pulses from these, together with 
a pulse from the ramp generator    B, are fed to a spiral time base oscillo- 
scope, so that all the time intervals are known after firing.    The amount 
of additional electronic equipment required for the above computing- 
circuit is small, and is fully met by the use of two Tektronix 551  scopes 
as voltage ramp generators and a Tek+.ronix '0'  type operational 
pre-amplifier summing the raa^s. 

The Cranz-Schardin optical system is quite conventional.    The, light 
sources are five argon-jet gaps as shown in (Fig. 3)»    These are 
arranged In the form of a cross with a unit in the centre.    The lens L 
makes the beam parallel through the observation section and this is 
reflected back by a mirror, not shown,  to give an image of the  five light 
beams on to the small lenses La which focus the phenomena in the observa- 
tion section on to the photographic plate.    The piece of wood at the end 
of the tube is merely to prevent damage due  to bad markmenship. 

(Fig, 6) shows a seouence of 5 exposures separated by about 2^ micro- 
seconds. 

THEORETICAL C0K3IDEKATT0NS 

.vhilst the above work w?is goinr on our attention was drawn via an 
excellent review ;.aper by Professor Tack in the J, Fluid Mechanics 
(ref. 1) to some theoretical work by Dr.  Sreyrl which had been 
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previously published in the same Journal (ref. 2). Smyrle referred to a 
paper by Ehlers and Shoemaker (ref. 3) who solved the problem of a weak 
shock wave meeting, at any angle of incidence, a flat plate raovlnn- subsoni- 
cally or supersonically. In contrast Srayrl's solution is for 8 shock wave 
of arbitrary strength meeting thin aerofoil moving at supersonic velocity 
and implies a collision between two shocks of finite strength. 

Treating the problem two-diraensionally he found the shock pattern was 
"steady" and is shown in (Fig. 7). 

It is made up of LC, the new bow wave in the shock; ID a bridging 
shock; IG the part of the bow wave which has not yet entered the shock 
and IB the continuation of the plane shock onto the wedge. The points 
BCDE all lie on a "sonic-circle", (the path of the disturbance caused by 
the wedge entering the shock) which expands at velocity C%   (the speed of 
sound behind the shock). Oi is the place where the shock front and the 
wedge originally met and this moves in the direction of the shock with 
velocity Vi (particle velocity), to the new position 0 after time t. 
This represents one end of a contact surface 01 which devides the air 
entering regions (3) and (4) into two non-mixing regions. The air enters 
these regions from (ö) across the bridging shock, path (0) (1) (3) and 
across the old bow wave (0) (?) (4) respectively. 

The above situation is summarised in the following assumptions: 

(1) the shock is deflected at I through a small angle« 

(2) the bow wave is deflected at I into the position of the tangent 
ID, and a new'bow wave is formed in position of tangent LC. 

(3) a contact discontinuity, 10, divides the air behind the shock 
into two, non-mixing regions« 

(4) outside the sonic-circle the flow consists only of uniform 
regions, (0), (1) etc. In particular the shock is straight 
except for the position AB which must bend so as to meet the 
wedge face normally. 

The coordinates, given in terms of the time independent variables 

x       Y 

? x ■ *-r » y ■ x-r Btre  as shown. 

Fro« the old and the new bow wave angle it will be seen that in this 
case, as in the experimental case, the missile Mach number inside the 
shock is greater than outside, i.e. in the experimental case the missile 
Mach number went from 2.2 to 2,5» Assuming therefore no change in CL, 
the ratio of the Mach number after entering the shock M1 , to that 
before entering Mi, is given by 
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and a graph of this,  against velocity for various shock pressures| is 
shown in (Fig,  8), 

This shows that  the Mach number for the missile inside  the shock can 
be greater, less or enual to the Mach number before passing into the shock, 
and we are led to consider these conditions as surmarised in (Fig. 9). 
This is a graph of shock strength,  defined as the density ratio behind and 
in front of the shock, against M',   the Mach number of the missile before 
entering the shock.    The interesting tangent condition is confined to 
M1   >M1  ;     the curve (1) is the coincident tangent condition M1« M1   ;    and 
the non-intersecting tangent conditio». is for K1  < M1,    There is a further 
condition, the single tangent condition, where tfie point I has fallen 
ißöide the sonic-circle, i.e.  the bridging shock has disappeared,  and here 
again M1   < K1, 

6 

DISCUüGION CF EXPEHIKa.'TAL 3Z3UI.T3 

(Fig.   10)  shows a sequence of shots giving the history of the sphere 
travelling into the shock.    The times after the initial impact between the 
shock and the sphere are shown.    It will be seen that the pattern is not 
now steady as  for the ideal 2-dirnensional case,    Qualitatively however sill 
the features of the "ideal" solution are evidence - the new bow wave, the 
bridging shock,  the unaffected old bow wave and a formation analogous to 
the '•sonic-circle"  shown as X, X1 ,    This formation is of particular 
interest and is of course, basically different from the ideal case.    The 
major physical difference is the collision of the shock wave with an 
intense bow wave shock of about 80 p.s.i.  increasing rapidly to about 
100 p.s.i, at  the stagnation point on the sphere.    The part of the circle 
X appears to expand over a limited region at about 2,000 ft,/sec.  from a 
centre which is somewhat ill-defined but appears to move towards the 
sphere with a velocity of about 230 ft ./sec.    This is in contrast to the 
ideal case where the centre of the sonic circle at the foot of the 
contact surface moves away from the leading edge with velocity V! •    It is 
of interest that in some of the shadowgraphs a faint curved line can be 
seen which makes an angle of 20    with the vertical and this must be the 
trace of the contact discontinuity.    The movement of the  foot of this in 
the case of the sphere is very complex, involving the flow in the wake. 

In spite of the physical differences between the two cases the 
qualitative resemblance is remarkable,     (Fig.  11)  shows the comparison 
between the ideal case and the sphere case for the same missile velocity 
and shock strength,  the sphere having penetrated about 10 diameters into 
the shock.    It is seen that the shock angles are very similar.     It is 
hoped to continue these experimental studies In the more interesting 
region where the Mach number before entering the chock is about  14 
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and the shock overpressure about 80 p.s.i.    i.e.  in the single tangent 
region of (Fig. 9)»    It is of some interest that the curve  (2) which is 
the boundary between the non-intersecting and single tangent conditions 
gives an almost exact value for the ratio of 

M1 

-jS   of 0.8 
M 
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FIG. 3 PROJECTILE AND SHOCK AFTER INTERACTION 
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FIG. 5 CRANZ-SCHARDIN SYSTEM 
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FIG. 9 CHANGE OF BOW WAVE SHAPE WITH CHANGE OF SHOCK STRENGTH AND 
MISSILE VELOCITY 
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DETERMINATION OF HOT GAS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
BY SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENTS. 

G. Smeets 
Deutsch- Französisches Forschungsinstitut 

St. Louis, Haut Rhin, France 

INTRODUCTION 

There exist two groups of gas properties. One group com- 
prises the thermodynamic properties, that is, the properties 
of the gas in equilibrium. They are described by the equation 
of state, e. g. in the form of the Mollier- diagram. They can 
be calculated to a good degree of accuracy by using the atomic 
and molecular constants, which are very well known from spec- 
troscopy. 

The other group of gas properties are the transport pro- 
perties, comprising thermal conductivity, viscosity and dif- 
fusion. In calculating these properties one must know the 
collision cross sections of the different constituent gas 
particles. Since our knowledge of the cross sections at pre- 
sent is still rather poor, one has to make assumptions. The 
theoretical results differ to some extend due to different 
assumptions made. 

For low temperatures the transport coefficients are never- 
theless welJ known, as they can be determined experimentally. 
There exist for example several methods allowing to measure 
the coefficient of thermal conductivity. But since nearly 
all of these methods make use of a constant heat flux, the) 
will no longer work for temperatures higher than 15■-'0  to 
2000° K, as tbere exist no container material, being able to 
stand the hif^h temperatures. Therefore experimental data of 
thermal conductivity become poor as well, when the hi,^h tem- 
perature area is concerned. 

In the present paper the coefficient of thermal conduc- 
tivity in air is determined c perimentally in the temperature 
region 1l40oK < T i 6075oK by means of a shock tube. 
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Ti 

Tlic idea is out- 
lined in Fi£.1,uhich 
showes in a scliema- 
tir uay tho  closed 
end of a shock lubo 
,v i th tlic reflected 
shock niDvin,^ to tlie 
rif.ht. The sliock 
heated homo^enious 
region after tlie re- 
flected shock tou- 
ches on the cold end 
plate of the tube. 
The temperature jump 
in the separation 
area disappears im- 
mediately, and some 
time after the shock 
reflection a tempe- 
rature distribution 
as shown in Fig.1 
will have been for- 
med. The kind of tem- 
perature distribution and the extension of this temperature 
boundary layer f does somehow depend on the thermal conduti- 
vity of the cas« In the present paper this dependence is in- 
vestigated and a method is developped, which all owes to de- 
termine the coefficient of thermal conductivity from Inter- 
feron ry ins of the temperature boundary layer. Fig,2 schemti- 
cally showes the closed end of the shock tube with a differen- 
tial interferometer mounted perpenticular to the tube axis. 

Fig. 1 Temperature distribution (schema- 
tic) after shock reflection at 
the end plate. 

TlinoRY OF THE TEMPERATURE BOUNDARY LAYER 

The theory sta 
are simplified, as 
tion one can assum 
behind the reflect 
the first ^-second 
cooling of the ras 
rise to an expansi 
predominant in the 
theory cannot cove 
dred ^-seconds aft 
taken, the assumpt 
local thcnnal equi 

rts with the conservation equations. They 
the problem is one- dimensional. In addi- 

e the pressure to be constant in the region 
ed shock. This assumption does not hold in 
after shock reflection, because the abrupt 
very close to the end plate surface gives 
on wave. Strong relaxation effects will be 
very first moment as well, so that the 

r the first ^-second anyway, but some hun- 
er reflection, when the interferograms are 
ion of constant pressure and gas being in 
librium are pretty good. 
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Conservation of mass: 

«^VV^'A« \V '"' ' " 

V\NX\  V \\ . 
1A,,, . >k.. ■ v» <■ 

Fi/j.2   Arrangement   for   taking 
interfero^rams   of  the 
end   plate   temperature 
boundary   layer. 

Dt Q   T~  =   0 
ox (1) 

Conservation   of  energy: 

DT        c   /.dTs 
Q   CP   Dt   =   dxlköx; 

Equation   of  state: 

p   =   Z   p  R T 

(2) 

(3) 

The   equation   of   state   /^ives 
the   relationship   between   the 
temperature   T  and   the   density   c 
at   constant   pressure   p.   The 
quantities   c.,,   Z   and   k   are   spe- 
cific   heat   at   constant   pressure, 
compressibility  factor  and   coef- 
ficient   of  thermal   conductivity, 
all   bein^   functions   of  T   and   p. 

One   can   reduce   the   above 
system   of   two   partial   differen- 
tial    equations   to   one   ordinary 
differential   equation  by   the 
following   double   transformation 
of   coordinates: 

x+=   /c/c«  dx,      T
+

=  x+/Vt 

The   resulting  differential   equation   is: 

T" +   r^T'2    +   S(T)T
+

T'    =  0 

with   r(T)   and   S(T)   being   the   following,   functions   of T: 

r(T) = |rln: k ?T  Z T ' (T) = 
p Z T 

2k R Zi T* 

W 

(5) 

(6) 

The boundary conditions are: 

+ _ for  T - Tr 

+ = 0  fo: T = Tw (7) 

The subscrifjt ^ signifies the constant value outside the 
boundary layer, whereas w means the vaJue at the wall. 
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riß.3 and k   Temperature and density distributions in the end 
plato boundary layer for the ideal gas,   when the 
thermal conductivity increases proportional to 
temperature. 

Fit'jo3 and ^1 show the; temperature and density distributions 
for an ideal gas   with the coefficient of thermal conductivity 
increasing proportional to temperature. 

There is a very steep density gradient in the rorion 
close to the ..all. The light rays being parallel to the wall 
when entering this region, are refracted because of the den- 
sity gradient. They hit the wall and cannot form any picture 
of this region. Therefore on interferograms only the border 
of the boundary layer is visible. 

At the border of the temperature boundary layer tempera- 
ture is very close to its assymptotic value T^. The differen- 
tial equation describing the temperature distribution can be 
linearized there: 

»i SocT+T'  = 0 8) 

It has the solution 

T - C 
T„- C = erf(\j sw/2   T+) (9) 

The constant C can be calculated in approximation. It de- 
pends on the gas properties within the whole temperature re- 
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glon of the boundary layer. The 
cons tant 

S ao = 
Won  ^poo 

2 k^ 

only  depends   on   the  hot   gas   pro- 
perties . 

DETERMINATION  OF  THE THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY 

The   Interfering  light   rays   of 
a  differential   interferometer  pass 
the   test   section  very  close   to 
each  other,   Vrtien   there   is   no   den- 
sity  gradient,    the   field   of  view 
is   filled   with   straight   equidis- 
tant   fringes, 

A  density   gradient   results   in 
a   fringe   shift,   which  is   propor- 
tional   to   the   density  gradienv   at 
the   point   concerned.   Fig,5   showes 
how   the   temperature  boundary  layer 
is   seen   by a   differential   inter- 
ferometer. 

Irrv« fe. v«r(lft*h«M all 

. • to, H/r ■ i** «■• 

a«jr*nC»*r«t«ll«A« •♦• Inter- 

Imr  kurw» rmd  tk««r«tls«h*■ 

Fig.5 
Interferogram and experi- 
mental curve compared 
with set of theoretical 
curves. 

From this kind of interfero- 
grams the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity has been determined 
by the following indirect method, of evaluation. 

Equation (9) permits to calculate the temperature distri- 
bution for a certain hypothetic value of thermal conductivity, 
nfith the temperature distribution one calculates the density 
distribution and finally the fringe shift to be expected on 
the corresponding interferogram of the temperature boundary 
layer. Comparison with the experimentally taken interfero- 
gram cheques the correctness of the hypothetic value. 

Fig,5 showes how evaluation is done in practice. As the 
fringes have no ideally smooth borders, the experimental 
curve (fiutted) has been taken as an average of all the fringe 
borders in the interferogram. The comparison with a set of 
theoretical curves selects the one with the correctly assu- 
med value of thermal conductivity koo. 

It must bo mentioned here, that the evaluation is some- 
whnt coinpllcatod by the fact, that according to equation (S1) 
the temperaturo distribution at the boundary layer boi'der 
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Fig.6  Temperature   dependence   of Fig.7  Thermal   conductivity  in 
thermal   conductivity  in air. 
air   for   Q=1/109o   (expe- Experimental   (Q=l/10pp) 
rimental). Theoretical   (p   =   latm). 

though mainly  depending on  the  hot   gas   thermal   conductivity 
koo   does  also   depend   on  C,   To   calculate   the   constant   C   one 
must   already  know   the   thermal  corductivlty  for   the   Jower   tem- 
perature   region.   So   one  has   to   evaluate   a  series   of   interfe- 
rofTrams   corresponding   to   ascending   temperatures   Too. 

Fig.6   showes   the   coefficient   of  thermal   conductivicy   in 
air,   determined   experimentally   from   about   50   interferogr^tns. 
The   possible   error  has   been   estimated   to   be   inferior   to   509,o. 

In  Fig.7   the   experimental   curve   is   compared  with   3   theo- 
retical   curves   by  Thomas,   Hansen  and   Stupochenko,   There   is 
fairly  good   general   agreement.   The   theoretical   curves   differ 
due   to   different   assumptions   concerning   the   collision   cross 
sections  of   the   gas   particles. 

The   theoretical   curves   in  I ig.7   have   been   taken   from  a 
paper  presented   by   James  A.   Fay  on   the   AGARD Ilyporsonics 
specialists'    conference   in  Brussels   (April   1962). 
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Dvir Low Strieker Maniv 

INT^H.CTIÜN    ÜF   SHUCK    WAVES   WITH 

TAPrlR   SECTIONS* 

M. Dvir, ./. Low, J. Strieker and S. Maniv 
Microwave Division, Department of Physics 

The Hebrew University 
Jerusalem, Israel« 

INTRODUCTION 

The passage of a shock wave through ducts has been treated theoretically by 
many authors (Refs. 1-4),    These theories can be divided into two types.    The 
steady state theory matches parameters across an instantaneous area change. 
Given strong shock waves, an area change of    4    and an ideal gas with     y= 1.4, 
it predicts a ratio of the Mach Number upstreams (VL) and downstreams (JL) as 

\ "1-15 • 

The linear theory has recently been reviewed by Chester (Ref, 3). This theory 
leads to the following set of formulae 

M  _ 
A 

2*V 

(MJJ2 - MKy) 

I 

I 

I 

where K(rL.) is a function of ^   and JL,,    For arbitrary large cross-section 
this can be written aspAf(M) s constant,    for Mnf*Q and for the above condi- 
tions this leads to (M   - lyA   = constant with   K = 0.396 and therefore 

i - ^ 
"The research has been supported in part by the Airforce Office of Scientific 
Research, Mechanics Division, through the European Office of Aerospace 

Research (OAR), 
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The larger velocity predicted by the linear theory must eventually attenuate 
to the steady state value since far downstreams one should not be able to dis- 
criminate between these two theories. 

Neither the linear nor the steady state theory take into account the various 
mechaniams of attenuation which presumably are caused by boundary layer and 
other higher order viscosity and heat transfer effects. 

The impetus for our study of the shock speed behind taper sections came 
through an analysis of the time dependence of the electron density behind such 
a taper section. These results were very different from those found in a 
straight shock tube (Ref. 5)» showed anomalous electron density and several 
sharp peaks indicating as if several shock waves were set up by the constriction. 
A literature search showed that while considerable research was carried out with 
the flow through nozzles behind the diaphragm, very little reported experimental 
information exists of a flow of an established shock wave through such a nozzle. 
An exception to this, however, are the recent measurements by Rüssel (Ref. 6). 
Our results indicate that the various theories do not account for a shock tube 
flow through such a constriction. The performance of small diameter shock tube 
deviates considerably from that predicted by a simple one dimensional ihock 
tube theory. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES, RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

The experiments were designed so that the only perturbing influence on the 
shock wave would be the taper section. The pressure driven shock tube has been 
described previously (Ref, ?)• It consists briefly of a high pressure chamber 
of 1" I.D., 60cm long, followed by different conical tapers, and a tube "a" 
of 0.5"I.D. and variable length, ending in a dump tank. The conical reaction 
was carefully machined, polished, and aligned. The velocity measurements (MjJ 
were made with spark plugs (Ref, ?), 12cm apart, and were measured consecutively 
at five different positions in the section "a". Upstreams of the taper section 
measurements (My) were made up to 80cm before the nozzle opening. It was es- 
tablished that the shock wave before entering the nozzle has a regular behaviour 
(shape) with hardly any, or only small attenuation. It should also be remarked 
that if the ^ nozzle is placed right behind the diaphragm a nearly linear at- 
tenuation curve results. In all these experiments the driven gas was air, and 
the driver, either IL or He. 

The transmitted shock speed was measured as a function of the following 
parameters. 

1. Angle of the transition taper (90°, 60°, 30°, 15°, l0^» and 36,). 
2. Distance "a" from the exit of the taper section. Measurements 

were made from 9cm to 173cm downstreams. All measurements are 
referred to the average speed over a 12cm distance at the midpoint. 
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5. The initial low pressure p1, at 0*1, t^fod 9 Terr. 
4. The initial high pressure p # 

Before commenting on our results we briefly note the main differences be- 
tween our experiments and those of Rüssel. 

(a) Our speed measurements were made over small distances, and hence 
sudden variation in the Mach No, could be easily detected, whereas Russets 
measurements were averages over large distances. 

(b) Rüssel used a small steel insert inside shock tube followed by a 
conical section. It has been our experience that such inserts (cookie cutter 
section) modify the flow pattern somewhat. Moreover, the boundary layer prob- 
lem is obviously different in these two cases since in our cases the boundary 
layer of the shock wave interacts with the taper section« 

(c) Finally our measurements were made over larger and smaller angles 
of conical sections and over a larger and higher Nach range. 

We shall illustrate only a few of our results. 

Nozzle angle 90°, p. : 5 and 1 Torrt This is shown in Pigs. 1 and 2. The 
results indicate fluctuations in the Mach No. (M.) with one or two pronounced X minima, the position of which is a function of   PL and p1. 

Nozzle angle 15° and l0^' • 5 Torr:    figs. 3 and 4 give the results for 
these taper angles.    The results are qualitatively similar but do not show such 
strong fluctuations. 

The striking features of all these Figures are the following: 

1. The maximum of the ratio   TT   falls usually between the values cal- 
culated from the linear or the steady   u    state theory but closer to the linear 
theory.   At very low pressures the values may be somewhat larger than the pre- 
diction of the linear theory. 

2. it larg« distances downstreams the final shock velocity is nearly 
the same for all taper sections in agreement with the prediction of the steady 
state theory.    The absolute value of the Mach No. is somewhat lower; mainly 
because of general attenuation in the narrow shock tube.    If M^ values are cor- 
rected for this attenuation ^ MtCh 

Ä   ~ " 0-012    -cm- J 
the resultant values are close to the calculated values by the S.S.  theory. 

3. There are variations of shock velocity close to the exit of the 
nozzles.    These maxima and minima are more pronounced for small values of p. 
and for tapers with large angles.    The first peak usually occurs within 30-50cm 
from the exit of the nozzle.    The appearance is similar to a spatial Interference 
effect.    For tapers with small angles these fluctuations are small and nearly 
washed out (Ref. 8). 
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1 clue to these effects is obtained from the microwave attenuation measurements 
which were taken simultaneously with these measurements,    fig, 5, 6 and 7 show 
microwave attenuation curves at 1.6, 11.8cm for the sudden (90 ) constriction 
and for a very gradual taper (36*)•    The last curve is similar to many micro- 
wave attenuation curves that are obtained for shock waves in which the testing 
time is not sufficient.   However, for the 90   constriction one clearly observes 
the evolution of two pronounced peaks» one of which attenuates rapidly at dis- 
tances downstreams.    The shock velocity measurement, because of the poorer 
resolution, cannot detect these subtle effects. 

The simple one dimensional theories cannot explain these phenomena.    Part of 
the shortcomings of all the present theories are that they do not take into ac- 
count the interaction of the reflected and the rereflected waves with the shock 
wave,which may result in constructive or destructive interference.    It also neg^- 
lects the interaction of the boundary layers with the transition section, the 
effects of the finite time of diaphragm rupture, and finally the effects of tur- 
bulence which will effect the viscosity and the heat transfer.    It is also clear 
from these results that the performance of small diameter shock tube cannot be 
approximated by a simple shock tube theory. 
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this is followed by a rapid deceleration.    However, in their system a stable 
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Figure 1 

Ifech No. as a function of distance from a 90    taper.    p1 « 5 Torr 
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Figure 5 

Microwave Attenuation at 1.8cm from the 90    taper. 

Wgure 6 

Microwave Attenuation at 11.8cm from the 90   taper. 
N.B.    The emergence of two peaks. 
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Figure 7 

Microwave Attenuation at 11.8cm for a gradual 36* taper. 
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NF, DECOMPOSITION BEHIND SHOCK WAVES 

A. P. Modica» and D. F. Hornig 
Fr ick Chemical Laboratory 

Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 

ABSTRACT 

The decomposition of the NF3  radical in excess argon was studied 
behind incident shock waves over a temperature range from li4O0oK to 
2000oK at total concentrations between 0.9 x lO-3 and 1-9 x ID"3  mole/ 
liter.    The NF8  radicals produced from shocked ^F4 were characterized 
by absorption spectra in the 2600Ä region, recorded with a Hilger medium 
quartz spectrograph.    Kinetics were deduced from oscillogram histories of 
NF3  absorption at 2600Ä.     The rate law for decomposition was first-order 
in both NFa and argon concentration, d[NF3]/dt = -kAr[Ar]  [NF8], with 

k      = 1.62 x IG10!^3 exp(-47,838/Rr) liter/mole-sec. 

The absorption-spectroscopy results are compared with shock tube/TOF 
mass spectrometer data obtained at higher temperatures. 

INTRODUCTION 

The tetrafluorohydrazine-difluoramino radical equilibrium was shown to 
exist by ultraviolet,1   infrared3  and mass spectrometric3 observations.    A 
kinetic study of this system was conducted in shock waves and second-order 
rate constants for the  reaction, N3F4      t*» 2NFg , were determined.     Recently, 
this reaction was used to investigate the high temperature kinetics of the 
NF2  radical decomposition in a shock tube coupled to a time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer.5    The mass spectrometer data revealed that at temperatures 
above 1900oK, the NFa  radical decomposed by the  reaction 

Rl NF3   + Ar  > NF + F  + Ar 

* Group Leader, Aerophysics Department , AVCO , Wilmington, Mass. 
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and that at lower temperatures, the disproportionatlon reaction 

R2     NF8 + NF3  V NF3 + NF 

may have occurred. 

In the present shock tube work, the NF3  radical decomposition was 
examined by heating I^F4-Ar gas mixtures to temperatures between liK)0oK 
to 1900oK behind incident shock waves.    The progress of the reaction was 
followed by monitoring the time rate of change of NF3 in absorption at 
2600Ä.    Experimental evidence supporting Rl as the decomposition mechanism 
and the rate constants for this reaction are reported, 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The NFa  radicals were produced for kinetic study by dissociating 
Il|F4  in a shock tube under pressure and temperature conditions, such 
that the formation of NFa was instantaneous.    The NFa concentration was 
determined by light absorption at 2600Ä.    Gas mixtures containing K^F^ 
(Dupont, 99^ purity) and argon (Matheson, 99^ purity) in mole ratios of 
1:103, 1:304, and 2:104 were studied. 

Complete details of the experimental apparatus have been described 
previously (ref.  k).    Shock waves were generated in a stainless steel 
shock tube, having a driver section 2-ft.  in length of 2-in.  i.d.  and a 
driven section 8-ft.  in length of 1 3/8-in.  square-cross section.    Cold 
driving with helium and plastic diaphragms   (Kodapak film)  in combinations 
of 3 nil and 5 ndl thickness were used to obtain desired shock velocities. 
The driven section was provided with three observation stations, the first 
and third being light-screens to determine the shock velocity, the remain- 
ing one to monitor the NFa  UV-absorption behind the shock front.    A 
Beckman (Model 726o) time interval meter was used to measure the shock 
transit time between light screens. 

The optical system for UV-absorption measurements consisted of a 
xenon-mercury arc lamp (Hanovla, type D-901B-1), a quartz lens, a pair 
of collimating slits  (l mm slit width), a Baird Atomic optical interference 
filter ('60OÄ peak wavelength), and a 1P28 photomultiplier detector. 
The output of the photomultiplier was displayed on a Tektronix 535A 
oscilloscope and recorded on 3000 speed Polaroid film.    The time-delay- 
sweep of the scope, triggered by the pulse from the first light-screen, 
was employed to synchronize the oscilloscope trace with the arrival of the 
shock wave In the vicinity of the absorption station.    A schematic diagram 
of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 1. 

Temperature and density conditions behind the incident shock wave 
were calculated from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, considering I^F4 
completely dissociated to NFa inmediately behind the shock front.*    Depend- 
ence of the incident temperature and density ratio on shock velocity for 
the I^F4-Ar gas mixtures studied is presented in Figures 2 and 3-    Because 
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of shock attenuation which amounted to a shock velocity decrease of !.<# 
and 0.93$ per 10 cm of tube length for the weakest and strongest shocks, 
the error in shock temperature was almost 10oK under conditions of interest. 

UV-ABSORPTION OF THE HFa RADICAL 

The UV-absorption spectnun of NFa  taken with high dispersion instru- 
ments consists of a series of diffuse bands in the 2600A region.7*8    In 
this study similar spectra were also obtained from 5:100 1^F4-Ar gas 
mixtures shock heated to 800°K at 2 atm pressure (Fig. 4).    Ultraviolet- 
absorption spectra were recorded on 103-F plates using a Hilger medium 
quartz spectrograph with a 50u slit width.    A xenon flash-lamp having a 
200 microsecond flash was synchronized with the shock front and multiple 
exposures totaling 1 millisecond were taken. 

For kinetic study the absorption at 2600A was monitored with a photo- 
multiplier.    A typical absorption record is shown in Figure 5.    The NFa 
concentration was obtained from the transmission equation 

^--exp (eL[NFa]) - |^ (l) 

where IQ and I equal the intensity of the incident and transmitted light, 
e equals the extinction coefficient (liter/mole-cm), L equals the optical 
path (3.5 cm), and [NFa] equals the concentration of species behind the 
shock.    The quantity H is the deflection of the oscilloscope trace for 
100^ absorption produced by a light chopper, h is produced by the NFa 
radicals during the rim.    The absorption coefficient e was determined 
from the initial rise in absorption at the shock front and varied slightly 
with temperature  (± 10$ from 240 liter/mole-cm) as seen in Figure 6. 

KINETICS OF NFa  DECOMPOSITION 

According to reactions Rl and R2, the decomposition of NFa radicals 
may be either first-order or second-order in NFa concentration.    In Rl 
if argon acts as a second-body, the rate law 

-d[NFa]/dt = k^CAr]  [NFa] (2) 

may apply, yielding upon integration 

-ind-o,) = k^CArjt - k^ ^  tt (3) 

for the fraction of NFa species (a) decomposed in time.9    When the experi- 
mental data were plotted log(l-Qr) against t., excellent straight line fits 
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were obtained (Fig. 7) which demonstrated the decomposition reaction 
to be first-order in NF- concentration.    To check the kinetics for Ar, 
a log-log plot of the first-order rate constant (kexp) and Ar concentra- 
tion was examined for a given temperature (Fig.  8).    The slope of the 
line  (0.7, least squares value) indicated, within   experimental scatter, 
the NFa deconposition was approximately first-order in argon concentration. 

The results of the kinetic study are compiled in Tables 1, 2 and 3« 
Second-order rate constants for NF- decomposed by argon were determined 
over a temperature interval from lw0oK to 2000oK at total concentrations 
between 0.9 x ICT3  and 1.9 x 10"3 mole/liter.    These rate constants are 
plotted against reciprocal temperature in Figure 9 and are least-squares 
fitted by the function. 

k^ « 1.62 x lO*0^8 exp(-47,838/flr) liter/mole-sec, {k) 

using a simple collision theory expression.    The apparent activation energy 
is observed to be lower  than the (NF-F) dissociation energy,10 E^j  = 66.3 
± 12 kcal/mole, which may reflect participation of internal degrees of 
freedom in dissociation.    The error in temperature due to attenuation 
(approximately 50K for higher shock tenperature and 10oK for those lower) 
changes the activation energy by 300 cal/mole or the rate constant by 
about 10^. 

DISCUSSION 

Classical collision theories11 for bimolecular reactions derive a rate 
constant in the form 

where EQ is the minimum dissociation energy, A is the collision number 
and P is the steric factor.    The quantity n is determined by the number 
of degrees of freedom leading tw reaction and is related to the apparent 
activation energy E_ and EQ by the formula 

E -E 
n/2 - ^ . (6) 

For polyatomic speciefi, n/2 is generally considered as the number of 
effective "oscillator^" in the molecule and is found to vary between 
1 and 2 for triatondcs.12    ftegarding NF, with Z^,  = 66.3 kcal/mole and 
T = 1700oK (average value of present temperature range), n/2 is  5.5 which < 
seems high.    However, with the lowest value of E^,   (5^-2 kcal/mole) a more { 
reasonable value of 1.9 is obtained. 

I 
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From the shock tube/TOF mass spectrometer data (ref. 5), the rate 
constant, I.98 x 107 liter/mole-sec at 25500K and 7-17 x ICT* mole/liter 
may be evaluated and compared to 6.5 x 107 liter/mole-sec by equation (4) 
of this work. In view of the wide range In concentration between the two 
studies (around SO-fold) and the rather ^ood agreement In results, second- 
order kinetics for the decomposition of NF8 in excess argon are clearly 
evident. 
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TABLE   1 

NF2 Decomposition  in Shocked L:103 N2F^-Ar Gas Mixtures 

Run # Us 
(mm/^sec) 

T2 
(0K) ?21 

Cs  x 10Z 

(tot.   shocked 
gas concn.  mol 
Liter) 

[NF2]o xL0U 

(mole/ 
e/      Liter) 

kAr 
(Liter/ 
moL^-sec) 

L 1.16 IkkO 3.U6 L.88 3.63 3.3LxLOt4 

2 L.L8 LU80 3.k9 L.90 3.66 .r..2LxL0' 

3 L.L8 LU80 3.U9 L.6L 3.13 ■/.4.lxL0U 

k L.L8 lk80 3.U9 0.9U9 1.84 5.75xLOi4 

5 1.19 L500 3.50 1.90 3.67 7.25x10^ 

6 1.19 L500 3.50 0.952 1.85 1.07xL05 

7 1.19 L500 3.50 0.952 1.85 9.25X104 

8 1.20 L520 3.51 L.62 3.15 6.74xLG4 

9 I. 2k L605 3.56 1.45 2,82 1.65xL05 

LO 1.255 L630 3.58 1.46 2.84 I.62xL05 

LI 1.27 L675 3.61 1.47 2.86 S.OOxlC5 

L2 1.31 L770 3.64 1.19 2.30 1.37x106 

L3 1.32 L800 3.6k 1.19 2.30 :.24xl06 

Ik 1.33 L8L5 3.64 1.19 2.30 1.82xl06 

15 L.39 L950 3.68 1.00 1.94 2.90xl06 

16 l.kO L975 3.69 L.00 1.95 4.73xL0£ 

tSubscript  "o" denotes concentration behind shock front before decompo- 
sition. 
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TABLE 2 

NF2 Decomposition in Shocked 1:206 ^F^-Ar Gas Mixtures 

Run # U 
(mmAisec) 

T2 
(0K) ?21 

lk75 3.U6 

*L500 3.U7 

15U0 3.U7 

1650 3.51 

1650 3.51 

1670 3.51 

1 700 3.53 

1700 3.53 

1725 3.5k 

1775 3.56 

1850 3.58 

1875 3.59 

Cs   x 10 [NF2]o xlO kAr 
(tot.   shocked (mole/ (liter/ 
gas  concn.  mole/ liter) rr.ole-scO 
liter) 

1 

2 

3 

U 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1.17 

1.19 

1.20 

1,25 

1.25 

1.26 

1.28 

1.28 

1.29 

1.31 

1.34 

1.35 

l.bl 

1.32 

1.51 

1.43 

1.14 

1.43 

1.15 

1.44 

1.15 

1.16 

1.17 

1.17 

1.46 

1,2- 

1.46 

1.3'J 

1.11 

1.39 

1.12 

1.40 

1,1- 

i,n 

1.13 

1,]': 

6.96x10^ 

5.42x10 

9.80x10^ 

1.35xl05 

3.01xl05 

4.97xl05 

6.97xlü5 

8,65x10^ 

5,44xlC5 

4.69xl05 

l.U/yA0b 

1,54xlOb 

"■Corr-icted for attenuation by noting  shock velocity further upstream where 
observed species were heated. 
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TAB1E  3 

I 

NF    Decomposition in Shockec'. 2:10U N2F^-Ar Gas Mixtures 

Run # Us 
(mm/usec) 

T2 
C0K) 921 C8 x 102 

(tot.  shocked 
gas concn. mole/ 
liter) 

[NF2]o XLO^ 
(mole/ 
liter) 

(liter/ 
mole-sec) 

1 1.21 *lk90 3.71 1.21 4.56 4.26x10^ 

2 1.21 *1^90 3,71 1.20 4.56 4.26x10^ 

3 1.25 1580 3.75 1.53 5.78 1.40xl05 

k 1.26 1600 3.75 1.53 5.78 l,66xl05 

5 1.26 1600 3.75 1.53 5.78 l,77xl05 

6 1.30 1700 3.78 1.23 4.65 4.65xl05 

7 1.32 I7k0 3.79 1.24 4.66 5,llxl05 

8 1.3k 1790 3.80 1.24 4.67 5.08xl05 

9 1.3U5 1800 3.80 1.03 3.92 1.15xl06 

10 1.36 1840 3.81 1.04 3.92 1.25xl06 

11 1.36 1840 3.81 1.04 3.92 1.29xl06 

♦Corrected for attenuation by noting shock velocity further upstream where 
observed species were heated. 
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USE OF A MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETER FOR MAPPtNG ELECTRON DENSITY 
VARIATION ACROSS THE FLOW FIELD IN A PRESSURE DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE 

James C. Blackburn and Frank L. Tevelow 
Harry Diamond Laboratories, Washington, D. C. 20^38 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes a series of tests in which the electron density 
was measured with a microwave interferometer at various radial locations 
across the flow field of a 2 by 2 in. pressure-driven shock tube. Although 
the radial properties are assumed constant out to the boundary layer, 
unexplained results of Dvir and Low 1' suggested that this might not be 
true. Since our experimental apparatus could be readily adapted for such 
an investigation and since no experimental evidence as to the radial 
uniformity of the electron density was available, an investigation was 
started to determine the variation that might exist for our geometry and 
our test conditions. 

The interferometer described here, with its small and accurately 
delineated sensing region, gives measurements of electron density resolved 
with respect to both time and radial location. The data were obtained by 
repeating an experiment with the nozzle ("cookie cutter") of the inter- 
ferometer located et various radial positions in the flow field. In 
addition, an attempt was made to determine whether curvature of the shock 
front could be determined from the electron density data using the time 
intervals between the signal from a fixed ionization probe and the signal 
from the microwave probe for the nozzle located at the various radial 
positions. The results reported here were obtained at initial pressures 
of 1 ram and 10 ram Hg, using air as the test gas and helium as the driver 
gas. 

The paper is divided into several parts. A brief background of 
the measurements and of the bridge circuit is presented first. This 
is followed by details of the construction of the microwave test section 
as it is used in the shock tube along with an analysis of the errors that 
it may introduce into the data. Finally, the experimental results are 
presented. 
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BACKGROUND 

The theory of the dielectric slab measurements has been described 
previously in some detail.'2»3) Although various electromagnetic properties 
may be calculated from the measurements, only N (electron density) and v 
(collision frequency) are calculated for this report from the complex 
transmission coefficient for the plasma slab in the waveguide. The 
theoretical assumptions (uniform plasma slab completely inclosed by wave- 
guide) are closely approximated by the arrangement shown in figure 1. The 
knife-edged nozzle is aligned with the shock tube axis and cuts out a 
segment of the flow, which passes through gap L, approximately 1/6 wavelength 
wide. The quartz windows, which constrain the internal flow through the 
nozzle to original streamlines, are 1/2 wavelength thick and appear almost 
reflectionless at the test frequency. Any residual reflections are tuned 
out by transformers external to the test section. 

THE BRIDGE CIRCUIT 

The bridge circuit   used to determine x* is shown in figure 2. The 
detector used in the circuit is a magic tee that yields signal« proportional 
to the vector sum and vectpr.difference of the input signals when properly 
matched at all four ports/   These signals are measured by crystal 
detectors D. and D_. The appendix gives more information about the 
circuitry or the biidge and presents equations for calculating the 
instantaneous values of |T| and ^x from the instantaneous voltages at 
D and D-. 

Transformers Ti and T_ (figure 2) must be precisely matched looking 
through the quartz windows into I, or 1.; otherwise a standing-wave pattern 
may exist arross the gap in the nozzle. In this case the signal "seen" by 
the plasma slab, which is considerably less than a wavelength wide, depends 
on the position of the slab relative to the standing-wave patternc This 
matching is an especially critical part-of these measurements since the 
window assemblies must be disconnected and displaced when the nozzle is 
moved. 

An error analysis was made for this equipment and technique taking into 
account the errors in the electronics, calibration procedure, and data 
reduction.''' It was found that the signal levels at the crystal detectors 
could be evaluated within + 3 percent, giving rise to a maximum error of 
less than + 25 percent in the computed values of N and v** 

x is the transmission coefficient defined in the appendix. 

For the range of data presented in this paper, the computed errors are 
much less than the indicated maximum since overall deviations, including 
variations due to shot dissimilarities, are about + 15 percent. 
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Owing to the procedure of moving the nozzle, additional sources of 
experimental error were present in these tests and are evaluated in a 
later section of this paper. 

MICROWAVE TEST SECTION 

Figure 3 shows the test section housing, nozzle, and waveguide window 
assemblies as they appear when arranged for measurements at the center of 
the shock tube. In this picture the wedges have been removed so that the 
waveguide support may be seen clearly. The waveguide passes through closely 
machined slots in the housing, which position it accurately with respect 
to the shock tube flow. One length of the test section was made larger than 
the 2-in. dimension of the shock tube so that the wedges and waveguide were 
located in the expansion section of the shock tube. 

Figure k  shows the 0.5 and 0.9-in. nozjles together with the wedges. 
The 0.9-nozzle has the same leading-edge profile and type of knife edge as 
has the shorter nozzle, but an additional rectangular segment extends the 
knife edges farther apstream. Although use of the wedges presented 
additional experimental complications, they were necessary to maintain 
attached shock conditions for the entire test duration/"^ 

Figures 5 and 6 show how the shock tube, test section, and expansion 
section were aligned in these experiments.  A large dump tank was connected 
aft of the expansion section but is not shown here. The distance from the 
leading edge of the side wall of the supporting waveguide to the end of the 
test section was 1.00 in. D indicates the nozzle length, the distance 
from the sidewall of the waveguide to the leading edge of the nozzle. 
Figure 6 shows a top view of the arrangement of figure 5.  It is seen that 
the sidewall of the test section toward which the nozzle was moved is 
aligned exactly with the wall of the shock tube.  Q is the distance from 
the nozzle axis to the shock tube axis. 

Figure 7 is a sketch of the microwave test section looking directly 
into the nozzle, with the nozzle offset from the center of the tube. W are 
the wedge segments, N the nozzle, F the mounting flanges for the window 
assemblies, M the microwave flange, 0 the 0-rings which vacuum seal the 
assembly, and S  one of the several spacer rings of different sizes, which 
may be placed under one or both of flanges F to properly position the 
waveguide, which supports the nozzle. Dashed line R shows the location 
of the 2-by 2-in. shock tube opening in relation to the 2-l/l6-by 3-lA-in. 
test section opening. 

PROCEDURE IN MOVING NOZZLE 

In moving the nozzle from one position to another, the following 
operations were performed.  First, the shock tube was opened at Junction 
K~K (figure 6), the alignment between the shock tube and test section 
being left intact. Next the nozzle, window assemblies, wedge segments, 
and spacing rings were removed. To reassemble, the proper spacers S were 
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put  in place on the window assembly mounting  flanges F, the nozzle was put 
in place, the waveguide tightened against  it by the bolts, and the wedge 
segments clamped in place on the waveguide.     The position of the waveguide, 
and consequently of the nozzle, was  fixed by the close fit of the waveruide 
through the  slots  in the  housing and by metal-to-metal contact between 
the mounting flanges and spacer rings. 

ERROR ANALYSIS 

An error analysis  for similar measurements  in which the nozzle remained 
in a fixed position at the center of the test  section has already been 
mentioned.    Several additional sources of experimental error may be 
introduced while moving and repositioning the nozzle.    These are: 

(1) misalignment of the nozzle relative to the flow, 

(2) contamination entering the shock tube while the nozzle  is 
being moved, 

(3) changes in the microwave circuit resulting from disconnecting 
and moving the window assemblies. 

To investigate possible errors resulting  from misalignment of the 
nozzle with the flow,  the nozzle was  located at  the center of the  shock 
tube cross-section and was  first rotated clockwise and then counterclockwise 
by hand against the machined tolerances.       Analysis of the data showed that 
no  significant  difference was produced  in experiments performed with this 
forced maximum misalignment compared with measurements with the aligned 
nozzle. 

It has been found that contamination  introduced after opening 
the tube and while moving the nozzle produces  spurious results in the 
next one or two shots^"'.     The electron density in these  shots was several 
times higher than the  stable value reached  several shots  later.     It was 
normal procedure, therefore, to fire several cleanup shots after moving 
the nozzle before data were used for comparison. 

Considerable error  can result from electrical mismatch at the nozzle, 
as mentioned earlier.     Since moving the nozzle  entails repositioning the 
waveguide window assemblies while the rest  of the bridge  circuitry remains 
fixed in position,  changes were required  in the waveguide line connecting 
the windows to the circuitry.    Isolators  I    and  1^  (figure 2) minimize 
the effects of such changes provided the waveguide between the windows  and 
the  isolators  is left unchanged.    Frequent checks, however, were made of the 
match at the nozzle.    This was done by removing the assemblies consisting 
of the input waveguide assembly,   T, , S   ,  and I       or the output assembly, 

*    All critical tolerances are about +  .001 in.     The rotation angle was 
not measured but calculation shows that total rotation would not be greater 
than 0.05 deg. 
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Ij.and T      from the circuity, placing a termination at the free end of 

the isolator, and using a signal source and a slotted line claaiped directly 
to the end of the quartz window to monitor the VSWB while tuning T, or T_ 

for a minimum.  The termination was then removed and the assembly replaced 
into the circuit intact. 

The entire bridge was then checked by adjusting the phase and amplitude 
in the bridge arms to the proper levels, calibrating the crystal detector 
outputs, and measuring the dielectric constant of a closely fitting Teflon 
slug inserted into the nozzle. The results of this dielectric measurement 
have been found to repeat to within *.I percent, if the equipment is adjusted 
properly. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In these tests, initial conditions were closely controlled in an 
attempt to duplicate both shock Mach number and shock velocity history. 
In addition, only data were used in which the average*shock Mach numbers 
for the individual shots agreed to within + 3A percent. 

The measurements made at M 9.5, P. = 10 mm Hg with the 0.5-in. nozzle 
S 1 

showed considerable variation in electron density acros~ the flow field as 
presented in table I.     When similar measurements were repeated with the 
0.9-in. nozzle, the density measured across the flow field was essentially 
constant within an experimental error of ♦ 15 percent, if evaluated up to 
a time of 60 usec  - that region where the velocity profiles are known to 
be similar.^"'    This is shown in figure 8.    The collision frequency for 
these shots (also determined up to a time of 60 ysec) roiained constant 
at 1 x lO^cps within + 10 percent for the 0.9-in. nozzle and + 20 percent 
for the 0.5-in.  nozzle. 

Similar measurement? were made at M    11.U  for an initial pressure of 
1 ram Hg.    Here again,  all data for the 9.9-in.  nozzle located at different 
positions agreed within limits of experimental error.    However, differences 
between 0.9-in.  and 0.5-in.  nozzle data showed less variation at 1 mm than 
at 10 mm.    At 1 mm, peak levels of electron density for both length nozzles 
and all locations were approximately the same  (2.? x 10^ electrons/cm-^) 
and the major difference was in the shape of the electron density-time 
response.    The average collision frequency for the 0.9-in.  nozzle was 
2.1*0 x 1010 cps to within + 15 percent. 

*    This value is the average M    for the velocity measurements made over the 
6-ft length preceding the test section. 
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Differences between data using the 0.5-in. and 0.9-in. nozzles, 
when the 0.5-in. nozzle was not located on center, appear to be the 
result of some flow disturbance due to the geometry used in the tests. 

Previous tests have indicated^ ' that the constriction of flow by the 
nozzle, the wall of the shock tube, and the wedges may give rise to a 
reflected shock structure that may exist as far upstream as the location 
of the nozzle entrance. Tfcis condition is enhanced as the nozzle is brought 
closer to one wall and is 6.1so likely to increase the upstream travel 
distance of the reflected shock. It is therefore assumed that the measure- 
ments with the 0.5-in. nozzle when located off center are exhibiting effects 
of these reflected shock waves, whereas the 0.9 in. nozzle is of sufi.,ient 
length to be upstreem of any influence of the reflected shock for all test 
positions. 

Since the purpose of these tests was to check flow uniformity rather 
than wall or boundary layer effects, no attempt was made to get closer 
to the wall than 0.157 in. 

To investigate whether shock front curvature or tilt could be detected, 
an ionization probe imbedded in the shock tube wall at a fixed position 
h  in. upstream of the test section was used as a reference to measure the 
time interval between the shock front passing the probe and the plasma 
entering the waveguide. Since the ionization probe operated under fixed 
conditions, its output was independent of nozzle location.  If the shock 
front were curved or tilted, the time interval between the probe signal and 
the plasma signal should vary as the nozzle is moved across the flow field. 
As seen in table II the maximum difference in time intervals is 0.9 wsec, 
which is within the error of the measurement ( + 0.9 usec).  This error 
consists of ♦ 0.8 usec from reduction of the oscillograms and an additional 
+ 0.1 usec from variability in the position of the shock front with respect 
to the ionization probe when the probe fires/ ^ The shock front therefore 
was bowed or tilted less than 0.12 in. (the shock velocity being 
approximately 0.13 in./usec) across the region of the measurements. Shadow- 
graphs of the shock front taken in connection with previous work showed 
it to be plane and perpendicular to the tube axis to within 0.03 in. 

Evaluation of the time intervals between the ionization probe signal 
and the microwave signal cutoff in the contact region showed that their 
variations from shot-to-shot were maximally about 8 times the time 
variations measured to the shock front; table II shows these data. 

SUMMARY 

Measurements made with the 0.9-in.   nozzle at M II.I4,  1 mm Hg and M    9.^5, 
10 mm Hg showed that the electron density was essentially constant across 
the flow field throughout the range of positions investigated.    The 
measurements made with the 0.5-in.  nozzle were probably influenced by 
reflected shocks and did not yield useable data. 
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The curvature of the shock front was found to be less than 0.1? in., 
which is within the precision to which these measurements can be evaluated. 
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APPENDIX 

Theory of Measurements 

The theory of the measurements assumes a uniform rectangular 
block of plasma inclosed by waveguide with a TE    n mode signal 

incident upon  it, as shown in figure 9-    A portion of the incident 
signal is transmitted and a portion reflected, with multiple internal 
reflections at the boundaries of media (1)  and  (2).    A complex trans- 
mission coefficient T  is  defined 

T = E./E. (1) 
t    i 

where E and E. are the complex incident and transmitted signals. With T 

linovn from the microwave measurements, the complex propagation constant 
Y • a-»- Jß may be computed from the following relation, which takes into 
account the multiple internal reflections'^»-^ 

1/T = 1/2 [y  /Jß^ + JB /Y ] sinh y L + cosh y L (?) 
eg    g E      e        e 

Here L is the width of the plasma sample and ß is the phase velocity 
g 

constant in air-filled waveguide. 

With Y known, the complex permittivity constant e = e' - JE" 
e r   r    r 

is calculated from 

1 - c'   =  (XQA  Ml ♦  (a /ß   )2-(ß /ß  )2] (3) r u   g eg eg 

<    » 2UoAJ  (*/B){B/B) (k) r g       e    g      e    g 

where XQ  and X    are the free-space and guide wavelengths  of the test 

signal,  a    is the attenuation constant in plasma, and ß    and ß    are the 
e eg 

phase velocity constants  in plasma and air-filled guide. 

From e   ,  the plasma frequency u   , collision frequency v, and electron 

density N   , are obtained from 

ü.p=u.[   (1  - ey  * (c;)2/(l - e; )   ]1/2 (5) 

v-u)    er'7l -  er' (6) 

■p   *•—"i—■ ■■"■ •' -_—;—rp mp 
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2  —2 
N = m cnw e 
e     u p 

(T) 

where OJ is the radian frequency of the incident signal, m the electron 
mass, e the electron charge, and CQ  free-space permittivity. A detailed 

presentation of the theory is found in references (2) and (3). 

CIRCUITRY 

The circuitry marked source  and calibration in  figure ? supplies 
a signal of stable frequency to coupler C   , which divides this signal 
into two equal parts, each part  energizing one bridge arm.    A precision 
calibrated attenuator A    is used to produce known changes in signal 
strength  in order to calibrate the crystal detector outputs.    The 
ionization probe, located  in the  shock tube upstream of the test  section, 
initiates  two actions.     First,  its  signal,  suitably delayed,  is used to 
start the  sweep of the dual-beam oscilloscope, which records the voltage 
from D    and  D  .    Second,  it  triggers the pulse generator to provide 
pulses to Y   ,  a modulatinp; diode  shunted across the waveguide.    This 
modulator  decreases the signal  level to both crystal  detectors by 
exactly  3  db during two short pulses immediately before and immediately 
after the passage of the plasma through the test  section.    These pulses 
of exactly 3-db height provide reference lengths  for the calibration of 
the  crystal outputs. 

The phase and amplitude of the signal through arm  2, the test arm, 
is  fixed by the adjustment  of A    and A    and the mechanical dimensions 
of the circuit.    The phase and amplitude of the signal  in arm 1, the 
reference  arm,  is adjustable to the proper equal  amplitude and 90-deg phase 
difference by A    and P   .     This  produces equal  signals   in D    and D0  in 
the  steady-state (no plasma present)  condition.     The phase and amplitude 
of T may be calculated  from the  following, where F,    and FA  are the 
voltages  in the crystal detectors and E.   is the aiiiplitude"of the signal 

(2) i 
in the reference arm. 

T    = 
IEJ  + Kl  -? K-l 

|Eir 

-il/: 

(8) 

Lt = sin 
-1 IE -    E. 

^   M   |E,| 
ß  L 

g 
(9) 

Here ß is the phase velocity constant in air-filled guide and L  is the 
gap wiath. 
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TABLE I. Electron Densities Measured 
with 0.5-in. Nozzle at 10 mm Hg, M -9.^5 

23 

Distance from 
Nozzle Center 
to Shock' Tube 
Wall* 

(in.) 

Electron Density (electrons/cm  ) 
Distance from 
Nozzle Sidewall 
to Shock Tube 
Wall 

(in.) 

at time t(ysec,/ 

25                        50                       15 

1.032 

0.812 

0.5l;2 

0.382 

8.2X1011 

i.l4xl012 

l.UxlO12 

12 
l.lxlO1^ 

8.2X1011 

12 
2.3x10 

12 
2.5x10 

12 
1.1x10 

T.8X1011 

12 
1.1x10^ 

12 
1.3x10 

9.5X1011 

0.807 

0.5B5 

0.307 

0.157 

The center of the test section was located 0.032 in.  from the shock tube 
axis to align the walls toward which the nozzle was displaced.    The report 
refers to these data as being on center. 

TABLE II.    Time Intervals used in Determining 
Curvature at 10 m m Hg, M -9.^5 

Distance from 
Nozzle Center 
to Shock Tube 
Wall 

(in.) 

Interval between Probe 
and Plasma Signals 

Duration of Plasma 
Signal 

Number of 
Test 
Shots 

(ysec) 
Average            Range of 
Value                Values 

(ysec) 
Average          Range of 
Value              Values 

1.032 

.5^2 

.382 

3^.2 

35.0 

3U.5 

33.5 - 35.0 

35.0 - 35.0 

3^.0 - 35.0 

9^.5 

97.0 

95.5 

91.0 - 98.5 

96.5 - 98.0 

9^.0 - 97.5 

2 

2 
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Figure  1.     Sketch of the microwave test section. 
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Figure ?.     Schematic diagram of the transmission bridge. 
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Expansion section 

Figure 3. Microwave test section. (The wedges, normally 
located on either side of the nozzle, are left 
out for clarity.) 

Figure U. Photograph of the .5" and 9" nozzles, each with 
one associated wedge. 
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Figure 5. Hide  view of the test section relative to shock 
tube and expansion section. 

.00 

Figure 6. Top view of the test section relative to shock 
tube and expansion section. 
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Figure 7.     Cut-away drawing showing details of 
microwave test section assembly. 
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Figure 8.    Plasma electron density as a function of time 
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Figure 9« Plasma slab enclosed by waveguide. 
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MINIMIZATION OF ERRORS IN SHOCK TUBE  INVESTIGATION OF BROMINE 

DISSOCIATION RATES IN PRESENCE OF NOBLE GASES 

by Marvin Warshay 
Lewis Research Center 

National Aeronautics and Space Aaninistratior 
Cleveland, Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

A shock tube with a glass driven section was employed to obtain reliable 
dissociation rates of bromine in dilute mixtures (l percent) with various 
noble gases (Ar, Ne, and Kr) at temperatures of 1200° to 1900° K.  Exten- 
sive theoretical treatments have recently been applied to dissociation and 
recombination of gases; however, evaluation of these theories and continued 
progress has been hampered by the lack of sufficiently precise experimental 
data.  This investigation attempts to partly fill this need by using a 
carefully designed apparatus and a procedure that would produce reliable 
kinetic data.  Using dilute bromine mixtures and successfully avoiding 
bromine-metal contact eliminated two serious problems that have plagued 
other investigators, namely, large temperature changes during dissociation 
and bromine-metal reactions. The driven section and gas mixture bottles were 
made of glass and were strengthened (as much as tenfold) by external fiber 
glass bonding; all valves, lines, and a novel shock-tube transition section 
were made of TFE fluorinated polymer.  Bromine concentrations were measured 
by a light absorption technique in which highly stable power supplies and 
incandescent light sources (< 0.05 percent change/hr) were employed.  The 
photomultlplier system developed for this work produced low fatigue rates 
(0.1 percent/msec), high signal-to-noise ratios (100), and rapid response 
(0.7 (isec). 

INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade the shock wave method has been used extensively in 
the field of chemical kinetics; it has been of particular value in the 
measurement of the rates of dissociation of diatomi molecules.  These ex- 
perimental results have heightened interest in the theory of dissociation 
and recombination (refs. 1,2,3,4, and 5).  However, in spite of the large 
number of shock tube investigations that have been made in this area the 
experimental rate data are still not sufficiently reliable xo  adequately 
test present theoretical assumptions nor to provide a solid basis for future 
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theories.     Palmer  (ref,   6)  stated the problem succinctly in saying that 
shock tube measurements of rate constants have ^een notoriously imprecise. 

The results of past  investigations of the dissociation of bromine  in 
the presence of argon clearly fit this description.     As  can be  seen in 
Figure 1, the agreement among the four different investigations   (refc.   7, 
8,9, and 10)  is not  good and tne scatter of the data of several of the 
investigations is pronounced.     For example.,  in spite of the fact that the 
fourth investigation (ref.  10)  is a repeat of the third investigation 
(ref.   9),  using the same equipment,,  there  is a 50 percent discrepancy between 
the data. 

Despite the previous inadequacies, the outlook for making reliable mea- 
surements of bromine dissociation rates  is not bleak.     Bromine in many 
respects  is a convenient substance to work with.    It dissociates at rela- 
tively low temperatures.     It absorbs light  strongly in the visible region 
providing a good means of following the  course of reaction.     Secondly from 
careful analysis of the past bromine shock tube experiments the major 
trouble areas could be uncovered.    These areas, as it develops,  are asso- 
ciated with bromine-metal contact,  light absorption measurements,   and cooling 
of the gas as dissociation proceeds. 

In the present   investigation of bromine  dissociation,  the problems  that 
had plagued past  investigations were tackled an:: largely overcome.     An ap- 
paratus and a procedure were carefully designed to obtain reliable bromine 
dissociation rate  data.     A shock tube with a glass driven section was em- 
ployed to measure  dissociation rates  of bromine  in dilute mixtures   (l per- 
cent)  in the presence  of argon,   neon,  and krypton, at  temperatures  of 1200° 
to 1900° K. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In the  following discussion of experimental apparatus an;  procedures 
many points are  treated  only briefly because  they are well understood and 
have teen discussed at  length in other papers   (refs.   8,11,  ani  12).     However, 
at the beginning of each subsection an effort   is made  to stress the pertinent 
aspects of the  design and/or procedure. 

Materials Considerations - Bromine Reactivity 

ShocK Tube 

Tne  significant feature of the   shock tube  design was  the avol;- 
ance of all contact of bromine with metal surfaces.    Since tromine reacts 
with all common metals,  the actual concentration of bromine  in a mixture 
Would be   in doubt   if  it were in contact with metal surfaces.     Several exr 
periments have confirmed this.     Palmer and Hornig (ref.   3l reported an ob- 
servable  reaction    when aluminum iiaphragms were used  with pure bromine. 
■They di^ not use aluminum diaphragms with bromine mixtures.     In the  present 
study,  preliminary experiments  indicated that tromine  has a  strong affinity 
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for both copper and  stainless  steel.     A rather surprising phenomenon was 
the fact  that  the walls  of a  stainless-steel  shock tube have a  chrornato- 
graphiclike  effect  on the bromine  in the   1  percent 3r.;-JJ percent  Ar mix- 
ture.     In these experiments  it required about  liO minutes,  after  the mixture 
was injected  into one end of the 12-foot   stainless-steel driven section,  for 
the bromine  concentration of the mixture  at   the opposite end to  stop increas- 
ing and to attain its ultimate value.     (See Figure E,  which shows a typical 
response.) 

Therefore, with metals completely ruled out and with TFE fluorinated 
polymer commercially unavailable in the  size needed,  the logical  choice for 
driven section was  glass.     Palmer and Hornig  (ref.  8),  Davidson and Britton 
(ref.   7),  and Britton  (rofs.   8 and  10)  all  used driven sections that were 
at  least partly glass.     With a glass  driven section the previously mentioned 
Chromatographielike  effect was  not observed. 

-j 

The main components of the  shock tube used  in this  investigation were a 
6-foot  stainless-steel driver  section and a  9-foot driven section made of 
borosilicate  glass  pipe,   (Fig.   3).     Both sections had  an inner diameter of 
4  inches.     Placed  between the two sections,   on the low-pressure  side of the 
diaphragm,  was a 1-inch-long transition section made of TFE.     The  vacuum 
and gas  sample lines were connected to this  section rather than directly to 
the glass driven section.     Cutting through the glass wall of the  driven sec- 
tion would have weakened the walls ana presented a sealing problem  . 

The  face of the  transition section was  cut to mate with the  flange used 
to clamp the  diaphragm into place.     A   1-inch hole was  cut  into the  center 
together with eight  properly located  bolt  holes.     Drilled and tapped raaially 
in this  piece  were  the  inlets  for vacuum and  for the  gas mixtures. 

The  entire  gas mixture line  and the  initial portions of  the  vacuum lines 
leading from the  shock tube consisted of TFE tubing,  fittings,  and  valves. 
These TFE valves were  used to prevent  the  bromine gas   samples  from  coming 
into contact with the metal portion of the  vacuum lines. 

The  glass wall of the  driven section was   strengthened;  this was  necessary 
in order to  increase  the pressure range over which the tube  could  be  used. 
As was discovered  separately by Britton  (ref.   9)  and by this  investigator, 
glass can break when  subjected to too  severe  a shock.     Therefore,   using a 
glass driven section over a reasonable range  of pressures  necessitates find- 
ing a way to  strengthen the glass walls.     This  investigator's  solution to 
the problem  ^as to join materials Jzo the  outside of the  glass,  which added 
tensile  strength to the  glass walls.     Three materials were  joined  to the 
outside of the  glass  at different  places along the pipe.     A steel tube cov- 
ered the  first  1- feet  of driven section,  being bondea to the  glass  with 

*The transition  piece  is advantageous  from other  standpoints  as well, 
it has r^oom for  several additional inlets that   can easily be machined  in the 
TFE.    Furthermore,  sealing is no problem.     The TFE glass pipe 0-ring type 
gaskets that  were used  form their own impression in the TFE transition piece. 
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epoxy cement.     This cement  was  forced   into the  annulus  through ^reasn  fit- 
tings  in the metal tube.     The  next  1L   inches  of glass were  strengthened by 
means  of fiber  glass tape wound  in a  crisscross  fashion.     The  remaining 
length of driven section was  strength? ne.i by a  1/:.-] n-h-thi ok  polymethyl 
methacrylate  tube  that had been split   lengthwise  to allow   it   to  fit  over  "lie 
conical end  of the glass  pipe.     Several clamps kept  the  polymethyl metha- 
crylate  tightly pressed against  the  glass.     Polymethyl methacrylate   is con- 
venient because  it  is transparent.     Of the three methods,   the  fiber glass 
method  is  considered to  impart  the  greatest  strength to the  glass due  to  its 
intimate  contact.     Fiber glass  was also used to strengthen the  glass mixture 
bottles.     This  will be discussed  in the  next  section. 

At  the  beginning of the   iriven  section,  connected  to  the metal tube,  was 
a  stainless  steel  flange.     This  flange  was  installed  as  a  substitute   for the 
conical end  of  glass  pipe  that  had  broken off during preliminary experi- 
ments"''.     The  very snail ar^a of flange  that was exposed  to  the  gas mixture 
was  covered  with monochlorotrifluoroethylene  polymer grease  which is   inert 
to bromine. 

Insteau of  an r'nj  plate at  the   far  end  of the   iriven  section, a thin 
Mylar diaphragm was used  as a closure.     Beyond this diaphragm was a pipe 
which  led to the  stack.     By breaking through the end   iiaphragm,  the shock 
itself provide!  the means to dispose  of  the  shock tube   contents. 

Th^   -'.river  section was  fitted with a solenoid-operated  piercing mecha- 
nism    which was  used  to  pierce  the mylar type  D diaphragms.     Multiple   iia- 
phragms were  usea to obtain the  jesire i  rupture  strength.     The pressure of 
the helium driver gas was  raised to  a  pressure within 3 psig or  less  of the 
diaphragm bursting pressure.  8C  psig  in most experiments.     In practically all 
cases,  Mach number anc  temperature  variation was  produced  by varying  the   ini- 
tial   iriven gas   pressures. 

Gas  Mixtures 

In  the  preparation of  th^ mixtures  of bromine  and   noble gas  in a 
gas-handling apparatus,  bromine did  not   cone  into  contact   with any metals, 
only glass  or  TFE  surfaces.     The  valves,   fittings     and  tubing wer^ TFE. 

The  1-percent-bromine mixtures were  prepared  by  the  partial  pressure 
method.     A calibrated Wallace anJ  Tiernan FA160  (0-bbO mm)   pressure gage was 
use!  to measure  the  bromine  pressure.     To keep bromine  out   of the gage ani 
metal   line    a  buffer of the  noble  gas  was used.     The total gas mixture  pres- 
sure  was measured with a calibrated (0 -   100 psig)   gage 

tßefore  this mishap,   only polymethyl methacrylate was  used to strengthen 
th^  glass;  however,  the polymethyl methacrylate tube only covered to within 
b   inches  of  the    'onical end.  and  this  area   is where  the  glass  broke during a 
preliminary experiment  in which pressure  bursting was  used.     The pressure was 
140 psig. 
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The gas mixture bottles were large b '"csilicate glass boiling flasks 
whose walls were strengthened by bonding fiber glass gauze to them with 
epoxy cement. With the use of the measured tensile strength of a test 
specimen of the glass epoxy bond, it was calculated that the strengthened 
walls of the glass bottle would withstand pressures up to 800 psi. Gas 
bottle pressure was now limited by the TFE valve connected to the bottle, 
which was capable of withstanding 150 psig. This provided ample confidence 
to prepare samples at pressures of 80 psig. If properly applied to the 
glass portion of the shock tube, this method of glass strengthening could 
allow the shock tube, which has a glass driven section, to be used at far 
greater pressures than are presently being considered. Because the number 
of coatings determine the wall strength, practical considerations such as 
covering the conical end and still attaching the flange would govern ulti-
mate strength. 

Reagent grade Br2 (99.5 percent minimum purity) was further purified by 
distillation before being used. The argon, neon, and krypton purities were 
99.998, 99.96, and 99.994 percent, respectively. Before being used the two 
components of the mixtures were allowed to mix for 1 week. 

Light Absorption Measurements - Determination of IQ 

Keeping IQ, the incident light intensity, within narrow bounds was 
the siagle most important part of the measurements of the Brg concentration 
by the light absorption technique. Wray (ref. 13) has pointed out that the 
largest source of error in the use of absorption spectrometry for the pres-
ent type of application is the measurement of IQ- Jacobs and Giedt 
(ref. 14), who used an expression for calculating the dissociation rate of 
Cig involving the term log log (lo/l ), estimated that a maximum error of 
30 to 40 percent in kj) could result from an error of only ±2 percent in 
IQ. The magnitude of the error in kp that results from an error in IQ 
depends on the particular expression used to calculate this rate constant 
as well as the initial bromine concentration. The error is lower for lower 
bromine concentrations. 

The determination of Io hinges on both the apparatus and the procedures 
used. The critical features of apparatus are stable power supplies and light 
sources, a photomultiplier system that produces stable signals with high 
signal-to-noise ratios, and a good device to measure the IQ signal. These 
features will now be described in the following paragraphs. 

The incandescent light source (6.5 V, 2.75 A) powered by a highly regu-
lated power supply gave extremely good stability, <T0.05 percent change/hr 
for either the power supply voltage or the bulb current. The light beam was 
made parallel by placing the bulb at the focal point of a converging-
diverging lens. This lens was mounted in a camera shutter, which served to 
regulate the exposure of the light beam to the shock tube and to the detec-
tion system. A fixed 1-mm slit was used where the beam entered the shock 
tube. The light emerging from the shock tube passed through an interference 
filter that fed monochromatic light into the 931A photomultiplier. The mea-
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sured peak and band width used at the filter half peak vere 4400A and 80A, 
respectively.    The high voltage required to operate the photoraultiplier was 
produced by a very stable power  supply (<0.01 percent   change/hr).     The 
photomultiplier output was recorded by the  lower beak of a dual beam oscil- 
loscope.    An oscilloscope camera was used to photograph the oscilloscope 
traces. 

The ideal photomultiplier system would respond instantaneously to an in- 
put light  signal and would produce a stable  signal with no noise.     Unfortu- 
nately, time response, minimization of phototube fatigue and high signal- 
to-noise ratios are goals which often require opposing actions.    For example, 
to minimize fatigue and still maintain a high output would require a high 
load resistance in the circuit;  however,  good time response requires a low 
load resistor.    To solve the apparent dilemmas associated with the use of 
the photomultiplier required not only a good compromise  in designing the 
system, but also a proper procedure for its use.    The  photomultiplier system 
developed for this work produced low fatigue rates  (0.01 percent  signal 
change per msec)  good rate response  (0.7 usec) and good signal to noise 
ratios  (up to ICO).     'The photomultiplier circuit diagram is shown in Fig- 
ure  4. 

With respect to procedure,   it  was  important  not  to expose the  photo- 
multiplier  indiscriminately to the light.     Tne shutter blocking light from 
the  phototube was controlled by a  solenoid  connected to a aiming mechanism. 
(This  timing mechanism also  controlled the   solenoid that  operated the pierc- 
ing mechanism.)    Keeping the  duration of each light  exposure as low as pos- 
sible was  not the only thing that was necessary to minimize fatigue.     It  was 
learned that  intervals between exposures that  were too  short resulted in 
erratic rates of decay of    IQ.     Therefore,  the exposure  duration was <0.1 
second and  the  interval between exposures was  on the  order  of 15 minutes. 
(The  higher  the anode  current,   the  greater  the required  interval between 
exposTires.)    Measurements of    IQ    were made both before and after each shock; 
the    IQ    at the time of the shock was calculated by interpolation.     This 
value  deviated by no more than ±0.5  percent   in most  cases.     The traces were 
measured on a time-motion analyzer. 

Two additional light  beams   (at  stations A and C)  together with associ- 
ated  optical equipment,  like  that   just  iescribei,  were  located 6   in.   on 
either  side  of the beam  (station B)  that  was used  to measure Br^  concentra- 
tion.     The   signal from  station A,   which was  24  in,   from the end of the  shock 
tube,   was  used to trigger the  oscilloscope.     Photomultiplier signals  from 
stations A and C were used to measure the  shock velocity.     With the  aid  of a 
cathetometer,  all three  beams were  carefully alinea perpendicular xo the 
shock  tube  axis. 

Temperature Drop During Dissociation 

Br-,   Concentration 

The dissociation of  Br^   is an endothermic  reaction,  consequently. 
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the fas -mixture cools ac diGSociation proceeds.     This leads tc a change  in all 
the parameters  characterizing the gas  in the reaction zone and must he taken 
:nto account to properly  evaluate the rate constants.     Palmer and Hornig  (ref.   9) 
derived  a factor,  which they  called f,   to make this enthalpy correction  (defined 
in the next section).     Hovever,   for their I  to 10 Br-  - Ar mixture,   their cor- 
rections   varied nonlinearly with temperature hetween the extremes  'CO and  690 per- 
cent   (l. 505F57. 90).     Though theoretically correct,   the determination of    F in- 
volves uncertainties  that  are  a reflection of the uncertainties  associated vith 
the  components that make up    F,   for example,  temperature and  extinction coeffi- 
cient.     Therefore,   the most  satisfactory  solution is to minimize temperature 
drop therehy making its  influence minor.     By properly designing the experiment, 
gas mixtures containing only 1  percent Brg could te used.    At these concentra- 
tions the  enthalpy corrections were loth small and varied little with tempera- 
ture   (l.07<F<l.lo) . 

Calculations 

The rate of dissociation ofbromine is  determined from the initial 
slope of the oscilloscope trace.     The rate  constants were calculated from the 
following expression 

kD '  Io(l2/lo)^UBr2JLMJ (l) 

where   [Brg ]  and   [M]  are the   concentrations  ofbromine and the noble gas,   re- 
spectively,   IQ    and    Ip     are the incident  and transmitted light  intensities,   Y- 
and     Vo     are the particle  velocities relative to the  shock front,   e    is the  ex- 
tinct! ;n coefficient,   T    is the  reaction time on the  oscilloscope trace,   I    is 
the path length of the light  in the gas,   and    F    is  the Palmer and Hornig en- 
thalpy correction factor  (ref.   3)   due to dissociation.     The subscripts  1  and  2 
refer to the unshocked  and  shocked gases,   respectively.     Hiraoka and Hardwick 
(ref.   16)   have written a convenient expression for the    F    correction factor 

F   =    ]_      ; ,,      . (2) 
•  d,    1 

1 1      -    —   -T 

ln(':2Z)   T2 
f " ^T. f z 

For the case  of a very  small  fraction of Br^  dissociated,   they derived 
eiuations  for the changes  in density    p    and temperature    T    as the dissociation 
progresses,   assuming the  ideal  gas  law and  using the  conservation laws  for mass, 
momentum,   and energy. 

£2 1 _    X0(AH -  CVT2) ^ 
p2 f " c; 'r2 _ (M/R)V2CV 
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Ti-Bim-^-w ^ 
vhere    M = DQ - KTg/S.     The dissoclaticn energy at 0C K is    DQ,   f    is  the frac- 
tion cf disscciaticn,   and    XQ    and    M    are the ncle fraction cf Br2 and mean 
molecular weight,   respectively,   of the driven gas. 

In these calculations the  shock wave  parameters were  calculated with the 
standard one-dimensional relations  (ref.   12). 

RESULTS 

Extinction Coefficients cf Brg 

The  static measurement  of the room teinperature extinction ccefficj ^nt 
e     served to test the efficacy cf the optical and electronic equipment  that 
vere to be used later in the  shock wave measurements.     The value of    e     found 
for the log-|0 form of the Beer  - Lambert law was 144.5^1.6 liter/(cm) (mole). 

The measurements  of    €     were  considerably less  scattered than thc^e  made 
by other investigators  (refs.   7,   8,   and 9),   who reported uncertainties  as  high 
as ±15  percent.     Part of the  reason for their poorer precision lies  in the fact 
that these measurements were  done  directly In the   shock  tube,   in some  cases 
prior to the  shocks,   while those  of the present  investigation were  carried out 
in a precision absorption cell connected to the gas handling apparatus.     In the 
latter case,   better control of the measured parameters that determine    e     is 
achieved.     Also,   the bromine  is never in contact with any metal  surfaces. 

The experimental determination of    e     at elevated temperatures was   con- 
ducted from shock tube experiments in the  conventional manner,   that "; s,   from 
the  initial  absorption of light  caused by the  shock wave.     These data are   shown 
in Figure  5,     The  solid line was   calculated from the theoretical expression of 
Sulzer and Wieland (ref,   15).     The  agreement  is good.     Furthermore,   the   scatter 
of the  data is lover than that of most other investigations of this kind. 

Measured Rate Constants 

With the aid cf equations  (l) through  (4),   bromine dissociation rate 
constants were  calculated for each cf the  three  systems,   Br9-Ar,   Brg-Ne,   and 
Brg-Kr.     These data are presented  in Figure  G,   in the traditional manner, 

log kp     against    -.     The least  square  lines  representing the data were  cal- 

culated by assuming the  simple  collisional form for   k-pj,   that  is j 
if? / * 

AT '     exp  (-E/RT).     The  data  for each cf the  three   systems exhibit  definite 
linear trends over wide temperature ranges.     Furthermore,   the  precision  cf 

! 
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the data is significantly higher than that of most published data for bromine 
dissociation rates in the presence of argon.  If figures 6(a) to (c) are 

obs   "      CB.1 compared with figure  1, the mean   —iiX- ^±—    values for the  Brg-Ar. 
Kobs 

Brg-Ne^ and Brg-Kr systems are seen to be 12, 11,  and 8 percent,, respec- 
tively. 

In separate experiments conducted with the light source turned off it 
was determined that emission from the shock heated gas could be ignored in 
the absorption experiments. Also, Britton (ref. 9) reported that below 
1900° K bromine emission is negligible. 

DISCUSSION 

The improvement in the reliability of these results is attributed to the 
efforts made to uncover and improve weaknesses in past investigations. Major- 
efforts were devoted to the avoidance of bromine-metal contact, to the main- 
tenance of a stable incident light source  IQ, and to the reduction of the 
enthalpy effect to a minor influence.  Of the remaining sources of error, 
two that are difficult to eliminate completely are associated with the non- 
ideal shock-wave behavior and the measurement of initial slopes from oscil- 
loscope traces. 

While not the subject of this present paper, it is proper to make two 
brief statements regarding the relative influences of Ar, Ne, and Kr upon the 
Brg dissociation rate.  A comparison of the least-square lines representing 
the data indicate that Br- dissociation is approximately 15 percent lower in 
Ne than in Ar.  In the Kr system Br^ dissociates at higher rates than it does 

the Ar system at nigh temperatures, while the reverse is true at low tem- 
peratures. 
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ANOMALOUS ELECTRON-DENSITY PROFILES IN 
SHOCK-HEATED AIR: EFFECTS OF Na and NaCl 

M.   S.   Wecker 
T.   Baurer 

R.   Tomboulian 

General  Applied   Science  Laboratories,   Inc 
Westbury,   L.I.,   New York 

INTRODUCTION 

Observations of electron-density profiles in General  Applied 
Science  Laboratories'   microwave-instrumented   shock   tube   (MIST) 
had   indicated  the  existence  of  discrepancies between   the experi- 
mental  data   and  profiles  predicted by  a computer   program,   based 
on  generalized  one-dimensional   chemically  reacting   flow theory 
for pure  air   (Ref.   1) .     The  appearance of  sodium  D-line  emission 
behind both  the   incident  and  reflected  shocks   in  the  MIST had 
also been noted (Ref.   5) . 

Accordingly,   the program described  in  Ref,   1  was   expanded  to 
include  contamination of  the  air by  NaC-t  in  concentrations   (ini- 
tial mass   fraction =  a    =   10-6 - 10~9)   approximating  the natural 
occurrence  of  salt  in the  air   in coastal regions   (Ref.   2).     In 
order  to demonstrate  the  effects  of  negative   ions  other  than   the 
electron,   e.g.   Ct~,   the  equivalent   concentrations  of Na  in  air 
were  considered   in  a  separate  computation. 

The calculations for pure adr under typical shock conditions 
(u = 3 km/sec; p. = 2 mm; T. = 2730K; see Fig. I) had shown a 
gradual buildup of electron density behind the incident shock, 
as illustrated in curve A of Fig. II. When NaC-f. contamination 
was introduced, the calculated buildup of electron density was 
considerably faster, as shown in curve B of Fig. II. A compari- 
son of Fig.   II  with the  experimentally determined   electron 
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densities   shown  in  Fig.   Ill   indicates  a much  closer  agreement 
between  theoretical   and  experimental  rates  of  electron buildup 
when   salt  contamination   is   included  in  the  computation. 

ANALYTICAL   PROGRAMMING 

The  computer program used   in  this work was  designed  for 
maximum   flexibility   in   its   application  to  problems  of one- 
dimensional   flows.     As   presently written   for   the   7090  line of 
computers,   it  can  simultaneously handle  up  to  twenty  species 
and   fifty  reactions   in  prescribed pressure or  prescribed  area 
flows with  or without  normal  or  oblique   shock waves. 

Among other  important   features  are  the   following:     optional 
relaxation  of  the vibrational  energy of diatomic   species,   coup- 
ling of  vibrational   energy   to  dissociation  rate,   provision   for 
elaborate  vibrational   relaxation models,   flexibility  in the 
treatment  of   electron  energy,   and statistical   calculation of 
thermodynamic  quantities   from   spectroscopic  data. 

One  rate,   either  forward  or  reverse,   is   input   for each reac- 
tion,   and  the  equilibrium  constant,   which   is  then  used to cal- 
culate  the opposite  rate,   is calculated  statistically from the 
partition   functions  of  the   relevant  species.     These  partition 
functions  are  calculated  using   spectroscopically  determined 
data   for   the   energy  levels   of  the  species.      Individual  reaction 
rates  may be  modified  at  any  time  as  new  evidence  becomes   avail- 
able. 

RESULTS 

Two models of the  air   chemistry   (i.e.,   7-species,   7-reac- 
tions   and   9-species,   9-reactions)   were  utilized   in  the present 
work.     These   are  summarized   in  Table  I.     In   addition,   a  3-spe- 
cies,   8-reactions model  of  Na-air  interactions   and   a 6-species, 
12-reactions  model   for  NaC^-air,   as  summarized   in  Table  II,   were 
coupled   to  the  pure  air   cases. 

The   results of electron  density computations   as  a  function 
of distance  behind  the   incident   shock   front   are   shown  in Fig.   II, 
Examination  of  Fig.   II   reveals   that no   substantial   difference   in 
computed   electron densities   exists between  the   results of  the 
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t-.v'o   air   chemistry models   (7   reaccions  vs.   9   reactions)   either   in 
the  pure   state   (curve A)   or   in  tne   slightly   (Q:0   =  10"' )   NaCl- 
contaminated  state   (curve  B).     Thus   in   these  two   instances,   the 
effects  upon electron  density  of  reactions  8   and 9  of Table  I 
are  negligible. 

However,   a  significant  difference between  the  two  air models 
was   inferred  in  the   case  of   slightly   (a0  =   IQ-'' )   Na-contaminated 
air.     Here,   the 9-reactions   air model   turned out   to be   an   abso- 
lute minimum requirement   in  describing  the  coupled Na-air   chem- 
istry   and  the generation  of  electrons   therefrom,   and curve  C  of 
Fig.   II  was  plotted  accordingly. 

This  conclusion  may be  demonstrated by  reference to  Figs.   IV 
and  V.     These  illustrate,   for   air  slightly   (a0  =   10"9)   contami- 
nated with  NaCi  and Na,   respectively,   the  relative  importance of 
all  electron-producing reactions  in Tables  I   and  II  as  contribu- 
tors  to  the  computed  net  electron densities.      In  Fig.   IV,   where 
Cl   is  present,   the prime  electron producer  very  close behind 
the   incident  shock is  the  Cl~  detachment  reaction,   and  the 0~ 
and Oz~  detachments  are of negligible  consequence.     This  is  in 
agreement  with  curve  B  of Fig.   II,   which   shows  no  particular 
difference   in computed  electron density  as  a  result of adding 
the  latter  two reactions  to  the  chemistry package when NaC£   is 
the  contaminant. 

On   the  other hand,   once  Cl   is  eliminated   from  the reaction 
scheme,   as   in  Fig.   V,   the  02 ~   detachment becomes   the predominant 
electron  producer  at   short  distances behind the  incident   shock. 
Therefore,   for  air   slightly   (a0  =  10"3)   contaminated with Na, 
and   in   the   absence of C't-containing  species,   electron production 
within   a  few millimeters  of  the  shock  front  is  the result of the 
reaction:     Na  + 02   =  Na+   +  Os",   followed by:     02 ~   + M =  Oa   +  e" 
+ M.     This   is  in  agreement  with  recent  calculations  reported  in 
Ref.   4. 

It   should be noted   further,   in  comparing  Figs.   IV  and V, 
that   in both  instances  the   ionization of  Na  is  relatively unim- 
portant  as  a  source of  electrons,   and that   for  these low levels 
of  contamination the  pure-air   reaction:     N  +  0  =  NO    + e~ be- 
comes  predominant with  respect   to  electron  generation beyond 
approximately 6-8 mm behind  the   incident   shock.     That  this  dis- 
tance would  increase   for higher  levels of  contamination becomes 
apparent   from  an examination  of  Fig.   VI.     Here we present  the 
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vc-riatiors of electron  density over the   full  range   (a0 ~   10"' 
-   10~?)   of atmospheric   contamination by  NaC-6   specified  in  Ref. 2. 
In   actual  experimental  practico,   additional   contamination  occur- 
ring upon  surfaces  might be  expected  to  enhance  considerably   the 
amounts  of NaCl present.     This  circumstance would arise,   for   in- 
stance,   as  a result  of   inadvertent  handling  of   shock-tube mate- 
rials,   or  the  inclusion of  sodium-containing  components,   e.g. 
greases  or rubber gaskets,   in the tube construction. 

Figure VII   is   a  representation  of  the  variation of  ion mole 
fractions   for  four .species   (Na+,   NO"1",   Cl~,   e~)   in a typical   cal- 
culation   (ttovjac/  =   10-? ;   7-species  air) .      As might be  expected, 
the Na     and Cl~ p pulations   start approximately equal,   very 
close behind the  incident   shock,   but   as  Cl~ detachment   sets   in, 
this   ion becomes  less   important.     Meanwhile,   the e~  and NO+   vari- 
ations  converge  as   the  pure-air chemistry  begins  to predominate. 
The  Na     concentration   appears  to approach   an  equilibrium  level. 
Finally,    the continuing  rise   in  electron   concentration  appar- 
ently  causes  an  abrupt   reversal  of  direction  of  the Cl~ detach- 
ment   reaction.     The  latter   tendency  is  probably  aided   further by 
the  effect  of decreasing temperature   (cf.   Fig.   I)   upon  the  equi- 
librium  constant  of  the   reaction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Summarizing  the  results  of this work,   we   find  that: 

1. In  shock-heated  pure  air or   slightly NaC>t.-contaminated 
air,    the   effects  upon   electron density  of   the O"   and Op'  detach- 
ment   reactions  are  negligible behind the   incident  shock. 

2. In   shock-heated   slightly Na-contaminated  air,   the  prin- 
cipal   initial  ionization  appears  to  arise   from  the 0:,-  detach- 
ment   reaction. 

3. In   shock-heated   slightly  NaC>-contaminated  air,   the 
principal   initial   ionization   appears  to   arise   from  the  Cl~ 
detachment   reaction. 

4. For  the   lowest   contaminant  levels   considered   (Q:0  =   lO-1 ) 
the  pure   air  chemistry  begins   to predominate,   with  respect   to 
the  net  production  of  electrons,   several  millimeters behind  the 
incident   shock. 
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5.  The quantitative effects of the contaminants considered, 
with respect to net electron production behind the incident 
shock wave in air, appear to increase with increasing initial 
contaminant concentration. 
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TABLE I 

PURE AIR CHEMISTRY 

A. 7-Species,   7 -Reaction Model 

Species Reactions 

1. OP 1. 02   + M =  20 + M 

2. 0 2. N2   + M =   2N  + M 

3. N2 3- NO+M=N+0+M 

4. N 4. 0   +  N2   =   NO  +   N 

5. NO 5. NO  +  0  =  N  + 02 

6. 
+ 

NO 6. Ns  +02   =   2N0 

1          7. e 7. N  + 0 = NO     +  e" 

B. 9-Species#   9 -Reaction Model   -  Above Plus: 

8. o" 8. 0~+M=0+e~+M 

9. Oa' 9. 02 ~ + M =  02   +  e"   + M 
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TABLE II 

CONTAMINANT   CHEMISTRY 

A.     Sodium   (3-Species,   d-Reactions) 

Species 

1. Na 

2. Na 

3. NaO 

Reactions 

1. 

*2. 

*3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Na  +  M 

Na  +  0 

Na  + Os 

+ 

= Na     +  e"   +  M 

=  Na     +0 

+ 
= Na     + O2 

Na   +  NO     = Na     +  NO 

NaO  +M=Na+0+M 

Na + Oo = NaO + O 

Na + NO = NaO + N 

Na + 20 = Na + e~ + 0; 

B.  Sodium Chloride (6-Species, 12-Reactions) - Above Plus; 

4, 

5, 

6, 

NaC-l 

Cl 

Cl~ 

9.    NaC-t + M = Na + Ct + M 

10.    NaC'C + M = Na +  Cl     + M 

11.     Na + C>t = Na + Cl 

12.     Cl     + M = Cl  +  e     + M 

*N.B. - Reactions 2 and 3 are omitted in all calculations 
involving coupling with the 7-species, 7-reactions 
model of pure air chemistry; cf. Table I, Part A. 
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THE ASSOCIATION OF CN IN AN EXPANSION WAVE 

S. H. Bauer and W. S. Watt* 
Department of Chemistry, Cornell University 

Ithaca, New York 

ABSTRACT 

The expansion wave generated by the simultaneous arrival of the "contact" 
surface and the reflected rarefaction wave was used for a direct kinetic study 
of a condensation process, the association of CN radicals generated by shocking 
C2N2/Ar mixtures to about 2000CK in the reflected shock region.   During the 
quenching-expansion phase the concentration of CN radicals decreases due to 
the concurrent chemical association and the lowering in total density.   The CN 
concentration was followed speotrophotometrically at 3883 A . 

The results were reduced in three ways: (A) unidirectional association to 
C2N2 in the presence of a third body, (B) relaxation tc the local equilibrium 
via a three body process, and (C) bimolecular reaction with C2N2 and CmNm 

polymers (formed during the heating process) to produce higher polymers. 
The data show that at the onset of quenching the removal of CN was sluggish. 
This is attributed to failure to attain equilibrium in the preparation of the 
sample.   After s» 200 jusecs the data were best fitted by the third mechanism. 
This conclusion is in agreement with results obtained by another method and 
is supported by a reaction scheme which account for the formation and decay 
of CN in the presence of CmNm species.   For a 2% initial concentration of 
C2N2, an average polymer number of » 10 was indicated. 

*  Now at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Buffalo, New York 
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INTRODUCTION 

Despite significant studies by several groups of workers the thermodynamics 
and kinetics of the decomposition of C9N.,, and of the associated disappearance of 
CN radicals are not well established.   In a shock tube study of C9N9 dissociation 
Tsang^et a]_ (1) have shown that CN is formed more slowly in the reflected shock 
than in the incident shock, although the activation energy found for the reflected 
shock region was less than that deduced for the incident shock conditions.   This 
difference was attributed to the formation of low molecular weight polymers 
during exposure of the sample gas to the incident shock.   More direct evidence 
for the existence of such species stems from the data of Berkowitz (2) who, 
while studying the formation of CN and C.^N.? in the reaction of nitrogen with 
carbon in a Knudsen cell, observed in the mass spectrometer several low 
molecular weight  CXNV (x and y /^ 6) species which can only be presumed to 
have resulted from some polymerization process. 

Paul and Dalby (3) followed the disappearance of CN radicals produced by 
photolysis of CrjNr, and found that the loss of CN was given by the expression: 

^-N-    =    k(CN)(C2N2). 

This conclusion conflicts somewhat with the earlier experiments of White (4) 
who reported that CN radicals, produced in an electric discharge through 
C9N9, disappeared by a first order process, the rate of which was independent 
of the pressure.   In contrast to the results of Paul and Dalby and of White, 
Basco_et al_(5) claim to have demonstrated that CN radicals formed by photo- 
lysis of C2N2, BrCN and ICN were removed by a second order process, pre- 
sumed to be the ter-molecular recombination reaction.   These authors point 
out, however, that their experimental results could be roughly fitted to a 
first order plot, which gave a rate constant that varied with the pressure of 
XCN in an inexplicable way. 

In single pulse operation, a shock tube can be used to heat a sample of 
gas behind the reflected shock and then to cool it rapidly (6).   Cooling is caused 
by an expansion wave which under selected conditions is generated when the 
"contact surface" and the reflected rarefaction wave interact simultaneouslv 
with the reflected shock.   The rate of cooling can be as high as 10   degrees 
per second (7).   This experimental procedure is suitable for studying the 
formation and decay of free radicals and/or other reactive intermediates 
which may be produced at temperatures attainable in the shock tube, provided 
that a fast response analytical technique can be employed.   The following 
report appears to be the first in which the quenching-expansion wave has been 
used for a direct kinetic study of a condensation process.   In this study we 
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undertook to produce CN radicals and low molecular weight (CN)     polymers 
by shocking mixtures of C^N^ in argon to about 2000oK in the reflected shock 
region; and then to follow the disappearance of the CN radicals during the 
expansion. 

KINETIC RELATIONS 

During the expansion the concentration of CN radicals decreases by 
(a) chemical reaction (association) and (b) lowering in density due to the large 
drop in pressure.   Examination of the pressure-time records of many shocks 
has revealed that during the expansion the pressure at any time is given by: 

(1) P6(t)  =  P5 exp (-t/Tp) 

where  pr   is the pressure at  t  =  0, the onset of the expansion process, and 
r   is the characteristic time for the pressure decay.   However, to a good 
approximation the expansion is adiabatic; hence 

(2) pjt)   = pr exp {-t/r ) 
o i) p 

where  p (t)  and p    are the corresponding densities, and   r    *   y T ; y Is 
the specific heat ratio,   A parallel expression follows for the temperature, 
provided the reactants are present in low concentrations and the reaction is 
not excessively endo- or exothermic. 

Let us examine an element of gas at a distance  x from the end wall during 
the expansion regime; then the total change in concentration   (^-) plus a 
correction for the motion of the particles through this element, will give the 
chemical rate   F. 

(3) 
ac        3(JU) 

at ax 

9c au 9c „ 
<4> S + CS + US = r 

The density, however, is not affected by chemical reaction in a highly diluted 
system: 

dR    .    9kui.    =    ^ 9u 9i0 
at ax at        M ax ax 

(5) 
au 1   / M   ,      9£ 

' a^  =   " P   ( at   +  u ax) 
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Substituting Eq, 5 into Eq. 4 

dt p      9t dx ' Ox 

At the end wall  u  = 0   but —   ^   0.   Consider the relative magnitudes of the 

terms inside the parenthesis in Eq. 6: 

(7) (ap/at)/u(ap/ax)   =  (8p/at)/u(8p/aat)   =  a/u 

but a  »  u near the wall; hence Eq. 6 may be simplified to 

w IF - ; If - r 

There are several possible models for the chemical rate   T.   Consider 
first a non-reversible three body association reaction, 

(A) 2 CN  +   M  -£-> C9N9  +   M 

Then Eq, 8 reduces to 

dc c    dp ,      2    ,, 
(9) ~    -    -   -jf   =    - k   c    • M 

dt p    dt 3 

and finally, because of Eq. 2, 

do) I + 7 -  -^C2M 

P 

In the second model, consider a three body association reaction in which 
the system attain equilibrium under reflected shock conditions at the end of the 
dwell time.   The expansion perturbs this state but not excessively, so that 
throughout the decay it remains close enough to equilibrium for a relaxation 
equation to apply. 

k-3 
(B) 2 CN    +    M   =;    C N      +    M 

ko 2   2 
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The net • ssociation rale is then linearly dependent on the magnitude of the de- 
parture Irom equilibrium (H) (9).   Then 

(ID d^ + i- - ^- 
dt T T 

P c 

where   T      =»  (4 k   C     + k   ) [ M], and [ M] is the concentration of third body c o   ec[       — o 
collision partners.   Note that wheras both c     and   c   are functions of time, the 
functional relation for c     can be calculated tromp(t).   However, lar from equi- 
librium there is no such simplification. 

The third plausible expression for   T  is based on the assumption fhat the 
rate of disappearance of CN is first order in CN and in polymer, (CN)    where 
m> 2 ; 

(C) CN +  (CN) 
m ki 

> m + 1 

Then for neglibible reversible rate 

(12) 
dc 
dt 

+  C 

T 
P 

a 
■k1 

c • (CN) 
m 

Since the specific reaction rate constants are temperature dependent and 
since the temperature is changing throughout the expansion process, these 
constants, as well as  c       are time dependent.   To integrate Eqs, 10, 11, 
and 12 specific functionaFdependencies have to be introduced. 

The experimental data show that if the mechanism involves the direct 
recombination reaction, the CN concentration remains close to its equilibrium 
value only for a short time at the beginning of the expansion region but thereafter 
becomes much greater than the equilibrium value.   Hence, model B and Eq, 11* 
need not be considered further. 

For model A, integration of Eq, 10, assuming that  k    has the form 
(A/T ) as suggested by Tsang ej^aljl), gives 

(13) (c /c) exp (-t/r )  = 1  + 5 T  -c     -k-M   (1 - e'0,2t/Tp) 
op Po3 o 
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Further, since  t/r   ^  1, Eq. 13 can be simplified to 
P 

(14) (c /c) exp {-t/r )   = 1  + c    • M   • k° • t 
op o        o       3 

where  k  ,  c   and M   are the rate constant for association, the concentration 
of CN and the concentration of third bodies, respectively, at  t  = 0, i.e., at the 
onset of expansion. 

For model (C) write (CN)      =  N   exp (-t/r ) in Eq. 12; rearrange to 

as) - di 
1 "» 
— +  k, N   exp (-t/r ) 

L   TP 1    o     F v       p' j 
dt 

where   N0  is the concentration of polymers at t = 0,   If one assumes that 
over the relatively short temperature ranjre involved k    is independent of the 
temperature, integration of Eq. 15 leads to 

-t/r 
(16) tn (c /c) - t/r    -   ^ N   T   (1 - e   ' P) 

However, a small activation energy is usually required for polymer growth; 
write,   k    = A exp (-AE/RT), and  T  =  T   exp (-t/r  ).   Hence 

'of "I (17) kjAj  = exp      - a [exp (t/rT) - 1]   ; 

where  a =  AE/RT    and  k,   is the rate constant at T„, i.e. at t = 0. 
o 1 -o 

Since  r^  *  (—~)T &2.2 msec, whereas  t varies from 0 to 1,1 msec for 
T y-1     P 

all experiments reported below, t/r   < 0.5; and one may approximate 

[ exp (t/rT) - 1]    by tAy   Then  k^k^ - exp (^hzltt ). 
p 

On substituting this expression into Eq. 12 and integrating. 

k0N  r 
(18) tn (c /c)- t/r '   P 

o    ' p        (1 + a(y-l) 
1 -exp(-  [1+^(7-1)1 t/r )  , 

From Paul and Dalby's data extended to the range of our experiments we find 
a    0.5, while   y   =1.67 for these very dilute systems. 
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k?N   r 
(19) jCn(c/c)-t/T       -      1   0   p    (1 - cxp [- 1.25t/T ]) 

If the decay process is second order in CN and first order in Ar, Eq. 14 
requires that a plot of (c /c) exp (-t/r )  vs   t  give a straight line with slope 

[c   M   kl .   If the decay is first order in CN and first order in (CN)   , the 
o    o   3 m 

indicated functions for a linear plot are [Ln{c /c) - t/r ]   vs  exp (-t/r ) for 
k   independent of  T, or exp (-1.25t/T) for  k    given by Eq. 17.   The corres- 
ponding slopes are given by the coefficients of the right member in Eqs. 16 and 19. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Cyanogen, obtained from the American Cyanamid Company, was degassed 
by freezing and pumping at -78* to remove any 09 and N9, and then distilled 
at - 25° to remove C1CN.   Mass spectrometric analysis of samples thus treated 
showed no impurities.   Linde argon, 99.99% was used without further treatment 
for the carrier gas.   Samples of 2%, 1% and 0.5% C N   in argon were prepared 
in fivo and ten liter bulbs and allowed to mix overnight oefore use. 

The shock tube and the technique of specific absorption spectroscopy were 
described in previous publications from these laboratories (1).   Absorption at 
the (0, 0) band head of the   B, "2    X, "2   transition of CN was used to 
measure the CN concentration.   The analytical ray passed through the tube 
7 mm. from the end wall.   Experiments were carried out over the temperature 
range 1875  to 2325°, in the reflectedshockregion.   Dwell times at these 
temperatures were» 1100 jj.sec.   Total reflected shock densities ranged from 
11.4 x 10"3 moles/liter to 15.3 x 10"3 moles/liter. 

RESULTS 

Figure la shows the oscilloscope record of the signals from the photo- 
multiplier monitoring the output (at 3883A ) of the spectroscopic flash lamp; 
the band pass of the monochromator was 0.75A0.   The upper trace records 
the intensity of the light beam which passes through the shock tube, while the 
lower trace records the intensity of the reference light beam (bypasses the 
shock tube).   These two traces were matched as closely as possible before 
filling the tube.   Figure lb is a recording of the output of these photomultipliers 
during the reflected shock and the subsequent cooling period.   The ratio of 
intensities of the two signals is a measure of the CN concentration during its 
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formation and disappearance regimes.   Figure 1c records the intensify of the 
light beam which passes through the tube and the pressure as monitored by a piezo- 
electric gauge situated in the same plane as the optical windows.   This trace pro- 
vides time correlation between the spectral absorption data and the gas dynamic 
processes. 

Figure 2a shows a typical plot for 2% C9N9, of reduced absorption (in optical 
density units) and of the pressure trace.   Shortly after the arrival of the reflected 
shock CN radicals were generated.   The concentration of CN appears to be 
approaching an equilibrium level toward the end of the dwell period.   Upon the 
arrival of the expansion wave, the CN concentration begins to fall and eventually 
reaches zero.   Also shown on this graph are calculated concentrations of CN 
assuming (a) no reaction and (b) the reaction rate is sufficiently rapid to main- 
tain equilibrium for the association   2 CN -   *  Cr,^, with no polymerization. 
One disturbing feature was that in the experiments performed with \% (Fig. 2b) 
and 0.5% (Fig. 2c) of C^NQ, the CN concentration did not begin its decline at the 
onset of expansion, but "overshot" by up to 150 microseconds before any decline 
became evident.   This feature was not observed for the 2% C9N2 runs.   Analysis 
of the data for the rate of formation of CN during the reflected shock regime 
confirmed the measurement of Tsangj?t al_ (1) that the activation energy for 
this process is between 60 and 70 kcal/mole.   It thus appears that considerable 
quantities of higher polymeric species containing C and N are generated and that 
the concentration of CN radicals may be almost completely dependent on the 
thermal decomposition of the polymers.   Further evidence that in the reflected 
shock region the CN radicals are not primarily produced by decomposition of 
CgN, is shown by the fact that the amount of CN found is considerably less than 
woulcl be formed if CN were in equilibrium with C2N2, assumirg no polymerization 
had taken place.   This disparity becomes greater as the initial C2N2 concentration 
is decreased from 2% to 1% and 0.5%.   The overshoot is qualitatr'd} accounted 
for in Fig. 3.   Only at the higher concentration was the equilibrium level of CN 
nearly attained during the reflected shock dwell time (curve    x   X—); it was 
not attained for the 1% and 0.5% C2N2 mixtures (curve —Q—Q—)•   Fig. 4 are 
quantitative plots of the pressure, density and temperature for typical runs. 

Fig. 5a and 5b show, respectively, the results of plotting reduced values 
for typical runs assuming mechanism.A, Eq. 14, and assuming mechanism C, 
Eqs. 16 and 19.   It is evident from these graphs that the rate of depletion of 
CN is sluggish at the beginning and only becomes appreciable after about 
200 jusec.   It is also clear that despite some scatter the data favor mechanism 
C, if one ascribes the scatter during the first a* 200 /^tsec to the overshoot 
phenomenon indicated in Fig. 3, 
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Table I is a summary of the experimental results obtained.   In this 
reduction we used the effective absorption coefficient reported by Tsang (1), 
all   =  ;i.77 x 10   liters/mole.   It may be readily seen that t , ,     , the time 

delay' 
lapse between the sharp decline in pressure and the first decline in the (CN) 
concentration, is larger when (C0N0).  .i.  , is smaller; the ratio (CN);0'    , to 

._. 2   2/initial 'found 
(CN) , (at the end of the dwell period) also decreases in this direction, 

no polymer 
k" N , where   N     is assumed to be   C   N   , is seen to be essentially indepen- 

1     o o mm ' 
dent of temperature, Fig. 6.   Paul and Dalby found that the rate constant for 
the reaction of CN with C2N2 was only slightly temperature dependent, changing 
by » 10% over the temperature interval 1900" - 2300°K.   By analogy one may 
expect that  k,   would have a similar temperature dependence, i.e., over 
the temperature range studied   k-,   remains essentially unchanged.   From the 
value quoted in Table I, it follows that consequently   N    is also approximately 
independent of  Tr, and that the degree of polymerization is greatest at the 
highest initial C9N2 concentration.   If one accepts the value of  k-,   from 
Paul and Dalby's data extrapolated to the temperature regime used in these 
experiments, he can deduce a value for N   from these data.   Since (C2N2)0 

is readily calculated on the assumption of no polymerization, it is then 
possible to estimate the degree of polymerization.   This procedure indicates 
that at the lowest (Co^Minitial ^e averaSe polymerization number is twoj 
at the highest (C2N2)initial,    N0/(C2N2)0,no polymer   *0.2; i.e., that the 
average polymer species contains ten CN units. 

MECHANISM 

CrnNni and CN radicals behind the reflected shock and to account for the other 
The following mechanism is proposed to explain the formation of polymeric 
Im and CN rad 

observed features: 

(I) C N    +  Ar  F^  2 CN +  Ar 

(II) CN  +  C2N2  ^>  C3N3 

C3N3  +  C2N2 ^   C5N5 

CrNr   +   C  N     ^>   C N     +  CN 
5   5 2   2 ub 
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(HI) C N     ^  CrNr  +  CN 
6   6 5   5 

(vi). 
CrNr   ■i==^ C.N,   +  CN 

5   5 4  4 

In part (I) it is proposed that a small number of CN radicals are produced by 
dissociation of cyanogen at the incident shock temperature.   Polymerization is 
initiated by the monomeric species.   This reduces the net rate of production of 
CN, while propagation proceeds by the chain mechanism written in part (II). 
It is likely that initiation and propagation take place in both the incident and 
reflected shock regions.   The consequence of (11) following (I) is that the con- 
centration of CN is greatly reduced from that which would be expected if (I) 
were allowed to reach equilibrium, and reaction (IE) suggest that the main 
production of CN in the reflected shock region is by thermal decomposition 
of the C   N    polymers; reversal of the reactions leads to the eventual dis- 
appearance of CN by association with the polymer fragments. 

Although it is assumed that CgNg has a somewhat higher stability than 
the lower species, this does not imply that higher polymeric species are 
not formed in small amounts by further condensation.   CgNg may well be 
cyanuric tricyanide, from which the species Ct-Nr is readily formed by 
loss of one CN group.   If CgNg indeed has the structure proposed, then 
CrjNj- will retain a large measure of the stability inherent in the cyanuric 
ring structure.   Classical structures may be written for the even-number 
polymers of CN, while the odd-number species have a free valence. 

From the mechanism proposed, assuming steady state concentrations 
for C3N3 and C5N5 it can be shown that the production or loss of CN depends 
only on the species involved in reaction (v). 

^   "   2 k(v)<C6N6'   -   2 k-(v) (C5N5'<CN' 

For   —r— to become negative (when the expansion region arrives) C N 

must have reached a steady-state or equilibrium level which may depend on 
whether higher polymers are being formed.   Its temperature dependence is 
such that as the temoerature falls  k . . (C N )(CN)  > k, x (C„NJ.   Clearly, 

-(v)     5   5 (v)     6   6 
CgNg will be generated more slowly at low initial C2N? concentrations and 
hence it will take longer to attain the steady state of CgNg.   The delay observed 
in the decay of (CN) radicals in shocks containing low initial C2N2 concen- 
trations is greater the lower (C N ).  ... ,.   If equilibrium were reached at 

Z t initial 
all (C0NJ.  .A. . one would expect that the ratio (CNK '   J to (CN)V^ 

2  2 initial found      x     'expected 
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if there were no polymerization, would be relatively insensitive to changes 
in (C N ). .   However, it can be seen that this ratio decreases by a 

factor of 3 - 4 as (C„N ).  .     , is lowered by a factor of four, again indicating v   2   2/imtial 
that the steady state or equilibrium concentration of C^Ng was not attained. 
For the higher concentrations, an average polymer number of 10 was deduced, 
assuming the value for   k   [ ■ 7.3 x 107 exp ( - ^—^.liters/muie sec ] 

1 K1 
reported by Paul and Dalby. 
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(b) 1% initial C N 
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Figure 3.    Schematic histogram which qualitatively accounts for the 
occurance of a delay (t,) in the decline of CN, past the 
initiation of expansion. 
 x x      shows the calculated equilibrium 
— o — o — o — concentrations of CN for high and low 

initial C N , respectively 

Curves  a,ß are the corresponding anticipated concentrations 
due to finite dissociation and association rates. 
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TWO WAVELENGTH LASER INTERFEROMETER FOR SHOCK TUBE 

AND PLASM DIAGNOSTICS* 

A. B. Larsen, W. B. Johnson, T. P. Sosnowskl 
Case Institute of Technology 

Cleveland, Ohio 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A considerable number of plasma experiments can be performed to give 
quantitative information on physical phenomena if plasma electron densities 
in the 1010-1012 electrons/cm3 can be measured reliably. This is even 
more useful if a diagnostic technique having a time resolution of ^ lysec. 
and good spatial resolution is available with the above sensitivity. It 
is the purpose of this work to describe such a method. 

A number of diagnostic techniques are available for determining plasma 
parameters at low electron densities. Tne two most widely used employ 
electric probes (1) and microwaves.(2) Good results have been obtained 
with these methods but there is often a question as to whether the probe 
causes a perturbation of the plasma into which it is placed. Microwaves 
do not suffer from this criticism but have the difficulty of not providing 
good spatial resolution, this being limited to the wavelength of the probe 
signals. Care also must be taken when using both techniques in a strong 
magnetic field. Other techniques have been used but to a much limited 
extent. Ferguson and Schlüter (3), for example, have used spectral line 
broadening methods to Investigate plasmaL having densities in the order 
of 1013 to 1014 electrons/cm3. When it is desired to probe the non- 
equilibrium region of a shock wave, the best technique to use is micro- 
waves since probe theory depends on the existence of thermal equilibrium, 
.'"llcrowaves again run into difficulty because the shock equilibration 
region may be less than the wavelength of the probe signal. All other 
techniques (^), such as interferometry and continuum light output, be- 
come useful only in the density range ^10l5 electrons/cm3. 

The method described here is an extension of interferometry tech- 
niques to provide greater sensitivity and is analogous to microwave 
metnods utilizing the shift in the resonant frequency of a cavity. (2) 
■^Supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Tne 
National Science Foundation, and Case Institute of Technology Research 
Fund. 
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Probing is accomplished at optical frequencies so that no difficulties 
are encountered with spatial resolution, the limitation here being only 
the diffraction limit within the laser cavity.    Spatial resolutions of 
.010" are readily achievable in two dimensions.    In the other dimension 
there is no problem if an axi-symmetric plasma is being probed.    If the 
plasma is cylindrically symmetric the results may be inverted using tne 
Abel inversion technique. (^1)    If no symmetry is apparent, then this 
method determines the total optical path length along the laser beam. 

II.    THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

A.    Basic ."■iethod 

When an electromagnetic wave traverses a plasma,an index of 
refraction is encountered which is given oy 

npMl-^)1/2 

i47Tn e2 

i 1 - i OJVCü
2 U«

2
   »   cü2 (1) 

2   P P 

where to2 =  and co is the probe frequency. This index of refraction 

may be determined with good precision if the plasma medium is placed 
within the resonant cavity of an oscillating laser. If a medium with 
an index of refraction of unity (n = 1) is present within tne cavity, 
then the resonant wavelength for the longitudinal modes is given by 

mA 
-^L (2) 

where L is the length of tne cavity and where all transverse modes (6) 
are taken to be absent.    Slight deviations from this occur since tne 
laser media is not one wnich nas n = 1.    Anomalous dispersion effects 
occur which will oe taken into account later.    Assuming tnat a plasma of 
length,  Z    is placed within tne cavity then the resonant condition oe- 
comeL 

mA 
-rr- = L -      + n £ 

2 P 

= L + (n   -1)1 
P 

= L-i^/u2£! (3) 
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It would be ImpossiDle to measure the cnange in wavelengtn due to tne 
introduction of the plasma out a convenient method exists xf tne shift 
in the resonant frequency is measured. This shift is found by sub- 
tracting (3) scad  (2). Thus 

2 
1 ^ 

^ QA - ^ (\2 - x^ - - ^ (—K 

which when converted to the cnange in frequency oecomes 

av = - - dX 

2 

w 

Notice that the frequency shift is linearly dependent on the electron 
density and inversely proportional to the nominal laser operating fre- 
quency. This latter dependency will become Important later when the 
effects of extraneous changes in the index of refraction must be cor- 
rected. Tne frequency shift for two laser wavelengths of neon, A6328 
and X11523, are given in Table I. 

>.6328 A11523 
l/L i/L 

ne    1/2 1/10 1/2       1/10 

1010 .43 kc/s .036 kc/s .76 kc/s   .151 kc/s 

1011 4.3 .36 .7.6      1.51 

1012 43 8.6 76       15.1 

1013 430 86 76O                151 

Table I 

Predicted Frequency Shift due to Plasma Effects 

Figure 1 illustrates the general configuration of this experimental 
apparatus.    The shift in the resonant frequency of one laser is measured 
by comparing its frequency, against that of another unperturbed laser 
which is the local oscillator laser.    The difference frequency is that 
quantity which is shown in Table I. 
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B. Spatial Resolution 

The spatial resolution obtainable by the two bea'n laser Inter- 
ferometer can be deduced from the theory of cavity resonators. (6) For 
a cavity of length, L, limiting aperture, D, the spot size on the mirrors 
of a confocal cavity Is given by 

= (^)1/2 (5a) 
S 7T 

and at the center 

= (^)1/2. (50) t 
u) ,   , 

S C7T 

For a cavity with L = 100 cm, operating on the Ne I, A6328 line. 

In the limit of large Fresnel numbers, le. large values of ^ = ^-r- 

U)       — S 
0.015 In.    An improvement on this may be effected by using a hemi- 
spherical cavity having one flat and one spherical mirror.    In this case 
the spot size on the flat mirror becomes 

/ALxl/2, l/1* fr-   y u   = (—)      (n - 1) (5c) 

where n = R /L, Ro being the radius of curvature of the spherical mirror. 
The allowed valueuof n Is determined by the diffraction loss due to the 
size of the laser tuoe at the opposite end of the tube.    Thus the ulti- 
mate spot size is a dually due to the focussed diffraction Image of the 
end of tne laser tube.    A typical value for this parameter is 3mm. 
yielding a spot size of .003".    Since tne plasma tube to be probed will 
have 1 finite length the latter spot clze is a lower limit.    Typically 
a nominal value of .010" should oe realized for the spatial resolution 
of this system. 

C.    Time Resolution 

Tnls method has a finite time resolution due to tne fact that 
tne frequency of the cavity cannot change discontinuously because of tne 
necessity for establishing appropriate boundary conditions at the mirrors. 
Thus optical transit times are important with tne length between mirrors 
L, being effectively increased due to the large number of multiple re- 
flections within the cavity.    Thus one -would expect that the time 
resolution would be 

T-CT±R ^ 
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where R is the ::lrror reflectivity.    Equation (6) is in essential agree- 
ment with an approach in which the cavity Q is determined. (5)    Typical 
mirror reflectivities are in the range from 99% to 99.9^.    Yielding, for 
a one meter cavity, a time resolution of 0.3 to 3-0 microseconds.    This 
should suffice for all but the most rapidly varying phenomena. 

D. Two Wave Length Interferometry 

When a gas is neated to the point where appreciable ionization 
occurs,  there is an appreciable fraction of the gas atoms in excited 
states,    ihese excited stites have a different polarizability which 
changes the index of refraction of the gas.    It is apparent that any 
change in tne index of refraction will cause a frequency shift so that 
considerable errors could conceivably be made in any electron density 
determination-(7) using a technique which is dependent upon the index 
of refraction.    Tne effects of any wavelength independent contribution 
to the index of refraction, such as that due to atomic or ionic polar- 
izability, can be subtracted away by making measurements at two wave- 
lengths .    Tne laser method is particularly suited to the two wavelength 
technique since lasers can je made to operate simultaneously at more 
than one wavelength.(11)    Tne schematic of how this would operate is 
shown in Figure 2.    Two lasers operating simultaneously on the X6328 
and A11523 lines of neon will be used.    The output beams are brought 
together in the beam splitter which divides the combined beams into 
two channels.    Tne visible light is excluded from being detected by 
the infra-red sensitive photomultlplier by a narrow pass-band filter 
thus producing an "infra-red channel".    Tne "visible channel" is 
formed in the same way. 

If the background medium has a change in the index of refraction, 
n  , then equation (4) becomes modified such that o 

- .        V       Z       % I ,ryS av=+2L    2      VLno * (7) 
or 

Determining the frequency shift at two laser frequencies, v and vt, the 
relative shifts in frequencies can be computed to give 

v   v'     2 i. p \2      ^ 

which indicates how the effects of wavelength independent indices of 
refraction are to be eliminated. 

E. Mode Pulling Effects 

A possible source of error in relating the shift in frequency of 
the prooe laser to the electron density is the fact that the oosition of 
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the laser operating frequency is Intermediate to the resonant frequency 
of the cavity, vc, and the frequency, v^, at the maximum of the gain 
curve of the laser medium. This deviation is strictly dependent upon 
the shape of the line and has been analyzed (8) for lines with Lorentz 
and Doppler profiles. This effect is known as mode, or frequency, 
pulling. The resulting oscillation frequency, v  , is 

v Av. + v„Av 
= _c_i L_£ (9) 

OSC    Avn + Av I c 

1 c 
for the Lorentz shape where Av = r— r- (1 - R) is the cavity bandwidth 

and Av£ is the gain bandwidth of the line. For a Doppler line profile, 
as is normally encountered, the result is more complex and is given by 

v„ - V 
/ i OSCv2 

v   = v + 0.56 e     U    Sin 2( - A 
0SC)  (10) 

OSC    C AvD 

/^kT* 
where Avn = vs/~rr-   is the Doppler width. 

Av 
A convenient, and valid, approximation is that --— << 1.    For this 

£ 
case the Lorentz relation (9) reduces to 

Av 
^,„ " y + N0 - v ) -^ (11) OSC   c    £   c Av 

whereas the Doppler expression (12) gives 

"^ - "c + 0■9', (uP. - V if: (12) 
Av 

if the additional restriction is made that the oscillation occurs near 
the line center. 

In the situation encountered in this experiment, the shift in fre- 
quency of one laser with respect to anotner is to be measured.    It will 
be assumed that both lasers will initially be oscillating at the same 
frequency as determined by a null beat between the lasers and also that 
the gain curves of each  laser are identical.    Tne exact position of the 
frequency of oscillation on tne gain curve need not be at any particular 
value, eg.  at tne peak (except for the Doppler profile).    Thus, if 
equation (11)  is considered, tne two lasers operate at the frequencies 
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Av 

OSC C £ G      Av 

v" 
Av c 

,     +   (v    - v") 
osc        c      v  £       c    Av)? 

so that the shift In frequency is given by 

Av   = v"   - v'   = (vM - v')(l - Y) osc   osc   osc    c   c 

= Avc (1 - Y) 

where y = -— - lQ~k.    This then shows tha the actual observed fre- 
Av 

Av, i 
quency is proportional to tne shift in the cavity frequency with the 
proportionality const-nt being very close to unity. Thus under these 
assuTiptlons any effects due to mode pulling are negligible. 

For actual situations care must be taken that the assumptions are 
satisfied. For the He-Ne laser the gain profile is not Lcrentzian but 
has a Doppler shape so that it is necessary to operate close to the 
line center due to the extreme non-linearity as indicated in equation (12), 
Another important effect to consider is the consequence of holes being 
burned in the gain curve at the oscillation frequency. (8) It is ex- 
tremely difficult to make a quantitative estimate of this phenomena 
although Lamb (9) has given a theoretical expression for the gain curve 
in the presence of strong radiation fields. Another difficulty that 
needs to be avoided is the isotopic effect on the shape of the gain 
curve. For the case of neon the important natural isotopes are Ne20 

and Ne22, each of which contributes to the total gain curve for natural 
neon. The isotopic energy level shift causes the individual gain pro- 
files to be shifted, resulting in an assyrnmetric shape for the total 
gain curve. This can obviously be eliminated through the use of separated 
isotopes. A very graphic demonstration of the hole burning and the 
isotopic effect is to be found in the work of Szoke and Javan.(lO) 

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A. General Discussion 

I As is apparent from the preceding section, the experiment consists 
■      of determining the change in the optical path length within a laser 

cavity by measuring its change in frequency. This is accomplished as is 
I      seen in Figure 1 by comparing the variable frequency laser with a con- 

stant frequency local oscillator laser. In principle, this is straight- 
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forward until one calculates the change L. actual cavity length needed 
to produce a shift of 5 kc/s at X6328.    This turns out to be 0.1 Ang 
from which It Is concluded that extreme stability of the system must 
be maintained.    In addition It is to be expected that air turbulence, 
acoustic vibrations, and similar disturbances would cause unstable 
Operations. ' The former was found to be very Important whereas the 
latter has not been a particular nuisance. 

B.    Optical Detection System 

All frequency measurements to date have been made with a very 
simple set-up.    Since photoelectric effect is light intensity dependent, 
a photomultlpller is an ideal square law detector.    Thus when light 
from the two lasers is brought together, there is a signal at the photo- 
multiplier output which has a component at a frequency equal to the 
difference In frequency of the two lasers.    Ordinary photomultlpliers 
sensitive to light at A6328 and A11523 have been used and from which 
an adequate signal has been obtained to drive a fast oscilloscope. 
Except for some work   in which surplus spectrum analyzer was used, all 
measurements have been made with the photomultiplier set-up.    To obtain 
the beat frequency, reasonably good superposition of the laser beams 
must be had.    This Is done visually by allowing the beam to traverse 
about a ten foot path with the condition being that the two spots from 
each laser be superimposed at both the beam splitter and the distant 
surface. 

The two optical channels sensitive to the infra-red and visible 
lines are produced by the use of narrow and pass-band filters  (10 Ang). 
In many cases the infra-red light may be excluded from the detection by 
the spectral response of the photomultiplier.    It is felt that In many 
cases the luminosity of the event being studied would cause considerable 
noise in the photomultlpliers.    It is for this reason that filters are 
used on both channels.    It is obviously necessary for the infra-red 
channel to be blocked in the visible region. -oJ 

0.    Methods for Laser Stabilization 

Initial experiments designed to show the feasibility of this 
technique were performed on massive iron tables specially adapted for 
optical work.    No special techniques were employed to Isolate this 
table from building vibrations.    Tnese experiments and all subsequent 
ones were conducted in an ordinary laboratory area on the second floor 
of a five story building.    Beat frequencies were obtained although 
stability of the beat frequency was good only to about 500 kc/s for 
short periods of time (^5 seconds). 

To improve the overall stability changes in the system were made; 
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a) Introduction of vibratory isolation 
b) Minimization of air turbulence effects 
c) Close coupling of the two laser cavities. 

To provide good vibratory isolation the iron table was uniformly 
supported by a stack of rough plywood sheets which were in turn isolated 
from the floor by automobile inner tubes.    It has been found that four 
of these tubes will easily support a complete platform weighing about 
one ton.    Such an arrangement was found to isolate the table quite ade- 
quately such that no drastic changes in a laboratory environment needed 
to be made.    For example, mechanical vacuum pumps are left in operation 
and reasonable results can be obtained during the daytime although best 
results are still obtained at night. 

Air turbulence was minimized by placing small glass tubes 
between the ends of the laser tubes and the Brewster windows.    These 
just about eliminate this problem altnougn perhaps evacuated tubes 
would be somewhat better.    A good test of the efficacy of these tubes 
is indicated by tne observation of single dust particles, illaminated 
by the internal  laser beam, which are suspended motionless within the 
tubes.    This problem is very critical since air turbulence caused by 
convective currents produced by the hot laser tubes is sufficient to 
cause severe frequency instability. 

To minimize the effects of thermal expansion effects and mech- 
anical vibrations, a close coupled laser system was constructed and is 
illustrated in Figure l\.    This employs the hemispherical cavity arrange- 
ment in which the flat -mirror is common to both lasers.    The spherical 
mirrors on the opposite ends of tne cavities are both held in a single 
heavy mirror mount.    In this case any change in the physical length 
of the system will change the frequency of each laser by an identical 
amount.    The actual oscillation frequency of each laser moves to a 
different position on tne gain curve which is a disadvantage in the 
case of a Doppler broadened line  (Sect.  II-E) and which will be cor- 
rected for in future work.    Figure 5 is a close-up picture of the close- 
coupled laser system in operation. 

D.    Experimental Results 

After the above changes were made the system produced excellent 
stability.    In fact at the present time one is somewhat at the mercy of 
system to come into a null beat region since no effective and reproducible 
method has been included to shift the difference frequency.    Changes are 
usually made by:     (1) Waiting a sufficient length of time for the beat 
frequency to drift to lower (^50-100 kc/s) values,  (2)  torqulng the 
steel table and (3) jumping on the floor.    None of these methods are very 
satisfactory.    Our best stability to date on these two,  freely oper&ting 
lasers is a total drift of about 5 kc/s on a beat frequency of 100 kc/s 
over a period of several minutes.    An example of the signals obtained from 
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the photomultlpllers is seen in Figure 6 as obtained from the X6328 
radiation.    A hybrid laser, operating at X6328 and A11523 has been con- 
structed.    However, simultaneous observation^ on both the infra-red and 
visible channels have not been made although little difficulty is to 
be expected. 

IV CONCLUSIONS AND FOTURE PLANS 

Major emphasis to date has been placed on improvement of the overall 
laser system stability. As is seen from Table I, this stability is now 
sufficient to allow electron density determinations to be made in the 
10^-lO12 range. To put this technique on as absolute a scale as pos- 
sible a test chamber will be placed within the laser cavity. This 
chamber will be filled with helium of know index of refraction. This 
index of refraction will be varied by changing the pressure although 
problems will be encountered here since a change of pressure of 1 mm. 
causes a frequency shift of Imc/s. This will then allow an absolute 
calibration to be made of this method. 

To minimize the difficulties due to non-linear mode pulling for 
Doppler gain profiles (Sect. II-E), a frequency stabilization system is 
being designed to hold the laser at the peak of the gain curve. Sensing 
of the frequency shift of the local oscillator laser will be made which 
will control the oosition of the common flat mirror. In this way both 
lasers will be stabilized to the line center in the absence of any per- 
turbation. Tne otner laser, however, is free to shift its frequency 
due to any change in its internal optical path length. 

A variety of experiments are planned for use with this diagnostic 
device. Shock tube diagnostics is primary and will be accomplished 
as in Figure 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the close coupled cavity config- 
uration which affords the advantage of good stability. It, however, 
would measure a differential change in the electron density between the 
positions of the two beams. This has sane disadvantage due to possible 
sensitivity problems. If tnis is found troublesome the configuration 
in Figure 8 will be used which will produce an Integral determination 
of the electron density. In this case sufficient stability might be 
achieved for the times encountered in shock tube diagnostics. Initial 
experiments will be to determine the rate of approach to thermal equil- 
ibrium within a shock front. Other experiments to be performed are a 
check of Langmuir probes and microwave breakdown and afterglow studies. 
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RADIATION  MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

W.  A.  Merifird and G.  M. Thomas 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena,   California 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes quantitative  radiation measurement techniques 
developed for use with an electric arc-1 riven sho^k tube.    Shock-layer radi- 
ance in the 0.3 to 2.7 u region was measured using a  carbon-coated thin film 
gage.    The method of calibrating the gage and of relating the gage response 
to the source radiance are described.    Spectral reflectance measurements  for 
multi-layer carbon films are presented.    The effects of shock wnve attenua- 
tion and radiation from sources outside the shock layer are shown to be im- 
portant  in certain thermochemlcal regimes.    Shock standoff distance measure- 
ment techniques are described.    Prism and grating monochromators have been 
adapted to the shock tube and used  in photometric  studies of oscillator 
strengths,   relaxation tigies,   and non^quillbrium and equilibrium radiation    0 

intensities  in the 2000 A to 10,000 A  region,  with resolution as high as  1 A. 
Typical calibration spectrograms obtained from a pyrometric carbon arc are 
presented showing the rotational line  structure of the CN violet band system. 
Photometric  Intensity measurements of these bands are also presented.    In 
the ultraviolet  stray light presents a problem with grating instruments. 
Techniques to eliminate the stray light such as using filters,   flourescent 
coatings and solar blind detectors are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to present the laboratory techniques 
developed at the Jet Propulsion Laooratory for studying the gaseous radia- 
tion produced in a hypervelocity shock tube.    These techniques have been 
used in a recent  investigation of the  radiation from planetary atmospheres 
(ref.  l).    To make measurements  in a high performance shock tube,   such as 
the JPL electrically driven facility (ref. 2),  an important  requirement of 
the instrumentation is fast response time.    To meet this requirement all 
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rHdiation  Instrvunents to be described here were designed  for response times 
of the order of 1 u sec or less. 

In the first  section a gage  for measuring stagnation point  radiance in 
the spectral  region from  .3 u to 2.7 u and the method  by which it is cali- 
brated are described.    The gage  is a platinum film coated with a thin layer 
of carbon.     In order to isolate the gage from the hot gas and meesure radia- 
tion alone the gage is mounted behind a window in the shock tube model.    The 
gage measures heat transfer and,   in order to obtain the gas  Intensity,  a 
measurement  of shock standoff distance is required.    Techniques for measur- 
ing shock standoff distance are presented. 

In the second section methods are presented for measuring the spectrum 
of shock heated gases in the region from ?000 A to 10,000 A.     Prism and 
grating monochromators equipped with sensitive photomultlpliers are des- 
cribed.    Calibration techniques and dp^"  reduction orocedures are discussed. 
The carbon arc as a cnllbrntlon source  is discussed and the plasma CN radi- 
ance w».s measured.    Some of the problems  Involved  in eliminating stray light 
for measurements  in the ultraviolet  spectral region are discussed. 

TOTAL RADIATION 

Total Radiation Gage 

A gage has been developed for measuring the total equilibrium radia- 
tion to the stagnation point cf a shock tube model.    This gage has been 
described  in detail previously (ref.  3)  so only a general description will 
be given here.    The gage consists of a thin film platinum resistance thermo- 
meter coated with a thin film of carbon.    The gage Is mounted behind a pyrex 
window in a flat-faced cylinder model shown schematically in Figure 1. Radi- 
ant energy from the shock layer strikes the carbon covering of the resis- 
tance gage and the energy is transformed into heat.    The resistance gage 
then responds to the temperature rise of its backing material. 

Two requirements of the highly absorbing carbon film are (l) that its 
absorptance does not vary with wavelength over the wavelength region of in- 
terest,  and (2)  that it be thin enough to allow rapid diffusion of heat to 
the sensing element  in order not to seriously affect the gage response time. 
An evaporated carbon film of uniform thickness less than  1 u was prepared 
and mounted over a platinum sputtered sample.    The sample was tested for 
spectral  reflectance in the wavelength region from  .2 to 2.7 u»    The 
measurements in the form of absorptance are presented in Figure 2.    For 
comparison the absorptance of an uncoated opaque platinum film is also pre- 
sented.    In the ultraviolet and visible regions of the spectrum the carbon 
absorptance is nearly constant at 0.Ö0,  but in the infrared the absorptance 
varies + 20^.     If the bulk of the radiation being measured lies below 0.6 u, 
such as in the case of planetary atmospheres (ref. l),  there Is little 
error in assuming the absorptance to be constant from  .2 to 2.7 u«    The 
wavelength coverage in practice,   however,  has been determined by the trans- 
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mission of the vdndow.    For the case of a pyrex window the wavelength range 
of the gage Is from about   .3 to 2.? n-    The response time of the gage has 
been shown to be on the order of 2 ^ sec (ref.  3). 

A photograph of the gage is shown In Figure 3«    The gage element was 
prepared by sputtering a thin film of platinum (0.035 x 0.75 in«) upon a 
quartz backing material, and heat treating to bond the two materials at the 
interface.    The approximate thickness of the platinum for a typical 200 fi 
gage was calculated to be   .01 u, from the following equation 

where p  is the resistivity of the platinum, R is the resistance,   I, is the 
length of the gage,  and W is the width. 

The carbon coating was prepared by first evaporating carbon onto a 
microscope slide and then floating it o^f the slide  in a weak solution of 
potassium hydroxide and distilled water.    The film was then gently lifted 
from the surface by bringing the gage up from below.    After drying,  the 
carbon film was found to form a good mechanical bond and have good thermal 
contact with the platinum film. 

The electrical circuit  for the gage is shown in Figure k.    Power is 
supplied to the circuit by a ^5-v battery.    The current limiting resistors, 
R, are chosen large in comparison to the gage resistance,  R , in order to 
maintain a constant current  in the gage circuit.    The gage output-voltage 
leads are connected to a   Tektronix Type D differential preamplifier in order 
to eliminate circuit noise.    The output of the amplifier is displayed on an 
oscilloscope. 

To make the gage measurement quantitative, the gage response must be 
related to the radiance of the source.    The geometry of the problem is 
illustrated in Figure 5 for the case of a plane parallel layer.    The gage 
is Isolated from the gas by a window.    For a transparent and Isotropie radi- 
ating gas volume the radiant flux (watts) reaching a differential element 
dA.  of the detector surface is given by 

dA Cos  e N 
dq^ - T GxdXdV (^ —i-^ y (2) 

Si 

where GXdn is the rate of energy emitted from the volume element dV per 
unit solid angle in the wavelength interval X to X + dX,  r Is the spectral 
transmission of a vindow located between the volume element and the detector 
surface,   and the quantity in parenthesis is the solid angle.    The heat trans- 
fer to the area dA. from the entire volume seen by the elemental area is thus 
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^ - r £; fjy) (3) 

where 

. /  x       r dV Cos Q 

si 

G = W: G.dX is the gas Intensity per unit path length ( r—). 
cm 

Assuming that the heat flow remains one-dimensional for each differential 
element of the gage surface the solution of the one-dimensional heat conduc- 
tion equation may be applied to each element to relate the heat transfer to 
the temperature rise of the gage element: 

A^ = | /F   q^ (k) 

where H is the absorptance of the gage, R = „J nock is a thermal material 
property of the quartz backing material, and t is the time. The voltage 
change of the element is related to AT. as follows: 

R 

äE1 = io» ~ A^Ayj (5) 

where I is the current flowing through the gage, R /1 is the gage resistance 
per unit length, &/■. the element length, and ot is the temperature coefficient 
of resistance of the gage material. 

The total voltage change for all elements of the gage is then given by 

AE = 5: AE (6) 
i 

Combining Equations (3) through (6) the following expression is obtained: 

yo 
G-f CrHEo*; fi^d0 ™ 
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where ♦ » at/6 and E    = I    R . o        oo 

The window transmission T    IS obtained from simple photometric measure- 
ments and the absorptance measurements have been described previously.    The 
values of I and E    are obtained In a straightforward manner.    The term ac- 
counting for the geometry,      f1(y)dy,  is obtained by numerical integration 
and is found (ref.  3) to result in the distribution illustrated in Figure 6. 
The quantity ♦ is determined in the following way:    The gage response for 
a constant amplitude heat pulse, Q,  is given by 

^ = ♦ 2QE0 (8) 

Thus the lumped constant  ♦ is obtained most simj ..y by Joule heating the 
gage with a constant amplitude current pulse and observing the gage response. 
For a constant heating current the Joule heat  is given by 

I2R 

g 

where I is the current and A is the gage area. Combining Equations (8) 
and (9)0we obtain with E = Iß R : 

o       o    o 

AE/.AT A 
* T—^ (10) 

2 I ^ R o      o 

Equation (10)   shows that large errors can occur if the current pulse 
amplitude is not maintained constant to a high degree of accuracy.    A 
circuit has been developed at the JPL which limits the current droop to 
about + ^6 of I  .    The measurement of R    may be done accurately using 
standard techniques.    The measurement    of gage area is possibly the  largest 
source of error for this technique.    The sputtered platinum film area  is 
measured most accurately for films of large dimensions.    An osclllogram of 
the current pulse and the parabolic gage response predicted by Equation (10) 
is  shown  in Figure J.    The time history of the gage voltage  Is measured from 
the osclllogram and plotted as shown in Figure 8.    The slope of the straight 
line  in Figure 8 determines  AE/.^" in Equation  (10).    The current pulse I 
is measure! from the osclllogram and Equation  (10)  may be solved for the 
constant   *.    For gages  ranging in resistance from 100 to kOO ohms we have 
obtained  ♦ values from 0.00? to 0.008 cm /w ,/sec.    This data compares 
favorably with values quoted in the literature  (ref.  k)  for much lower 
resistance gages. 
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The total radiation gage has been used to measure Stagnation point 
heating and shock layer radiance on a flat faced cylinder model (ref. l), 
in an arc heated shock tube. The gage was mounted in the model as illus- 
trated in Figure 1. A photograph of the model is presented in Figure 9» 
The model was supported hy  a sting along the shock tube centerline facing 
the oncoming shock wave. ■ In a few u sec after the Incident shock passed 
the model, a bow shoci? was formed and a steady constant thickness layer of 
gas behind the bow zliock was viewed by the gage. The test time was termi- 
nated by the arrival of the contact surface. A typical trace of the gage 
response is presented in Figure 10. The slight bump on the trace indicates 
arrival of the incident shock. The formation of the bow shock requires ap- 
proximately k  u, sec, after which a parabolic response of the gage begins. 
Also shown on the oscillogram is the output of a photomultlplier viewing 
the test gas ahead of the bow shock. The smoothness of the gage response 
is Indicative of the high signal to noise ratio of the gage and circuitry. 

The gage sensitivity has not been a limiting factor in our experiments. 
For the lowest as well as the highest heating rates applied to the gage 
the signal to noise ratio remained large and the response remained parabolic. 
The only limit encountered at low heating rates was the inability to amplify 
the signal on the oscilloscope so that accurate measurements of A£ could be 
made. 

Shock Standoff Distance 

To evaluate the geometrical v^ew factor for the gage the shock 
standoff distance, ft, is needed. The standoff distance was measured using 
an STL image converter camera and a rapid shutter technique. 

A photograph from the image converter camera is shown in Figure 11a. 
The camera views the gas through the wall of a one foot length glass test 
section. The model is the 1^  inch flat faced cylinder and the test condi- 
tion was a shock velocity of 20,000 ft/sec In a .25 mm Hg mixture of 9% 
COp - 90^ N_ - 1% A.    Tb*» camera has Insufficient resolution for measuring 
the standoff distance accurately and it was necessary to enlarge the photo- 
graph for more accurate measurements. By this technique the uncertainty in 
the *, measurement was about 25$, 

In Figure 12 a more accurate photographic technique 1B illustrated. An 
electromechanical shutter of the type designed by Camra (ref. 5) was used to 
obtain photographs of the standoff distance through a slit and window in 
the shock tube sidewall. The shutter has an open and close time of approxi- 
mately 30 u 8ec. 

The shutter consists of a thin rectangular slide of micarta with a slit 
at the center, which rides in V-grooves rallied into Teflon guides. The silt, 
about 50 u wide, is formed by cementing thin shim-stock over a hole in the 
micarta. Before firing, the shutter rests against the end of an O.O^-in. 
Q nichrome wire which is peened flat to give good surface contact with the 
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shutter. The Teflon guides are fastened to a metal base containing a 50 u 
fixed slit. A 1^.5 uf capacitor charged to 7*5 lev and in series with an 
electrode spark gap is connected across the ends of the nichrome wire.  In 
operation, a high voltage trigger pulse is sent to the trigger electrode 
of the spark gap and breaks down the gap, discharging the capacitor through 
the resistance of the nichrome wire. The wire is heated to a high tempera- 
ture in a few u sec and undergoes thermal expansion, imparting an impulse 
movement to the shutter. The motion of the moving shutter is stopped by 
momentum exchange when it collides with a second slide located nearby and 
the resulting motion of the second slide is, in turn, stopped by an Inelastic 
collision with a stop covered with soft damping material. 

The optical system for photographing the shock layer contains a lens 
which ^ocuses objects at the shock tube centerline on the film plane with 1 
to 1 magnification. The slits are arranged with their longest dimension 
1 i the direction of the shock tube axis, with the shutter slit moving trans- 
verse to the shock tube. The shutter is triggered approximately 100 u 
sec prior to arrival of the incident shock by a photomultiplier upstream of 
the measuring station. After an inherent fixed delay of 00 u sec, the 
shutter opens and closes, exposing the film to the luminosity of the shock 
layer in front of the model. A photograph of the shock layer in front of 
flat faced cylinder model is shown in Figure lib. The gas was 9% COp - 90^ 
N2 - l^t A, and the shock speed was 26,^00 ft/sec. The standoff distance 
could be measured to within 0.1 ram or an accuracy of 1%  for this model. 
The results were within 6%  of Vinokur's prediction (ref. 6) in this case. 

Contribution from Sources Outside the Shock Layer 

The gage measures all radiation Iving in its field of view. There- 
fore, the contribution of sources outside the shock layer must be considered 
in interpreting the measurement. These sources Include the test slug gas 
lying between the model and the contact surface as well as the hot driver 
gas upstream of the contact surface. 

The ratio of the heat tiansfer to the gage from the stagnation region, 
q^, to the heat transfer from the test slug gas, q?. Is given approximately 
b;^ d r 

i ' G#T (11) 

where ft is the standoff distance, I.(t) is the distance from the model face 
to the contact surface, G? and 0 are the gas intensities per unit path 
length ot the test slug and shock layer ges, respectively, The total 
heat transfer q, to the gage is the surr of the two: 

q q^ + q^ (12) 1  ^2  ^3 
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The measured heat transfer q , therefore, exceeds the desired heat trans- 
fer q by the ratio: 

q.      G L(t) 
-i = 1 + -£— 

'3     G3 57 = 1 * t^ (13) 

The length L(t) may be approximated by the equation 

s max v   t  y 
max 

where U  is the shock velocity, t   is the total test time and t is time 
after tne arrival of the shock at^fie model nose.  Equation (13) and (lM 
show that this source of error decreases linearly with time and will depend 
also on the ratio of the intensities G and G . To evaluate this effect, 
independent Intensity measurements (such as tne spectral measurements to be 
described later) or a theoretical prediction of the intensity as a function 
of the gas and its thermochemlcal state must be available. 

The results of this calculation are presented in Figure 13 for a plane- 
tary gas mixture consisting of 30^ C0? and 70% Np. The intensities were 
obtained from the predictions of Ref. 7« The ratio q^/q^ given by Equation 
(13) Is plotted as a function of shock speed for test times of 10 and 20 us. 
At about 28,000 ft/sec the correction is negligible. We have not made 
measurements at 23iOOO ft/sec, however, the effect should be observed as a 
decrease in measured intensity with time in the oscillogram records. 

The driver gas contribution to the signal is more difficult to predict 
since this radiation is due to Impurities near the contact surface in an 
arc-driven shock tube. If this radiation is assumed confined to a constant 
thickness slug moving at constant velocity, the gage would sense a constant 
heating rate after the slug enters its field of view and the effect could 
not be separated from the shock layer contribution. However, this source 
should be seen on the oscillogram prior to the arrival of the Incident shock 
at the model face. This effect has been observed as a slight rise in the 
gage signal for lower shock velocities but has not been observed at incident 
shock velociMes above abou' ?0,000 ft/sec.  It was concluded that the error 
due to these sources should be m^asared for each experimental condition and 
ere not negligible for some thermochemlcal regimes depending upon the test gas. 

Another effect which has been investigated is the contribution of the 
nonequilibrium shock front radiation to the measurement.  This requires 
the experimental measuremen* of the nonequil ibriurr radiation relaxation 
distance and quantitative nonequilibrium Intensity measurements.  For 
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simulated planetary atmospheres (CO - N mixtures), the nonequilibrium in- 
tensities have been found (ref. l) to exceed that in the earth's atmosphere 
by as much as a factor of 10 at the same flight velocity. The nonequili- 
brium contribution to the measurement will be correspondingly greater in 
this case. The relaxation distances are also about a factor of 3 greater 
than for air and will represent a larger fraction of the standoff distance 
on a given model.  For the 1.25 in. dia. flat faced cylinder model used in 
our studies the relaxation distance is less than 1^» of the standoff distance 
and the nonequilibrium contribution was estimated to be negligible. The 
nonequilibrium contribution depends largely on the size of the model. For 
example, the shock layer of a small hemispherical 5 rani nose radius ballistic 
range model would have a nonequilibrium relaxation distance nearly equal to 
the standoff distance for a flight velocity of 20,000 ft/sec and free- 
stresm pressure less than about 15 mm Hg. 

Shock wave attenuation is another effect which has been considered in 
interpreting our stagnation point measurements. For a 40 foot length 
driven tube on the 6-in. arc-heated shock tube, the attenuation is about 
2,000 ft/sec over the length of the tube for shock velocities in the range 
from 20,000 to 30,000 ft/sec. This velocity increment will theoretically 
cause large gradients In the thermodynamic state of the test gas. For this 
reason the radiation from the gas behind the bow shock has been monitored 
photometrically. The results indicate that an approximately constant temp- 
erature is maintained in the shock layer on a large number of runs when the 
test gas is air and for shock velocities above 25,000 ft/sec. However, on 
other runs the assumption of a constant temperature in the shock layer is 
clearly untenable from the measurements. An increase of the radiation by 
a factor of two during the test time is not uncommon. These "bad runs" ap- 
pear to occur at random, but the reason for this random performance of the 
shock tube has not been explained. The measured shock attenuation on these 
runs is about the same as for "good runs" where the temperature remains 
constant. This phenomena requires further study, however, it is clear that 
the test r;as at the nose of the model needs to be monitored on each run in 
order to avoid large errors in the measurement. 

SPECTRAL RADIATION 

In adriition to total radiation measurements spectral measurements have 
been made for identification of radiating species and determination of elec- 
'ronlc oscillator strengths.  Spectral measurements have also been used for 
studying nonequilibrium and equilibrium radiation in nlanetary atmospheres 
(ref. l). The excitation and relaxation processes of various species pro- 
duced behind shock waves have also been studied spectrally.  From the 
spo-itrum of shock heated gas the dominant radiative species are identified. 
From intensity measurements of the vibrational transitions of molecular 
bands it has been possible to determine electronic oscillator strengths 
(ref. l). A typical spectrum of the radiation from a planetriry gas mixture 
is shown in Figure lh.    The dominant radiator is seen to be the violet band 
system (B2^ - X?r:) of the CN molecule. 
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Spectral measurements such as shown in Figur?  Ik are obtained from mono- 
chromators equipped with multiplier phototubes.    The monochromator disperses 
the radiant energy from the shock tube into a spectrum.    The dispersing 
element may be either a prism or a diffraction grating.    The choice of 
whether to use a prism or a grating depends upon the application.    Due to 
transmission losses through a prism it is often desirable to use a grating 
when observing sources of low intensity or working in the ultraviolet.    The 
grating has,   in general,   a considerable advantage in resolving power. 
Gratings also produce a linear dispersion of the spectrum at the focal plane 
of the monochromator,  while the dispersion of a prism varies with wavelength, 
becoming poorer with increasing wavelength.    Overlapping of the various order 
is a disadvantage of the grating monochromator.    Stray light  interference 
from the grating can also cause serious problems in the ultraviolet region 
as discussed later. 

Experimental Apparatus 

Three Perkin-Elmer Model 90 guartz prism monochromators have been 
used for low resolution (50 A - kOO A band pass)  work in the spectrol region 
from ^000 I to 10,000 X.    For resolution of about 30 % in the 3000 % to 
5000 A region a Bausch and Lomb | meter grating monochromator has been used. 
To obtain higher resolution and to extend the wavelength coverage down to 
about 2000 A a Jarrell-Ash f/6.3 spectrograph has been modified.    This spec- 
trograph has been fitted with adjustable exi^ slits along^he focal plane 
which allows the band pass to vary from 100 A to about 1 A.    Six photomulti- 
pliers mounted behind the exit slits allow six channels of spectral data to 
be obtained from one shock tube run.     In Figure 15 a photograph of the exit 
compartment of the monochromator is presented.    To obtain good response 
time requires a low RC time constant  in the nhotomultiplier circuitry.    For 
this reason and because of the limited space in the exit compartment,   the 
circuitry was miniaturized and packaged in the tube holders. 

Figure 16 shows a schematic of the optical arrangement of the various 
monochromators with respect to the shock tube.    The prism instruments ere 
arranged to view the radlRtlon from a single shock tube port.    Radiant 
energy leaving the shock tube silt Is collected by a quartz  lens which  sends 
a  collimated beam to the pyrex  beam splitter.    The light  Is  split  Into three 
beams and focused on the monochromster entrance slits by lenses.    The grat- 
ing Instruments are arranged such thPt  radiation from the shock tube  slit 
is  focused by a single suprasll  lens directly onto the raonochrnmatoy en- 
trance slit.    Suprasil  is  used to obtain transmission down to POOO A. 

The time response of the optical  system used  for obtaining photometric 
measurements  is £iven by 

t = i- (15) 
S 
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where X is the width of the monochromator field of view within the  shock 
tube and U    is the shock velocity.    By using small  slit widths end  appro- 
priate magnification of the optical system response times of 10"'   sec are 
obtainable. 

An RCA 7102 photomultiplier detector is  used  in one  cf the  prism .nono- 
chromators to cover the  spectral   region  from 10,000 A to b^OO A.     In the 
grating instruments and remaining prism Instruments RCA  1P?8 detectors are 
used in the spectral region from 6^00 % to 2700 %.    The IPP^ nhotomulti- 
pller circuit  is  shown  in Figure 17»    Large divider resistors are used, 
across the dynodes and the supply voltage is varied fru...  i^u to 1200 volts 
to allow flexibility  in gain.    The photomultiplier output  is amplified by e 
Type L plug-in preamplifier,  and the signal  is recorded by me^ns of a 
Tektronix Type  555 oscilloscope and Polaroid  film camera.    To obtain suffi- 
cient rise time tho effective capacitance of the circuitry  is  lowered by 
means of an emitter follower.    The emitter follower showr.  in Figure  17 pro- 
vJ   es a net electrical time constant  better than   .? u sec. 

Calibration Techniques 

Wavelength calibration is accomplished by the identification of 
3 from a known light  source.     For this purpose we have used mercury, 

so    urn,  thallium,   nnd cadmium lamps.    The dispersion is  measured by taking 
a  spectrogram of a common light  source and measuring the separation distance 
between the known lines.    The reciprocal  linear dispersion is the ratio of 
the wavelength separation of two close  spectral lines to their actual separa- 
tion distance in the dispersed spectrum.    The order I dispersion of the 
Jarrell-Ash spectrograph is shown in Figure l8.    Spectrograms were obtained 
with a Polaroid camera at the exit plane of the instrument  us'ng § Hg light 
sourcg.    The reciprocal  linear dispersion  is  seen to be about  10 A/mm at 
3000 A and about  9 A/mm at  5000 A. 

The monochromators are aligned by adjusting the optics  so that  all 
entrance slits are completely filled by the light benm,   end are focused at 
the centerline of the shock tube.    The entrance slits are adjusted to focus 
at the shock tube centerline by using a  light  source at the monochromator 
exit slit. 

The entire optical  system,   including the  shock tube window and  slit,  ire 
calibrated as one unit using a standard lamp  located at the shock tube 
centerline.    The calibrntion accuracy  is  limited by the  statistical   noise 
of the photomultiplier.     To improve the signal-to-noi^e  ratio,   nn nc  cali- 
bration was made using a high speed  light chopper.    Two standard  sources 
have been used;   a tungsten  ribbon filament  lamp and a pyrometrlc carbon arc. 
The  spectral   intensity of the tungsten  lamp was certified by Bppley Labora- 
tories (ref. oj   oy me ns of absolute calibration techniques  ieve^oped by the 
Nationnl  Bureau of Standards.    In the  ultraviolet,  down to P700 A,   a  carbon 
arc  has been used.     Figure 19 presents the  intensity distribution for the 
two calibration sources.    Two tungsten lamp curves are shown.    One  lamp was 
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calibrated at jS anpi res to be used in the visible and near ultraviolet 
portions of the spectrum, and the other was calibrated f*-:t 30 amperes to be 
used in the infrared. The true filament temperatures of the lamps are 
indicated on the fif̂ ure. The carbon arc radiance is seen to be much higher 
than the tungsten lamp over the entire spectrum. With the exception of the 

and CN molecular bands thp arc radiance is a smooth function with wave-
length. The carbon are source is discussed further in Section III-D. 

Data Reduction 

By calibrating the entire optical system as a unit, it is possible 
to ratio the calibration and experiment photomu.ltiplier outputs so that 
the transmission of all optics and photomultiplier response cancel out in 
the data reduction, thus eliminating several sources of error. To accomplish 
this the monochromator entrance slit is focused at the shock tube centerline, 
as shown in the top schematic of Figure 20. To calibrate the source is 
placed at the centerline. The spectral radiant flux (vatt/y,) entering the 
monochromator from the rt, 11 bration source is then 

F = T \ Ai 7W 
V 2 (16) 

where T is the fractional transmission of the optics, N is the spectral in-
tensity of the source in watt/cm2 u ster, A is the image of the monochro-
mator slit and remaining quantity is the solid angle. 

The gas volume seen by the monochromator is bounded by the shock tube 
walls and the field of view subtended by the slits A and A as shown in 
Figure ?0. Only radiators contained within the field of view will contri-
bute to the energy entering the monochromator slit. 

To calculate thra radiant flux from the gas the volume is divided into 
two regions. A coordinate system is established at the cross-over point of 
the field of vi"v rnys. For the particular geometry here the cross-over 
point lier, a riis4.an<*e e between the shock tube axis and the wall. In the 
general cas'? con have different values for the x-z and y-z planes, as 
shown 

rL > fs 
2 * ay y j - / m 

x-z plane: e = + (17) 
vs y 
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I 

I 

f 

y-z Plane: e = ^ y^ (l8) 
d +    — , n 

where 2ra = height of monochroraator slit 

2n = width of monochroraator slit 

2b = height of shock tube slit 

2d = width of shock tube slit 

Only  for the special cases where 

m = ib 
. ,      r    1  = any real number 

n = id     J 

will e be the same  in both planes.    The dimensions of the slits were,   thus, 
chosen so that there was a common cr^oo-over point  in both planes. 

Assuming the radiation is  Isotropie the radiant flux entering the raono- 
chromator from Region-1 is 

F    = T  f G n(z)dV = i4TG A *"d"        f       --5-^-? (19) 
1 J     ) >   s    ^    V    J (c  +  7)2 

V2 + ey      o 

and from Reglon-2 

^=^Vs ^v re A     (2o) 
V2   - V       o (C   "   Z) 

G    is the specific  Intensity of the gas  in watts/cm    u ster,   dV  is n slab 
or gas having a volurae ^xy dz,  and o(z)   is the solid angle  as a  function of 
z. 

Integrating Equations  (19)  and  (?0),   and combining with Equation  (l6) 
the ratio of the gas radiant flux to the calibration radiant  flux is ob- 
tained 

F I, 

F N 
c X 
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Where F    = 
g 

F    +  F 
1 2 

K = 

bd ^     . 

^s ,^2 
mn — / Vs y 

LN'- 

r^Hi. 
L + a 

+ 2c(ln  | a| - In | L + a j '] 

/'s ,'N' 
and  where Urm —;    was substituted  for A,.    It  should be noted that K is 

vs y i 
only a function of the geometry and will  remain constant as  long as the op- 
tical arrangement  of the experiment  is unchanged. 

Let E be the  photoraultiplier output  for radiant  flux F entering the 
monochrumator at  wavelength \.    Then for a linear photomultiplier E ^ F and 

E F 
-£ = -fi 
E F 

c        c 
(?2) 

Substituting intr Equation  (2l) yields  the data reduction equation in terms 
of the calibratii  i constant C. 

G.    =  ^ E C   = r^- 

»Kg, Ec 
(23) 

Typical data obtained from the monochromators Is shown In Figure 21. 
The nonequilibrium overshoot of species behind the shock wave Is seen to 
occur in a  fraction of a u. sec.    The radiation then decays to an equili- 
brium level,   and  the flux to the monochromator remains  constant until termi- 
nation of the test  by arrival of the driver gas.    Typical measurements which 
have been made from these osclllograms are relaxation times,  and the inten- 
sity of the nonequilibrium and equilibrium radiation. 

Carbon Arc Calibration Source 

A well controlled carbon arc burning high purity graphite rods Is 
a reliable radiation standard (ref. 9). Null and Lozier made a thorough 
study of the arc temperature, operating procedures, and Intensity distri- 
bution across the crater of various grade spectroscoplc rods (ref. 10). 
They found that when operating just under the overload current the crater 
of the positive electrode radiates nearly as a 3000°K blackbody. Hanklns 
has developed an arc lamp (ref. 11) which meets all the requirements out- 
1 Ined  by 
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Null and Lozier. This type of lamp has been used at this laboratory to 
calibrate the monochromators. 

The positive electrode is formed by a ^ inch diameter Grade SPK 
graphite rod and the negative electrode is formed by a l/8 inch diameter 
Grade AGKS graphite rod. The electrodes are positioned at a 127° included 
angle and are continuously fed by two adjustable speed motors. When cali- 
brating, only the central portion of the positive crater was focused on the 
monochromator entrance slit, thus insuring a uniform source intensity. The 
only spectral regions where the calibration source does not radiate as a 
blflckbody is in the vicinity of the CN and Cp molecular bands (see Figure 19) 
These bands originate in the arc plasma which has a temperature of about 
70000K (ref. 1?) and dominates over the solid carbon crater radiation. 
Spectrograms of the CN bands obtained with the Jarrell-Ash spectrograph are 
shown in Figure 22.    The plasma was viewed from the front, i.e., normal to 
the anode crater. The weak background luminosity seen on the spectrograms 
is radiation from the crater. The top spectrogram was obtained in order I 
using Polaroid 3000 speed film, a slit width of 10 u and an exposure time 
of 1/1+00 sec. The bottom spectrogram was obtained from order II using the 
same film but a slit width of 5 u and an exposure time of l/lO sec. The 
band head vibrational transitions are identified along with their respective 
wavelengths. Mi'^h of the rotational line structure is seen in the spectro- 
grams, particularly in order II. 

In most spectrometric work where the carbon arc is used as a standard 
radiation source, the spectral regions containing the molecular bands are 
avoided. If the intensity distribution of these bands is known, however, 
the distribution may be integrated and used as a standard for low and 
moderate resolution work. Several experimenters have investigated the 
plasma radiation. Johnson (ref. 13) has studied the spectral Intensity of 
the arc below 2500 A in some detail. The integrated CN band intensity has 
been estimated by Euler (ref. 1^) and Null and Lozier (ref. 10) to be 
l6 w/cm ster and 6 w/cm2ster respectively. Measurements by the authors 
with the Jarrell-Ash monochromator, described above, indicate an intensity 
contribution of 13.6 w/cm^ster from the CN bands. The band intensity was 
obtained by measuring an over-all "efficiency factor" for the monochromator 
and then using the efficiency factor to calculate the band intensity. 

It was assumed that E ~ RTfl ^ where E is the photomultlplier output 
voltage, R is the photomultlplier response, T is the transmission of any 
filters in the opticalsvstem, N is the spectral intensity of the source 
(crater surface + plasma), and e is the efficiency. For any two wavelengths 
the ratio of efficiency factors is 

€1 " El ^ R2 \  T2 {     ) 
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By holding the monochromator slit sizes and the photomultiplier supply 
voltage constant,  measurements of E were made from 2Ö00 A to ^hOO A.    In 
portions  of the spectrum- it was necessary to introduce appropriate filters 
into the optical path to prevent photomultiplier saturation and to eliminate 
overlapping of order II.    The spectral transmission,   r,  of the filters was 
independently measured.    The photomultiplier response was obtained from 
the manufacturer and the spectral intensity,  N  .  was calculated from Planck's 
equation for wavelengths on both sides of the CN bands.    A plot of the data 
in the form   is presented in Figure 23.    The data has a maximum at 

o X 
5000 A;  the blaze wavelength of the grating.    A smooth curve was fitted to 
the data  from which a normalized efficiency was obtained as follows 

(25) 

o 
The subscript  zero refers to conditions at >  = 3300 A.    Knowing the  instru- 
ment efficiency it was then possible to calculate the CN  intensity  from 
further photomultiplier measurements as follows 

N>= <V«o"VRo'W (?6) 

The  results of these measurements are s^iown graphically in Figure 2k and 
numerically in Table 1.    A resolution of 5 A was used  in order to separate 
the major yibrational lines.    The collective contribution of the rotational 
lines in the R-branches of the three bands forms a gradual falling off in 
intensity from the band heads.    The blackbody curve plotted through the 
data is  illustrative of the crater contribution to the tota]   radiation from 
the arc  in this region of the spectrum.    It also shows good agreement with 
the data on both sides of the CN bands which,  g>f course,   is a necessary 
condition from the calculations.    Around ^+000 A the data  falls below the 
blackbody curve but still within the estimated + 15^ accuracy assigned to 
the measurements.    The total CN  Intensity of 13.6 w/cnrster quoted above was 
obtained by integrating the band area above the blackbody curve. 
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Stray Light Problems  in the Ultraviolet 

Stray light is a severe problem when working in the ultraviolet. 
Our experience has been that at wavelengths shorter than 2700 A, visible 
stray light interferes significantly with the ultraviolet signal. By 
limiting the light from the monochromator entrance slit to a narrow beam 
falling on the grating surface and by trapping the central Image and un- 
desired protions of the spectrum, the stray light was found to originate 
at the grating. Stray light of this nature comes from imperfections in the 
grating and occurs even  in the most carefully prepared gratings. 

A common approach for reducing the stray light  intensity in the near 
ultraviolet has been to use a pre-dispersing prism or grating.    This may 
be accomplished by crossing two spectroscopes;  the second one being the 
monochromator.    The stray light is effectively reduced by this method, but 
at the sacrifice of useful signal Intensity due to losses from the addi- 
tional optics and path length.    Another method is to use a filter that 
cuts out radiation of wavelength greater than 3000 A.    Unfortunately,  filters 
possessing this quality do not have adequate transmission down to 2000 A. 

Still another method is to coat    the window of the photomultlplier tube 
with sodium sallcylate  (NaC H 0 ).    Sodium sallcylate is often used In 
ultraviolet work because of its high and relatively constant quantum yield 
characteristics (refs.  15-19)«    In the usual application a thin layer 
{2-k rag/cm^)  is applied to the photomultlplier tube window (which does not 
transmit UV radiation).    As Incident ultraviolet radiation passes through 
the coating,  molecules are excited, and visible fluorescence is observed. 
The visible fluorescence  is then transmitted through the photomultipller 
window to the detector.    Knoving the quantum efficiency of the sodium 
sallcylate it is possible to calibrate the coated photomultlplier tube. 
Stray light of long wavelength does not cause fluorescence but is trans- 
mitted through thin coatings and acts directly on the photomultiplier.    A 
thick coat should attenuate,  by scattering, the specular transmission of 
stray light more than it does the fluorescent light,  and so improve the 
stray light characteristics of the system (ref. 13). 

Coatings of various thicknesses were prepared by spraying a solution of 
sodium sallcylate and methyl alcohol onto microscope slides with an artist 
air brush.    The slides were placed in front of the photomultiplier with the 
coated surface facing the incident radiation.    The photomultlplier signal 
was recorded for X between 2000 A and 3000 A.    It was found that only with 
the thickest coating (7 mg/cm2) was there a noticeable reduction in stray 
light.    The reduction was not sufficient for our purposes, however,  and 
thicker layers are not feasible because they become flaky and nonuniform. 
In principle, the technique appears useful, but a better coating procedure 
than used in these experiments is needed. 

Dunkelman (ref. 20)  has studied the spectral response of a large number 
of detectors.    He shows cesium tellurlde to be an exceptional UV detector 
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for its quantum efficiency is high in the ultraviolet and very low in the 
visible. Solar blind detectors with cesium telluride cathodes have the 
necessary spectral response characteristics and are commercially available. 
An EMR 5^1F-05M photoraultiplier equipped with a sapphire window has been 
obtained.  Its quantum efficiency curve is nearly flat at fi  from l800 A 
to 27OO A then drops off rapidly to .01^ at 3600 A. Adaption of the EMR 
to the monochromator is still in the preliminary stages but appears to be 
a promising method of solving the stray light problem. 

SUMMARY 

Techniques for measuring spectral and total radiation in a hypervelocity 
shock tube have been developed.    A carbon coated thin film gage with 11 sec 
time response has been used to measure total stagnation point radiation. 
The spectral absorptance of the carbon coating was shown to vary not more 
than +^ 20% from .2 to 2.7 u.    A high signal to noise ratio for the gage 
was obtained,  allowing the gage to be used over a wide range of heating 
rates.    When used to study stagnation point radiation it was pointed out 
that heating contributed from sources outside the bow shock can become 
important,  depending upon the thermochemistry of the gas.    A heat pulse 
technique was used for calibrating the total radiation gage.    Shock stand- 
off distances,  needed to reduce total radiation data,  have been measured 
by two Independent methods. 

By using commercially available monochromators and spectrographs,  it 
has been shown how they can be adapted to the shock tybe to make spectral 
radiation measurements.    Spectral coverage from 2000 A to 10,000 A can 
be obtained by using various combinations of detectors and dispersing 
elements.    Quantitative interpretation of the data was made possible by 
calibrating the entire optical system with standard light sources.    The 
response time of the optical system was defined.    The electrical response 
time was reduced by the addition of an emitter follower to the photomultl- 
plier circuit.    The data reduction procedure was outlined and the mono- 
chromatic gas intensity was shown to be directly proportional to the photo- 
multiplier output signal.    The carbon arc calibration source was studied 
and new measurements of the plasma ON radiance were obtained.    The inte- 
grated CN radiation was found to contribute 13»6 watts/cm2ster to the in- 
tensity of the carbon arc.    Stray light problems were encountered between 
2000 A and 2700 A.    The stray light was found to originate at the grating 
face and to be of visible wavelength.    Methods of eliminating the stray 
light were discussed. 
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Table 1 

Spectral intensity of the carbon arc,   including contributions 

from the  incadoscent  anode and the arc  plasma,   in watts/cm    u s*er 

> Spectral Spectral > 
0 

Specirnl 

A Intensity A Intensity A Intensity 

kkll 138 3883 1520 3581 1035 
^303 136 3881 I98O 3578 579 
^356 130 3878 1560 3576 335 
^329 127 3875 880 3573 199 
U301 125 3871 2010 3570 147 
U?7h 123 ^865 1290 3567 159 
U?k7 122 386? 1^90 3565 178 
^33 120 3857 1530 3562 197 
^218 1^5 385^ l6J(0 3559 210 
1^216 231 3851 1780 3554 026 
U213 231 ßkö 1650 3551 217 
U205 153 38^6 12 uo 3549 202 
hl98 301 38^3 1050 3546 193 
kl92 m 38i*l 976 3543 191 
klQO 2kk 3838 979 3538 172 
^175 175 3835 897 3532 136 
U169 23^ 3829 876 3518 95-2 
Ul66 23U 3823 Ö28 3504 67.I 
kl6h 199 3818 775 3491 54.9 
U158 2k6 3813 724 3477 45.7 
I4IS3 2k6 3807 Gkh 3463 42.9 
MW 165 3793 508 3449 40.1 
^137 16U 3779 394 3422 37-5 
^123 •  153 3766 312 3395 35.9 
U109 133 3752 216 3367 34.8 
i+082 110 37214 110 3339 33.4 
hO^h 9k.k 3697 77.0 3311 32.8 
U027 83.1 3670 66.5 3284 31.2 
3999 79.3 36ii2 64.5 3256 30.2 
3972 80.1 3615 68.6 3229 ^9-0 
39^5 78.1 3601 93-1 3200 27.8 
3916 77.1 3596 103 3174 26.6 
3903 77.6 3590 287 3146 25.2 
3ÖÖ9 90.9 - 3587 561 3118 23.8 
3886 365 3584 87Q 
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Figure 2    Spectral absorptance of carbon coated total radiation gage 
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Figure 3    Total  radiation gage 
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Figure k    Schematic of total radiation gage circuit 
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figure   7    Oscillogram showing radiation gage response  to a constant 
amplitude heat pulse 
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Figure 9 Photograph of shock "tube model used for stagnation point 
radiative heat transfer measurements 
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Figure 1C Oscilloscope trace showing response of the stagnation point 
total radiation gage 
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Figure 11 Shock standoff measurements on a 1-J-" flat-faced cylinder 
model.    Top photograph was taken with an iraagjs converter 
camera.    Bottom photograph was obtained using the rapid 
shutter.    Photographs do not have the same magnification. 
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Figure 12 The rapid shutter. Top: Schematic of rapid shutter 
mechanism. Bottom: Schematic showing how standoff distance 
measurements are made in the shock tube. 
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Figure 13- Effect of test gas radiation on the total gage measurement. 
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Figure 15 Exit compartment of modified Jarrell-Ash monochromator 
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Figure 16 Optical arrangement of the prism and grating monochromators 
with the shock tube 
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Figure 20 Field of view and gas volume geometry for data reduction of 
monochromator measurements. Top: Two dimensional field of 
view. Bottom: Gas volume geometry. 
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Figure 22 Spectrograms of CN bands from the plasma of a carbon arc. 
The top spectrogram was obtained in order I and the bottom 
was obtained in order II. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF SHOCK TUBE WAVE SPEED 
TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS BY A MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE 

A. A. Taylor* and R. Watson** 
Engineering Center 

Arizona State University 
Terape, Arizona 

Abstract—Optimum spacing of wave speed transducers in a shock tube has 
.     been obtained by a computing machine routine using a Monte Carlo technique. 
I The calculations assume random errors in the signals from the velocity 

pickups within a spread of digital counter timing errors over 100 otherwise 
identical cases. Least-squares fits to the simulated velocities were made 

I     and the number of intercepts falling within different tolerances at the 
I     shock tube end plate were counted. A comparison of the resulting velocity 

intercepts to the true velocity (using typical experimental velocity pro- 
•     files) was then made in terms of a fraction of the 100 cases for a given 
5     tolerance (e.g., litfo)  around the true velocity. Results are interpreted in 

terms of an optimum spacing and number of transducers for an assumed 
velocity profile with shock Mach numbers up to Mg = 10. The results 
presented are for an instrumented t'jst section length of lOJr feet, but the 
method may be applied to other shock tubes and other velocity ranges. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

■        Although the measurement of shock wave velocities is generally a 
I     relatively straightforward procedure, in cases where severe variations in 

velocity occur along the test section, a linear extrapolation of velocities 
determined from a few observation stations can lead to significant errors 

Iin the calculated gas properties;  this is particularly true if the time 
wvcolnf.^rtn   of  fViA  moacnrn ncr   evst.ATn   i <;   rvP  f.ht*   nr^PT   nf  nl ns-or-nH mis   on*» 

I 
resolution of the measuring system is of the order of plus-or-minus one 

*Captain, USAF, Present Address:    Los Angeles Contract Management 
District, AFSC, Los Angeles, California. 

**Present Address:    Heliodyne Corporation, Los Angeles, California. 
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microsecond. The present study describes a procedure to determine the 
optimum location for wave speed Instrumentation and provides a measure of 
the statistical confidence for velocity measurements in individual shock 
tube experiments. 

References 1 and 2 report on velocity profile measurements in shock 
tubes, but the experiments were concerned only with the variation of shock 
speed along the tube for various driver/driven pressure ratios and gas 
combinations. No attempt was made to predict the accuracy of the velocity 
measurements nor was any criteria for placement of the wave speed instru- 
mentation given. 

The calculations for the present study are based on a typical measure- 
ment system using thin-film gages and digital counters. The accuracy of 
measurement of shock wave velocities with a digital counting system depends 
principally upon the maximum counting rate used. Other factors of 
importance are, of course, the spacing and number of gages used. The 
calculations presented here account for the effects of these factors on 
the accuracy of measured velocities as compared with true (assumed) 
velocities, and the results may be interpreted as design information for 
shock tube wave speed Instrumentation systems. 

I 

II. DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL WAVE SPEED INSTRUMENT SYSTEM 

The measurement system considered in this study is typical of a large       ' 
number of shock tube installations. These systems utilize the signals 
generated by the resistance change in thin-film gages (3) as the shock i 
front passes, to actuate digital counters. The average shock velocity is       I 
then computed from the time Interval required for the shock wave to traverse 
the distance between gages. A series of gages and counters is often used 
to estimate the variation In wave speed along the shock tube. A variation 
of this approach utilizes a series of counters operated from a master 
oscillator (h). 

The use of a master oscillator results in a reduction In the over-all 
counting error coopared with a system using separate oscillators for each 
set of gages, and such a system was assumed for this study. The reduction       i 
in over-all counting error occurs because the timing error in the (n+l)-        J 
counter tends to be offset by the error in the nth-counter since the total 
error from the initiation of the first count until the termination of the 
last count is limited to plus-or-minus a single count when a master 
oscillator is used. If each counter bank had a separate oscillator, the 
total counting error in a single experiment could be as high as plus-or- 
mlnus n counts for n counting Intervals. I 

It Is apparent however, that for any measurement system, an analysis of 
velocity measurements based on maximum possible deviations from the true 
velocity (e.g., by use of maximum timing errors, etc.) has little practical 
significance because of the statistical improbability of the occurrence of 
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this maximum deviation in actual experiments. The timing errors actually 
assume random values of the plus-or-minus one count, and the probability of 
the extreme error limits occurring in an individual experiment is small. 

III. COMPUTER MODEL 

In order to determine the most probable timing errors in shock tube 
experiments, a computer model of the shock wave velocity profile was con- 
structed to allow calculation of a large number of simulated experiments 
with random errors being assumed in the velocity measuring apparatus. 
Identical (true) velocity profiles were assumed for each of the sets of 
simulated experiments, and various simulated velocity measurements were 
obtained each being the result of the occurrence of a series of random 
timing errors throughout the system. The most probsfcle excursions of 
measured profiles for a given true velocity profile were then calculated. 

By a comparison of the variances of the results of otherwise identical 
series, it was determined that a series of 100 tests was sufficient to 
establish valid results. 

A. Introduction of Error 

Since finite distances between pickup locations are used, the 
measured velocity is actually a mean velocity V rather than an instantaneous 
velocity, i.e., . J: ^ 

V m      ±  m  i  
t 

Vdx 

-Ä 5S (1) 
x2 - x1 

where V is the true mean velocity between the two transducers located Ax 
apart If t is the actual time interval required for the shock wave to 
traverse the distance between the transducer locations. 

However, an uncertainty exists in the mean velocity V due to uncer- 
tainties in the time interval t. Thia velocity uncertainty AV is given by 

AV - -|1 ^ (2) 

where At is the error in the true time interval caused by the inherent 
inaccuracy In the counting units which display only Integral units of 
time (single counts). Since the signals from the wave speed transducers 
are not synchronized with the oscillator wave form, the timing errors would 
be different for each of a series of shock tube experiments even if the 
velocity profile were the same for all runs; the timing errors would be 
random fractions of the maximum possible error of plus-or-minus a single 
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count.    The velocity error AV is superimposed on the true V and may be 
additive or subtractive, depending on the direction of the timing error. 
The velocity as given by the measurement system is then V « V +  AV   and 
is assumed to be the wave speed midway between the thin-film gages. 

A sketch illustrating the possible introduction of error in the measured 
velocity (for a single experiment) at the end plate of a shock tube compared 
to the-true velocity is shown in Fig. 1. 

B. Simulation of Velocity Measurement 

The origin for the assumed, or true, velocity profile was taken at 
the end plate of the test section, i.e., as would be required for reflected 
shock wave tests.    For the great portion of the Mach number range covered 
in these calculations, the experimental velocity profiles in shock tubes 
appear to be linear functions of velocity near the end plate (l,2,5). 
Proceeding towards the diaphragm from the end plate, higher order components 
of the velocity profile become important. 

Assuming the velocity to be a polynomial function of the distance from 
the end plate, an assumed true profile may be constructed.   Within each 
measurement interval along the shock tube length, a velocity error defined 
by equation (2) can be imposed as a result of the random timing error. 
From the values of V =» V + AV    at the midpoint of the measurement interval, 
a least squares analysis for curve fitting may be used to determine a 
simulated measured velocity intercept (modified from the true velocity by 
the random timing errors) at the end plate.    If the assumed true profile 
is held constant while repeated sets of random errors are Introduced and 
the resultant error-modified velocity intercepts calculated, the fraction 
of the population of intercepts falling within specified limits about the 
true intercept can then be determined.   "This intercept fraction is shown 
in the shaded area of Fig.  2.    Thus, for individual shock tube experiments, 
the probability of an experimentally determined intercept being within a 
specified tolerance from the true velocity intercept is the fraction of the 
population of calculated intercepts that lie within the tolerance width. 
An equivalent confidence limit may be associated with the prescribed 
tolerance limits, i.e., a certain percentage of all velocity measurements 
will fall within the tolerance band around the true velocity. 

C. Computation Procedure 

Input information to the computer program consisted of (a) a set 
of transducer locations, and (b) polynomial coefficients appropriate to 
the assumed velocity profile (5>6). Available experimental velocity pro- 
files were analyzed by the Abbreviated Doolittle method (7) to determine 
the polynomial coefficients required to represent these profiles. The 
results indicated that over a distance of about twenty feet before the end * 
plate is reached, simple linear or quadratic models were not adequate for 
all cases. Accordingly, cubic and quartic profiles were also considered 
in the present calculations. Thus, the true velocities were determined 
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2 1 k from a general expression of the form V = V0 + ax + bx   + ex    + dx    ,  the 
coefficients beinc taken as variable parameters according to the representa- 
- ive data of Ref's.  5 ,and 6.    While higher order profiles may be more severe 
than those ordinarily experienced with a cold helium driver gas up to 
Mg = 10, the inclusion of cubic and quartic profiles assured coverage of 
a wide range of shock tube operating conditions. 

For each set of input data, a random velocity intercept was calculated 
for each of five true velocities corresponding to Mg = 2, U, 6, 8 and 10 
at the end plate.    For the transducer interval Ax nearest the diaphragm, 
the true mean velocity V was calculated.    A random number stimulus was 
provided to calculate a random timing error  At.    The corresponding 
velocity error  Av was added to the true mean velocity V to yield the 
resultant velocity measurement, V = V +  AV. 

For the succeeding interval, a new random timing error was generated. 
At this point, however,  a check was performed to determine if the total 
timing error for both intervals summed to less than one count which is 
the maximum over-all timing error that can result in a system using a 
master oscillator.    If the total  At was greater than one count, the random 
number process was recycled until the   £t was within the correct range; as 
discussed previously, the maximum error in the total   At can be only plus- 
or-minus one count when using a system with a master oscillator. 

The calculation of random velocity errors proceeded in this fashion 
until values were obtained for all intervals subject tc the restriction 
that the total timing error was always less than one count.    With these 
values, a regression analysis was performed to determine the experimental 
intercept on the end plate. 

The process was repeated 100 times and the mean, the variance, and the 
fraction of intercepts within specified tolerances of the true velocity 
were obtained for the given combination of transducer locations and velocity 
polynomial coefficients.    A large number of variations in the transducer 
locations and spacing were made and the computation procedure repeated for 
each set to give the fraction of the intercepts associated with each con- 
figuration. 

IV.    EITECTS OF MECHANICAL PIACEMENT Oi  TRAIISDUCERS ON VELOCITY ACCURACY 

The previous sections have been concerned with random errors due only 
to timing uncertainties.    Errors in uncertainties of the actual or effective 
gage location affect the spacing  Ax and hence can also contribute to a 
velocity error.    Sources of uncertainties in Ax are caused by (a) initial 
placement of the transducer mounts (measurement tolerances),   (b) width of 
any unknown unhomogeneities in the thin-film material (deposition uncer- 
tainty), and (c) thermal expansion of the shock tube. 
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The velocity error caused by a location uncertainty is 

-Al.   =   -AL. (3) 
V Ax 

where   AL is> the uncertainty in location of a gage and it is seen that 
this effect is independent of the shock wave speed.   Assuming measurement 
tolerances of 1 ,001 inches on four dimensions required to locate a set 
of transducers (one each for the transducer mount and its hole location 
in two adjacent shock tube sections), a conservative over-all spacing error 
is_i .004 inches.    For a spacing of one foot "between the transducers, 
AV/v is less than 0.0^%  for a spacing of two feet, AV/V is less than 
0.02% 

Unhomogeneities in the films and uncertainties in the location of the 
film on the transducer "base can contribute to an uncertainty in the 
initiation of the timing signal.   A conservative estimate for this error 
may be obtained by considering the width of the unhomogeneous region to 
be the total width of the film.    If AL is ~0.20 inches, then for a Ax 
of one foot AV/V is ^0 2%.    The effects of unhomogeneities alone are 
probably much less severe than the preceding calculation indicates since 
thermal diffusion times for thin platinum films are typcially much less 
than a microsecond (8) and counter triggering should occur when the shock 
wave passes the leading edges of the film regardless of unhomogeneities. 

Uncertainties in transducer location due to thermal expansion may be 
estimated from the thermal coefficient of expansion of the shock tube 
material.   For an aluminum shock tube with a change in ambient temperature 
of 60^, AV/V is only about 0.08^. 

In comparison to these errors, the velocity error introduced by a 
timing uncertainty of i 1 microsecond for a transducer spacing of 2 feet 
is about 0.5c/o at Mg = 10.    Thus the effects of mechanical placement of the 
transducers are generally unimportant compared with possible timing errors. 

V.    RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Based upon the magnitudes of timing and mechanical placement errors, 
it is apparent that for high Mach numbers, the dominant error is caused by 
the timing uncertainty when 1 microsecond counters are used.    At low Mach 
numbers, the errors due to timing and mechanical uncertainties are about 
equal but both errors are small and do not affect the accuracy of velocity 
measurement appreciably.    The results presented here are therefore based 
only on errors due to timing uncertainties.    The calculations were restricted 
to cases with transducer locations limited to a lO^- feet long section pre- 
ceding the end plate;  interpretations of the results were made in terms of 
the fraction of velocity measurements that would lie within a specified 
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tolerance at the end plate. 

The majority of calculations were performed for master oscillator 
frequencies of 1.0 and 1.2 megacycles. A gain of from 3 to 10$ in the 
intercept fraction can be achieved by using the 1.2 megacycle oscillator 
(0.833 microsecond least count). The results of a series of calculations 
indicated that 6 measurement intervals (7 transducers) spaced about 21 
inches apart (the last transducer being in the end plate) gave the greatest 
percentage of measured velocities falling within specified tolerances of 
the true velocity. Table I summarizes the results. 

If a 10 megacycle oscillator is used with a 0.1 microsecond least count 
system, results (not presented in detail here) indicate that the velocity 
uncertainties due to timing errors are less than those due to mechanical 
placement errors for the 6-interval spacing of Table I. No attempt was 
made to optimise spacing for a system with 0.1 microsecond counters. 

Variations in the intercept fraction for different measurement intervals 
become more pronounced as the order of the velocity polynomial is increased. 
For both cubic and quartic models, the intercept fraction for each tolerance 
band initially increased with the number of measurement intervals, then 
reached a peak and finally diminished. Increasing the number of intervals 
restricts the freedom of the curve fitted to the experimental points so 
that less error in curve extrapolation results. However, increasing the 
number of measurement intervals in a fixed distance of the test section 
decreases the spacing between transducers which in turn increases the 
velocity error (as per equation 2). The optimum number of intervals and 
their spacing thus lies betv/een these two extremes. 

If it is desired to measure shock wave velocities at an observation 
point before the end plate is reached (as in incident shock wave studies), 
then the transducer spacing should be distributed about the observation 
point since the variance achieved at the midsection of the instrumented 
portion is less than at the end points. For example, the variance at the 
midpoint of the 6-interval configuration of Table I is about one-half 
that at the end plate. 

In all cases, it is important to note that with any transducer spacing, 
a general degradation in confidence in the velocity prediction occurs if 
the order of the velocity polynomial is increased. To apply the techniques 
of the present study to a particular shock tube installation, the experi- 
mental velocity profiles should be analyzed to prevent overestimation of 
the order of the model which severely penalizes the expected confidence. 
A lesser number of transducers (and counting units) will suffice if the 
velocity profiles are not severe. 
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A MULTIPLEXED SPARK SOURCE SCHLIEREN SYSTEM FOR SEQUENTIAL 
OBSERVATION OF HIGH SPEED SHOCK WAVE PHENOMENA 

W. M. Robinson*, R. Watson**, and J. G. Dean*** 
Engineering Center 

Arizona State University 
Tempe, Arizona 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

A multiple spark, modified schlieren system that yields a sequenced 
series of photographic observations of high speed shock wave phenomena in 
a shock tube has been constructed and its operation is described in this 
paper.    Optical multiplexing of the light output from four short duration 
(^0.5 microsecond) spark light sources spaced radially about a pyramidal 
mirror permits independent silhouette records of a shock wave to be taken 
at electronically preset intervals from 6 to 200 microseconds apart.    The 
multiplexing of the light beam allows effectively high framing rates to be 
obtained without requiring a high speed drum camera or Kerr cell, and all 
records are taken on a single U x 5 inch Polaroid film. 

This system permits a series of observations to be made of the develop- 
ment of shock wave phenomena in a localized region of the shock tube. 
Utilization of a "defocuscd" optical system reduces the problem of back- 
ground illumination due to incandescence in the hot test gas. 

A schematic diagram of the optical system is presented along with 
experimental records of the interaction of an incident shock wave with a 
model in the shock tube test section. 

♦Present Address:    California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, 
California. 

**Present Address:    Heliodyne Corporation, Los Angeles, California. 
***lst Lt.  USAF, Present Address:    Headquarters, Space Systems Division, 

Los Angeles, California. 
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II. OPTIC - PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM 

A. The Optical System 

The optical system incorporates a multiplexed principle and uses 
the same optical path for a series of separate channels through the test 
section area (see Fig. l). Four separate high intensity light sources S-^ 
at right angles to one another are focused individually onto the surfaces 
of a four-sided pyramidal mirror PM-^, and each light source is then adjusted 
to completely fill a single concave mirror M.,. From the mirror M,, the 
optical path for all four sources is through the test section windows W, 
onto another concave mirror Mp. The images of the four sources are then 
separated by the surfaces of a second pyramidal mirror H-Ip at the focal 
length of Mp. Thus the light from the sources is collimated through the 
test section with the images of all four sources focused at PMp. Immediately 
in front of H^, four round apertures A, the same diameter as the image 
of the sources are positioned to remove light rays that are refracted by 
density gradients in the test section; the apertures thus serve as circular 
knife edges as in a conventional schlieren system. 

Achromatic lenses L are placed so as to form a real image of the virtual 
image of the test section formed by mirror M2. A film pack holder containing 
U x 5 inch Polaroid film is positioned at the focal plane of the system. 
The lenses L are positioned so as to reduce the image sizes to accommodate 
all four pictures on the same film sheet. The system thus allows four 
independent schlieren pictures to be taken in sequence as rapidly as the 
four individual light sources can be flashed. The same area in the test 
section is illuminated each time and reference points in the test section 
may be compared with'the relative positions of flow phenomena taking place 
in the area of observation. 

Luminescence from the hot gas behind the shock wave is emitted in all 
directions, but only the radiation essentially parallel to the optical path 
of the collimated light in the photographic system is focused onto the film 
because the limiting apertures (A) reduce the solid arcle for the hot gas 
emission. This "defocusing" effectively decreases the intensity of the hot 
test gas "relative to the intensity of the light sources and thus relieves 
to some degree the high intensity requirement of the sources. Also, the 
essentially collimated light from the sources is adjusted to just cover the 
area of the test section windows. In this manner the ratio of the flux of 
illuminating light from the spark sources to the flux of light radiated 
behind the shock wave is kept to a maximum. 

Except for the achromat lenses L, the entire optics system is composed 
of first surface mirrors so that the system produces no chromatic aberra- 
tions. The off-axis light source position (with respect to the normal 
to the flow field in the test section) bends to cause astigmatic and comatic 
aberrations in the source image. However, these effects are minimized by 
keeping the deflection angles 0-, and-? 2 (see Fig. l) as small as physically 
possible, depending on placement of the optical components. 
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B.    The Light Sources 

The optical system requires very short pulses of high intensity 
liGht to avoid blurring of the shock wave image on the photograph.    Four 
spark gap light sources were constructed,  the design being patterned after 
that reported by Kovasznay in Ref. 1.    Six tubular capacitors (0.02 micro- 
farads,  5000 VDC,  non-inductive Glassmike ASG-203-5M supplied by Condenser 
Products Co.) are located concentrically about the main electrodes to 
minimize circuit inductance, the spark being initiated by the application 
of a high voltage pulse to an adjustable trigger electrode which extends 
into the gap between the main electrodes. 

The trigger electrode adjustment, the electrical connections, and the 
lenses for focusing the spark gap onto the first pyramidal mirror are all 
self-contained in a compact Plexiglas container, allowing ease of adjust- 
ment in aligning the optical system as well as serving to insulate the high 
potentials from accidental contact or arcing to instrumentation fixtures. 
With reasonable care (e.g., a low frequency of flashing), the capacitors 
of each light source could be used for a few hundred flashes with very 
reproducible results.    The effective duration of the sources was about 0.5 
microsecond (measured at half peak intensity) and triggering of the 
individual light sources was achieved by signals from conventional thin 
film gages utilizing appropriate delays for the desired timing sequence. 
A pulse generator for each spark source was constructed with a delay 
capability in each channel of from 6 to 200 microseconds after the time 
the initial signal from the thin film transducer is received. 

III.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A sample of the photographs obtained from this system is presented in 
Fig, 2.    The last three frames were obtained r   a shock tube test following 
the one in which the first three were taken.    The individual time delays 
were adjusted to allow an approximately equal time interval between the 
sequenced photographs. 

REFERENCE 

(l)    L. S. G. Kovasznay, Rev. Sei. Instr. 20, 696 (19^9)• 
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Photographic 
Plate 

Spark Gap 
jLight Source, S]_ 

Limiting „ 
perture, A       <? 

Fig.  1.    Schematic of Two Channels of Modified Schlieren System 

Fig, 2,    Schlieren Pictures Shoyring the Flow Phenomena About a Seven- 
Sixteenths Inch Diameter Sphere for Ms = 2.11.    The Sequencing 
is 10 Microseconds Between Each Photograph. 
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DATA DISPLAY AND RECORDING APPARATUS FOR 
MASS SPECTROMETRIC STUDY OF 

CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN SHOCK WAVES IN GASES 

S. C. Barton! M. A. Dl Valentin, J. E, Dove 
Department of Chemistry 
University of Toronto 

Toronto 5> Ontario, Canada 

INTRODUCTION 

The shock tube offers many advantages for the study of chemical 
reactions in gases at high temperatures. However a serious difficulty has 
been the lack of a universal detector of high sensitivity which would be 
capable of following very rapid changes in concentration of chemical 
species. The use of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer, whose applica- 
tion to the study of fast gas reactions was pioneered in the laboratory of 
G. 3. Klstlakowsky (1,2), is an extremely promising development in this 
direction. 

The principle of the time-of-flight nass spectrometer has been 
described elsewhere (3*4)t Recent commercial models can produce complete 
mass spectra at repetition frequencies of 10 to 100 kc/s. The mass range 
which can be covered depends on the frequency used; at the highest fre- 
quency, a spectrum up to about mass number 60 or higher can be produced 
every 10 microseconds. These spectra a#e normally displayed on a cathode 
ray oscilloscope. 

In applications to the study of reactions in shock waves (2,5,11), 
gas is usually sampled continuously from the reflected shock through an 
orifice directly into the ion source of the mass spectrometer. When the 
gas is heated by the shock wave, any resulting changes In chemical compo- 
sition of the sampled gas will be shown as corresponding changes in the 
mass spectrum. In a typical experiment, some twenty-five or thirty mass 
spectra might need to be recorded separately in a time of 300 microseconds. 
Each mass spectrum could possibly contain as many as several dozen mass 
peaks, some of them very closely spaced in time. Since the height of each 
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peak needs to be measured accurately, the data recording problem is 
formidable. Several previous approaches to this problem will be 
reviewed briefly. 

Recording on to Moving Film 

This method (1,6) photographs the mass spectra from the oscillo- 
scope tube face on to moving film in a rotating drum camera. Workers 
have had serious difficulty with inadequate light intensity and with image 
blurring due to glow persistence of the cathode ray tube phosphor. Never- 
theless, with suitable equipment a large number of mass spectra can be 
successfully recorded in a time-resolved sequence. A disadvantage is that 
specialized equipment is needed. In addition to the rotating drum camera, 
an expensive oscilloscope with very large accelerating potential is needed 
for best results. At the higher repetition frequencies, the difficulties 
mentioned above are accentuated. Additional problems are encountered with 
the dead time of the oscilloscope time base, which may need modification to 
allow sufficiently rapid triggering. Also, to obtain sufficient spacing on 
the film between spectra at the highest frequencies, a rotating mirror 
camera is likely to be needed. This will probably result in a restricted 
working time and may cause synchronization problems. 

Z-axLs Modulation 

This method (7) enables oscilloscope display of the time variation 
of the amplitude of the mass peak at one single mass number, using a 
relatively slow sweep of the time base. This trace can be photographed on 
to stationary film using standard equipment and techniques. Additional 
masses can be observed by adding an extra oscilloscope and modulation unit 
for each mass, A major disadvantage is that for systems containing a large 
number of mass spectral peaks, much of the data is necessarily lost. Unless 
very many experiments are made, to cover all conceivable mass peaks under 
all experimental conditions, unsuspected effects may be missed in any 
reaction. Moreover experience has shown (11) that on arrival of the shock 
wave, mass spectrum peak shapes may be changed and the peaks may even be 
shifted slightly along the base line. These effects could cause serious 
errors in interpretation, especially because their occurrence is not readily 
discerned on the z-axis modulation records. 

A modification of this method feeds the whole mass spectrum signal to 
modulate the z-axis, at the same time using a fast repetitive horizontal 
time base sweep and a relatively slow vertical single sweep (8,9). Mass 
spectrum peaks are recorded as bright dots on the horizontal lines, while 
the vertical dimension becomes a time axis. This method would be useful to 
survey the processes occurring in a reaction, but quantitative work 
requiring measurement of spectrum peak heights is probably not feasible. 

The method described below eliminates the difficulties mentioned above. 
Moreover, apart from some fairly straightforward counting circuitry which 
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would need to be built, it uses standard wideband oscilloscopes and power 
supplies which will be available in most laboratories. The system is based 
on one developed at Harvard (10,11) but has important advantages of its own 
and differs very considerably from the earlier system, so that a separate 
description appears desirable. 

SUMMARY OF PRESENT METHOD 

Our equipment uses a shock tube linked to a Bendix type 12 mass 
spectrometer operating at 10 to 100 kc/s, whose output is displayed on 
Tektronix 5A3B oscilloscopes with 1A2 twin channel plug-ins. This type of 
oscilloscope has a 6 x 10 cm screen and 33 mc bandwidth and has been found 
very suitable. Data are photographed using standard oscilloscope cameras 
and Polaroid film. 

Two sets of signals from the mass spectrometer are used, (a) trigger 
pulses occurring once every cycle of the spectrometer (henceforwair' re- 
ferred to as "spectrometer pulses") and (b) the mass spectrum itself. 

The mass spectrometer runs continuously but data are only recorded for 
a few hundred microseconds following arrival of the shock wave. The mass 
spectrum signal is fed simultaneously into all the vertical inputs of the 
display oscilloscopes. A signal from the shock wave starts the sequence 
of events. The first oscilloscope then displays in succession a predeter- 
mined number of mass spectra, each one displaced vertically above the 
previous one. The action is then switched to the second oscilloscope, and 
so on down the line. Records obtained in this way are shown in Figure 1« 
The waveforms needed to perform these functions are proouced by electronic 
circuitry described below. 

t 
time 

mass 

Figure 1,  Reaction profile, showing arrival of shock and subsequent 
reaction resulting In decrease of mass-peaks 15, 43, 50 
but increase in the product peaks 28, 29, 30. 
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Refinements to this system include a z-axLs brightening amplifier 
which considerably improves the records, and a timing display which shows 
not only the movement of the shock wave but also each triggering of the 
oscilloscopes« In this way, the chemical reaction time scale can be 
defined with considerable accuracy. 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

Initial Triggering 

The sequence is started by a pulse from a shock tube velocity 
gauge, suitably delayed. We use the NB" time base of a Tektronix 535A 
oscilloscope as a precisely adjustable variable delay. (A simple modifi- 
cation enables this time base to be used independently, without affecting 
use of the rest of the oscilloscope for a normal display). 

Counting Registers 

The function of these units is to count and gate the spectrometer 
pulses. This is done using transistorized computer circuits described in 
reference (12). These are designed to operate reliably at counting rates 
up to 150 kc/s, so that the present system is well within their capacity« 
The terminology used in the description below is taken from reference (13)« 

Two counting registers are used, as shown schematically in Figure 2« 
Sach register consists of a number of binary circuits arranged in modified 
T connection. The binaries are identical with PSC 9 of reference (12) 
except that in most cases only two of the diode inputs have been built, 
one on each side. 

The number of binaries in the upper register in Figure 2 is made equal 
to the largest number of mass spectra that might need to be displayed on 
a single oscilloscope. The number of binaries in the lower register is 
equal to the maximum number of oscilloscopes that might be used. The 
maximum total number of mass spectra that can be recorded is thus equal 
to the product of the number of binaries in the upper register times the 
number in the lower register. The number recorded can of course be less 
than this and is easily selected by a switch« 

The sequence begins with all the binaries in the nln state, i.e. with 
X outputs at -6 volts. (To make certain that the binaries settle into 
this state when first turned on, a "set" control is provided.) Spectro- 
meter pulses are fed continuously as serial shift pulses into the diode 
gates of the upper register« The X output of one of the upper register 
binaries is selected by SI to be fed as a serial shift pulse into the 
diode gates of the lower register. 
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Full details of operations of these shift registers will be found in 
reference (12), Only a brief account will be given here. Suppose that 
at the start of operations switch SI is in position 3. This implies that 
3 spectra are to be displayed on each oscilloscope. 

The registers will remain indefinitely with their binaries in the "1" 
state until arrival of the trigger pulse from a shock velocity gauge. 
This shock wave pulse is fed as a shift pulse into the first binary of 
each register, thus shifting these two binaries to the "0" state. The 
first binary in the lower register remains in this state for a period while 
the upper register is counting. However the first binary of the upper 
register is turned back to the "1" state on arrival of the next spectro- 
meter pulse. Because of the way in which the outputs and gates are inter- 
connected, the second upper binary is simultaneously changed to the "0" 
state. After an interval a second spectrometer pulse arrives. This does 
not affect the first upper binary, but the second upper binary is turned 

to "1" and the third to "O", Similarly, a third spectrometer pulse 
changes the third binary to "1" and the fourth to "0", 

The important result of this is that on the third spectrometer pulse 
after arrival of the shock wave pulse (and not before), the X output of the 
third upper binary has changed from -6 volts to 0 volts, i.e, has nroduced 
a positive-going step. This step is taken off at the switch, amplified and 
inverted twice and then fed as a serial shift pulse to the lower register. 
The first binary of the lower register is thereby returned to the "1" 
state; the second binary of this register simultaneously changes to "0", 
The X output of the first lower binary has now produced a positive-going 
square wave which lasted from the arrival of the initial trigger pulse 
until aft'jr three spectrometer pulses had been counted. 

It is now necessary to restart the counting operation of the upper 
register. This is done by combining the X outputs of the lower binaries 
by means of "or" gates and inverters (PSC 7 and PSC 11 of reference (12) 
and feeding them back as shift pulses to the first upper binary. Thus each 
time a lower binary changes, a pulse is fed through to start the upper 
register counting again. 

The X output of the first lower binary is called "Gate 1" and can now 
be used to gate the first group of three spectrometer pulses, so that they 
can be fed to trigger the oscilloscope no, 1, The second lower binary 
serves the same purpose for oscilloscope no. 2, and so on, 

Sach time the counting register system is triggered, it runs through 
the complete sequence and produces a gating waveform for each oscilloscope 
once only. It then remains inactive until externally triggered again. 
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Gating of Oscilloscope Trigger Pulses 

In order to gate the spectrometer pulses to use them to trigger 
an oscilloscope, they are combined with a gating waveform from a lower 
register binary (see Figures 2 and 4). Combination occurs in a gate cir- 
cuit which is a modification of PSC 8 of reference (12), as shown in 
Figures k and 10. The output, after inversion in a circuit PSC 7, is fed 
to the external trigger input of the relevant oscilloscope. 

Staircase Generator 

This circuit produces a waveform consisting of a succession of 
voltage steps, which are then fed into one channel of the oscilloscope 
preamplifier and added to the vertical signal. The steps are so arranged 
that they deflect the oscilloscope beam vertically upwards between each 
sweep. The amount of deflection is adjusted at the oscilloscope. The 
circuit, shown in Figures 3 and 12, uses the positive-going square wave 
produced by the oscilloscope time base, which is available on the oscillo- 
scope front panel. This square wave is differentiated, and the pulse which 
comes from its trailing edge is converted into a step change in voltage. 

Z-axis Brightening Amplifier 

A problem with this type of oscilloscope display is that it con- 
sists of very narrow pulses (e.g. 20 nsec) on a relatively slow time base 
sweep (typically 0.5 or 1.0 usec per cm). If the cathode ray tube beam 
intensity is turned up high enough for the taller pulses to be clearly 
visible, then the base line becomes heavily over-exposed, and small peaks 
may be lost. This effect restricts the available dynamic range. The 
records can be considerably improved by simplifying part of the mass 
spectrum signal and applying it as a negative voltage to the c.r,t, 
cathode (8,9)« This selectively brightens the large mass peaks and enables 
the base line intensity to be greatly reduced. The method is shown schema- 
tically in Figure 5. Note that a delay must be inserted into the system 
to compensate for that caused by the delay line in the oscilloscope verti- 
cal amplifier. We have found that a coil of ordinary coaxial cable is a 
convenient, cheap and easily adjusted delay. It must of course be fed 
from a low enough impedance to enable it to be properly terminated without 
too great losses. Where several oscilloscope cathodes are fed from one 
amplifier, care is needed to measure and adjust for the individual 
oscilloscope delays. If necessary, the lengths of cable between final 
amplifier and c.r.t. cathodes can be varied to compensate. 

The considerable improvement that can be made in this way is illus- 
trated in Figure 6, 
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Figure 6,     Comparison of mass spectral traces, with and without 
z-axis brightening. 

Display of Oscilloscope Trigger and Shock Velocity Signals 

The signals from the shock tube velocity gauges are added together, 
combined with signals, which indicate the triggering time of the oscillo- 
scopes and recorded from a c.r.t. raster display.    The raster is produced 
by a Radionics TV/M-2A timing generator» and Tektronix 535A oscilloscope. 
The system, which is shown schematically in Figure 4, enables the time of 
triggering of the oscilloscopes  (and hence of the mass spectrometer) to be 
measured accurately, relative to the motion of the shock wave.    It thus 
allows the reaction time coordinate to be established with precision, as 
well as measuring the shock wave velocity (compare Figure 7). 

Additional Details and Construction Problems 

A small astable r.ultivibrator, adapted from reference (14), and 
operating at about 2 c/s is incorporated.    This is  found very useful for 
triggering the registers repetitively during adjustment and focusing of 
the oscilloscopes.    A higher frequency trigger is not advisable, as it 
might not give sufficient time for all the voltages  (especially those on 
the staircase generator) to decay between scans.    The system has a manual 
trigger for one shot tests,,    In addition, switch S4 enables the spectrum to 
be displayed repetitively without vertical deflection,  for ordinary visual 
observation. 

The precautions mentioned in reference (12), especially on page 7-6 
there, should be very carefully observed during the construction.    The use 

»Radionics Inc., 76 Cambridge Street, Burlington, Mass. 
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Figure 7. Raster oscilloscope trace showing 10 microsecond time 
markers (dots), velocity gauge signals (square pulses) 
and signals indicating the time of each triggering of 
the display oscilloscopes (sharp pulses), 

of heavy power and ground leads is especially advisable. Otherwise, stray 
signals from the counting circuits can cause interference with the mass 
spectrum signals. The staircase generators need to be decoupled with 
particular care, since their outputs are fed directly to the oscilloscope 
inputs. 

Non-standard circuits used by us are shown in Figures 8 to 12, The 
remaining circuits are taken from reference (12), and are indicated in 

|      Figures 2 to 4 by their "PSC" numbers in that reference. 

PERFORMANCE 

This system gives very good results and has now been A.n trouble-free 
operation for one year. It is very easy to operate. Only one switch has 
to be turned to alter the number of mass spectra to be displayed. Setting 
up is very simple when the internal oscillator is used. 

Occasionally the first oscilloscope is found to have recorded one 
spectrum more or less than the selected number. This occurs because of a 
near-coincidence between the initial trigger and a spectrometer pulse. We 
have not found that this creates any particular difficulty when it happens, 
especially since it cannot occur with any oscilloscope except the first. 
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One limitation of any system which requires frequent re-triggering of 
an oscilloscope lies in the dead time of the oscilloscope time base. A 
finite time must elapse between the end of one sweep and the beginning of 
the next, in order for voltages to decay sufficiently. Our present 
oscilloscopes require a minimum of about 5 microseconds between sweeps at 
the fastest sweep speeds. At 100 kc/s, this means that at most one-half 
of the time duration of a mass spectrum can be displayed. This proportion 
could be increased somewhat by modifying the time base circuit, with how- 
ever a risk of some loss in sweep linearity. In practice this inability to 
display for more than half the time has not been a serious limitation for 
our experiments. However we wish to point out that a fairly small modifi- 
cation of the present system would enable the whole of each mass spectrum 
to be recorded on every sweep. A small rearrangement of the connections in 
the two counting registers is required. The output of upper register binary 
no. 1 would then be used to trigger oscilloscope no. 1, upper no« 2 would 
trigger oscilloscope no. 2 and so on. As an illustration, suppose that 4 
oscilloscopes were used. The first oscilloscope would then display the 1st, 
5th, 9th, etc. spectra, the second oscilloscope would display the 2nd, 6th, 
10th, etc., and so on« The number of binaries in operation in the lower 
register would then be determined by the number of spectra to be displayed 
per oscilloscope, rather than by the number of oscilloscopes, as at present. 
The present oscilloscope trigger gate circuits would not be needed. One 
possible difficulty is variation in turn-on time from one binary to another, 
but this could probably be overcome by matching of transistors if it proved 
a problem. 
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SOLID FROFBLLANT AS A SHOCK TUBE DRIVER 

J. F. Melichar 
Ballistic Research Laboratories 

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 

A high-energy driver gas source Is needed to drive high Mach number 
shock waves Into atmospheric air.   The most common method uses the detonation 
or combustion of gases to provide the high-energy gases,   übe criterion of 
producing high internal energy gas is also met by solid propellents.    nils 
paper discusses an investigation of the usefulness of solid propellant as 
a shock tube driver. 

Upon Ignition a solid propellant evolves gas at a rate controlled by its 
surface temperature and pressure, composition and geometric configuration. 
The chemical transformation of the propellant from solid to gaseous state Is 
an exothermic controlled process producing a stable homogenous gas.    The 
thermodynamic state of that gas is dependent on the ratio of the propellant 
charge weight to the chamber volume. 

The propellant was burned In the shock tube compression chamber.    Ihe 
gaseous combustion products Increased the chamber pressure until the 
diaphragm ruptured forming a shock and rarefaction wave system.    As the shock 
wave was driven down the tube the rarefaction wave traveled ow any unexpended 
propellant, reducing its surface pressure and, consequently, the amount of 
gas evolving.   The result was a discrete slug of hot high-pressure gas 
driving the shock wave. 

One set of criteria for selecting a driver propellant was that the 
combustion products have a high internal energy#i large ratio of heats (k), 
and be capable of burning stably at pressures from 1,000 to 50,000 psi. 
A second requirement was that the propellant burn rapidly enough to reduce 
energy losses due to heat transfer.    In establishing rapid burning it was 
hoped demands on diaphragms might also be reduced.   The requirement for a 
large value of (k) was eliminated since it is approximately constant for the 
combustion products of all the propellents considered.   M9 mortar propellant, 
in a thin flake, was determined to most nearly meet the remainder of the 
requirements. 
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The computed thennodynantc properties  (l) of the VQ propellant vere used 
to predict the driven shock wave strengths.    The calculations shoved a useful 
range of chamber pressures from 500 to 10,000 psi.   As 10,000 psi was 
approached the driven shock strength did not increase relative to the chamber 
pressure.    The decreased efficiency reduced the previously structurally 
attractive driver pressure to driven shock strength ratio. 

An experiment was carried out in a 2 inch inside diameter shock tube with 
a compression and expansion chamber length of 9 and 21 tube diameters 
respectively.    The structural strength of the tube limited the maximum 
experimental chamber pressure to 5>000 psi.    Thir chamber pressure range was 
calculated to be able to drive shock waves with shock Mach numbers between 
3 and 6 into atmospheric air. 

The propellant was placed in the compression chamber in a plastic bag. 
A vented type electrical squib was placed into the charge, and connected 
through a firing circuit to a thyratron discharge of a short 300 volt pulse. 
The squib, upon closing of the circuit, ignited the propellant immediately 
surrounding it.    The combustion products from the burning propellant ex- 
panded igniting the remaining propellant. 

Uhscored copper and aluminum diaphragms were used in the experimental 
program.    The diaphragms vere selected to burst below the maximum pressure 
that could be attained if the propellant were completely burned in a closed 
chamber.   The diaphragms vere bolted between flanges, with annular gripping 
rings on their faces. 

The compression chamber pressure was monitored by a Kistler quartz 
piezo-electric transducer.   The "8ide-on"and reflected driven shock wave 
pressures were monitored by BRL tourmaline piezo-electric bar gages.    The 
gage outputs were fed to oscilloscopes through 100 kc Kistler charge amp- 
lifiers.    A time-of-arrival system was used to determine the shock wave 
velocity. 

RESUI/TS 

The experimental shock strengths were near predicted values,as 
illustrated by Figure 1.    The predicted curve is slightly higher than that 
experimentally derived.    The lower curve is for a cold helium driver and 
provides a comparison to a common driver gas. 

Figure 2 exhibits severed monitored shock wave profiles, while in 
Figure 5 two compression chamber pressure-time histories are illustrated. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESUUTS 

The compression chamber pressure-time histories indicate a smooth 
compression occurred prior to diaphragn removal.   This gradual increase 
produced a stable homogeneous driver gas resulting in the driven shock wave 
having a smooth classical step profile.    The small amount of noise monitored 
on the shock wave profiles was attributed to a combination of structural noise 
transmitted to the gages, gage characteristics, and mixing of the driver and 
driven gages. 

The propellent burned slowly up to 500 psi, then the burning accelerated 
to a more rapid rate.   With the Increase of mass evolution of gas, the 
pressure similarly Increased more rapidly.    Beginning at about 1,500 psi the 
rate of pressure increase exceeded 1,000 psi per millisecond.    This rate, 
though rapid, vas not fast enough to eliminate the need for a diaphragm. 

As the chamber pressures and the rate of chamber filling Increased, the 
diaphragms began to burst above their static strengths.    The ability of the 
diaphragm to respond vas being exceeded by the increase of the chamber 
pressure.    With higher operating pressures, and correspondingly higher 
burning rates, the overshoot of the diaphragm's static bursting strength 
became increasingly greater. 

In the experiment described a 0.007 inch thick propellant flake vas used. 
The thickness limited the burning rate, since the surface area per unit 
volume was fixed.    In subsequent experiments, in another 2" diameter shock 
tube, a 0.003 inch thick flake Increased the burning rate tvo fold.   The 
effect on the bursting of the diaphragm was more pronounced.    For chamber 
pressures of U,000 to ^,400 psi the final rate of pressure increase vas 
1,900 psi per millisecond;and the diaphragm thickness appeared to exert very 
little control on the driven shock strength.    For example, 0.0h2, 0.048 and 
0.064 inch thick copper diaphragms all released driven shock strengths 
vithin a 5^ band. 

The value of the effective diaphragm strengthening is two-fold.    It 
allovs the use of a lighter diaphragm, reducing opening times and thus 
formation distances.    Secondly in the high pressure regions, vhere the effect 
is most pronounced, it allovs the vise of thin diaphragms rather than milled 
plates    to separate the compression and expansion chambers. 

i -^tr The relationship of the M9 driver chamber pressure to the driven cho; 
wave Mach number is presented in Figure 1.    The predictions were calculated 
from thermodynamlc properties of the gaseous combustion products extra- 
polated from the data calculated by Baer and Bryson (l) for loading densities 
above 0.05 grams per cc.   The computer program used by them has since been 
updated, and has been rerun to Include loading densities below 0.03 grams per 
cc.    Preliminary results (2) indicate the previous data, including the extra- 
polations, had values of internal energy, pressure and temperature, for a 
given loading density, in the range of 5 to U percent high. 
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The variation of driven shock paraaeters from predicted, approximately 
1.5$ in shock Mach number between Ü.3 and 5.7, cannot be completely attributed 
to the small error in the thennodynamic properties.   The prediction used the 
real gas properties in the anisentropic, ideal model, driver equation (5). 
White (U) has illustrated the existence of higher than predicted shock 
strengths for large diaphragm pressure ratios based on an isentropic formation* 
from-compression model.   In the formation-from-compression model the shock 
forms in seven to ten diameters, but then accelerates.   The distance and 
magnitude of the acceleration is determined by the gases involved, their 
thermodynamic properties, the diaphragm pressure ratio, and the diaphragn 
opening-time. 

White's opening-time model indicated the shock waves driven by the lower 
Maphragm pressure ratios probably approached their maximum strength In 21 
tube diameters; but, as the shock strengths and the diaphragm pressure ratios 
increased, the shock waves should still have been accelerating at the end of 
the shock tube.    In relation to the predicted strength, the accelerating 
shock waves would not have reached their predicted strength at the point of 
measurement.    In that the predicted error is slight, it is concluded the 
prediction technique is adequate, though not exact. 

The wave system in the shock tube is represented in the wave diagram of 
Figure h,   The contact surface and shock wave did not separate rapidly for 
the test shock strengths; for example, for a shock Mach number of 5*67 at 
the end of the shock tube they are but 50 microseconds apart.    The short 
separation distance is responsible for the short testing-time, as the 
rarefaction system from the diaphragm rupture, in relation to the testing- 
time, was an order of magnitude in time from reaching the end plate.   The 
reflected incident shock wave interacted with the contact surface reflecting 
a rarefaction wave which propagated to the end plate to terminate the test 
period. 

During the short test period no effects of the reflected shock-wall 
boundary layer interaction were visible.   The thinness of the boundary layer 
due to the high density and the short testing-time were responsible for the 
lack of an observable effect.    Had the tube been used open-ended, the contact 
surface-reflected wave Interaction would have been eliminated producing a 
wave with a flat-top duration of approximately one millisecond. 

The strength of the waves resulting from the reflected shock-contact 
surface interaction were calculated based on existing analytical methods 
(5), (5)»   The technique predicted the resulting wave system, i.e., a trans- 
mitted shock and a reflected rarefaction wave, but could not accurately 
predict the strength of the waves.   Hie contact surface and wave interactions 
were not limited to the one interaction, but continued after the testing 
period was over   with a diminished effect on the pressure signature. 
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The  rarefaction wave from the reflected shock-contact surface Interaction 
In conjunction with the measured testing-time provided a method for deter- 
mining the position of the contact surface. The algebraic relationship for 
the position can be written (Equation l) by considering the wave speeds, the 
distances and the time Increments Involved (6): 

, c (wai! V a \ vn Asi m 

C is defined as a function of the shock strength and distance (x) from the 
diaphragm and is presented in Figure 5, (tt) as the flat top duration pre- 
sented In Figure 6,  (a.) as the sound speed ahead of the driven shock wave, 

My.    as the ratio of the shock wave velocity (u ) to a., W  as the ratio of 

the reflected wave speed to a1, U  as the ratio of the particle velocity 

behind the shock wave (iu) to a., and A  as the ratio of the reflected sound 

speed to a.. The shock parameters vere calculated using real gas tables and 

represent the case of a real gas. The location of the contact surface (x ) 
Co 

vlth respect to the diaphragm at any time (t) would be given by Equation 2. 

*cs - .ü2 t <■ (UB - U2) tC (2) 

C has been evaluated for the experimental 21 diameter case and should not vary 
significantly for several diameters.    The position (lc«)e of the contact sur- 
face relative to the diaphragm, when the shock wave strikes the reflecting 
end plate, is given algebraically by Equation 3. 

r "21 
(Xje   -   X[C ^ (1-c) u^J (3) 

OONCLUmNQ REMARKS 

It was determined that M9 propellent is a suitable driver fora conventional 
shock tube.   The propellent burns smoothly and rapidly producing high energy 
gaseous combustion products.   The pressure-time profiles of the driven shock 
waves were found to be acceptable, with only a slightly less ideal wave form 
than that produced by a cold helium driver. 
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A THEORETICAL AMLYSI3 OF THE DRIVER-RESERVOIR 
METHOD OF DRIVING HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNELS 

Rooert F. Flagg 
Institute for Aerospace Studies University of Toronto 

Toronto, Canada 

INTRODUCTION 

One limitation to the duration of the steady state reservoir condition of 
a tailored hypersonic shock tunnel is the arrival of the head of the rarefaction 
wave which has been reflected from the upstream end of the driver as in Figure 
1. This reflected wave, which results from the bursting of the diaphragm, 
cannot be eliminated directly out can oe controlled to advantage. Fo1" example, 
the quasi-steady test time may be increased simply by lengthening the driver 
to a value such that the reflected rarefaction wave does not arrive at the 
downstream reflecting surface until after a given period of time. The driver 
length cannot be extended indefinitely since the limit to the test time may 
then be determined by the arrival of the tail of the rarefaction wave. The 
optimum test time for a given geometry occurs when ooth the head and the tail 
of the rarefaction arrive simultaneously at the reflecting surface. This 
point is discussed in detail by Holder and Schultz in reference 1. Further 
gains in test time can only oe obtained by lengthening the overall length of 
the entire tube while preserving the driver to driven length proportion. 
This raises the practical problem of space and cost since relatively long 
sections are required if tunnel test time is to be increased significantly. 

Another technique for increasing the tunnel test time is the so-called 
driver-reservoir technique suggested by Henshall, Teng, and Wood (ref. 2). 
They demonstrated experimentally that this method can significantly increase 
the shock tunnel running time. However, the physical model used to explain 
the results is in error. They suggested that since V.e closed end of a shock 
tube reflects a disturbance of the same sense as the incident, disturoance, 
(shocks reflect as shocks and rarefactions reflect as rarefactions) and that 
an open end reflects a disturbance of the opposite sense (shocks reflect as 
rarefactions and rarefactions reflect as shocks) that there would exist a 
partially opened-partially closed configuration that would produce a Mach 
wave i.e., a vanishingly small disturbance for a given set of initial con- 
ditions, analogous to the steady transonic tunnel case. However, it will be 
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shown suosequently that, in general, a very complex flow containing both 
steady and unsteady flow regimes is generated and for a unique nozzle area 
ratio a flow system is possiole which contains no downstream running distur- 
bances. Hence the running time of a hypersonic shock tunnel may be increased 
without recourse to extension of the length of the facility, 

SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

The essence of the driver reservoir proolem is the interaction of rare- 
faction wave with a perforated plate separating a constant area duct and a 
large volume.  In ref. j the equivalence oetween a perforated plate or wire 
grid of a given open to closea area ratio and a nozzle of the same ratio was 
established. In ref. k  it was shown from chambered shock tuoe theory that for 
cross-section area ratios greater than aoout o, the results of an area change 
are essentially those obtained from an infinite area ratio. Hence, the 
reservoir can oe assumed to oe infinite in diameter with little loss in 
generality.  The prototype and the flow system to be analyzed are shown 
schematically in Fig. 2. 

A partial analogy exists between the driver-reservoir case and the case 
of colliding unsteady expansions. Recall that the solution to the problem of 
two colliding rarefaction waves can be ootained either oy using the method of 
characteristics in the (x,t)-plane wherein all of the details including the 
interaction region are laooriously calculated or oy applying the simpler 
(p,u)-plane analysis to predict what final disturbances will emerge from the 
collision. The latter approach is considerably less involved and yields all 
of the required information for the resulting quasi-steady states.  However, 
no details of the interaction region can be obtained in this manner.  For the 
(Pju)-plane analysis the appropriate equations are applies to solve the pro- 
blem "in the large". A discussion of such interaction problems is given in 
Ref s. 5 and 6. 

A similar approach can be used in the driver-reservoir flow problem. 
That is, a solution can be obtained either by analyzing the complex inter- 
action region using the laoorlous method of characteristics in the (x,t)- 
plane or oy moving away from the interaction region and with the aid of a 
simpler (p,u)-plane analysis and the appropriate steady and unsteady flow 
equations, obtaining an analytic algebraic solution for the disturbances 
that finally emerge from the interaction region. 

The type of analysis in effect neglects the effects of secondary inter- 
actions of cnaracteristic lines. As shown by Bird (ref. 7) this assumption 
is valid as long as the wave strengths are not extreme. The neglect of 
secondary characteristic interactions implies that a definite wave pattern 
oounding quasi-steady regions finally emerges from the interactions.  It will 
be shown later that the experimental data agrees well with the simplified 
theoretical approach hence the neglect of secondary disturbances appears to 
ce a reasonable assumption. 

i 
I 
I 
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EXrAiJSlüJ;  PROCESüEü 

When the  liaphragm separating the  Iriver ana driven sections  opens,   the ga: 
in the   iriver  (the  term "iriver" will  ce  restricted  to  the  region cetween the 
j-iaphragm ana  the perforatej plate)   anaergoes  an unsteady expansion to a new 
state   (:u)  Fig.   i,  which is  fixed  oy the   initial conditions  in  coth iriver 
anu drive:,   sections. he gas  flowing through trie  nozzle   jr peri'orated plate 
;itimately  undergoes  a steady expansion to  a conuiuion  (2s),  whljh  is fixea 
;y the  area ratio  and  is governed the   steaa; fj omce  tne 

pnysicax properties  of tnese two expansion.;  are very  different,   some    patching 
relations. 

 r -•. ^-cren 
of tnese  two processes   is  necessary  in terms  of additional   unsteaay waves  to 
satisfy  ti.'.-   s   uniary  conditions   imposed  oy  each flow.     It   is  essentially  the* 
"patching"   solutions which provide the  oasis  for theory of tne   driver- 
reservoir technisue. 

An isentropic  expansion of a perfect gas may oe either steady or unsteady. 
The unsteady  isentropic expansion of the driver gas  is  such that  the pressure 
distribution  in tne  ariver  (Fig.   l)  will oe  changing with time.     For the back- 
ward  (left)   facing rarefaction wave R,   a quantity P defined oy  (ref.   5) 

P - 
?  -  1 

a + u 1) 

is constant across tne unsteaa;. expansion and provides the relation cetween 
thermal ana directed motion. Tne pressure ratio across an unsteady expansion 
where the gas is initially at rest may ce written as 

27U. 

■u 
(7, -1) u, k ^u 

V1 

k 
;2) 

Tne steady isentropic expansion of the reservoir gas through the nozzle 
produces a pressure distribution which after the initial starting transient 
is invariant with time. The steaay flow energy equation provides the counter- 
part of Eq. 1, ana is expressed oy 

C T 
p 0 

C T 
P 

(3) 

The pressure ratio across an isentropic steady expansion, where the gas is 
initially at rest, follows from Eq. 3, and 

^s 
i - 

\ J (M 

Note that Eqs 
state expande 

(2) and (4) are not in general equal ana that a giver, initial 
to a given velocity by ooth methoas will not yieia the same 

temperature or pressure. The properties of the two expansion flows are shown 
clearly in the (p,u)-plane on Fig. 3' 
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From Fig. 3 it is seen that there is only one point other than the initial 
state where the two expansions will produce the same end state.  This unique 
state is found by equating Eqs. (2) ana (k)  giving 

(7, -1) u0 N
2      7,-lx n x

2 

Solving for u yields: 

u3    k 
- r—rr    or M, = rr—— (6) 

%    V1        3     3 -74 
It is worth noting that a detailed analysis of the conditions at this point 

(the "cross-over" point) and their compataoility with the tailoring constraint 
is done in Appendix A. The results show that very stringent requirements are 
placed on the initial conditions if both tailoring and cross-over conditions 
are to be satisfied simultaneously.  (The problem is trivial if only the cross 
over condition is specified (i.e. nontailored operation) since the shock tube 
initial conditions may De readily adjusted to yield this value. However it 
is assumed throughout this paper that tailored operation is implied.) 
Appendix A demonstrates that the conventional shock-tunnel driving methods i.e. 
hydrogen drivers, helium drivers and comoustion drivers will not satisfy ooth 
of these requirements simultaneously. In fact for air as the driven gas only 
a driver gas having a specific heat ratio of 1.18 will satisfy this require- 
ment for perfect gases. 

Additional disturbances, shocks or expansions or combinations of the two, 
will be necessary to "patcV the steady and unsteady flow regimes, for the 
general case. 

POSSIBLE WAVE SYSTEMS 

The problem of determining the wave systems which will patch the two 
expansion flows for a tailored condition reduces to the following. A point 
(A) (the so-called right state of ref. 5) as in Fig. 3s is specified on the 
unsteady expansion curve corresponding to the tailored condition. A nozzle 
area ratio is chosen for the steady expansion curve, hence a point (B) (the 
so-called left state of ref. 5) is specified on the steady expansion curve. 
These two points must now oe connected by some additional unsteady distur- 
bances, such as left or right running shocks, left or right running rare- 
factions, Mach waves or combinations of these. 

There are many combinations that can be hypothesized from these distur- 
bances. However, most of them are "unstable", that is, they consist of over- 
taking waves which would have to originate (at infinity) prior to the inter- 
action hence violate the initial collision conditions (at t = 0) of the pro- 
bl/m. Several "stable" transitions do exist. Stable transitions are those in 
which no change in the character of the patching wave system occurs with time, 
that is the waves are receding from the interaction. It should be noted that 
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any right running wave arising from the aoove wave system will ultimately 
overtake the incident shock if the tube is sufficiently long. However, it 
will be assumed that the tube is short enough in that the incident shock 
reflects from the end of the tube oefore any overtaking occurs. It will oe 
shown later that only cases that contain no right running waves are of interest 
hence this point is of little interest. 

An additional restriction must be imposed on some wave systems, since the 
strength of the left (upstream) running wave must be such that it either 
stands still in the laboratory coordinates or is swept downstream to the 
right.  The restriction to be satisfied is 

£ 

where, Mjr^ is the flow Mach number evaluated at the nozzle exit and Ms' is 
the shock Mach numuer of the upstream running shock based on a shock velocity 
taken with respect to the velocity and sound speed of the gas Just upstream 
of the shock.  Shocks of greater strength would propagate upstream into the 
nozzle and oreak down the flow, hence are "unstaole". 

The patching waves which emerge from the interaction region are the result 
of the collision of rarefaction waves and compression waves which are generated 
when the initial left running rarefaction first interacts with a decreasing 
area ratio (the exit (right Fig. 2) side of the nozzle) and the transmitted 

I     rarefaction wave interacts with an increasing area ratio (the entrance(left) 
j     side of the nozzle). A second interaction occurs when the disturbance generat- 

ed at the entrance side of the nozzle, moves downstream through the exit of the 
nozzle. The detailed nature of the interactions can only be obtained oy using 
the methoa of characteristics. The final emergent wave system is the product 
of several basic shock (compression wave) and rarefaction wave interactions. 

In references 8 and 9 these basic interactions are discussed. It is shown 
(ref. 8) that for real gases the overtaking of a rarefaction wave by a shock 
(compression wave) always results in a reflected shock and a transmitted rare- 
faction wave if the overtaking shock is weak, and a transmitted shock if the 
overtaking shock is strong. In ref. 9 it is shown that in the case of the 
overtaking of a shock wave by a rarefaction wave both reflected shock waves 
and rarefaction waves are possible.  If the overtaking rarefaction is weak 
then the transmitted wave is a shock wave; if it is strong then transmitted 
rarefaction wave results. 

Since at the nozzle both of these cases can exist, it can readily oe shown 
that 9 staole configurations are possible (counting the 5 limiting cases 
which have transmitted or reflected mach waves), as shown in Table 1. 

Which of the nine stable systems occurs in a given situation depends on 
two parameters; the ratio of the tailored shock Mach numoer to cross over 
shock Mach numoer (MST/MSX), and the ratio of the actual nozzle area ratio to 
an iaeal nozzle area ratio (5/0IDEAL)J that is,        there will be three 
distinct cases which depend on whether the tailored condition occurs at a 
lower, identical to, or higher velocity than the cross over velocity and for 
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each of these three cases there will De different subcases produced depending 
on whether the nozzle area ratio is larger, identical to, or smaller than the 
ideal value. 

Case 1 MST/MSX< 1 

For this case the tailored conditions occurs at a lower velocity or 
shock Mach nuraoer than does the cross-over condition. (Methods of finding the 
tailored and cross-over conditions are given in ref. 10 and Appendix A 
respectively.) 

This is the case usually found in practice and is representative of the 
more common modes of operation,"He/Air, H./Air and Comoustion gases/Air.  The 
possible wave systems are indicated on the (p,u)-plane of Fig. k,   and axe 
tabulated in Taole 1. For no nozzle i.e.5 - 1 the matching is accomplished 
by a single left running rarefaction wave ana right running shock wave (wave 
system 3). This right running shock will ultimately reach the shock tunnel 
reservoir region and increase the reservoir pressure       signaling the 
end of the steady running conditions. As the nozzle size is decreased the 
strength of ooth the left running rarefaction and right running shock are 
decreased. When 5=5i^a single right running shock is sufficient to join the 
two flow regimes (wave system 6). A further decrease in nozzle area ratio 
gives rise to left and right running shocks (wave system 9) the right running 
shock decreasing in strength as the left one increases in strength. As 5 
approaches  Sjpg^L the right running shock become progressively smaller and 
vanishes in the limit and the matching is accomplished by a single left (up- 
stream) running shock (wave system 8). It is important to note that in this 
limit there are no right running disturbances other 
than Mach waves are being produced in the flow (except for the original incid- 
ent shock).  Hence, no waves are availaole which could alter the steadi- 
ness of the shock tunnel reservoir.  The initial rarefaction wave has been 
replaced by a steady expansion, a single left running shock and Mach waves. 
If the nozzle area ratio decreases further, non-ideal operation again occurs 
in that matching is accomplished oy a left running shock wave and a right 
running rarefaction wave (wave system 7)• The right running rarefaction will 
ultimately propagate into the reservoir region and decrease the reservoir 
pressure and signal the end of the steady reservoir conditions. The static 
pressure profiles proauced along the tube for the several types of waves 
systems, are included in Fig. k. 

Case 2 MST/
M
SX = 1 

This case is not usually found in practice but is included for com- 
pleteness.  It corresponds to the case where the tailored condition and the 
cross over condition occur at the same state.  It is the simplest of the 
three cases to analyse and is closest to the explanation put forward in ref. 
2. The possicle wave diagrams are shown in Fig. 3 and tabulated in Table 1. 
For 5=1, matching is accomplished through a left running rarefaction and a 
right running shock (wave system 3)-  As in the previous case the right 
running shock will propagate into the reservoir region and end the steady 
tunnel reservoir time. As 5 is decreased ooth the shock and the expansion 
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weaken till in the Limit aj 0 approaches ^li'LAL i^oth vanisn simultaneously 
(wave system lj),   leaving no aisturuances in tne flow.  Ihe jteaay anJ 
unsteady expansions are now matched together without that aid of any auditional 
disturbances. This is the iaeal situation for tne Ms-p = M3X case.  If t    is 
further decreased, tne rules of the shuck ana rarefaction art- interchanged, 
the shock propagating upstream ana the rarefaction propagating aownstream 
into the reservoir region, and eventually lowering the reservoir pressure 
(wave system 7)■ The static pressure profiles along the tute for this case 
are incluuea. in Fig. j. 

Case 3 MsT/Msx >1 

This case is not generally attainea in practice cut is incluuea since 
it may oe of further interest in tailored chemical shock tunes where exotic 
gases or mixtures of gases are ueing investigatea.  Tne possiole wave systems 
are indicated in Fig. L ana are Las.xlatei in Tasle 1.  For no nozzle, 3-1, 
the matching is accomplished by a single left running rarefaction and a right 
running shock (wave system -), a situation which will ultimately produce an 
increase in pressure in the shock, tunnel reservoir region. As b is decreased 
the strength of the left running shoe/, decreases until as 5 approaches JIDEALJ 

which is also equal to  ox ^or this case, matching is accomplished uy a single 
upstream running rarefaction wave (wave system c).     The initial starting 
rarefaction has Deen replace: ty a steady expansion, a left running rarefaction 
wave, ana Mach waves. This is to ue contrastei to the Msm/Mgx< 1 case where 
the matching in the ideal case was accomplished through the steady expansion 
and a left running shock.  As b  is decreasei further l'rom 'JIDEAL? a pair of 
right and left running rarefaction waves is sufficient to patch together the 
two flows (wave system l). As o is aecreasea further, the left running 
rarefaction wave decreases in strength until in the limit as b approaches bR 
a single r.ght running rarefaction wave is sufficient to Join the flows (wave 
system ^) .  This character is symmetric to tne Ms'j/M3x<l case where a single 
right running shock could patch the two flows out for b greater than  ';ID£AL 
rather than '- less than  'IDEAL*  -^ ' ^s further decreasea, matching is 
obtainet oy the addition of a left running shock (wave system 7)• The 
pressure profiles for the aoove cases are also shown on Fig. 6. 

In summary, it is found in general, that it takes two additional unsteady 
distun ances to match tne steady flow of the reservoir gas with the unsteady 
flow of the driver gas.  Further, there are special cases where only one dis- 
turbance is required, and what is very important is that it is possible to 
choose the nozzle area ratio to make this disturoance a left (upstream) running 
jisturuance.  This disturoance will oe either a shock wave or a rarefaction 
wave depending on the ratio Mjp/Mox an' i-n  ^^e limit as this ratio approaches 
unity(i.e. the cross-over point) matching is accomplished automatically. 

For all cases if the nozzle area ratio is made larger than the ideal value, 
right running shocks will propagate into the reservoir region and increase the 
reservoir pressure.  Conversely, if the nozzle area ratio is made smaller than 
the iaeal area ratio a rfn efaction wave propagates into the reservoir region 
decreasing the reservoir pressure.  This fact was ouserved in the experimental 
work of ref. h   and suostantiates the present analysis. 
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It  should be noted that the mass  flow could have  been used instead of the 
pressure in a "(m,u)-plane"  analysis.    However the  features of the expansion 
flows in this plane are similar to the behavior of them in the (p,u)-plane. 
Hence,   to imply that the two flows can oe patched if' the mass flows are matched 
is not  sufficient since equal mass  flows does not  imply equal pressures or 
velocities except,  as has been shown above,  at the  cross-over point. 

IDEAL NOZZLE AREA RATIOS 

In the previous section it was  shown that a wave  system containing no right 
running disturbances of any kind can be obtained by expanding the gas in the 
reservoir through a steady expansion to a certain specific value,  which is 
governed by the area ratio 5    of the nozzle which is placed between the 
driver and reservoir regions. 

It was specifically shown that for the cases MST/^SX 
= ^ &n^ ^Sx/^Sy^ ''" 

the ideal area ratio is the cross over area ratio.    For these two oases a 
simple  exact result for the  ideal nozzle area ratio  can be obtained. 

From  steady isentropic flow theory,  the nozzle  area ratio is related to 
the flow Mach number by 

5 - -- M- 
2 u ■ r 2N\ 

3VJ 

i 
"   2 

/V1' 
\\-\ 

Lvi (7) 

Substituting into this relation the  value of the flow Mach numoer at the 
cross-over point gives for the  ideal nozzle area ratio: 

if k+f 

IDEAL ~ 3- 
2(V1) 
n^F For 

Ms_T 

MSv* 
(8) 

Note the interesting result that 5    is a function of the driver gas ratio of 
specific heats only and is  independent of all the other parameters.    Values 
of B are plotted in Fig.  7 and tabulated in Table 2  for the range of driver 
gas ratios  of specific heat of  interest. 

For Msm/Msx<l the introduction of the upstream running matching shock com- 
plicates  the  system to the extent that no simple result for 5    has ueen ob- 
tained to date.    This is unfortunate  since it is the  case of immediate interest 
The ideal area ratio can oe calculated as follows.    For a given ?x>^ an^ 
tailored shock Mach number, the  corresponding diaphragm speed of sound ratio 
can be found from a simultaneous  solution of four equations,  as shown in Ref. 
10.    The  area ratio 5 may be found by using these four parameters as inputs 
to a system of equations which includes Eq. A-l (Appendix A)  evaluated at the 
tailored shock Mach number 
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Equation 2 evaluated at  the tailored velocity 

■k 
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7 

1  - 
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Oo) 

the general  shock velocity-pressure ratio relation written for the left  running 
matching shock 

u. 
is 

u_ 
a4N 

/LW1) 

p- P' ^JU   r4 

Pi,      P 
-   1 

3s 
V1 P<u ^ 

14 

Vlpi4   p3sJ 

(11) 

the pressure ratio across  the  steady expansion as given oy Eq.   (k)  aoove, 
the  speed of sound ratio  across the steady expansion given by 

13 1 - 
7   -1 

4 
2   i U-      \     -   2 

3s   N 
ai 

(12) 

and an area-ratio-velocity relation for steady isentropic flow which may be 
expressed oy,            7K  + 1 1 

lv   2(7, -1) ,                  2      7h   ' 
7^+lN     "  h W u 

—; 
3s ■ • ¥ ce; (13) 

The procedure for finding 8 consists of solving Eq. (9) for u-^a^, 
substituting into Eq. (10) to obtain p-Ju/pii, then solving simultaneously Eqs. 
(ll) and (U) for u^s/ai, using the auxiliary equation Eq. (12) for the speed 
of sound ratio. Finally u^s/ai, is inserted into Eq. (13) to yield 6 . 

This system of equations was solved numerically on the IBM 7090 using the 
above procedure. The results are presented in Fig. 8 and tabulated in Table 

From Fig. 8 it is noted that the ideal nozzle area ratio, 5IDEAL> ^or 't'le 

case MsT<MSxo ^s s0"16^8-^ greater than 6X depending on the tailored shock 
Mach number. The lowest shock Mach number shown here is 2.0, since ai lower 
values the analysis begins to break down. For example Ms«p = 1 implies a zero 
velocity of the unsteady expanded gas or no flow in the nozzle. As seen in 
Fig. 8, for increasing values of tailored Mach number the value of öJDEAL 
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rapidly approaches 6    from aDove.    As a practical matter,  as a first trial 
value to use in an experimental  situation the value of ox would usually suffice, 
the nozzle  being enlarged as the results of the experiment dictate. 

In this respect,   it should be noted that the experimental value for hy- 
drogen driving air (öj^g^L =  1/3)»   as determined in ref.  2,  agrees very well 
with the exact value from this theory öIDEAL - 0'3Ö2  and &x = 0.378,  consid- 
ering that  real gas effects,  viscous effects,  attenuation and secondary 
interactions  are neglected. 

Although the above has been derived for the tailored condition it  is 
possible to operate "off-tailored"  and still use the driver reservoir to 
extend the   steady state  shock tunnel reservoir time.     In general,   over- 
tailored operation (M^Mgrj)   requires a nozzle  smaller than the ideal 
(tx Bj^gAL,   see Fig.  k)  and  for "under-tailored"  operation (M3< Msm)  requires 
an area ratio larger than ideal.     It may ue  seen from Fig.  8 that  the value 
of ^DEAL  changes very little,   especially at the higher  values of Mg^,   conse- 
quently,   the  iceal nozzle area ratio will usually suffice even for the  "off- 
tailored"   conditions.    This effect was verified in ref.   2 where it  is noted 
that within  the accuracy of the  experiment,  öIDEAL was  satisfactory for  a wide 
range of over and under-tailored conditions. 

DRIVER-RESERVOIR TEST  TIME LIMITS 

Within  the limits of the  analysis it was  shown that the driver-reservoir 
removes two  of the test time limitations from shock tunnels,  that of the 
arrival of the reflected head  and tail of the rarefaction at the shock tunnel 
nozzle.    However,  test time limitations due to waves  arriving at the nozzle 
cio not vanish entirely since the unsteady matching disturbances which are being 
generated and propagated along the duct must be dealt with but later in time. 
New interfaces ana contact regions  are Deing generated out  since they are pro- 
duced oy nearly isentropic  compression waves or at worst weak shocks their 
effect  can  usually oe   iisregarded. 

For the  case where Mgm  = Mg    and & = nXEAL'  t^6 limitation to the test 
time now i -  the arrival of a shock wave at the nozzle  as  can be seen from 
Fig.  9^  (reieve.'.L wave  systems   shown in Table 1 are drawn  symbolically for 
completeness  since a detailed  calculation by the method of characteristics 
has  not  Deen  lone).    This wave  is the end result of the  incident shock oeing 
reflectei  first  from the  shock tuoe  downstream end then travelling  upstream to 
the reservoir nozzle and then again travelling downstream zo the shock tunnel 
nozzle. 

The  resulting running time  can oe many times tne original tailoreu test 
time for usual  shock tuoe geometries.     It must  oe noted that new test time 
limitations  can now be  imposed which are now more  stringent than this,  as  oy 
mass flow,   radiative or convective heat loss  considerations,  for example. 

For  the  case where Mgrp/Mg      <1  and ö - ÖIüEAL?   
the matching between  steady 

and  unsteady  expansion  is made  by a  left running shock.     Therefore,   the 
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limitation to the test  time  is now the  arrival  at  the  shock tunnel reservoir 
region of the right-running  rarefaction wave,  which is generated by the  col- 
lision of the original  reflected shock and the  upstream running patching  shock 
as   indicated in Fig.  9b.     That this disturbance must  be an expansion for  all 
physically possiole ratios  of specific  heat was  shown in ref.   11.     The 
expansion which limits  the test  time in this  case was observed in ref.   2. 
However,   they incorrectly ascribed this to the  original expansion being 
"deiayed"  at the reservoir.     From a comparison of Fig.  11a and 12b  it  can be 
seen that the test time for this case will  be greater than the original  (no 
driver-reservoir)  test time  out will generally be less than that produced by 
the MST/MSX0 - 1  case  becaus-' the limiting disturbance is generated closer 
to the  shock tunnel nozzle reaervoir region.     There is also an additional 
interface or interface region which is generated  by the patching shock (see 
Table  l) which is not  significant  since  it  is  found that the mismatch shock is 
relatively weak.    However,   if the nozzle and diaphragm stations are made 
coinc dent,  then this  second interface  can in principle,  at least,   be made 
coinc; lent with the original  interface  and adjustment of the  tailoring Mach 
number     o a somewhat higher value will obscure this  effect. 

1' ::r Ms^/Ms    >1 and & =   t'IDEAL the situation is  similar in character to the 
Mgrn/Mg < 1 case except  that  shocks are replaced by expansions  and visa versa. 
The  end of the steady test  time  is signalled  by the  arrival of a shock or 
compression wave which is  the  result of the  interaction of the reflected 
normal  shock and upstrc-an   running patching rarefaction wave.     This type  of 
collision was analyr ref.  7,  and it is  shown that the disturbance must 
be  a shock or compn;/   . .;;> wave for all physically possible specific heat 
ratios.     The wave diagram for  this case  is shown in Fig. 9- 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown  that  a complex flow containing both steady and unsteady 
flow regimes is produced  by using the driver-reservoir technique to extend 
hypersonic shock tunnel running times.     It  is  shown that by assuming the 
existence of a patching wave  system that  separate  quasi-steady states  a 
solution can be obtainea  "in the large"  by using a (p,u)-plane type of 
analysis.    The results  show that  in general  two additional disturbances 
separated oy a contact  surface are necessary to  satisfy the boundary con- 
ditions  imposed oy the  two different expansions.     It  is also shown that the 
actual flow pattern resulting  from a given set  of initial conditions  is 
uniquely determined by the parameter.; M3rp/M3xo and b/6iDEALj  where Mg™  is  the 
tailored shock Mach number,  Msx  is the  cross-over  shock Mach numoer,   o is  the 
given nozzle area ratio and ^IDEAL is t^6 nozzle  area ratio which produces no 
downstream running waves.     For a few special  cases the flows  can be  joined 
with  a single disturbance  and for three unique  cases  corresponding to 
Mgrp<Mg   ,  Mg™ = Mg   ,   and Mgm>Mg    an upstream running  shock,  a Mach wave,   and 
an upstream running expansion respectively are produced.    Since no downstream 
running disturbances  (other than Mach waves)   are  contained in the flow,  the 
shock-tunnel reservoir region will remain undisturbed for a longer period of 
time.     In effect,   the driver-reservoir when used  ideally will replace the  initial 
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unsteady expansion by a steady expansion, an upstream running disturbance, 
and Mach waves,, hence limitations due to both the reflected head and the tail 
of fie original expansion are eliminated. 

The ideal nozzle area ratio, which will produce this optimum condition 
( ^[DEAJj) ^

S
 
calculated for a wide range of conditions and comp&red with the 

availaole data. The agreement is very gooa considering that ideal, perfect 
gas flow is assumed throughout, and that secondary interactions of 
characteristics are neglected, and it lends support to the validity of these 
assumptions. 

It is worth noting that a (p,u)-plane type of analysis is ideally suited 
for this type of problem, once it is assumed that quasi-steady states must 
exist after the interaction.  However, it lacks the detail that a character- 
istics diagram in the (x,t)-plane provides. Consequently, it would be of 
value to do a characteristics solution in the (x,t)-plane for a few cases in 
order to establish precisely how the final wave system is generated. A com- 
parison of the (p,u)-plane analysis (where secondary interactions were 
neglected) with a more exact analysis in ref. 7, shows good agreement as 
long as the wave strengths are not too large, which is generally the case in 
the present analysis. 

The effect of driver length was not considered in the present problem. 
However, it can be seen that it is desirable to generate the final states in 
the neighbourhood of the driver reservoir. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the present analysis is representa- 
tive of the physical conditions and can oe used with confidence to predict 
values of the ideal nozzle area ratio in order to extend the running times of 
a hypersonic shock tunnel. 
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NOTATION 

A area 
a speed of sound 
Cp specific heat  at  constant pressure 
f "tailoring constant" 
g "cross-over    constant" 
m molecular weight 
M Mach wave 
Mf flow Mach numoer 
Ms shock Mach numoer 
Msj tailored shock Mach numoer 
Msx cross-over  shock Mach numoer 
p pressure 
P defined oy Eq.   1 
R left  (upstream)   running unsteady expansion 
R right  (downstream)  running unsteady expansion 
Ä universal gas  constant 
S~ left  (upstream)  running shock 
5 right  (downstream)  running.shock 
S^ incident  shock 
T temperature 
t time 
u velocity 
p density 
7 specific heat ratio 
6 ratio of nozzle minimum area to tube cross section area  (A*/A-,) 

IDEAL area ratio which produces no right  (downstream) running disturbances 
(except  a Mach wave) 

05» area ratio which produces a single right  (downstream)  running unsteady 
expansion 

3* area ratio which produces a single right  (downstream)running  shock 
)* conditions  at  nozzle minimum area 
)-, driven  section initial conditions 
)2 conditions behind a moving normal  shock 
)^u conditions  in unsteady expanded driver 
)?s conditions  in steady expanded river 
V driver  initial conditions 
)c conditions behind reflected normal  shock 
)0 stagnation  conditions 
) conditions at  shock front s 
)y cross-over  conditions 
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TABLE d 

CROSS-OVER AREA RATIO VERSUS DRIVER GAS SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO 

73 5x 

1.05 .^33 
1.10 .430 
1.15 .^21 
1.20 .413 
1.25 .404 
1.30 .396 
1.35 .388 
1.40 .379 
1.45 .370 
1.50 .362 
1.55 .354 
l.oO .345 
1.67 .333 
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1.1 

1.3 

l.k 

l.h 

1.5 

1.5 
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TABLK ■3 
j 

IDEAL NOZZLE AREA RATIO FOR MST<MSX 

71 
M

ST 0IDEAL >4 yl Srp 
bIDEAL 

1.1 2.0 .^39 1 • 5 l.l 10 .5ö2 
1.2 Ml 1.2 .362 
1.3 .kkc 1.3 .364 
1.^ .kkk 1.4 .365 
1.5 .kk5 1.5 067 
1.67 .kkc 1.67 . 571 

1.1 2.C .kze 1 c 
> J 1.2 OC . 3t2 

1.2 .k2o i    ; 
.   ^ w ^ 

1.3 .k^O 1.4 .3b5 
l.k ^32 1.5 .367 
1.5 .^33 1.67 .370 
1.67 .k'^ 

1.1 2.0 ■ kll 1 .67 1.1 2.0 . 36c 
1.2 .^15 1.2 .3^3 
1.3 .Ulfe 1.3 .371 
l.k .419 1.4 .375 
1.5 .U21 1.5 .37.4 
1.67 .U25 1.67 .376 

l.l 2.0 .i+01 1, .67 1.1 5-0 .33^ 
1.2 .403 1.2 • 337 
1.3 .U05 1.3 .3^0 
l.k .407 1.4 .3J43 
1.5 .UoS 1.5 .346 
1.67 .410 1.67 .350 

1.1 5.0 .379 1. 67 l.l 10 • 333 
1.67 .383 1.2 .53^ 

1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
l.k 

2.0 .338 
.390 
• 392 
.39^ 

1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.67 
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APPENDIX A - ANALYSIS OF THE CROSS-OVER POINT 

It is worthwhile to see if the point denoted as the "cross-over" point is 
of practical interest» for if it is , the problem of using the driver-reser- 
voir technique is considerable simplified. The velocity u^ in general, is 
related to the shock Mach number by: 

(A-l) 

Using Ms    to denote the shock Mach number for the cross-over condition and 
equating alqs.   (6)  and (A-l) results in 

2 V1 
M

sx    ■ 2 VI    %1 MSx 
1 = 0 

Msx -y-rr aki+ 
VV 

(A-2) 

The positive root provides a physical  solution given by: 

a,     + 1 
41 

i 
2 

(A-3) 

or for the case where ah-,» 1 (generally M » l) this can be approximatea by: 

Msx     71+1 —i a 2 —-— 
%i       V1 - g (A-1+) 

where,  g,  the  "cross-over constant"  is  defined by this equation.    Equations 
(A-3)  and (A-U)  are plotted in Fig.  A-l for several specific heat ratios of 
interest and Eq.   (A-4)  is plotted in Fig. A-2 for the complete range of 
specific ratios of physical interest.     If the shock tube is to oe operated 
at the cross-over point a restriction is placed on the values of Ms that may 
be used for a given speed of sound ratio across the diaphragm. 

If this  constraint were the only one placed on the  shock Mach number 
there would be no problem with using the driver reservoir as the initial con- 
ditions  could be readily adjusted to yield this shock Mach number.    However, 
in addition to the above, the shock tunnel is required to be tailored, hence, 
there is an additional constraint placed on the shock Mach numoer.    Reference 
10 presents the  exact tailored shock Mach numbers for a wide  variety of 
driver anddriven gases and diaphragm speed of sound ratios.    An exact analytic 
solution has not  been obtained.    However,  for the assumption of a large shock 
Mach number,   i.e., Mg» 1,  a simple approximate expression for the tailored 
shock Mach number is given by (ref.  10), 

M
ST» 

^(7^1)2(7^-1)  -   [27^   (71-1)(71++1)(71+1)3] i   . 

T3^! l{7k-l)2{7i+i)  . 2  ^   (7^1)   (7^1) 
(A-5) 
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Equating Eqs.   (A-4)  and (A-3),  the approximate equations for the cross over 
and tailored shock Mach numoers yields, 

2[(7u-l)
2(71+l)-2 u(71-l)(71++l)]=  (7J4+1)|(71+1)(71+-1).  27^(7^1)(7^+1)(7^1)^ 

(A-6) 
Hence there are only certain combinations of specific heat ratios that will sat- 
isfy both the cross over and tailoring requirements, simultaneously. For the 
special case of 7j_ =\    Eq. (A-6) reduces to 

7 =2 7  7 
Equation (A-6) is plotted in Fig. A-3' Note that this figure can be used to 
immediately determine which catagory (i.e. Mg^ ^ ^Sx) 

a given set of initial 
conditions falls into if Ms can oe assumed large, it should oe noted that the 
driver and reservoir gases are assumed initially at the same temperature and 
pressure. Msrp and Msx can oe matched if different initial temperatures and 
pressures exist in the driver and the reservoir. However, this mode of 
operation does not appear to oe a practical one since it introduces the pro- 
blem of heating driver gas and cooling the reservoir gas and adding a second 
diaphragm. To prevent mixing different gases or alternatively, mixtures of 
gases could in principle produce the same end pressures. However, an inter- 
face separating the different gases of different emperatures would give rise 
to an additional tailoring constraint. In general the conditions across this 
second interface could not oe arbitrarily presented and hence would not be 
tailored simultaneously with the first interface. 

Included in Fig. A-3 are the points corresponding to Helium/Air, Hydrogen/ 
Air and Combustion/Air modes of operation. One notes that none of these 
combinations corresponds to the situation where the tailored shock Mach number 
and the cross-over shock Mach number are identical. Hence, some additional 
disturbances must be generated in these cases to match the two flow regimes. 
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COMBUSTION STUDIES IN THE LTx'IAS HYPERSONIC SHOCK TUNNEL DRIVER 

R.  P. Mason* and N. M.  Redd;^ 
Institute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto 

Toronto, Canada 

ABSTRACT 

The relative advantages and disadvantages of heated, electrically heated 
and comoustion drivers are discussed. It is pointed out that for many appli- 
cations, particularly when simplicity and low cost are at a premium, the com- 
oustion driver offers many advantages. Many workers, however, have found 
that this method is limited by its lack of repeataoility, unless special 
precautions are taken. The work done at UTIAS in a 2-in.x 2in. shock tube 
using a crimped aluminum wire confirmed that even great care could not pre- 
vent occasional combustion problems, especially detonations. However, a 
method employing tungsten wire has been proven to give smooth and repeataole 
comoustion even with 60% helium dilution in a stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen 
mixture. The method requires no special care and is simple, cheap and re- 
liaole. In conjunction with a program of diaphragm calibration, the method 
has oeen employed to give extremely repeatable tailored interface operation. 
Tailoring Mach numoers from 6 to 9-5 have been achieved by using both constant 
volume and constant volume-constant pressure driving techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 

A hypersonic shock tunnel requires a driver which is capable of both high 
pressures and temperatures, the reason for the latter oeing that tailored 
operation at high shock Mach numbers is usually required 

For example, room temperature helium tailors at snock Mach numbers of 
3.3, whereas if heated in some fashion to 700oK the tailored Mach number is 
about 5.5 (ref. l). Various methods of heating the driver gas have been em- 
ployed, namely, 

* Research Fellow 
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(a) Heating the driver gas in the tube by means of a heated jacket (ref. 
l), known as the heated driver. 

(b) Electrically heated driver (ref. 2) 

(c)  Combustion heating by burning stoichiometric mixture of oxygen and 
hydrogen with helium dilution. 

The disadvantages of the heated driver are many, including the technical 
problems of pumping, storing and transferring gases at high pressures, seal- 
ing of hot driver gases at high pressures up to 30,000 psi without the use 
of organic seals of any kind, and the uncertain distribution of temperature 
within the driver gas. However, even when these are solved, the basic 
limitation of temperatures due to strength considerations makes the method 
unsuitable for tailored operation of a shock tunnel at large enthalpies. 

Another promising technique is the electrically heated driver. Theoreti- 
cally, constant volume combustion of stoichiometric oxygen and hydrogen mix- 
tures diluted with 70^ helium will produce a tailored shock Mach number of 11 
(ref. 2). However attenuation and heat losses to the driver wall reduce the 
values that can be obtained in practice to about 7 or 8. The disadvantages of 
this are: a) The initial pressure governs the final driver temperature and 
indirectly controls the radiative losses to the driver wall, and hence the 
final temperature and pressure that can be obtained, b) Erosion of driver 
liner material contaminates the test flow. 

There are many advantages offered by combustion-drivers, namely that there 
are no high pressure and temperature problems, the method is simple, cheap and 
no contamination of test gas if a heated tungsten wire is used to ignite the 
mixture. Also, the operation of a hypersonic shock tunnel at tailored shock 
Mach numbers up to 10.0 comes within the capability of a research institution 
with limited funds. The occasional occurance of detonation in the comoustion 
driven technique which has influenced many research workers to abandon this 
method, could be avoided entirely by using the heated wire technique 
(this method was initiated by Hendershot, see Ref. 3) and observing some 
special precautions. Thus, the main aim of this note is to describe these 
aspects of the problem. 

IGNITION SYSTEMS FOR COMBUSTION DRIVERS 

The success of combustion drivers mainly depends on the way in which com- 
bustion is initiated. Point ignition was used in almost all the early methods 
so that detonation was frequently experienced. The possibility of point 
ignition is completely eliminated in the heated wire technique by heating the 
wire throughout its length just enough to initiate burning of the combustible 
mixture. The wire contamination problem, which frequently accompanied the 
early methods, is entirely avoided by retaining the wire after combustion. 
The various ignition methods employed and their relative advantages and dis- 
advantages are outlined in Table I. 
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It can be seen from Table I that the method employing a heated tungsten 
wire such as used at UTIAS has many advantages, whereas no disadvantages have 
been found to date. The wire is a General Electric tungsten wire of 0.010 in. 
diameter and an energy of 280 joules is discharged from a 50 jiF capacitors 
into the 7 ft. length, causing it to glow bright (cherry) red. 

CONTAINED COMBUSTION STUDIES IN THE 2-in. x 2-in. SHOCK TUBE DRIVER 

Although considerable care was taken at all times, occasionally erratic 
comoustion and detonation were oeing encountered with the crimped aluminum 
wire used at one time in the 2-in.x 2-in. driver. Figure 1 shows a pressure 
history of erratic combustion with helium dilution as high as 80 per cent. 

However, a later series of tests using the heated wire technique 
immediately brought about an improvement, such that relatively smooth and 
repeatable combustion was ootained even with 65 per cent helium dilution, as 
shown in Fig. 2. It is interesting to note that there are two successive runs 
on Fig. 2, which were so similar that the two traces are almost completely 
superimposed. An added advantage was that the wire can be reused, as many as 
five times, without encountering combustion problems. The pressure rises 
obtained at different initial pressures and dilutions are plotted in Fig. 3> 
and compared with the analysis of ref. k.    The time to reach peak pressure 
is also plotted in Fig. k.     In both cases the results are similar to those 
reported in ref. 5« 

APPLICATION OF THE COMBUSTION DRIVER TO THE OPERATION OF SHOCK TUNNEL 

Having obtained repeatable combustion, the first criterion for repeatable 
operation of shock tunnel had been met, the second being the repeatability 
of bursting strength of diaphragms. The latter is not exceptionally stringent 
if tailoring is required in the range of shock Mach numoers up to Ms ^7.0, 
when constant volume combustion is utilized. However, if partial constant 
pressure combustion (ref. 6) is used to achieve tailoring shock Mach numbers 
up to 10, then the accuracy of diaphragm oursting strength is more important. 

Detailed calibration of diaphragm strength both in a static calibration 
rig and in the 2-in.x 2-in. shock tube was done. The diaphragms used are 
stainless steel of thickness varying from 0.019 to 0.0^7 inches. They are 
cut with a tolerance of0.0005 in. by means of a milling cutter (see ref. 7). 
Samples of the diaphragms are tested by bursting in a Hydraulic Test Rig 
described in ref. 8. Both in the shock tube and in the test rig the standard 
deviations of oursting pressure averaged about! 10 per cent.The bursting 
pressures of diaphragms of 0.029 in. thickness are given in Fig. 5- The 
lengths of the vertical bars indicate the experimental scatter in bursting 
strength. 
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INVESTIGATION OF TAILORING CONDITIONS 

! 

I 

! 

Detonation-free, repeatable combustion is necessary for successful j 
operation of a hypersonic shock tunnel, especially, if tailored interface 
operation is desired. After having obtained smooth, repeatable combustion 
using a heated tungsten wire, this method was utilized to obtain a rarge of 
tailoring shock Mach numbers. Constant volume combustion with different 
helium dilutions is employed to obtain tailoring shock Mach numbers in air. 
The tailoring shock Mach number is that which gives a reflected Mach wave 
when the reflected shock refracts at the contact surface and gives a reflected 
pressure history which remains constant during the tunnel running time. This 
condition is achieved by varying channel pressure for a given combination of 
initial charging pressure and helium dilution. Some typical tailored pressure 
histories as well as combustion pressure histories are shown in Fig. 6. 

Tailoring shock Mach numbers attainable from constant volume burning is 
limited by the attenuation of the incident shock wave in the channel. How- 
ever, it has been shown in refs. 6 and 9 that by using partial constant press- 
ure burning tailoring shock Mach numbers could be extended up to Ms- 10. 
This principle was used in the 2-in. x 2-in. shock tube to extend the range of 
tailored shock Mach numbers. During these runs helium dilution was tried at 
70 per cent, and "over-pressure" combustion ratios varied from 1.27 to 1.67. 
(This ratio is defined as the ratio of pressure rise in contained combustion 
to the pressure rise at the instant of diaphragm rupture.) Tailored shock 
Mach numbers were extended up to 9•^5.  Typical reflected pressure histories 
are shown in Fig. 7- The first three (a to c) pressure traces in Fig. 7 are 
considered tailored. The.slight rise in the reflected pressure histories is 
probably due to the arrival of the tail of the rarefaction wave from the dia- 
phragm station. The fourth trace (d) is slightly over-tailored, since the 
reflected pressure history increases with time. Further details are given in 
ref. 10. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Provided that simple precautions are taken regarding cleanliness of the 
high-voltage contact points and wire tightness, it has been demonstrated that 
very repeatable and smooth combustion can be achieved using the heated 
tungsten wire technique. The same technique was used to obtain tailoring 
shock Mach numbers up to M^ 9•^5» Under these operating conditions repeatable 
detonation-free combustion, and repeatable diaphragm bursting strength are 
the deciding factors. The comoustion method has the advantage of simplicity 
and low cost, which is well within the capabilities of small research institutions. 
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a) 80% Helium; Ms>6. 12 

Horlz: ldiv*200/L/sec. 
Vert : ldiv«330 psi. 

(both traces) 

b) 75% Helium; Ms = 6.64 
Horiz: ldiv=200/i/sec. 
Vert : ldiv»330 psi. 

(both traces) 

c) 70% Helium; Ms = 7.42 
Horiz: ldiv = 200^ser. 
Vert :   ldiv«330   psi. 

(both traces) 

FlG.e REFLECTED PRESSURE (TAILORED) HISTORIES AT DIFFEKENT 
HELIUM DILUTIONS (Constant Volume Combustion) 
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a) Mr»8.18; Overpressure Ratio"!.27 
Hoflz. Scale: ldlv"0.S msec. 
Middle Trace:ldiv>200 psi. 
Lower Trace: ldiv>240 psi. 

b) M8"8. 74;Overpressure IUtio«1.42 
Horit. Scale: ldiv»0.5 msec. 
Middle Trace: ldiv-480 psi. 
Lower Trace :ldiv« 100 psi. 

O Ms-9.45; Overpressure Ratio>1.50 
lloriz. Scale :ldiv«0.5 msec. 
Middle Trace: ldiv-200 psi^ 
Lower Trace: ldiv»240 psi. 

d) Ms*9.85:Overpressure Ratio«!. 67 
Horiz. Scale :ldiv«0.5 msec. 
Middle Trace: ldiv-400 psi. 
Lower  Trace ldiv-480 psi. 

I IC. 7     REFLECTED PRESSURE HISTORIES WITH DIFFERENT "OVER- 
PRESSURE COMBUSTION RATIOS" (CONSTANT VOLUME-CONSTANT 
PRESSURE COMBUSTION) 
Helium Dilution: 70% 
Test Gas : Okyfen 
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AN MHD AUGMEN TED DRIVER SHOCK TUBE 

R.   Leon Leonard and Peter H.   Rose 
Avco-Everett Research Laboratory 

Everett,   Massachusetts 

ABSTRACT 

A j x B accelerator has been placed just downstream 
of the driver diaphragm in an electric arc driven shock tube 
to augment the velocity of the driver gas and permit shock 
front velocities in excess of the limit now imposed by radia- 
tion losses within the arc driver.    The driver gas is helium 
seeded with potassium.    The j x B accelerator has a spatially 
decreasing B field of 40 kilogauss peak magnitude which 
permits constant current density and constant gas tempera- 
ture along the channel.    Total currents up to    400, 000 amps 
are possible using a 120 kilojoule capacitor bank as an 
energy source.    With an energy input of 67, 000 joules to 
the arc driver and 43, 000 joules to the accelerator,  the 
system yields a front velocity of 12 mm/jis; putting that 
110, 000 joules into the driver alone yields 9 mm//jtß.   The 
duration of test gas with the accelerator operating is the 
same as with the shock tube alone,   between 5 and 10 j^s. 
Shock velocities up to 22 mm/jis are predicted for the shock 
tube accelerator combination at the maximum available 
power level.    The advantage of this technique is its produc- 
tion of a clean,   homogeneous test gas with properties 
established by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. 
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AN MHD AUGMENTED DRIVER SHOCK TUBE 

R.  Leon Leonard and Peter H.   Rose 
Avco-Everett Research Laboratory 

Everett, Massachusetts 

INTRODUCTION 

High enthalpy technology encompasses many fields,  and the avail- 
ability of laboratory tools for creating dissociated and ionized gases has 
promoted much of the interest in this area.    The shock tube has been 
unique in this technology because of its ability to produce a gas sample 
of well defined properties in a simple one-step process.    However,  many 
problems such as the simulation of the flow occurring during superorbital 
entry,   the simulation of strong blast waves from nuclear explosions, 
and the creation of a flow in which radiation is the dominant transport 
mechanism,  are presently outside the limits of shock tube technology. 

The electri c arc driven shock tube    has made inroads in all of the 
above mentioned problems,   extending shock tube simulation into the super- 
orbital entry regime, 2 simulating blast conditions within a few hundred 
feet of the blast origin, ^ and reaching the limit of radiation as a transport 
mechanism. ^   Although the electric arc driven shock tube pushed further 
toward the above objectives than previously possible,  a higher energy 
facility is needed to generate a flow completely dominated by radiation. 

Attempts to extend the operating limit of the electric arc driven 
shock tube to achieve higher shock velocities by adding more electrical 
energy to the arc driver have not been successful.    The limitation appears 
to be on the energy which can be stored in the shock tube driver.    This 
is limited due to radiative losses occurring in the stagnant driver gas 
while the driver diaphragm is opening.    It was shown in Ref.   1 that the 
practical upper limit to the temperature of helium as a driver gas due to 
this effect is about 20, 000oK,   and for an initial driven tube pressure of 
0. 1 mm Hg,  this produces a shock velocity of at most 14 mm//j,s. 

This radiation limitation cannot be easily circumvented,   so that 
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attainment of higher enthalpies demands use of a new technique.    One 
technique which has been applied with reasonable success to the problem 
of energy addition to a flow has been the use of a pulsed j x B accelerator 
in the shock tube (Refs.   5 and 6).    In those experiments,  a j x B accelera- 
tor placed far downstream of the driver diaphragm in a combustion driven 
shock tube added kinetic energy to the shocked gas - Argon - which had 
been sufficiently ionized by the incident shock to have an electrical con- 
ductivity above 1000 mho/m.    Maximum velocities of the accelerated gas 
of above 12 km/sec were observed (Ref.   6),  but tne technique was plagued 
by both an excessive drop in shock velocity at the exit to the accelerator 
and uncertainty as to the thermodynamic state of the test gas after it had 
been accelerated. 

In order to maintain the inherent simplicity of the gas dynamic shock 
tube and thus avoid the question of determining the thermodynamic state of 
the test gas,  as well as circumventing any possible test gas contamination 
due to seed materials or electrode ablation in an accelerator,  the magneto- 
hydrodynamically augmented driver shock tube (M. A. D. Shock Tube) was 
conceived.    In this device,   the Lorentz force from a j x B accelerator is 
applied to the driver gas rather than the driven gas,  consequently increas- 
ing the driver gas piston velocity so that a stronger shock is propagated. 
In this manner,   the advantages which the accelerator offers of significantly 
increasing gas flow enthalpies at moderate static temperature,  and pulsed 
operation at power levels of hundreds of megawatts where losses are low, 
can be achieved without undesirable effects on the test gas. 

THEORY 

In a conventional gasdynamic shock tube with a diaphragm separating 
the high and low pressure sections,  the wave pattern in the x-t plane can 
be duplicated (i   glecting viscous effects) by placing a piston at the dia- 
phragm station <uid moving it downstream at the flow velocity of the shocked 
gas.    In the MHD Augmented Driver Shock Tube,   the shock tube starts 
exactly as in the conventional tube,  but the Lorentz force applied in the 
accelerator section increases the velocity of the driver gas "piston," and 
the compression waves generated by the gas piston catch up with and steepen 
the shock front downstream of the accelerator.    Figure 1 shows a simplified 
x-t diagram for this process in which it is assumed that the pressure and 
and temperature of the gas at the accelerator exit are the same as for 
Region 2,  the shocked gas.    The waves generated in the accelerator are 
shown as a discontinuous increase in shock front velocity at the accelerator 
exit.    If the accelerator is at the diaphragm station,  the flow inside will 
be steady and sonic at the accelerator entrance until the rearward traveling 
rarefaction reflected from the end of the driver enters the accelerator 
channel.    This wave will upset the test gas and limit test time regardless 
of what the accelerator does subsequently.    The arrival of this rarefaction 
then establishes the necessary operating duration for the accelerator at 
approximately 100 JLIS for the geometry and sound speeds used in the ex- 
periments described later.    If the accelerator operates for this duration 
then,   rarefaction wave limitations on shock tube test time will be no 
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different than for the shock tube operating without the accelerator. 

To ascertain next the performance we could expect from the accelera- 
tor,  we considered the accelerator an idealized "black box" with a given 
velocity ratio and pressure ratio across it,  and inlet conditions correspond- 
ing to the diaphragm station. 

The pressure ratio across the shock tube may then be written 

P4       P4   P5   P6   P3   P2 

^   = ^ ^6   ^  P2   Pl 
(1) 

where,   as shown in Fig.   2,   Region 4 is the stagnant driver condition. 
Region 5 is the condition at the accelerator entrance,     assumed to be a 
sonic condition reached by a centered rarefaction wave,  Region 6 is the 
condition at the accelerator exit.   Region 3 is the condition behind the 
contact interface which is at lower pressure and higher velocity than the 
accelerator exit due to the second rarefaction wave also assumed centered, 
Region 2 is the condition in front of the contact interface in the shocked 
gas,   and Region 1 is the stagnant driven tube condition. 

As can be seen in Fig.   2,  to proceed in this manner, it was necessary 
to separate the flow into steady and unsteady segments,  or,  in another sense, 
to assume that the accelerator occupies an infinitesmal length of the shock 
tube at the diaphragm section at which the area changesfrom driver to driven 
tube diameter.    Further,   it was necessary to assume that both the rarefac- 
tions from Region 4 to 5 and Region 6 to 3 are centered at the diaphragm 
station. 

For the rarefaction fans,   one can write the Riemann invariant as 

2 2  r   a. + u.  = r   a. + u. (2) 

where in going from region 4 to 5,   i = 4,  j = 5,   u. = 0 and u,. = a- so that 

a5    =   7^1   a4 ^ 

To make the problem tractable,   we assume constant specific heat ratio,   and 
that the gases involved are perfect.    Since the rarefaction fan is isentropic, 
we may say 

P. a.     y-l 
^   =   i—) (4) P.    ~   xa 

J J 
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j 

i 

i 

and 

2y 
4 

P4 V1    V1 

P1 = (-4-) (5) 

Across the accelerator,  we assume a constant temperature T,.  = T,, 
and hence a, = a  ,     The velocity ratio across the machine is 
governed by the input power, 

WIN   =   (l/2)p5U5A5(u6
2 - u5

2) (6) 

and the density change is governed by the continuity equation, 

^5U5A5   =   P6U6A6 

These may be combined and coupled with the perfect gas law to give 

P5        /AA    /        2W m P5A5u5
3 

+ 1 (7) 

and 

i-J 2W 
 j + 1 (8) 

p5A5u5 

where the effect of the input energy is determined by comparison to the flow 
energy at the inlet to the accelerator. 

For the next rarefaction fan,   i = 6 and j = 3 in the Riemann invariant, 
but a, = a_ = u,..   so that we get 

2 2 a
K + u,    =  —-7   a, + u, (9) 

Y4-l  &5 —6   -   v4-l   &3  —3 

To obtain the pressure ratio,  we need to solve for a.~/a.- and this may be 
done in terms of known quantities by solving Eq.   (9) for a^/a^ and using 
Eqs.   (3) and (8) to get 

2 
a, V-l       /       2W y"-!     U^ 

■ 5 5A5U5 
a4 
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Velocity remains the same across the contact interface so that u^ may be 
related directly to the shock front velocity.    For a strong shock 
(M    > 10),  this relation is (Ref.   7) 

2a 
u3   =u2 

1 
(11) 

From Eq.   (4) then,   using Eq.   (10) and Eq.   (11) we get 

1  + -/ 
2W Y -1 

P5 A5 U, 
+   1 - ~   M 

2(Y1+1)   a4 

1-Y 
(12) 

Since pressure also remains constant across the contact interface, 

P2   = 

and the pressure ratio across the shock front is well known (Ref.   7) as 

P^       2v1 M5
2 

P 

(13) 

1 Y1+l 
(14) 

where again we have assumed a strong shock. 

These relations for pressure,   Eqs.   (5),  (7),  (12),   (13) and (14) may 
be combined in Eq.   (1) to obtain the characteristic pressure-shock velocity 
relation 

Y+l 
+ ,Tr\ 

2W 
+ 1   - 

Y-l     a. 
—  M 

P5A5u5- Yi+1    \ 

Jx 
1-Y    A6 

(15) 
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This shock velocity-pressure ratio relation is shown in Fig.   3 for 
2W                          2W various values of —*• .    For =   = 13 and an operating duration 

p5A5u5 P5A5U5 
of 100 ^LS,  the total energy required is 100 kilojoules.    The "black box" 
accelerator has an area ratio across it of 4,  and has inlet conditions 
predicted by the initial pressure of and energy input to the driver.    The 
improvement indicated with the accelerator over the shock tube alone is 
impressive,   even if the initial pressure in the shock tube is limited to 
100 /i Hg by boundary layer considerations. 

Tha "black box" technique also permitted first order determination 
of effects on accelerator performance of such things as increasing static 
temperature through the accelerator,   changing the area ratio through the 
accelerator,   and changing the energy distribution between the shock tube 
driver and the accelerator. 

One interesting result of these crude optimumization studies was 
that there is very little effect on shock tube performance when the temper- 
ature increases in the accelerator by as much as a factor of two.    This is 
due to two things.    First,   radiative losses and energy invested in ioniza- 
tion are neglected in the black box calculation,  and these effects may be 
significant.    Second,  for the same total energy input to the accelerator, 
an increase in temperature indicates a decrease in velocity increment. 
This is not an overly detremental effect in a shock tube because an isen- 
tropic rarefaction downstream of the accelerator will recover much of 
the thermal energy by converting it to kinetic energy.    This characteris- 
tic differentiates the proposed accelerator from most of the other proposed 
devices where achievement of kinetic energy in the accelerator is at a 
premium. 

Having obtained these results for the effect of the accelerator on 
shock tube performance,  it then was necessary to see if an accelerator 
with characteristics such as those assumed in the "black box" analysis 
could be built.    To perform this task,   use was made of an analysis of 
one-dimensional MHD channel flow developed by Louis,   Lothrop and 
Brogan (Ref,   8). 

Although this analysis was developed rather specifically to predict 
the performance of large MHD generators, its basic form was suitable 
for application to the analysis of an accelerator.    The program was modi- 
fied for this use by including a black body radiation heat loss term since 
radiation losses were principally responsible for the limitations on the 
conventional electric arc driver shock tube, and by assuming the working 
fluid to be a perfect gas, which is the case for helium at temperatures 
below 10, 000oK, °   This second assumption immediately demanded that 
the gas be seeded because deviations from perfect helium are synonymous 
with ionization and high electrical conductivity. 

Using this analysis,  the accelerator inlet conditions,  variation of 
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area,   variation of magnetic field,   and variation of electric field are given; 
and the analysis yields the variations along the channel of pressure,  tem- 
perature,   Mach number,  and the overall heat transfer and power in. 

Our solution used as inlet conditions values appropriate to the 
measured shock velocity and electric conductivity,  an area ratio through 
the accelerator of 4,  a maximum magnetic field strength of 40, 000 gauss, 
and continuous electrodes at a single elect^c^e potential. 

The magnetic field strength was v     ;:     *.o keep the loading factor, 
E/uB,  approximately constant.    Since E      I, D and u increased approxi- 
mately as D^,   this required that B vary approximately as D"^. 

Since no optimization for the channel to our particular requirements 
existed it was necessary in order to apply this analysis that an accelerator 
design be specified,  and this analysis be applied to determine how well 
that design met our requirements of a particular velocity ratio achieved 
at constant static temperature in the accelerator.    After obtaining results, 
the accelerator geometry and magnetic field distribution were altered until 
the requirements were satisfied. 

The results of the analysis for the accelerator which was finally 
constructed are shown in Fig.   4.    The first 5 cm at the inlet to the machine 
is a matching region because the maximum B field was established at 
40, 000 gauss.    For the electrode potential suitable for the remainder of the 
accelerator (2800 volts) the velocity was not yet high enough to keep the 
loading small.    The temperature increased slightly through the accelerator 
in this computation,   but the extent of temperature increase is dependent 
upon the electrode potential,   and at lower potential the temperature will 
decrease. 

Because the loading and temperature are nearly constant,  the current 
density is also nearly constant at a value of 800 A/cm^.    This current 
density is typical for the range of energy levels for which the analysis was 
carried out; and although it is quite high,   it is not beyond the capability 
of copper electrodes; nor is it high enough to produce nonequilibrium effects 
in the electron temperature,   principally because the gas pressure is quite 
high (40 atmospheres at the inlet). 

Since continuous electrodes short out any Hall field,   presenting a 
possible energy loss mechanism,   it is important that the Hall coefficient 
remain small.     This is the case since at the accelerator inlet where the 
magnetic field is high the pressure is also high so that the Hall coefficient 
is low.    At the exit to the accelerator,   where the pressure is low,  the 
magnetic field is also low,   and the Hall coefficient remains low.    For all 
of the conditions at which analyses were made,  the Hall coefficient stayed 
below 0. 5. 

By varying the magnetic field strength and electric field strength in 
the accelerator analysis,  various exit conditions and total power levels 
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would result,   and these may be displayed as the voltage-current character- 
istics for the accelerator.    For the accelerator configuration actually con- 
structed,   these characteristics are shown in Fig,   5.     The B field strength 
was changed by varying the current to the magnetic field coil,   so that the 
field distribution remained constant,  but the field magnitude changed.    Bo 
is the maximum field for the magnet,   corresponding to 40, 000 gauss peak 
field from 10, 000 amps in the field coil.    To determine the operating point 
for the accelerator it was necessary to plot also the characteristics of the 
power supply for the accelerator.     These characteristics will be discussed 
in the description of the apparatus. 

For each operating point actually calculated for the accelerator,  the 
accelerator exit flow velocity,   static pressure and temperature were ob- 
tained.    The flow velocity and temperature enable one to calculate the 
Riemann invarient for a centered rarefaction wave.    From Eq.   (2),   with 
the i state the exit state and the j state behind the contact interface,  we 
have 

2 2  r a    + u      =  —r ^ + ^ ■y-l     e        e Y-l     3        3 

and from Eq.   (4), 

Across the shock front,  Eq.   (11) and Eq.  (14) give the velocity and pressure 
which should equal P, and u^.    Specifying the initial pressure,  we obtain 
this relationship from which shock Mach number may be obtained: 

1-Y 
(15) 

Pe 2 Vl Ms2 Y-l     a. 

Y,+1    a s '1 e 

In the above analysis,  the shocked gas is assumed perfect,  an assumption 
not valid for strong shocks.    To take account of this,  use was made of cal- 
culations of properties of air across normal shocks     ' 11and the shock 
velocity was obtained by a simple iteration vhich used as an initial pressure 
Pi = 100  /i Hg.    It is this information that is shown in Fig.   5 - the resultant 
shock velocity downstream of the accelerator for P = 100 )i Hg and for real 
air. 

APPARATUS 

* Experiments have been performed in an electric arc driven shock 
tube of the type described by Camm and Rose. *■   The shock tube has a 
six inch diameter driven tube 30 feet long and terminated with a large 
dump tank.     The driver is three inches in diameter,  and is separated 
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from the driven tube by a stainless steel diaphragm . 06 inches thick.    The 
transition from the three inch driver to the six inch driven tube is made in 
the accelerator section which is located just downstream of the driver 
diaphragm.    The arc is discharged axially in the driver along a 2 mil 
tungsten wire with energy from a 585 ji farad,   20 kv capacitor bank.    The 
arc discharge is triggered using a high energy spark gap similar to the 
Lovotron switch described in Ref.   1. 

For typical operation, the driven tube is evacuated to about 1 ß Hg 
pressure and then filled with room air to 100 pt Hg. The leak rate of the 
driven tube is less than 1 fi Hg/minute, 

To improve its electrical conductivity (see RESULTS),  the driver gas 
is seeded by spraying 6 ml of a saturated solution of potassium hydroxide in 
methyl alcohol into the driver before it is closed with the diaphragm.    The 
section is then closed and evacuated to a few millimeters mercury for about 
30 minutes to remove the alcohol and leave the potassium hydroxide evenly 
distributed on the driver walls.    The driver is then filled with helium to 
50 psig and the tube is ready for a run. 

The accelerator channel is of circular cross section,  about 5 feet 
long,  and is made of filament wound fiberglass.    The electrodes extend 
for 80 cm along the channel,   subtending an arc of 80° from the center line. 
This angular segment is the optimum predicted by Fishman^ for a 
circular section.    The first 20 cm of electrode is in a constant three inch 
diameter section,  and the remaining 60 cm is in the conically diverging 
section between the three inch and six inch diameters. 

Current is delivered to the electrodes by 20 coaxial busses on each 
the anode and cathode,  and the electrodes are segmented into 20 pieces, 
one for each buss.    These busses are connected together at the power source 
so that the electrodes are continuous with regard to the shorting of hall 
poteutials,   but current is prevented from flowing axially along the elec- 
trodes within the channel.    This is done to minimize the normal magnetic 
f;eld which would be induced by such current flow. 

The power source for the electrodes is a lumped parameter trans- 
mission line capacitor bank that delivers a square wave pulse of 100 or 
200 jLts duration depending on the inductors used.    The characteristic 
impedance of the line was determined experimentally by discharging the 
bank through a noninductive load,   and this was used to plot the V-I •• 
characteristic of the bank in Fig.   5 for each of the two operating durations. i 
The bank has an energy storage capacity of 120 kilojoules and it is switched 
using four ignitrons which are triggered from the u x B potential in the - 
channel. | 

Design and construction of the magnetic field coil for this experiment 
was made difficult because of the severe spatial variation of field strength j 
necessitated by the requirement of constant loading factor,  E/uB.    Although * 
it was difficult,  a coil was constructed with a field distribution within 5% 
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of that shown in Fig.   4.     This coil,   shown in Fig.   6,  is an air core copper 
coil,   made in two halves and wound from 6 inch wide copper strip,   . 050 
inches thick.    It is powered from a 3 megawatt battery bank at a current of 
10, 000 amps for an operating duration of one second.    The energy stored 
in the magnetic field is about 300, 000 joules. 

For a typical run,   the charge voltages on the capacitor banks for the 
driver and accelerator are noted,  as well as the initial pressures in both 
the driver and driven tubes. 

The potential between electrodes is monitored using voltage dividers 
and displayed on an oscilloscope as shown in Fig.   7.    The initial step 
increase in voltage is the u x B potential induced on the electrodes and 
corresponds to a flow velocity of 5000 m/sec.    The second step occurs 
when current starts to flow between the electrodes. 

The current is monitored using the intergrated output of a Rogowski 
coil as shown in Fig.   7.    Using this technique,   it is possible to monitor 
the current to each of the 20 electrode segments individually,   giving a 
coarse indication of current density,   but for the initial experiments,   only 
the total current was monitored. 

It can be seen from the current trace that the capacitor bank is not 
"matched" to the accelerator,   resulting in current reversal for the second 
half cycle,  between 200 and 400 jLts after current is initiated.    This occurs 
after the experiment is over; it does not affect the shock tube operation 
as can be seen in Fig.   1,   and it can be corrected by changing the param- 
eters in the transmission line. 

The shock velocity was measured using two independent techniques. 
The outputs of nine equally spaced thin film heat transfer gauges located 
on the walls along the length of the shock tube were differentiated and 
displayed on a raster-modified oscilloscope to obtain the shock velocity 
and its variation along the tube.    As a check on this,  two photomultipliers 
were set 60 inches apart some four foet downstream of the accelerator 
looking across the shock tube.    The output of these photomultipliers was 
monitored directly,   and the shock front passage observed to obtain a front 
velocity.    These two techniques agreed well for all of the runs made. 

At the test section 30 feet downstream of the accelerator, another 
photomultiplier looked perpendicular to the flow similarly to those used 
to measure front velocity.    Output from this PM is shown in Fig.   8. 

In addition to these measurements the magnet current when the 
shock tube fires is monitored,  and this current never varied detectably 
during the duration of the experiment. 

RESULTS 

One dimensional shock tube theory predicts a temperature of helium 
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behind the contact interface in an electric arc driven shock tube of about 
8000oK,    For pure helium,   this temperature is insufficient to give a con- 
ductivity of the order of 100 mho/meter; the amount generally considered 
to be sufficient for operation of a successful MHD device in the Faraday 
mode.    Since performance of the arc driven shock tube is partially ex- 
plained by assuming contamination of the helium driver by ablation products 
from the walls of the shock tube driver,   experiments were undertaken to 
determine whether these ablation products might also act as a seed material 
to increase the driver gas electrical conductivity. 

The first experiments were made in a 1-1/2 inch diameter tube down- 
stream of the driver diaphragm in an electric arc driven shock tube with 
a driver diameter of 1-1/2 inch and a driven tube diameter of six inches. 
The conductivity was measured for helium with no seed material deliberately 
added using a high frequency bridge technique. ^    The results are shown in 
Fig.   9.    Since the bridge technique is very sensitive to boundary layers, 
these results should be considered as a lower limit on conductivity.    The 
wide scatter in the data,  typical for the measuring device used,   is due to 
variations in shock tube cleanliness which strongly affects the boundary 
layer conductivity.    It can be seen that the measured conductivity was as 
high as 300-400 mho/m,   quite adequate for accelerator operation. 

Attempts were made to design an accelerator using this driver,   but 
the area ratio of 16 required for the accelerator to go between the driver 
and driven tube was too great.    Accelerator designs with this area change 
either choked near the inlet,   or the loading factor,   E/uB,  went below one 
near the exit resulting in energy extraction from the flow.    This could be 
avoided by reducing the area ratio,  but an isentropic expansion downstreann 
of the accelerator degraded the static pressure so severely that the shock 
tube could not be operated at high enough initial pressure to avoid large 
boundary layer effects.   Although experience gained on this accelerator will 
probably make it possible to design a larger area ratio accelerator in the 
future,   the larger three inch diameter driver was used for this experiment. 

Initial measurements of conductivity just downstream of the three 
inch diameter driver diaphragm gave results shown in Fig.   10.    It is seen 
that for unseeded helium,  the conductivity in this device was at least a 
factor of 30 below that for the 1-1/2 inch driver.    No completely acceptable 
explanation for this has been offered,  but the situation clearly required the 
addition of a seed material with lower ionization potential than the driver 
ablation products.    Both potassium hydroxide and cesium chloride were 
tried,   using the injection technique described earlier,  with the results 
shown in Fig.   10.    The failure of the CsCl to produce higher conductivities 
in spite of the lower ionization potential for cesium is due to the large 
electron attachment chai acteristic of chlorine.    Better conductivities could 
probably have been realized with cesium hydroxide,  but the expense and 
handling difficulties present with CsOH plus the acceptable results obtained 
for KOH led us to select the latter as seed material. 

Before power wa - applied to the accelerator,   a number of runs were 
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made with only the applied B field,  and with the electrodes open circuited in 
both the axial and transverse directions so that the accelerator was operated 
as a flowmeter.    Typical data for these runs is shown in Fig,   11.     Three 
bits of information could be obtained from these tests.    First,  the shock 
velocity could be determined from the time between the appearance of 
voltage on sequential electrode pairs.    Second,  neglecting the effects of 
a circular channel,   assuming one dimensional flow,   and assuming an 
infinite measuring impedance,  the flow velocity could be determined by 

V 
U   =   hB 

where V is the open circuit voltage,  h is the distance between electrodes 
equal to the channel diameter,   and B is the magnetic field strength.    Third, 
since the magnetic field is constant for the duration of the experiment,  the 
duration of steady flow and the variation of flow velocity with time can be 
determined from the voltage variations with time. 

Figure 12 shows the x-t diagram for the shock tube (using the ac- 
celerator channel only as a flowmeter,  with no power applied) for one run 
as constructed from the flowmeter data.    In this figure,  the voltage data 
such as shown in Fig.   11 is converted to velocity,  and the short lines are 
path lines of the flow,   with the particle velocity indicated by the slope of 
the lines.    The rarefaction fan was then drawn by connecting points of 
constant velocity.    Steepening of the shock front can be observed,   and by 
extrapolating the data back to the diaphragm station an effective time of 
opening for the diaphragm can be identified.     This time corresponds 
roughly to the time at which light is first observed by a photomultiplier 
looking from the dump tank at the downstream face of the diaphragm. 

From this diagram one can also get an idea of the steadiness of the 
flow into the accelerator during its operation.    Steady flow would be indi- 
cated if all of the path lines were parallel,   and consequently no rarefaction 
waves were present.    This is seen clearly not to be the case,   with the 
flow at the accelerator inlet for this run varying between about 4000 and 
2800 m/sec over the 100 ßs operating duration.    This assumes that one 
waits until the accelerator channel is full before starting current.    It 
would be desireable to have as high an inlet velocity to the accelerator as 
possible,   but attempts to operate the accelerator from the time flow 
appeared at the first electrode yielded very poor results.    Much more 
satisfactory operation was obtained by turning on the accelerator after 
the channel was full.    It is only this latter acceleration data that will be 
reported here.    Research is continuing to determine whether a partially 
full channel may give best performance. 

The accelerator has been operated under power at two levels of total 
energy input,   45, 000 jouleb and 59f 000 joules for power levels of approxi- 
mately 180 MW and 290 MW respectively.     For all the runs made,   data 
has been taken of electrode potential,  total current,   shock front velocity 
and shock tube test time. 
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The electrode potential and current are shown in Figs.   13 and 14 for 
the 43, 000 joule runs.    The theory plotted is obtained from Fig.   5 by taking 
the appropriate capacitor bank charge voltage characteristic (V = 6KV),   and 
for accelerator characteristics corresponding to various B/Bol   noting the 
predicted voltage and current.    The quantity B/B0 is the fraction of design 
B field (40 kgauss peak),   and is obtained experimentally by measuring the 
current delivered to the B field coil and comparing that to the design current 
of 10, 000 amps. 

The predicted electrode potential and current do not vary greatly and 
the data shows this same insensitivity to variations in magnetic field,   as 
well as the proper magnitude of both potential and current.    The error bars 
noted on the values recorded for electrode potential are variations in the 
time history of potential,   rather than a spatial variation.    This variation is 
probably due to unsteadiness in the flow as discussed earlier. 

The shock front velocity observed downstream of the accelerator is 
plotted in Fig.   15 against the total relative Lorentz force,   I B/B0.    The 
present equipment has been operated only up to a value of I B/B0 of 100 kA 
out of a total capability of about 300 kA,  and although the data is below the 
theoretical velocity increase for the accelerator,   the data indicates an 
increased efficiency at greater force levels.    One feature of the data that 
was observed was a distinct increase in the shock front attenuation along 
the length of the tube as higher and higher velocities were attained^    This 
can be seen from the increasing length of error bars whose extremes were 
the velocities far upstream and far downstream in the driven tube. 

As is mentioned in Ref.   3,   runs made in electric shock tubes frequent- 
ly have no test time due to turbulence at the contact interface as a result of 
the driver diaphragm opening.    This occurs on about l/3 to l/2 of the runs 
and is also the case with the MHD augmented driver shock tube.    Consider- 
able speculation existed early in the program on whether the acceleration 
of the driver gas would aggravate this turbulent instability.    An oscillogram 
of a photomultiplier output is shown in Fig.   8.    This run,   made at slightly 
greater than 10 mm//is shock velocity shows the characteristic radiation 
overshoot at the shock front followed by 7 /is of homogeneous test gas,   and 
then the contact interface.    Test times and frequency of bad runs are about 
the same for MHD augmented driver shock tube as for conventional electric 
arc-driven shock tubes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Preliminary results obtained with the MHD augmented driver shock 
tube indicate that it will be a feasible technique for attaining higher shock 
velocities than possible with the electric arc driven shock tube.    The test 
time of the shock tube is not adversely affected by the acceleration mechan- 
ism,   and the gross characteristics of the accelerator operation are under- 
stood. 

Future work with this accelerator device will include the development 
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of higher resolution diagnostics so that a better comparison between the 
experimental operation and the theoretical model can be made.    Also, 
attempts will be made to find the optimum starting procedure for the 
accelerator so that maximum velocity increase and minimum disturbance 
due to rarefaction waves will result.    Finally,   higher energy level operation 
will b',; attempted so that higher shock velocities will be obtained.    Precur- 
sor effects due to radiative heating and test slug cooling to the shock tube 
walls are areas of interest which have not been attainable with previously 
available shock tubes,   and these effects should provide much interesting 
information. 
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M.H.D.  AUGMENTED SHOCK TUBE 

Fig.   1 The distance time (x-t) diagram for the MHD augmented shock 
tube.    The case shown is that for which the accelerator exit 
is "matched" to the initial shock tube pressure; that is,   no 
upstream facing rarefaction wave sits at the accelerator exit. 
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Fig.   2. Shock tube wave location with the MHD accelerator operating. 
The upstream rarefaction expands the flow to sonic conditions 
from which it is accelerated supersonically.    The strength of 
the second rarefaction is determined by the initial pressure in 
the shock tube. 
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Voltage current characteristics for the accelerator at various 
magnetic field strengths  (B/B     =1.0 corresponds to 40 KG 
peak field and 10,000 amps fie^d coil current) and for the 
transmission line-capacitor bank power supply (Vp. is the 
capacitor bank voltage; the time is the duration of square pulse). 
The intersection of appropriate curves determines the operating 
point   for the accelerator. 
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Fig.   6 The 40 KG peak field magnet for use on the accelerator.     The 
coil is uncooled and designed for a 1  second operating duration. 
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Fig.   7 Total current and electrode potential for the accelerator 
operating at a capacitor bank voltage of 6 KV and a magnetic 
field B/B    =0.70. 
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Fig.   8 Visible light intensity vs time at the shock tube test section 
for an accelerator run.     The initial peak is radiation over- 
shoot at the shock front,   followed by a region of relatively 
low radiation from the homogeneous test gas,   and finally 
the high intensity radiation from the seeded driver gas.    The 
test time of a*   7/us is comparable to that for electric shock 
tubes operating at this velocity. 
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Fig.   9 Electrical conductivity of unseeded helium measured just 
downstream of the l-l/Z inch driver before the gas has 
expanded to the 6    shock tube diameter.     The data scattered 
uniformly over the range shown for a large number of runs. 
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Fig.   11       Induced electrode potential for the accelerator channel used 
as a flowmeter with no externally applied electric field.     The 
potential can be related to the flow velocity of the gas. 
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Fig.   12.      Experimentally obtained x-t diagram for the electric shock 
tube without the accelerator operating.     The path line slopes 
are determined from the measured electrode potential and 
the rarefaction waves are the locus of points of the ^me 
velocity. 
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Fig.   15      Shock front velocity vs the relative  integrated Lorentz force, 
TB/B0,   total current through the accelerator times the 
relative n^agnetic field.     The error bars on velocity indicate 
the velocity variation over the length of the shock tube; the 
highest velocity occurring just downstream of the accelerator. 
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A Piston Problem 

T. S. Lee 
Department of Electrical Engineering 

University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Abstract:    The following nev one-dimensional problem is considered:    A 

shock-led recompression layer is induced next to an interface-type 

discontinuity if the latter mores against a fully-developed centered 

rarefaction wave from the rear in such a vay that its distance from a 

certain virtual vacuum edge is proportional to the v power of time after 

inception.   The present study treats the detailed character of this layer 

by conclusively establishing an exact similarity solution for any ccnstant-V 

medium undergoing a v > 1 drive.    Msin features are 1) that flow similarity 

exists only when viewed from the virtual vacuum edge, 2) that layer entropy 

is uniform, and 3) that any flows sharing comnon w and V have identical 

profiles and shock strength (the last being measured by the explicit 

constant shock Nach number N - [(Y -*- l)w - 2]/(Y - 1), which is linear 

in w).    A profile calculation using Y - 7/5 and w ■ 5 is included for 

demonstration.    Applications to shock tube and other experimental flows 

are investigated. 
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A Piston Problem 

It ^• Lee 
Department of Electrical Engineering 

University of Minnesota 
MimiRaoolis,  Ninnesota 

INTRODUCTION 

TRANSFORMATION 

The govdmin^ equations of plane isentropic flows with constant adiabatic 
exponent y way be written as 

834 

i It is well knownfrom conventional shock tube experience that production 
of strong shocks is contingent upon a high initial ratio of pressures in the 
driving and working gases.    Typically, a weak initial thermodynamic state is 
desirable for the driven section.    It is also known, however,  that practical 
difficulties accompanyinr any sustained maintainence of this condition pre- 
clude the attainment of high strength shock waves in a conventional tube. 
In this paper, a special scheme is proposed to obtain a weak ambient gas in 
a transient manner and to generate shock waves of arbitrary constant strength. 
It will be shown that an exact similarity solution of the flow can be used to 
give a proper analytical description. 

PHYSICAL SCHEME 

If a piston were abruptly removed from the end of a semi-infinite column 
of uniform gas originally in constant motion, a fully-developed centered rar^ 
faction wave would be created between a vacuum boundary and a sonic front. 
Suppose that,  instead of allowing the gas to expand freely,  the piston is to 
move  in öuch a way that its instantaneous distance from the otherwise present * 
vacuum-gas boundary shall be a power-law function of time after inception, 
vile then postulate that a shock-led recompression layer exists in front of the . 
piston.    The following sections will show this layer to be isentropic and the | 
leading shock to be uniform. 
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-fZ ( a TIT ^ u tF + rr 

where u and a are local mass and sound velocities respectively,     ^e introduce 

a/a0(2) i A(y)M; u/a  (i) . U(y)M 

with 

y * x/fc*       x » x - Xy, XmX-Xy 

V i dX/dt,  V » dX/dt,    Vv a dXy/dt 

U 1 U - v v 

k.i?/Iv-u0(x)J  - ( i- (50/^ J-1 

N « -d^n(V - u0;/d^n2 

M . (V - G0)/a0 . 

If a linear XyCt)  is selected to describe the motion of the indicated virtual 
vacuum boundary and if a front of the shock type exists aloa? x ■ X(t),  then 
we may interpret x,  u, X, ^ as fluid position and velocity,  and front posi- 
tion and velocity respectively,  all measured with respect to the moving 
virtual vacuum boundary»    In addition,  if "o" designates the state immediate- 
ly ahead of the  front,   then M is the usual shock Mach number,  N is a shock 
acceleration parameter,  and k is an environmental unsteadiness parameter. 

Equation (l) becomes upon substitution 

(U - ky)A'  + 2*
1
(Y - 1)AU'  -  kNA 

(2) 
2(Y - IHAA« ♦ (U - ky)U' - kNU        , 

which must be coupled with the eauivalent Hugoniet conditions at the front 
y - 1 

1/2 
A(I) - (Y + I)-1{ (2Y- (Y- I)M-2J[Y- i * 2r2)) 

U(l)  «  k - 1 * 2(Y 
+ I)"1  (1 - K"') 9 

It is seen that a similarity solution is possible if k,   N,  and M are simul- 
taneously constant. 
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RAREFACTION ENVIRONMENT 

rte first treat the noted centered rarefaction wave.    Let an over-head 
bar acco/npany all quantities connected with this flow.    If ü0 and ff0 charac- 
terize the original undisturbed flow and if x ■ 0 coincides with the fluid 
boundary at inception t - 0,  the  following system 

M - 1,  N - 0,  k -  (Y+l)/(r-l), 3V ■[ü0-2(^l)-1 a0]   t 

X - (ü0 + S0)t, 5 - (Y^HY-I)"1 sot 

results with flow profiles given by the  (dx/dt)_ ■ u ♦ a singular solution 
of equation (2): ' 

My) - y , 
]    for (O^y^l) (h) 

U(y) - 2(Y- irx 7 

Figure 1 gives a phenomenological sketch» 

RECOMPRESEIOIJ LAYER 

fliith the above rarefaction wave serving as an environment,  let us assume 
the recompression shock trajectory to be 

x(t) - n tw      , (5) 

where £1 and w are constants.    In particular, let it be restricted that 
/I > 0 and w > 1.    Seen from the rarefaction front, it has the normalized 
position 

**m *' * ~ ir + nso  l 

The environment influences the recompression layer through the quantities 

»o^ " *0Ä(ys) - l0ys 

and 

*o&) ' äoU(ys) - 2(Y- l)"1 a^  . 

Calculation shows that 
-1 - 

k -(l - 2(Y + l)"1 w-1]     , f 

N - w"1 - 1    , 

and M -  (y - l)"1    [   (Y+
1)W - 2  ] 
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are now all constants.    Hence the existence of a similarity solution is 
established. 

Equation  (2) may be integrated to yield the flow profiles between the 
shock wave and the piston,  the latter having a location yp determined by the 
condition that the piston and the adjacent gas share common motion,  i.e., 
U(yp) - ky    «0.    Respectively,   Figures 2 and 3 give typical x - t plane and 
x - t plan5 sketches. 

It should be noted that,  besides y» w alone determines the flow details. 
In other words,  any family of piston paths sharing common w and y lead to 
identical shock strength and flow profiles, irrespective of the value of il . 

Having arisen from a uniform flow, vhe rarefaction is isentropic. Now 
that the recompression is also isentropic, the shock strength must be uniform 
as expected. This is explain d by the fact that, as the shock pushes into 
the rarefaction wave, the effect of kinematic acceleration is exactly bal- 
anced out by the effect of increasing acoustic velocity experienced during 
propagation in the environment. 

In r'igure 2  the shock eventually intercepts the rarefaction front at A, 
whose location is given by 

From A,  a rear-facing Rieraann characteristic extends to the piston at B. 
Ihen OAB constitutes the area of interest,    while OAC is well described by 
the present treatment, ABC needs special attention.    Notice that affairs 
after the shock has reached the uniform flow cannot influence this region. 
Thus,   the flow field therein would remain unchanged were we  to alter the 
physical assemption by allowing the shock after A to continue moving into a 
continuation of the same singular rarefaction wave rather than meet a uniform 
How.    Analvtically,  this should involve extending the range of validity of 
equation (U) beyond y ■ 1«    Whatever needed extension is contingent upon the 
position of E,  which must in general be found by the conventional method of 
characteristics.    A horizontal line through h meets the extension of y ■ 1 at 
D.    Connecting SC and comparing its inclination with that of ÖI would then 
determine the uppermost y value needed for the flow calculation for ABC. 

Referring to Figure 3» we may define a turning-point characteristic as a 
curve on which all similarity characteristics, including the shock and the 
piston,  change directions of propagation.    It may be shown that this charac- 
teristic is straight and is given by x/t ■ (1 - w"^)Vv.. 

GEOMETRIC SIMILARITY 

The similarity characteristics in Figures 2 and 3 »re respectively 
$ ■ y/ltw and x ■ Vvt + yfttw.    We conclude that, with tiie exception of the 
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üD ■ 2(Y - 1)      ä    case, geometric similarity does not exist in the x • t 
plane, whereas it exists in the &-t plane. 

TEST PROFILE CALCULATION 

In principle,  profile details follow equation (2)  for any pair of given 
w > 1 and Y > 1 values.    The procedure of integration is numerical in general« 
Suffice it to note that the solution is exact for all dynamical properties 
including piston and shock motions« 

For demonstration, we select a diatomic gas (Y ■ 7/5) and a driving power 
of w ■ 5*    Ihe associated quantities are then 

k - 6/5,                   N - -U/5, M • 25 

U(l) - 1.032,         A(l) - O.UU28, yp • 0.976   . 

Figure li plots A and U, both shown to decrease gradually with y. 

DISCUSSIONS 

The analogy in the two-dimensional steady flow of the one-dimensional 
centered rarefaction wa/e is the Prandtl-Meyer expansion.    There is the 
natural temptation to regard the analogy with the one-dimensional recompres- 
sion complete by identifying the piston path with some conesponding wall 
shape  (see Figs. 5 and 6).    However,   this analogy is only Qualitative in 
general.    It is only when the upstream llcw is hypersonic that a quantitative 
basis is also valid.    Tnis observation agrees with Greifinger and Cole's 
suggestion (ref. 1) that the lateral expansion of a steady hypersonic jet 
bounded by vacuum can have an analogy with an equivalent unsteady expansion 
in one dimension.    The overall concept underlying the noted analogy is of 
course in keeping with the hypersonic similitude of Tsien and Hayes (ref, 2). 

The recompression layer is usually thin.   A potential difficulty lies 
with those two-dimensional steady flow problems, where, depending on the 
values of A,  local Reynolds number,  etc.,  the thicknesses of the conventional 
boundary layers   (e.g., viscous,   thermal,  etc.) or the shock thickness may be- 
come comparable in magnitude to that of the recompression layer.    There, a 
collective consideration of several physical effects would appear unavoidable^ 
Possible approaches to this broader problem shall not be scrutinized here. 

Near any predicted vacuum-gas boundary,  the conventional continuum con- 
cept breaks down in favor of a free molecule concept (ref. 3),    However,   the 
basic continuum model does not necessarily become invalidated, because prin- 
cipal features of the main fluid body are still teing correctly preserved and 
exception need be made only for a narrow zone of non-continuum transition. 
For the class of problems considered in this paper,  there is good ground for 
optimism.    By the recompression layer theory, a real vacuum-gas boundary need 
exist only for the initial instant.    Subsequent forcing actually eliminates 
any need for considering the said transition zone. 
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In this paper, a new flow model has teen developed and presented.    Since 
the results are characterized by predictions of uniform shock strength and 
il   independence, exoerimental implications are immediate,    ror instance, a 

definite scheme is now available,   in principle,  to generate a shock wave of 
any desired uniform strength (notice that M(w) is linear and monotonic in w) 
by appropriately driving a piston or an interface in a conventional one- 
dimensional shock tube or by specifying a particular model wall shape in a 
hypersonic wind tunnel flow» 

A useful corollary can be established for a triple-front interaction 
mechanism.    We shall now illustrate this concept only for the steady hyper- 
sonic  flow system, showing it to be a versatile approach to the study of 
shock interaction.    Consider in Figure 7 that the Mach rarefaction front 
reaches the oblique wedge shock at T.   According to the recompression layer 
theory,  for any iüven w,  thus for any given M,  there exists an Jl such that 
the recompression shock may intercept the Mach front also at T,    In other 
words,   some recompression shock can emerge with known strength from a region 
of rarefaction simply to encounter immediately the wedge shock which is also 
of known strength.    Ensuing from this triple interaction,  subsequent flow de- 
tails in the immediate neighborhood of T such as the outer shock deflection 
angle can follow the treatment of the weli-known simple shock-over taking 
theories   (ref. U).    Since the strength of the wedge shock can be moderately 
adjusted by changing the wedge angle and the strength of the accompanying re- 
compression shock can be vastly adjusted by changing w,   the corresponding 
experimental flexibility should be significant, 
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UNIFORM   REGION 

Fig. 1    x-t Representation of a Fully Developed Centered Expansion 
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NOTE ON A LOW PRESSURE SHOCK TUBE 
WITH AREA CHANGE NEAR THE DIAPHRAGM 

Christian A.   Kot 
IIT Research Institute 

Chicago,   Illinois 

INTRODUCTION 

Shock tubes with area changes or nozzles near the diaphragm area 
have been used to achieve very high pressures and/or Mach numbers at 
the test section (ref.   1 and 2).    Here we are interested in using a shock 
tube with area change to produce low overpressure shocks in a test section 
of large cross-section (4 ft to 8 ft).     The driver or compression chamber 
in this case has a smaller cross-section.     The motivation for such a shock 
tube design is to find an economic means of testing large components for 
their structural integrity and performance under blast conditions. 

This paper presents a gas dynamic analysis of the shock tube with 
area change and compares its performance and operation with a conven- 
tional shock tube. 

ANALYSIS OF SHOCK TUBE WITH AREA CHANGE 

The shock tube to be investigated has a large diameter test-section 
and compression chamber which is of smaller cross-section.     The dia- 
phragm is located at the transition,   and the transition section is very short 
in comparison with either the test or compression section.     The solution 
and wave configuration for a given initial ambient (test section) pressure 
and compression chamber pressure is unique if we assume that frictional 
effects are negligible and that the gas is a perfect gas.    However,   the 
wave configuration is not known a priori and thus the problem has to be 
solved by trial and error.    The matching of pressures and velocities in the 
various states,   separated by contact surfaces and shocks,   yields the solu- 
tion.     The possible wave configurations are shown in Figure 1.     This figure 
also gives the notation for the various flow regions which will be used 
throughout this paper.    The states shown indicate steady state behavior 
and are applicable to times when all transients which follow breaking of 
the diaphragm have been damped out. 
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For very weak shocks the flow in the entire shock tube is subsonic 
(Fig,   la).    As the shock strength in state  1 is increased the flow from the 
driver chamber into the test section cannot adjust continuously and the 
velocity in state 3 becomes sonic.    Another shock wave appears first as a 
stationary shock in the transition section (Fig.   lb) and finally for still 
higher shock Mach numbers the secondary shock appears in the large 
diameter section where it is swept to the right by the fast supersonic flow 
in state 3' (Fig.   1c).    As the shock Mach number is further increased the 
strength of the secondary shock is reduced until it becomes a shock of 
zero strength,   i.e.,   a Mach wave.    For still higher shock Mach numbers 
it becomes necessary that the flow leaving the area transition be further 
expanded and accelerated;   thus the secondary wave becomes an upstream- 
facing non-steady expansion wave (Fig.   Id). 

Notation and Assumptions 

The symbols to be repeatedly used throughout this paper are 
listed below: 

A = area 

c = sound velocity 

D = diameter 

L = unit length,   compression chamber length 

M = Mach number 

p = absolute pressure 

R a gas constant 

t = time 

T = absolute temperature 

u = particle velocity 

U = shock velocity 
I 

I 

W      =      U/c0 J 

x       =      distance 

X      =      X/L dimensionless distance 

Y       =      ratio of specific heats 
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p       -      density 

'O' tcn/L   dimensionless time 

area ratio 

^ = ui/c0 

Xi = ci/co 

^ij = Pi/Pj 

A = difference or change in any quantity 

Subscripts: 

1       = 0,   1,   2. .. designates the corresponding state 

*       = designates sonic conditions 

s        - p : -     ' iy  shock 

ss     = secondary shock 

The shock tube to be considered is an air to air shock tube.    Only 
cold flow conditions will be considered.    Since interest is restricted to 
moderate pressures we assume the air to be a perfect gas with a constant 
ratio of specific heats of   y = 1. 4.    Ideal flow theory neglecting viscous 
effects and dissipation (except across shocks) will be used throughout the 
calculations. 

The initial conditions are ambient roonn conditions thus 

p    =14. 7psia;    c    = cA = 1, 117 fps;    T   = T. = 520° R 
^O O 4 ^ O 4 

Initial Pressures and Wave Configurations 

Let us assume that the area ratio is   a = 4.    For any desired 
shock pressure ratio   ^i«   it is necessary to compute the compression 
chamber pressure   p^   and the wave pattern resulting in the shock tube. 
Since the latter is not known a priori a configuration must be assumed 
and checked by the existence of a solution.    It should be noted that except 
for the subsonic case (very weak shocks) state 3 must be sonic. 

We will illustrate the computational procedure using a shock 
strength   ^Q = 2   or a shock overpressure of 14. 7 psi.    We assume that 
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a secondary shock is moving in the large diameter section.    Thus state 2 
coincides with state 2'.     The solution is best carried out by assuming 
values of the compression chamber pressure ratio   ^40» 

States 3 and 4 are related by the characteristic relationship 

v-i u,   +   Cj =   J. -1 
u4 +  c4 (1) 

Since   c    = c   ;    u. = 0   and   u-, = c,   equation (1) simplifies to 
4        o       4 3        3^ 

2 
^   =   X 3   ~   Y+1    * 

(2) 

The pressure is obtained from the isentropic relationship 

634   =   P4   =    ic4/ 

22 

(3) 

From state 3 to 3' a steady isentropic expansion takes place; thus these 
states are related by the energy and continuity equation in the form 

f-1 2.2 
f   U3    + c3 

Y-l 
-'rr—   U. +   C 

3' (4) 

Y-l Y-l 
U3C3 =     (ru3'c3t (5) 

These equations can be combined to give the relationship (ref.   3) 

M3   J14.XI1M32 
V+l 

1   2(Y-1) W       ' 
i+^-Mj,2!21^1'     (6) 

Since   M_ =   1     we get 

A,, A-, 
1 

cr   = 
M. 1  + Y - 1 

M. 
_XLL       ,  
2(Y-l),Yil   2(Y-1) 

\   2  I 
r  4    (7) 

Equation (7) permits the computation of M.,, ,   and c.,, can be obtained from 
equation (5).    The pressure   p-,    is then calculated from isentropic rela- 
tions. 
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Next the change of conditions across the secondary shock have to be 
computed,   i.e. ,   |TOI    has to be obtained.     This is best accomplished by 
assuming that   ^JQ = I20 = ^"    '^e strength of the secondary shock is then 
immediately computed from 

^701    =   ä     • (8) 
" 53.0 

Obviously only one value of ^23' »   an<^ thus ^40»  will yield a change 
in particle velocity across the secondary shock which matches the velocity 
in state 2.    We can write 

^L+ = >-i)(i-i) (9) 

where   Au.    is the change in particle velocity relative to the particle of 
gas in the state ahead of the shock wave and   c_   is the sound velocity 
ahead of the shock.    Formula (9) yields both,   the velocity   u^ = Uo,  and the 
change in velocity across the secondary shock.    The velocity in state 2 is 
then also computed from 

u? u,,      Au   v    c-, 
_£   =   .^ +  £i £ (10) 
c C C-, c 

o o 3' o 

and when the values obtained from equations (9) and (10) are in agreement 
a solution point is found.     To ascertain if this solution is physically valid, 
i.e. ,   if the assumerd wave configuration was correct,  the absolute velocitv 
of the secondary shock has to be computed.    If it is found that the secondary 
shock moves downstream then a valid solution is obtained.    An upstream 
moving secondary shock indicates an unstable and physically unreal situa- 
tion since the shock would move into the transition section and thus the 
wave pattern is different from the assumed configuration. 

The calculations are easily performed using shock tables and isen- 
tropic flow tables (ref.   3),    Table I shows the numerical values for a 
particular computation of the shock tube problem (a = 4,   £10 = 2).    A 
series of   (J^Q   values is assumed and the computations are performed 
according to the above outline.    The solution value of   ^40   ^8 found by 
interpolation or graphically.    Values of the required compression chamber 
pressures for different shock strengths   ^,0   can be found in an analogous 
manner or by a slight variation of the procedure.    Thus,   for weaker shocks 
when the secondary shock is stationary in the transition section it is first 
necessary to locate the position of the shock.    This is accomplished by 
assuming the position and checking its correctness by the velocity result- 
ing in state 2.    Once the proper position is established the pressure in the 
compression chamber is obtained by matching the pressure in state 2.    The 
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results of such computations for a fixed area ratio of 4 are presented in 
Figures 2 and 3,      The first of these gives the compression chamber pres- 
sure ratio as a function of the primary shock pressure ratio.    Figure 3 
presents the shock velocity,  the particle velocity,  and the absolute velocity 
of the secondary shock as a function of shock strength. 

Shock Tube Performance 

To evaluate the usefulness of the shock tube with area change 
it is necessary to establish test time durations which can be achieved in 
the shock tube.    Fiom Figure 2 we see that for shock strength in excess 
0^   6l0 = 2   the required compression chamber pressure becomes quite 
high,  at the same time the velocity of the secondary shock increases con- 
siderably (Fig.   3).    We will thus arbitrarily limit our considerations to 
shock strengths of 2 or less.    Since a test section for large components 
(4 to 8 feet) would most likely be located at the shock tube end,   testing 
would take place in the reflected pressure state.    The reflected shock 
strength is   ^cj = 1. 87   for an incident shock of strength   ^JQ = 2,   i. e. , 
the pressure behind the reflected shock is about 55 psia. 

Figure 4 presents a wave diagram for the shock tube.    It can be 
shown that the optimum test durations in the incident region (state 1) can 
be obtained by placing the test section at   X .    For optimum durations in 
the reflected region (state 5) and the shortest shock tube length,   the test 
section must be located at   Xr.    The dimensionless time in which the first 
reflected expansion wave reaches the transition section is (ref.   5) 

v.,       ,.    ,-^ 
Ta   = TT  =   1*341^ f11» 

Since the transition section is assumed to be very short we neglect the 
time required to traverse it.    In time   T      the secondary shock travels a 
distance 

X =   T    W (12) ssa a      ss x     ' 

The distance   X^   at which the secondary shock is overtaken by the first 
reflected wave is 

Xu =  IV-ii + X-JII  
A

T,     =   X + W     AT, (13) br3A3|       b ssa ssb v' 

where 

^ =  "3. + xT- wss <14' 
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The time of this interaction is simply 

Tb "   Ta + ATb (15) 

In this time the contact surface has travelled a distance X  ,   given by 

Xpb=   ^Tb* 
(16) 

The point at which the reflected rarefaction wave overtakes the contact 
surface   X      (which is also the point of intersection with the reflected 
Shockwave for optimum conditions) is obtained from 

Xr=    Xh+   K +  X2lA^=    Xnh+^AT 

where 

c       "b '   rz  "   A2r-'c pb  '   ^"'c 

AT    3-^ ± 
X2 

(17) 

(18) 

The time for this intersection is simply given by 

T    s  T,   + AT c        b c (19) 

Further the optimum testing time in state 1 is computed as 

X 

lm c        W (20) 

The location of the test section for optimum testing time in the reflected 
region is given by 

T    - X  /W c c      r 
Xr =   1/W    - 1/W (21) 

Finally the testing time available in the reflected state at location   X     is 

1 
AT 5m 

X    -   X r c 
- 1   1 

X5 + ^5 Wr i 
(22) 

Table II shows representative results computed with the aid of equations 
(11) through (22),   for a chock tube with an area ratio   a = 4   and a strength 
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of the primary shock equal to   ^JQ = 2.    Also shown are results for the 
same shock strength but for a conventional shock tube.     These were ob- 
tained'with the aid of equations and graphs in reference  5. 

Table II 

Shock Tube Performance Parameters 
I 10 = 2.0 

Dimensionless Conventional Area Change 
Parameters o- = 1 a- = 4 

Ta 1.44 1. 73 

X a - 0. 60 0 

Tc 
2. 87 2. 71 

X 
c 

1. 50 1.42 

ATlm 1. 67 1. 67 

Tr 
1. 83 1. 72 

X r 2.49 2. 34 

5m 
1.73 1.73 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A comparison of the values in Table II indicates that the dimension- 
less performance parameters at low overpressures (shock strength of 2 
or less) are virtually identical for an air to air shock tube having an area 
change of 4 and for its conventional counterpart.    However,  the shock 
tube with an abrupt area change offers definite advantages in case of large 
test sections,   say 6 feet in diameter.    To obtain clean shock waves the 
test section must be about 8 diameters downstream of the diaphragm 
station which for a 6 foot diameter tube is 48 feet.    If testing is done in 
the reflected state we find with the aid of Table II that the lengths of the 
compression chambers are 19 feet and 21 feet for the conventional and 
area change shock tube respectively.     This giv^s compression chamber 
aspect ratios of approximately 3 and 7 for the two cases.     The first of 
these numbers for the conventional shock tube is rather low and it may 
therefore be necessary to increase the length of the chamber and thus also 
the length of the tube.    It is also interesting to note,  that the ratio of the 
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weights of wall material per linear foot of compression chamber is about 
0. 75,   the chamber for the shock tube with an area change weighing less 
(^IQ - Zj u - 4).    This is particularly significant if we consider that the 
compression chamber pressure for the shock tube with an area change 
exceeds the pressure for the conventional design by a factor of 3.    The 
above weight ratio is easily established if we remember that the weight is 
proportional to the product of diameter   D   and wall thickness   m   while 
the hoop stress    s    is simply 

s =£5 
cm 

It is probably safe to say that fabrication costs for the smaller 
diameter compression chamber will be lower than for the larger chamber 
required in the conventional tube.    For equal length of compression cham- 
ber we find that the mass of air required in the case of area change is 
0. 75 of the mass of air for the conventional tube.     Also the horsepower for 
isothermal compression (equal inlet pressure and velocity) is proportional 
to   In^y/Vi)   where   p^   ^s ^e delivery pressure and   p,    the pressure at 
the intake.     Thus,  the costs of pressurizing of the compression chambers 
in the two cases should not be radically different. 

The  smaller diameter of the compression chamber and thus the 
diaphragm offers definite advantages in handling and operations of the 
shock tube with the area change.     Further,   it is a well known fact that to 
produce weak shocks in a shock tube problems arise with the piercing and 
tearing of the diaphragm particularly for large diameters.    Here again, 
the smaller diameter of the diaphragm for the shock tube with an area 
change should be an advantage.     Further,   the higher compression chamber 
pressure of this arrangement should aid in the production of clean shocks 
of low strength. 

In conclusion we can thus state that the performance of the shock 
tube with an area change is comparable with the low over-pressure per- 
formance of a conventional shock tube and that in case of large diameter 
test sections it offers the advantages of lower initial costs and ease of 
operation. 
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Table I 

Table of Parameters for Shock Tube Problem 

C3/C4 * X3 = ^3 = 0- 833:     ^34 * 0- 278 

M3, = 2.94;     M3l5;< = 1.95 

</?3, = 1.63;    X31 = 0- 553;     ^3,3 = 0.0570 

^ = (^ = 0. 523;    Xl = 1. 109;    Ws = 1. 362 

^40 ho ^'O ^23' 

Au23> 
C3' ^2 

16 4.45 . 254 7. 88 - 1. 871 . 594 

15 4. 17 . 238 8.40 - 1.950 . 550 

14 3. 89 . 222 9.01 - 2. 040 . 500 

13 3. 62 . 206 9. 70 -2. 136 .450 

12 3. 34 . 190 10. 52 -2. 247 . 384 

14. 52 4.01 . 229 8. 74 -2. 001 . 523 

NOTE:   Last row gives solution 

AU c7 

 —   =   -2.763;     —=-   =   1.552 

W ss = 0.100;    X2 = 0'859;     <P7 :: 0. 523 

Compression Chamber Pressure   p. a 212 psia 
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Driver exoansion wave —Interface 
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b) Shock in 
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Fig.   1     Schematic Shock Tube Configurations 
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A 1 MJ ARC DISCHARGE SHOCK TUBE AS A CHEMICAL 
KCKETICS RESEARCH PACILHY 

L. L. Presley and G. E. Palkenthal 
Ames Research Center, MSA 
Moffett Field, California 

and 

J. T. Naff 
MHD Re sear cli Incorporated 
Newport Beach, California 

INTROrUCHON 

A shock tuhe driven hy an arc discharge has recently "been placed in 
operation at Ames Research Center for use in gas physics and chemical 
kinetics research. Consistent with this use it was designed to produce 
shock wave velocities as high as 12 km/sec and for initial test gas pres- 
sures as low as 10n of Hg. The shock tube has comparatively large phys- 
ical dimensions, the most significant being the 6-inch internal diameter 
of the driver, the largest diameter arc heated driver known to the authors. 
The pertinent physical features of the shock tube are described, particu- 
larly those related to the performance objectives'. The primary features 
of the energy storage and delivery portion of the shock tube system and 
the problems encountered in placing the capacitor bank in operation are 
discussed. A few preliminary test results obtained in checking the opera- 
tion of the shock tube are also presented. 

DESCRIPTION OP PACILITI 

Shock Tube 

In the design of this facility, the following three requirements 
were considered:    (l) high shock wave velocities, of the order of 12 km/sec 
(mm/nsec) or greater for simulating planetary entry conditions; (2) low 
driven gas pressures for stretching the nonequilibrium reaction zone to a 
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resolvable length; (3) adequate testing time at these low driven gas pres- 
sures for studying the reactions of Interest. 

In the following sections, the pertinent features of the shock tube 
will be discussed In light of meeting the performance objectives. The 
discussion will proceed from the driver to the driven tube, much the 
same as the operational chain of events. The over-all arrangement of the 
shock tube Is shown In figure 1 where the components to be discussed 
are noted. 

Driver 

The first requirement clearly dictated the necessity for an 
arc heated driver gas of low molecular weight, as demonstrated in the 
pioneering work of references (l) and (2). Figure 2 is a detailed drawing 
of the driver. The comparatively large driver diameter, a nominal 6-inch 
Inside diameter, was selected in compromise to the following considerations: 

(1) The circuit for discharging the energy stored in a capacitor bank 
into an arc heated driver is usually an RLC series circuit. For such a 
circuit the discharge can be either oscillatory, critically damped, or 
overdamped. For this driver, it was desired that the discharge be at 
least critically damped, i.e., nonoscillatory. This criterion stipulates 
the RC time constant of the circuit. On this basis, and since the resist- 
ance of the arc was assumed to be inversely proportional to the area of 
the arc chamber, calculations were made which Indicated that a driver 
diameter as large as 6 inches would assure a nonoscillatory discharge. 

(2) It was believed that the ratio of driven tube to driver area 
should be small (for arc discharge shock tubes, the usual practice is for 
the area ratio, A^riven tubeAdriver^ to be greater than 1.0). Since the 
amount of energy required to produce a given shock wave increases with area 
ratio, the cnoice of a small area ratio (e.g., k.0)  would make for much 
more efficient use of the capacitor bank energy. (For example, normalizing 
the energy required, Q, to an area ratio of 1, would give Q = 2 for an 
area ratio of k,  and Q = 10 for an area ratio of 20.) It was also 
believed that a smaller area ratio would permit a transition from the 
driver to driven tube that would minimize the disturbance of the interface 
and thereby increase the testing time. 

(3) It was known for reasons described in the next section that the 
driven tube diameter would have to be about 12 Inches. 

Because of the above considerations, the driver diameter was made as 
large as possible, nominally 6 inches. 

The length of an arc heated driver of this type must be as short as 
possible so that the mass of gas can be heated to the maximum gas tempera- 
ture (sound speed) attainable with a given amount of energy. It should be 
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recalled that the performance of this type of shock tube is controlled by 
the speed of sound ratio across the diaphragm; thus to increase the shock 
speed for a fixed amount of energy stored in the capacitor bank and fixed 
driven tube pressure, the initial driver pressure is decreased. However, 
a minimum length is stipulated by the criterion that the rarefaction wave, 
generated by the diaphragm opening and reflected from the rear of the 
driver, does not catch up with the test gas. The required driver length 
is therefore inversely proportional to shock wave velocity. With this in 
mind, provision was made for varying the internal length of the driver up 
to 2 feet. 

Figure 3 is a photograph of the driver. The collector rings and 
electrical cables, to be described later, are seen at the end of the driver. 
The teflon liner, which prevents the arc from striking the walls of the 
driver, consists of two l/8-lnch sheets, rolled and pressed into the driver 
chamber. The rear electrode is fully insulated from the driver walls by 
the various materials shown in figure 2, while the front electrode is also 
the diaphragm retaining ring and is in front of the teflon liner shown in 
figure 3. The seams of the teflon sheets are staggered 180 to provide 
adequate electrical insulation. The driver is fabricated with a modified 
I8-8 stainless steel having a very low permeability. 

Diaphragm and Transition Section 

The shock wave stabilizing section and the diverging section 
connect the 6-inch diameter of the driver to the 12-inch diameter of the 
driven tube. The diaphragm at the upstream end of the shock wave stabiliz- 
ing section is held in place by the diaphragm retaining ring (front elec- 
trode) and can be installed without the driver being coupled to the 
diaphragm section; this allows the driven tube to be evacuated while the 
driver is being prepared for firing. 

Flat diaphragms scored, as shown in figure k,  are used. They are 
scored to various depths to control their bursting pressure. The scoring 
is accomplished with an end mill which cuts a 90° Included angle groove. 
The diaphragms, which are fabricated of an 18-8 stainless steel, rupture 
into a square section, shown in figure 5« The recesses for the diaphragm 
petals to fold into upon rupturing are clearly seen in figure 5. The 
square cross section was chosen, as opposed to a circular cross section, to 
minimize the risk of losing petals. The square portion of the diaphragm 
section transforms smoothly into the 6-inch-diameter circular configura- 
tion of the driven tube's shock wave stabilizing section. 

The purpose of the shock wave stabilizing section was to allow the 
shock wave to become at least partially formed before entering the diverg- 
ing section. The equivalent conical diffusion angle of the diverging 
section defined as 
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_! (Maximum dlaneter) - (Minimum diameter) 
a = tan ■ ' 

Leng-ch of section 

was h^ld at 12 to minimize shock wave perturbation of the Interface. The 
entrance and exit portions of the diverging section were faired with a 
radius of curvature equal to the local diameter. The diffusion angle and 
shape of the entrance and. exit fairing were helieved to "be particularly 
Important because the strength and curvature of the oblique shock waves 
that stand at the exit, as well as the possibility of having a normal 
shock wave at the focal point of the oblique shock waves, are Increased 
with large diffusion angles and sharp comers. 

Driven Tube 

The second and third design requirements, defined earlier, 
are concerned mainly with the driven tube.    An over-all view of the driven 
tube was given in figure 1 and a photograph is presented in figure 6. 

The second requirement stipulates material,  Internal finish, and 
vacuum pumping for the driven tube.    Consistent with good vacuum practice, 
type 30^ stainless steel tubing was used and this was honed to an interior 
finish of at least RMS 16.    Vacuum pumping capacity adequate to obtain an 
ultimate pressure at least two orders of magnitude lower than the lowest 
anticipated initial driven tube pressure was Incorporated (ultimate vacuum 
of 10"5 mm of Hg is obtainable in the driven tube). 

The third requirement sets the size of the driven tube.    The behavior 
of the interface between the driven and driver gas is not ideal in any 
shock tube, but this behavior is particularly non-ideal at the low gas 
densities required for chemical kinetics research.    At these conditions, 
the Interface is far from being a planar surface, behaving, in fact, simi- 
larly to the leaky piston which travels at a velocity greater than its 
ideal velocity and thereby decreases the length of the usefrl slug of gas 
between the shock wave and the interface.    The result is a decrease of 
testing time.    The useful testing time is Increased by increasing the driven 
tube length until the interface and the shock wave are travelling at the 
same velocity.    Then the slug of test gas becomes a fixed length, and no 
further Increase in testing time is realized with Increased length.    This 
phenomenon governs the practical length of this type of shock tube.    Test- 
ing time is also incraased by increasing the diameter of the driven tube 
and it will change in proportion to the square of the diameter. 

The 12-lnch diameter was chosen because it appeared that it would 
provide a testing time adequate for the needs of the research.    (A minimum 
testing time of 10 |isec was necessary.)    The over-all length of 32-1/2 feet 
from the diaphragm to the center of the test section was selected since It 
was long enough to give nearly maximum testing time, yet not long enough 
to be physically cumbersome. 
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Electrical Components 

On the "basis of parametric calculations of the energy input into 
the driver that is required to produce shock waves with a velocity of 
12 km/sec an energy storage of IxlO6 J in the capacitor hank was selected. 
A survey of experimental information on the voltage necessary to produce 
an arc of a given length indicated that approximately 7.5 kV/ft were needed. 
In order to provide an adequate operating margin for a 2-foot driver length, 
a voltage of 20 kV was selected for the capacitor hank. 

Capacitor Bank 

The 1 MJ bank contains a total of 208 capacitors, each rated for 
20 kV and having a nominal capacitance of 2k- [iF.    The bank is divided into 
four segments so that the energy input into the driver can be varied in 
units of 250,000 J at full rated voltage or at any Intermediate value hy 
varying the charge voltage.    Within each segment there are k rows of 13 
capacitors and each row of 13 is bused together in parallel.    A schematic 
diagram of one row is shown in figure J.    Thirteen coaxial cahles connect 
each high voltage "bus to the collector ring on the driver.    Each capacitor 
has an expulsion type fuse between its high voltage terminal and the common 
high voltage hus.    It is necessary to "bus the capacitors together in groups 
of 13 to insure that there is. Immediately avallahle, sufficient energy to 
actuate a fuse (approximately 10 to 15 kJ) hefore the rest of the hank can 
discharge into a faulty capacitor.    A photograph of the physical arrangement 
of the bank showing fuses and charging resistors (tubes at the bottom of 
photograph) is given in figure 8.    The vertical partitions shown between 
the fuses are necessary to prevent the plasma flare from an exploding fuse 
from shorting out the adjacent fuse. 

Several problems have been encountered in the initial operation of the 
capacitor bank.    Failures of capacitors have occurred in situations wherein 
it was necessary that a fuse isolate the faulty capacitor in order to pre- 
vent the energy in the rest of the bank from being discharged into that 
faulty capacitor.    However, on two occasions, the fuses have failed to 
function properly.    The cause of the first fuse failure appeared to be a 
plasma leak from the fuse case which shorted the high voltage bus and the 
ground bushing of the capacitor.    The cause of the second fuse failure has 
not been determined. 

The capacitors used in this bank are not rated for voltage reversal. 
They are rated for, what is comparatively speaking, a short life;  in this 
case 500 hours of electrification.    They are designed to operate at a 
high static dielectric stress of 2500 V/mil, based on dielectric pad 
thickness.    Since for the most part similar capacitors with a high static 
dielectric stress have not been used extensively throughout the country, 
the only safeguard for insuring that projlems are not encounte 'ed is to 
submit the capacitors to a thorough testing program before Installation. 
Accordingly the following testing program is being initiated for the 
capacitors of this bank: 
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(1) All capacitors are submitted to the following tests at the factory: 
(a) high voltage dielectric test at 150-percent rated voltage (30,000 V) for 
1 minute, (it has "been determined that one source of capacitor failure was 
the dielectric damage resulting from a fabrication error.); (b) discharge 
tests for a total of 10 shots on each capacitor at 60,000 A peak current, 
65-percent reversal, and 2k kc discharge frequency. (The capacitors are 
rated for 25^000 A, nonoscillatory peak current discharge.) 

(2) Upon receipt of the capacitors at the site, the following tests 
are performed to detect transportation damage: (a) high voltage dielectric 
test at 125-percent rated voltage (25^000 V) for 1 minute; (b) discharge 
test for a total of 10 shots on each capacitor at 25^000 A, critically 
damped. 

After the capacitors are installed in the racks, the entire bank.will 
be charged to rated voltage and discharged a sufficient number of times to 
prove that the capacitor bank is fully operational. During these tests, 
the capacitors will be bused together only through their charging resistors. 

Collector Rings 

The energy from each of the four segments of the capacitor 
bank Is fed to the rear electrode of the driver through a coaxial collector 
ring. One of the four coaxial collector rings is shown In figure 9- The 
outer ring is the ground terminal and the inner ring is the high voltage 
collector. The inner and outer rings are separated by a micarta insulator. 
Each collector ring is separately removable from the driver and is attached 
to a grounded plate when its particular segment of the capacitor bank is 
not in use. 

Arc Initiator 

The arc is initiated with an exploding wire, similar in arrange- 
ment to that described in reference (2). In the prefire condition, the wire 
is held away from the rear electrode by a nylon rod. Upon firing, a sole- 
noid releases the spring-loaded rod and the wire is drawn back until an 
arc is established between the wire and the rear electrode. A simple yoke 
of the same wire, 0.010-inch-diameter aluminum, provides the support at 
the front electrode. 

Current Viewing Shunt 

In order to determine the electrical efficiency of the driver, 
it is necessary to know the current in the arc discharge. The series shunt 
for making these measurements (fig. 2) is an integral part of the driver 
and measures the total current in the discharge at one time as opposed to 
the usual technique of measuring the current in a few cables. The current 
is determined from the voltage drop across the shunt which Is measured 
through separate leads attached at each end of the shunt. The shunt is 
fabricated of l/8-inch-thick type 33O stainless steel. Resistance of the 
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shunt was measured with a compensated Kelvin bridge.    The error in shunt 
signal due to the inductance of the shunt and leads has been calculated to 
be no more than 1 percent of the total signal.    Thus, the current in the 
arc can be measured to good accuracy. 

Safety Features 

The entire capacitor bank and driver are housed in a protective room. 
The inside of the room is lined with l/8-inch steel sheet,  and the outside 
ie covered ^ith 1-1/2 inches of plywood.    This has proved adequate for stop- 
ping shrapnel from the explosion resulting from a capacitor failure wherein 
600,000 J was discharged into a faulty capacitor.    The protective room is 
vacated and locked before either the driver or the capacitor bank is 
charged.    Before the capacitor bank can be charged, a series interlock 
chain encompassing protective room door locks, driver charging valves, 
driven tube charging and evacuation valves,  and driver arming must indicate 
that it is safe to proceed.    After the bank has been charged, the protective 
room door locks cannot be opened unless the bank voltage is less than 20 V. 
A motor driven bank grounding switch is situated so as to be clearly visible 
to all personnel entering the protective room and to indicate that the bank 
is grounded. 

PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE 

Some performance data have been obtained in the process of checking 
the operation of the shock tube.    These data are solely concerned with the 
shock tube itself and do not represent research data.    All of the testing 
has been with air as the driven gas. 

To assess the performance of a shock tube of this type,  it is important 
to know the electrical efficiency of the discharge process.    The energy 
actually dissipated in the discharge process is: 

W = J00 E(t)l(t)dt 

and the electrical efficiency is then defined as 

_2W 
^E = CE§ 

where C is bank capacitance, E0 is bank voltage, and I is discharge 
current. The time dependent ■voltage and current are obtained from oscillo- 
scope records as shown in figure 10. The electrical efficiencies obtained 
in this manner are between 70 and 80 percent which are lower than the 90- to 
95-percent values of reference (2). The reason for these low values has 
not been determined. 
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The pniriry measure of the efficiency of an arc discharge shock tube 
is defined by its ability to produce a certain shock wave velocity from 
the energy discharged into the driver.    The ideal energy density required 
to produce a shock wave of a given velocity is shown in figure 11.    These 
curves were calculated from those of reference (2) and are plotted for a 
constant initial pressure of 10"4 atmosphere of air in the driven tube, 
and for various initial pressures in the driver.    Also plotted in this 
figure are several experimental points that have been obtained in the pre- 
liminary tests.    The experimental points have been obtained with the inter- 
nal length of the driver set at 12 inches which gives a volume of 5105 cm3. 
The low energy densities are due to limiting the capacitor bank voltage to 
10 kV until the testing program discussed earlier had been completed and 
that only 156 capacitors (3750 nF) were available.    Extrapolation of the 
performance obtained with energy densities ranging from 26 to 37 J/cm3 to 
the value of 195 J/cm3 obtainable with a full megaJoule of energy in the 
capacitor bank and allowing for a decrease in efficiency with increasing 
energy density,  indicates that shock wave velocities in excess of 12 km/sec 
should be obtained.    Defining the over-all efficiency as the ideal energy 
density required to produce the measured shock velocity divided by the 
actual energy density gives: 

(w/v) actual 

This efficiency takes into account all possible losses such as arc losses, 
radiation from the driver gas, and non-ideal shock tube performance. It 
can be seen from figure 11 that over-all efficiencies as high as 60 percent 
have been obtained. This figure compares well with the 50-percent effi- 
ciency that is usually obtained with this type of shock tube. 

The shock wave velocities have been measured by observing the radiation 
behind the shock wave with photomultipliers and by ionization gages, located 
at two accurately known stations. The photomultipliers had an S-5 spectral 
response. In order to obtain meaningful data the radiation was collimated 
by two 0.0015-inch slits, 1 foot apart. 

Typical outputs of the photomultipliers at two different initial driven 
tube pressures are shown in figure 12. The initial spike in both traces is 
taken to be the nonequilibrium radiation from behind the shock wave. The 
shock wave was assumed to have arrived when the signal was 5 percent of its 
maximum value behind the first peak.  (Note, the signal shown on the oscillo- 
scope traces is inverted.) The jagged signal immediately following the first 
maximum is Interpreted as the driver gas radiation. The low level of the 
driver gas radiation is as would be expected from the low energy densities 
of the testing to date. The testing time appears to be about 3O usec which 
is greater than half the 30 ^xsec value that is calculated to be attainable 
from the leaky piston model. Since these values are greater than those 
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in reference (3) (a 6-lnch-dlameter driven tube) the choice of a 12-inch- 
diameter drive*1 tube and the care in designing the diverging section are 
well Justified. 

A typical output of an ionization gage is also shown in figure 12. 
The signal rise from these gages is much more sharply defined. The shock 
velocities presented in figure 11 are based on the ionization gage signal. 

The pressures in Mie driver have been measured with a Kistler Model 601 
Transducer. A small l/6-inch hole was drilled through the liner and a 
I/32-inch sheet  of teflon was placed at the bottom of the hole. The face 
of the transducer was backed up against the l/32-inch sheet. A typical 
output trace is shown in figure 13. This output has been filtered with a 
50 kc filter, but there is still a significant amount of ringing. However, 
a rough estimate of the pressure can be made and this checks fairly well 
with anticipated results. The time history of driver pressure is evident 

CONCLUDING RMAEKS 

From the preliminary results that have been obtained, the following 
remarks can be made: 

Preliminary evaluation indicates the achievement of fairly high over-all 
efficiencies. Extrapolation.from the performance obtained with energy den- 
sities of less than 37 j/cm3 to the value of 195 j/cm3 obtainable with a 
full megaJoule of energy in the capacitor bank indicates the shock wave 
velocities in excess of 12 km/sec should be obtained. 

A testing time of about 3O [isec  has been obtained which confirms the 
choice of a large diameter driven tube. 

Problems have been encountered with capacitor and fuse failures. A 
testing program has been initiated to prove that the capacitor bank is 
operational. 
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Fig. 8.- View of capacitors, fuses, charging resistors, and related buswork. 
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Fig.   10.- Voltage and current wave forms.    Nominal voltage of 10 kv. 
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Fig.   11.- Theoretical and actual shock wave velocities as a function of 
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(a) Photomultipller output at an initial driven tube pressure of 10"4 atm 
and a shock velocity of 8.1 km/sec. 

50 /xsec/cm 

(b) Photomultiplier output at an initial driven tube pressure of 3xl0"4 atm 
and a shock velocity of approximately 7 km/sec. 

20^,sec/cm 

(c)  lonization gage output at an initial pressure of 10"* atm and a shock 
velocity of 7.1 km/sec. 

Fig.   12.- Oscilloscope traces for shock velocity measurements. 
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Figure 13.- Oscilloscope record of transducer output measuring driver 
pressure. Initial driver charging pressure is I3.6 atm. Ideal 
maximum pressure "based on 100 percent efficiency is 226 atm. Output 
has been filtered with a 50 kc filter (500 psi/cm = 3V atm/cm). 
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REAL FLOW EFFECTS ON SHOCK ATTENUATION IN SHOCK-TUBE FLOWS 

C. S. Kim and C. C. Chang 
Catholic University of America 

Washington, D. C. 

and 

C. Park* 
NASA, Ames Research Center 
Moffett Field,  California 

The real flow effects, i.e., the effect of boundary layer growth, radia- 
tion,  imperfect diaphragm rupture and contact-surface mixing, convective heat 
transfer, and crossed electric and magnetic fields, on shock-wave velocity 
attenuation in a constant-area shock-tube is evaluated.    The gas is assumed 
to he an ideal reacting gas of Lighthill's type in chemical equilibrium, and 
the characteristic equations for the modified Riemann's variables for 
unsteady flow are derived.    Assuming that the above-mentioned real flow 
effects are small in comparison with the ideal gas flow properties, a small- 
perturbation analysis is applied to the characteristic equations to derive 
the deviations from ideal conditions due to the real flow effects.    By making 
a minimum number of assur...'■-Ions, it is shown that (i)  Imperfect diaphragm 
rupture causes an initial lag in shock velocity,  (ii) heat transfer from hot 
gas to cold gas through contact-surface mixing causes an overshoot in shock 
velocity,  (ill) attenuation of shock speed due to radiation from the hot gas 
becomes an important effect at high density and is independent of tube diam- 
eter.    In addition,  (iv) the strengths of crossed electrical and magnetic 
fields needed to compensate for the attenuating effect of boundary layer 
growth and radiation to maintain a constant shock speed are calculated.    The 
numerical calculations are carried out for the radiation and wall heat trans- 
fer effect for a range of operating conditions and some typical values are 
computed for the rest of the effects. 

List of Symbols 

A cross sectional area of shock tube 

a variable similar to sound speed, defined by equation (8d) 

* National Academy of Sciences Research Associate 
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B magnetic flux density 

C gas combination parameter,  defined by equation (21a) 

C. see Appendix I for definition 

Cf surface friction coefficient 

C frozen specific heat at constant pressure 

C frozen specific heat at constant volume 

D perimeter of shock tube 

D. see Appendix I for definition 

E electric field Intensity 

e energy added per unit volume 

F see equation (23b) 

f body force per unit volume excluding J x B force 

G. see Appendix I for definition 

H total enthalpy 

H. see Appendix I for definition 

h energy of formation of chemical species present r 

J electric current density 

k Boltzmann constant 

L length of hot gas column 

m exponent of attenuation rate or boundary layer growth 

n constant appearing in equilibrium species concentration, see 
equation (lb) 

p pressure 

P+ modified RLemann's variable, defined by equation  (10) 

see equations [Ik) to (17) and Appendix I 

a heat loss through tube vail by conduction 
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R gas constant 

r reflection parameter, see equation (23&.) 

S modified entropy, defined by equation (8a) 

T temperature 

Tr characteristic temperature of reaction 

t time 

tc crictical time for contact-surface mixing, see equation (36c) 

U velocity of shock wave 

u particle velocity 

x distance along shock-tube, from diaphragm position 

y distance normal to shock-tube axis, from wall 

z distance from contact surface, z=ut-x 

a species concentration 

ß molecular thermal conductivity 

*» boundary layer thickness 

6j4 generalized boundary layer thickness parameter,  /     (1 - ^      Jdy 
^o ^  p vr' 

€+.€8 perturbation due to over-all real-gas effects defined by equa- 
tions (5) to (9) 

K eddy thermal conductivity 

p density 

Pr characteristic density of reaction 

A(x) see equation (23c) 

a electric conductivity 

ft+,na line integral of e+, €s along a characteristic curve defined by 
equation (20) 

T diaphragm opening time 
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±f  s   perturbation due to boundary-layer grovth, defined by equations (8b, 
wu*wf    Öc and 11a) 

Prescript delta (A)  deviation from ideal condition 

Superscript bar (')  condition in central core of the shock-tube flow 

Subscripts 

1 initial condition in low pressure channel 

2 condition in driven gas 

3 condition in driver gas 

4 initial condition in high pressure chamber 

+      positive characteristics 

negative characteristics 

s      referred to energy conservation law or entropy increase 

u      referred to momentum conservation law 

p      referred to mass conservation law 

I,J,K, 
H,M,N,      points along typical characteristic curves as shown in Figure (2) 
HSMSN' 

U, etc    line integration from point    I to J,  see equation (20) 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the problem of shock-wave velocity attenuation in a shock-tube 
flow has been solved theoretically by various authors1"10, the only mecha- 
nisms causing attenuation treated so far have been boundary layer growth and 
effects resulting from imperfect diaphragm rupture.    In an earlier work of 
the present authors2, however, the effect of crossed electrical and- magnetic i 
fields was also considered.    The most recent development in dealing with the 
boundary layer effect is to regard the boundary layer as an area-reducing 
mechanism.    The diaphragm rupturing process has been analyzed mainly with the 
emphasis on the pressure and density disturbances7'9.    All these theories 
resort, to a varying degree, to a Judicious intuition and simplification, 
but nevertheless have shown a fair degree of agreement with experimental ■ 
results for medium-high shock strengths1'3'5'6'   , up to shock Mach number of | 
15 say.    At higher shock strengths, the experimental results have shown a 
considerable departure from the prediction of these theories8. 

J 

I 

I 
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These departures of the experimental shock wave strengths from the pre- 
dictions of the existing theories at high shock strengths may be due to con- 
siderable energy transfer by processes which have not been considered in the 
existing theories. These processes are radiative and conductive heat trans- 
fer to the tube wall, entropy increase due to imperfect diaphragm rupture, 
contact-surface heat transfer through conduction or turbulent mixing, and 
real-gas effects, i.e. dissociation or ionization, that may affect the bound- 
ary layer characteristics. These effects are termed here as "real flow" 
effects. At high shock strengths the boundary-layer cannot be regarded as 
merely a mechanism for area reduction because the energy transfer can be as 
important as the mass defect. The partial opening of the diaphragm may cause 
separated flow and turbulence, leading to a loss of energy, i.e. an increase 
in temperature in exchange for a lowered shock speed. Likewise, the energy 
transfer through the contact surface may have more effect on shock attenua- 
tion than the previously considered production and reflection of waves by 
hydrodynamical instabilities at the contact surface7. 

In the pre-ant paper, the earlier work of the present authors is extended 
to include the above mentioned effects, focusing on the energy transfer 
effects mentioned above. Rlemann's characteristic equations are derived 
including real-gas effects, radiative and conductive heat transfer to tube 
wall, the crossed electromagnetic effect and possible body force. By  this 
means, a unified approach Is made in analyzing the various real flow effects 
from a common basis so that each may be assessed in importance relative to 
the others. 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The equations of motion for the unsteady flow through a duct of constant 
cross section. In the presence of the wall boundary layer and uniform crossed 
electric and magnetic fields, are derived under the following assumptions. 

(1) The deviation of mean flow properties from an ideal, uniform condi- 
tion of a perfect gas due to viscosity, crossed electromagnetic fields and 
radiation is small. 

(2) Both the driver and the driven gas are ideal reacting gases and are 
in equilibrium; that is, they satisfy the following conditions 

(Equation of State) p = pRT(l + a) (la) 

(Condition of equilibrium)  ^-^ = ~ (rfT") expf- ~J     (lb) 

u2 
(Equation of energy) H = CpT + hra + — (lc) 
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The Cp in equation (ic) is the frozen specific heat at constant pressure, 
i.e. the portion of specific heat due to collisional energy transport alone. 
The above gas model reduces to that of the ideal dissociating diatomic gas 
of Lighthill11 for n= 0 and Op = {k + a)R, and to that 'of ideal ionizing 
monatomic gas of Bray12 for n = 1.5 and Cp = 2.5(l -• a)R. The change in 
Cp due to the change in the species concentration a is small, and so Cp 
is assumed to be constant for each gas throughout. 

The physical picture of the flow field is shown in figures (la) and (lb). 
The duct has a perimeter D and cross-sectional area A. The boundary layer 
developed near the wall is sufficiently thin compared with the diameter of 
the tube that 25/D « 1. Through the wall, the heat qv is transmitted per 
unit area per unit time by conduction. The energy e is added per unit 
volume. The electric and magnetic fields are applied perpendicularly to the 
flow in a crossed configuration and are uniform within the free stream core. 
Thus the velocity, temperature, electric and magnetic fields are assumed to 
vary only in the boundary layer. The equations of motion for this flow con- 
dition are2'13'14 

(mass) ~r    /pdA + £-/pudA = 0 

(2a) 

(momentum) —■ / pu dA + ^- ' pu2 dA +A g +Cf | ü
2D + ; f dA - ; jB dA = 0 

(2b) 

(energy)        ^ j p(H - RT)dA + ^ j pHu dx -    /    ^- dA + Dqv +    Te dA = 0 

(2c) 

The integrations appearing in the above equations are facilitated by intro- 
ducing the generalized boundary layer thickness 

& / i  1\ 
dy (3) 

which allows one to write: 

ZpiuJ dA = p^A - D&ij)   . (1+) 

In particular    Bn and 612    are the boundary layer displacement and momentuin 
thicknesses,  respectively. 
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Using equation {k),  equations  (2a)  to (2c)  reduce to 

Dp      äü __ D 
^ + - = €p ^  pu ^ U)p (5) 

?i + ^ = eu . Ü2 ^u + ^ (E - ÜB)  + ? 
Dt   ax A (6) 

Cp Dt      Cp 
1      R rr2 

2 Cp- R 
D u 
" "a2 Cp - R pü2 We   + 

D 
a(E  - ÜB)(E - 2ÜB)- f % + * 

where 

(7) 

LS_ ^ d£ __      Cp    d£ + _R 
Cp-R~p    "Cp-Rp       Cp-R RT(1 + a) da (8a) 

Wn = 2L   il 
2    ü at 
_£ + -L d ^ 6lo)    +   C-   (012   -   &ll) (8b) 

1     ax      \u at   axy
y 

ii 

a2 ^l R    "-y -2     J  at ü2 

-(^-OS^ (8c) 

The    ujp, wu, us and €p,  €u,  es    can be interpreted respectively as the per- 
turbation factors due to boundary-layer alone and due to the over-all pertur- 
bations of the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations.    The 
variable    S    is the entropy modified to include the dissociation or ioniza- 
tion effect and    a    is defined as 
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which reduces to sonic speed for a perfect gas. 

Forming the characteristic equations for Riemann's variables, there 
results 

T = ^ f ^+ 55 (E - m'{crni • i(E - ^ 
R M^Hf ^ 2 Cp   - R 

where    P+    is the modified Riemann's variable defined as 

ap,  = ä_l£ aä ± du  . _i_ fi . ! -t^-f-fc-yf-i)™ do 

and 

u ,   1      R        Ü2 

W±  = up ± - ^ ± - ^—^ - 033 (lla) 

^-^^^^Ä ^ 

The    U+ and €+    can again be interpreted as the perturbation factors due to 
boundary layer alone and due to over-all effect,  respectively,  for the posi- 
tive or negative characteristics. 

Since the RHS's of equations  (7) and (9)  are zero for an ideal shock- 
tube flow without real flow effects,  the nonzero values of the dependent 
variables on LHS represent deviations from the  ideal flow.    Denoting a devia- 
tion from the ideal shock-tube flow by a prescript   A,  equations  (7) and (9) 
can be written as 

^ (AS)  = £S (12) 

H (^±)  = €± (13) 
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where es and e+ are defined by equations (7) and (9). Equations (12) and 
(13) are forms of the equations of motion relating the deviation from the 
ideal gas shock-tube flov to the real flow effects. 

Across the shock wave (denoted by the letter U in Figure 2 and in the 
following analysis), the Rankine-Hugoniot relations for ideal reacting gas 
hold even though electric and magnetic fields are assumed to be present. 
This is because in the present treatment, the fields are taken to be zero in 
front of the shock and uniform behind it, and no secondary electric current 
is allowed to flow.  The electro-magnetic field effects thus appear as a body 
force only in the hot gas, and so, for the determination of the properties 
immediately behind the shock, the presence of the fields can be disregarded. 
The situation is thus entirely different from an ordinary MHD shock wave 
where no external electric field exists and the induced electric current con- 

i      trols the shock structure.  Thus the deviation of properties from the ideal 
gas flow behind the shock can be written, for small deviations, as 

AÜ2U = QuAU (1^) 

Aä2U = QaAU (15) 

A^U=Qs.AU (l6) 

^^{^-1^^}.,        (XT, 

where the numerical subscript 2 refers to the hot driven gas region, i.e. 
region 2 in the x-t diagram of Figure 2. The functional forms of Q^, ^ 
and Qg    for the driven gas under consideration are given in Appendix I. 

Across the  contact surface,  the  condition    ü2 = Ü3    gives  the relation 

^+3U   "   AP-3U   =   ^P+2U    "   ^-2U (l6) 

If the pressure  is allowed to differ by    Af,   i.e.    Pa = P2 + Af,  there 
results 1 

J %   - R^     ä3 
NS3 0V3 Vp   - R/ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

a.2 

(19) 

where V and \, are factors accounting for the dissociation or ionization a     o 
effect defined in Appendix I.  These factors reduce to unity for a perfect 
gas. Along the head of the centered rarefaction wave and at the origin 
x = 0 and t = 0, all deviations are zero. 
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Now   &± and £S    can be obtained formally by integrating equations (12) 
and (13) along the relevant characteristics.    Since the deviation from the 
ideal flow is small, the products of deviations can be neglected and so the 
integrating paths can be taken as the characteristics of the ideal flow. 

Denoting the line integrals of   €+ or es   with respect to time from a 
point   A    to a point    B   along the relevant characteristics by   fi+^g; ^aAB 
etc., 

"±AB =    /      €±dt'        fiSAB =    /      esdt (20) 
pB     rB 

AB = /  €±cLt'   nSAB = /  esdt 
w A J A 

For example fl+]5i represents the line integral of the over-all perturbation 
effect along the positive characteristic from point I to point M, Figure 2. 
Physically, e's represent the time rate of change of the characteristic 
wave quantity P's due to real flow effects, and the line integral ft's 
denote the net change in P's gained within the time interval specified by 
the subscripts AB. Using these notations, one can show, from equations (l^) 
to (20), that 

(1 + C)Q+AU(xH) - (1 - C)Q.AU(xN) - (l + c)üm     '  (l - C)Q.m     - w+m     = 0 

(21) 

where C is the gas combination parameter defined as 

The parameter C is very small, C « 1, when an urheated heavy gas Is used 
as the driver and is of the order of unity when a heated light gas Is used 
for the driver. Also, there follows 

AÜ3M = V^XH) " Q- AU(XN) - ^M '  a-NM (22a) 

3 

A 
M3M   CpgR      \ 

a3 a3   (Cp - R), 
^ • ^2 -JQ+AUUJJ) + Q_AU(xN) 

a2 L 

+Ü-m -  ^-MHJ " AS2 — + ^S3 "c— 

+ ( i - 1) Af (22b) R 

^3M = ^s3m (22c) 
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Equation (21) determines the conditions behind the shock vave through equa- 
tions (lU) to (l?)^ and equations (22a) to (22c) determine the conditions 
behind the contact surface. 

Since the points I, J, K, M, and N of Figure 2 are all uniquely deter- 
mined once the point H is given, equation (21) can be written further as 

where 

AU(x) - FÄU(rx) =. A(x) (23) 

(23a) T*   = 
XN h " (u -üa) 

<- 1 
B.2  + (u - üa) 

F = 1 - 
" 1 + C Q+' 

(|F|  < :i) {?3b) 

AM . A(XH) . (1 + C)n^ I (1 -^M - 2n^ (23C) (1 + C)^ 

Since equation (23) is a recursion formula of the type 

AU(rnx) - FAU(i'n+1x) + A(rnix) 

it can be written, with the aid of the condition 

lim FnAUtrnx) » 0 n-«o 
as 

00 

AU 

11*0 

00 

= ^ A(A) (21+) 

Equation (2U) is a general expression for the shock velocity attenuation 
in the shock-tube flow, subject to the approximations of the linearized 
theory. Equation {2k)  should be valid when the resulting shock attenuation 
ÄU is small compared with the perfect gas shock velocity U, less than 10 
percent say, so that the square of the neglected perturbations are negligible, 
e.g. 0.1 x 0.1 a 0.01. The series form of the final shock attenuation for- 
mula, equation {2k),  can be interpreted physically as the reflection of the 
expansion and compression waves at the shock and the contact surfaces. That 
is, the first term on the RHS of equation {2k)  represents the direct effect 
of a perturbation by the real flow effects, and the second term represents 
the residual effect of the perturbation before the first reflection, and so 
forth. The constant F in equation {2k)  is in general smaller than unity 
and approaches zero or even becomes negative as Rhock velocity increases 
(see equation (23b)), and so the wave reflection becomes negligible at high 
shock strengths. 
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The corresponding expression for the contact-surface acceleration ^ü^j 
is obtained from equation (22a) with the aid of the relation (2^) as 

AÜ2M = F(Q+ - Q.) ^ F ACr^N) - ß.^ (2^a) 

n=o 

This last formula applies at the point M in Figure 2,  which is earlier in 
time than the point H for which equation {2k)  is derived.  Unless there is 
a singularity at x = 0, t = 0, the infinite series in equation {2KB.)  IS 
small in eoraparison with the second term in equation (24a) and becomes 
negligibly small at high shock strengths. 

In order to calculate the change in shock wave velocity and contact- 
surface velocity due to the real flow effects, one must first evaluate the 
time integral fl's by performing the actual integration, equation (20), then 
substitute the result into equations {2k)  or (2Ua). In the following sec- 
tions, this process has been taken to evaluate the effect of each real flow 
effect. 

INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS 

Boundary-Layer Growth Alone, Similar Profiles 

When the prevailing real flow effect is boundary-layer growth alone, 
the line integral ß's in equations {2k)  and (24a) can be calculated by 
performing the integration of e's (see equations 8b, 8c, and 11a) provided 
the local velocity profiles are known.  If the boundary-layer profiles are 
similar within each driver and driven gas, which implies among other things 
that there is no leakage of gas through the contact surface, such that the 
boundary layer thickness grows with distance from the shock surface by a 
power m, then there follows 

Ad^x) = r^x) (25a) 

and so"the series   in equation {2k)   converges and the resulting shock-wave 
velocity is given by 

AU(x) = rrfs? (;-5l)) 

Then the contact-surface velocity is described by (see equation  (24a)) 

(26) 
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However,  .Q+j^  (and hence    n±jtMf)   is  quite complicated and is not suitable 
for analytical integration.    Mirels and Mullen, and Spence and Woods neglect 
this term in comparison with    0+MIJ 

an(^ ^-NM    ^n equations   (23c) and (26); 
that is-,  they neglect the effect of boundary-layer growth in driver gas. 
This  is  justified,  in the light of present analysis, when the density of the 
driver gas  is much higher than that of the driven gas  so that the boundary 
layer thickness  in the driver gas   is much thinner than in the driven gas.     It 
can be shovm using the present results that the shock wave alvsys decelerates 
and contact-surface accelerates due to the boundary-lay _-r growth.    By using 
the condition that the hot gas temperature is much higher than the wall tem- 
perature,  one can show,  from the formulae given in Appendix II, that 

"+ML < ^ n-m < 0 (27) 

From equations   (26) and (27)  it is seen that the contact surface is always 
accelerated by the growth of boundary layer.    The shock wave  is attenuated 
(see equations   (23c) and (25)), when the sum of two integrals, fi+j^ and 
^J3M>  ^

S
 Srea^er in magnitude than    2.Q+^, in proportion to 

where    5^    is the boundary layer thickness at the contact surface. 

The analysis of Spence and Woods,3 and Mirels and Mullen4 are both a 
special case of the present formulation; that is, the case where    u^ = üJS = 0, 
other :'eal flow effects being absent.    By using the relationship between    Cf, 
a    and ö-j^tg^   one can show that    o^ and ws    are indeed small for a normal 
perfect gas boundary layer flow such as Blasius'.    Mirels and Mullen show 
that the effects of driver gas boundary--layer growth or wave reflection from 
shock and contact surfaces are small.     In the present formulation, this 
statement is equivalent to neglecting    ^+™   as mentioned earlier and 
assuming    F ** 0, which can be shown to be approximately valid for high shock 
strengths.     Thus the present analysis agrees with that of Mirels and Mullen 
on this point.     However,  it is doubtful whether one can legitimately neglect 
cou and LOS    at high shock strengths where the real gas effect,  i.e.  vibra- 
tional excitation, dissociation,  etc., becomes  important in the determination 
of boundary-layer characteristics within the hot gas.    When these real-gas 
effects are considered,  the boundary-layer displacement thickness can be very 
small and even negative, and so    up    would not be particularly greater than 
co    or co  .     No effort has been made  in the present paper, however, to numer- 
ically calculate the magnitude of attenuation rates for the real-gas, because 
the boundary-layer solutions for the real-gas in a shock tube are not well 
known.    Thus,  for the comparison of the magnitudes of each real flow effect, 
the results of Mirels and Mullen4 are used (see Figs. 7s. and 7h). 

Radiation Alone, Optically Thin Gas 

"Then radiation loss is the only real flow effect present, and when 
the gas  is optically thin, the line  integrals    fi+j5j and fl.^M    become 
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proportional to time, or distance x. Equations (25a) or (251)) are satisfied 
for this case with m = 1 and so the series in equations {2k)  and {2ha.) 
converges and the resulting shock speed attenuation and contact surface 
acceleration are, neglecting the terms of the order 

W 

u 
1 - r R 

1 - rF 2(Cp2 - R) 
(29a) 

äx- M 
UM 1 - rF 2(Cp2-R) 

r + (l - r) li + ^i 
U 

(1 + rF2) 
U 

us -ag 
rF eL 

af(52Ü2
3 

(29h) 

where e in this case is the emissivity per unit volume assigned with the 
negative sign and L is the length of the hot gas column. Thus for high 
shock strengths the shock wave is attenuated and contact-surface is acceler- 
ated linearly with column length, or time. The difference between the two, 
that is, the sum of the absolute values of equations (29a) and (29b), is 
approximately equal to the fractional test time loss. As is seen from equa- 
tions (29a) and (29b), the shock speed attenuation and contact-surface accel- 
eration are not affected directly by the driver gas property to the 
approximation of (ä2/Ü2)

2 a 0. The shock attenuation and the contact-surface 
acceleration are calculated by equations (29a) and (29b) under the following 
assumptions: 

(1) T0 = 300° K, 

(2) driven gas is air. 

(3) emissivity e is taken as the mean value of those given by Kivel 
and Bailey15, Nardon et al16, and Meyrott et al17 in their radiation 
data. 

18 {k) hot gas conditions are determined from Feldman's      charts.    The 
results are written in the form 

«— =  - a constant x L(meters) 

^ = a constant x L(meters) u^ 

where    U^ and u^ are the shock wave and contact-surface velocities of a 
radiationless gas and   AU and Au    are the perturbation from    U^ and Uj_ due 
to the radiation.    The constant in the last two equations are functions of 
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l) and p1    and are plotted in Figure 3-    Figure 3 shows that for    L > 0.1 meter, 
radiation causes a significant deceleration of shock vave and acceleration of 
contact surface for approximately   p   > 0.1 mm Hg and U > 5 mm/fisec.    At a 
very high initial pressure and shock velocity, p1 > 10 mm Hg and U>8 mm/nsec 
say, AU/Ui and AU/UJ_   tecome large even for a small    L, i.e.   -0.045 and 
0.09 for this case for    L = 0.01 meter.    When the calculated   AU/Ui and 
Au/ui ■ exceed the linear limit,  0.1 say, as is the case in the present 
example for    L > 0,11 meter, the present theory breaks down because the char- 
acteristic integrating path would be significantly different from those of 
ideal gas flow and so the square of the perturbation terms neglected in the 
basic equations (12) and (13) would not be small. 

Assuming that the radiation is caused solely from two-body free-bound 
transitions of electrons,  the attenuation rate becomes proportional, at high 
shock strengths, to 

^       «       LT/ZW-^I (30) TT ^        uS 

where    Tr    is the characteristic temperature of the ionization, which can be 
taken as 162,000° K for air (mean value of oxygen and nitrogen).    Since    T2 
Increases as the flow density increases in an ionizing gas, the radiation 
loss becomes an important shock attenuating mechanism at high densities,  as 
seen from Figure 3»    It is Independent of the tube diameter to the accuracy 
of the assumption of optically thin gas. 

Imperfect Diaphragm Rupture 

The rupturing of diaphragm takes place during a finite length of 
time.    During the very early period of shock-tube flow, therefore, the 
diaphragm is only partly open and so the pressure downstream of diaphragm is 
lower than the pressure upstream.    The effect of this pressure inequality on 
shock and contact-surface velocities can be formulated by introducing a body 
force assumed as acting on the cold gas to retard it.    Since the thickness of 
the pressure transition region (see Fig.  h)  is very small compared with the 
total length of driver gas, the transition thickness  can be assumed to be 
infinitesimally small.    The exact distribution of this fictitious body force 
is immaterial in the calculation of shock attenuation because this force must 
be integrated and the resulting Integral always represents the total pressure 
drop across the contact-surface regardless of the actual shape of pressure 
change.    Thus the body force is written as 

f =  -Afl(z - zA)J(t) (31) 

where    l(z  - zA) is the unit impulse function located at    z = z^ and J(t)  is 
a function (unknown at this stage) having the property 

J(0) = 1 

J(t) < 1       for    t > 0 
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and 
J(<») = 0 

Then   Af    represents the effective pressure difference across the contact- 
surface  in the limit of    t -► 0.     The shock attenuation due to the force 
described by equation (31)  can be obtained if the function   J(t)  is specified. 
For example,  if 

J(t)  = exp(-t/Tj,        zA =   -0 

then there results 

AU      Al 1 1 Af 
Ui ~ m - 1 + c üa + £3 P,Q+ 1 - F exp C-J 

- (32) 

where    T    can be regarded as a characteristic diaphragm opening time.     The 
model thus results in a finite residual attenuation of shock strength at 
t = 00.     The testing time is  not altered.    This result  is different from that 
of White8 which predicts an increase in shock velocity within the transient 
period and zero attenuation at    t = 00.    The basic difference between the two 
methods may be that White implicitly assumes an isentropic process within 
the pressure step during the diaphragm rupture while the present method Is 
based on the nonisentropic process;  that is, White8 regards the partial 
opening of the diaphragm as an aerodynamic throat through which an Isentropic 
expansion is achieved;  the present method regards any gain of kinetic energy 
through this expansion as being completely lost by a nonisentropic process, 
such as  separated flow motion around the corner of the partially opened 
diaphragm.     It is also to be noted that White visualizes the pressure step 
as being located in the hot gas  region whereas  in the present method it is 
assumed to be in the cold gas. 

If    z^    is located at    +0,   i.e.  in the hot gas region, the present method 
is still unaltered except that the multiplicative coefficient in equation (32) 
is slightly altered.    The magnitude of deceleration determined by equa- 
tion (32)  is of the order 

Since the maximum value of   Af/p      is limited to 1,  the attenuation rate 
given by equation (32) cannot be greater than reciprocal of the square of 
the driver gas Mach number.     For a high shock strength,   this parameter is 
small and so the attenuation effect due to the pressure  step is accordingly 
small. 

• 

i 
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Contact Surface Heat  Transfer 

The heat transfer from the hot gas  to the cold gas through the 
contact-surface can "be formulated from the equation of heat conduction 

dt     dz \   dzy 
(33) 

The result of presence of this neat transfer is 
any local point by the amount 

to add heat to the flow at 

(34; 

the sign of the RHS in equation (3^) being negative in the hot gas region and 
positive in the cold gas region.  If a strong turbulent motion is initiated 
at the rupture of the diaphragm, the effective thermal conductivity K    in 
the above equations is that of turbulent mixing, i.e. eddy conductivity. 
Since the exact value of this eddy conductivity is not known, a linear, con- 
stant coefficient approximation is made here to obtain an approximate solu- 
tion to the problem, i.e. with the assumption 

^ = 0,   — = const, 
äz       pCp 

(35) 

The resulting differential equation can be solved by considering that a plane 
heat source of strength (U2/2Cp) is located at the shock wave surface, super- 
imposed on a plane doublet of strength [K/P(U - ü2)](u/Cp)2 at that plane19. 
The solution of this problem is drawn schematically in Figure 5a. When 
equation (3M is substituted in equations (9)> (23cj, and {2k), there results 
for    ü.2 » ä2 

as 
'  1 + C P-3Ü33U Cp. R 

1 

57 
£3 f/fc !£ 
V    V  ü2 

x 

R S) 
n=o lz°i UrHE 

(36a) 
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1 
2 

R 
R 

*2 
DU3 w2  2 U2 as z=o 

1 + C 

0+ - Q. 

0+ 

R 

Cp, 

as 
P ü 3 
H3   2 

- RV3/2/^3/2/ a2 

Ü2 
n=o 

(36b) 

t=rntM 

Thus both the shock wave attenuation and contact surface acceleration are 
determined explicitly only by the temperature gradient at the contact surface. 
The shock attenuation rate is dependent mainly on the driver gas properties 
äa and P3   while contact-surface acceleration is only weakly dependent on the 
driver gas property. 

At large    t, the situation approaches that of a heat conduction from a 
semi-infinite hot solid to a semi-infinite cold solid.    A characteristic 
width can be defined in this regime such that most of the temperature change 
occurs within this width.    This width is called here the 'natural mixing 
width'.    According to the theory of heat transfer19, this natural mixing 
width is proportional to    t1/2   and the temperature gradient at the inter- 
face varies with    t'1/2, leading to an infinite heat transfer at    t -» +0. 
Since the length of hot gas column   L    is growing proportionally with time, 
it happens that at small    t, the natural mixing half-width can be greater 
than the column length.    For this regime of small   t, the temperature profile 
does not follow that of the two semi-infinite solids, and so the heat trans- 
fer equation has to be solved to determine (äT/öz)  .    Thus the series  in 
equations (36a) and (36b)  converge because of the relation    F < 1 (see 
eq.   (23b)). 

The solution of the heat transfer equation (3^) with the assumption of 
equation (35) is obtained and are plotted in Figure 5b.    The density is 
fixed for Figure 5b and the conductivity    K    is varied from 50 times the 
laminar thermal conductivity to 'jOOO times the thermal conductivity    ß, where 
ß    is taken from Yos's data.20 The profiles are all similar with respect to 
the characteristic time 

+ K k 
u); (36C) 

for a fixed    U - üg.    The similar profile is weakly affected by    U - ü2, but 
since    U - üg    is almost constant over the range    k < \J < 9 mm/|j,sec,  the 
profile shown in Figure 5b can be regarded as common to all shock velocity 
U    for a high shock strength.    As seen from Figure .5b, the heat transfer 
rate peaks approximately at    t = 0.ktc.    The corresponding shock attenuation 
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and contact-surface acceleration rate are shovn in Figure 5c, for the case 
p2 = p3, ä2 = äa,  and F = 0.61+9»    As seen from Figure 5c, the shock velocity 
peaks at around    t = l,2tc for F a 0.649-    For other    F    values,  the peak 
occurs at slightly different locations but are within the range 
O.ktc < t < 1.5t6.     The absolute magnitude of the attenuation rate at the 
peak point is proportional to 

AU „ 4K   0-3 

"^       ' P,   Ü3 
(37) 

For a rough calculation, therefore,  one can extrapolate the results of 
Figures 5^ and 5c with the relation equation (37) and making use of the fact 
that the peak occurs at around    t = tc.    When    p3 > p    and 93 < ä2   that is, 
when an unheated heavy gas is used as the driver, the quantity within the 
large parenthesis  in equations  (36a) and (36b) becomes negative.    In this 
case the shock speed is attenuated,  i.e.    AU < 0, and also the contact- 
surface acceleration remains small.    The absolute magnitude of shock attenu- 
ation is small; however, because the factor    äa/p      in equation (37) is small. 
This is because when an unheated heavy gas is used as the driver, the mass 
and the heat capacity of the driver gas  is so large that the heat transfer 
from the hot driven gas through the contact surface is insufficient to cause 
any effect on the driver gas but cools the driven gas to cause a deceleration 
of shock speed.    When a heated light gas is used, the quantity within the 
parenthesis becomes positive and so the shock and contact surface are both 
accelerated, to a large amount because of large    6.3/P3    in this case.    This 
is because when a heated light gas is used as the driver gas, the mass and 
heat capacity of the driver gas is comparable with those of the driven gas 
and so the heat transfer through contact-surface causes a sufficient expan- 
sion of the driver gas to overcome the contraction of the test slug.    Thus 
the effect of heat conduction through the contact surface is to increase the 
shock speed at high shock strengths, as  illustrated in the example shovn in 
Figure 5c. 

The magnitude of the eddy conductivity    K    is unknown here, but is thought 
to ve a function of tube diameter as .well as thermodynamic properties, 
bec-duse the turbulence eddy size is determined by the tube diameter.    A study 
in this subject is desirable.    It is to be noted here that the loss of test 
time, calculated by   Au/U - Aü/ü    in this case merely represents the short- 
ening of the hot gas column.    The temperature distribution within the hot 
gas becomes nonuniform because of the heat transfer through the contact 
surface and so the portion of the hot gas having a uniform temperature may 
be extremely small.     In particular if the natural mixing half-width is greater 
than the hot gas column length    L,  there will be theoretically no uniform 
region within the hot gas. 

Heat Conduction to Tube Wall 

A closed form expression for the effect of heat conduction to the 
shock-tube wall from the hot gas can be obtained if the conductive heat 
transfer rate    qw    varies with a fixed power of distance or equivalently if 
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the thermal boundary layer thickness varies with a fixed power of distance, 
i.e. 

6T oc z* (38) 

Thus the cases of completely laminar "boundary layer and turbulent boundary 
layer flow can be formulated. For an arbitrary power m < 1, equations (24) 
and (24a) become, neglecting the heat conduction to/from cold gas, from/to 
the wall. 

(38a) AU 1 1 1 R fyl D 
U   =   " 1  - m 1 - rmF *  Q+ Cp2   - R '  p2ü^2U  ' A 

Aü _  1 R 1 äi       D ^K 
ü"2,Cp     -R'u-ua+aa'   öaü^   ' A  '  1  - n 

.rSl^i-l       ^JL^.     <M        £ (38b) 
Q^      '   m 1  - r

mF Cp     - R  "  P21:I22U  *  A 

The numerical calculations for the above formulae are carried out under the 
1 

following assumptions. 

(l)  The Nusselt number is taken from a Blasius-type laminar boundary 
layer. 

(2) Tube diameter is 10 cm 

(3) The flow properties are obtained from Feldman's charts     .    The 
results are shown in Figure 6.      Equations  (38a) and (38b)  yield the law 
of proportionality 

u   T  ^^r lj9) 

The shock attenuation and contact-surface acceleration rates for the cases 
other than calculated can be obtained using the above proportionality rela- 
tion.    As  seen from Figure 6, the effect of heat conduction to tube wall is 
important at low density range. 

Crossed Electric and Magnetic Fields [ 

When crossed electric and magnetic fields are applied in the hot gas 9 

so that the resulting    j x B    force acts to accelerate the flow,  the shock i 
velocity can be accelerated arbitrarily by controlling the field intensities. 
If    E = 2uB,  the entropy is unchanged (see eq.   (7)) and so the electric 
energy is most efficiently consumed in increasing the kinetic energy of t'.e 
flow.    This is  similar to the condition of maximum acceleration in a steady 
one-dimensional magnetogasdynamic channel flow14. 
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E_  1 Cp - R Cp + R 
uB = 2   R  Cp - R 

In the following, the shock attenuation rates due to h  different field dis- 
tributions are given. 

(i) E = constant, B = constant. 

AU = 
1 - ü2/U   a   E - Ü2B 

1 + C   2p 1 - rF U 
R E - 2ÜB 

ft+    1 - rF tCp2 - R   ü2' 
[(1 + C)+(l - C)r] 

^-  [(1 + C) - (1 - C)t]\ 
&2 

In particular, if E = 2ÜB, 

AU ^ 
jBL 

• 2pPä2Q+ 

(ID i-ra 

E = 2ÜB,   E = E0t  
2 , B = 

i-m 

Bot" 2 

(40) 

(UO) 

AU  ^  -i-  1   Botm  r 1  C/  1   Ep  ,.. 1 Cg 
" 2(32 * i + c ' ftf' ' 1 - ^F L^ * ci   2 ' ^2Bo ' ^ Ci 

^ a-, 
2 -s- . 

R 
Ü2  Cp^ - R 

(Gi + G2) + Gi - G2 

when    Ci,  Cg,  Gi and G2    are the parameters defined as  in Appendix I. 
L-m .i-m 

(ill) E = 2ÜB, E =  EQX 

U = 
cru2 1 • 1 
2(32 1 + C ^ 

- P 
ä2 R 

Box" 
m 

1   - l^F 

B = B0x    * 

'iDs2      1        E0      _! 
L U Dx        2  '  Ü2B0       ii   ' 

C2 

Ci 

ü2      Cp2  - R 
(Hi + H2)  + Hi  - H2 

When 

(iv)  condition leading to    U = cix + c^jx111 

E(x)  = Ei(x)   + E2(x) 

B(x)  = Bi(x)  + B2(x) 

(39) 

(40) 
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and Ei| E2,  Bi and B2 are the solutions of the following nonlinear 
simultaneous equations, 

Ei - 2Ü2B! + E2 - 2Ü2B2 = 0 

(E2 - Ü2B2)Bi + (Ei - Ü2B1)B2 = 0 

(E2 - Ü2B2)B2 = E3B3 = const. 

(Ei - U2Bi)Bi = U2B0
2x 

AU = ^-^ * 2^ ' X^FTTF • ^ [(l + c)'(1-c)7] +AU   ofe^ation^) 

(kl) I 

= Cix + Cix111 (Ua) 

A typical example is given for the case equation (38a) as follows. Given i 
conditions: 

p = 10 mm Hg 1 
o 

T0 = 300° K 

U = 8 ram/Vsec 

B = 1000 gauss 

ia 
hot gas condition = determined from Feldman's charts 

Result: 

■77- = 0*75 jL where L    is in meters 

900 

I 

(^2) 
j    is in kiloaraperes/cm2 

When the magnetic field is removed, the effect of applying the electric 
field is merely to add energy to the flow by the amount equal to Joule 
heating,  aE2.     Under this condition,  the direction of the    E    field is 
immaterial and so a configuration such as multi-ring electrodes will result 
in the same shock attenuation rates.     The problem is exactly the same as if f 
the radiation power emission    e    is replaced by the Joule heating    cEp, the 
sign being reversed.    The formulae for shock and contact-surface speed are 
equations  (29a)  and (29b) with    e    replaced by    aE2.    An effort is currently 
being made at the Catholic University of America to experimentally measure 
the shock wave speed under this condition.    As seen from the above-mentioned 
example,  equation (42), the required electrical current to cause a signifi- 
cant change in shock speed is not too excessively large, and is  indeed in I 
the range attainable in a laboratory without much difficulty. 
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COMB DIED EFFECTS, ZERO ATTENUATION CONDITION 

In a real shock tube flow,  all the effects described above occur simul- 
taneously.    As a result of the  small-perturbation type analysis, the problem 
is strictly linear and hence all the real flow effects are directly additive 
to the accuracy intended in the present paper. 

The relative magnitudes of each real flow effects are compared in 
Figure;'  7a and  7b for two typical operating conditions.    As seen from these 
Figures, the relative magnitude of the real flow effects diff     greatly by 
the change  in initial pressure.    Generally speaking, the boundary-layer growth 
and tube wall heat transfer are  important at low density operr+-on, initial 
channel pressure below 1 mm Hg say,  as expected from a low Re      Ids number. 
The radiation is a controlling parameter for   pi > 10 ram Hg p    "igh shock 
strengths .    The effect of imperfect diaphragm rupture  is alwa^,.   negligible. 
The contact-surface mixing effect  is dependent mainly on the f.udy conductiv- 
ity and the driver gas condition. 

The effect of imperfect diaphragm opening is to suppress the initial 
shock velocity.    After the characteristic diaphragm opening time, T, is 
elapsed,  the imperfect diaphragm opening leaves the after effect of slightly 
lowered shock velocity.    This is because of the entropy increase in passing 
through the partially opened diaphragm (see the section on imperfect diaphragm 
rupture).    The contact-surface mixing effect is most widely varying and depends 
on the gas combination and eddy conductivity, and increases the shock velocity 
in a high-shock-strength flow.    The peak shock acceleration occurs at around the 
critical mixing time, i.e. the time when the hot gas column length is roughly 
the same as the natural mixing half-width of the contact surface mixing.    Thus, 
when the driver gas density is high, there will be no recognizable shock speed 
overshoot; when the driver gas density is low and the gas is heated, there will 
be an overshoot in shock speed at around the critical mixing time.    This criti- 
cal mixing time is greater as the eddy conductivity becomes larger and the 
driver density smaller.    The heat transfer from the shock tube wall has an 
effect similar to the boundary layer growth effect, and causes a decrease to 
the shock velocity according to the same power law as that for boundary-layer 
growth.    The effect of radiation is to reduce the shock speed linearly with 
time.    The ratio of the boundary-layer growth and radiation effects is propor- 
tional approximately to m 

 äl   ^ radiation a D ^ e' "S 
AU   by boundary-layer growth 

where Tr is the characteristic temperature of ionizatlon (see eq. (30)). 
Thus, the radiation effect dominates when the size is large and density is 
high. 

It is interesting to notice that for all real flow effects considered, 
the contact-surface acceleration is greater In absolute magnitude than the 
shock wave attenuation, by 20 to 100 percent.    Thus,  in the absence of com- 
plete  information, one could estimate the contact-surface acceleration rate 
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from a known 3hock vave attenuation rate by adding somewhat around ^0  percent. 
Conversely, the reduction 01' test time in the hot gas is approximately kO  per- 
cent due to the shock vave attenuation and uO percent to the contact-surface 
acceleration.  This nominal test time is based on the total length of the hot 
gas column, but the length of the uniform region within the test gas will be 
only a fraction of this length. 

By applying the crossed electric and magnetic fields, the shock velocity 
can be maintained constant x'or the types of attenuation given by equa- 
tion (4la)j that is, for the boundary layer and radiation effects.  The 
necessary field strengths are determined from equating the attenuation with 
acceleration, i.e. 

[Eq. (2b) + Eq. (29)J = Eq. [hi),  when both boundary layer growth and 
radiation are to be compensated 0öa) 

= Eq. {\Q)  or (36a), for radiation alone, or     (i+5b) 

= Eq. (39) or (^-0), for boundary layer growth alone 

(löc) 

A typical example of a compensating condition is obtained as follows: 
Given conditions: 

p = 10 mm Hg 

T = -'.OO0 K 
o 

Ü = 6 nrn/t-isec 

B = 1Ü00 gauss 

is 
hot gas condition = determined from Feldman's charts 

emissivity e = mean value of the data given by Kivel and Bailey 
Nardone et al16 and Meyerott et al1' 

Result: 

j = 187 anrn/cm2 

It is worth noting that the chemical species concentration does not 
explicitly affect the attenuation of shock velocity.  It may, however, 
affect the variation of properties within the test gas because the species 
concentration determines conditions along the contact surface. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the present study, the folloving conclusions are drawn: 

(i) imperfect diaphragm rupture suppresses the shock velocity by a 
negligibly small fraction. 

(ii) heat transfer from hot gas to cold gas through turbulent mixing at 
the contact surface causes an overshoot in shock speed at high shock 
strengths, the absolute magnitude of this overshoot being proportional to 
V/K ä3/p3. The peak occurs near the time when the hot gas column length 
is approximately equal to the natural mixing half-vidth. 

(iii) the boundary-layer grovth attenuates shock velocity in proportion 
to boundary-layer thickness at the contact surface and present estimates 
of this effect roughly agree with those calculated by Mirels and Mullen, 
and Spence and Woods. 

(iv) the radiation heat loss from the hot gas causes an attenuation of 
shock velocity that is linear with time, and radiation becomes an impor- 
tant shock attenuating mechanism at high density. 

(v) on the average, the acceleration of the contact surface is approxi- 
mately 1.5 times greater than the shock attenuation; approximately kO  per- 
cent of testing-time loss is due to shock attenuation and oO percent is 
due to the contact-surface acceleration. 

(vi) the strengths of crossed electrical and magnetic fields necessary 
to compensate for the attenuating effect on shock velocity of radiation 
and the boundary-layer growth is shown to be in the attainable range. 
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APPENDIX I 

DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS 

Ci = R 
Cp     - R      Ü2 

• ^ (Gi + G2) 

C2 - (w-^ .p--l)01+ L    3\   •  ^ ^ 1 ) G2 ,Cp2  - R      us Cp    - R      us 

Di = —-T •  ^ (Hi + H2) 
Cp     - R      ü2 

D2 = 

Gi  = 

GP = 

3R 
\Pp2  - R      us 

(1 + C) 

^ - 1    H, + 
3R 

p      ^1JH2 .Cp     - R      ü2 

i DT 

-(DJ 
(x . c, | f^   - (1); 

Hi = 

H2 = 

1 + C 
ü2 + a2 

1  - C 
Ü2  - ä2 

m       .... m,- 

t^j us + ä2 - U 

tH              a2 

tjj ü2 + ä2 - U 

tjj ä2  - ü2 + U 

x jj      äg + il2  - U 
XH      äg  - ü2 + U 

^M      üg(32  + üg   - U) 
XH "'        "'   ä2U 
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^ =S W 

1 + ag + B1B3 U2  - Bi 

1 + ^ B.B3 
)^ 

2Ü2  - B 

U   -  Us 

1 U   -  Ü2 

Q0 »i 

U   -  Ü2 

u 

U  - 2Ü2 

U - us +      ^     (hT +  -^-i ^ 
U - U2 \ 1 + a2 + BiBa/ 

«s-Ä 

U   -  Ü2 U   -  2Ü2   + 
RT2 Bi 

1 + a.2  + B1B3 /       R 

U  - Ü2 L 1 + B2B3      \Cp    - R 
+ B2 

U U - Ü2 + 
Bihr        Cp2T2        1 + hrBiB3/(Cp T2) 

U   -   Ü2 U   -   Ü2 1   +   B2B3 \Cp, R 
+ Bs) 

W 

(l + a2 + BiB3)R U  - 2Ü2 + 
B1RT2 

U   -  U2 

l + -~r B1B3V u - us + TT 
lh- 

Cp   T2 ^s ^       U   - Us 

Bi = a2 
1 - as 
2 - ap 

B2 =  ' 1 + 
R hA      Bj 

Cp     - R *  Rfs/ 1 + ' a2 

B3 = 
Tr 

n + ■=- 
T2 

Xö = 1 + = 

a(l - oOKr - l)(n + ^ (Cpo  - R) 

a(l - a)  + (2  - a)(l + a) ^. + (n ^ + l\l  - a)a 
Cp. 

Xs = 1 
a(l  - a) 

(1  - a)a + (2  - a)(l + a) ^ + (n — + l\l  - a)a 

!! 
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APPENDIX II 

LINE INTEGRALS    Ü    FOR SIMILAR BOUITOARY-LAYER 

ü. —      =   M       12 ^2^2 
+-MH 

ILfl        R u2      A 0io 
2        A       Ü2  +  äs   -  U  ^§2  \2  Cp      - R       S.z 

+ i R Üg2 \ Six + 1 
2 VC^  - R  *  ä22 ■'■    y 6V.        2   " 

R üg2 /u 
* FT Cp    - R      a^ Vü2 

^- - 1 
'12 

1 R U2
2   5is        SQI 

2 Cp    - R  *  ä22    &     '    & _ 

-!   = 5M . £ . _ azUg 

■NM 2       A      U - ü2 + a2 
Uli        R 

Ss V2 Cp     - R      ä2 

ug + -.A Sio 

+ hc P2 

R        u2' 

R ä2' 
- 1 iü +1 

6        2 Cp. -R 

U22  /U 

äg2  \Ü2 Ä2 /     ^ 

1        R 
2 Cp^ R 

Ü22 

S2 
& 13 

& 

&01 

6 . 

^   4ÄR      = T ^ " ö
K) A 

as /I        R 

,_u2      u2 \? Cp     - R      ag 
. ^-i &io 

5 • 

1 /     R U32        \ aa on  |  1 
2 \Cp     - R  *  äa2   ^    y ä4    &        2 v,Cp 

1        R Ss + 2*\ Häf. ii2 

Cp     - R Vu3      ^4/ äa^     5 '; 

1 R u32      a« ^13  ,  a2 
2 Cn     - R      ä32      84    6        a4    oi_ 
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n
+K 

a4      av4  ' R &JD     f ^/^ 2CPa 

T'   2CP-3R    A     j 2^ 

3R 

R 
a^ a 

Ai — + A2 + A3 — 
■"■a "        J a4 

+ A. f'^f1 /r 2CP. - 3R a 1 f^ ^_ 
2Cp     - R    a* 5J. 

Ai = 2 ^i£ - A 
UR ^ ^M + d    ^3

T,"       . ^i£ + 1+ J-3 ^      ^2 
&        Cp   - R    & R R        5 

Ap =   -2 &10 ^  -R 

R 6 

CpQ  - R 
Oll   +  p  _-H3 

R 
r2+^-) v   cp - R; 

öXP  .  r ^3  " R iia °i£ + 6 
6 R 6 

^3   '   R A. ^3     >|  &11    ,   p   ^3   'R ^    ■ ^ 
6     '   ^     b R V Cp3   - V    & R 

A3   =   2  %! +   , ^   .  23^^   .  ^^J^)^  +  2  ^^f5   + ^_^^ 

+ 12 R        6 "13 

Cp3 -R   & 

A4 =   - 
1   +   ^3   ' 
8   ' R 

6j 

Cp. 

CP: T) 
in . 4 7a   £ia 

& R 6 

z«   /1 
a4t 

2CP3 " R      1 R z'\ 
2    Cp3  - R      2 Cp3  - R a4v' 

20p  -R^m 

2R 

^= 1 a4 2Cp     - R     a4t 

6K _   füg  - äa + a4 
SM ~  L 2(ä3 + £4)   J 

im 

^ = ( Ha + 1 . iL) 
m 

2'  = a4t  - x 
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Figure l(b).- Flow cross section. 
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Figure 3«- Attenuation of shock wave and acceleration of contact 
surface due to radiation. 
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Figure 5(a).- Schematic diagram showing the variation of temperature 
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Figure 5(b).- Heat transfer rate through contact surface for different 
eddy conductivity at fixed density. 
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Figure 5(c).- Variation of shock vave velocity due to heat conduction 
through contact surface. 
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RAREFACTION DISCHARGE LAYER AS A 
TOOL FOR OBTAINING HIGH SPEED GAS FLOW 

Jan Rosciszewski 
General Dynamics/Convair 

San Diego, California 

INTRODUCTION 

In Reference (1) a simplified model is given of a rarefaction (deflagra- 
tion type)  of ionizing layer by feeding a discharge layer with a non-ionized 
gas.    Such a discharge layer has been obtained experimentally in a pulsed 
gas coaxial gun, and it remains  stationary after the time interval of the 
order of 150 M,sec (Ref. 2).    The time variation of voltage and current is 
presented in Figure 1 indicating uniform distribution over a relatively 
long period of time.    The  ion probe, velocity measurements also indicate 
a constant velocity over a similar period of tine  (Ref.  2), 

The velocity is of the order of 10    m/sec and,  because of its uniform 
distribution in time,   it can be utilized for high speed aerodynamic research. 

The stationary discharge layer reminds one of a deflagration process in 
classical gas dynamics where the density decreases and the velocity increases 
as an element of gas crosses the layer.   These types of current layers are 
different from the current layers of magnetic piston type in electromagneti- 
cally driven shock tubes. 

In the latter case,  the current layer is of the compression character 
with an increasing density of gas element entering the layer.    Also the non- 
ionized gas in the rarefaction discharge layer enters it from the side of 
the high magnetic field, but  in the magnetic piston type of discharge layer 
it enters from the side of the zero magnetic field (Figs. 2a, 2b). 

In the  case of electromagnetically driven shock tubes,  the testing time 
is extremely short and,  as was shown experimentally by R. Lovberg using 
magnetic field probes and schlieren systems,   gas density concentration and 
magnetic field lines are closely coupled (Ref. 3)»    Some authors even claim 
that the  "magnetic piston" moves ahead of the shock (Ref. h),    Therefore, 
magnetic field lines are trapped in the flow. 
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There are two possible  systems utilizing the  quasi-stationary rarefaction 
type of discharge layer;  one is a "plasma gun" with a vacuum system (Fig.  3), 
and another is a classical shock tube with the discharge in a diaphragm 
section.    The wave diagram for the last case  is  shown in Fig.  h. 

(a) 
Fig. ^a.    Rarefaction (deflagra- 

tion type)  of the 
current  layer. 

(b) 
Fig. 2b. Magnetic piston type of 

the current layer. 

BASIC RELATIONS FOR A STATIONARY DISCHARGE LAYER 

The conservation of mass reads 

m=$>c/o=&uB (i) 

where o is the mass density (p = nM), u the velocity, and subscripts zero 
and 5 denote the state upstream and downstream of the current sheet, 
respectively. 

Neglecting viscous forces (rarefaction discharge layer is fairly thick) 
and assuming that electrons, ions, and neutrals have the same velocity,* 
conservation of momentum for one-dimensional flow can be written in the form 

(2) 

-1 dB, 
where  j   is the current  density (j  = — T~)>  ^  ■'■s ^e maSnetic field,   p p 

denotes neutrals and electron pressure respectively,  and jj,  is the magnetic 
permeability. 

Ions and neutrals have  approximately the  same velocity because of the 
large collision cross  section,  electrons and ions because of the  space 
charge field. 
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Fig. 3. Plasma accelerator with quasi-stationary rarefaction 
discharge layer. 
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Fig. 4, Wave diagram for a shock tube vith quasi-stationary 
discharge layer in the diaphragm section. 
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i 

I Integrating this expression, one gets 

This expression becomes exact when applied to the end section of the 
discharge layer u = u^; B = 0, etc. 

I Taking into account that (n = —) 

' and 

' n g 
where M is the molecular mass and a ~ — the degree of ionization,  k the 

I Boltzmann constant. 

Substituting expressions [W)  into (3)  and solving with respect to u; 
one gets 

I 

I U-^TJo ö  (5) 

where 

I U 
I M    = _£    is the Mach number at the entrance to the current  sheet, 
I ^o     Ao 

(Taking into account the fact, that at the downstream side of the current 
sheet (subscript  3) BT  =0 and that electron temperature is limited because 

I 
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of radiation (usually electron temperature cannot be higher than l/3 of 
ionization potential in ev), one obtains for typical numerical values 
b2 » kc and therefore (3- » 1) 

ui -  zfcnoMuo (6) 

At the same time, the pressure ratio across the current sheet is (T » T), 

J?L ~ Veil   „ nccje _ UocCle (7) 
Po  ~ Holz        Holz Usj; 

In the case of the system utilizing a vacu m tank,   assuming fully 
ionized gas  (a = 1)^  taking p-^ equal to the reservoir pressure,  and assuming 
radiation limited electron temperature  (Te ^ 1/3 V.  ev where Vj^ is the  ioni- 
zation energy in ev),  from Equation (7)  one can calculate the velocity u , 
and from Equation (6) the magnetic field B0 which in turn will give the 
total current, 

SHOCK TUBE WITH THE STATIONARY CURRENT SHEET 

For a strong shock wave,  the following expressions are valid: 

Pä_  BIT Mz Uz      o    KA 
-F>—&TM* >      är=f^TMs (8) 

where y  = —, M , the shock Mach number, and subscript (l) denotes the state 

of the gas ahead of the shock (Fig. l) . 

From these relations, it follows that 

1's      2   a, (9) 

a - rw ^kns - nr^\aJ po ß -fq-fe/ts- ~^-^\a,/ po do) 

From Equations  (7)  and (10),   it follows that (pjszßgj 

Uz- f 2      Uo^lg pJl/s 
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The  shock Mach number is 

u -r&dLuolkpSLoCl'
/3 

Ws-ltF a. 77 -sr0^' P<     J (12) 

Assuming that the gas becomes fully ionized, ^ = 1, 

Because of the radiation,   the electron temperature has an upper limit 
and the approximate relation between the electron temperature and the 
ionization potential is 

^=-£ H 
From this, it follows that the driver gas must be of high Vf and helium 
will be very good (Vj^ = 2k,^Q ev, Te ^ ^OOO^). Also, the driven gas 
should be of low a      (a heavy gas like argon), 

From Equations (6)  and (12) the magnetic field B    or total current 

I = ~    can be calculated  (for a plane case) 

J= iZf.noMu0u&f= (2(urhMaof[^l)^cC^fj -a 

This expression for I enables us to design a proper capacitor bank. In 
fact, this expression is not complete because Qg is not known. The proper 
evaluation of OLO  could- he only obtained by consideration of the ionization 
phenomena in the current layer. However, I is proportional to ßp '  and 
the assumption of ou = 1 should be fairly good. 

Assuming that the discharge layer is located in the diaphragm section, 
we have 

| Oo^^gjO* (13) 

j     where a, is the speed of sound in the driver before the diaphragm breaks. 

Also 
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Therefore, one gets 

(15) 

Example: 

initial diaphragm 

pressure ratio   /Pi " '® • From Equation (15) it follovs that 

M 2: 60. The shock Mach number in a shock tube without electric acceleration 
ii limited and for strong vaves (p^/p-, » 1), it depends on the initial speed 
of the sound ratio^ 

Therefore, for the same as before, -~-   ,       and $^= J/~ /^ 

one gets 

M=/6 

so that discharge in the diaphragm section increases the shock Mach number 
by almost  four times, 

CONCLUSIONS 

1, A stationary type of discharge layer in the diaphragm section increases 
significantly the shock Mach number as compared to the classical shock 
tube, 

2. The proposed shock tube with electric discharge in the diaphragm section 
offers advantages over magnetic piston driven shock tubes where the flow 
time is extremely short and the gas flow is highly non-uniform with a 
trapped in magnetic field. In the present device, there is no magnetic 
field between the shock wave and the discharge layer, and the test time 
would be much higher (of tbe same order of magnitude as in an ordinary 
shock tube). 

I 
1 

3.    The light driver gas, with a high ionization potential like helium, and a 
heavy driven gas appear to be best for obtaining highest shock Mach .; I 
numbers. * 

** 
ii 
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ANALOGUE NETWORKS FOR HIGH HEAT-TRANSFER RATE 
MEASUREMENTS IN SHOCK TUBES AND SHOCK TUNNELS 

"Z. A. Walenta* 
Institute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto 

Toronto, Canada 

ABSTRACT 

Analogue networks for calculating automatically the rate of heat transfer 
between the model and the flowing gas have been used for several years.    Such 
networks are accurate provided the thermal properties of the model are con- 
stant.    If they are not  constant   using a simple   Jialogue network will intro- 
duce serious errors.    Assuming th> thermal diffusivity is constant and a 
linear variation of thermal conductivity with surface temperature,  a simple 
relation between the ideal and actual surface temperature rise has been de- 
rived.    Using this relation as a basis,  an automatic correction circuit for 
use with analogue networks has been designed and built.    A series of experi- 
mental tests have been performed during which two analogue networks, with and 
without the correction circuit, were connected to the same thin-film gage 
mounted on pyrex 77^+0 glass along the stagnation line of a circular cylinder. 
For surface temperature increments in the gage from k0oC to 750C the analogue 
network without correction gave heat-transfer rates 10 to 20 per cent below 
the expected values.    Application of the correction circuit in the same range 
of temperatures reduced the average discrepancy between the heat-transfer rates 
expected and measured to about 3-5 per cent. 

INTRODUCTION 

All objects flying at hypervelocities in the Earth's atmosphere,  as well 
as in atmospheres of other planets,  are subjected to very intense aerody- 
namic heating, which in some cases may even lead to their destruction.    This 
creates many problems for the engineers designing spacecrafts and rockets and 
for the scientists,  investigating the aerodynamic heating itself. 

Research Fellow, on leave from the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, 
Poland. 
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The facilities most often used to investigate aerodynamic heating are 
shock tubes and shock tunnels.    They are the only facilities capable of pro- 
ducing stagnation enthalpies characteristic of vehicles reentering the Earth's 
atmosphere.    However, the testing times available in shock tubes and shock 
tunnels are very short and require special kinds of measuring devices. 

Out of all the devices that eure used for heat transfer measurements in 
shock tubes and shock tunnels, perhaps the most widely accepted is the thin- 
film gauge.    These gauges have extremely fast response and are very sensitive. 
Unfortunately they measure essentially the surface temperature    of the model 
as a function of time.    In order to obtain a heat-transfer rate from such a 
history, a very troublesome numerical integration must be performed.    To 
overcome this difficulty,  special analogue networks (ref. 2 and 3) have been 
designed and used successfully for several years.    However,  if the heat- 
transfer rates are very large, the gauge temperature rise may be high enough 
to cause a variation of the thermal properties of the gauge.    In such a 
situation the simple analogy no longer holds and unless large errors can be 
tolerated, a numerical integration is again necessary. 

To avoid this, the use of a very simple correction circuit, placed be- 
tween the thin-film gauge and the analogue network is recommended.    Such a 
circuit has been built at UTIAS and experiments Indicate that it works very 
well within the temperature range of the experiments.    These were performed 
at shock Mach numbers 2.8 < Ms < 6.9 in air,  at initial pressures 0.7 mm 
Kg < p]_ < 60 mm Hg and gave rise to gauge surface temperature changes 
3.50C < 0 < 750C, for stagnation temperatures 9800K < Ts < 3500oK.    The heat 
transfer rates encpuntered varied between 40 < q < 1230 watts per sq. cm. 

IDEAL ANALOGUE NETWORK 

Principle of the Analogy 

As it was mentioned in the Introduction, thin-film heat-transfer 
gauges do not measure the heat-transfer rate directly.    These gauges consist 
essentially of a piece of "backing material" like pyrex, quartz,  or even 
ordinary glass, on the surface of which an extremely thin (less than one mi- 
cron) metallic layer is deposited (ref. l).    This layer works as a resis- 
tance thermometer measuring, because of its thinness, the actual temperature 
of the surface of the broking material.    To obtain the rate of heat transfer 
into the gauge the heat conduction equation inside the backing material must 
be solved.    Fortunately, for the times involved in shock tubes and shock 
tunnels, the depth of penetration of heat into the backing material is small. 
Therefore,  even for gauges made out of relatively thin pieces of glass and 
having curved surfaces, the problem may be considered one-dimensional and the 
material semi-infinite (Fig. l).    The heat conduction equation in the gauge 
is then 

(1) 
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and since the gauge surface temperature is known (measured) the initial and 
boundary conditions are 

e(x,t)« o for   t «o   ;    x >o 

e(x, t; = 0w(tj       for   t^o   ;    x=o       (2) 

1»^    e(x,tj = 0 

The heat flux through the unit area of the plane x = 0, which is sought in 
this problem,  is 

i(t; = -K[i^] (3) 
x-o 

The electrical conduction equation in a one-dimensional conductor having 
continaous distribution of resistance and capacitance is (ref. 3)» 

Take the initial and boundary conditions corresponding to a semi-infinite 
conductor, charged at the end 

u(x'f t)  =0 for     t'.o    i  x'> o 

u(x;t9  = Uj(t')   for    t^o  ; x'-o (5) 

litn     uUW) =0 

The electric current through the x'  = 0 cross-section of the conductor is 

i(t) (6) 
0 

If the functions ©„(t) and UgCt') fulfill the condition 

I 1^      «     ü»     s f (7) 
To U. 

then it will be shown that there is a complete analogy between equations (l) 
(3) and (h)  - (6). 
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Introducing the non-dimensional variables 

6 v *        u 
To    '      ^   ' "ÜT 

t 
".Re 

__o. _   x.'K   ; 

(8) 

permits reducing both equations (l)  -  (3) and {k) -  (6) to one set of equa- 
tions (by dropping the primes) of the same form 

11   - ilA 

for     n«0  1   ^ >0 

for    >f > 0 ;   E, » o 

= 0 

(9) 

do) 

Q  - _ ^(1. ?) 
^ 

\'Q 

(n) 

Assioming (ref.  3) 

,1  
t0   =   X0    R.C 
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one obtains from equation (8) 

t' -t 

«Kt^iJl^c    m (12) 

The last relation permits the conversion of the current history obtained from 
the analogue network into an actual heat-transfer rate history. 

Response of an Ideal Analogue Network to Idealized Inputs 

Applying the Laplace transformation to equations (9) - (ll) one ob- 
tains  (see ref.  7 for derivation) 

Q   - FiM .OjM.n (13) 

where f'N  = £f 
ir, 

Consider three cases of the "input function" f which are important for shock 
tuoe applications 

(a) "step function"  input 

f {yf)   = A  =   constant 

(b) input proportional to the square root of time 

(c) input proportional to time 

CUO 

(15) 

(16) 

Case (a)  is realized in shock-tube flows immediately after a shock wave 
passes the gauge mounted in the tube wall - as long as the boundary layer is 
laminar (ref.  5).    Case (b)  corresponds to the stagnation point heat transfer 
in a shock tube.    Conditions close to case (c) may be observed during forma- 
tion of turbulent spots on shock tube walls  (ref. 6). 

From equation (13) it follows immediately in case (a) 

(17) 
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in case (b) 

Q - 2 
3  a cons tont 

in case (c) 

Q » 
2 D^T 

(18) 

(19) 

These are output functions from an ideal analogue network, given in non- 
dimensional form.    In order to convert to dimensional variables, equation (8) 
must be used. 

REAL ANALOGUE NETWORK 

Principle of Operation of a Reed Analogue Network 

It is difficult to build an analogue network with resistance and 
capacitance continuously distributed and it is also impossible to build a 
network which is infinitely long.    In a real case (ref.  3)> an analogue net- 
work always consists of a finite number of lumped R C-sections (Fig. 2). 
For such a lumped network there is 

and      V C       |( C  ~ ifRC" 

|r R i(t) = A u(t) - voltage drop across the first resistor 

and equation (12) reduces to 

9(tj = Ut JIZI Auft) (so) 

The analogue network is connected to a thin-film gauge where the follow- 
ing relation applies (ref. l) 

which is valid if the electric current in the gauge and coefficient ß are 
both constant. 

There is usually some amplificationX ^"tw6611 the gauge and analogue, 
consequently 

T.   Ä    e*    _   j  
U.   "     -Kay       y-ßVf. (22) 
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and equation (20) reduces finally to 

i(tj. .     2 
X/5 

üiAÜ) c ft, \ (2^ 

Hence the heat-transfer rate is directly proportional to the voltage across 
the first resistor of the analogue network. Since a lumped network only 
approximates a continuous distribution of resistance and capacitance, the 
values obtained from a real analogue network are not quite exact. However, 
in cases of interest the error can be readily estimated (ref. 3 and subse- 
quent discussion in the next two subsections). 

Error Due to Finite Size of the Lumped Elements 

According to the results obtained by Meyer (ref. 3) the ratio of a 
lumped network output to that of an ideal analogue is: 

in case (a) 

h = 2/^7   e'2>? lofzvjj (24) 
in case (b) 

^   =   erf   (2^j (25) 

in case  (c) 

where,  according to the previous definition 

The values of/i  =/i (>7)    in all three cases are given in Fig. 5. 

According to Meyer's later results (ref. k) the accuracy of the analogue 
network,  at the beginning of its operation,  can be greatly improved by 
evaluating'the heat-transfer rate    qU) from the analogue output delayed by 
RC/8,   i.e. by replacing the equation (23) with 

When equation(23a) is used,  the ratio of the lumped network to the ideal 
analogue output is: 

(26) 
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In case (a) 

A*' zpTe"2^*^ I. [2(7 + ^)] ^) 
In case (b) 

y\*. erf [ifT^] (25a) 

and In case (c) 

yi-./F (^ e-^+%[2(WM'Mi (26a) 

The curves ofy\ * =A*{*()  in a11 three cases are also given in Fig. 5- It 
is readily seen from Fig. 5, that the analogue will provide accurate results 
for t > ^ RC and should be used in this manner in practice. 

Error Due to Finite Length of the Network 

Evaluation of the error due to finite length of the lumped network is 
rather complex. It is usually assumed, that the error is the same as if the 
network was finite, but continuous (ref. 3). 

The error due to finite length of the network depends on the conditions 
at its end. For the network shown in Fig. 3) in case (a) ("step function" 
input) Meyer (ref. 3) obtained the ratio of the finite to infinite analogue 
output 

(28) 

where 

L     — —-—1 nondimensional length of the network. 

(For XQ equal to the length of a single segment of the network,  L is  identical 
with the number of segments and  4   = l/L2(t/RC). 

For the network shown in Fig. k,  it was found (see ref. 16 for complete 
derivation) 

in case (a), 1  . y. Iv 

(30) 
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1        in case (b) 

r 
1- 

1 

+ 

in case (c) 

i-""(!f)]"fW*f*'rf(i?) (31) 

:i l-e ' + WeHM (32) 

Figure 6 gives a comparison of the values ootaired from the equations  (26) 
and (30)  -  {i'^).     It  is seen that a value of     4     = 0.2 will cause  an error 
of 1.5^ in Meyer's case and 1% in the present  caöe. 

Figure 5 permits the calculation of the desired value of RC and knowing 
the total flow time Fig.  6 will provide a value of L. 

HEAT TRANSFER GAUGE WITH TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT PROPERTIES 

Variation of the Properties of the Gauge Backing Material 

In the present  section, unlike the preceding section on "Ideal 
Analogue Network",  the gauge surface temperature will be obtained in the casf 
when the heat-transfer rate to the gauge  is given.    This proolem requires 
solving the heat  conduction equation with initial and boundary conditions 

-   ^ 
i(t; 

U 
Mm     e(xfij  = 0 

for     t«0 X >o 

for   t >o ; xao (33) 

In the case of an ideal gauge with constant properties the heat coniuctiun 
equation is of the form given by equation (l). The gauge surface temperature 
(which is proportional to the gauge output) is then expressed as (ref. 7) 

L(ti|     =    1      (   aj^   Jiv .±.E-(   4fv) J. ;:*) 

or,   in nondimensional form 
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(3lta) 

It is evident from the above relation that for Q(>J ) defined by equations 
(17),■ (18) and (19) the function 
(15) and (16) respectively. 

ion that for ( 
is given by equations (l^), 

If the heat-transfer rate is high and time long enough, the gauge tempera- 
ture may become so high, that its influence on the gauge properties must be 
taken into account (ref. 9)« Under these circumstances equation (l) is no 
longer valid and must be replaced by the following nonlinear equation 

(e) 

This equation may be reduced to the form 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

by means of transformation 

The conditions given by equation (33) become 

flx9i) = 0 for    t:»o     ;    x >o 

iä. » - <\(t)        for    i*o   ;    x»o 

Hartunian and Varwig (ref. 9)  proved that for gauge backing materials 
like pyrex, quartz or soda glass, the thermal diffusivity a may De considered 
constant if the surface temperature rise does not exceed 1500K. (The error 
in the surface temperature, calculated with this assumption is negligible.) 
Equation (36) is then linear and for the gauge surface there is 

(33a) 

6 ft 

Comparing the above with equation (3^) one obtains 

<*V (38) 

i\\(*U* '-   [eji/ 
deal (39) 
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where k0 is identical with the constant k from equation (3^) and equals the 
value of k from equation (38) for 0=0. 

In order to make use of equation (39) the dependence of k on temperature 
must be known. Hartunian and Varwig (ref. 9) assumed the form 

K   « K0  ^1 + Q lo^0   ^ij (^0) 

and obtained a very complicated    result.    For the sake of simplicity it will 
be assumed here that 

K   = Ko (1 + b e) (^1) 

It is evident from Fig. 7,  that equation (hi) is at least as good as equation 
(ho).    A substitution of the equation {kl) in equation (39) gives 

1 '        ^ ik2) 
* L      Jideol 

This expression relates the surface temperature of a real gauge to an ideal 
one (with constant properties) when both are subjected to the same flow con- 
ditions. It will constitute the basis for all subsequent considerations. 

It is important to note that the nonlinear term when added to the actual 
gauge temperature permits a calculation of the ideal surface temperature with 
constant properties. Consequently, it is now possible to use the simple 
analogue network to obtain v.he correct heat transfer rate when variable gauge 
properties exist. 

Variation of the Properties of a Thin Film 

The temperature coefficient of resistance of the gauge 

/3 =: -L   ilfr (43) 
generally is not constant (as it was assumed in the subsection on "Principle 
of Operation of a Real Analogue Network") but depends on temperature.    If the 
temperature changes are small, this dependence may be neglected and equation 
(2l)  is valid.    For larger changes however, it is no longer true and equation 
(U3) must be used.    The change in the gauge resistance with temperature is 
then given by a 

R( 

According to ref.  10,  ß may be expressed as 
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from where 

(i+i+b) 

or,  in the case of a constant gauge supply current 

ifj'./S. (flw -le^ 
Reversing this relation one obtains 

For a thin film platinum gauge 30^2.5 x 10"3 i/0K and y^v» 4.7 x lO"^ 
l/OK (ref. 10). For ew less than 150

oK contrioution of the third and subse- 
quent terms of the series in equation (46) is negligible (less than 0.25^) 
and it is then justified to take 

For an ideal gauge with constant properties it was noted before that (com- 
pare equation (21)) 

(e^/tdtol   = -r —^n  47 
Mo V/^o 

A substitution of equations  (46a) and (47)  into equation (42) gives 

For pyrex,  quartz or glass  b < 6 x 10"    l/0K,   so that for temperature 
rises up to 15ü0K the contribution of the last two terms of equation (48)  is 
less  than 2% and within the accuracy of the present  considerations these 
terms may oe neglected.    Finally 

Ua, ideal   =   U^,  +   e' uL (49) 

where 
1 £      -       Lt r ,     N 

The  above may also be expressed in nondimensional  form 

fideal    =   f  W 
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where 

VW   =   l + £f 
c b-l-y (52) 

It should be pointea cut that the remarks made at the end of the previous 
section apply     equally well here, with the additional fact that the non- 
linearity in gauge resistance has also been taken into account. 

ERRORS ARISING WHEN ANALOGUE NETWORK IS CONNECTED TO A GAUGE WITH VARIABLE 
PROPERTIES 

In the present section we will investigate what happens when an ordinary 
analogue network is connected to a gauge with properties depending on tempera- 
ture.    For convenience of calculations the equations in nondimensional form 
will be used.    Three cases,  corresponding to those considered in the subsection 
on page 5 will be treated.    As mentioned in the  section on "Variation of the 
Properties of the Gauge Backing Material",  the  inputs to the gauge in these 
cases  are given by equations  (l7)-(l9)  and the outputs from an ideal gauge 

[f»'?/] ideal by equations (l4)-(l6).    The outputs from a real gauge 
f(yf )   can then be found from equation (19)'    Substituting these outputs into 
equation (13)  the analogue outputs can be calculated and then finally com- 
pared with the assumed input to the gauge. 

For convenience equation (13) will be used in the form 

I ff+oj   (  ffW 

\: 

JLw (53) 

obtained by substitution   ' *   f » 

w = f(AJ (514) 

Case When the Heat-Transfer Rate is Inversely Proportional to the 
Square Root of Time 

The input to the gauge is given by equation (17) 

The output from an ideal gauge is found from equation (ik) 

(ideal   -   ^   «   constant 

From equation (5l)  it follows that 

f VW   = A (55) 
or,   in reversed form 
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f   » X(A)   »  constant 
Substituting the above in equation (53) one obtains the output from the 
analogue 

f 

Finally, the ratio of gauge input to analogue output is given by 

(56) 

>£ s  S [mal A. 
f Y (57) 

Q output 
Case When the Heat-Transfer Rate is a Step Function 

The input to the gauge is now given by equation (l8) 

0 input   a *y-- B   » constant 
and the output from an ideal gauge is given by (15) 

f ideal    »   B|(T 
From the above, equation (51) and equation (52) 

Substituting this in equation (53) one obtains 

Q output    Ä 
6 rf dw 

and the ratio of the gauge input to analogue output is 

(58) 

(59) 

„-I 

(60) 

« 

This equation can be rearranged after some labour to give the following 
form (see ref. 16 for complete derivation) 

where ,          

(61) 

for 

X    «   arc  sen 
2?-' 
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and 

where ' F  F(Y,Z; 

for 

Y = arc s»n 

Z ■ arc   Sit) 

(62) 

i 2y-/ •] 

Case When the Heat-Transfer Rate is Proportional to the Square Root 
of Time 

In this case the input to the gauge is given by equation (.'9) 

-^ off Q inpwt    ä w 
The output from an ideal gauge is expressed by equation (l6) 

f id«al    *   0 V 
From the above,  and equations (5l)  and (52) 

Upon suostitution into equations (53)  and (19) 

and 

(63) 

iek) 

(65) 

I 

(66) 

A^er integration and some additional manipulations the final form is obtain- 
ed   as .       -   ; r- 

* ' -if -§- - are » 
Correction of Errors ^^J 

(67) 

The values ^l , as given by equations (57)} (6l)-(62) and (67) may 
be used as correction factors for heat transfer measurements performed with 
a real gauge of variable properties and an analogue network. The diagrams of 
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^ as a function of f/   according to these equations are given in Fig. 8. The 
fact, that V   instead of f was cnosen as an independent variaole makes 
these curves valid for arbitrary gauge oacking materials, and is very con- 
venient in actual applications. However, for each gauge it is necessary to 
find oy some method of calibration the actual dependence of Y/   on f according 
to equation (52) (i.e., to find .ie  actual value of £ ). Trie correction "^f 
is then found from Fig. 8. 

The method of correction indicated above, is simple in application, out 
is not very accurate.  The curves in Fig. 8 are not close to each other, so 
if the conditions of an experiment do not correspond exactly to one of these 
three cases, errors may arise.  (See for example Fig. 20 where the parabolic 
surface temperature starts after a step Jump, whereas ideally the step shoiud 
oe absent.) 

The previous consideration? however offer a method of an automatic correc- 
tion, more general, more accurate and even simpler in application than using 
the correction factor "^£   The automatic correction is obtained uy placing 
a circuit between the gauge and analogue network which can calculate Ug^eal 
from Ug, according to equation (^9). 

AUTOMATIC C0RKECTI0N OF ERRORS ARISING FROM VARIABLE GAUGE PROPERTIES 

Electronic Circuitry 

A correction circuit following tiie previous section has been designed 
and built at UTIAS.  A block diagram of the whole unit, consisting of a low 
noise preamplifier, correction circuit and analogue network is given in Fig. 
9. A detailed circuit diagram appears in Fig. 10. 

The unit has been designed for shock tuoe applications.  It can handle 
input signals up to Ü.2V. It has a response time of about 2 ^  sees and a 
maximum working time of approximately 1 msec. Within these limits any 
electrical inaccuracies oi ohe amplifier and correction circuit as well as 
the errors due to the finite length and finite size of the lumped elements 
of the analogue network are less than j.5 per cent. 

The analogue itself consists of 39 sections. The time constant (RC) of 
a single section equals ^.jk  u sec. (R ■ 9-95 kA , C - yJtpF) . 

The unit can oe used for measurements with and without the correction 
circuit. When used without correction, the amplification factor}^ (defined 
as the ratio of the signal at the analogue input to the output signal from 
the gauge) is approximately equal 32.  The correction circuit permits adjust- 
ing tne value £*  (as defined oy equation (50) ) in the range from zero to 
6.5 V"1, sufficient for any gauge. 

Two outputs from the unit with independent adjustment of tne amplitude 
of the output signal are provided.  Output 1 is essentially used to register 
the undisturoed signal from the gauge.  It may also be used to register the 
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corrected signal Ugi^eal'  the  signal  by-passing correction circuit,  or the 
correcting  signal itself.     (Registering the last two signals  is necessary for 
calioration of the unit.)    Output 2 serves to register the  signal from the 
analogue network,   i.e.,  the actually desired heat-transfer rate. 

Calibration of the Apparatus for Heat Transfer Measurements 

The  calibration of the previously described apparatus starts with 
measuring the gauge properties  -  constants ß0, JT ,   b   .    Measuring ßo and y 
is  best  accomplished using the method described by Bogdan  (ref.  10).    Gauge 
resistance Rg is measured at various temperatures and then  suitable values 
ß0 and  Y   are  assumed so that  equation  {kha.)  fits  best the  experiment als points. 

The  constant b  is determined using the current-pulse technique  (ref.  15). 
Relatively strong current pulses of the  step-function type  are fed to the 
gauge,   connected in one arm of the Wheatstone bridge  (Fig.   12).    The increase 
of the gauge resistance due to Joule heating throws the bridge out of balance 
and produces  a signal, which is  fed to the analogue network.    The output 
from the  analogue  is given by 

K« ^K'RCRyiU^) 
R^« 

.1 

(H.+R,.)8 Z00 (A")1 
(68) 

For derivation of equation (68), see ref. 16. 

If for all the caliorating pulses Uf is maintained constant and ^ u is mea- 
sured at the same (t/t), the quantity in the square bracket can be considered 
constant. The remaining quantities depend only on temperature. Consequently 
from equation (68) 

i4 - - ** -2 

K(eJ 
Ko 

(ej 
|Rj.f0) 

R. -I- Ryjfj 
R.+R^.fe; m 

ü 
fic(o) AU(O; 

4u(ej 
(69) 

t 

I 

In order to change its temperature witnout affecting anything else the 
gauge is placed inside a test tuce,   immersed in a hot oil bath (as described 
in ref.  9).     It was found that this provided conditions which were sufficient- 
ly staole for the present experiments. 

Having   A  u measured for several different temperatures,   and R      and ß 
for those temperatures from previous measurements and   pc{B)//*C\1i)        found 
from some other method, the values of k(9)/k0 are determined.    The quantity 
D is then chosen in such a way,  that equation {hi)  fits best the obtained re- 
sults . 

Having found ß0. If   ,  b and assuming Ug0 the value   6     is  calculated 
from equation  (5ü).    After application of a sine wave with known amplitude 
ucaliD at t'he  i-11?1-^ t0 'the unit,  the attenuator of the squared signal is 
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adjusted so that the ratio of amplitudes of the correcting signal and the 
signal by-passing the correction circuit, measured at output 1 is equal to 
£ Ucaiib, The final step of the calibration is the determination of the 
constant E of the equation 23 . This is accomplished directly in the shock 
tube at low shock Mach numbers, using the results of ref. 12 . That is, for 
a given shock Mach number Ms and initial conditions q is known from this theory, 
Consequently, since b  u has been measured E is determined. This procedure is 
simple and is justified on the basis of the accumulated results in support of 
the theory. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to check the usefulness and accuracy of the automatic correction 
a series of experiments were performed in the UTIAS 4 in. x 7 in. Hypersonic 
Shock Tube. Thin-film platinum gauges, mounted on Pyrex 77^0 glass were 
placed at the stagnation line of a circular cylinder 13 mm dia. with the axis 
perpendicular to the flow. The films were approximately Ik  mm long and 0.^+ 
mm wide. Their resistance ranged from about 50 to 100 ohms. The voltage 
across all the gauges was maintained at a level of 0.5V. 

The gauges were calibrated using the technique described in the previous 
section. However, the assumption 

= constant 

was used once more to simplify the measurement of b. This assumption eliminat- 
ed the necessity of measuring (PC ) since it gave 

•H K£: 

Beside this the change in coefficient ß with temperature was not taken into 
account, since in the rangeof temperatures used for calibration (up to 1250C) 
this change was so small, that it was difficult to detect. 

The final calibration was performed in the shock tube. It consisted of 1 
to k  "cold runs" (with a cold driver gas) taken before each test run. As the 
calibration constant E (equation 23), an average of the values obtained from 
all the runs was taken. 

During the test runs the same gauge was connected to two analogue networks: 
one with and one without correction. Two sets of test runs were taken: 

1. "Cold runs", during which the gauge surface temperature rise was leas 
or equal to 10oC (in one case it was about 12.50C). During these runs, as 
well as during all the calibration runs, single mylar diaphragms 0.005 in. 
thick were used. The driver gas was helium, or a mixture of helium and air 
at a pressure of about ^5 psia. The driven gas was air.  Its pressure varied 
from 10 mm Hg (for calioration runs) to about 0.7 mm Hg. 

2. "Hot runs", generated by a combustion driver (75^ argon and 25^ stoichio- 
metric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen). During these runs the driven gas was 
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also air, at initial pressures from 10 to 60 mm Hg. The gauge surface tem- 
perature rises varied from about k0oC   for lower shock Mach numbers to about 
750C for higher shock Mach numbers. 

During all the runs the traces of corrected and uncorrected heat-transfer 
rate and also gauge surface temperature were recorded. The values from the 
traces were measured with a travelling microscope at the point where the 
corrected heat transfer stabilized for the first time after the shock arrival 
(i.e. at the point, where the trace became parallel to the time axis for the 
first time). This occurred during the cold runs between 50 and 250 ^secs 
after the shock arrival and during the combustion runs between 60 and lUo 
usecs after the shock arrival. 

Figure Ik  of the present paper shows the test model with the gauge mount- 
ed on it. Figure 15 illustrates the entire experimental set up, consisting 
of the gauge, two analogue networks and a Tektronix Type 555 Dual Beam 
Oscilloscope with Type M Plug-In Units. 

Figure 16 shows the setup for the gauge calibration, consisting of an oil 
bath. Wheatstone bridge, analogue network and oscilloscope. Figure 17 shows 
a typical trace obtained during a calibration with the current-pulse technique. 
Figure 18 gives the dependence of fK/9C   on temperature for Pyrex 77^+0 
glass as measured with this technique. 

A typical trace obtained during a cold run and a combustion run in the 
shock tube are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. Finally Fig. 21 gives 
the ratios of the heat-transfer rates measured and calculated from the Fay 
and Riddell theory plotted as a function of shock Mach number. In this figure, 
the circles correspond to "cold runs" without correction; triangles to "hot 
runs" without correction; squares to "hot runs" with correction. 

From the last figure it is evident, that while no correction for the 
variation of the gauge properties is needed for temperature rises of the 
order of 10oC or less, such a correction is essential for temperature rises 
above 40oC. It is also evident, that the proposed method of an automatic 
correction works very well, reducing the mean deviation of the experimental 
points from the Fay and Riddell theory to only about 3»5%. The remaining 
discrepancy is probably due to the assumption that a and ß are constant. 

It should be noted here, that the overall accuracy of the measurements is 
of the order of t 5%, which agrees quite well with t he scatter of the experi- 
mental data. 

It is also worth pointing out, that the heat-transfer rate measured from 
the trace without correction, as shown in Fig. 20, decreases with time, which 
is erroneous for this type of flow. However, the corrected heat transfer 
trace does not indicate this peculiarity, as expected. These two traces 
clearly demonstrate the validity of the correcting circuit. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. The use of ordinary analogue networks with thin-film, heat-transfer 
gauges mounted on pyrex may lead to serious errors in measuring heat-transfer 
rates if the temperature rise of the gauge is of the order of k0oC  or more.        i 
Analytical corrections of these errors are reasonably easy only in a few very      J 
special cases (such as those treated in the section "Errors Arising When 
Analogue Network is Connected to a Gauge With Variable Properties"). A . 
correction of that type which is applicable to any general heat-transfer 
function has not been found. However, although such a correction would have 
been of interest, it is of little value in practice when an automatic correct- 
ion circuit is available. • 

2. It has been demonstrated that by putting a relatively simple auto- 
matic correction circuit between the gauge and the analogue network, it is 
possible to compensate for the influence of the variation of the gauge proper- 
ties with temperature. This compensation is quite general and unlike the 
analytical corrections does not depend on the variation of heat transfer with 
time. 

It has been verified experimentally that this compensation works very well 
at temperature rises up to 750C.  It is expected, however, that it will work 
satisfactorily at temperature rises up to lbÜ0C or more as long as the thermal 
diffusivity does not change appreciably. 

NOTATION 

A constant defined in equation (l4) 
a constant defined in equation (ko) 
B constant defined in equation (15) 
b constant defined in equation (^l) 
C capacitance of a single capacitor of the analogue network 
C capacitance per unit length of the analogue network 
c specific heat of the gauge backing material 
D constant defined in equation (l6) 
d width of the thin film 
d average width of the thin film 
E constant defined in equation (23) 
F(Y,Z) elliptic integral of the first kind 
f non-dimensional gauge surface temperature or input voltage to the * 

analogue (equation 7) 
g function defined in equation (37) •* 
gw function defined in equation (38) ^ 
In(i1 ) modified Bessel Function of the first kind 
i electric current 
ig electric current through the thin film I 
jf amplification factor'(equation 22) • 
k thermal conductivity of the gauge backing material 
k- thermal conductivity of the gauge backing material at the initial 

temperature 
L non-dimensional length of the analogue network; number of sections 
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l^ length of the thin film 
1      length of the analogue network 
Q      nonruimensional heat-transfer rate, or electric current (equation 8) 
q     heat-transfer rate through the gauge surface 

(1 watt/ci^S Ü.Ö8 BTU/sq.ft./sec) 
R      resistance of a single r sistor of the analogue network 
R      resistance per unit length of the analogue network 
R^     resistance connected in series with the gauge 
R .     resistance of the thin film 
Rg0    initial resistance of the thin film 
^ Rn   change in the resistance of the thin film 
r 0    initial resistance per unit length of the thin film 
r     mean value of the initial resistance per unit length of the thin film 
T0     reference temperature 
T0     stagnation temperature 
t      time, equation (i) 
t'     time, equation (4) 
t0     reference time, equation (") 
UK     voltage across the gauge 
Ug0    initial voltage across the gauge 
U0     reference voltage 
U^     voltage of the gauge power supply 
A Us   change in the voltage of the gauge power supply 
u      voltage 
Ug     voltage rise across the gauge 
A u    voltage across the first resistor of the analogue network 
v,w    dummy variables 
X      function defined in equation (6l) 
x      space coordinate, equation (l) 
x'     space coordinate, equation [k) 
X'Q    reference length, equation (8) 
Y      function defined in equation (62) 
y      distance along the thin film 
Z      function defined in equation (b2) 
a      thermal diffusivity, k/^ c 
ß      temperature coefficient of resistance of the thin film 
ß0     temperature coefficient of resistance of the thin film at the intial 

temperature 
y      constant defined in equation (^5) 
/"      ratio of the finite to infinite network output 
£      constant defined in equation (!?2) 
£*     constant defined in equation (50) 

nondimensional temperature, or voltage (equation 8) 
nondimensional time (equation 8) 
temperature measured from its initial level ("temperature rise") 

©w     gauge surface temperature rise 
^f     ratio of nondimensional gauge input to nondimensional analogue output 

ratio of the lumped network output to an ideal analogue output 
(equations 24 - 2ö) 
ratio of the lumped network output to an ideal analogue output after 
correction introduced in Ref. 4 (equations 2.4a - 2.6a) 
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A dummy variable 
Ij nondimensional space  coordinate (equation 8) 
p density cf the gauge backing material 
X function defined in' equation (29) 
Jf function defined in equation (56) 
y gauge surface temperature function (equation 52) 

Subscripts 

ideal      corresponds to an ideal gauge with constant properties 
input      corresponds to an input to the gauge 
output    corresponds to an output from the analogue 
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CONTACT-SURFACE TAILORING IN REAL SHOCK TUBES 

by Theodore A. Brabbs and Frank E.  Belles 
Lewis Research Center 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Cleveland,  Ohio 

ABSTRACT 

The equilibrium pressure after interaction of a reflected shock with 
the contact surface can be confused with the tailored state, unless quan- 
titative pressure measurements are made. Such measurements were used to 
find the true tailored conditions for CO« + Ar and COg + Ar + He mixtures, 
and for Ng driven by He. Calculated conditions in excellent agreement 
with these resulted when the real performance of the tube, instead of the 
ideal performance, was employed in the usual tailoring formula. This sug- 
gests a rapid systematic way to produce the tailored state, and shows that 
it will not be the same in all tubes. However, a small pressure excursion 
due to contact-surface interaction still remains even when perfect tailor- 
ing is achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years considerable use has been made of the reflected shock 
wave in studying high temperature gas dynamic phenomena. Because it pro- 
vides stationary test gas, increased testing time, higher gas enthalpy and 
density, and lends itself to chemical sampling, the reflected-shock tech- 
nique has found wide usage in chemical shock tubes and shock tunnels. 
However, both applications require a detailed understanding and close con- 
trol of the state of the gas behind the reflected shock wave. Because 
interaction between the reflected shock wave and the contact surface causes 
a pressure and temperature distrubance to be reflected back into the test 
^one, it is desirable to eliminate this interaction. This is usually ac- 
complished by using the tailored-interface mode of operation. 

In the tailored-interface mode, initial conditions in the driver 
(diaphragm pressure ratio, gas composition, and in some tubes, tempera- 
ture) are adjusted so that the reflected shock wave, on encountering the 
contact surface, produces the same pressure and the same particle velocity 
on both sides of it. These requirements, when expressed in terms of the 
usual relations among shock strength and gas properties, lead to the tailor- 
ing formula 
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a4 + P25 m2^2  - ^34 ... 
a2 + P25 = m4^4 - ^Sl 

However, when this equation is used the calculations are usually made by 
assuming the shock tube behaves ideally; that is, the Mach number is re- 
lated to the initial pressure ratio F41 by the ideal shock tube perfor- 
mance equations. Because most shock tubes do not behave ideally, the 
initial test conditions calculated from equation (1) are only approximate, 
and achievement of tailoring can be established only by observing the ex- 
perimental pressure record. The experimental procedure usually employed 
is to calculate the initial tailoring conditions and to use these test 
conditions to obtain an experimental pressure record. If tailoring has 
not been achieved, which is the usual case, the Initial pressure ratio 
(F^) is adjusted somewhat and another pressure record is obtained. Be- 
cause it is difficult to Judge how much the pressure ratio must be changed 
by looking at the pressure record, the procedure usually requires several 
test runs. This procedure can be very time consuming and a simpler and 
more direct method for tailoring Is desirable. 

Ideally the tailored oscillogram is expected to show the reflected- 
shock pressure as a flat-topped plateau, and in principle there should be 
only one incident-shock Mach number that would yield such a record for a 
given driver-driven gas combination. In practice, however, records having 
the qualitative appearance described are obtained over a small range of 
incident Mach numbers cxose to the tailoring conditions. Tnis is because 
the interaction is weak and has little effect on the pressure history. If, 
however, the shock tube is operated outside this range, the reflected shock 
wave will experience multiple reflections between the contact surface in- 
terface and the end of the tube. The result of these multiple shock re- 
flections is the formation of a quasi-uniform region known as the "equilib- 
rium" state (ref. 1). This equilibrium state like the tailored state is 
characterized by a flat-topped pressure history as shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1 shows a typical nontailored pressure-time history. The ar- 
rival of the reflected disturbance from the contact surface can be seen by 
the abrupt change in the pressure. The flat region after the interaction 
is the equilibrium state. Thus a flat-topped pressure record is not always 
sufficient proof that tailoring has been achieved. Experimental results 
to be presented later show that confusion can exist between these two states 
and that a better criterion for tailoring is required. 

At Mach numbers greater than the tailored one, the equilibrium pressure 
(pe) is greater than the reflected shock pressure (P5). Below the tailored 
Mach number, pe < P5. When tailoring has been achieved there is no inter- 
action and p = pg.  Therefore, the criterion for tailoring chosen for this 
work was that the pressure after interaction be equal to the initial re- 
flected shock pressure; that is, PeR = 1. A plot of Pe5 against M  will 
yield the experimental tailored MacR number which can be compared with the 
calculated one. 
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The alms of the present work then were (1) to determine the tailored 
Mach number for several driver-driven gas combinations from the criterion 
P 5 = 1 and to compare it with the value calculated by means of equa- 
tion (1), and (2) to develop a straightforward and rapid means of arriving 
at the tailored conditions without resorting to trial-and-error methods. 

SYMBOLS 

A.j  ai/aJ 

a    sound speed 

Ms   incident shock Mach number 

m   molecular weight 

Pij  Pi/Pj 

p   pressure 

T   temperature 

Tij  Ti/TJ 

UiJ  ui/aJ 

u    particle velocity 

r - i 

ß   L-=i 
2r 

r cp/cv   VBUIO of specific heats 

Subscripts: 

e equilibrium region after interaction 

1 undisturbed test gas 

2 region behind incident shock wave 

3 region behind contact surface 

4 undisturbed driver gas 

5 region behind reflected shock wave 
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APPARATUS 

The shock tube was of the single-pulse type and was similar to that 
described by Glick, Squire, and Hertzberg (ref. 2). It was made up of 
sections of 6.35-centimeter inside-diameter stainless-steel tubing; the 
driven section was 3.2 meters long and the driver 1.88 meters. The dump 
tank volume was about 5600 liters. The basic instrumentation consisted 
of three miniature piezoelectric pressure transducers located 11.4, 29.2, 
and 47 centimeters from the end of the shock tube. These operated the 
start-stop circuits of two microsecond time-interval meters so that the 
velocity could be measured over two intervals for each run. A fourth 
pickup located 11.4 centimeters from the end of the tube was a calibrated 
SLM (Kistler Inst. Corp., type 601) pressure transducer. Its output, re- 
corded on an oscilloscope, gave the pressure-time history in the reaction 
zone behind the reflected shock wave. The reflecting surface of the 
shock tube could be moved to within 0.63 centimeter of the SLM pressure 
transducer by inserting close fitting plugs into the tube. 

In order to eliminate contamination of the helium driver gas by 
residual air, the driver section was evacuated to 1 torr or less and then 
purged with helium before filling. 

The test section was always evacuated to about 4x10"^ torr and flushed 
with test gas before filling. This section was Isolated from the pump by 
a cold trap cooled in liquid nitrogen and had a leak rate of 1 to 2xl0~3 
torr per minute. 

The driven gases were nitrogen and various mixtures of argon, helium, 
and carbon dioxide. The mixtures were prepared by the method of partial 
pressures. The procedure was described in a previous paper (ref. 3). 

RESULTS MD DISCUSSION 

In each experiment the following data were obtained: initial temper- 
ature and pressures of driver and driven gas, Incident shock velocities 
(over two Intervals), and an oscilloscope record containing the pressure- 
time history. The shock velocities over the two intervals were generally 
found to be the same within the resolution of the measurement; therefore, 
attenuation was neglected.  The pressure transducer was dynamically cali- 
brated by plotting the measured p5 against the calculated p5. Figure 2 
is the calibration plot for the test gases used. 

Pressure Histories 

A survey of the literature showed that some of the typical pressure 
records reported were extremely difficult or impossible to Interpret for 
the first 300 to 500 microseconds after passage of the reflected shock 
wave. This was due mainly to three things; 
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(1) Acceleration response of the transducer 

(2) Excessive ringing of the transducer due to the mounting 

(3) Effect exerted on the pressure record by the interaction of the 
reflected shock wave and the boundary layer 

This inability to determine the initial reflected shock pressure with 
any certainty lead us to question whether the flat-topped equilibrium state 
was not being confused with the tailored state. In order to illustrate the 
problem as it might arise from the third cause just listed, two reflected- 
pressure records were obtained in nitrogen at the same incident Mach number. 
Nitrogen was selected as the test gas because it is subject to strong bifur- 
cation of the reflected shock near the wall, as described by Mark (ref. 4). 
Center (ref. 5) showed that the bifurcation becomes more pronounced as the 
shock recedes from the end wall. Thus, a pressure record obtained close to 
the end wall may clearly resolve p5, while one obtained farther away will 
have pj- obscured by the effects of shock bifurcation. 

The results of these tests are shown in figure 3.  In figure 3(a), ob- 
tained at 0.63 centimeter from the end wall, the arrival of a strong dis- 
turbance from the contact surface at about 500 microseconds shows clearly 
that tailoring did not occur. But in the record of figure 3(b), which was 
obtained at 11.i centimeters from the end wall, the interaction blends with 
the disturbance in the boundary layer that results from the more pronounced 
bifurcation. The record thus indicates a smoothly rounded pressure front 
followed by a plateau. 

If the shock bifurcation were assumed to be responsible for all the 
curvature in a trace such as fig'.ire 3(b), then it would be quite possible 
to conclude that the flat portion signals the achievement of tailoring. 
In making this mistake, errors in pressure and temperature would arise 
amounting, in this particular case, to about 40 percent in the pressure 
and 180° K in the temperature. This is much too large an error for most 
experiments. 

Thus, this experiment has shown that a greater degree of confidence 
can be achieved in tailoring by locating and mounting the pressure trans- 
ducer so that the reflected shock pressure (p^) can be measured and com- 
pared with theory. If this is impossible, then the equilibrium pressure 
should be measured and compared with the calculated p,. since at the 
tailored conditions these two should be equal. 

Tailoring 

The first experiments were conducted with 7 percent COg + 93 percent 
Ar driven by helium.  Figure 1 shows a typical pressure-time history. 
The arrival of the reflected disturbance from the contact surface can be 
seen by the abrupt change in the pressure. The flat region after the in- 
teraction is the equilibrium state. The value of Pgg was determined by 
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using the ratio of the distances measured on the oscilloscope trace for 
2^ -  p5 and p^ - pe where p^ was the initial pressure. This method 

has a small error since the Initial pressure 'p^ should be added to each 
measurement. However, this error is always less than 0.3 percent in 
pe5, which is less than other sources of error in the determination. In 

figure 4 pe5 is shown plotted against the Incident Mach number, which 

is also typical of the data for the other driver-driven gas combinations. 
Plotted also is the tailored Mach number calculated by equation (1) when 
ideal performance is assumed. This lack of agreement between experiment 
and theory is usual for most tailored experiments and is probably due to 
the nonideal behavior of most shock tubes. 

A performance curve (P., against M8) for this gas combination is 
shown in figure 5. The ideal-performance curve is obtained for a real gas 
by using the relation 

o \ 2) 

which for a monatomic driver gas is 

U21A14 
(3) 

where P   and Up, are real gas shock properties. The experimental 

data is above the ideal curve, which is typical for most shock tubes. 
This behavior can be caused by a number of things such as diaphragm open- 
ing or shock attenuation. In any event, this higher than ideal P41 can 
effect the tailoring conditions because the temperature ratio T,, (eq. 

(1)) is calculated from the adiabatic expansion of the driver gas. And 
since the real p. is higher than ideal, the temperature T, will be 

lower than previously calculated. This would tend to lower the tailored 
Mach number calculated by means of equation (1), which is what was ob- 
served experimentally.  Therefore, the tailoring calculations were per- 
formed by using the actual performance of the shock tube. The result of 
this calculation is shown in figure 4 and is clearly in close agreement 
with the experiment. 

The Mach number at which tailoring occurs was calculated by using 
equation (1) and variable' T   shock properties for the series of gas com- 
binations studied. The results of these calculations are shown in ta- 
ble I along with the experimentally-observed tailored Mach number. For 
7 percent COp + 93 percent Ar and nitrogen tailoring calculations were 
also made for constant y shock properties; these two examples showed 
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that the simpler constant x   calculation was as good as the variable x 
calculation in the Mach number range of these experiments. It can be 
seen that all tailoring calculations fall when the ideal performance of 
the shock tube is used in the calculation. However, if the actual perfor- 
mance is used, the agreement with experiment is excellent. 

The actual performance curves for all gas mixtures used were found 
to be about parallel to the ideal curves. This makes It possible to ob- 
tain the actual performance curve for a given driver-driven gas combina- 
tion after Just one test run. With the actual performance of the shock 
tube so obtained the tailored Mach number can be calculated, end the 
second experimental run should be extremely close to being tailored. If 
It should happen that the first P., were somewhat in error, the second 
run should correct this and the third test should be tailored. 

Contact Surface 

Figure 6 is a pressure history for the tailored conditions predicted 
by the present method. The pressures p5 and p  are equal as required 
but the rise and fall of the pressure (hump) is out of character with the 
Ideas of tailoring.  This hump probably results from the mixing of the 
cold driver and hot driven gases in the contact zone. Evidence that the 
hump is associated with the contact surface can be provided by comparing 
experimental arrival times (time from passage of the reflected shock wave 
to return of the reflected disturbance from the contact surface) with cal- 
culated values. 

Figure 7 shows a typical time-distance diagram of the kind used to 
calculate arrival times. Several of these were constructed, for various 
values of incident shock Mach number in the 7 percent COp + 93 percent Ar 
mixture. Each diagram included both the trajectory followed by the con- 
tact surface in an ideal shock tube and the more realistic trajectory cal- 
culated by the analysis of Mirels (ref. 6) for a turbulent boundary layer. 
In the latter case, it was assumed that the gas mixture could be treated 
as pure argon for purposes of the calculation. 

In order to calculate arrival times from these diagrams, the reflected 
disturbance from the contact surface was assumed to travel at the speed of 
sound in the undissociated and stationary gas behind the reflected shock 
wave. The results are plotted against M  in figure 8. The contact sur- 
face trajectory calculated by the method of Mirels depends somewhat on ini- 
tial pressure; two curves are therefore shown that correspond to the upper 
and lower extremes of initial pressure used in the present work. 

The experimental arrival times were obtained by assuming that any 
abrupt change in the slope of the reflected shock pressure history indi- 
cated the arrival of the reflected disturbance from the contact surface. 
In tailored records, a small dip in pressure invariably occurred just be- 
fore the hump and this was taken as the arrival of the disturbance (see 
fig. 6). At Mach numbers above the tailored value, the disturbance ap- 
peared as a sharp rise in the pressure, as in figure 1. In order to 
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extend the data below the tailored Mach number for helium driver gas,  and 
to avoid reflected rarefaction waves whose arrival time is hard to read, 
some tests were made with an argon-helium driver.    This driver mixture 
gave an easily read trace with a sharp pressure rise as in figure 1. 

Figure 8 shows very good agreement between experimental arrival times 
and thooe expected on the basis of Mirels'  contact surface trajectory. 
The arrival times calculated for an ideal contact surface were far outside 
the scatter of our data.    The agreement between calculation and experiment 
suggests that a pressure hump is unavoidable even under '■ailored condi- 
tions, and as mentioned earlier,  this interaction is probably due to the 
existence of a contact zone rather than a contact discontinuity.    It is 
interesting to note that this zone evidently follows the trajectory pre- 
dicted by Mirels,  even though his analysis treats it as a discontinuity. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Experiments  showed that a flat-topped pressure record does not neces- 
sarily prove that tailoring had been achieved.    This was because the equi- 
librium state, which also has a flat-topped pressure history,  can be con- 
fused with the tailored state if the pressure transducer does not follow 
the  initial reflected pressure history.     However,  with the criterion 
p    = p5    no such confusion can exist,   since    p5    can be calculated and 
pe    measured. 

An improved method for calculating the tailoring conditions has been 
presented.     It requires the substitution of the actual shock tube perfor- 
mance  (P4-j_    against    M )  in the tailoring equations.     Tailored pressure 
records can be achieved in two or three systematic experiments.    Since no 
two shock tubes necessarily have the same performance curves,   it follows 
from this work that the reflected conditions corresponding to tailored 
operation will be different in each tube,   even though the driver-driven 
gas  combination is the same. 

Even at the tailored conditions a small hump was  observed in the 
pressure record.     This was  shown to be associated with the contact sur- 
face.    Measured arrival times  (time from passage of the reflected  shock 
wave to arrival of the reflected disturbance from the contact surface) 
in the Mach number range of 3.1 to 4.4 showed good agreement with those 
calculated by Mirels'   analysis  of the testing time between the shock wave 
and the contact surface. 
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this the value of —i— is also largest near the shock and,   consequently,  the 

nonsimilar effect of the boundary layer will be most pronounced for small 

values of s.    Hence,  it is important for the evaluation of shock tube test 

time that the most accurate solution of the present governing equations, 

which include the nonsimilar terms,   be available for small vaues of s. 

With this in mind,   solution of the governing equations is sought in series 

forms in the following manner. 

There are three variables u   ,   p   ,   and h   ,   and two equations.   Equa- 

tions (1) and (2),   for the inviscid region.    Hence,   p    and h    can be expressed 

in terms of u   .    The solution for u    is first postulated in the series form e e r 

U 7^4 
—    =      i    +  «K,    +   iK^   +   t   K7   +   0(e) (18) u   n 1 Z 3 ^     ' eO 

where t is defined,  with Equation (15) in mind,   by 

■ ■ s^ 
The K    are a set of unknown constants.    The corresponding series for p   /p  0 

and h   /h   » are then readily obtained from Equations (1),   (2),  and (18) in 

terms of K   .    Now,  the solution of the inviscid flow will become complete 

as soon as K   ,   defining u  /u  n,  are determined.    K    will be determined n e    e     eO n 

later with the use of the boundary layer solutions to be obtained in the 

following. 
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The solutions for f and H are sought in the following series forms 

t(i,r\)     =     f0(Ti)   +   ifjh)   +   «2f2(n)   +  <%h)   +   0(€4) (20) 

H(«,r|)   =     HQW   +   tH^T!)   +   (2H2(T1)   +   *3H^r))   +   0(€4) (21) 

The substitution of Equations (18),  (20),  and (21) into Equations (9) through 

(12),  and the subsequent collection of terms with equal powers of c yield, 

with aid of Equations (1) and (2),   the following set of perturbed equations 

and boundary conditions.    Only,   the first three sets are shown here for 

brevity. 

Zeroth-order set 

fill       +      £    fit 
0 0 0 

P-
H

O   
+ foHb 

fp   - 1 r 
7TT 

u eO 
u 

w 
V f" 

0 0 

(22) 

boundary conditions: 

v0(*>)  =   1 

iQ(0)     =   0 

fb(0)     =   Uw/ue0 

H0(oc)    =    1 

H0(0)    =   1 (23) 

First-order  set 

£i" f f"    +   2f f" 
^ 1 10 

P- "V   +  f0Hl   "   fbHi r 

f* f 0  1 -Ki<i + E)!Ho-fi)2l 

^) (M) > 2fiHb  ■  2 

+ W  + iKi(W 

IV f" lIl 0 

(24) 
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boundary conditions: 

i\M   =   0 

^(0)    =    0 

f^O)    =    - K^O) 

H^oo)   =   0 

H^O)    =   0 (25) 

Second-order set 

fin    +   f fn     +     3f f"    -    2f' f 
Z l0 2 JI2 0 2 0 

+   E) H0   "   fö 

2f1f•1
, ffj2-   (2K2   -   KjlKjd 

-   K^l + E)H1   +   ZK^ Ki£oZ  + Vl 

-   Kjd +E) («. ■ (M) 't 4 + ZKj  f0ft 

H2 
F-   +   foH2   "   2fbH2 

r 
.3i2H'0   ■   lift    r   f'Hj 

±M% fi fii   +  fMfi    +   fiifi 
^ 2 0^   r   ll1l 

+   2K1 [flf0    +   fbflT     +   (2K2   +   Kf)   |fbföl 

(26) 

bound ary conditions: 

f2(oo) =    0 

f2(0) =   0 
r                        1 

f2(0) =   - f'(0) K2.Kf 

where -> 

E     = 
Ue0 

2h_    " 
V  -   1    X*' 

> 

;0 

H2(oe)   =   0 

H2(0)    =   0 (27) 

(28) 
eO 
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Now,  the boundary layer solution can be completed by integrating the various 

order perturbed equations as soon as K    are known. 
^ n 

The unknov/n set of constants,   K  ,   is now determined by employing 

the yet unused Equation (15) which couples the inviscid and boundary layer 

flow regimes.     The series (18) for u  /u   » ,   the corresponding series (11) 

for p   /p      and the series,   Equations (20) and (21) for f and H,  are first 

substituted into Equation (15).    When the terms with equal powers of € are 

collected,   the following equations defining K    result 

K. 

eO 

K. 
I 

M2„ -  1 eO 

IK^K^G^  -  ^-^1 JT—IKJ +G0)' (29) 

K. 
I 

M2
n - 1 eO 

G2    "    KI  [K2+Gl  -K1(K1  ^O*!    ■   2K2(K1  ^ 

- (V - 2)[K2 + G1   - KjfKj +G0)|   (KJ+GQ) 

where 

G 0 

+    (y - 2)(Y - 3)   (Ki+Go): 

00 

/ 
(1 + E)H0   +   EPQ dn 
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00, 

Jfj    -    {l+E)Hl   +   2E   Kjf2   +   fjjf'j    -   Kjd+E)^ 

Ef 

oo 

,2 ill dri 

/ 
f^   -   (1 + E)H2   + 2E 

2 
f f'     +   f + (K2 + Kf )f^ 

(30) 

+   ZKjf-jf»    -   (K2+K*/2)  ({1+E)H0   -   Ef-j2]    -   Kj   f(1 + E)^ 

-   2E Kifb2 + fbfi   " Ki |<1+E)Ho " Efb2| )j dt! 

The zeroth order perturbed equations, Equations (22), through the 

third order equations,  not shown here for brevity,  for the boundary layer 

are integrated numerically by the use cf a digital computer for various 

combinations of the parameters M ,  y, and Pr.    The parameters appearing 
9 

in the perturbed equations,  such as u   /u n and |x  0, depend on the values 

of v and M   through Equations (17).    Typical results are shown on Figures 2 s 

and 3.    The various values of the perturbed functions which will be needed 

for the subsequent analysis are tabulated in Table 1. 

The series for u  /u   n,  Equation (18), and the corresponding series 

for p  /p n and h  /h 0,  obtainable from Equation (1) and (2),  now describe 

all the flow properties of the inviscid flow since K    are given by Equations (29). 

The series for f and H given by Equations (20) and (21) describe the major 

boundary layer properties,  such as surface heat transfer, with the aid of 
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Table 1.    Therefore,  the solution of the governing equation is now completed 

on the c - r| plane. 

In order to apply the present solution to a physical shock tube problem, 

the streamwise variable c must be related to the physical distance x.    The 

variable c will be related to x in the subsequent section. 

IV.    CORRELATION OF c AND X 

The variable c defined by Equation (19) is related to the physical distance 

x through Equation (4b). An explicit expression for c in terms of the physical 

distance will be derived here. 

Equations (4b) and (19) give: 

x , 1/2 
4(2l)l/Z 

re0 eO / Pe^e** 
^ o 

(31) 

Equation (31) is first squared and differentiated with respect to x.    Various 

series for the inviscid flow,   such as Equation (18),  Equation (16), are then 

substituted into the equation for the variables p  ,  ua,  and \x  .   After some 

manipulation,   there results the first order differential equation, 

2c ^    =     1   +   tTj    +   €2r2   +   «3r3   +   0(€4) (32) 
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where 

^d (i) <"> 

and 

ri   =  -S ■ 2EKi 

1        —'1-0 (^ • i) r,     =    - G,    +   ZEK.G-   -   2EIK,  +  -J- I (34) 

r3     =    -G2 +   2EKlGl   +   2ElK2  +   -jii     -   2E(K3   +   KJK2) 

Equation (32)« is readily soluble by substituting the series 

c     =      Z     an;
n/2 (35) 

n=0     n 

into the equation and determining the coefficients.    This results in the 

following solution 

1/2       ri ^1       r2^    3/2 

(S   ^  *))   ^   ^   ^5/2: r       r 
■f ^TTr2ri + 4 ■ i? ^-^ + -*II ^ * o(r'"i 

Typical results of Equation (36) for y = 5/3 and Pr = 0. 72 are shown 

on Figure 4. 

«Note that if Equation (32) is truncated for terms of 0(€  ), which is the case 
taken here, the equation is in the form of the Abel equation of the second 
kind. 
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V.    HEAT TRANSFER 

The heat transfer to a unit area of wall per unit time, at a given distance 

from the shock,  is 

H 

'w 
w 
r h,  n(H  )      -   u   (u  ) teO     y w w    y w 

The local heat transfer,  hence,  becomes 

["Pr eO 

w 

L    rw   teO ■( 
I   +  cKj   + €2K2+€3K3   + 0(€4) 

^3 0{c^) H (■•■ 
Hb + €Hb  + <HZ 

+ «(f'j'   + Kjf-j') 

+ €  (f^1   + Kjf''   + K2fJ)
,)   +   €J{fy  + Kjf^'   + K2f,

1
, 

+ KlW   + o^4)) (37) 

w 

Typical results for "y = 5/3 and Pr = 0.72 are shown on Figure 5.    If the 

variation of inviscid stream is neglected,  as was done in Ref.  9»  the value 

of the nondimensional heat transfer, for a given M  ,  will be that corre- 
9 

1/2 sponding to ^     ' = 0 for all t,.    The results of Figure 5 shows,  therefore, 

that the heat transfer is increased for given x,  as the pressure is increased 

due to the entrainment of mass by the boundary layer. 
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VI.    SHOCK TUBE TEST TIME 

According to ideal shock tube theory without boundary layers,  the test 

section, the distance between shock and contact surface,  increases linearly 

with time following the diaphragm eruption.     The test section,  however, for 

a given time after the diaphragm eruption,   is reduced in practice as portions 

of the shocked gas are continuously being entrained into the boundary layer 

along x.    After a sufficient length of time following the diaphragm eruption, 

a condition is reached wherein all the gas crossing the shock becomes 

entrained into the boundary layer by the time the gas reaches the contact 

surface.    No further increase of test section with time is then possible 

beyond this point,  and this determines the maximum obtainable test time. 

In the present section,  the rate of mass entrainment by the boundary 

layer will first be determined, along x by the use of the analysis performed 

hitherto.    The results will be compared with those obtained in Ref.   6.    The 

maximum obtainable test section will then be determined for various shock 

Mach numbers. 

(Mass Entrainment by Boundary Layer) 

The quantity 6 is the ratio of the mass flow entrained into the boundary 

layer at any location downstream of the shock to that mass flow which has 

entered through the shock.    It is defined as 

PeUe *      n+1 
6     =     1-        e =       Z    €        G (38) 

re0  eO n=0 
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with the aid of the series for p  /p   n and u   /u   -..    Since < is related to  t re   re0 e     eO ' 

from Equation (36),  the above equation gives  6 as the function of £.    Note 

that the maximum test section is reached when 6 = 1. 

Both numerical results, from the present analysis,   Equation (38) shown 

as circles,  using the first four terms of the series, and from Ref.   6,  are 

plotted in Figures 6 and 7 for various shock Mach numbers.    It is seen that 

the approximate results of Ref.   6 agree with the present solutions very well 

for high shock Mach numbers.    The figure shows,  however,  that the present 

results give much larger values of 6,  for given t,       ,  than those predicted 

in Ref.  6 when the Mach number is low.    The discrepancy between the results 

of the two analyses,   in fact,  increases rapidly as the Mach number decreases 

below about 2.    Therefore, at the low Mach numbers,  the present solution 

predicts much smaller test sections,  and hence,  much smaller test times, 

than those predicted previously.* 

Because the present solutions of the governing equations are obtained 

in series form,  in terms of t,,  it is only for a few cases which the solutions 

can describe the flow completely across the maximum test section that is 

for 6 = 1.    In the following,  a method of enhancing the applicability of the 

present solution will be discussed. 

'^Concurrently,  but independently,   Ref.   1 0 developed an incompressible 
Momentum Integral solution.    It is not discussed here because it is 
restricted to high M    and incompressible flow whereas our model treats 
real shock tube flows. 
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(Extension of Solution to Large t,) 

As it was mentioned in the beginning of Section II,  the rate of mass 

entrainment is maximum near the shock where t, is small.    This may be 

ascertained from Figure 6 by recognizing that   — trr  which is proportional 
6    * 

to the rate of mass entrainment divided by entrainment,  decreases with 

increasing ^. 

Previous experiences with boundary layers have shown that local 

similarity assumptions are adequate if boundary conditions are provided 

a priori,  along the inviscid stream and the wall,  as in conventional boundary 

layers.    In the present case,  however,  the inviscid stream is continuously 

being depleted resulting in a continuous change of boundary conditions which 

is strongly dependent upon what has occurred upstream.    Hen«, v, the local 

similarity is destroyed by the mass entrainment effect incurring deviations 

of the boundary conditions from the correct ones,  especially so for small 

M  .    Since in the present problem,   the similarity   of the boundary layer 
9 

is destroyed by this mass entrainment process,  it is important that an exact 

solution be available for small values of £.    For large values of ^,  on the 

other hand, an approximate solution based on some modifications of local 

similarity principle should be functionally adequate.    Therefore, with the 

present solution which takes care of the most critical region (region of 

small £,),  as the basis,  the following approximate extension of the theory 

is developed for large values of t,. 
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In a similar boundary layer, one finds 

5 ;1/2G (39) 

where G    is a constant.    However,  in the nonsimilar boundary layer treated 

here, with the aid of Equations (36) and (38),  it is found that 

I   =   G, tl,Z +(Gi+3-Go) G2+Tr1G1 + T3" + "r K 3/2 

+   0(0 

which suggests the following form. 

6   =   ;1/2G(;) 

By analyzing the various terms of Equation (40) it may be shown that, 

within the region of convergence of Equation (38), G(£,) is represented 

very well as an exponential function,   such as 

,1/2 

(40) 

(41) 

G(;) C2e 

Cl^ 
(42) 

By taking the various terms of Equation (40),  the best values for C? and 

C.  may be determined.    Values of C., and C.  are shown on Figure 8. 

The numerical results obtained in the present analysis.   Equations (38) 

and (41) are shown as Figures 6 and 7.    It is interesting to note from these 
Ci 41/2 

figures the simple function     G(C,) = C^ e    1 '        chosen enables the approxi- 

mate solution.  Equation (41),  to predict the exact solution accurately for all £ 
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1 

within the regions of the convergence of the exact solution*,  and Mach 

numbers.    The extension to larger t, will incur some slight error and can 

be analyzed once an exact solution is available for the whole range of t,. 

Also shown on Figure 6 are two data points indicated by triangles. 

These results were taken from Ref.   6 in the form of asymptotic data. 

(Maximum Test Time) 

For a given shock Mach number,  the test time,  at a given period of 

time after the diaphragm eruption,   is proportional to the distance between 

the shock and the contact surface.    The maximum test time,  T. .,  is hence 
M 

proportional to t,^. where ^denotes that value corresponding to 6 = 1. 

The various values of t,     computed from the present theory and from the 
M 

analysis of Ref.   6, and also the available experimental data are shown in 

Figure 6. 

Although the present analysis yields an improvement,  a vast improve- 

ment for decreasing shock Mach number, over that of Ref.   6, it still shows 

a variance with the experimental data.    The present analysis treated the 

entrainment effect of the boundary layer more accurately than Ref.  6 did. 

It,  however,   still did not take into account other nonideal effects such as 

the mixing at the interface and the real diaphragm opening process (see 

Ref.   3).    Also,   the shock speed was treated as being uniform.    The col- 

lective effect oi all these quantities might provide for the remaining deri- 

vation between the present analysis and experimental data. 

•:cThe extension to large ^ is taken in the spirit of being somewhat like 
analytic continuation. 
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In order to elucidate the difference between the results of the present 

analysis and those of Ref.  6,  the ratio of the maximum test times obtained 

from the respective analyses is plotted in Figure 9.    The mounting disagree- 

ment at the lower shock Mach numbers is evident. 

VII.      CONCLUSION 

The effect of the shock-induced laminar boundary layer on the length 

of flow between the shock and contact surface has been investigated.    The 

inviscid flow-boundary layer problem associated with shock tube flows has 

been studied.    The study was made by first analyzing the most critical region 

by an exact method, and then extending the result to the rest of the flow 

region with an approximate method.    The study showed that the reductions 

in shock tube test time are considerably greater than those predicted by 

previous theories when the shock Mach number is low. 

The comparison of the present results with the available experimental 

data showed that other nonideal effects in addition to the boundary layer 

effect considered herein,  must be also included. 
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du 
this the value of —3— is also largest near the shock and,  consequently,  the 

nonsimilar effect of the boundary layer will be most pronounced for small 

values of s.    Hence,   it is important for the evaluation of shock tube test 

time that the most accurate solution of the present governing equations, 

which include the nonsimilar terms,  be available for small vaues of s. 

With this in mind,   solution of the governing equations is sought in series 

forms in the following manner. 

There are three variables u  ,   p   ,  and h   ,  and two equations.   Equa- 

tions (1) and (2),  for the inviscid region.    Hence,   p    and h    can be expressed 

in terms of u   .    The solution for u    is first postulated in the series form e e r 

U 7 \ 4 
—1-    =     1    +  tK.    +   (K7  + «   K,   +   OU   ) _ (18) 

eO 

where c is defined,   with Equation (15) in mind,  by 

4(2s<)'/2 .     . 

'     "     ^J^ '  9) 

The K    are a set of unknown constants.    The corresponding series for p  /p  n 

and h   /h   - are then readily obtained from Equations (1),  (2),  and (18) in 

terms of K   .    Now,  the solution of the inviscid flow will become complete 

as soon as K  ,   defining u   /u  0,  are determined.    K    will be determined n 0    e     eü n 

later with the use of the boundary layer solutions to be obtained in the 

following. 
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The solutions for f and H are sought in the following series forms 

f^.n)   =   f0(n) + «fih) + «%(^) + «%h) + od4) (20) 

H(<,r|)   =     H0(r|)   +   cH^n)   +   c2^)   +   «
3
H3(T1)   +   0{«4) (21) 

The substitution of Equations (18),  (20), and (21) into Equations (9) through 

(12), and the subsequent collection of terms with equal powers of t yield, 

with aid of Equations (1) and (2),  the following set of perturbed equations 

and boundary conditions.    Only,   the first three sets are shown here for 

brevity. 

Zeroth-order set 

fin    +   f fn 
0 0 0 

P-Hö  + £oHo r 

0 

-2i 

fP    -  1 r u eO 
u 

w 
f f" 0 0 

(22) 

boundary conditions: 

f^(oo)   =    1 

f0(0)     =   0 

r':(0)   = uw/ue0 

H0(oc)   =    1 

H0(0)    =   1 (23) 

First-order set 

£1 I I T   f f"    +   2f f" i    T ^M      "ro 

f' H. 

fbfl 

p-  H-    +   i0H\ .Q.., 2flHö 

-Ki<1+E)|Ho-fi2l 
u eO 
u 

w 
IV f" ^10 

+   fUV)    +   2K1(fLfL') 
(24) 

'0 1 r o o 
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H^oo)   =   0 

H^O)    =   0 

boundary conditions: 

f'jCoe)   =   0 

fjiO)    =    0 

£•(0)    =   -Kjf-jiO) 

Second-order set 

2 2 fin    +   f  fii     +     3f  fii    _    2f'f      r     . 2f  f"  +£'     -    /2K      -   K   )K    fl 
2 ^ 2 2^ "2 0 11        1 ^      2 ^l'^l*1 

(25) 

+   E) H, K^l + E)Hl   +   2KJE 
2 

K  f      +   f' f ' 

Kjd + E) (»o  -   (M)  ^  '^ + 2K, f0f- 

H2 
P-   +   f0H2 r 

l2 
3izHo   -   2flHl   +   fiHl 

m^ ii fifn    x   fiifi     +   fiifi lQlZ    +   ^^   ^   n1! 

[f-f.'    +   f^l'      +   (2K2   +   Kf)   [£.£"]• + 2Ki   fifo   + f-f 

(26) 

Ii 

boundary conditions: 

f^oe) =   0 H2(oo) =   0 

f2(0) =    0 
r               . 1 

H2(0) =   0 

f2(0) =    - ^(0) K2-Kl 

where 9 

E     = 
Ue0 

2h_     - 2         ( 

> 
Ml 

*e0 

(27) 

(28) 
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Now,  the boundary layer solution can be completed by integrating the various 

order perturbed equations as soon as K    are known. 

« 
The unknown set of constants,  K  ,   is now determined by employing 

n 

the yet unused Equation (15) which couples the inviscid and boundary layer 

flow regimes.    The series (18) for u  /u  n ,  the corresponding series (11) 

for p  /p      and the series,  Equations (20) and (21) for f and H,  are first 

substituted into Equation (15),    When the terms with equal powers of < are 

collected,   the following equations defining K    result 

K, 
M eO 

K. 
M eO 

G1    -   IK^K^G^   -   iX^i(K1+G0)' (291 

K. 
M  n -  1 eO 

i2    -   KJI^+G,  -K^Kj+Gg))    -   2K2(K1+G0) 

(V - 2)[K2 + G,  - K^Kj +G0)|   (Kj+Gg) 

+ ü - 2)(v - 3)                       3 
31              (K1 +G0' 

where 
OC _  1 

Go    = - I f0   -   (1+E)H0   +   Ef'0 

> 
dn 
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00, 

I 

I 

I 

j"   f-    -   (l+EJHj   +   2E   Kjf'2   +   f-jf«    -   Kl |(1+E)H0 

a   I L 

-•'ill 
oo 

/ 

dt) 

V2   -   (1 + E)H2   + 2E Wz   +   fl2/2   +   (K2+Kl^ 
(30) 

+   ZKjfJjf'j    -   (K2+K2/2)  [(1+E)H0   -   Ef^j    -   Kj   f(l + EjHj 

2E Kifb2 + fbfi   - Ki |<1+E)Ho " E£o\]j] dr) 

The zeroth order perturbed equations,  Equations (22), through the 

third order equations,  not shown here for brevity,  for the boundary layer 

are integrated numerically by the use o/ a digital computer for various 

combinations of the parameters M ,  y,  and Pr.    The parameters appearing 
S 

in the perturbed equations,  such as u   /u  n and \x 0, depend on the values 

of Y änd M   through Equations (17).    Typical results are shown on Figures 2 
9 

and 3.    The various values of the perturbed functions which will be needed 

for the subsequent analysis are tabulated in Table 1. 

The series for u  /u  0,  Equation (18),  and the corresponding series 

for p  /p   . and h  /h  Q,  obtainable from Equation (1) and (2),  now describe 

all the flow properties of the inviscid flow since K    are given by Equations (29). 

The series for f and H given by Equations (20) and (21) describe the major 

boundary layer properties,   such as surface heat transfer, with the aid of 
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Table 1.    Therefore,  the solution of the governing equation is now completed 

on the c - r| plane. 

In order to apply the present solution to a physical shock tube problem, 

the streamwise variable c must be related to the physical distance x.    The 

variable < will be related to x in the subsequent section. 

IV.    CORRELATION OF € AND X 

The variable c defined by Equation (19) is related to the physical distance 

x through Equation (4b). An explicit expression for c in terms of the physical 

distance will be derived here. 

Equations (4b) and (19) give: 

x , 1/2 
4(2i)1/2 

PeOueOd 
/p u a dx re  e^e (31) 

Equation (31) is first squared and differentiated with respect to x.    Various 

series for the inviscid flow,  such as Equation (18), Equation (16),  are then 

substituted into the equation for the variables p   , u  , and fi   .    After some 

manipulation,  there results the first order differential equation, 

2c i    =     1   +   cFj    +   €2r2   +   «3r3   +   0(€4) (32) 
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AS 

I 

where 

I Red 

and 

r,     =    -G0   -   ZEKj 
I 

f r2    =    -G,   +   EEK1G0   -   2E(K2  +  ^.j (34) 

I r3    =     - G2   +   ZEKJGJ   +   2ElK2  +   -ji/    -   2E(K3   +   Kj^) 

Equation (32)* is readily soluble by substituting the series 

i 
Z     a   tn/i (35) 

n = 0     n 

into the equation and determining the coefficients.    This results in the 

following solution 

r /r2     r \   3/2 

) 

Typical results of Equation (36) for y = 5/3 and Pr = 0, 72 are shown 

on Figure 4. 

s!{Note that if Equation (32) is truncated for terms of 0(€  ), which is the case 
taken here,  the equation is in the form of the Abel equation of the second 
kind. 
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V.    HEAT TRANSFER 

The heat transfer to a unit area of wall per unit time, at a given distance 

from the shock,   is 

lw 
■w 
TV K   n(H   ) teOx   y'w u   (u   ) w    y w 

The local heat transfer,  hence,  becomes 

lw 

Pr       c 
Pw 

L4^whte0 
i   + cKj   + €2K2+€3K3  + 0(€4) ■) 
+ <'H3 + 0<<4' - 2(^rT) (£o 

Hi, + 'Hb + ' H2 

+ «(fi' + Vb'» 

t ,2(f-   + Kjf'-   + K^)   f  ,3(f-'   + Kjf-  + Kjfy 

+ Kjfj,')   +   0(<   ) 
) 

(37) 

w 

Typical results for y = 5/3 and Pr = 0. 72 are shown on Fig- re 5.    If the 

variation of inviscid stream is neglected,   as was done in Ref.   9,  the value 

of the nondimensional heat transfer,  for a given M  , will be that corre- 
9 

1/2 sponding to t,     " = 0 for all t,.    The results of Figure 5 shows,   therefore, 

that the heat transfer is increased for given x, as the pressure is increased 

due to the entrainment of mass by the boundary layer. 
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VI.    SHOCK TUBE TEST TIME 

According to ideal shock tube theory without boundary layers,  the test 

section,  the distance between shock and contact surface,   increases linearly 

with time following the diaphragm eruption.    The test section,  however,  for 

a given time after the diaphragm eruption,  is reduced in practice as portions 

of the shocked gas are continuously being entrained into the boundary layer 

along x.    After a sufficient length of time following the diaphragm eruption, 

a condition is reached wherein all the gas crossing the shock becomes 

entrained into the boundary layer by the time the gas reaches the contact 

surface.    No further increase of test section with time is then possible 

beyond this point,  and this determines the maximum obtainable test time. 

In the present section,  the rate of mass entrainment by the boundary 

layer will first be determined,   along x by the use of the analysis performed 

hitherto.    The results will be compared with those obtained in Ref.   6.    The 

maximum obtainable test section will then be determined for various shock 

Mach numbers. 

(Mass Entrainment by Boundary Layer) 

The quantity 6 is the ratio of the mass flow entrained into the boundary 

layer at any location downstream of the shock to that mass flow which has 

entered through the shock.    It is defined as 

p   u oo .1 
6     =     1-   --^-    =       Z    cn+1 G (38) 

PeOUeO n=0 n 
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with the aid of the series for pip,, and u  /u rt.    Since c is related to  t re  re0 e    eO ' 

from Equation (36), the above equation gives fT as the function of ^.    Note 

that the maximum test section is reached when 6" = 1. 

Both numerical results,  from the present analysis.   Equation (38) shown 

as circles, using the first four terms of the series, and from Ref.  6, are 

plotted in Figures 6 and 7 for various shock Mach numbers.    It is seen that 

the approximate results of Ref.  6 agree with the present solutions very well 

for high shock Mach numbers.    The figure shows,  however, that the present 

results give much larger values of 6i  for given t,       ,  than those predicted 

in Ref.   6 whan the Mach number is low.    The discrepancy between the results 

of the two analyses,  in fact,  increases rapidly as the Mach number decreases 

below about 2.    Therefore, at the low Mach numbers,  the present solution 

predicts much smaller test sections,  and hence,  much smaller test times, 

than those predicted previously.* 

Because the present solutions of the governing equations are obtained 

in series form,   in terms of £,   it is only for a few cases which the solutions 

can describe the flow completely across the maximum test section that is 

for 6 = 1.    In the following,  a method of enhancing the applicability of the 

present solution will be discussed. 

'^'Concurrently,  but independently,  Ref.   10 developed an incompressible 
Momentum Integral solution.    It is not discussed here because it is 
restricted to high M   and incompressible flow whereas our model treats 
real shock tube flows. 
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(Extension of Solution to Large (,) 

As it was mentioned in the beginning of Section II, the rate of mass 

entrainment is maximum near the shock where ^ is small.    This may be 

ascertained from Figure 6 by recognizing that   — gy  which is proportional 

to the rate of mass entrainment divided by entrainment, decreases with 

increasing ^. 

Previous experiences with boundary layers have shown that local 

similarity assumptions are adequate if boundary conditions are provided 

a priori,  along the inviscid stream and the wall,  as in conventional boundary 

| layers.    In the present case,  however, the inviscid stream is continuously 

being depleted resulting in a continuous change of boundary conditions which 

is strongly dependent upon what has occurred upstream.    Hence,  the local 

similarity is destroyed by the mass entrainment effect incurring deviations 

of the boundary conditions from the correct ones,   especially so for small 

M   .    Since in the present problem,  the similarity   of the boundary layer 

is destroyed by this mass entrainment process,  it is important that an exact 

solution be available for small values of £.    For large values of ^,  on the 

other hand, an approximate solution based on some modifications of local 

similarity principle should be functionally adequate.    Therefore,  with the 

I present solution which takes care of the most critical region (region of 

small £,),  as the basis,   the following approximate extension of the theory 

is developed for large values oft,. 
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In a similar boundary layer,  one finds 

(39) 

) 

I 
where G    is a constant.    However,  in the nonsimilar boundary layer treated 

here,  with the aid of Equations (36) and (38), it is found that 

6   =   Gn;
1/2   + IG, + "O' 

+ 0(0 

1 rGo) G2 + 3riG ■ •( 
ri      r2 
Tg" + T/ GO 

3/2 

(40) 

which suggests the following form. 

5   =   ;1/2G(U (41) 

By analyzing the various terms of Equation (40) it may be shown that, 

within the region of convergence of Equation (38),   G(£,) is represented 

very well as an exponential function,  such as 

,1/2 

G(C) C2e 

Cl^ (42) 

By taking the various terms of Equation (40),  the best values for C- and 

C.  may be determined.    Values of C? and C. are shown on Figure 8. 

The numerical results obtained in the present analysis,  Equations (38) 

and (41) are shown as Figures 6 and 7.    It is interesting to note from these 

Ci t.1/2 
figures the simple function     G(^) = C? e   

1S        chosen enables the approxi- 

mate solution.   Equation (41),   to predict the exact solution accurately for all ^ I 
I 
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within the regions of the convergence of the exact solution*,  and Mach 

numbers.    The extension to larger t, will incur some slight error and can 

be analyzed once an exact solution is available for the whole range of ^ . 

Also shown on Figure 6 are two data points indicated by triangles. 

These results were taken from Ref.  6 in the form of asymptotic data. 

(Maximum Test Time) 

For a given shock Mach number,  the test time,  at a given period of 

time after the diaphragm eruption,  is proportional to the distance between 

the shock and the contact surface.    The maximum test time,  T    ,   is hence 
M 

proportional to ^     where ^denotes that value corresponding to 6 = 1. 

The various values of t,      computed from the present theory and from the 
M 

analysis of Ref.   6,  and also the available experimental data are shown in 

Figure 6. 

Although the present analysis yields an improvement,  a vast improve- 

ment for decreasing shock Mach number,  over that of Ref.   6,  it still shows 

a variance with the experimental data.    The present analysis treated the 

entrainment effect of the boundary layer more accurately than Ref.   6 did. 

It,   however,   still did not take into account other nonideal effects such as 

the mixing at the interface and the real diaphragm opening process (see 

Ref.   3).    Also,   ehe shock speed was treated as being uniform.    The col- 

lective effect of all these quantities might provide for the remaining deri- 

vation between the present analysis and experimental data. 

!The extension to large ^ is taken in the spirit of being somewhat like 
analytic continuation. 
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In order to elucidate the difference between the results of the present 

analysis and those of Ref.   6,  the ratio of the maximum teat times obtained 

from the respective analyses is plotted in Figure 9.    The mounting disagree- 

ment at the lowe^   shock Mach numbers is evident. 

VII.     CONCLUSION 

The effect of the shock-induced laminar boundary layer on the length 

of flow between the shock and contact surface has been investigated.    The 

inviscid flow-boundary layer problem associated with shock tube flows has 

been studied.    The study was made by first analyzing the most critical region 

by an exact method,  and then extending the result to the rest of the flow 

region with an approximate method.    The study showed that the reductions 

in shock tube test time are considerably greater than those predicted by 

previous theories when the shock Mach number is low. 

The comparison of the present results with the available experimental 

data showed that other nonideal effects in addition to the boundary layer 

effect considered herein,  must be also included. 
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STRESS JUMP ANALYSIS f-ETMODS FOR SHOCK WAVIES 

Norman Davids 
Pennsylvania State University 

University Park, Pa« 

and 

Meir Ben^moz 
General Electric Co. 
Valley Forge, Pa. 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEfENT OF PROBLEM 

The stress Jump method replaces the problem of continuous interaction 
between a uniform shock and an overtaking rarefaction wave by a series of dis- 
crete interactions between two(possibly infinitesimal)shocks. This is achieved 
by replacing the actual equation of state by one made up of a series of poly- 
gonal lines. The effect is to reduce the simple wave region behind the shock 
to several constant-state regions separated by weak shocks acioss which one 
may apply either the mechanical shock conditions or equivalently the chara- 
cteristics relations. It is always possible to cross from one constant-state 
region to a neighboring one through a weak shock by proper approximation in 
the equation of state. The advantage is that the entire process of interaction 
may be reduced to a series of interactions between two shocks of different 
strength. This is one of the most elementary processes of interaction» see (3) 
p.166. In the case of moderate shocks» the interaction gives rise to a 
reflected and transmitted shock v/ith a constant state between them. If, how- 
ever, strong shocks are considered with appreciable entropy changes behind the 
curved shock, the elementary interaction gives rise as in the previous case, 
to a reflected and transmitted shock as well as a contact discontinuity 
between them. Across the discontinuity, the pressure and particle velocity are 
continuous but density and entropy are discontinuous. One may still apply the 
shock conditions to the computation of flow parameters by adding a third shock 
relation, expressing energy conservation, to the two mechanical shock relations. 

By using an analysis which is discrete to begin with, as done in 
this paper, one is led more easily and efficiently to the implementation of 
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the method to obtain results through either conputer use or graphical 
procedures».The usual difficulties associated with numerical stability or 
artificial viscosity do not arise v/ith this method. Another advantage of such 
a procedure is that it lends itself, unlike some other methods, to a transi- 
tion to elastoplastic wave propagation theory when shock strength has suffi- 
ently decayed to invalidate hydrodynamic theory. Some problems of this type 
were treated by Kumar and Davids in (l). The types of pulses considered here 
are a rectangular pulse and a finite initial pressure jump followed by a 
gradual unloading of arbitrary shape« In addition, we treat the case of a 
semi-infinite solid to which thermal energy from some external source is 
suddenly added. The instantaneous temperature gradient resulting from the 
sudden addition of energy gives rise to initial 'constraining' pressures from 
which the solid is subsequently relaxed. It is found that a shock is initiated 
within the solid, progressing a considerable distance without attenuation. 

Chou (2) has treated a problem in hypervelocity impact by analytical 
and field procedures. Fowles (5) worked out an expression for plane shock 
decay for a certain equation of state. 

2. BASIC THEORY 

If the pressures applied tc a solid far exceed the yield strength, 
compressibility effects predominate. The material response can then be 
analyzed, at least during the early phase of pressure attenuation, on the basis 
of a compressible inviscid fluid model. By using the r.urnaghan equation of 
state 

P=A. [(/»//j/- l] (2.1) 

which is widely accepted for solids, the characteristics relations equivalent 
to the one-dinensi^nal equations of mass and momentum conservation arei 

(2/f- i;.c + v = 2r  along dx/dt = c4v      (2.2) 

(2/)f- Ij.c - v = -2s along dx/dt = c-v      (2.3) 

where c=c/c0, v=v/c0  are dimensionless sound velocity and particle velocity, 
c0 being the zero pressure sound velocity and r,s are the Riemann invariants« 

V/herever the flow is continuous, relations (2.2), (2.3) are valid. But 
at shock fronts they must be replaced by the mechanical shock relations 

/»0(v0 - U) =/
,
1(v1 - U) =m (2.4) 

Po +^ovo(vo - u) = Pi Vlvl(vl " U) (2'5) 
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U baing the shock velocity and subscripts o,l refer, respectively, to the 
«tates ahead and behind the shock. The third shock relation, expressing 
energy conservation, becomes redundant in isentropic flow and serves merely 
to compute energy conversion into heat after the problem has been solved« 

3. DI900NTINU0US THEORY FOR PROBLEM 

In most analyses one proceeds from a mathematical analysis to a 
numerical method to a computer code« In some problems it is possible-in fact, 
advantageous- to bypass the intermediate steps and build the code directly on 
the statement of the basic physical principles for the problem. Since the 
»tress-jump method is already formulated in finite form, it lends itself to 
direct coding. The advantage is that the method becomes, within wide limits, 
independent of any particular equation of state or pulse shape, and thus is 
an approach to a more general solution. The medium is at present assumed to 
be semi-infinite. Later, reflections from free boundaries will be included. 

We start by dividing the medium into elements of fixed density levels, 
as shown in Fig.la» In moderate shock theory for solids, unlike the analysis 
of plastic waves, we consider density changes as primary. If these discrete 
density levels have the values fo* fl>*9" f n then  a set of points are deter- 
mined in the medium, given by 

xj = x^ ^   j= 1* m ^3*1^ 

These levels or con :ours move through the medium as a function of 
time. The aim of the method is to keep track of these points. In effect, this 
method interchanges the role of density level and distance by making the 
former as independent variable. The corresponding pressure levels are deter- 
mined from the point by point equation of state 

Pj = Hf'5)        3=  1, n (3.2) 

If a shock is moving into the j-th state(the state ahead) it becomes 
converted into the (j+l)-th state (the state behind). The shock speed relative 
to the medium ahead is given by 

c = [(Pj+i-Pj'/Vi/^+i-fj^jJ      C3'3> 
i.e», c is the velocity of the shock as seen by an observer moving with the 
velocity v. in the state ahead. (This expression applies for either a finite 
or infinitesimal jump). If the j-th element is at rest, then c is the true or 
absolute shock speed, 
this reduces to 0= 

)eed. In tlje latter case, however, for P-j+i-^P< and Pi+y—j 
r~  (dp/d/*)^, the relative local speed of sound« 

A« Momentum Balance 

If the shock advances into state j with this velocity, it is displaced 
during the time interval dt, a distance 
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Fig. 1 Basic Geomttry For Shock ftopagttion 
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dx = cdt (3.4) 

•s shown in Flg.lc« Htnc«, tht amount of mattrial which has been converted 
from state j to state J+l is 

dm. = fj.dx.A = fj.cA.dt (3.5) 

The velocity of this material has been changed from v. to v  , hence 
the momentum change, equated to the net impulse is       J    J * 

(vj+1. v^dm = (pj+l- p )Adt (3.6) 

solving for the velocity gradient dv=v.+1- VJ we have 

dv = (pj41- pOAdt/dm (3.7) 

Vj+1= Vj 4 dV ^3'8^ 

These constitute the first of the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions in the 
form Incorporated into the method« 

B. Mass Balance(continuity relation) 

From (3.5) the mass dm as seen from behind the shock is given by 

f>3+l(c + v - v  )Adt = Pj.cAdt (3.9) 

Of course» since c'sc this relation is redundant if we already have 
used the shock speed relation (3.3)* We have thus two alternative ways of 
computing c. It has be4n convenient to alternate between them. Actually» this 
same procedure could be used without essential change for plastic wave 
propagation. The shock problem requires one additional feature arising from 
the fact that higher density levels would overtake the lower levels, resulting 
in a distribution which would not be single-valued. To prevent this, the 
method must allow the (j+].)th state to be skipped, and so on, so that a single 
jump from the ground state to the full compression is attained at once. In 
this logic a conputer would automatically 'discover* that a shock exists 
directly from the physical principles. Results showing pressure attenuation 

J       vs. depth iive  shown in Fig.2. 

1 

r 
f 

i 

Ey way of comment, we note that (3.6) is formally a finite difference 
relation. However, in actual practice this is not the method of finite 
differences whose central idea is the replacement of derivatives by finite 
expressions» The numerical analysis by finite differences requires a study as 
to which of the many types of difference procedures give stable and arcurate 
results* It is at this point that artificial viscosity usually entex» the 
problem. In the present approach, statements obtained directly from physical 
relations are exact when applied to the finite elements which have been 
introduced into the problem. 
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Fig»2 - Shock Attenuation for ^ AS« Pulse. 

4. ALTERr^TC TREATf.£NT OF SHOCK ATTENUATION 

Consider again the case cf a rectangular pulse. Suppose that the 
actual equation of state is replaced by a series of chords as in Fig.Id« The 
effect of this approximation is that all pressure levels between p and p., 
for example, have a common (local) sound velocity given by the slope of the 
chord. We can now treat the interaction problem as follows. Referring to Fig.3, 
the unloading phase is replaced by a series of step unloadings. To each 
pressure reduction there will correspond a constant sound velocity measured 
by the slope of the corresponding chord in Fi^.ld. By selecting sufficiently 
smaU pressure decreases, it is clear that all pressure levels v/ithin a given 
step are propagated with the sane velocity. This means that the complete 
process of-unloading can be represented by a sequence of weak unloading shocks, 
each separating adjacent constant state regions« It is known (ref.3) that the 
Riemann invariant through a weak shock remains constant, which means that 
relation (2.3) is valid. Since the state ahead and the sound velocity behind 
the shock are given, relation (2.3) determines the particle velocity behind 
the shock. The shock velocity is then computed from the relation 

U = -h [(< 1 + v1)+(c2 V] (4.1) 

which is the average sum of sound and particle velocities on both sides of 
the shock. The interaction process can now be analysed on the basis of a 
single elementary interaction. It is known(ref.3) that if a shock is overtaken 
by another shock the interaction results in a reflected shock, a transmitted 
shock and a contact discontinuity between them (Fig.4). Across the contact 
discontinuity both pressure and particle velocity are continuous but density 
and entropy are discontinuous. If, however, the flow is assumed to be isen- 
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tropic the contact discontinuity disappears and the tv/o shocks can be deter- 
mined from the mechanical shock relations alone» If shock 3 (Fig 4) is much 

- rharacteristics Regions for a Rectangular Pulse. 

weaker than shock A, the reflected shock R is also weak and relation (2o2) 
can be used« The advantage of such an approach becomes apparent when shock A 
and consequently the transmitted shock T are strong v/hich invalidates the 
assumption of isentropic flow. One can then apply relation (2.2) across shock 
R and use the three Rankine-IIugoniot relations across shock T. This is equi- 
valent to the assumption that entropy changes are confined to the region 
bounded by shock T and the line Co In the case of a rectangular pulse, (Fig 3) 
the interaction between b-d and a-b results in shock b-h (reflected) and b-g 

T-transmitted shock 
R-reflected shock 
C-contact discontinuity 

Fig« 4 - Interaction Between Two Shocks 
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(transmitted). The state within b-d-h is completely determined from relation 
(2.2). The state within b-g-h and the shock velocity along b-g can be confu- 
ted fro:;-! (2.1) and the two shod: relations. Considering an arbitrary seg- 
nent y-z along the curved shock opposite the simple wave region f*"-f* such 
computations lead to the simple relation 

j. 

(2^i).=-yz + [i/y (1 - z;z
2/r-WYr- D] l - 

(2/,- l)(2.c-.2 - CA) + [l/jd - öfl-W/1'-  1)] V 

(4.2) 

from which the sound velocity behind the shock can be determined« The pressure 
can then be computed from the relation 

In (4o2), c*  is the sound velocity behind the shock segment y-z and 
c* is the sound velocity in the simple wave region opposite y-z» c. is the 
ma^inurv sound velocity behind the uniform shock« 

The analysis of a triangular pilse is completely similar« The shock 
attenuation vs. depth is shown in Figs« 5a,5b for a rectangular pulse and in 
Fig«6 for a triangular pulse« 

5« THE SEMI-INFINITE SOLID SUBJECTED TO SUDDEN EliERGY ADDITION 

Suppose that energy from some extraneous source is suddenly added 
to a solid resulting in an instantaneous temperature gradient over some depth« 
We assume that the temperature gradient is maintained indefinitely thereafter 
which is justified if temperature relaxation times associated with heat 
conduction are much longer than the times involved in shock attenuation« Tha 
formulation of this problem is again based on the one-dimensional equations of 
mass and momentum conservation, except that the Murnaghan equation of state 
(2«l) is modified to account for the entropy increase resulting from the 
addition of energy. Instead of (2«l) we take as an equation of state 

p =A. [(f/fo/- ij +^.c2(s-sr) (5.1) 

where the second term provides the necessary correction and is a function of 
the entropy increase over some reference entropy s « This function can be 
determined experimentally, since from (5«l) the soSnd velocity is 
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Fig» 6 - Shock Pressure Attenuation vs. Penetration DepthCtrian^ular Pulse) 

-2 -1 
c' = (/>/p0)    +£ 

-2 (5.2) 

where c = c^/c s      s'   o 

If the sound speeds are measured at various entropy(or temperature) 
levels and at room temperature, the value of cs can be computed from (5.2)o 

Using the modified equation of state, the characteristics relations 
corresponding to the mass and momentum conservation equations are 

.i 

(2/jr-l)[ c + c log(c-c's/c+cs)
; ] + v = 2r along dx/dt =c+v    (5.3) 

.i - 

(2/j'-l)r c + cslog(c-cs/c4cs)
i J - v = -2s along dx/dt =c-v    (5.4) 

The formulation of initial conditions is based on tho assumption that 
the initial heating takes place through an isovolumetric process in which case 
(5.1) gives the initial 'constraining' pressure distribution 

p = P c (5.5) r  ' o s 

Another initial condition is v=0 since the solid is initially at rest. 
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^_c=2.0^2=1.75_4jr=1.5-^_ 5=1.2^- c= 1.0 

Fig.7- Characteristics Regions for Instantaneous Energy Addition. 

If the function c is oiven, relations (5.3), (5.4) together with the 
initial conditions are suificient to construct the complete solution. Hov/ever, 
since no experimental data is available at present, it is necessary to ignore 
the logarithraic terms in the characteristics relations« We feel that such an 
approximation would not alter our conclusions which are based on equations 
(2o2) and (2.3). Fig. 7 shows the characteristics regions associated with this 
problem. As Initial pressures we assume a distribution corresponding to the 
shown sound voriation.Such a distribution would tend in the limit to a 
continuous distribution as the number of intervals increases indefinitely» 

Using the previous procedure, the solution is constructed starting 
fron stations o-4 along which the initial data is given. In region D, forward 
and backward facing weak shocks emanating from two neighboring stations inter- 
act« From station "o" a rarefaction wave is started which is soon distorted 
by the backward facing shocks emanating from the line t=0. If the solution is 
continued beyond the line 4-13 it is found that all forward shocks converge 
at point S. The region "A" is then a simple compression wave centered at S, 
where a shock is initiated. The shock velocity is given by the avorane sum 
of sound and [article velocities in regions •,oH and "B". At the same time, 
the rarefaction wave emerges, due to interaction in region "E", confined to 
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rtgion *&• Tha head of this wava Is found to be moving at naarly the shock 
valocity, which maans that interaction with the shock will begin only after 
a considerable length of time* For practical purposes, it can be concluded 
that shock attenuation does not occur at all* 
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LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER BEHIND A VERY STRONG 
SHOCK MOVING INTO NITROGEN 

Nelson H.   Kemp'  and Tzu-Chung Moh 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology- 

Cambridge,   Massachusetts 

j ABSTRACT 

The laminar wall boundary layer behind a very strong shock advanc- 
ing into nitrogen has been considered.    Numerical results have been 
obtained for shock speeds from 4 to 12 mm/ßsec,   extending considerably 
the range of available results,   which had been limited to less than 6. 5 
mm//isec.    Not only is nitrogen dissociation included,   but also ionization 
at the upper end of the speed range.    Initial pressures of i,   0. 1 and 0. 01 
ton  were used,   and both chemically frozen and equilibrium cases were 
included.    The nitrogen thermodynamic and transport properties were 
taken from Fay and Kemp (5) with slight modification of the viscosity,   and 
so make use of the binary diffusion approximation to simplify the calcula- 
tions.    Results for displacement thickness,   heat transfer and shear stress 
are presented and compared with previous lower-speed air calculations 
and correlation formulas (3).    Some deviations are found.    The primary 
application of these results is the determination of test time in high speed 
arc-driven shock tubes (2). 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

As shock tubes are operated at higher and higher shock speeds,   the 
* problem of test time comes more and more to the fore.    In arc-driven 

shock tubes,   which are now in wide-spread use for making heat transfer 
| and radiation measurements at shock speeds up to 12 mm/ßsec,   test time 
r is measured in only a few tens of microseconds.    It is essential to monitor 

each run to verify the existence of sufficient time for taking the data.    One 
of the chief considerations in the design and operation of such facilities is 
obtaining the requisite length of homogenous test gas samples. 

Present Address:   Avco-Everett Research Laboratory 
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Modern theories  for predictMig test uas   li-ngtlis (1, 1)  ndy  luM\ily on 
calculations of the boundary layer on the  shock tube well  behind the incident 
shock.     The most extensive existing calculations ul this  In ■uidarv  layer at 
high  speeds'are those of Mirels (3) and Hartunian ar.d Ma r rc^v (4).     Mirels 
has  results for air in thermochemical ecjuilibrium behind  shocks  moving up 
to 4.8 mm/ßsec.     He took Lewis number unity,   i.e.,   diffusivity  ol  beat and 
mass equal,   and Prandtl numbers of 0.72 and  1.0.    Hartunian and Marrone 
did calculations in equilibrium oxygen up to b. 3 mm/^sec.     They also took 
the  Prandtl number to be 0,72,   bit allowed the  Lewis number to take on 
the  (constant) values  1.4 and 2, 0 as well as   1.0. 

The purpose of the present work is to extend the range of available 
shock tube boundary layer calculations up to shock speeds of 12 mm   //sec 
thereby including both dissociation and ioni/.ation,   and providing informa- 
tion with which test time estimates can be made for high speed a re-driven 
shock tubes.     The main difficulty in making  such calculations is  specifica- 
tion of the transport properties in the gas  mixture which  results  from the 
chemical processes in the high energy boundary  layer.     However,   a  set of 
properties for dissociating and ionizing nitrogen has already been developed 
for use in a st-.gnation-point heat transfer investigation (^),   and in order to 
utilize this inxormation.   the present study considers nitrogen.      The two 
limiting cases of frozen and equilibrium thermochemical  states in the 
boundary Liver are consideredjwith variable Lcvvis and Prandtl numbers, 
and use is made of the binary diffusion approximation (5).     Equilibrium is 
assumed behind the incident shock wave.     Thus,   in addition to being the 
first available calculations  beyond 6. 5 mm/'/isec,   these ,ire the first to 
include ionization,   and to give numerical results  for frozen as well as 
equilibrium boundary layers. 

In addition to the usual boundary layer parameters of shear  stress 
and heat transfer,   the displacement thickness  is   important for determining 
test time.    Mirels (3) has given correlation formula.-' fur these three quan- 
tities  based on his calculations ol boundary  lavers with Lewis number unity 
for air in thermochemical equilibrium at shock speeds up to 4.8 mm///sec. 
Hartunian and Marrone (4)  extended the heat transfer correlation to Lewis 
numbers different from unity,   based on their equilibrium oxygen  results, 
but  found the effect  extremely  small.     The  present calculations  for  nitrogen 
are  compared with Mirels'   correlation formulas  from 4 to  12 mm   //sec and 
some deviations arc   found. 

The next section of the  paper presents the analysis of the high  speed 
shock tube boundary  layer in  nitrogen,   while the  third sections presents 
the  results. 

II.    ANALYSIS 

The analysis will follow closely that ol the  stagnation-point  boundary 
layer in Fay and Kemp (5) with the changes  necessitated by the differing 
geometry and a slight change in the viscosity ul the gas mixture.     The  same 
notation as in that paper will be used,   except the  subscript    e   will denote 
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the (constant) properties at the edge of the  boundary layer,   which are those 
behind the  incident  shock.     The x,   y coordinate system denotes distance 
parallel and normal to the wall in a reference frame fixed to the incident 
shock,   with the origin at the intersection of the shock and the wall,   and x 
measured from the  shock toward the driver.     In this  system,   the wall is 
moving in the positive    x   direction with the shock speed   Us,   while the 
external flow is  moving in the same direction with the smaller speed   ue. 
The ratio    US/ ue  =  U    is equal to the shock density ratio,   and is the new 
parameter which distinguishes this from the usual flat-plate boundary layer, 
Instead of the velocity in the boundary layer going from   ue    at the edge to 0 
at the wall,   it goes from   u    to    U    > u   ,   i. e. ,   is accelerated rather than 
slowed to a  stop. 

Boundary  Layer Equations 

The equations describing the boundary layer in a chemically- 
reacting gas are well known.    In the two-dimensional,   zero-pressure gradi- 
ent case the momentum and over-all mass  conservation equations are: 

i ]>t     *iK^i (2" 

For each chemical species a mass conservation condition states 

upon using [L. I) and the boundarv layer  simplifications,   this becomes 

Finallv the energy equation can be written 

(2.4) 

where   h   is the enthalpy of the mixture,   defined by 

(2. S) 

and   q      is the component of the energy flux vector normal to the  surface 
given oy 
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-<j=-i^T/^ -Zf^Vi^ . (2.6) 

The energy flux has two parts.    The first is the Fourier heat conduction 
with   k   the frozen thermal conductivity,   i. e. ,   the conductivity the mixture 
would possess if no chemical change occurred when a temperature gradient 
was impressed on it.     The second part is the energy flux due to the enthalpy 
carried by diffusion. 

Since the fluid properties will be specified in terms of temperature, 
the energy equation is transformed by using the definitions of component 
specific heats,   Cp^,   and Irozen mixture specific heat,   Cp! 

<,i = 0VäTl )    ^c = I ^ ^p t • (2.7) 

By using (2. 7) in the derivative of (2. 5) to replace the left side,   and (2. 6) 
in the right side,   (2. 4) can be written 

+   A^Mf ' (2.8) 
For the equilibrium case, the ci are determined by T (and the constant 
boundary layer pressure p)'" together with the mass action law, so (2.8) 
is the convenient form of the energy equation. 

When the boundary layer gas is considered frozen chemically,   so 
that   vv^ - 0,   the    c[    are determined by the species mass conservation 
relations (2. 3),     They can be used to eliminate the Dc^/Dt term in (2. 8), 

This is the form of the energy equation appropriate to the frozen case. 

The boundary conditions for the equations include a given wall tem- 
perature,   a fully catalytic wall,   and the wall tangential velocity equal to 
the  shock speed: 

We assume that the diatomic gas consists  of a single atomic component. 
When this theory is applied to a mixture such as air,   this implies that the 
ratio of oxygen to nitrogen is invariant through the boundary layer. 
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J > ^ j   /v-t^'^-te • (z.iob) 

Thermodynam'.c Properties 

We are dealing with a mixture of diatomic molecules,   atoms, 
singly ionized atomic ions,   and electrons,   denoted by subscripts   M,   A,   I, 
and E,   respectively.    Taking each component to be a perfect gas we have 

?i^iO   > ^^VaT^^   ; (2.11) 

where   h^    is the chemical enthalpy at zero degrees.    For reaction variables 
we introduce the fraction of molecules dissociated   (3   and the fraction of 
atoms ionized   a.     The number densities are then related to the number 
density of undissociated molecules    no    by 

flM-floO-^;   TV^PO-O, »ix-iiB = 2ne^p.     (2.12) 
The corresponding mass fractions are 

Sri"!5,    tA=(HM,   ^fK   <e=P*VvMA.        U.13) 
The specific heats are all 5/c/2 per particle except for the molecule which 
is taken to have a fully-excited rotational contribution of 2/</2 and a vibra- 
tional contribution of K</) where _ 

$ = CTV/Tj WVT) ^ (Tv/T) - \] 
Therefore the specific heats per unit mass are 

M*+*)v ^-^-^ ^-ft- (2. 14) 

The enthalpies follow by integration,   with   \\-Q   the dissociation energy per 
unit mass of atoms and   hj    the ionization energy per unit mass of ions: 

^«^ATCo.l + o.rV),   f^vr-^ ^-<teX 
4'=r,j}dT--(Tv/T)[^(Tv/r)-i]-

|
; ^^T^;^.  (2i5) 

The properties of the mixtures now are found by summation to be 
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(2. lob) 

(2. loc) 

When the gas  mixture is in thermochemical equilibrium,   the fractions 
dissociated and ionized are determined by the equilibrium constant- for the 
reactions 

A1=±2A A%E 
These expressions can be written in term--  of   n   and    \]   as 

l-P      i + jUi-M-O 
(Z. 17a) 

Ml   CtCT/Tfc)'
% 

-'A 

-Tt/T 
(Z. 17b) 

r  _   *fX   IS   ]    QlQr     gem 
;Z. 18a) 

C--    ZP7; -% 
^Z. .Vi Q« 

Kw 2ivyneKj   Q«rQ«e 
(Z. 18b) 

where    hp-is  Planck's constant,     Trs    and    Tj   are related to the dissociation 
and ionization energy respectively,    Qv   and   Qr   arc the vibrationai and 
rotational partition  functions of the molecule,   and the    Q   i    are the various 
electronic  partition  functions.     Since    p    is  the constant boundary  layer 
temperature    pc.    and the internal partition  functions depend only  on tem- 
perature,   Eqs.   (Z. 17) and (Z. 18) give    u    and   ß   as functions of    T    alone, 

Transport  Properti es 

Our  basic approach, is  to consider the flux of energy to be com- 
posed of two parts:    the diffusion of tran slational,   rotational and vibrationai 
energy due to a temperature gradient»and the flux of dissociation and ion- 
ization energy due to concentration gradients,   treating  each part indepen- 
dently.     This is  in contrast to the method  often employed in equilibrium 
boundary layer calculations which makes  use ol an "equilibrium" thermal 
conductivity,   combining both of the above parts into one coefficient.     The 
present approach is  necessary  for the  study of nonequilibrium (including 
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irozcn) boundary   layers.     It is  still  UHL-IUI in the limiting  case of equilibrium, 
though tluTf it trades the spccilicatiun ol ttu' thermal conducti\'ity due to 
reaction  tor the  specification oi the  eciuilibriufn mass fraction ol each  species 

1 lie thermal conductivity oi   ihe mixture ol   molecules,   atums,   ions 
and electrons will be found  by the  followiny simple approach.     First,   the 
contribution ol  the ions to the thermal conductivity is  smaller than that of 
the  electrons   by  the  square   root  ol   the  mass  ratio  and will   be  neglected. 
Secondlv,   the  thermal conductivity  ol the mixture will be assumed to be 
the  sum ol  that  lor the electrons,   a.-  determined by Spitzer (6) for a singly 
ionized  plasma,   and the thermal  conductivity   of an atom - molecule mixture, 
as calculated  b\   Yun,   Weissman and  Mason (7) for X^-X  mixtures.        The 
former is  shown in Fig.   1  and was  ripproximated by 

VAT'-'^ (2. 19) 

where    A    was  determined  by the  electron density  at the  edge of the boundary 
layer,'''       The atom-molecule thermal conductivity may be  suitable approx- 
imated by 

^MA = ^(o.7ai-(.iS'(5)/Ci+p)J 

-fe^ = *.»f * I0"7 T0'"   CAI/^C-CW -OK , 
which gives the correct val ie for pure    X ;(^ -   0) at   300   K.     The mixture 
thermal conductivitv l>econies 

^ = fe(V1^^-feE (2.20) 

Turning to the mixture viscosity,   we lirst ignore the  ionic contribution 
because oi  their  large coulomb cross   section,   rind the electronic contribution 
because of their  small mass.     The viscosity is taken to be that of an atom- 
molecule mixture with the same  relative proportions  found in the gas,   times 
the mole fraction of atoms and  molecules.     The data  of Reference (7) indi- 
cate that    /J.\i.\    mid   ii\   have the same temperature dependence above 
Z20ÜÜK,   so their  ratio may   oe written 

juim     o.?2 + i.irp 
A, 1-t-p 

A more exact calculation using  the mixture  rule of Fay  (8)  showed this 
approximation to be accurate for    n    greater than a  few percent. 

The temperature dependence of   kp    is somewhat less  than    1 
because ol the  logarithmic term in the coulomb cross  section. 

.T.Z. 
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Obtaining the mole fraction of atoms and molecules from (2. 12),   we then 
have for   T > ZZ00°K, 

/A. _ 0;g2+]•/*(*     Ij^Üf 

We take    MA    to have the same temperature dependence as    k^,   leading to an 
expression for the Prandtl number   a : 

^   -fe    '3       l + P |+(?+5^|J   ^,Afe   ' <2a' 
where we have put 2/3 for the Prandtl number of an atomic gas.    Below 
2200OK the temperature dependence is different and we can use the Suther- 
land formula 

\300J   T+I3y (2-22) 
where   T   is in 0K and   /i300 ~ 0. l"^ x 10"^ g/cm-sec.    It is only in the use 
of (2. 22) rather than (2. 21) for   ß   below 2200oK that the thermodynamic 
and transport properties used in this work differ from those of (5).    It was 
felt important to have accurate viscosity in the present work,   where shear 
and displacement thickness are of equal importance with heat transfer,   as 
contrasted with (5),   where only heat transfer was of interest. 

We now consider the diffusion of species.    This enters the problem 
in the species mass conservation equation (2.3),   the energy equations (2.8) 
and (2. 9),   and the energy flux (2. 6).   (The latter is the same as the term on 
the right side of (2.8).)   It is these terms which complicate the numerical 
solution of the problem,  because of the involved nature of multicomponent 
diffusion fluxes.   Also,   for every additional species considered a separate 
mass conservation equation must be solved,   unless the gas is in equilibrium. 

The only simple case for diffusion is binary diffusion,   where only two 
components are considered,   and one species equation needs to be solved. 
The large majority of dissociated boundary layer studies made consider 
binary diffusion,    regarding the gas to be made up of atoms and molecules. 
In our case,   we have in addition ions and electrons,   which represent at 
least one more species,   since one assumes the ions and electrons so 
tightly bound by coulomb forces that they must diffuse together as a pair. 
This would appear to require consideration of ternary diffusion. 

However,   Fay and Kemp (5) showed that a useful and accurate 
approximation can be made for nitrogen (and probably other diatomic gases) 
which reduces the diffusion to the simplest case of only two species,   the 
so-called binary diffusion model.     This idea is based on the fact that the 
collision cross  section between the N atom and the N    ion,   the charge- 
exchange cross section,   is probably close to an order of magnitude larger 
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than the kinetic cross section for N-^,   or,   presumably,   N2-N    collisions. 
This makes the relative motion of   N   and   N^    difficult and would tend to 
make their diffusion velocities nearly equal.     The binary diffusion model 
takes the diffusion velocity of the atoms to be the same as that of the ion- 
electron pairs,   so that for determination of the particle flux we have a 
binary mixture of molecules,   M,   and atom-ion-electron particles,   which 
we shall denote by R. 

Under this assumption,   calculations of equilibrium stagnation point 
heat transfer were made in (5) which compared very well with those not 
using the binary diffusion model.    A further and more detailed check was 
made by  comparing equilibrium thermal conductivities,   which contain both 
k   and a diffusion term,   and again the agreement shown in (5) was very good. 
So the binary diffusion model seems to give accurate results,   at least for 
nitrogen. 

When the model is applied to the diffusion terms in the energy equations 
(2. 8) and (2. 9),   we make use of the zero net mass diffusion condition 
^-pci V^  -  0 and find 

(2. 23a) 

(2. 23b) 

Here the quantities referring to the atom-ion-electron particle are found 
from (Z. 13),   (2. 14) and (2. 15) as 

The diffusional mass flux of atom-ion-el cctron particles is worked 
out in (5)  be relating the partial pressure gradients to the rate of loss of 
momentum by collisions of atoms and ions with molecules.    The result is 
Eq.   (3. 19) of (5): 

J ^—      K,T vv+rti V A   MI   ve/> (2 25) 

where «0    is the binary diffusion coefficient for atoms diffusing through 
molecules,   which is taken the same as that for ions diffusing through 
molecules.    A suitable nondimensional representation of«©-  is found by 
dividing by the thermal diffusivity,    k/pcp,     of a pure atomic gas at the 
same heavy particle density and temperature as the mixture.     This gives 
a Lewis number    L   of 

LHOV + n/v+V^-fr^CpA/^. ,2.26) 
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The final form of the diffusive mass flux is then 

—     ,<     /<.pA 

ZL   It, 

where the' pressure ratios    P[/p   have been replaced by the expressions  for 
ni/n   found from (2. 12) and Z/Z is the ratio of the average mass of a 
particle   p/n to the atomic mass.    A value of   L    can be obtained from the 
work of (7),   and was found to be 0. 6 for    103 < T0K < 104. 

We now consider the implications of the bindary diffusion model for 
a frozen boundary layer.     The atoms and ion-electron pairs diffuse together, 
and there are no sources of these particles in a fro/en flow.    Therefore,    a, 
which depends entirely on the ratio of ion and atom densities,   cannot change, 
but remains fixed at its external value   n   ,    A more formal proof of this 
can be constructed by writing the frozeu species  mass  conservation relation 
(2. 3) for atoms and fur ions,   putting tne same diffusion velocity   for both. 
These two equations can be combined to show that the convective derivative 
of   a    following an atoni-ion-electron particle is a constant,   and since all 
particles come from the edge of the boundary layer where   n - a,.,   then    n 
remains at that value. 

We have now  specified all the necessary thermodynami c and transport 
properties  necessary to solve the boundary layer  equations,   and expressed 
all the diffusion terms in suitable form.    The  remaining summation term, 
on the left side of the equilibrium energy equation (2.8),   is a purely thertno- 
dynamic term which represents the reaction contribution to the convection 
of enthalpy (or reaction specific heat times temperature convection).     Using 
(2.13),    (2.14),   (2. 15) and (2. 24) it becomes 

T)«* I^HVV)^tUw+K)^ (2. 28) 

Transformation of Equations 

The partial differential equations  in two-variables ,\,   y  which 
determine the boundary layer with no pressure gradient can be transformed 
to ordinary differential equations in the equilibrium and frozen caseH  under 
consideration here.    One introduces the similaritv variable 

(2. 29) 

and the normalized dependent variables | 

uK-.a^/a^ T/Te=9(7),   p/Pe--^).     „30, 
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A  solution rxists whurr    (),   I ,iiui s    arc  functioi s of   r\    only,   il" wv take 
both wall and external  conditions to be constants independent of x.     (This 
exact reduction to ordinary differential  equations  is not possible for a rase 
with finite  reaction   rates  in the flal-plate tieometry). 

The tranktormation proceeds by eliminating    v   from the convective 
deri\'ate operator usiny tlie mass conservation ef|uatioii (Z.l).     Then the 
momentum equation (Z. 1) becomes 

j^ ] + '  Awl di^V^«.^ .?c (2. 31) 

The  equilibrium  c'nerg\   ecjuation is transformed after use of (Z. 2H)  and 
(2. 2 3a) combined with the    y    component of {2., 27).     We also make use of 
the fact that,   lor equilibrium,     n   and    [3    are functions of   T    only.     Equation 
(2.8)  then transforms  to • 

For the equilibrium case.   (2. H) and (Z. 32)  are to be solved  for    1    and    O 
with    n    and   (3    given as  functions of   ()    by (Z. 17)  and (2. 18).     The  frozen 
energy equation proceeds from (2. 'M with (2. 27) used in (2. 2ib)  for the 
summation term,   leading to o       I ^ I A\t \2 

(2. 33) 

+ ^fe^+^C^)^^^^] = 0. 
*\\.<t ^J 

The transformation of the  species mass  ecjuation is done for the atom-ion- 
electron particles,   with  (2.27) for the diffusional mass flux^and frozen flow, 
Wj   -   0.     The  result  is 

(2. 34) 

In the frozen case,   (2.  31),   (2. 3 3) and  (2. 34) are to be solved for    f,   O, 
and  s,   with   n  - ac. 
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The boundary conditions arc found from (2. 10) to be 

(2. 35) 

For the equilibrium case,   the boundary conditions on   s    are not needed. 

The variables    r|    and    f   defined above differ from the conventional 
variables used by Mircls (3) and Hartunian and Marrone (4),   among others. 
They were originally introduced in (5),   where heating was of primary 
interest,   and are most appropriate to that case.     Thev differ from  Mi reis 
variables    r| w    and    ix,    by 

which must be kept in mind when comparing the present results with those 
of (3) and (4),   as well as other previous  studies. 

III.     RESULTS 

Calculations 

The physical constants of nitrogen were u.icd lor all calculations. 
These include a dissociation  energy of 9.75o  electron volts per molecule 
and an ionization energy of 14.48 electron volts per atom,   leading to 

The rotational and vibrational characteristic temperatures arc 

Tr--Z.<\0oK i    Tv = 3f00oK, 
so the rotational partition function may be approximated by its asymptotic 
value Qr = T   IT   .     The \'ibrational partition function is Qv - [ 1 - exp (-Tv 'T) ] ~ 
while for the electronic  partition functions we take 

The quantities    (ij    and    C^    o1  (2. 18)  become 
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-Vz 

(e/ev)[i-e^(-ev/6)] 
C^--1.33^7^% 

where    p^.    is in dvnt'.s/cin 
Weis taken as   i00oK. 

^ and    Tt,    in ÜK.     In all cases the wall temperature 

Th est 
The inpnt for the calculations are the values of 
were determined by solving the equilibrium shock wave jump condr 

USI   T e,   pe and ue. 

tions at given values of   Us    and initial pressure   p^.     This was accomplished 
by means  ot an existing digital computer program at the Avco-Everett 
Research Laboratory.    A  range of shock speed from 4 to 12 mm/nsec was 
covered for initial pressures of 1.0,   0. 1  and 0.01 torr.     The values of the 
resulting external quantities are shown in Table I.     From (Z. 18),   then,   a 
and    Pe    can be found.     The equation of state (2. Iba) then yields a value of 
pe    which can be combined with   nr    to give the external electron density nr-   . 
The value of the  constant    A    in the expression (2. 19) for    kjr    can then be 
found from Fig.    1  using    Te    and    njre.     The solution of the appropriate 
equations can then proceed.    As is usual,   we are faced with two-point bound- 
ary value problems,   which we chose to solve by guessing  extra boundary 
conditions at the wall and correcting the guesses in a linear fashion based 
on the errors  obtained as T] -* ac.     The  form of the equations used for the 
machine integration is exactly analogous to the form used for the stagnation- 
point boundary layer,   which is given in the Appendix to the Avco-Everett 
version of {^). 

The results  of interest are the shear  stress,   heat transfer rate and 
displacement thickness.     The shear stress    Tw   is given by (/i9u/9y)w and 
in order to compare with the work of Mirels (3) we write 

'W-   \ Z^jUw-    _ 

A"**« u.. f w 
-ur (3.2) 

The heat transfer rate is given by (2. 6) and in the transformed version is 
the quantity in curly brackets in the first term of (2. 32), except for some 
cancelled constants. If we restore these, and again use Mirels' form we 
find,   for equilibrium, 

-   ^e1^ 

-Wi'-v 
A. [ ' w '^OVJ 

e N U^ Jw few 

(3.3) 
e-/v/ 

Te   uz,b. • ur \u/ hL^ZZ 
^e ^    ^t^e^XL IMlH'^'-t^h 
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In the frozen casi , a    is a constant and   ^    a  funetion of   r]    dircv^tlv  co the 
corresponding  relation is 

(3. 4) 

,  -CpeTg r^^ur^3^p^     d©   ^^L ^k ^lj^(|-v^)gejjl 
^l. e   >l bt fcCpe    "   L^^        ^    Z     ^^ ^J v*/ 

The displacement thickness,   of importance for finding the test time, 
is defined to be 

*M>f.>ma^K i. -) 

Mi re Is  writes  this as 

rHpogg   ^t    _  LJ 
 ^ 00 

Me 
ja X ^-w   f ̂        , ^ ?w^- (3. 6) 

We can nou' compare our  results with the calculations and correlation lonnu- 
las of (3).     Figures I,    i,   and 4  show  such a  comparison  for shear,   'neat 
transfer,   and displacement  '' ickness  in the ec|ui librium ease.     The pluses  (f) 
are Mirels'  exact calculations  for air with   Prandtl   numher  O.li and  Lewis 
number unity,   at initial pressures of 0,01  and 0.001  atmospheres.      The 
tilled  symbols are the present exact calculations  for   nitroyen at initial 
pressures   of  1. 0,   0. 1,   and  0. 01  torr.     In the  small   reyion  of overlap,    trom 
4 to 5 mm   //.sec,   Mirels'   results drop oil,   while the  present   result.-  continue 
the trend  bemui  bv  Mirels  points  below 4  mm   msec,   and  betiin tailing oil 
around  9  mm, /j,sec.      Ihis diiference  in behavior  is   m-obablv attributable to 
the diiference  between air and  nitrogen.     f'or air,   the  ■ alue ot the  shock 
speed  ratio    U    has a   local peak around 4 mm   //see,   corresponding to oxvgen 
dissociation,   while for nitrogen the lirst peak  is  anmnd  ''  mm   n.scc,   cfjrre- 
spondinu to nitrogen dissociation.      ['he boundarv   biver  p.irameter cairves 
seem to lollow   this trend very closely.     Onlv the  point-   it   10. ^ a nf]   li  mm 
/isec conta:n degrees ot ionization greater than   I".,   the maximnm  Ijeiny  I0'r. 
at the lowest pressure.     No particularly outstanding  eiiect  o!  ioni/ation is 
d i s c e r n a b I e. 

Based on his  ca Ictilations,   Mirei- deri'/i'd  correlation  lormahi-   for  the 
three boundary  layer parameters,   in terms  oi velocity   ratio L',   Prandtl 
number o,   energ\-  ratio   ii^,"-   ht, and p/j ratio (f}vjic  p.../J    )■      I'hey are gi\'en  in 
Eqs.   (l9)-(2^) ot  ( 3) as:::    " '  ' '     ' 

Tin    ex[)onent  on the n/j  ratio is  chaiuzed  trom  ^   2'* to confrjrm with   Mirels' 
suggestion  lor  strong  shocks.     In the present case oi  variable <>',   the wall   value 
is used  in the correlations  tor  convenience.     use  ot o     might make  some 
changes  at the  blühest  speeds,    where    <ic    goes as   low as  Q.Zh. 
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w- 

/W^^.(a-i)jufcfw u. P^ ^ \rwXw 

0.245* 

) 

o.zfci" 

?^^ = o.^ss 11 HU5-a(|^J  ^t 
(o.W+o.OJZU.) 

xH-^^-^'l 
/2^ 
o^(U-() 

Those  relatic^ns art; also plotted on  Figs,   1,    5,   and 4,   using the values of 
the parameters appropriate to the exact calculations.     For Mirels'  cases, 
the crosses (X)  show the points,   while those ior the present calculations are 
given by the open  symbols. 

The agreement is quite good,   in most cases  being within   10''].     At the 
higher  speeds,   there are a  lew cases  which  go to  1^''  or 20"i,  error.     (Note' 
the  suppressed  zeroes on the ordinatcs of  Figs. 2,  \ 4.)    So to within this 
accuracy,   Mirels'  correlation formulas can  be used to predict boundary 
layer parameters in equilibrium nitroi^en .it speeds  up to  1Z mm   HSCC. 

Since Hartunian and  Marrone (4) found thev also work lor oxygen up to 6. 5 
mm   //sec,   it  is  likely  thev will  serve  for air at higher  speeds,   although, this 
should   be c hecked. 

The present  calculations  showed only a  maximum ol  about  7"^ dillerence 
between   results   for  iro/.en and equilibrium  boundary  layers,    indicating that 
the correlation formulas are still probablv  satisfactory  for fro/en cases.     It 
is  expected that  values  for non-equilibrium  boundary  layers would  lie between 
the  equilibrium and   iro/.en values, 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A Constant in the electron thermal conductivity expressionJ2. 19) 

Ci, C2      Functions in the equilibrium constants for dissociation and 
ionization,   (2. 18) 

Cp^ Specific heat at constant pressure per unit mass of species i 

Cp Frozen specific heat at constant pressure per unit mass of 
mixture^Z. 7) 

C: Mass fraction of species i 

«w Binary diffusion coefficient for atoms diffusing through molecules 

D/Dt Convective derivate operator following the mass-average velocity, 
ua/ax + vö/9y 

f J^ (df/dii) dr|,   nondimensional stream function 

fj^j Mirel.c stream function,   (2.36) 

hj; Enthalpy per unit mass of species i 

hj Chemical enthalpy per unit mass of species i at 0  K 

h Enthalpy per unit niass of mixture1(2. 5) 

h£) Dissociation energy per unit mass of atoms 

hj0 Ionization energy per unit mass of ions 

kj^ Thermal conductivity of species i 

k Frozen thermal conductivity of mixture 

L Lewis number,   (2.26) 

rm Particle mass  of species i 

nj Number density of species i 

n Number density of mixture 

n Number densitv of original undissociated molecules o - & 

Pj^ Partial pressure of species i 

p Pressure of mixture 

Q Partition function 

q Energy flux in y direction 

s Normalized fraction dissociated, ß/ße 

T Absolute temperature 

TQ.TJ Dissociation and ionization energy temperatures,   (2. 17) 

Tr, Tv Characteristic temperatures for rotation and vibration 

U . Incident shock speed 

U Normalized wall velocity,     Us/uc 
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V^Ui.Vi)   Diffusion velocity of species i 

u,   v Components of mass average velocity 

w^ Mass rate of formation of species i 

x, y Distances along and normal to the wall,   origin at the foot of the 
incident shock wave,   x positive towards the driver 

Z Compressibility factor,   (2. 16a) 

Q Fraction of atoms ionized 

P Fraction of molecules dissociated 

Ö" Displacement thickness (3, 5) 

r) Similarity variable,   (2. 29) 

^ M Mirels similarity variable,   (2.36) 

6 Normalized temperature,   T/Te 

K Boltzmann's constant 

jU- Viscosity of species i 

j^t Viscosity of mixture 

p Mass density of mixture 

a Prandtl number,   CpjLt/k 

</> Vibrational contribution to molecular specific heat,   (2. 14) 

4J Vibrational contribution to molecular enthalpy,   (2. 15) 

Subscripts 

A Atom 
D Dissociation 
E Electron 
e Conditions at the edge of the boundary layer 
el Electronic partition function 
I Ion or lonization 
M Molecule or Mirels 
R Atom-ion-electron particle in binary diffusion model 
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TABLE I    Conditions Behind the Incident Shock 

Pi 
(torr) (mm//isec) 

ue 
(mm//isec) QOK 

PexlO-6 

(dynes/cm 
he 

") (mm//isec) 

1.0 4 0. 488 5130 0.214 8. 04 

5 0.435 5830 0. 334 12. 44 

7 0. 446 6850 0.687 24. 0 

9 0. 512 8040 1. 138 39.8 

10. 5 0.645 10450 1. 548 53. 7 

12 0.755 12650 2,02 69.9 

0.1 4 0. 421 4750 0. 214 8. 04 

5 0. 399 5300 0. 340 12. 44 

7 0. 406 6100 0.694 24. 0 

9 0.465 7160 1. 140 39.8 

10. 5 0. 603 9630 1.548 53.7 

12 0. 684 11250 2.03 69. 9 

0.01 4 0. 388 4290 0.214 8. 04 

5 0. 368 4850 0. 347 12. 44 

7 0. 370 5500 0.700 24. 0 

9 0.426 6430 1. 153 39.8 

10. 5 0. 560 8850 1.560 53.7 

12 0. 621 10050 2.08 69. 9 
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TEMPERATURE (0K) 

Fig.   1 The frozen thermal conductivity of a singly ionized gas 
as a function of gas temperature and electron number 
density in particles  per cubic centimeter.    The thermal 
conductivity of N and N2 from (7) is shown for comparison 
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ELECTRIC  ARC-DRIVEN  SHOCK TUBE DIAMETER,   LENCTH AND ENERGY 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STUDY OF GAS RADIATION PHENOMENA 

F.  R.  Livingston 
Jet  Propulsion Laboratory 

Pasadena,  California 

INTRODUCTION 

The  shock speed and  lest  time performance of electric ;.rc-dri'/en  shock, 
tubes   is  not, well  understood &t   the present  time.     In the present  paper, 
correlation of experimental  data on the basis  of  ideal  shock tube  theory 
and  wall-boundary-layer theory   reveals  empirical  rules  to fiid  the  electric 
«re-driven chock  tube designer.    The  results  of this  work show that   for  ges 
radiation  studies  the   required dimensions  of the  shock  tube   increase  with 
increasing  snocK  speed and  decreasing  initial  test  gas  pressure,   but  not   in 
a  manner  expected  from consideratlon of the wall-boundary  layer theory  Blone. 

AVAILABLE TEST TIME IN  ELECTRIC  ARC-DRIVEN SHOCK TUBES 

A good method  to estimate  shock tube test  duration at  planetery  entry 
speeds has not yet  been obtRined.    One  reason  for this  state of affairs   Is 
that  en adequate  method of  predicting contact  surface mixing has  net yet 
been  presented.     In  the  present  paper an attempt  will  be made  to  correlate 
experimental data   vith  results  of boundary  layer  theory  in order  to  formulate 
rules  which describe  the  observed test  time data. 

Boundary L':yer Calculations 

Since tne  work o.'' Mirels   (ref.   J   and •')   does  not  extend to shock 
velocities  of  interest   fur gps   radiation studies  at   superorbital  planetary 
entry  speeds,  an extension  of the numerical work  was  done to  compute the 
length of  the   test   slug of gas   at  higher  speeds. 

La: 'nar-Wall   Boundary   Layer 

In  the  case of  the   laminar-wall   boundary   layer,   the  ratio  of  the 
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density-viscosity product across the boundary layer, C0 _. vas computed for 

test conditions of interest and this in turn was used to compute the 
boundary layer displacement thickness parameter, 8 , from the following 
relationship of reference (l): 

31 =C  °-37 (1.59) e,o 
1.796 + 0.802W 

1+     W-l 

where 

C   =0  u /o u 
e,o   e e w w 

W = ^o1 

Mirels' used the Sutherland viscosity when computing the values of 3 , 
and when correlating the numerical results.  In this paper both the 
Sutherland viscosity and the Yos viscosity (ref. 3) ere used in the com- 
putations. Results of these  computations are plotted in Figure 1 where 
the separation distance for air is illustrated both for the Ideal gas and 
equilibrium air. Shocked gas properties of both Ziemer (ref. U)   and Lewis 
and Burgess (ref. 5) are used together with the viscosity of reference (3) 
to calculate the equilibrium real gas separation distance at an initial 
pressure of 0.1 cm Hg, and at an initial density of 10  the standard value. 

Turbulent-Wall Boundary Layer 

In calculating the boundary layer displacement thickness para- 

meter, 3T, and the separation distance parameter,/ st | u   m >   for the 
1 (ST/  737^ 

turbulent-wall boundary layer, the method described by Mirels in Appendix A 
of reference (2) was applied. Again in these numerical computations the 
viscosity of Yos was used. Results of these computations are shown in 
Figure 2 for the non-uniform freestream condition (8-,) at an initial air 

-1 5 pressure of 10  cm Hg.  In order to extend the calculations to 1$ x 10 
cm/sec use was made of Ziemer's shock charts where it may be seen that the 
results are somewhat different than when using the shock properties of 
Lewis. Since viscosity data was not computed by Yos at pressures less than 
1 atm, we could not compute the separation distance for lower initial 
pressures than those shown here. 

When reference is made to the turbulent theory in this paper, It norm- 
ally means the turbulent-wall boundary layer theory of Mirels, using the 
viscosity of Yos, and the shock properties of Lewis and Burgess. 

Comparison of Theoretical Test Time with Experimental Results 

Test time data from several existing electric arc-driven shock tubes 
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have been examined and compared to the theoretical results.     In this 
comparison,   test time  from individual  shock tubes are examined separately, 
then generalizations  are made  regarding these data. 

Ohio State University Shock Tube 

The Ohio State University electric arc-driven shock tube has 
both a driven and driver tube diameter of l/3  ft.    Test  time data for this 
shock tube have been published in references  (6)  and  (?)•    Experimental 
measurements of test duration at an iniiial pressure of 1 mm Hg using 
Schlieren and microwave techniques are shown in     Igure 3 with the calculated 
laminar and turbulent  non-uniform freestreara reruxts.    At  shock Mach numbers 
less than l6,   the data tend to follow the   trend 0    the laminar theory with 
data scatter up to  the  theoretical  lair.inar boun     y layer predici.iun.    At 
increasing shock Mach niunbers,  the test time da      indicates less agreement 
with the laminar theory.    Additional test  tine _   ca obtained  in 1 mm Hg of 
air  by optical methods at a driven tube  length c. 20 feet  is shown In 
Figure k for  the shock Mach numbers greaier than   L6.    These data  scatter 
uniformly between  the  laminar and turbulent  theoretical prediction with the 
laminar jurve providing an  upper  bound  to  the measured test time,   and the 
turbulent curve providing a lower  bound  to  the experimental data.     At a 
distance of 15 feet   from the diaphragm with 1 mm Hg of air as  the driven 
gas,  measured test  time as seen  in Figure   5 also scatters between the 
laminar and turbulent  curves. 

At an  intial air pressure of 0.2 mir, Hg,   the observed test   time  data 
obtained from photomultiplier records   in  the  1^-ft.  configuration  is pre- 
dicted quite well  by the  laminar  theory at  snock Mach numbers less than  32 
as  may be seen  In Figure C.    At  shocK Mach numbers greater than  32,   the 
experimental  test  time  is  snorter than would be predicted by the extra- 
polated    turbulent theory  using the shock charts of Lewis,   however,   the 
observed test  time does agree with the  turbulent  theory when using the 
shock properties of  Ziemer to compute test   time. 

In Figure 7 is shown the test deration at an initial pressure of O.OoO 
mm Hg in the O.S.U. shock tube. The test time is measured at a station IS 
feet from  the diaphragm.     Here occurs  the unusual circumstance where  the 

J observed  te?;.   time   is  longer than  that predicted  by the laminar  or the 
turbulent  theory.    A.so at  tnis test condition  the turbulent  theory 
indicates  longer vest   time than the laminar theory.     It  may be  that  the- 
extended experiment a i.  test,  time   is  caused  by nonequil ibrium flow behind 

j: the shoc.-c wave.    The  time to reach  radiation equilibrium  (T       )   is  shown 

In the  figure  to  Illustrate that  at  shock Mach numbers  less than 20,   tne 
test gas   is not equilibrated.,  and   in addition a  sizeable portion  of   the 

I observed test  slug  is  not   in e^uijIbrium at  the faster shock Mach numbers. 

I 
I 

I 

General  Electric  Company Space Science Laboratory 2-Inch D Shock Tube 

The performance of tne General  Electric Company 2-inch D by 11.3 
ft.   long shock tube was  reported  by Warren  in   reference  (8).    The driver 
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dlaniüuer uC Ui»?  stiock  lube   is  i-7^  inches.     A   limited amount,  of test  time 
data  wHü  nresented   in  Lne  report,.    Tnree  run«  at  H ahock M/ich number near 
ah   In   i .0   :.:■. -i^' of air   indicated a  flow  time  i'rom  iü  to  lr) ufaec   in  the  shock 
tube.     The calculated   ' eüt   time  tor  these  test   conditions  is   10.7  uGec   '.'or a 
laminar-wail   boundary   layer and b.J  u,r.ec   I'or a   turbulent vail   boundary   layer. 
The  ob;3er/eJ   tect  time   a^reey  with  the   Laminar   theory. 

Generai   Klectrlc  Company Jpace  Science  Laboratory 6-In.   U Shock Tube 

A considerable quantity of test   time datfj  for the 6-inch  D shock 
tube  has  been  reported   in   reference  i'j) ■    This  chock  tube ha': a driver 
diameter of  ]  incheü.     Test  times at a  station ?9«t   feet  fror; tne diaphragm 
at   initial air pressures  of  from 0.10  to   ('.0  mm Hg and a  fchcck velocities  of 
from 1^,000 to 3bf000  ft/sec are shown  in Figures dn through f'd.     In 
Kigurc  8a,  measured  test  times  for pressu"ec  of  from 1  to 7   'fin Hg are 
iliustrated.    The majority  of tne data  are  for  pressure uf  I .0 mm Hg.     These 
test  time data are scattered  symmetrically  about  the  turbulent  boundary 
layer   test  time predicted curve-    Of the -r'O data  points  at a  pressure  of 
1 mm Hg,   1^) fail above  the  turbulent theory curve and  Ij fall  below.     The 
measured  test time does  not  exceed that  predicted  for a  laminar wall- 
boundary   layer.     Similar  results are shown  for an   initial  air pressure  of 
0.5 mm Hg in Figure 8b.     Again the data are  scattered about  the turbulent 
theory with no measured  test  time exceeding the  laminar tneory.    Of the 26 
data  points obtained at  0. '  mm Hg pressure,   1^  are  above tne   turbulent 
theory  curve,   11  points  are  below while  1 measured  test time agrees with 
the  turbulent theory. 

Figure 8 illustrates  the close agreement  between measured data and  the 
turbulent theory at an   initial air pressure of 0.?50 mm Hg.    Twelve runs 
have test  times  longer than  the  turbulent theory^,   IP shorter and  I   test 
time   is   in agreement with theory.    In Figure S,   there are only  'j data  points 
at 0.100 mm Hg.     The  laminar theory and  turbulent   theory predict   almost   the 
identical  test  time at  this  condition.    The  data  scatters about  tne 
theoretical  results,   with 2 runs having test durations longer tnan either 
theoretical result.    This was also seen  in figure 7 where experimental 
test  time was more than twice as long as  the  theoretical predication. 

Avco-Everett Research Laboratory 6-Inch  D Shock Tube  "B" 

Test time results  from the Avco-Everett 6-lnch D shock tube  "B" 
are typical of both this  shock tube,  the Avco-FVerett 6-inch  D shock  tube 
"A",   the JPL 6-inch D shock  tube,  and possibly  the Avco-RAI) 6.5-inch  D shock 
tube.     The driver diameter of all these shock tubes  is about  1-3/8  inches, 
which  represents a 20:1 driven to driver tube area ratio.    Figure 9 from 
reference (10)  illustrates the test duration obtained at a station 30  feet 
from the diaphragm in 0.250 mm Hg initial pressure of air.    Except where a 
30-inch long 1^  inch diameter section was  used downstream of the diaphragm, 
the turbulent theory curve  represents an upper bound  to the experimental 
data.     With the additional section downstream of the diaphragm,   test  time 
duration does approach that  for a laminar wal1-boundary-layer.    The experi- 
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mental data can best be described as having a mean level of 70 percent that 
of the turbulent theory. 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 6-Inch D Shock T\;be 

Since the basic design of this shock tube is very similar to 
that  of the Avco-Bverett  shock tubes,   "A" and  "B",   the test time performance 
is very similar also.    Test  times have been shown  in reference  (ll).     In 
this  shock tube test time  is measured at several  station» along the  tube. 
Results of 5 runs at an initial air pressure  of 0.2^0 mm Hg is shown  in 
Figure 10.    Even though the test time measured 28 feet from the diaphragm 
is  close to that predicted by the turbulent  theory,   the growth of test  time 
with distance is that expected with a laminar boundary layer.     It appears 
as   if  some distance  is   required to damp out   initial disturbances  occurring 
at  the diaphragm and the expansion section before  the test  slug becomes 
well defined and grows as predicted by the laminar theory. 

Test Time Rules 

Comparison of the experimental test  times  of the several existing 
electric arc-driven shock tubes with laminar and turbulent  wall-boundary 
layer theories have revealed rules which describe   (l) the upper and/or  lower 
limits of experimental test  times,  and/or  (2)   mean  values of these  test 
times.    Parameters found to be of fundamental  Importance to test time 
duration are initial driven tube pressure,   shock speed,  driven tube dia- 
meter and length and driven  to driver tube cross-sectional area  ratio. 
Mlrel's  turbulent wall-boundary layer  theory  as modified by using the  air 
viscosity of Yos describes:     ^l) an upper limit on  test throes measured  in 
large  (?0:l)  driven to driver tube area ratio shock tubes,   (2)  F   mean value 
of test  time for moderate  i^'.l)  area ratio shock tubes and (j)  a lower 
bound on test times  ^n smalj.  (l:l) area ratio  shock tubes.    Also,   test times 
.•omputed from the laminar wall-boundary layer theory describe an upper limit 
to measured data  in small  and moderate area  ratio  snock tubes  in  Initial 
pressures  in excess  of 0.200  ram Hg.     In the  small  are<'  ratio  shock tube  an 
initial air pressures less than 0.100 mm Hg    (where compute 1 turbulent  test 
time   is   longer than  laminar  test time)     the metsured test  times Pre  longer 
than   the theoretical  ^qu^Tibrlum ^es \ aluer-. 

A  simple  rule which  quite adequately describes   the test time performance 
of the electric  arc-driven shock tubes  is the  following:      In 1:1 driven to 
driver area ratio r.'iock  tubes  the mean of the measured test time will be  l.k 
times  longer than expected   from the turbulent theory.     In ^."l area  ratio 
shock  tubes the  mean  test  time will equal that predicted by turbulent  theory; 
and  in 20:1 area ratio shock tubes the mean of measured results will be 0.7 
that  calculated by the turbulent-wall boundary layer theory.     In this  paper, 
the  symbol  "k"  is  used to designate the  ratio of expected tes.  time  to   ^nat 
predlctea by the  turbulent wall  boundary layer theory. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ARC-HEATED SHOCK TUBE DRIVERS 

Energy requirements of arc-heated shock tube drivers are known when the 
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necessary energy density  of the helium driver gas  is known  in addition  to 
the diameter and length of the driver.    The driver gas energy density 
requirements  for arc-heated shock tubes have been obtained by correlation 
of data from seven existing electric  shock tubes.    The driver length  re- 
quired  for a  given  shock tube  is  shown  to be a  function of the  initial 
density  ratio across  the diaphragm and the driven to driver tube  area   ratio 
factor V -  ref.   (12),   (13),   (15),   and  (l6). 

Energy Requirements 

In order to correlate experimental data  from shock tubes  of several 
driver to driven tube area  ratios,   correlation parameters are deduced  from 
shock tube theory.    The basic shock tube equation  for a tube with arbitrary 
driver,  diaphragm and driven tube cross-sectional areas  is: 

pl 

PJ 
P. 

v1   us ^"vV 
n    -3 

T- 
(2) 

where 

Pl; 8 P) 

ak = e3' % 

2v^ 
v^-1 

1+ 
2 

M   ' 
3 

1+ 
-IT1 

'4 

v, -1    M,    ' 

•+-V  4 

[ - ^ M; ■• 
Rearranging the  basic   shock  tube equatio-1   in order to define  the shock 

velocity,  u ,   iraplicity gives: 
s 

u      = 
s 

■'■11 
1- fg P^ p^) 

Pl P2 
(3) 

Also for an electric  shock tube where the driver gas is heated by an 
arc discharge at  constant volume the ideal  final  pressure,   p, ,   end final 

speed of sound,  a,,  may be derived from basic  thermodynamics: 

p^ = L (M 
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'v '^o^ 
*h -1VL.   «_, \ ' (^ 

therefore,   Ideally,   p, ,   Is approximately  Independent of the  Initial 

conditions  in the driver tube,   and  is only  a   function of the gas  properties 
and the energy density.    Substituting these values for p,   and a     into the 

foregoing equation  results in: 

.-1 3 i 

rj v^l < 
(6) 

Since variations   in p /p ,  and (i  - 0 /o_)  and are small at constant  shock 

speed,  and 0L does not vary appreciably  in experimental data,  the parameters 

B-i I 
p /g and   g /Q \       show consistent agreement between data from widely 

1 ^v 

varied shock tubes and hence are here presented as the correlation para- 
meters.    When experimental data are reduced on the basis of these parameters 
the effect of driven to driver tuoe area ratio on measured data  is effect- 
ively accounted for. 

Shock spe3d data from seven electric arc-driven shock tubes have been 
plotted in the attached Figure 11.    Except  for data from the JPL shock tube, 
these data were obtained from published reports as indicated.    The  shock 
tube driven tube diameters on these shock tubes vary from If Inches  to 6 
inches.    The driven to driver tube area ratio varies from 1:1 to over 20:1. 
It  is surprising to  find such good correlation based simply on the calculat- 
ed "g" factor and measured energy density.     Lines of constant energy 

l/s 1 

density parameter g (O/V, )    have been drawn on the figure to represent 

the best fairing of the experimental data. 

In order to use the figure in design problems,  first determine  the 
"g" factor from ideal gas  flow equations or charts for the given shock 
tube,  then calculate the required p,/g,  and read from the figure the re- 

1/5 - 
required g        (Q/

V
J,)

2
 et the design shock speed,  u  .    Convert the parameter 4 s 

to energy density  (joules/cm-3) through the appropriate arltnmecical steps 
to obtain the desired Information. 

Driver Length Requirement 
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From the work of Camra and Rose of  reference (15),  the relationship 
between driven to driver tube length for a  shock tube with area  change ßt 
the diaphragm Is given as follows: 

(1- ah u 

U aJ4 ak 2 

A relationship for x /x, for a constant area shock tube can be obtained 

from Hall (ref. 16) . 

(7) 

= 2 ^ 
V-J 

u. 

_ v + 1 

u 
3 

2  (v-D 

(8) 

Combining the two foregoing equations results in an expression for driven 
the driver length as a function of the ratio of the contact, surface velocity 
to the effective driver speed of sound- 

"i 
u 
3 2(1. 3 

v + 1 v + 1 

.  2(v - 1),  E.  /    J(^jJ 
;(9) 

_fi-!i ^1 
o 

With the knowledge of the ratio u /a' it   is  now possible  to calculate the 

driven to driver tube  length ratio.    A method to avoid  having to  know the 
explicit value of the driver gas speed of sound is found by  considering the 
basic shock  tube equation and by using the  asymtotic  shock speed conditionc 
where: 

u u 

and p 
3 

3 

V3 

(10) 

(11) 

Also the driver pressure can be expressed as  a function of the driver 
density and  speed of  sound as  follows: 

D,   = a Ji 

Therefore, equation {?)  becomes 

(1?) 

I 
fl- h-l 

2 ' 

(13) 1 
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Btarrangin^ terms  am]  letting v,   =  5/3  results  in: 

5 

-  3/5 r!i_'   rj- i   ^^ (IM 
g Di4 U3 k 

If equations   (9)   and   (ih)  are  solved  for x^/x.   as a function of  the initial 

density  ratio across the dlapnragm,   0 /g    '0  ,  the curve shown  in Figure 12 

results.    Therefore,   for a given initial density ratio across the diaphragm, 
and given driven to driver area ratio,   the  required driven to driver tube 
length can be obtained without  explicit  knowledge of the driver gas speed 
or sound . 

TEST TIME  REQUIRED FOR GAG   ADIATION STUDIES 

For the measurement of non-equilibrium and equilibrium radiation be- 
hind tne  incident   shock wave in a shock  lube,   it  is necessary that 
sufficient, test time exist for the  test  gas to achieve thermo-chemical 
equilibriuic.     Also the  radiation relaxation time cannot be less than 5 times 
the response time of the optical instruments  in order to make meaningful 
measurements of non-equilibrium radiation. 

The radiation  relaxation time of air  (in laboratory coordinates)  has 
been measured  by Allen,  Camm and Rose  (ref.  17)  at shock speeds  from 
l; x 10    cm/sec  to  10 x 10    cm/sec.    The  curve faired through the measured 
data points can  be  best exnre^sed as follows: 

?.3      -6.15 
T p      =   10 U 
o.l  Fl s 

where: 

T   = time for radiation to have fallen to lO^fe of the 
equilibrium level - u, sec. 

p   = initial pressure ahead of the shock - atm. 

us  = shock velocity - cm/sec x 10 

Radiation relaxation time for planetary atmospheric gases other than 
air measured in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Electric Arc-Driven Shock 
Tube by Thomas and Menard (ref. l8) are shown in Figure 13 with above 
mentioned air data. The relaxation time for a 9^ carbon dioxide - 90^ 
nitrogen - 1^ argon mixture has a radiation relaxation time roughly twice 
that of air. 
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APPLICATION OF RESULTS 

In order to apply the results of this study to the design of an electric 
arc-driven shock tube, it is necessary to (l) choose a test time criterion, 
(2) select a shock velocity range of interest, and (3) define the initial 
pressure requirements.  It is possible to minimize the shock lube dirensions 
and energy requirements for one set of the above criteria of test time, 
shock velocity and initial pressure in the driven tube.  For example, in 
this section the radiation relaxation time is chosen to be 1 u sec, Lhe 
total test time is selected to be 10 u sec, and the minimuni shock tube 
dimensions are found for shock velocities ranging from 7 x 10^ tu 15 x lO-5 

cm/sec.  Driven to driver tube area ratios of 1, 4, and 20 are studied. 

If the radiation relaxation time of I u sec in air is chosen as a test 
time criterion, then the initial air pressure in the driven tube must vary 
with shock velocity as shown in Figure Ik.    At a shock speed of 

7.0 x lO5 cm/sec the initial air pressure is 1.26 x lO"-5 atm, at a shock 
5  / -k speed of 10.0 x 10 cm/sec the initial air pressure must be 1.40 x 10  atm, 

etc . 

For the  several driven to driver area ratios,   the  "g"  factor has  been 
obtained and   is given  in Table  I where the example calculations ere  shown. 
These sample calculations are self explanatory and will not  be completely 
described here,   however,   it should be noted that the length to diameter 
ratio of the driven tube  is taken  to be 60 in all   cases  so as to be  in the 
range of the experimental configurations described  in previous sections. 

The  variations of driven tube diameters with shock velocity required 
for shock tubes of the  several  area  ratios  is  illustrated   in Figure 15 • 
Here it may be seen that the area-ratio 20 shock tube diameter will be a 
factor of  l.Jk   larger than the area-ratio 1.0  shock tube diameter.    The 
area-rfitic k  shock tube diameter  is  a  factor of 1.32  larger than the  area 
ratio 1.0  shock tube diameter.     Since the driven tube length is a factor 
of 60  times  the diameter,   the ratios of the lengths of the shock tubes 
with different driven to driver tube area ratios are  in  the same proportion 
as   seen   in  Figure  i6. 

Driver tube diameter as a  function of shock velocity   is  shown in 
Figure  1?  for  the several area  ratios.    Here  it  may be  seen that the 
advantage of  the   large driven to driver tube area-ratio shock tube  is  the 
reduced diameter of the driver  for a given test condition;  however,   the 
price  In  other  dimensions  for this  advantage  is  extreme.     Even the driver 
length of 20:1 driven to driver area  ratio shock tube   is more than 2.5 
times  longer  than the 1:1 area  ratio  shock tube as  seen   in Figure 10. 

Energy  requirements  for the  family of shock tubes with various area 
ratios are  shown as Figure  19«     Energy required  in the capacitor bank 

varies  from aoout  5 x 10    Joules  at a  shock speed of 7 x  10    cm/sec to 
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3 S 
about  120  x  10    Joules at a shock velocity of 15 x 10    cm/sec.    The family 
of shock tubes with an area ratio of 1.0 required about  10 to 20 percent 
less energy than the shock tubes with greater driven to driver tube area 
ratio. 

Thus  it  is shown that a 1:1 driver to driven tube area ratio shock 
tube of modest dimensions    and energy requirements can be designed to study 
gas  radiation in shock heated air.    The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is now 
designing a 0.5-foot diameter driver for an existing 0.5-foot diameter 
driven tube  in order to extend gas radiation studies  from the present shock 

speed limit  of 10 x 10    cm/sec to a new limit of 13 x 10    cm/sec  based upon 
the conculsions reached in the present paper. 

This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out  et 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,  Californin Institute of Technology,  under 
Contract No.  NAS7-100,   sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
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NONOrCLAIURE 

Symbol 

A 

X 

Y 

1 length of shock heated test gas 

p pressure  (atm)  (dynes/cm ) 

Q driver system electrical energy  (joules) 

R helitun gas constant  (2.077 x 10    cm/sec ^K) 

u velocity (cm/sec) 

V volume  (cm3)  (ft3) 

V density ratio across  shocK,  P^/P-, 

0 boundary layer displacement thickness parameter 

p density (gm/cm ) 

T test time (sec) 

Subscripts 

0 standard temperature and pressure conditions 

1 condition ahead of shock wave 

? condition behind shock vave 

3 condition behind contact surface 

k driver condition at flow initiation 

e,o condition imnediately behind shock wave 

1 condition at overtaking expansion wave 

a maximum 

st standard temperature and pressure conditions 

s stagnation condition behind  shock wave 

w cordition at vail 

Superscr !j]^_ 

rfferen,e   "in-iltlon   In  uren   rR'.lo   Shock  tubf nlso, 
conililon   Imiwdlat f l,v   upr-.treRm and  downGt renm of 
i Inpnri^m  r>t n\ 1 on 

cross-sectional  area  (ft   ) 

a speed of sound (cm/sec) 

C specific heat (cm/sec  S^K) . 
ratio Jf density-viscosity product across boundary I 

layer 

d diameter  (ft) 

g driven to cL-lver tube area-ratio  factor ( 

k test time rule para««ter 

• 

shock tube length (ft) 

isentroplc expansion coefficient I 
• 

« 
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DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND KINETIC THEORY OE SHOCKS 

L.   H.   Holway,   Jr. 
liaytht'on lirscan h Duusion 

Wallharn.   MassarlnscUs 

IN'l KODECTION 

Although the mcihocls of dinicnsional analysis have been useful in many 
elassieal problems of fluid dynamics,   relatively little application has been 
made of these methods in problems involving kinetic .heory.    In this paper, 
the dimensional analysis methods which are appropriate to the Boltzmann 
equation are applied to a one-dimensional shock wav" in a monatomic gas 
which behaves either as rigid spheres or as inverse-power molecules. 

The results show that certain [properties of the shock thickness as a 
function of Mach number,   particularly in the limit M   ^oo.   are determined 
by dimensional requirements.    Although the same results can be obtained by 
other methods,   such as the Chapman-Enskog (ref.  l)or Mott-Smith methods 
(ref. I),   dimensional analysis has the advantage of showing that  these prop- 
erties are independent of any particular approximation procedure.    The 
present method also makes clear a fundamental difference between the 
inverse-power law and more complicated molecular force laws.    In parti- 
cular,   for the more realistic force laws,   it  is no longer possible to pic • 
X/\ (the shock thickness normalized by the mean free path in front of die 
shock) uniquely as a function of Mach number,  instead a different  curve is 
obtained for each different upstream temperature. 

DIME NSION A L A KG I' ME N TS 

Let us consider a monatomic gas consisting either of rigid sphere 
molecules with diameter  o   or of molecules which interact according to the 
power law,   F = K/V

S
 .    The properties of a shock wave in such a gas are 

completely specified by the six parameters   n   .   u  .   Ta,   k,   m ,   and either  rr 
or   h .    Here   na,   ua   and   Ta  arc   the number density,   flow velocity and 
temperature in the equilibrium region upstream of the shock,   k   is 
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Boltzmann's constant and m is the mass of the molecule.* 

The dimensions of na are (L* ); of ua, (LT"  ); of Ta,  (degs); of k, 
(ML2T-2deg-1); of m (M); of <r (L); of •/., (MLS + 1T-2).   Only two indepen- 
dent nondimensional numbers can be formed from the six parameters.    Wc 
choose these to be the Mach number (M2 = 3ua

2/5kTa) and a nondimensional 
number c , where, for rigid spheres, 

c   =   n    '    <r        , (1) a 

and,  for inverse-power molecules, 

.   =   n^McTy1/6-1      . (2) 

If X is any length which is determined by the original six parameters, 
the nondimensional quantity Xn V^ must depend only on M and c.   Thus 
we may write a 

Xna
1/3   =   F(M.c)    . (3) 

In particular X may be taken to be the shock thickness, defined in the 
usual way by the maximum density gradient. 

PHYSICAL ARGUMENTS 

The parameter e is equal to the ratio of the molecular diameter to the 
average distance between molecules.   TheBoltzmann equation,  which 
includes only binary collisions and ignores multiple collisions,  is valid only 
in the limit as e -»o.   For this limiting condition, it is appropriate to 
expand the function F(M, c) in a power series in c,  keeping only the lowest 
order term.   In this way,  we obtain 

Xna
l/3   =   €ig(M)    . (4) 

One way of determining the power of i which appears in equation (4) is 
to argue that the shock thickness must scale as na"*.   It follows that 
i = -2,   so that, for rigid spheres,  equation (4) becomes 

X   =   g(M)/na(r2     , (5) 

For convenience in our notation,  we consider that the exponent  s   is 
fixed. 
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while, for inverse power molecules, we obtain 

X  =  g(M)(kTa/K)2/3"1/na    . (6) 

4 According to equation (6), the shock thickness for inverse power mole- 
, cules can only be determined when TQ and u    are specified separately. 

| I In contrast, the shock thickness for rigid sphere molecules depends only 
|   ' upon the ratio M2 = 3 u 2/5kTa. 

d   | Let us now consider two different limiting processes by which the 
I    I Mach number can approach infinity.   Define Limit Process 1 as a process 
■ in which ua is fixed while the temperature Ta -»o, so that M -»«o.   This 

means that the random thermal velocity of the supersonic particles up- 
stream of the shock approaches zero.   Physically it is apparent that, once 
kTa « mua

2, the shock structure cannot be affected by decreasing Ta still 
further, so that the shock thickness must approach a constant as M -* m. 
Thus, for equation (6), we have 

lim _/    . 
M-flo T   /s     g(M)  =   constant    , (7) 
u   constant 1 a 

or 

lim 4/s-l M -oe g(M)   =   csM^/s , (8) 

where c    is a constant which, of course, depends upon s . s 

Next we define Limit Process 2 in which the upstream temperature Ta 
is held fixed, while the Mach number approaches infinity.   This is the 
limiting process which is most often of physical interest.   It follows from 
equations (6) and (8) that the shock thickness is given by 

lim / c   v     / kT   *     '  '       A /    , 

T   constant v   a'     v        ' a 

4/s-l so that, in Limit Process 2, the shock thickness is proportional to M ' 
as M -♦ oo . 

The physical arguments given in this section afford the simplest route 
to the desired results.   However, the same results can be obtained by 
mathematical arguments if we note that the nondimensional Boltzmann 
equation becomes 

! u|I   =   c2 Jiff'  - ff1)g(r(n.g)dndV1      , 
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* * -3 
where the dimensional distribution function is f   , and f   = n  u      f where 

-~———— f 4 -I/3      *      a   a   2     -2/3 
f is nondimensional; similarly u   = u u, x   « n x, o- (0, g) s « n      ' 
 =ri  _» a a a 

<r(Q, g)    and v ,   s u   v. .    The nondimensional boundary condition at x » - « 
2        3/2 2  —♦    ^   2 is f = (5M /brr) '    exp -5M (v - i ) / 6 ,      which depends only on Mach 

A 

number.   Thus, for fixed M, the maximum gradient of the nondimensional 

pre 
-2 

2 
density must be proportional to c   , and the shock thickness therefore 

proportional to < 

THE MEAN FREE PATH 

Conventionally,  calculations of shock thicknesses are normalized by 
dividing the shock thickness by the mean free path in the equilibrium region 
upstream of the shock.   The properties of a gas of inverse power molecules 
in equilibrium are completely specified by the six parameters n ,  ua,  T„, 
k, m and a .   Therefore, the dimensional arguments used for shock thick- 
ness can be applied equally well to the mean free path which must have the 
functional form given by equation (6).   However,  if the mean free path is 
required to be independent of the local flow velocity of the gas, * the function 
of Mach number appearing in equation (6) must be taken as a constant. 
Therefore, the mean free path has the form** 

\    =   constant X(kT /K)
2
/

3
'

1
^      . (10) 

From equations (6) and (10), the normalized shock thickness is 

X/\Q   =   constant X g(M)    , (11) 

A definition of mean free path which does depend upon Mach number has 
been suggested by C. Muckenfuss, Phys. Fluids 5,   165(1962).   However, 
for most purposes,  it seems preferable to define the mean free path as the 
average distance a particle moves between collisions relative to a coordinate 
system moving with the local speed of the fluid.    Otherwise the mean free 
path cannot be used in the usual way for estimating the departure of a gas 
from continuum behavior. 
41« 

The dependence of mean free path on temperature given by equation (10) 
has usually been obtained by arguing that only those collisions in which the 
angular deflection exceeds some given small angle should be counted in 
defining a mean free path.    The dimensional arguments show that no other 
form is possible if the mean free path is to be inversely proportional to n   . 

I 
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and it follows from equation (8) that 

lim X/\     =   constant XM4/8"1   . (12) 
M-»oo a 

According to equation (11), the normalized shock thickness depends 
only upon Mach number so that its behavior as M -»«e is independent of the 
particular limiting process under consideration.   It is important to realize 
that the normalized shock thickness may depend upon both To and ua for 
intermolecular potentials which are more complicated than the inverse- 
power law.   For example, it is meaningless to plot X/\    versus Mach 
number for either a Lennard-Jones or a Sutherland molecular model unless 
the upstream temperature Ta is specified. 

An alternative method for normalization is to divide the shock thickness 
by the mean free path in the center of the shock (ref. 3).   For large Mach 
numbers, it can be shown that the temperature, either in the center of the 
shock or downstream of the shock,  is equal to mua

2/k multiplied by a 
number of the order of unity.   It follows from equations (9) and (10) that the 
shock thickness normalized by the mean free path in the center of the shock 
approaches a constant as M -»oe.   This normalization is useful for compa- 
ring the results of calculations for different force laws. 

DISCUSSION 

The dimensional arguments show that it is a special property of rigid 
spheres and inverse-power molecules that the normalized shock thickness 
X/\a is a function of Mach number alone; therefore, in experimental 
measurements on a real gas, it is important that both Mach number and 
upstream temperature be reported as part of the experimental results for 
each measurement of shock thickness.   This fact becomes apparent in any 
theoretical calculation of shock thickness,for a realistic molecular model 
and can, for example, be seen in Mott-Smith's calculation of shock thick- 
ness for a Sutherland law of force (ref. 2). 

Since the asymptotic dependence of shock thickness upon Mach number 
given by equation (9) is determined by dimensional considerations,  it 
follows that the asymptotic dependence of different approximations to the 
Boltzmann equation can differ only in the numerical value of the constant c 
which appears in equation (9).   This casts a certain amount of light upon 
the question of why the Navier-Stokes equations are able to give reasonable 
estimates of the shock thickness at large Mach numbers. 

From a kinetic theory viewpoint, the Navier-Stokes theory is internally 
inconsistent for Mach numbers greater than about four, since it implies that 
the density of particles is negative over certain regions of phase space 
(ref. 4).   However, for dimensional reasons,  any approximation procedure 
for which a solution exists at large Mach numbers must satisfy the asymp- 
totic form given by equation (9), and inspection of the Navier-Stokes and 
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other approximation schemes suggests that this form is valid for Mach 
numbers greater than five.   Since X(M) is a smooth function and the 
Navier-Stokes solution is accurate for Mach number less than, say, two, 
it should not be surprising that cs as evaluated by the Navier-Stokes theory 
is within 50 percent of the correct value. 
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PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS FOR THE 

WISCONSIN HIGH ENTHALPY SHOCK TUBE 

H.N.  Powall,* V. G.  StMnktn,** R.  K. Surf,** «nd C.W. Flshtr** 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

INTRODUCTION 

There  is a continuing interest   in methods for  increasing the shock 
tube's capacity for producing high enthalpy gas states.     Let attention 
be confined to  the "classic" form of the shock tube  in contrast to de- 
vices which employ electromagnetic or detonation driven shocks.    Except 
for the buffer gas modification (Ref. 1,2X current approaches are devoted 
to increasing the acoustic velocity of the driver gas.    The principal 
ones are:    heating by conduction and the more direct arc or combustion 
heating methods.    A recent "state of the art" survey (largely in a 
shock tunnel  context)  is given by the papers of the Third Hyper- 
velocity Techniques Symposium;  those of references  (3),   (A) and 
(5)  are particularly relevant to high enthalpy technique. 

The present paper is concerned with the practical realization of 
another approach which has been previously described,  in principle, by 
one of the authors (Ref.  6):by expanding the pre-shock test gas to 
M&2  in a direction against the shock,   substantial  increases  in the total 
enthalpy of the test gas  in shock coordinates result.     The gains, rela- 
tive to a conventional tube using the same driver state,  are realized 
in sizable  increases in either shock temperature or density.     However, 
the experimental approach outlined in reference (6)  is somewhat im- 
practical.    A practical design which utilizes the essential aerodynamic 
principal requires the resolution of  several  somewhat conflicting demands. 
Their resolution,  as embodied  in the rather sizable Wisconsin High 
Enthalpy Shock Tube (WHEST),  has generated several unconventional 
features as described in this paper.     Experimental evaluation of these 
features  is discussed.    Overall performance predictions based on them 
are made and compared with the predictions of reference  (6).    Much of 
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Che material   is drawn from the Ph.D.  thesis of R.   K.   Suri  (Ref.  7). 
The ultimate application of the apparatus is for the measurement of the 
transport properties of gases at high temperatures.*** 

The following nomenclature will be used.    Major flow states are 
assigned numbers as shown in Figure 1, with modifications of these 
states denoted by primes.    When needed,  lower case  lettere will be added 
to denote physical stations along the tube,  Roman numerals distinguish 
basically different apparatus designs in comparative performance 
evaluations. 

GENERAL DIMENSIONS: 

The first and the key requirement is to produce a highly uniform, 
steady,  M^2  flow in the shock duct before arrival of  the shock.    As 
shown  in the Figure  1  t  - x diagram,  this can be accomplished,   in 
principle,   in the flow field 3 behind a contact surface following a weak 
(M2r2)   3-4 shock.     For the present let  it be assumed  that such a flow 
is achieved.     Detailed analytical   treatments of the complicated  inter- 
actions produced by the transit of the strong shock through the partially 
stagnated gas at the end of the tube are given in reference (7).    Using 
a preliminary M« - 2 value,   for a case comparable to that  shown in Figure 
I   it  is  shown that after the strong shock enters the 3*   field,   the high 
enthalpy field 8 is free from reflected disturbances which originate  in 
this region to the right.     The  interaction region length  is 1.60 m. 

A duct  length of 3.60 m  is used  in addition to  the  interaction region 
length.     This  length,  the continuity equation and  the density ratios for 
strong shocks give the essentially constant 8 field  thickness,  ^x 2^0.9 
and 0.6 m for Y.  - 5/3 and  7/5 gases,  respectively.     Roughly,   1/2 to 2/3 
of these thicknesses should be usable, disturbance-free 8 field  states. 

Next   it  is noted that,  because of the steady flow character of much 
of the 3  field,  frictional  effects will be  intermediate between those  in 
a steady constant area flow and  in an unsteady expansion to the same 
velocity  in the same duct,   i.  e.,  an unusually low L/D  is needed.     Rough 
estimation of boundary layer growth and considerations connected with 
the final  use of the apparatus  led  to the choice of 9.20 x 11.7 cm for 
duct dimensions.    Thus, with a hydraulic diameter,  D •  10.9 cm,  L - 4 m, 
there results an L/D - 33 which  is only slightly greater than the corres- 
ponding  steady flow choking  limit  value,  31.     Behind  the  shock and the 
3*   field,  however,  the boundary  layer growth  is still unsteady.     No 
significant changes  in the 5-4 shock velocity are detected over the 
length of  the tube. 

ihe  low pressure  (L.P.)  and high pressure  (H.P.)  driver chambers 
were made  sufficiently long,  4.82  and 3.50 m,  respectively,  to provide 

***This work was sponsored,   in part,  by the National  Science Foundation 
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adequate undisturbed driving times.    These lengths and an additional 
length of 1.19 m to be described below gives the VHEST apparatus an 
overall  length of 14.71 m, or 48 ft. 4 in. 

In view of the foregoing,  it Is also concluded that utilization of 
this design with reasonable safety factors is not possible in a small 
apparatus. 

THE HONEYCOMB-SCREEN: 

It will be appreciated that the success of the technique is dependent 
on the propagation of the  strong 3-8 shock into a »»clean" 3 field. 
The demands of flow uniformity are therefore substantially more severe 
than in the expanding driver gas of a conventional tube.    A direct re- 
sult of a finite diaphragm rupture time are transverse pressure distur- 
bances which are carried with and spread laterally in the expanding gas. 
The shock duct diameter is too large to assure effective equilibration 
of these disturbances,  i.   e.,  in 18 msec only about 35 acoustic wave 
transits of the duct are available for the equilibration of what are 
initially very strong effects.     It was therefore concluded that in order 
to obtain a 3 field of the desired size and uniformity,  it  Is necessary 
to suppress the transverse disturbances at the source.    It was this 
conclusion which led to one of WHEST's major innovations, the production 
of the supersonic 3 field with a honeycomb supported screen. 

As an alternative to the nozzle, a high solidity fine mesh screen 
was resistance welded to a 3  in thick layer of  1/4 in cell size honey- 
comb, both of stainless steel.    The technique of producing supersonic 
'flows with single unsupported screens was previously investigated by 
Gould (Ref. 8).    However,  the pronounced system of shock diamonds in his 
duct flows reveals the presence of substantial  transverse monemtum 
components.    With a honeycomb cell L/D - 12,  such transverse components 
are eliminated as well as those introduced by the diaphragm rupture. 
By locating the screen on the downstream face of  the honeycomb, both the 
honeycomb induced turbulence and that generated by the ruptured diaphragm 
are •»erased.*1    Furthermore,  by providing closely spaced local support, 
much finer mesh screens (and a correspondingly more rapid turbulence 
decay) can be used for the same pressure loading. 

A single parameter correlation of several  investigators'   subsonic 
and supersonic screen flow data  (including that of the present authors') 
has been given elsewhere  (Ref.  9).    Mä'2  is the maximum attainable Mach 
number,    tor the present application the honeycomb screen with a solidity 
0.633 and a mesh number, m • 60 in      ,   is used and its relation to the 
low pressure diaphragn i-s shown in the detail A-A of Figure 1.    The 
pertinent performance data are:    M,,. -0.21, M,    -1.71, POJ/P-    - 10.0, 
p      /p        - 2 10 2d    3e F02d/F03e      ^lU, 
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If the maximum high pressure driver pressure, Pg, is fixed by a safe 

design limit, the maximum P(>/Pi  is determined by the minimum Pj permitted 
by Reynolds number limitations on the honeycomb screen.  It has been 
ascertained experimentally (Ref. 9) thai this minimum P} is 18 cm Hg. 
This corresponds to a screen Reynolds number of 9.5 x 10^  ■ (1/m - d) 
p*a*/[i*  in which m in"l is the mesh number, d in, the wire diameter» and 
the asterisk quantities are defined for sonic flow conditions. A tran- 
sition regime for Re < 9.5 x 102 is consistent with Cornell's (Ref. 10) 
curves from incompressible data. Thus, the honeycomb screen is an 
effective substitute for a converging-diverging nozzle for exIt M < 2 
and when significant total pressure losses are acceptable»  The advan- 
tages become clear in the next section. 

UNIFORMITY OF FIELD 3 FLOWS: 

A question arises on the intensity and decay rate of the screen in- 
duced turbulence.  Following Batchelor (Ref. 11) the range of Reynolds 
numbers [defined In the present nomenclature as (1/m P3U3/H3) 2?^® 
(screen) as previously defined^ places the decay in the "initial period" 
as is also usual in wind tunnels. For this initial period and low Mach 
number, i. e., incompressible flows, Batchelor*s formula is. 

in which: 

(xm - x0m) (1) 

u ■ downstream velocity ' 

v - r.m.s. fluctuating velocity 

x • downstream distance 

m ■ mesh number * 

C„ ■ A P/(l/2pu2)        screen static pressure coefficient 
P upstream 

b -  101) 
)  constants evaluated for present conditions 

XQITI - 10) 

This formula cannot be applied directly because of the large com- 
pressibility effects which are manifest in a static pressure coefficient 
involving a subsonic to supersonic transition.  For example, equation (1) 
predicts an increasing turbulence intensity with increasing reversibility 
of the transition to a supersonic flow. 

However, the sense of Batchelor*s formula can be preserved if (u/v) 
ind C are redefined with respect to a fictitious downstream subsonic 
state, 3"e, on the same Fanno line and with the same entropy as the 
actual supersonic 3e state.  By attributing all of the observed entropy 
Increase to viscous mechanisms of turbulence generation, I. e., neg- 
lecting the contributions of the shocks located in the screen inter- 
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stlces,  this procedure yields an estimate of the maximum turbulence 
intensity as a function of x.     By introducing the appropriate ratios 
to refer u to the actual supersonic, Ußg velocity,  the redefined 
pressure coefficient for use  in equation (1)  is: 

2 2 
Cp, -    P2d " P3"e Z'U3^\      -    I  "(P3"e/P2d)/M3"e\ /    3%!       (2) 

1 /     1) 
2(PU / 2d 

It is seen that for either subsonic or supersonic downstream flows, if 
the transition is made more reversible the entropies change as 
S3e - S3we"^S2d so that ^"e^d ~* l' and (v/u)3c~,^ 0» as ls 
reasonable.  For subsonio downstream flows the formula is identical with 
Batchelor's . 

A turbulence decay length of x - 1.0 m or xm s 2.36 x I0-* mesh sizes 
is provided before the flow enters the test section at Xft - 1.19 m. With 
the previously given honeycomb-screen performance data and Mjtte  • 0.50 
there results C_w ■ 2.42, and the maximum (v/u).je - 3.2 x 10-3. 

The relationship of the turbulence decay duct (stations e to h) to 
the test section entrance is shown in the detail sketches of Figure 1. 
The shock duct boundary layer starts with the knife edge entrance at 
station h and is still thin in the test section.  The turbulence decay 
duct is slightly divergent (0.5° half angle) to conpensate duct friction 
and to slightly increase Mßg. 

Extensive tests have shown the 3 field flow states to be independent 
of P1/P5.  The 3 field is separated from the 3' field by a Q wave which, 
ideally, steepens to an "adjustment shock** if P1/P5 <  80» 
or forms the head of an "adjustment rarefaction" if P1/P5 > 80; if 
P1/P5 - 80, the 3 and 3» fields should become identical. 

In reality, the residues of both adjustment processes are present at 
P1/P5 ■ 80 as shown in the t vs. P1/P5 diagram of Figura 2. A pressure 
dip of 10 to 15% is observed between the two lines shown and is presumed 
to stem from some equilibration process in or before the honeycomb 
screen.  The optimum P1/P5 is seen to be in the range 50 to 60. 

Figure 3 presents a P - t oscilloscope trace fron a transducer at 
station j for P1/P5 - 58.7.  After t - 9 msec, the flow is seen to be 
free of extraneous pressure disturbances with a gentle rise of 5% to the 
arrival of the terminal compression at t - 18 msec.  The latter is pro- 
duced by choking of the flow discharging into the boundary layer dump 
tank. 

The Q wave shown in Figure I corresponds to the lower edge of the 
shaded "test condition" region of Figure 2.  The pressure disturbances 
preceding it in the 3* field are seen to impinge on the strong shock 
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FIGURE 2:     BOUNDARIES OF UNITORM TEST FIELD 3 AS A FUNCTION OF P1/P5 

while  It  is still  stabilizing and traversing the  interaction region. 

Figure 3 shows a  submdcrosecond  schlieren photograph of  the flow just 
to  the left of  station j  at  t -  17 msec.     1 mil  "Scotch tape" strips on 
the   floor and ceiling of the tube produce  the four pronounced Mach waves. 
The  photograph  i» of  interest because of the absence of extraneous 
disturbances.     It  is  representative of  those taken  in either the 3 or 3' 
fields after the zone of  turbulence.     The  latter  is shown  in Figure  1   as 
shading around  the 4-3*   contact surface;   its  thickness has  been deter- 
mined  from a sequence of  schlieren photographs at different  times  through 
the window to  the  left of  station j. 

While the analysis of Mirels (Ref.   12)   is not   strictly applicable 
for M < 5 shocks,   it does  indicate that  in the  range of pressures near 
the  screen Reynolds number  limit Pj  «  18 cm Hg,   P3 = 1,44 cm Hg,   signi- 
ficant boundary layer loss of 4 gas past the 4-3'   contact  surface will 
occur.     As the resulting pressure and other disturbances are confined  to 
the 4 and 3'   fields,   the effect  is of no concern.     In the 3  field   itself, 
by regarding the boundary  layer growth as generated by an impulsively 
started  infinite flat plate  in a gas of  static temperature,  T3, 
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FIGURE 3:     PRESSURE VS. 
TIME TRACE AT STATION J 

(obtained during same shot 
as photograph in Figure 4) 

t 

t m sec 

Field 

0     3 6     9     12    15     18 21 

FIGURE 4:     SUB-MICROSECOND SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPH OF FIELD 3 AT 17 msec 
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Illingworth's analysis  (Rcf.   13) gives an estimated maximum boundary 
layer thickness of  1.2 cm at 20 msec and P3 -  1.44 cm Hg.    The hydraulic 
diameter is 10.9 cm so that  the minimum fraction of flow area uninfluenced 

I by the walls is between 61% and  100% at station h.     Systematic tests have 
not yet been conducted at the low pressure limit,  but present evidence 
indicates that  it represents a valid operating conditions. 

f 
), It is therefore concluded that, except for a weak residue of screen 

induced turbulence, the honeycomb screen successfully fulfills its pur- 
pose of producing in the limited time available an extensive and dis- 
turbance-free supersonic flow field. 

PREDICTED OVERALL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS: 

From the now well defined 3 field flow state, overall performance pre- 
dictions can be made.  For the sake of simplicity, an ideal gas, constant 
Cp analysis will be used.  The product, CpT, formed on this basis is a 
fairly accurate measure of the static post-shock enthalpy of real gases. 
Two acoustic velocity ratios are used.  86/35 • 3.15 and 6.06 pertain to 
the use of air at 300 K as the state 1 gas and He as the driver gas at 
300 K and 1110 K (1540 F), respectively, the latter temperature being a 
reasonable metallurgical limit for stainless steel.  The effects of an area 
ratio change (Ref. 2 ), Aö'/As "2.1 are included so that the above given 
values are the equivalent acoustic velocity ratios required of a uniform 
area tube. 

Figure 5 shows the interaction of three designs in the pressure velo- 
city plane for the same overall pressure ratio, Pe/Pl ■ 426.  Roman 
numerals designate the three basic designs:  the conventional design (I), 
the reference (6) design (II), and the WHEST design (III).  Since the 
static temperature produced by a strong shock is approximately proportional 
to the square of the relative velocity of the post-shock gas to the pre- 
shock gas, the reason for the increased Tg values of designs II and III is 
clear: Dufl/ail + lus/a^J2 (II or III) is substantially greater than 
rug/a/J ^(1). Thus, given any arbitrary driver gas state, 6, and driver 
gas state, I, it is possible to increase the shock temperature, Tg, by 
pre-expanding the state 1 gas in a direction counter to the shock motion. 

Figure 5 also shows that since the various 3 states are indistinguish- 
able on the scale of the graph, the frictional effects, etc., which cause 
these variations have a negligible influence on the desired 8 state.  The 
The effect of an area change Ae'/As - 2.1 in permitting the driver pressure 
to be reduced from P6 to Pg' is also shown in dotted lines. 

The Tg/Ti vs. Pft/Pi performance curves of design III are almost iden- 
tical with those given in reference (6) for design II, showing minimal 
'increases in Tg/T^ for low ?(,/?{    ratios. 

The overall design III performance curves are compared with those of 
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FIGURE 5:     INTERACTIONS OF THREE DESIGNS  IN THE PRESSURE-VELOCITY PLANE 

design I  in Figure 6.     In view of the  importance of density in chemical 
kinetic mechanisms and  the central  role of  the Reynolds number and   its 
density dependence  for many test purposes TQ/TI   is plotted against  the 
the function,  psRT^/Pgm^  «  (PS/PöHT^/TQ) ,   in which mi   is  the molecular 
weight of the  I gas.     Thus,  the range of accessible Ts's as a  function 
of pg for any P5  is given, or alternatively,   the change  in Pg which  is 
needed to compensate a  change in pg  is also  readily determined.     Pö/^l 
ratios  in factors of   10 are shown by appropriate symbols along the curves. 
The Figure 6 curves are also virtually  identical with the corresponding 
Figure 4 of  reference  (6)  but  is  included here for the same of complete- 
ness  in relation  to  the  performance of  the  WHEST apparatus.     It   is   seen 
(Fig.   6)   that   for an unheated  He driver,   sizable gain factors   for  Tg/T^ in 
the design III   relative  to   I   result.     On  the  common Pg/Pl  basis  the gain 
factors range from 3.2 at  low P6/P1  values  to  2.82 at Pe/Pl  "   10 ' and 
1.6 at  ICP.     On the  common pgRTj/Pöm^  basis  the gain factor  is  essentially 
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constant at  1.31.     For the heated He driver the common Pe/Pi  basis gives 
gain factors of 3.0 down to 2.2 at Pe/Pl - 103 and  1.5 at 105.    On the 
common pgRT^/Pgm^  basis, the gain factor is essentially constant at 1.22. 
It is interesting to note that whereas heating the driver gas causes the 
relative gain of designs HI  to I  to decrease,  the absolute  temperature 
gain increases.     At psRTi/Pgmj - lO-3 with Tj - 300 K,   the unheated driver 
gain is 4140  - 3160 - 980K and the heated driver gain is 9510  -  7800 - 
1710 K. 

On the other hand, if the "profit" is taken in terms of density with a 
common Ts, the gain factors increase slowly with Tg/Ti to 10 at Tg/T^ ■ 15 
for the unheated driver and from a typical value of 1.6 to 4 at Tg/Ti - 45 
for the heated driver. As the curves flatten with increasing Pfi/Pi values, 
the density gain factors become infinite. These gains may also be viewed 
as the factor by which Pg (I) would have to be increased to yield the same 
Tg and  0g as given by P6 (III). 

However,   the WHEST design  is subject  to an additional  limitation on 
Pg/Pj  due to  the Reynolds number requirement,  Pi > 18 cm Hg.   on the honey- 
comb screen.    Thus,   if structural  limitations require that Pg'       5000 psia, 
P6      7100 psia and Pß/Pi      2 x 103.     While this ratio might  seem low. 
Figure 6 shows that with a heated driver it is equivalent,  shock tempera- 
ture-wise,  to a ratio of about   1.2 x  105  in a standard tube.     Present WHEST 
equipment  is  limited to a 3000 psia room temperature driver,  which will be 
replaced with one-with heating capabilities (to 1540 F)  and at  a pressure 
not yet determined. 

Ideal  test durations of the 8 field  vary from 0.59 msec at  Tg/T^ - 10 
to 0.20 msec at 35.     These are  127% and 90%,  respectively, of the ideal 
test durations of a  standard tube giving  the same Tg's and of  the same 
overall duct   length,   5,20 m;  however,   the higher og's of  the  III design 
would  favor lessened boundary layer effects »nd a closer approximation to 
the ideal  test duration. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

It   is concluded  that WHEST  is a  feasible realization of  the gas dynamic 
principle outlined   in reference  6.     Its  significance  is that  it markedly 
extends  the shock temperature and density domain of the  simple  compressed 
He driver,  with  its   inherent advantages of uniformity,   long observation 
times,   safety and cost.     In the case of a heated driver,   the gains are 
most welcome in view of the structural problems and safety hazards of 
containing hot gases at high pressures.     The basic principle  involvod is 
equally compatible with H2,  combustion,   and buffered gas systems with 
commensurate gains. 
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AIR BLAST SIMULATOR 

G. Weigel 
Ernst-Mach-Institute 

Weil/Rhein, West.Germany 

Shock-tubes of large diameter are highly expensive, they need 
a considerable space and are difficult in handling* On the other 
hand it is desiderable for air-blast test-installations to be 
able to set test objects as larges as possible* Then one may test 
samples of natural size. I'm here thinking of blast valves for 
shelters, entrance-doors and so on. Also in testing models of 
structures it is convenient to construct the model in a scale as 
large as possible or to confirm the course of the model-lavs by 
measurements on the same structure in various model-scales. For 
certain objects the model-scale is limited by the material used 
as for example with samples of reinforced concrete, where it is 
almost impossible to go under a proportion of 1 ; 5 without 
changing the caracteristic properties of the material* 

No doubt the equal pressure shock tube discussed by my col- 
logue Dr* Reichenbach beeing able to simulate infinitely long 
pressure impulses whereas the variation of the decay of pressure 
is rather difficult due to the great volumina and the consequent 
large quantities of air* Besides, for generating shock waves of a 
peak pressure of several atmospheres very high filling pressure 
in the compression chamber of a shock tube is needed* 

Professor Schardin has proposed an installation for simula- 
ting air blasts based on an other principle which has many ad- 
vantages in handling* Though it isn't able to produce a real 
shock wave - that is to say an infinitely steep rise of pressure 
- it is possible nevertheless to get a very short rise time - 
1 - 2 ms - and the duration of the pressure impulse and the shape 
of decay are easily variable in wide limits* 
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We call this simulator "Shock pressure chamber". The prin- 
ciple is as follows: The test object is mounted in the inner 
partition wall of two volumina which are filled with air under 
the same overpressure* As the sample is submitted to the same 
pressure on both sides» no deformation appears as the result of 
one-sided load. 

If the overpressure in one of the volumina is brought down 
of a sudden, a one-sided load to the sample coming from the 
overpressure which remains in the other volume is applied. The 
rise time of this load is determined by the time of emptying the 
first named volume. 

If the sample is not destroyed the one-sided load is main- 
tained for any desired time so one gets the ideal case of 
quasistatic load. Now it is possible to empty the loading volume 
more or less quickly, beginning at any time, and thus one can 
get any desired form of loading impulses with steep rise and 
more or less gradual decrease of pressure. 

A very fast decrease of pressure can be achieved by means of 
diaphragms releasing a large opening very quickly when bursting. 
In the same way the de-loading of the loading volume is possible 
by diaphragms« 

The actual performance of the simulator installed at cur 
test-field will be demonstrated by the following picture^ FIG. 1 
showing a cross-section of the pressure-chamber, slightly simpli- 
fied. 

On a round table with a central opening of 1 meter in dia- 
meter is set a ring with a diaphragm of steel or cellulose ace- 
tade stretched in. Above this the specimen holder is mounted with 
an rectangular opening corresponding to the test-object that has 
been fixed outside of the chamber and fitted with the necessary 
transducers, for example strain-gages. The sketch shows a plate 
of reinforced concrete as specimen* 

Over the whole is arranged a hemisphere with four circular 
openings closed by diaphragms. At the present stage one of the 
openings is closed by a plate with glands to introduce the ca- 
bles for the transducers. 

1080 

After setting the hemisphere on the table it is clutched by 
means of a multiple wedge lock vhich close» by turning the he- 
misphere after setting. The hemisphere forms the larger one of 
the volumina ( I ) mentioned before, the Sinaller one ( II ) is 
^iven by the space between the test-object and the lower dia- | 
phragm. iiacn of the two volumina contains corresponding trans- 
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ducers. The loai acting on the test object begins the moment 
when the lover diaphragm is bursting* The decay of the load is 
initiated by bursting of one or more of the upper diaphragms by 
means of small charges fired at any desired time. 

The simulator is laid out for a maximum overpressure of 25 
atii (356 psi). The whole installation is mounted in a hall of 
corrugated iron the first section of which can be removed so as 
to have the simulator standing in open air. 
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A TECHNIQUE FOR STUDYING THE SHOCK-ON-SHOCK PROBLEM 

£• A* Brown, Jr. and 0. J. Mullaney 
Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories 

Seattle, Washington 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper reports on a technique developed to study the head-on 
interaction of a plane shock wave and a supersonic cone-cylinder body* 
The two-dimensional problem was studied analytically by Smyrl (ref. 1) 
and Miles (ref. 2), and this work was substantiated in part by the 
measurements of Merritt and Aronson (ref. 3)« An analysis of the 
axisymmetric ease (head-on interaction with a cone) was carried out 
for slender bodies by Blankenship (ref. 4); however, no experimental 
confirmation of these calculations has been reported to date.  As a 
result it was decided to conduct a series of tests using a gun 
launched cone-cylinder model interacting with a plane shock wave gen- 
erated by a conventional shock tube. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The gun launched model technique was chosen as the simplest method 
of establishing aerodynamically clean supersonic flow over the body 
suitable for detailed optical observations. This method had the addi- 
tional advantages of an unsupported model so that the studies could be 
extended into the base and wake flow regions as well as making the 
generation of the plane shock wave a straight forward matter with a 
conventional shock tube. 

A «300 caliber smooth bore powder gun was used to launch the pro- 
jectiles.  They lodged in a mild steel bullet trap at the end of the 
shock tube driver after penetrating nearly 1/2 inch of the metal. An 
aerodynamically stable, unsaboted cone-cylinder projectile was used as 
shown in Figure 1. The aerodynamic stability was obtained by fabri- 
cating the conical section from a machinable tungsten alloy and the 
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I cylindrical section from a high-Impact fltrength polycarbonate resin, 
the two parts were threaded together. Both 10° and 20° cones Were 
fired weighing 85 and ^3  grains, respectively. They were inserted 
through the gun's action into the barrel to a station about 1 inch 
ahead of the chambered position of the Weatherby «300 magnum car- 
tridge. The cartridges were loaded with 30  grains of #^227 powder to 
fire the 20° cone projectiles and 80 grains of #4^50 powder for the 
10° cone projectiles. For the tests reported herein the 20° cones 
were fired at ^000 fps and the 10° cones at 3700 fps. Higher veloci- 
ties resulted in considerable distortion of the projectile in the 
vicinity of the cone-cylinder junction for the powder and loads used. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the test set-up with the gun 
mounted on the left in the shock tube dump tank. Cold helium at 150 
psia was used to drive a Mach number k  shock into 100 mm Hg of air in 
the test section. A two frame shadowgraph system was used to obtain 
photographs of the interaction.  Shuttering was accomplished by using 
two submicrosecond 15 KV air sparks as light sources.  The trick was, 
of course, to get the projectile and the shock to Interact within the 
vie.v of the 3 inch I.D. window and obtain the photographs at the 
appropriate time. The sequence developed was first to fire the gun 
mechanically.  After the projectile was launched, its velocity was 
measured by the use of two light screens noted as Lj and La. The 
measured velocity was used to compute a suitable delay after which the 
shock tube diaphragm was fired.  The computed delay was found to be 
necessary in order to account for the ± ^^ variation in the projectile 
velocity. 

A brief description of the computer system is as follows, '//hen 
the projectile interrupted the first light screen I.! a flip-flop was 
set which in turn applied a step function to the input of an integra- 
tor.  The output of the integrator was then a ranp function of time. 
'.Then the second light screen L3 was interrupted by the projectile a 
second flip-flop was set v/hich in turn reset the first flip-flop, 
'.»hen the first flip-flop was reset the output of the integrator was 
held at a constant level*  This D.C. level was then inversely propor- 
tional to the projectile velocity.  The integrator output was run 
through an inverter so that the proper polarity was available for con- 
trol of the time delay generator.  The second light screen signal, L8, 
started the voltage controlled time delay generator.  The control 
voltage was supplied by the integrator-inverter portion of the cir- 
cuit. The output of the time delay generator was then used to trigger 
the diaphragm rupturing system.  The diaphragm itself was a scribed • 
7075-T6 aluminum sheet 10 mils thick and was used with the required J 
driver pressure preset.  A 200 joule capacitor bank was discharged 
into the center of the diaphragm to initiate its opening.  Figure 3 is 
a photograph showing the diaphragm holder assembly with the electrode        [ 
on the left, and a typical burst diaphragm on the right. With suit- ' 
able care, this technique resulted in shock transit times repeatable 
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to better than ± 1^. Another light screen (I*) was arranged off axis 
at the viewing window In order to sense the arrival of the projectile 
and Initiate the picture sequence* Tj, TSf and Ta denote measured 
times used to determine the projectile velocity and the shock velo- 
city.  Px t P8f and Pa denote pressure transducers*  The timing system 
performance Is acceptable, but would benefit from further refinements* 
Typical system performance was as follows*  In ten experiments, two 
will have the desired Interaction on the body, four will have the 
shock wave and the projectile In the same pictures, and the rest, with 
the blast wave either early or late, will only be of value for wake 
studies* 

RESULTS 

Figures 4 and 3  show shadowgraph sequences of the interaction for 
20° and 10° cone-cylinder bodies respectively*  The plane shock wave 
was traveling from right to left and the projectile from left to right* 
The shadowgraph sensitivity was adjusted so that the bow shock on the 
projectile before interaction was just visible*  As a result the base 
flow, wake and trailing shock were generally not visible in this 
region*  The Increased density after the interaction made this part of 
the flow field readily detectable*  In Figure 4, the somewhat lower 
velocity and smaller cone angle Increased the extent of the region be- 
tween the bow shock and body wherein the interaction occurred*  Part 
of the reflection process details at the body surface were obscured by 
the relatively wide shadow cast by the plane shock* 

The major features which resulted from the Interaction were, how- 
ever, apparent in these photographs* The distortion of the bow shock 
was apparent for both the 10° and 20° cones and was seen to persist 
well after the shock passed over the body* The most prominent fea- 
tures inside the Interaction region bounded by the plane shock and bow 
shock were the several contact interfaces generated*  The details 
associated with the development of the new base flow-wake region were 
striking* A more complete analysis of the interaction process will be 
presented in a later paper* 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) The feasibility of collecting optical data on the shock-on- 
shock problem using a simple gun - shock tube combination has been 
demonstrated* 

2) The 0*l/t repeatability required for the timing was difficult, 
but, nevertheless, managable by the technique outlined above* 
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Fig.   1 Photograph of 10°  and  20°  cone-cylinder 
projectiles. 
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Varwig and Rosenman 

A SEVEN FOOT DIAMETER SHOCK TUBE FOR TRANSONIC 

AND SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC TESTING* 

R.  L.  Varwig and L. Rosenman 
Aerospace Corporation 
El Segundo, California 

ABSTRACT 

A shock tube in which transonic and supersonic flows are produced with 
testing time adequate for aerodynamic measurements is described.    The 
instrumentation includes pressure transducers and force balances that have 
been developed for use with hypersonic shock tunnels. 

Measurements made to determine test time, flow uniformity, and flow 
establishment time are discussed.    In general, steady,  uniform flow at 
Mach numbers between 0. 7 and 1.0 is obtained between the shock wave and 
the interface.    Mach numbers from 1 to 2 are obtained upstream of the 
interface.    Aerodynamic force coefficients measured for a sphere in both 
flow regimes agree within experimental precision with results obtained in 
steady flow wind tunnels. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hypersonic shock tunnels have been developed over the past ten years 
to provide flow conditions in the 10 to 20 Mach number range.    Since the 
shock tube is the gas source for these tunnels, the steady flow duration is 
short,  on the order of milliseconds.    Along with shock tunnels the sensitive 
high speed instrumentation systems essential for measuring short duration 
aerodynamic phenomena have been developed.    These systems include force 
balances capable of measuring forces as low as 1/4 lb, pressure trans- 
ducers sensitive to 0.001 psi,  and thin film resistance gages for measuring 
heat transfer. 

This research was performed under Air Force Contract AF-04(695)-469. 
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The purpose of this study is to examine the feasibility of using a shock 
tube for aerodynamic tests in the subsonic, transonic, and low supersonic 
range.   By making the shock tube components sufficiently large, testing 
times equivalent to those of the hypersonic shock tunnel can be obtained. 
Therefore, the instrumentation systems developed for shock tunnels could 
be employed in the proposed low speed shock tube.    Geiger, Mautz, and 
Holly er (P.ef,   1) described this type of shock tube as an "intermittent wind 
tunnel. ,t   Their shock tube had a constant 2 x 7 in.  rectangular cross 
section.    The maximum testing time was about 400 jisec at a flow Mach num- 
ber of 2.6.    This short testing time and the small tube dimensions limited 
the model size. 

The present approach calls for a large diameter shock tube.    Primarily 
large force balance models (on the order of 1 ft) will be investigated in such 
a facility.    Hence testing tirn^s long enough to permit establishment of 
steady flow over such models must be obtained.    With long testing times re- 
quired, the walls must be remote enough that signals returning from them 
do not interfere with the testing time.    Also the possibility of choking, as 
discussed in Ref.   1, is minimized by the large diameter of the driven 
section. 

Due to the difficulties inherent in constructing large diameter pressure 
vessels and in the rupture of large diameter diaphragms, it was decided to 
construct a much reduced diameter high pressure vessel for the driver for 
the shock tube.    It was expected from the work of Resler,  Lin, and 
Kantrowitz (Ref,   2) that area ratio could be exchanged for pressure ratio. 

In a recent study, Russell (Ref.   3) examined the effect of area change 
at the diaphragm on shock tube performance.    The applicability of this work 
in predicting the performance, i.e. ,  shock Mach number and testing time, 
for the facility described is determined.    Flow uniformity transverse to the 
flow direction as well as flow steadiness (axial flow uniformity) is examined 
in both the region behind the shock (region 2) and upstream of the interface 
(region 3),    A limited investigation of the time to establish steady flow 
about simple models is made.    Final proof of the utility of the system for 
aerodynamic force measurements is obtained by inserting a force balance 
model, the aerodynamic parameters of which are well known.    The force 
and moment data measured in the shock tube are compared with these known 
parameters.    This also permits an evaluation of the application of force 
balances, used normally in shock tunnels, in the shock tube. 

THEORY 

In the study by Russell (Ref.   3) a shock tube is examined in which a 
small throat area A* exists between the driver and driven section.   In his 
study Russell assumes that the area change may be treated as an isentropic 
nozzle.    The calculation of the ensuing shock tube flows requires a matching 
of the pressure and velocity at each side of the interface.    The flow between 
the shock and interface (region 2) is completely determined by the shock. 
Upstream of the interface the flow is fixed by the nozzle geometry.   Hence, 
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some wave phenomena must take place between the nozzle flow and the inter- 
face to accomplish this matching.   Russell considers two flow models,    In 
the first model an upstream facing expansion wave or shock wave is used to 
match conditions between the shock wave and the driver region [Figs,   1(a) 
and (b)].    In this model an upstream facing rarefaction wave is needed at 
shock Mach numbers greater than about 3.    With decreasing Mach number 
an upstream facing shock wave is needed.    For the lowest shock Mach 
numbers [Fig,. 1(c)] a stationary normal shock provides the matching.    The 
diaphragm pressure ratio required at a given area ratio A^/A] to produce 
various ohock speeds can be determined.    In Fig,  2 are plotted the dia- 
phragm pressure ratio P4/PIVS Ms for Aj/A* = 9,   36, and 196 as deter- 
mined for each of the above flow configurations,    Russell experimentally 
verified that the above model was applicable in the range for Ms > 3 and in 
the range covered by the unsteady normal shock experimental agreement 
was less satisfactory.    Consequently, he introduced a second model in 
which the flow matching was accomplished by an upstream facing "Fanno 
compression" region.    Using this model he recomputed the required dia- 
phragm pressure ratio,  and this time the agreement with experiment was 
better. 

The flow conditions in region 2 are fixed when the shock Mach number 
Ms is determined.    Hence the duration of these flow conditions can be calcu- 
lated directly from the difference in the shock velocity and flow velocity in 
region 2 once the shock tube geometry is fixed.    In region 3 the testing time 
is determined by the time interval between the passage of the interface and 
any one of:   (a) the secondary shock or rarefaction wave, (b) the reflected 
rarefaction wave,  or (c) the shock wave reflected from the downstream end 
of the tube.   From Figs,  3,  4, and 5 it is seen that for the configuration and 
shock Mach numbers considered here the secondary upstream facing shock 
wave terminates the testing time in region 3,    The curves also indicate that 
ample test time is theoretically available for shock tunnel instrumentation 
systems. 

SIMULATION 

From Fig. 2 for a shock tube of A^/A* = 196,  the flow simulation 
capability can be determined.    By fixing the maximum driver pressure p^ 
the driven section pressure pj for a variety of Ms values can be determined. 
Hence the flow Mach number M2 and corresponding Reynolds numbers can 
be determined. 

From Ref.  3,  the flow Mach number M3 in region 3 can also be pre- 
dicted as a function of Ms,    This dependence is exhibited in the curves of 
Fig.  6 for the unsteady normal shock and the Fanno Compression models. 
Ideal shock tube predictions of M3 are also included for comparison.    For 
given values of Ms, M3 is determined and also the associated value of the 
Reynolds number per foot.    In Table 1 values of the Mach numbers Ms, M2 
and M3 and the Reynolds numbers per foot in regions 2 and 3 are tabulated 
as function of driver pressures from 100 to 5000 psi.    From this Table it is 
seen that simulation of Reynolds number to nearly 10' at Mach numbers 
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over 2 can be obtained with the highest driver pressures proposed for the 
shock tube,  and at transonic Mach numbers Reynolds numbers of 5 x 10° can 
be achieved. 

The data in Table  1 are summarized in Fig.  7 which presents Reynolds 
number and Mach number ranges for the proposed shock tube operating 
conditions. 

Pi P4 P4/Pl M s M2 Re,/ft 
-1 

(it   *) 

M3 Re ./ft 

(ft l) (aim) (atm) 

0.66xl(r3 
4.8 7360 2. 10 1.0 0. llxlO5 1.93 1. 19xl05 

2.63xl0"3 19.4 7360 2. 10 1.0 0. 45xl05 1.93 4.77xl05 

0.42X10'1 312 7360 2. 10 1.0 7.2xl05 1.93 76xl05 

1.65X10"3 4.8 2936 1.84 0.86 0. 21xl05 1.35 1. lOxlO5 

6.6xl0"3 19.4 2936 1.84 0.86 0.84xl05 1.35 4.4xl05 

0. 105 312 2936 1.84 0.86 13. 5xl05 1.35 70.4xl05 

3.3xl0"3 4.8 1468 1.64 0.72 0. 31xl05 1.00 1.06xl05 

1.3xl0"2 19.4 1468 1.64 0.72 1.24xl05 1.00 4.25xl05 

0.21 312 1468 1.64 0.72 19.8xl05 1.00 67. 9xl05 

Table 1.    Theoretical Estimates for Flow Conditions in 
Regions 2 and 3 for Various Driver Pressures 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY 

The facility is shown schematically in Fig,  8,    The driven section of 
the shock tube consists of a vacuum tank 7 ft in diameter and 35 ft long. 
Schlieren windows are installed in this section.    The windows are nearly 
flush with the inner surface of the driven section.    In order to provide easy 
access to models being tested,  the end of the driven section and model sup- 
port sting are mounted on a rolling truck.    The sting support and the truck 
are isolated from the shock tube end section by shock mounts and a double- 
walled pressurized bellows at the point where the support enters the tank. 
At the diaphragm end of the driven section a 45 deg half angle truncated 
cone acts as a transition between the driver and driven sections.    The 
driver is fabricated of steel that is heat treated to 160 to 180 kpsi and has a 
working pressure of 5000 psi.    A 300 cfm Stokes vacuum pump supplemented 
with a centrifugal booster is employed to evacuate the driven section to the 
appropriate initial pressures.    Pressures as low as  30 fiHg can be obtained 
although working pressures are normally on the order of millimeters.    The 
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3 
high pressure gas reservoir consists of five standard 1 - 1/2 ft   gas bottles. 
The maximum driver pressure available is slightly over 1000 psig.    To con- 
serve gas most of the testing was performed at driver pressures between 
200 and 300 psi.    In this range easily available diaphragms of mylar film 
are employed.    Reynolds numbers obtained at these driver pressures are 
indicated by the shaded area of Fig.  7.    Aluminum and stainless steel dia- 
phragms have also been used for higher driver pressures. 

Plans for regular high pressure operation to 5000 psi are being imple- 
mented with a high pressure pumping and storage capacity system. 

MEASUREMENTS 

To demonstrate the usefulness of the facility as a large diameter inter- 
mittant wind tunnel, the flow conditions produced in regions 2 and 3 are 
discussed.    Test results to date on performance, transverse and axial flow 
uniformity,  steady flow establishment time around bodies, and the aero- 
dynamic force coefficients measured in the two regions are presented. 

Performance 

The performance for shock tubes with area changes at the dia- 
phragm has been discussed in Ref.  3.    Within the experimental error 
(largely due to difficulties of determining the bursting pressure of the dia- 
phragm) the shock Mach number obtained for various driver pressure ratios 
was very much as predicted.    The shock Mach number was measured by 
pressure gages installed in the wall fore and aft of the window in the region 
of the shock tube serving as the test area.    The measured shock Mach num- 
ber for various P4/P1 is in Fig.  2.    The comparison is reasonably good. 

The flow conditions in region 2 are fixed by the shock Mach number. 
Hence the flow Mach number is easily predicted.    The gas upstream of the 
interface may pass through some type of pressure wave to match the pres- 
sure and velocity at the interface with driver gas conditions in the conical 
expansion section.    Hence its entropy may not be isentropically related to 
the initial driver gas»   However, the pitot and static pressures can be 
measured in region 3, and the gas properties can then be determined.    The 
Rayleigh pitot formula is applied for this computation.    Values of M^ so ob- 
tained are entered in Fig.  6.    As can be seen the Fanno Compression model, 
as concluded by Russell, comes closer to predicting the experimental re- 
sults than does the unsteady normal shock model. 

Transverse Flow Uniformity 

From Schlieren photographs (Fig.  9), a single normal shock is seen 
to be formed.    It is suspected that the apparent thickness is due to curvature 
of the shock since from Schlieren photographs the reflected shock from 
models located on the axis of the shock tube seemed to originate from the 
trailing edge of the incident shock.    With the use of an impact tube rake in 
the shock tube, the time of arrival of the shock wave,  resolved to within 
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10 jisec, was found at many points across the tube.    These measurements 
defined the pitot pressure profile.    The survey was limited to a core region 
42 in. wide since that was the extent of the rake available.    From the 
measurements it was determined that the shock front was concave down- 
stream, as suspected, with the middle section about 1 in. behind the edge. 
Across the 7 ft of the test section, the lag is about 2-1/2 in.    The magni- 
tude of the pitot pressure in region 2 varied no more than ±6 percent across 
the 42 in. spanned by the rake measurements. 

The arrival of the interface at each pitot gage across the 42 in, 
rake seemed to correlate well, indicating an essentially plane interface. 
The pitot pressure measured in region 3 varied no more than ± 7 percent 
across the impact tube rake, indicating a reasonably uniform flow profile. 

Axial Flow Uniformity (Test Time) 

From measurements of static pressure in the wall behind the 
shock, the steadiness of the pressure can be observed.    Typical records of 
the pressure are shown in Fig.  10.    Static pressure is continuous across 
the interface as indicated in the figure; however, the pitot pressure depends 
also on the density and therefore can indicate the arrival of the interface. 
Pitot pressures measured by gage elements of an impact tube rake are also 
exhibited in Fig,  10.    From records such as these, the duration of uniform 
flow in region 2 is obtained.    In Figs,  3, 4, and 5 the measured values of 
the test duration in region 2 have been added to show the comparison with 
predicted values.    Uniform flows of 4, 6, and 11 msec for flows of 
M2 = 0,99, 0.8, and 0.6 are obtained. 

The test duration in region 3 is indicated in Fig.   11.    Here for 
flow Mach number M3 of 2. 2, uniform flow is obtained for 4 msec, ade- 
quate for the instrumentation system available,  which is seen in the 
section enforce balance measurements.    Driver conditions M  , M2, and 
M^ and the uniform flow duration are summarized in Table 2.    The Reynolds 
numbers associated with the flows are also listed.    These may be compared 
with the theoretical estimates in Table 1. 

Flow Establishment Around Models 

A Schlieren system was used to observe the time to establish 
steady flow over an object in the transonic and supersonic regimes, (i, e, , 
flow establishment time).    Two models were employed:   a 6 in, diameter 
sphere and a 3 in, diameter cylinder mounted normal to the flow,    A series 
of tests in which the Schlieren observation is made at different intervals 
pernnitted the observation of the incident shock,  the shock reflected from 
the body, the formation of the characteristic imbedded shocks for transonic 
flow conditions, and the arrival of the interface.    Since the flow behind the 
interface is supersonic for all the test conditions experienced here.  It was 
also possible to observe the formation of the bow shock in this flow,  its 
duration, and the standoff distance.    A typical series of observations is 
shown in Fig.  9,    For this sequence of Schlieren photographs,  the 
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Pl p4     p4/pl    Ms      M2      At*        Re2/ft       M3      Re3/ft       At* 
Reg. 2 , .        Reg. 3 

(atm)    (atm) (msec)     (ft    ) (ft     )       (msec) 

6.6xl0"3    19.4    2950   1.80   0.86     6.3      0.842xl05   1.45   4. 39xl05    4.0 

2.6xl0"3    19.4    7370   2.05   0.99     4.0       0.450xl05  2.0     4. 77xl05    4.4 

Indicates Test Times in Regions 2 and 3. 

Table 2.    Flow Conditions and Test Times Obtained in the 
Low Speed Shock Tube 

conditions are p, = 5 mm, p. = 270 psig, and M   = 1. 79 with M2 = 0. 83 and 
M, = 1.4.    In region 2, shock waves formed ana became steady in about 3 
msec, indicating that steady flow is established.    This left about 3 msec for 
testing.    In region 3 again about 3 msec is required for the bow wave to 
form with about 3 msec of testing time after that.    It should be pointed out 
that the time intervals established from these observations cannot be 
generally applied to all bodies.    A more general study (experimental and 
theoretical) of flow formation times is needed; the present observations were 
made primarily to show that for these spheres there was sufficient time for 
flow to become established so that meaningful force measurements could be 
attempted. 

The turbulent character of the Schlieren photographs is due to a 
turbulent boundary layer along the shock tube wall in the cool,  dense gas of 
region 3, which is expected (Ref. 4).    It does not mean that the flow in the 
central part of the tube is turbulent. 

Force Measurements 

A principal purpose of the facility is to make aerodynamic force 
measurements on models in the low speed range using the acceleration 
compensated force balance developed for the Aerospace hypersonic shock 
tunnel.    To check the shock tube for feasibility of this type of measurement, 
a 6 in.  sphere was mounted on the force balance.   A pressure gage was 
mounted at the stagnation point to record total pressure behind the normal 
shock.    The data along with the static pressure measured at the wall were 
used in the Rayleigh formula to determine the flow Mach number in the two 
flow regions.    The results of this test for M   = 2. 17 are shown in Fig.  11. 
The two flow regions are clearly evident in tne force traces and the pitot 
gage record.    From the pitot and static pressure records the flow Mach 
number is 1.13 in region 2 and 2. 24 in region 3.   Drag coefficients of 1. 0 
in region 2 and 0,96 in region 3 are obtained.    These values are entered on 
the plot of drag coefficient vs Mach number in Fig.   12. 

From this figure it is seen that the agreement is good. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The shock tube described has proved to be a suitable device for aero- 
dynamic tests in the transonic and supersonic flow regimes.    Test times on 
the order of milliseconds are available.    The high speed instrumentation 
previously developed for shock tunnels can be applied to make measurements 
of pressure, forces, and heat transfer. 
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THE GASEOUS-DETONATION DRIVER AND ITS 
APPLICATION TO SHOCK TUBE SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 

M. J. Palcerzak and M. R. Johnson 
MRD Division, General American Transportation Corporation 

Niles, Illinois 

ABSTRACT 

The operational characteiristics of gaseous-detonation drivers are dis- 
cussed.    The advantages of using gaseous-detonation shock tube drivers for 
simulating explosive "blast effects and hypervelocity flows are explained. 
Shock tubes employing detonation drivers can have large-diameter test 
sections capable of accepting large models and providing large cross-sections 
of flow,  free from boundary layer effects.    Detonation drivers can be used 
open-ended eliminating the need for massive recoils systems.    Also lower 
driving pressures are required than with static high-pressure-gas drivers. 
This allows a reduction in the thickness of the shock tube wall. 

Three applications of gaseous-detonation drivers are described.    The 
first application presents a technique for simulating blast effects generated 
by nuclear and conventional explosions.    Overpressures of thousands of psi 
and durations to one-half peak pressure of tens of milliseconds are practical. 
The second application describes a technique for simulating blast loading in 
supersonic flow,  the shock-on-flow problem.    In this application the gaseous- 
detonation driver is connected to a conventional high-pressure shock tube to 
produce the high-velocity preload flows and the subsequent blast wave on the 
model.    The third application is a technique for obtaining high-enthalpy 
short-duration hypersonic gas flows. 

BACKGROUND 

The propagation of detonation waves through explosive gas mixtures has 
been investigated for many years.    The literature on the subject is extensive 
and readily available,  so that it will not be cited here.    The objective of 
this paper is not to discuss the phenomenology of detonation waves, but 
rather to discuss the application of detonation wave phenomena to shock tube 
drivers. 
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The generation of high-strength shock waves with a gaseous-detonation 
driver was studied theoretically by Bird (ref. l) and experimentally by 
Waldron (ref. 2). They studied the application of gaseous-detonation drive 
to the production of high-strength shock waves which h&d regions of steady 
flow in the test gas immediately behind the shock front. They concluded that 
shock waves generated by a gaseous «detonation wave attenuate both with length 
of shock propagation and with time, because of the mechanism by which deto- 
nation waves propagate, and were unacceptable for use in aerodynamic testing 
facilities. 

It has been found, however, that if the nature of the decay of the flow 
properties behind a detonation front is understood and utilized, detonation       i 
drive can be successfully applied to many shock tube applications. Three of 
the applications are described in the sections which follow. t 

THE DETONATION-DRIVEN SHOCK TUBE 

A detonation-driven shock tube is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists       | 
of a detonation chamber containing a detonable gas mixture and an expansion       ' 
chamber containing the test gas. These two chambers are separated by a 
frangible diaphragm. f 

I 

I 

When a detonable gas mixture is ignited at the end of the detonation 
chamber, a detonation wave will form and move at high velocity towards the 
other end of the chamber. The gas mixture in the chamber should be chosen 
so that the detonation wave will rapidly attain the stable Chapman-Jouquet 
condition. The Chapman-Jouquet condition states that the gases behind a 
detonation wave travel relative to the detonation wave front at a speed just 
equal to their own local sonic velocity. On reaching the end of the deto- 
nation chamber, the detonation wave bursts the diaphragm and causes the 
formation of a shock wave in the test gas. The properties of the shock wave 
are a function of the properties of the detonable gas mixture and the initial 
gas pressures in the detonation and expansion chambers. 

The wave shape or duration of the detonation wave can be determined 
from a corollary of the Chapman-Jouquet condition. The corollary states 
that the head of the rarefaction wave which follows the detonation wave 
will keep up with the detonation wave front (ref. 3). Thus, there is an 
immediate pressure decay behind the detonation wave front. The rarefaction 
wave may be assumed to be a centered wave emanating from the ignition point 
of the detonation wave. (Note: This is an approximation since a shorty but 
finite, length is required for the detonation wave and its concomitant rar- 
efaction wave to reach stable conditions. However, it has been found 
experimentally, that if mixtures are used which have short predetonation _ 
distances, the approximation of a centered rarefaction wave emanating from i 
the ignition point in the detonation chamber is acceptable.) ■ 

It is important to note that the rates of pressure and flow-velocity f 
decay behind the wave front can be controlled since they will decrease with 
increasing propagational length of the detonation wave. 

* 
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There are advantages of using a shock tube with a gaseous-detonation 
wave drive rather than a conventional constant volume combustion drive. 
These advantages are especially important when high-overpressure shock waves 
are required in large diameter tubes.    The first advantage is that the end of 
the detonation chamber where the detonable gas mixture is ignited does not 
have to remain closed after the initiation of the    etonation wave.    Only a 
light diaphragm is required to contain the detonabl ■ gas mixture.    The 
diaphragjn will break open immediately after ignition and allow the gases at 
the tail of the rarefaction wave to exhaust into the atmosphere without 
affecting the properties behind    the detonation wave front (ref. k).    This 
eliminates the recoil force on the tube caused by the unbalanced gas 
pressures. 

A second advantage is that the maximum pressure of the detonation wave 
will be much less than the pressure of a driver gas initially at rest. 
Thus,  a thinner tube wall thickness may be used.    The reduced driver-gas 
pressure is due to the high velocity associated with the gas flow immediately 
behind the detonation front.    The expansion of the driver gas into the ex- 
pansion chamber begins from a moving flow of gas.    Thus,   a smaller pressure 
drop is required to gain the required flow velocity behind the shock front in 
the test gas than if the expansion takes place from a stationary gas, 

A third advantage is that there is no fundamental limit to the estab- 
lishment of plane detonation waves in large-diameter tubes.    Because of this 
detonation drivers are particularly applicable to large-diameter shock tubes. 
The desirability of a large-diameter tube in test work is clear.    Large- 
diameter test sections are capable of accepting large-diameter models and 
providing a large cross-section of flow which is free from boundary layer 
effects.    This extends the flow duration at the test section since inter- 
ference of the boundary layer with the flow around the model is delayed, 

ANALYSIS OF FLCW USING DETONATION DRIVERS 

There are two major aspects to the analysis of flow in a detonation- 
driven shock tube.    The first is the analysis of the properties of the gas 
flow behind the detonation front.    The second is the analysis of the inter- 
action of the flow behind the detonation front with the test gas. 

DETONATION WAVE ANALYSIS 

The properties of the gas behind the detonation front may be determined 
from the conservation equations of mass, momentum,  and energy across the det- 
onation,    A factor which complicates this analysis is the interrelation of 
the energy released by the exothermic chemical reaction across the detonation 
front and the other properties of the flow.    It is therefore necessary to 
include a thennochemical analysis with the conservation equations. 

The determination of the properties behind the detonation waves may be 
obtained using an approximate analysis of a one-dimensional plane aetonation 
wave according to Taylor (ref, 3) or the computation method used by Huff, 
Gordon and Morrell (ref, 5). 
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In Taylor's analysis,  it is assumed that the detonation products of 
ccoibustion behave as an ideal gas mixture.    Starting with the conservation 
equations across the detoAation front,  expressions are obtained for the 
detonation wave front velocity,  the particle velocity behind the detonation 
front,  and the initial pressure of the detonable gas mixture required to 
achieve a given final pressure.    Figures 2, 3^  and h show the properties of 
propane-oxygen-air detonation waves. 

ANALYSIS OF FLOW INTERACTION 

The wave system in a detonation-driven shock tube may be analyzed by 
the method of characteristics.    The method of characteristics is described 
in classical texts dealing with compressible flow,  such as the texts by 
Shapiro (ref.  6) or Courant and Friedrichs (ref. 7).    Therefore, neither the 
derivation nor construction details of the method will be repeated here. 

A typical characteristic diagram showing the interaction of the deto- 
nation wave with the test gas is shown in Figure 5.    The time parameter has 
been nondimensionalized as at/L where "a" is the acoustic velocity immediately 
behind the detonation front, and "L" is the detonation chamber length.    Hori- 
zontal lines on the diagram represent the variation of gas properties as a 
function of position in the tube at time at/L.    Similarly,  a vertical line 
represents the time variation of the gas properties at a particular location. 

SIMULATION OF BLAST WAVES 

The detonation shock tube shown in Figure 1 can be used to produce 
simulated blast waves in a test gas. 

The blast effects which must be considered in the simulation problem 
are the shock front velocity,  the shock overpressure and its time variation 
behind the shock front, the dynamic pressure and its time variation behind 
the shock front,  and the temperature variation with time behind the shock 
front.    Peak overpressure and peak dynamic pressure occur immediately behind 
the shock front in a blast wave from a point-source explosion, but maximum 
temperature may or may not occur at the shock front. 

Blast overpressures may be easily simulated to within 5 percent of 
desired conditions from the peak overpressure to one-half of the peak. 
Temperature-time simulation is most difficult to obtain.    The flow behind a 
shock front in high overpressure regions is hotter than at the shock front 
because it is convected from regions of higher shock pressure with corre- 
spondingly higher shock temperatures,  and because of the absorption of the 
radiant energy diffusing out from the center of the fireball.    This effect 
causes the simulation of the dynamic pressure history to differ slightly 
more than the overpressure history from the ideal profile. 

Typical predicted results for the simulation of 1000-, 900-, and 800- 
psi blast waves are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. By comparing the calcu- 
lated pressure-time curves with point-source blast predictions (e.g., Brode's 
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data (ref. 8)) the length of detonation tube required to simulate a given 
nuclear blast wave can be determined. For a 1-MT nuclear explosion, the 
detonation chamber length would be 233; 225, 19^ feet, respectively, for 
the 1000-, 900-, and SOO-psi waves. 

Although it is impossible to obtain a closed-form analytical solution 
for the entire flow field, it is possible to determine analytically the 
maximum properties of the shock wave in the test gas as a function of the 
detonation wave properties. The maximum shock properties in the test gas 
occur immediately after the diaphragm is ruptured by the detonation wave. 
The maximum shock properties then decay with increasing length of propagation. 
Figure 9 gives the peak pressures for a detonation wave whose specific heet 
ratio of the gases immediately behind the detonation front is 1.2. The 
results for a static high-pressure gas driver are also shown. The lower 
detonation pressure required to achieve a shock strength in air is evident, 

SUPERPOSITION OF BLAST WAVES ON SUPERSONIC FLOWS 

The superposition of a blast wave on a supersonic flow can be achieved 
by coupling a detonation driver to a conventional shock tube. This concept, 
designated as the double-compression-chamber detonation shock tube, has the 
advantage of closely duplicating the flow conditions when a reentry vehicle 
encounters a high altitude explosion. 

The shock tube arrangement is shown in Figure 10. The first chamber 
contains a detonable gas, the intermediate chamber contains the test gas, 
and the expansion chamber contains an accelerating gas and the test section. 
Frangible diaphragms separate the chambers. 

The sequence of operation is given as follows: The diaphragm between 
the expansion chamber and the intermediate compression chamber is ruptured 
and a shock wave is produced which propagates into the expansion chamber and 
establishes flow (i.e., a preload) over the test vehicle. At some preselected 
time (this may be before, after, or at the same time as the second diaphragm 
ruptures) the detonation wave is initiated and it begins to travel through 
the detonable gas mixture.  It strikes the first diaphragm ruptures it, and 
generates a shock wave in the intermediate compression chamber. This shock 
wave propagates through the intermediate chamber to the expansion chamber 
and eventually to the test section. By properly selecting the respective 
lengths and initial pressures of all three sections, the first shock wave 
establishes an initial pre-load on the test vehicle while the second shock 
wave produces a discontinuous rise in overpressure and dynamic pressure which 
simulates the blast loading. 

Simulation is desired for the rapid engulfment of the test vehicle by 
the shock wave, the overpressure and dynamic pressure behind the shock wave, 
the rapid decay of the pressures with time, and the preload pressure condi- 
tions. The Mach and Reynolds numbers of the flows both ahead and behind the 
shock front, and the stagnation pressure associated with both the preload 
and the flow behind the shock front are also important. 
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Complex calculational procedures are required to analyze the flow fields, 
A typical characteristic diagram is shown in Figure 11, 

Because of the extensive calculations required to analyze the structure 
of the decaying flow fields,  a study was made of the flow and shock proper- 
ties neglecting the decay of flow properties behind the detonation front. 
This made possible the examination of a much broader range of conditions 
than was possible with the more detailed characteristic analyses.    A com- 
parison of the results with the characteristic analyses showed close agiee- 
ment. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the simulation conditions that can be attained 
using the double-cciupression-chamber detonation shock tube.    Simulation 
conditions using helium, hydrogen,  and argon as intermediate driver gases 
are shown. 

A point lying on one of the grids specifies 5 items of information: 

1. The initial pressure of both the detonable gas mixture 
and the intermediate-driver gas pressure.    These two pressures are 
assumed to be equal and are referred to as the "Initial Pressure 
in the Driving Sections  (atm)". 

2. The Mach number of the flow which would engulf the model 
prior to the superposition of a shock wave on the flow.    This is 
referred to as the "Preload Mach Number".    The lines of constant 
preload Mach number are vertical. 

3. The peak dynamic pressure of the flow immediately behind 
the shock front  (representing the blast wave) which is superimposed 
on the flow.    This dynamic pressure is given as the ordinate on the 
figures and is labeled "Dynamic Pressure". 

k.      The velocity relative to the stationary RV model in the 
shock tube with which the shock front superimposed on the supersonic 
flow would engulf the model.    This parameter is labeled "Engulfment 
Velocity" and is giv^n as the abscissa en the figures. 

5.      The overpressure immediately behind the shock front which 
is superimposed on the flow.    This is given by the curves labeled 
50 psi,  100 psi,  200 psi, etc. 

As a typical example,  consider the point labeled "A" on Figure 12. 
This point indicates that if an initial pressure of 10 atmospheres is used 
for a detonable gas mixture of hydrogen and oxygen with an intermediate 
driver gas of helium, the following test conditions will result: 

A Mach number of 2.5 for the preload flow, 
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A peak dynamic pressure  in the flow immediately behind the 
shock front of about 100 psi, 

An overpressure between 200 and hOO psi accompanying the peak 
dynamic pressure, 

An engulfment velocity of the shock wave ever the model of 
about 16,000 ft/sec. 

It is evident from Figure 13 that a heavier gas,   i.e.,  argon, produces 
high dynamic pressures but low engulfment velocities.     On the other hand, 
hydrogen tends to yield higher engulfment velocities but does not produce 
very high dynamic pressures. 

The material presented in Figures 12 and 13  shows  some of the overall 
capabilities of the double-compression-chamber detonation shock tube.     It 
says nothing about the shock-wave time-histories.     This information must be 
obtained from a characteristic analysis, 

Pre.ssure-time profiles were obtained at various values of x/L in the 
expansion chamber by drawing vertical lines on the chc racteristic diagram 
and noting the values of the flow properties at the  intersections of the 
vertical line and the characteristics.    The region of interest lies between 
the vertical lines whir1-  r^ through the points of intersection of the second 
shook wave and the tai'     :' tne rarefaction wave,  and the contact surface be- 
hind the first shock Wc/e,     (See Figure 11.)    Typical pressure-time data are 
shown in Figure Ik.    By judiciously choosing the detonation chamber and inter- 
mediate-chamber lengths,  and by conactly positioning the test section in the 
expansion chamber,  the resultant wave shape in real time will closely simu- 
late the desired shock-on-flow conditions. 

HIGH-ENTHALPY SHORT-DURATION HYPERSONIC GAS FLCWS 

A detonation-driven expansion tube (ref.  9) is shown schematically in 
Figure 15.    The expansion tube is similar to a shock tunnel except that the 
steady-flow varying-area-nozzle expansion of the shock tunnel is replaced by 
a nonsteady constant-area expansion (ref.  10).    The shock tube is divided 
into three sections by two diaphragms.    The driver section contains a deto- 
nable gas mixture; the middle section is filled with test gas;  and the 
expansion section is filled with low pressure gas. 

The  sequence of operation is described as follows:    The detonable gas 
mixture is ignited and quickly develops into a detonation wave which propa- 
gates through the detonable gas.    The detonation wave ruptures the diaphragm 
between the detonation section and the intermediate driver section.    A shock 
wave is then produced in the test gas.    The shock wave then propagates 
through the low-pressure diaphragm.    This produces a new shock wave which 
propagates into the accelerating light gas while an upstream expansion wave 
moves into the test gas.    This expansion wave is convected downstream since 
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the flow behind the shock wave in the test gas is supersonic.    The test 
region lies between the contact surface and the trailing edge of the expansion 
fan. 

One of the major problems of using shock tunnels is the contamination of 
the test gas  by the driver gas.     This has been attributed to mixing of the 
gases caused by the boundary layer growth behind the shock front and instabi- 
lities across the contact surface between the gases. 

If the size of the test gas section were to be increased in diameter 
and length,   one would expect that the problem would not be as serious.    In- 
creasing the diameter of the tube would reduce the significance of the 
boundary layer.    Increasing the length of the test gas section would increase 
the volume of the test gas between the contact surface and the expansion wave. 
This would delay contamination of the driver gas from reaching the test gas 
as it flows through the expansion fan. 

An increase in the length and diameter of the test-gös section requires 
a corresponding increase in the size of the driver section.    Enlarging the 
driver section would be particularly difficult if an electric arc were used 
to heat the driver gas.    This would require the distribution of the arc 
energy over a much larger volume.    With detonation       're,   however,   it is 
quite feasible  to work with long driver and test sec-uxons. 

In order to illustrate the typical performance characteristics of the 
detonation-driven expansion tube,   a specific example was  chosen and analyzed 
in detail by the method of characteristics.    Trimpi's  (ref.  10) data was also 
used.    The example chosen is that of an expansion tube providing a one milli- 
second test period of Mach 20 flow at a pressure-altitude of 150,000 feet. 
The lengths of the detonation drive section, test gas section,  and expansion 
section which  are required to give the desired flow are shown in Figure 16. 
The initial pressures of the detonable gas and the test gas   (air) are also 
shown on the figure. 

It should be mentioned at this point that the k60 foot distance from the 
beginning of the expansion section to the test section does not depend on the 
type of driver used.    It would be the same with any type of driver. 

The major disadvantage of the detonation drive is that there is no region 
of steady flow behind the detonation front.    Therefore,  the question regarding 
the use of a detonation drive is:    What is the attenuation of the flow 
properties during the test period when using detonation drive? 

The above  question may be answered by an analysis of the flow.    Figure 
17 shows the characteristic diagram for the expansion tube for the conditions 
given in Figure 16.    The diagram shows the rarefaction behind the detonation 
front in the detonation-driver section,  the expansion fan between the deto- 
nation section and the test-gas section, the decay of shock front with propa- 
gation distance  in the test-gas section,  and the expansion fan into the 
expansion section.    The test time at the test section is the time between the 
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arrival of the contaot surface, which separates the shocked accelerating gas 
in the expansion section from the expanded test gas, and the arrival of the 
expansion wave. 

I The result of the analysis shows that the decrease in flow velocity 
during the test period is about 100 ft/sec, which is a small percentage of 

(the total flow velocity. Thus, there is a negligible decrease in flow 
velocity during the test period when using detonation drive. The change in 
flow velocity could he made even smaller by using a longer detonation section. 
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MQDIFICAHQNS TO A COMBUSTION DRIVER SHOCK TUBE 
FOR USB IN A COUNTERPLOW FACILITY 

L* C. Shrout 
R« A« Schober 
J. W. Leary 

ühe Boeing Coopaay 
Seattle, Washington 

ABSTRACT 

Combined operation of a light gas gun and shock tunnel provides an 
attractive means of obtaining velocities In the 50,000 ft/sec regime. A 
facility of this type requires certain modifications to the shock tube 
wind tunnel system. Ohese Include precise timing control, methods of 
enthalpy variation over a vide range to provide necessary velocity simula- 
tion and means of alleviating nozzle damage due to projectile Impact. 

Oh Is paper discusses the adaptation of a 3-lnch combustion driven shock 
tube tunnel for use In a counterflov system. A unique method of timing 
«hlch utilizes an arc discharge technique Is presented. Bithalpy variation 
by diluting the combustion gases with argon aad helium and details of the 
projectile Impact region In the nozzle are described. 

XBTRQDUCnON 

Counterflov facilities, utilizing the relative velocities obtained by 
firing a projectile from a light gas gun upstream into a shock tunnel, have 
been shown by NASA-Ames and AEDC to be a feasible technique of producing 
flight simulation at velocities in the 20,000 to 50,000 ft/sec regime. The 
Boeing Company Gas Dynamics Laboratory has modified a combustion driven 
shock tube and light gas gun into a counterflov configuration (Figure l). 
This facility is presently undergoing calibration. 

A 3-inch constant area combustion driven shock tube is used to supply 
air to a Mach 6.5 contoured nozzle. The tailored Interface technique is 
employed to obtain flow velocities of 8,000 to 18,000 ft/sec for durations 
up to 4 milliseconds. Projectiles are launched upstream into the shock 
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tunnel by a l/lf-lnoh bore accelerated reservoir light gas gun.   Oiese pro- 
jectiles nay be launched at velocities ranging from 10,000 to 30,000 ft/sec. 
de superposition of the projectile and shock tunnel flow velocities provides 
velocity simulation of 18,000 to 48,000 ft/sec.   Obe predicted enthalpy- 
altitude simulation regime of this facility Is shown In Figure 2. 

•ihree primary problems were encountered In the modification of the shock 
tube portion of tin counterflow facility«   Bie first of these was the devel- 
opment of a timing technique which assures projectile arrival In the test 
section during the period of useful shock tunnel flow*   ühe second problem 
was the development of a method of varying the shock tube reservoir enthalpy 
to provide flow velocities other than that available using the standard 
helium diluted conbustlon driven mixture*   Also, a means of protecting the 
shock tube tunnel nozzle area from projectile damage was developed* 

- 

TZMIRG NQDZFICAIHGHS 

To assure arrival of the projectile In the teat section during the J 
period of useful shock tunnel flow, the firing of both the gun and shock 
tunnel must be controlled within a close tolerance* A tolerance of ± 1 
millisecond In flow establishment was selected* übe time history require-       j 
ments of both facilities are shown In Figure 3« 

Fast experience with combustion driven shock tubes showed that relying 
on simple scribed diaphragms for repeatable burst pressures and times to 
burst from ignition Is not sufficient to provide the ± 1 millisecond firing 
tolerance« übe double diaphragm arc discharge and explosive driven punch 
diaphragm rupturing techniques were considered as methods of maintaining 
firing time tolerance for the shock tunnel* übe punch technique was dis- 
carded because of the perfoxmance penalties associated with the area reduc- 
tion caused by the punch at the driver diaphragm station* 

übe double diaphragm arrangement shown in Figure k is similar to that 
used by many experimenters with the main exception being the arc discharge 
technique is utilized to overpressure the pilot diaphragm* übe arc source 
Is shown In the circuit diagram (Figure 5),   A 5000-volt DC power supply is 
used to charge three 171 microfarad capacitors rated at 6000 volts, which in 
turn are discharged by Ignitions through three electrodes (Figure k) located      ■ 
in the diaphragm spacer* übe diaphragm spacer is Initially precharged with       ' 
argon« Pressures are variable from l4«7 pal to 5000 psi* übe electrodes 
are coaxial with the negative electrodes in the center* ühe negative elect- 
rodes are •125-inch diameter copper rods spun with interference fits into 
tapered lexan insulators* These insulators are pressed into a mating tapered 
hole in the diaphragm spacer to provide a pressure seal* übe diaphragm 
spacer Is the positive electrode* 
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A graphite pencil line Is drawn across the Insulators before each run • 
for triggering the arc across the *l87-lnch gap* übe three 171 microfarad f 
capacitors are charged to 4500 volts with the negative side grounded at the 
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charger and then Isolated prior to discharge« Siey are isolated to prevent 
ground loops while keeping the ignition firing circuit at ground potential« 
Discharge is accomplished by triggering the ignitrons vitfa a thyratron 
capacitor discharge firing circuit (Figure 5). ühe Ignitrons are used 
because of their repeatable short switching time which is on the order of 
2 microseconds« A resistor capacitor time delay generator is used to trig- 
ger the ignitron firing circuit« This delay time is adjustable from 10 to 
100 milliseconds and repeatable within ± «5 milliseconds« 

Tests have been made using a dumny plug containing a pressure transducer 
in place of the main diaphragm« ühe results of these tests are shown in 
Figure 6« Pressure increases obtained with this technique have ranged from 
500 psi for initial cavity pressures of Ik.J psi to 1950 psi for initial 
pressures of 5000 psi« 

typical arc discharge cavity records are shown in Figure 7« Initial 
argon precharge pressure for this case was 5000 psi« Transducer outputs 
display considerable ringing as a result of the sharp pressure pulse 
encountered when the arc discharges. The pressure differential is inter- 
preted as the average transducer output, which in this case is 1950 psi« 
The arc discharge history shown had a delay of 60 milliseconds« Complete 
discharge occurs within 2 milliseconds« This discharge is repeatable 
within i «1 milliseconds« 

Hit effect of the double diaphragm arc discharge system on the flow has 
been a smoother reflected shock pressure history and more repeatable condi- 
tions from run to run« These effects are attributed to more coorplete com- 
bustion and, hence, less burning at the interface« Reflected shock pressure 
histories (Figure 8) show the difference in the smoothness of the reflected 
shock region with and without the double diaphragm arc discharge device« A 
comparison of the driver to driven tube pressure ratios versus shock Mach 
number scatter with and without the system is shown in Figure 9« 

Early in the development of the double diaphragm arc discharge system 
there was concern about the possibility of a precursor shock from the pilot 
diaphragm: Driven tube pressure histories (Figure 10) do not indicate that 
the incident shock structure has been changed. 

Timing data obtained from various shock tunnel test s were evaluated to 
determine the repeatability of shock tunnel flow establishment times when 
the doUble diaphragm arc discharge system is used« These data were obtained 
over a wide range of driver conditions, i«e«, diaphragm characteristics, 
driver pressures, and double diaphragm precharge pressures« Tbe results 
indicate repeatability of 1 1 millisecond« 
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BTIHAIiPX VARIATIQM 

Variation of velocity simulation In the counterflov facility is achieved 
by varying the projectile velocity and the shock tunnel flow velocity« 
Variation of shock tunnel flow velocities implies variation of reservoir 
enthalpy»   Since the tailored interface mode of operation is employed, only 
one reservoir enthalpy can be realised for a given set of driver gas para- 
meters*   Driver gas parameters are varied by using mixtures of Inert diluted 
gases In the combustion driver* 

In the counterflov mode of operation, the shock tunnel flow velocities 
will be varied fron 8000 ft/sec to 18,000 ft/sec*   Most of the shock tunnel 
calibration has been done with 50$ He, 2^ A, and stolchiometrlc Og, Rg* 
This mixture tailors at a Mach number of 5 *2 vfaich provides reservoir condi- 
tions corresponding to flow velocities of 8000 ft/sec*   The high end of the 
velocity spectrum will be obtained by using a 75$ He, 25$ stolchlometric Og, 
tig mixture*   This mixture has not been used extensively for the tailored 
Interface mode of operation, however, preliminary results Indicate tailoring 
is achieved near Ms ■ 11.   This provides reservoir conditions corresponding 
to flow velocities of 18,000 ft/sec*   Intermediate flow velocities will be 
obtained by varying the He, A dilutant proportions*   A plot of the altitude 
enthalpy simulation conponents provided by the shock tunnel portion of the 
counterflov facility is shown in Figure 11* 

FROTBCTIGn FROM PROJECTILE DAMA5B 

übe third problem encountered vhen operating in the counterflov mode is 
that of damage in the nozzle throat area and the shock tube as a result of 
projectile Impact*    The design shown in Figure 12 vhicfa utilizes a replace- 
able nozzle throat extension, nozzle throat and projectile stopper was 
arrived at based on results of impact tests performed in the light gas gun* 
A ^3^0 alloy steel ramp, inclined 3* from the horizontal, was used as a 
target to simulate the nozzle throat region*   One-quarter-inch diameter 
steel spheres were fired at this ramp at velocities of 20,000 ft/sec*   The 
results of one of these shots is shown in Figure 13*   The damage as a result 
of impact was superficial and it is felt that damage ^' this type can be 
repaired with a filler material*   The nozzle throat extension section will 
be repaired after each shot and will be changed when damage reaches a level I 
necessitating replacement* ■ 
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I In order to stop projectiles or spall material from damaging the shock 
tube walls, a projectile stopper has been Incorporated in the design (Fig- 
ure 12)* ühis projectile stopper Is located in the reflected shock region 
of the shock tube and is a symmetrical plate which does not influence « 
nozzle flow characteristics.   It Is expected that the brunt of the Impcrfc I 
damage occurring as a result of counterflov operation will be sustained by 
the projectile stopper, which is easily replaced. 
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SUMMARY 

A 3-inch coflobustlon driven shock tube tunnel has been modified for use 
In a counterflov facility.   Timing tolerances of ± 1 millisecond repeatabil- 
ity for establishing flow in the test section have been achieved by using 
an arc discharge double diaphragm rupture technique*   übe velocity component 
provided by the shock tube tunnel is varied by using various dilutant mix- 
tures of argon and helium in the combustion driver.   Projectile impact dam- 
age to the nozzle throat area and shock tube is handled by using a replace- 
able throat section and a projectile stopper in the tube. 

^ 
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AERODYNAMIC BREAKUP OF LIQUID DROPS 

I. THEORETICAL 

W. H. Andersen* and H. E. Wolfe 
Aerojet-General Corporation 

Downey, California 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental studies have shown (Ref. 1-7) that a liquid drop subject- 
ed to an air flow becomes Increasingly flattened and then exhibits one of 
two general breakup behaviors. If the flow Is equal to or slightly above 
a critical velocity required to break the drop under other specified condi- 
tions, then the drop Is blown out In a concave manner Into the form of a 
hollow bag attached to a roughly circular rim. This bag subsequently bursts 
and produces a shower of fine droplets, and the rim, which contains a large 
fraction of the total liquid mass, breaks up into larger droplets. This 
type of breakup is known as bag breakup. If the air velocity greatly exceeds 
the critical breakup velocity, then the drop deforms in a manner opposite to 
that of bag breakup, and forms a convex surface to the air flow. Hie edges 
of the saucer shape are drawn out into a thin sheet and then into thin 
filaments which brsak to form droplets. This is known as stripping breakup. 
The type of breakup is Influenced by properties of the dro^ The reason for 
the dual-mechanism breakup behavior of liquid drops has not previously 
been explained, and past studies have been concerned mainly with the (criti- 
cal) conditions required for breakup from a pure stability (non-rate) point 
of view. The  rate of bag breakup of drops was treated by Hinze (Ref. 8) 
who derived limiting expressions using the linearized hydrodynamic equations; 
and by Gordon (Ref. 9) who utilized Newton's second law in a simplified 
manner. However, experimental rate data have not been available to test 
their expressions. The droplet size produced by the stripping breakup of 
drops was treated theoretically by Mayer (Ref. 10) who considered air flow 
to Induce liquid waves which either grow and strip-off to form droplets, or 
decay, depending on certain properties of the air*flow-and of the drop. An 
experimented determination of the droplet sizes produced by the breakup of 
drops has not previously been available to test the Mayer theory. 

± 

♦Presently employed at Shock Hydrodynamics, Inc., Sherman Oaks, California. 
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This paper (l) discusses the mechanism of the aerodynamic breakup of 
liquid drops and gives a simple model to compute the breakup time and the 
resultant average droplet size produced as a function of the properties of 
the air flow and the drop. The companion paper (II) describes an experi- 
mental determination of the aerodynamic breakup properties of drops and 
compares the results with the available theories. 

MECttWISM AND TIME OF BREAKUP 

Air flow acting on a liquid drop produces a non-uniform pressure that 
deforms (flattens) the drop, and subsequently breaks it up into smaller 
droplets by one of the two mechanisms cited above if the flow velocity is 
sufficiently great. The reason drops undergo two different breakup 
mechanisms may be seen as follows. The total drag force exerted on the 
drop is composed of two components, viz, the pressure drag due to the 
pressure distribution over the surface of the drop, and the friction drag 
due to viscous shear at the surface. It is postulated here that these 
two individual stresses are responsible for the two (extreme) breakup 
behaviors of liquid drops, and in particular that the pressure drag 
produces bag breakup, while the friction drag produces stripping breakup. 
During the initial flattening of the drop by the airflow the curvature of 
the frmt (edges) of the laterally deforming liquid increases. This 
increases the effective surface tension pressure resisting deformation and 
breakup at the edges of the flattened drop. Consequently, at flow velocities 
near critical, bag-type breakup occurs. At higher velocities the frictional 
stress, which is always greater then the pressure stress, is sufficient to 
erode the edges of the drop and stripping breakup occurs. Further 
discussion of this general breakup behavior will be given later. 

During the breakup of a drop, liquid is either sheared away from 
the sides of the drop (stripping breakup), or the middle of the drop is 
sheared away from the sides (bag breakup). In either case, this shearing 
produces a stretching of the liquid to form a film which developes 
instabilities and subsequently breaks to form droplets. The breaking of 
the film is a very fast process, and it is the rate of formation of this 
film by shear which controls the breakup time of the drop. The rate of 
shear of a liquid is given in molecular terms by (Ref. 11): 

d v/dr - L kg/Li (1) 

V is the liquid flow velocity in shearing direction, r is the radial ^ 
distance, Li is the distance between the shear planes, L is the average 
Jump distance of a molecular unit undergoing flow, and 

L * 
ks « 2 kr sinh  2 N k T Pxy   sec-1 (aa) 

k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, P^ is the ÜT 
shear stress, N is the average number of molecular bonds per unit area in 
the shear plane, and kr is the thermal specific rate constant for the 
controlling molecular process involved in the flow: 
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kT 
kr - FC — exp (- 4WkT) sec-l (2b) 

K Is the transmission coefficient, h is Planck^ constant, and A?** is the 
Gibbs standard free energy of activation. High shear stresses cannot be 
built up in low viscous liquids and hence sinh X ■ X in Eq. (2a). Therefore, 

jjy   L k 

& * LtTwr *** (3) 

Rate of shear should be controlled by molecular self-diffusion since a 
molecular flow is involved in the formation of the film from the bulk 
liquid. Then the coefficient of PXy in Eq. (3) is equal to l/t^, where 1\ 
is the coeficient of viscosity of the liquid (Ref. 11). Hence; 

dV/dr - Pxy/ty^ (If) 

Equation (4) may be applied to the bag breakup of liquid drops as 
follows. Consider a cylindrical tube of liquid of length d and radius R to 
be shearing from the middle of a drop under the Influence of an average 
viscous pressure head P^. At any point whose distance from the axis of the 
tube is r, the shear stress is related to the pressure head by Tfr^Ph • 
2irrdPXy, or P,™ » Ph r/2d. Substituting in Eq. (U) and integrating under 
conditions V » 6 when r « R (assuming d v/dr is negative) gives V ■ Pi. 
(R2 - r2/kd%).   Maximum velocity occurs at r » 0. Hence, Ph » ^dT^V/R2. 
The pressure head differs from the stagnation pressure P produced by the 
gas flow on drop by the kinetic energy of the liquid flow. Thus, (Ref. 12): 

ph -P - /fv2/2 (5) 

yOls the density of the liquid.    Substitution gives: 

P -(>J V2/2)^(ifdnv/R2) (6) 

To obtain the proper order of magnitude for the breakup time, assume R and 
d are the radius and diameter of the original drop (the radius of the tube 
being sheared from the drop will actually be less than R due to the pressure 
distribution). Integrating Eq. (6) for the time rate of displacement of 
the shearing liquid and assuming breakup to occur when the sheared fluid 
length is 2 d gives the breakup time t: 

t -d/ [(A2+BP)0-5 -A] (7a) 

A . lÖTV/d^ ; Bm 2//0 (7b) 

The pressure expression is: 

P - (1/2)ÄU2CD - kf/d (8) 

U is the relative velocity between the air stream and the drop, /£ Is the 
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density of the air stream, Cp Is the drag coefficient (later shown to be 
about unity),^* Is the surface tension of the drop and k Is a constant 
(later shown to be about 2) related to the drop curvature during breakup 
which determines the effective surface tension pressure retarding the 
breakup. 

Equation (7a) simplifies for certain conditions. For liquids and/or 
flow conditions for which viscous and surface tension forces are negligible. 
Eq. (7a) becomes: 

t-(d/u) (^>//>) 2 (9a) 

This expression is similar to that of Gordon and also Hinze for similar 
conditions, differing only in the value of the numerical constant preceed- 
ing the function. For very viscous liquids and negligible surface tension, 
Eq. (7a) becomes: 

t  ■ 3211//^ U2 (9b) 

This expression is identical to that of Gordon, and differs from that of 
Hinze only in the numerical constant. 

Equation (7a) also applies to the stripping breakup as may be shown by 
assuming dV/dr in Eq. (4) to be positive and integrating under the condition 
V » 0 for r a 0. This provides for the situation that the maximum stress 
is exerted on the edges of the drop, as occurs In stripping breakup. Thus 
Eq. (7a) can be used for either bag or stripping breakup and there remains 
only to identify the stagnation pressure and effective surface tension 
pressure distributions and magnitudes In greater detail if one wishes to 
delineate further between the bag and stripping breakup mechanisms. 
Computation of breakup times by Eq. (7a) does not require this dellnlation 
however. 

Equation (7a) is valid except when the liquid is extremely viscous 
or is a solid. In these cases, Eq. (2a) must be used as written in 
integrating Eq. (3). Final results are given in Ref. 13. Ihe kinetic 
energy term in Eq. (3) will usually be negligible in these cases. Thus, 
the present theory, with slight modification, could be used to estimate the 
mechanical erosion (breakup) of solid particles in aerodynamic flows. 

The derivation of Eq. (7a) implied laminar, non-accelerated flow with 
negligible end-effects (Ref. Ik),    The assumption of non-accelerated flow 
may not be quite true, but photographs of the breakup process (II) suggest 
the acceleration to be very small, if any (after the Initial drop 
deformation). The treatment also used the maximum liquid flow velocity 
rather than the average velocity. The latter implies a parabolic velocity 
distribution is established in the flowing liquid. However, the distances 
required to establish this distribution are very large compared to the size 
of a liquid drop (Ref. 12). Using the average velocity would Increase the 
predicted breakup time slightly. The breakup criteria used (i.e. setting 
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the sheared liquid displacement equal to the drop diameter), was based on 
the fundamental .'act that a separation of two molecular bond distances be- 
tween molecules Is usually sufficient to reduce the bond energy to essentially 
zero. However, photographs of the breakup process (II) show that the liquid 
is often displaced several drop diameters before breakup is initiated. The 
photographs also show that a finite time exists between when the liquid 
starts to break, and when breakup is essentially complete. This tine is 
often comparable to the time required for the initiation of breakup. Thus 
there is latitude in defining an experimental breakup time for comparison 
with theory. For consistency the experimental breakup time (II) was taken 
to be the time between the air flow hitting the drop and the time at which 
breakup of the drop Just begins. However, the total breakup time Is larger. 
Comparison of Eq. (7a) with the experimental data (II) shows the theoretical 
breakup time is slightly greater than the experimental time to initiate the 
breakup, and is comparable to the time to breakup the drop completely. Hence, 
the breakup criteria used is reasonable for practical purposes. Related to 
breakup criteria are the values used for CD and k in Eq. (8). The shape of 
the drop changes continuously throughout the breakup; hence it is only some 
average Cp and k that can be used. The experimental value of CD changes 
from less than unity to greater than unity during the breakup process (II), 
and for most practical work can be taken to be unity. Rabin et. al. 
(Ref. 5) found the value to be essentially unity over a large range of 
conditions, k was evaluated from the experimental results (II) to have a 
value of about 2. 

Equation (7a) will adequately predict breakup times for both the bag 
and stripping mechanism using a value for CD and k of 1 and 2. To elucidate 
which mechanism Is occurring under defined conditions, however, It Is 
necessary to evaluate these parameters according to values of the individual 
pressure and frlctional drag. Thus, two Individual expressions of the form 
of Eq. (7a) may be written, with one containing the pressure drag stress in 
the pressure expression (Eq. 8), and the second containing the friction 
drag stress. Breakup of a drop «rill occur by the mechanism which takes 
place with the fastest rate, i.e., with the shortest breakup time. When 
the rates are comparable, the drop should exhibit both bag and stripping 
breakup behavior. 

The effective stress distribution on a drop undergoing breakup is not 
known, but Tomotlka and Aol (Ref. 13) indicated that for a sphere the 
frlctional drag is twice the pressure drag for all Reynolds numbers. We 
will assume this to be true for liquid drops undergoing breakup even though 
the shape deviates from that of a sphere. Total drag on the drop during 
breakup is /£ U2 C-Q/2,  and hence for bag and stripping breakup the pressure 
expressions are: 

Pb - (1/3) ( ^ U2 CD/2) - kb^/d     (10a) 

Pa • (2/3) (A U2 CD/2) - k8^/d     (10b) 

kfc and k8 are constants which reflect the surface tension pressure tending 
to hold the drop together. This pressure is greater at the edges of the 
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drop (where the curvature Is greater) than In the middle, and hence, k8>kt. 
The values of k^ and ks were determined to be about U and 1 resp., by 
fitting the equations to the experimental data. 

IKITIAL DROPLET SIZES 

Aerodynamic breakup of a drop through either a bag or stripping 
mechanism results from a shearing of the drop by a non-uniform pressure 
produced by the air flow. This shearing produces a liquid film which 
subsequently breaks to give the resultant droplets. The breakup time of the 
drop is controlled by the rate of formation of this film since the actual 
breaking of the film is a fast process. However, the geometry of this 
film, together with the manner in which the film breaks determine the 
resultant droplet sizes. 

The model we consider to describe droplet formation during the breakup 
of a liquid drop is based primarily on stripping breakup, but essentially 
the same view may possibly be taken in describing the droplet sizes from 
bag breakup. The shear stress at the outer surface of the drop produces a 
boundary layer of flowing liquid of average thickness y. This liquid layer 
(sheet) upon leaving the drop experiences a small divergence (expansion), 
due to the pressure at the downwind end of the drop, which breaks the sheet 
laterally into individual strips of average width W. Simultaneous with the 
diverging ejection of the liquid boundary layer from the drop, the parallel 
gas flow along the surfaces of the layer Induces instabilities (vibrations) 
in the layer in the horizontal direction. The optimum wavelength instabil- 
ity L grows most rapidly and breaks the layer into pieces of average size 
WyL. Surface tension forces then produce spherical drops with an average 
diameter D from these pieces; thus, Ifiß/S * WyL, or 

D.(6WyL/ir)l/3 (11) 

Photographs of the breakup process roughly support the proposed model. 

The value of L was calculated by Squire (Ref. 16) who found: 

L . uirr//^ U2 (12) 
y is calculated from the breakup model given previously. Shearing of the 
liquid follows Eq. (k).    Breakup of the liquid film is assumed to occur when 
the sheared film traverses a distance equal to the drop diameter d. This 
produces a triangular shaped film thickness which varies from zero (at the 
tip) to y, or an average thickness of y/2. Thus, Eq. (U) becomes 
d/(t)(y/2) ■ Pxy/^V' For •i'BPlicity consider liquids whose viscosity and 
surface tension forces are small compared to the aerodynamic flow forces 
involved. Then t is given by Eq. (9a), and the shear stress on the layer is 
approximately the stagnation pressure (l/2)^U2. Hence: 

y -^["(A^)0*^        (13) 

W is estimated as follows. Consider an arc of length S in the plane of 
the liquid sheet leaving the liquid drop. S « rö, where r is the distance 
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to a point defining the radius of curvature of the arc, and 0 is the angle 
subtended by the arc. The arc undergoes expansion due to the divergence 
of the film, i.e., ds/dt ■ 0 dr/dt. The derivative dr/dt is the velocity 
of the liquid sheet V, whereas ds/dt defines a critical velocity Vc for 
breakup of the sheet into strips. Thus, Vc ■ OV. The distance around the 
drop is atr radians; hence the number of strips N ■ 2lf/Q  ■ 27rv/vc. The 
numerical distance around the drop is ffd;  hence V «ftd/N ■ dVc/2V. For 
liquids having low viscous and surface tension forces compared to the 
aerodynamic flow forces, ^a U

2 "rfV2. Vc is obtained from this expression 
and the conventional stability equation (Ref. 1) defining the critical 
aerodynamic velocity required for liquid breakup, i.e., Cj)ftp2/2  «  kV/d. 
Consider C^ to be unity. Neglecting the small variation of air density with 
air velocity gives: 

1/2 
W . (d/2U) (8r/d/\) (1U) 

Combining the above equations gives the average diameter of the droplets 
produced by the aerodynamic breakup of a liquid drop: 

136n 0^ 

P2 
♦a 4 

(15) 

Equation (15) was derived for conditions where the aerodynamic flow 
forces are much larger than the viscous and surface tension forces. This 
situation comprises most cases of practiced interest. If the liquid 
viscosity is large, or if the flow velocity is low and the surface tension 
is high, then Eq. (15) as written may not be valid. In these cases the 
various approximations Indicated in the derivation (e.g., the value used 
for t) should be replaced by the more exact expressions. Equation (15) 
predicts the average droplet size produced varies inversely as the Ü/3 
power of the relative velocity. The work of Weiss and Worsham with liquid 
jet stripping (Ref. 1?) disclosed such a relationship, and the theory of 
Mayer (Ref. 10) "Iso predicts this relationship. Thus, evidence is 
accumulating fo: Ghe support of this velocity-droplet diameter relationship. 
Eq. (15) also predicts the droplet diameter varies directly as the l/6 
power of the initial droplet diameter, and the l/3 power of the liquid 
viscosity. These precise relationships were also found experimentally by 
Weiss and Worsham. It will be shown in II that Eq. (15) is in reasonable 
agreement with the average droplet size data obtained on the present 
program. However, a fit to the data of Weiss and Worsham as well as to 
the data from similar studies by Brown (Ref. 18) suggests the value of the 
constant 136 in Eq. (15) should be larger by a factor of about two. Such a 
factor is obtained in Eq. (15) by considering the shear stress to be 2/3 
the stagnation pressure, and the strength of the film leaving the drop to be 
S^/d (two surfaces are Involved). Since the data of these investigators 
was not for single drop breakup, and in view of the experimental uncertainties, 
the best value to be taken for the constant in Eq. (15) is not presently 
known. 
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The breakup of a liquid drop produces a distribution of droplet sizes; 
whereas Eq. (15) predicts only the average size. A complete distribution 
of droplet sizes could possibly be derived by considering a distribution 
of surface Instability wavelengths to produce the horizontal breakup, as 
discussed by Borodin and Dltyakln (Ref. 19). Brown (Ref Id) has shown 
that a log normal distribution Is a reasonable representation of the 
distribution of droplets produced by the stripping breakup of liquids. 
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AERODYNAMIC BREAKUP OF LIQUID DROPS 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

H. E. Wolfe and W. H. Andersen* 
Aerojet-General Corporation 

Downey, California 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper sunarlzes an experimental Investigation of the aerodynamic 
breakup of liquid drops, Including breakup time, mechanism, and resultant 
droplet sizes. Previous studies (I, Ref. 1-6) have been concerned mainly 
with the (critical) conditions required for breakup from a pure stability 
(non-rate) point of view. This investigation has been described in greater 
detail in Ref. 1. 

APPARATUS 

The air flows used were produced in a shock tube. Theory and limitat- 
ions of shock tube gas flows are available (e.g., Ref. 2,3 ). The shock 
tube was vertical (flow upward) and consisted of a 29 in. long steel pipe 
compression chamber (U-in. ID), a 55-ln. long, 2-ln. square cross section 
expansion chamber comprising a diaphram holder, a 2U-ln. long steel shock 
formation section, a 17-in. long steel test section containing glass viewing 
windows, and a 12-in. long end section made of plexiglas. The compression 
chamber contained a section to provide smooth flow transition to the 
expansion chamber. Compressed air was the driver gas. The expansion 
chamber was operated at atm. pressure and was open-ended, permitting the gas 
flow to exhaust to the atmosphere. Duration of constant flow conditions 
behind the shock front was about 3 mlllisec. The diaphram material was 
Mylar and was ruptured by an exploding wire technique. 

•hock velocity was measured by monitoring the arrival-time of the 
shock front at two pressure transducers (Endevco Model 2501-500) mounted 
lU,25-ln. apart in the test-section wall. Signals from the transducers were 
amplified by Shasta Wide-Band amplifiers and fed into a Beckman Model 7370 
Counter. Independent measurements using an oscilloscope technique confirmed 
the data obtained by the counter. 

♦Presently employed at Shock Hydrodynamics, Inc., Sherman Oaks, California. 
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Breakup of a liquid drop by the gas flow was photographed by a 
Beckman Whltley Model 326-3 Dynafax Camera capable of framing rates up to 
26,000 frames/tec. The light source used was a Beckman Whltley Model 357 
Electronic Flash Unit. A Wollensak Raptar f/2.8, 3-in. Telephoto lens was 
used to obtain the desired magnification and field of view. 

BREAKUP TIME STUDIES 

Breakup time and mechanism of an individual liquid drop were studied 
by photographing the free-falling drop from the time of its interaction 
with the shock front of the gas flow until its breakup was essentially 
complete. The drop was released in the shock tube from a hypodermic needle 
and its fall was permitted to interrupt a beam of light focused on a photo- 
cell. This interruption triggered the camera light source and the explosion 
of the wire that burst the diaphram. Since the Dynafax camera required an 
intense source of light for adequate exposure at high framing rates, it was 
possible to open the camera shutter Just prior to releasing the drop and 
obtain the pictures without film fogging. Drop size was determined by the 
diameter of the hypodermic needle. For drops smaller than 1.0 m,  a micro- 
buret similar to that used by Asset (Ref. k)  was fabricated. 

Liquids used in the studies were water, mercury, bis, and three 
silicons fluids with widely different viscosities. These liquids encompass 
a wide variety of physical properties. 

Liquid Surface Tension Viscosity Densit; 
(dynes/cm) (centipoise) (©B/CC 

Water 72.0 O.89 1.00 
Mercury U87.O 1.55 13.60 
Bis 27.6 5.97 0.92 
Silicons fluids 
GESF (96) 0.65 17.5 0.V7 0.76 
GESF (96) 
GESF (96) 

10 22.3 9.52 0.9k 
200 23.U 169.5 0.97 

Drop diameters used varied from 0.05 to 0.3 cmj the relative velocity 
between the gas flow and the liquid ranged from 50 to U50 ft/sec. 

Figure 1 shows a typical film sequence of the bag breakup of a water 
drop. In agreement with previous studies (I, Ref. 3-6) the pictures show the 
breakup to be brought about by the gas flow behind the shock front, rather 
than by the front itself. The time required for the shock front to travel 
over the drop (of the order of 10 p sec) is small compared with the time be- 
ween shock arrival and the time the drop begins to shatter (500 ja sec and 
greater). Flattening begins on the downwind side of the drop and the laterd. 
diameter subsequently increases from pressure on both faces until the drop 
assumes a shape similar to an oblate spheroid, flattening is accompanied 
by slight surface disturbances. The drop is then blown out in a concave 
manner to form a hollow bag attached to a roughly circular ring. The bag 
then bursts to form droplets, followed by breakup of the ring. 
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Figure 2 shows the effect of relative velocity on the breakup of a 
water drop. At the lower velocities the drop breaks by a bag mechanism; 
whereas, at the higher velocities the drop breaks by a stripping mechanism. 
The surface disturbances are very pronounced In the latter mechanism, and 
probably related to the waves discussed by Mayer (I, Ref. 10). The solid 
diagonal lines between the sequences are roughly Iso-tlme lines; they 
Indicate the Influence of gas velocity on the drop st comparable time periods. 
Increase In velocity Increases both the rate of deformation and breakup of 
the drop. The liquid stripped from the periphery of the drop does not 
Initially follow a path parallel to the general flow, but rather appears to 
diverge to form a cone-like cloud of droplets. This behavior was used In 
deriving the preceding model (I) for resultant droplet size. 

Figure 3 shows the Influence of viscosity on the breakup behavior. 
Increasing viscosity retards the deformation and breakup process. This 
could lead to a larger droplet size stripped off since it permits the drop 
to acquire a larger velocity (and thus reduces the relative velocity). In 
addition, the liquid stripped from the periphery of the drop leaves as largo: 
sheets, ligaments, and droplets rather than smaller ones as occurs at 
low viscosities. 

The above figures are Illustrative of the pictures acquired. 
Reference 1 contains all of the film sequences for all of the liquids. Lack 
of space prohibits detailed discussion of these photos here but a further 
comment may be made. The photos showed that at low gas velocities the break- 
up always occurred by the bag breakup mechanism. As the relative velocity 
was Increased slightly (other parameters remaining fixed) a re-entrant or 
Stamen portion of liquid formed at the center of a flattening drop on the 
downwind side. As the bag continued to form, the stamen elongated to 
form a ligament of liquid, centered within the bag rim. The usual rupture 
of the bag and rim then occurred and the stamen collapsed Into a series of 
larger drops. As the relative velocity was increased further, more of the 
mass of the drop became concentrated in the stamen portion with less avail- 
able to form the bag. This effect continued with increasing velocity until 
the majority of the drop mass was contained in the center stamen portion. 
At this point, the bag no longer formed and a lip formed around the drop 
periphery and was stripped off as a sheet which shattered into droplets. 
At higher velocities the stripping breakup mechanism always occurred. Thus 
it appears that there is a smooth transition in behavior in going from the 
bag to the stripping breakup mode. Physical properties of the drop also 
influenced the breakup mechanism but in a manner secondary to the relative 
gas velocity. These properties were generally not studied systematically. 

Breakup times of the drops under various conditions were determined 
from the photo sequences. As discussed before (I), the experimental 
breakup time was taken as the interval of time between the first signs of 
drop deformation from the shock passage, and the initial breakup of the 
drop. The pictures show that the total breakup time is a small factor 
(usually 2 to 3)  larger than the vlme to Just Initiate breakup. Comparison 
of the experimental breakup times with the times predicted by the equation 
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previously derived (I, Eq. ?) is shown in Figure h.    The length of the 
individual data points indicates the uncertainty in reading the tines from 
the films. Agreement and correlation between experiment and theory is 
good although the experimental times generally are smaller than the 
theoretical times. However, since total breakup time is greater than the 
breakup initiation time by a small factor, the theoretical equation is 
reasonably valid for practical purposes. In applying the theory no differ- 
entiation was made between the bag and stripping mechanism, and the value 
of k (I, Eq. 8) was taken from a best fit of the data to be 2. 

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the experimental breakup times with 
those predicted by the (slightly modified) breakup equation of Gordon 
(I, Ref. 9). The Gordon equation was derived for bag breakup but is 
apparently also applicable for stripping breakup. Gordon used a surface '"" 
tension pressure that was too high to allow all of the data to be used (i.e., 
breakup was often predicted not to occur when it did occur). By decreasing 
this pressure by a factor of two or more most of the data could be used, and       $ 
Figure 5 is using a factor of two. The Gordon breakup time equation is J 
then: 

A
0
'
5 

t    .    • 2d   /? -^ HA  (i) [ 

Symbols used in this equation were defined before (I).    Equation (1) is in ? 
good agreement with the data except for a small approximately constant factor. j 

The experimental data were also compared to the limiting expressions 
developed by Hinze (I, Ref. 8).    Good agreement with all of the data was not 
found, nor was it expected,  since not all of the liquids and conditions 
correspond to the limitations imposed by the equations.    The theoretical 
times predicted were generally less than the experimental times for liquids 
and conditions where his equations should be valid. 

The individual bag and stripping breakup data are compared in Figures 
6 and 7 with the breakup equation (Eq. 7) of (I), using the individual 
pressure expressions, Eq. (10a) and (10b).    k^ and ks were determined to be 
about h and 1, resp., by best fit to the data.    Agreement of theory with the 
stripping breakup times is good, but with bag breakup the agreement can be 
made better by adjusting the relative values used for the pressure and • 
friction drag.    This suggests that the explanation proposed for the dual 
breakup mechanism of liquid drops (bag and stripping) is reasonable. * 

L 
A brief study was made of the drag coefficients of the deformed drops 

undergoing acceleration and breakup.    A typical set of curves is shown in m 
Figure 8.    Distance, velocity, and acceleration were determined from the I 
experimental data,  and CD was obtained from: 

hA   d3 dv /„\ f 
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d^ is the lateral diameter of the deformed drop. The slight negative velocity 
is due to the initial free-fall of the drop. Breakup time was about O.h 
millisec and her.ce In this case the average value of C^ during the initiation 
to breakup .was about unity. Values of C3 usually varied from less than, to 
greater than unity for most of the cases studied. It was concluded that an 
effective value of unity for C3 during breakup was reasonable, and Rabin 
et. al. (I, Ref. 5) previously found a value of unit> for drops accelerated 
in a gas stream. The errors inherent in obtaining the acceleration for a 
deforming drop are large, however, and the shapes of the drag coefficient 
vs time curves were not consistent. Peak values for Cß varied from 0.9 
to k.h. 

DROPLET SIZE STUDIES 

A study was made of the sizes of the droplets produced by the breakup 
of a liquid drop. Bis was used as the test liquid because of its very low 
vapor pressure which reduces evaporation of the liquid. Also, previous 
experience had been gained on its behavior in aerosol form, typical spread 
factors for bis droplets on glass had been determined, and chemical assay 
techniques to determine the quantity of bis sampled had been worked out and 
tested. The shocktube war. used in a horizontal position in these studies 
and the plexiglas end section of the expansion chamber was removed in some 
of the studies. The droplets produced by the breakup were collected on 12 
standard microscope slides mounted in a holder, creating a ^-x-6-ln. 
plane-seunpling surface. The holder was mounted on a movable stand, with the 
center of the sampling surface concentric with the shocktube axis and 
the plane of the surface normal to the tube axis. The stand was positioned 
to place the sampling surface a predetermined distance from the open end of 
the expansion chamber. This distance was determined experimentally, and 
was the distance at which the droplet sizes were found to be roughly insensi- 
tive to distance. After a drop breakup test was conducted, the microscope 
slides were removed, and photomicrographs of the sampled material were 
taken at thr^e locations along the centerline of the slide. To provide data 
from which the radical distribution of the sampled material could be 
determined, recordings were made of the coordinates of each of the photo- 
micrographs on the slide surface. The sampled material was also washed from 
the slides and put into a solution, permitting assays to be made of the 
amount of material collected for material-balance calculations. 

Studies were conducted at several relative velocities and for three 
drop sizes. Breakup mechanism Included both bag and stripping breakup. 
Figure 9 shows a typical set of photomicrographs of the sampled material. 
The apparent measured diameters of the drops were multiplied by the experi- 
mentally determined spread factor (about O.U3) to give the true drop 
diameters. Figure 10 shows typical plots of cululacive percent mass vs 
droplet diameter for both bag and stripping breakup. The droplet size 
distributions produced by the drop breakup are to good approximation log 
normal distribtuions (I, Ref, 18). Figure 11 shows the comparison between 
the experimental mass mean droplet diameters of all the data and the mean 
diameters predicted by the theory developed in I (Eq. 15). Agreement is 
reasonable, considering the relative scatter in the data. In view of this 
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scatter it is difficult to draw definite conclusions regarding the validity 
of Eq. (15).    The data suggest the influence of droplet diameter and 
relative velocity may differ from that predicted by Eq. (15).    Kowever,  the 
data of Weiss and Worsham (I, Ref. 1?) are consistent with the variations 
predicted.    Comparison of the data with the Mayer theory (I, Ref. 10) is 
given in Figure 12.    The mean droplet diameter given by Mayer is: 

2/3 
D-Tl.aBprVr//0!)0'*   //^U2]] (3) 

B is an undetermined constant whose value must be determined by experiment. 
Its value from Figure 12 is about 0.18.    However,  the value of B is probably 
a weak function of drop diameter.    Drop diameter is presently not a 
parameter In the Mayer equation.    The discrepancy between experiment and 
the Mayer theory is due primarily to the relative velocity dependence, which 
is the same as in Eq. (15).    Further experimental studies are required to 
test and refine the theoretical droplet size expressions. 
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ONBOARD SPECTRAL OBSERVATION TECHNIQUE FOR 

A MODEL IN A SHOCK TUBE 

William M. Houghton 
NASA Langley Research Center 

Hampton, Virginia 

INTRODUCTION 

During spacecraft reentry, gas cap radiation plays a major role in heat 
transfer to the space vehicle. In simulating reentry by subjecting a space- 
craft model to the flow of a shock tube it is Important to measure the radi- 
ation emitted by this gas cap, particularly that which actually strikes the 
model. The usefulness of spectroscopic techniques-for analyzing this radia- 
tion is well established. Such spectroscopic measurements are usually made 
by placing a window in the tube wall adjacent to the model and arranging the 
spectrograph to view the desired spatial region; figure 1 illustrates such a 
method. Several problems arise with this technique in the form of alinement 
difficulties, absorption by the free stream between the model and window, and 
the difficulty of transforming the two-dimensional side view into the true 
radiation characteristics about the model. 

This paper discusses an "onboard" technique being investigated at Langley 
Research Center to alleviate these problems by the use of collecting optics 
located inside a hollow model-sting assembly. The general idea of this tech- 
nique is to place windows in the model nose and use a suitable means for 
gathering the radiation passing through the window and conducting it to a 
spectrograph located outside the shock tube. Two approaches have been tried. 
The first involves a fiber optics bundle placed in the model as shown in fig- 
ure 2. A second method being evaluated utilizes a mirror-relay system as 
shown in figure 5» 

The "onboard" radiation measuring techniques reported to date have 
employed blackbody-type detectors or wide bandpass detectors to measure total 
radiative energy (refs. 1 and 2). In our measurements, however, both time and 
spatial resolution are required as well as the capability of observing various 
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wavelengths over a wide spectral range. If the complete time history of a 
wide spectral range, say several thousand angstroms, is required a separate 
drum camera-spectrograph should be used for each spatial point desired. In 
many experiments, however, it is adequate to record several wavelengths at 
each of several points. In this case a single stigmatic spectrograph fitted 
with multiple phototubes may be used to monitor several wavelengths at dif- 
ferent points. 

At present the "onboard" approach has been tested for a single point 
located at the stagnation point of a blunt-nose model. However, a contem- 
plated system will employ multiple fiber bundles, or multiple images in the 
relay mirror case, to gather radiation from 5 or 6 points on the model 
surface. 

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENTS 

Figure k  shows the laboratory setup for the fiber optics tests. One fiber 
bundle was located ins ids the model behind a protective window and used to 
conduct the collected radiation to a vacuum feed-through window. A second 
fiber bundle gathered the radiation passing through the window and directed 
it onto the spectrograph slit. Approximately 90 percent of the radiation was 
lost at this vacuum feed through; coupled with the transmission of the fiber 
bundle, the overall efficiency of transfer from model to spectrograph was 
about 5 percent. 

The spectrograph used for the fiber optics tests was a Hilger E-612 
adapted to a 70-mm drum camera. The time resolution obtained was 10|i sec 
and the wavelength resolution variable from about 20 A in the red to 5 A in 
the blue. Figure 5 is a typical spectrogram obtained. It is evident that 
little data was recorded at the beginning of the run, that is, dvring the 
time of good flow. This is attributed to the large loss encountered in the 
vacuum feed-through coupling. In a bench setup using a flash lamp source, 
spectra made with one continuous fiber bundle showed well-exposed lines, while 
two bundles coupled across a glass window showed only a few faint lines. Thus 
it is concluded that elimination of the vacuum feed-through loss will make 
the fiber optics usable. An additional disadvantage of the fiber bundles is 
their transmission cutoff at 5000 A. unproved fiber bundles have been I 
recently made available which transmit well from 5^00 A to 1^,000 A and can 
be provided with a potted vacuum seal to eliminate the feed-through window. * 
For time-resolved work or for stacking bundles on the slit of a stigmatic ^ 
spectrograph, small-diameter bundles are desirable. For maximum efficiency 
the fiber bundles should be placed directly against the spectrograph slit . 
since auxiliary optics cannot increase the steradiancy and will only con- f 
tribute losses. * 

Figure 6 shows the shock tube setup for the mirror-relay system. Radi- 
ation entei'ing through an aperture in the model nose was reflected by a 
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plane mirror through a vacuum seal window to a spherical mirror. The 
spherical mirror then directed the radiation to another plane mirror and 
then to a focus on the spectrograph slit. The off-axis angle has been kept 
as small as possible (<10o) to minimize aberrations. This not only obtains 
maximum efficiency but for multipoint work will allow several points on the 
model nose to be formed as separate and distinct Images on the spectrograph 
silt. Spectra of the mirror-relay tests were recorded with a custom spec- 
trograph which Incorporated either glass plates for time-integrated spectra 
or multiple phototubes for time-resolved data at several wavelengths.  By 
replacing the glass plate with a thin metal plate containing machined slits, 
various wavelengths could be selected to be monitored by phototubes. From 
the time-integrated spectrogram a slit plate was fabricated to select the 
5885 CN bandhead and the 3021 Fe line. Figures 7 and 8 show data obtained 
with this method. These records are part of a shock-tube-impurities study 
presently being conducted and here serve only to show the degree of success 

obtained with the "onboard" technique. To date spectra over the 2500 A to 

65OO A region have been recorded, but extension to the vacuum UV is feasi- 
ble. Figure 9 Is a computed transmission curve from published reflectance 
data (ref. 5) to give an Idea of the efficiency to be expected for a three- 
mirror system at short wavelengths. 

COMMENTS 

As was stated above, only single-point spectrograms have been made In 
the shock tube with the "onboard" approach. However the extension to multi- 
point Is being studied In the laboratory to determine the be.ät spatial reso- 
lution to be expected. Considering the mirror-relay system, it li possible 
to place two 1/16-Inch-diameter holes l/k  inch apart on the model nose and 
still resolve these as separate spectra at the film plane of the spectro- 
graph. The next step In the laboratory study is to design and fabricate a 
model assembly to contain mirrors or prisms to gather light from the side 
regions of the model. The tentative goal for the onboard mirror system Is 
to be able to record the time history of radiation from six points for two 
different wavelengths at each point. 

Ellipsoidal mirrors seem desirab]f to use as the ^5° mirror In the 
model. This would allow only one reflecting surface between the model nose 
and the spectrograph silt, a desirable feature for the vacuum UV. However, 
because of the expense ol ellipsoidal mirrors a window should be used In 
the model nose to prevent damage to the mirror from the relatively large 
particles In the flow. 
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CONCLUSION 

The "on board" technique works very effectively for the mirror-relay 
system for a single point. The extension to multipoint recording is currently 
being developed and looks entirely feasible. Due to the inefficiency of 
mirror coatings at short wavelengths, the three mirror system is limited to 
about 120ÜA, either with or without a window. 

The fiber optics method is usable but hampered by the 95-percent losses 
described.  Improved fiber bundles and vacuum feed-through techniques should 
make this method good over the 34Ü0A to l.Au'region.  Fiber bundles are 
simple to install in a model and eliminate alinement difficulties completely. 
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Figure 1.- Conventional approach for shock tube spectroscopy. 
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Figure 4.- Fiber optic* setup for shook tube. 
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